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Business Situation Summarized
BUSINESS did not undergo marked change in De-

cember from the position prevailing at the end of
November, after allowance for the divergence in the
usual seasonal movements between retail trade and in-
dustrial production. The very substantial rise in con-
sumer purchasing power in recent months of expanded
activity had assured the increase in retail sales over a
year ago that was realized. The irregularity in store
sales which developed over the November month-end
was not significant, as higher pay rolls, larger farm in-
come, and a year-end flow of dividends much in excess
of that in 1938 brought trade through retail channels to
a strong close for the year.

On the whole, industrial production was maintained
at a high rate during the month. There were seasonal
declines in some industries but in total the let-up was
probably less than usual for December. Steel ingot
production, which in the spectacular autumn rise
reached the practical limits of capacity by the end of
November, tended to decline as the volume of new
orders fell to a figure more in line with current utiliza-
tion. Pressure for delivery of steel has decreased fol-
lowing the announcement that prices for the first quarter
of 1940 would be about the same as those listed for the
past several months. By the third week of December
the rate of ingot production was off to 90 percent of
capacity, against 94 percent at the end of November.
This recession is not indicative of a general decline since
the rate of steel production was above the operating
rate for the steel-consuming industries generally. The
more highly fabricated lines of steel manufacture are not
subject to such quick adjustments as those which char-
acterize ingot production, and no signs of slackening
activity have appeared among them as yet. In some
of the metal industries incoming business remained
comparatively high during November; e. g., orders re-
ceived by metal trade concerns in Massachusetts were
as large as in September, though well below the October
volume. New orders in the other major industries
reported for this State were much smaller in November
than in September.

Activity has been sustained in machine tool, aircraft,
shipbuilding, and electrical equipment manufacturing.
Automobile assemblies were stepped up in December as
Chrysler plants again came into production. Total
assemblies rose to about 440,000 units, the highest total
since the middle of 1937. This represented a larger
volume than retail sales plus exports, as stocking of
dealers continued. Domestic retail sales of passenger
cars in November amounted to 257,000 compared with
241,000 in November 1938.

Output of Consumers' Goods Maintained.

In the industries manufacturing consumers' goods,
operations continued high in December. Some down-
ward adjustments occurred, but these were neither
large nor widespread. November figures show the
extent to which the operations of these industries were
pushed by the September-October buying. Output of
cotton textile mills, already high in October, increased
further in November. While some increase in the pur-
chasing of textiles occurred in the middle of December,
following the rise in raw cotton prices, the mills have
been operating at a rate above the volume of incoming
business for some time. Woolen mills in November
also operated at a very high rate.

The extent of the rise over a year ago in a number of
important areas of the economy is indicated by the
comparisons presented in figure 2. The rise in durable
goods manufactures—still relatively depressed toward
the end of 1938—is outstanding, as is the increase of
about one-fifth in the volume of freight moved. The
general advance in production and distribution brought
the rise in the national income payment total to 6 per-
cent. The price data given show that price changes
were not an important factor in the magnitude of the
change in dollar figures, though actual and anticipated
price movements did have an important influence on
the volume of purchasing and sales during the final
third of the year.

Estimates of the dollar sales of service and limited
function wholesalers prepared by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce show a sharply increased
relative gain over 1938 in the final quarter of the year.
Moderate advance in the first half gave way to a wider
increase for the third quarter, but in the final 3 months
sales ran well over 10 percent in excess of the final
quarter of 1938 which was, it will be recalled, a period
of improving trade. For the year 1939, the percentage
increase in sales was 9 percent, the total rising from
19,023 million dollars in 1938 to 20,700 million dollars
in 1939. The more important increases were in such
lines as electrical goods, metals and metal work, lumber
and construction material, jewelry and optical goods,
machinery, automobiles, and furniture. Sales of food
and farm products, which make up an important part
of the total, showed only moderate increases as prices
were generally lower throughout the year. Price
changes were not a factor in the larger annual sales total
for this group of merchants, since they averaged lower
in 1939 than in 1938. It was not until the last quarter
of the year that average wholesale prices moved higher
than a year ago.
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Income Payments Higher.

Reference to the chart on page 3 will reveal the
unusual rise in income payments that has occurred
during the few months subsequent to the outbreak of
war in Europe. The reaction in domestic markets to
this event—superimposed as it was on a rising trend of
domestic economic activity—brought a rise in the index
of income payments to 88.8 in November (1929 = 100)
from the August figure of 85.4. The advance in this
index of more than 1 point a month for the past 3
months means an increase in income payments on an
annual basis from 69.7 billion dollars at the August
rate to 72.5 billion dollars at the November rate.
Some further increase in income payments probably
resulted from December business; for the year 1939 a

Farmers' incomes rose sharply after the prices of
agricultural products advanced in September. The
improvement of the past 4 months has raised the esti-
mated total of cash farm income for the year 1939 to
$7,625,000,000, virtually the same as in the preceding
year. With Government payments of $675,000,000
estimated to be almost $200,000,000 larger than in 1938,
the total income of farmers of $8,300,000,000 from
marketings and Government payments is expected to
be about 2.5 percent higher than in 1938.

A marked rise in dividends, particularly in the final
month of the year, has been an important factor in
increasing the flow of income to individuals. It is
estimated on the basis of data now available that divi-
dends in 1939 were at least half a billion dollars larger
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Figure 2.—Industrial Production, Income and Distribution, and Prices—Percentage Change November 1939 from November 1938.

NOTE.—All series shown on this chart are those regularly published in the Survey except wholesale and retail sales which are estimates of the U. S. Department of Com-
merce and prices of industrial commodities which are compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System from data of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

total of almost 70 billion dollars is indicated, as com-
pared with 66.3 billion dollars in 1938 and 72.4 billion
dollars in 1937.

Income payments in November were 310 million
dollars larger than a year ago, an increase of nearly
6 percent. In general, the industrial sections of the
Nation have shown the greater improvement over the
same month of last year. Although salaries and wages
as a whole during November were only 6 percent above
those of November 1938, aggregate pay rolls in the
commodity-producing industries were 208 million dol-
lars or nearly 15 percent larger than a year ago. While
representing less than one-quarter of all income pay-
ments, pay rolls in these important industries account
for two-thirds of the increase in total income over
November 1938. Factory employment in November
was 11 percent higher than in 1938, and pay rolls were
one-fifth larger. In contrast, the governmental con-
tribution to employee's income was nearly 10 percent
less than November of last year, reflecting the lower
level of work-relief wages during 1939.

than the 1938 figure of 3.7 billion dollars, representing
an increase of 14 percent. The marked increase in
dividends relative to the increases in other types of
incomes reflects partly the more variable character of
this type of income and partly the concentration of the
present recovery in those industrial branches (notably
manufacturing) where share capital represents an
important factor of production. Enlarged dividends
reflect the substantial expansion in business profits
that has occurred in the fourth quarter of 1939? Data
are not available at this time to compute the actual
increase in current profits, but recent months have
undoubtedly produced a volume of earnings which are
not far removed from the results of early 1937.

Financial Markets
As in November, domestic and international financial

markets were relatively quiet, aside from the drop in
quotations of Finnish bonds which followed the attack
of the U. S. S. R. on Finland. Prices of stocks and
corporate bonds on the whole did not show significant
or material changes. Corporate security flotations on
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the open market achieved substantial volume after 3
months of stagnation. The issues were predominantly
utility refunding operations; the amount of new capital
raised was small. That business concerns have re-
quired some additional funds is evidenced by the trend
of commercial loans; the amount outstanding with
reporting member banks has increased $400,000,000
since August to $4,400,000,000 in December.

As the 3rear ends the prospects for business in the
first half of 1940 remain uncertain, though the level of
activity is currently well above that of the first quarter
of 1939. Production in the basic industries during the
final quarter of 1939 has matched that of the best
quarter of 1929. But with industrial activity not
being supported at present by a volume of incoming
business of corresponding magnitude, some readjust-
ment in productive activit}^ can hardly be avoided as
the backlogs of orders are reduced. Buying policies
during the fall rush were predicated largely upon cover-
ing requirements for some months ahead rather than
upon immediate needs. As these commitments brought
company positions into line with their raised expecta-
tions regarding sales trends and inventory needs, pur-
chasing settled down to a replacement basis. The
mere cessation of inventory accumulation can only
result in some decline in industrial activity unless a

prompt expansion in consumption, investment, or
export demand, not now in evidence, should come in as
an offsetting influence.

What is uncertain at this time is the magnitude and
duration of the reaction to come in the next few months.
The fact that inventory holdings have been and are still
being enlarged through previous commitments is an
unfavorable factor in the present situation. The atti-
tude taken toward these holdings may largely deter-
mine the extent of the readjustment. There are sev-
eral factors on the favorable side which militate against
liquidation. The advance in prices, particularly retail
prices, has not been as large as seemed likely two
months ago. Hence, an expanded volume of goods
should continue to be taken off the market by consum-
ers. The prospects for farm income have been strength-
ened by the December rise in the prices of a few agri-
cultural staples, principally wheat and cotton. Activ-
ity in the construction industry has been well main-
tained during recent months, and a continuance of the
expansion of 1939 into the spring of next year would
provide added stimulus to the economic structure.
Furthermore, there has been a sizable increase in com-
mitments for capital expenditures by business in the
past 4 months and the activity created by it will be
felt during the first quarter of 1940.
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i Adjusted for seasonal variations; monthly averages, except income payments, are based on unadjusted indexes.
3 Average of 10 months, January, February, and April through November.

* From farm marketings.
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The Business Situation
FEBRUARY passed without any signs of an expan-

sion in the basic factors of demand which would
bring a near-term reversal in the business downturn.
While characterized by some unevenness among the
various lines of manufacturing, the flow of new orders
is still generally restricted and below the volume of
production. Industrial output has declined sharply
during the past 2 months and even with this reduced
rate of activity, backlogs of unfilled orders have been
lowered further. As* evidenced by retail trade, con-
sumption has eased off from the high December posi-
tion. The latest data available, as of the end of Jan-
uary, show a further substantial increase in inventories.
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Figure 2.—New Orders for Selected Commodities, By Weeks, 1939-40

NOTE.—Relatives have been computed from the weekly data (quantity) with
average weekly orders for the 30 weeks, January 1 to July 29, 1939, as 100. The data
are substantially comparable for the period covered, although slight variations
occur in the number of lumber mills reporting. Orders for wool yarn and wool
cloth are compiled by the National Association of Wool Manufacturers, copper
orders are sales of domestic producers as reported in the American Metal Market,
and sales of slab zinc are from the American Zinc Institute.

The only major factor to resist the weakening tendency
in business so far this year is export trade; foreign
shipments on a volume basis—that is, allowing for
price changes—have risen to approximately the 1929
level and current reports indicate a continuance of
active demand from abroad.

The declining flow of new orders in the late months
of 1939 and in January and February of this year is
revealed by the data charted in figures 2 and 3. The
reduction in new business has been rather general and
it is the factor behind the decline in production expe-
rienced during the opening months of 1940. The revival
of buying of copper and zinc in the latter half of Fed-
ruary, a typically sporadic purchasing move by con-
sumers of these metals, stood out in the generally
sluggish purchasing of other commodities.

The monthly series on manufacturers' orders for a
variety of industries reveal a similarity in the pur-
chasing swings of the past 6 months. More inclusive
data not available for plotting show deviations from
the general pattern in certain lines, though the over-
all picture thus far in 1940 is one of declining back-
logs as the inflow of new business has not kept pace
with production or shipments. In some instances—
foundry equipment and the metal trades in Massachu-
setts among those shown in figure 3—the flow of in-
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Figure 3.—New Orders Received by Selected Manufacturing Industries,
1939-40.

NOTE.—The indexes of new orders (value) received by textile mills and metal
trades in Massachusetts are compiled by the Associated Industries of Massachusetts.
The other series are those regularly shown in the Survey of Current Business and
represent quantity, except the indexes for "Foundry Equipment" which are on a
value basis.

coming business compared favorably with the pre-war
level. Machine tools and aircraft continue in an
exceptionally favorable position both as regards new
orders and the current backlog. Foreign business
represents a significant part of unfilled orders in both of
these industries.

Material Prices Reflect Weak Business Trend.

Contraction of industrial purchasing has had as a
corollary the weakening in the prices of raw materials.
The February index of 16 basic industrial raw com-
modities recently made available by the Department
of Labor averaged about 116 (August 1939 = 100) as
compared with the 1939 peak of 129; thus more than
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one-third of the post-August price rise in these com-
modities has been canceled. In the main, the wholesale
price situation has been one reflecting the decline in
business activity, though some commodities have
recently risen in price because of special factors. Tin
quotations, for example, rose slightly after the lowering
of the export quota, and foreign sales were a con-
tributing factor in the late February increase of copper
prices.

On the average, prices of farm products and foods
eased off during January and February, though some
important commodities moved against the general
trend. Wheat prices, which during January had lost
some of the previous advance, again moved upward
in February to about the December peak under the in-
fluence of supply factors. Cotton prices substantially
maintained the December gains, supported as they were
by the sustained high level of domestic cotton consump-
tion and the marked contraseasonal expansion in
exports after December.

Sharp Decline in Production.
The contraction during January and February in

industrial output was contrary to the seasonal expecta-
tion. The Federal Reserve adjusted index of industrial
production dropped from the December peak of 128
(1923-25 = 100) to 119 for January, and a further de-
cline to about 109 is indicated by preliminary data for
February. Roughly half of the 19-point reduction is
to be explained by the actual decrease in production and

the other half arises from the seasonal adjustment factor.
The pace of the decline in this adjusted index of in-
dustrial production has been somewhat faster than the
rise subsequent to August 1939. Production of steel
ingots, with a weight of one-fourth in the December
index, has declined at as rapid a rate as it was raised
last year; this change has been a major factor in the
sharp fluctuation of the production index over the past
6 months.

Steel production dropped from about 85 percent of
capacity in the initial weeks of 1940 to around 65
percent by the end of February. The seasonally ad-
justed rate of output was lowered more than one-third
from December to February. This precipitous decline
was not typical of the durable goods generally; many
plants in these lines held to a high rate of operations
during January and February. Machinery concerns
remained fairly active. Producers of fabricated steel
products, according to the most recent employment and
pay-roll data for mid-January, have curtailed output
since December. Fabricators of nonferrous metals
also reduced operations after December though still
holding operations at a very high level. Aircraft man-
ufacturers continued to expand operations, and in
January had doubled the number of employees as com-
pared with a year ago. Capacity operations for most
of the aircraft manufacturers are assured for some time,
and substantial additions to plant and equipment are
now under way.
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1923-25 = 100

126
39
31
57

75
67

55
63
70
64
70
70
69
72
72
72
67
91

95

113
42
29
74

52
54

55
49
53
53
61
58
57
57
59
65
73
77

74

120
31
22
63

52
96

86
73
69
67
63
63
67
73
73
76
83
86

75

142.4
80.6
61.1

103.4

89.3
106.9

90.5
77.1
92.3
85.3
90.0
94.7
89.6
88.7
93.9
96.5
94.5

113.5

101.3 I

&

1

Monthly
average,
1926 = 100

95.9
67.3
61.0
85.9

80.9
77.0

76.9
76.9
76.7
76.2
76.2
75.6
75.4
75.0
79.1
79.4
79.2
79.2

79.4

1 Adjusted for seasonal variations; monthly averages, except income payments, are based on unadjusted indexes. °- From farm marketings.
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Automobile assemblies have been relatively high
during the first 2 months of 1940. There was some
slackening in January, but seasonal expansion was
again in evidence in the latter part of February. Pro-
duction of new cars and trucks for February approxi-
mated 400,000 units as compared with 303,000 in Feb-
ruary of 1939. Dealers' stocks of new cars have been
increased to large totals by the high rate of assemblies
this year. Retail sales trends in this industry have been
strong, in contrast with retail sales generally.

Although production of nondurable goods has tended
toward lower levels, the change has not been so large
as in the case of the industries producing primary
durable products. Cotton mills, which have operated
at near capacity for half a year, did not curtail output
until February. January consumption of raw cotton
was practically at a record rate. Cotton mills have
been cutting into their unfilled orders for some time and
this was true of February even with some curtailment
of output. Rayon deliveries though still high moved
downward during January and February.

Shoe production, which had not participated to any
marked degree in the 1939 spurt, failed to record the
usual strong seasonal increase in January; moreover,
production for the month was only slightly larger
than a year earlier, a much smaller increase than for
the nondurable industries generally. Production in
the paper and paperboard industries, after reaching
record proportions during the fourth quarter of 1939,
was curtailed during January and Februarys

In the petroleum industry the flow of crude oil in-
creased seasonally during February and, at a daily rate
of about 3.7 million barrels, ŵ as roughly on a par with
previous record rates of output. Nation-wide output
was about 11 percent higher than in February 1939.
Production of the Illinois fields was up 150 percent and
accounted for over 10 percent of the total as compared
with less than 5 percent a year earlier. The active rate
of refinery operations has taken off the enlarged flow
of crude oil and there has not been much change in
stocks of crude petroleum. Gasoline stocks, however,
have continued to rise to record figures. Thus far the
war in Europe has not resulted in any significant in-
crease in exports of petroleum and petroleum products,
aside from a marked rise in shipments of lubricants.
The disappearance of the German market and restric-
tion of civilian use in belligerent and some neutral
markets have been retarding factors in exports of petro-
leum products.

Bituminous coal production in February fell off
after the increase in January, and output in the week
ended March 2 was down to 8.8 million tons as com-
pared with about 10 million tons weekly during January.
With the reduced volume of coal output, loadings of
this commodity in February showed a contraseasonal
decline of about one-seventh from the January daily
average.

Table 1.—Weekly Indicators of

Indicator

Steel ingot produc-

Paper production..
Paperboard produc-

tion.
Automobile assem-

blies.
Bituminous coal

production.
Electric power pro-

duction.
Miscellaneous car-

loadings.

Unit

Percent of ca-
pacity,

do
do

Thousands

Million tons__

Billion kw.-h..

Thousands

Dec.
23,

1939

90.0

94.2
81

118

9.0

2.61

269

Indus

Jan.
13,

1940

86.1

87.8
74

111

10.0

2.59

261

Jtrial Activity, 1939-40

Week ended—

Feb.
10,

1940

71.7

88.2
71

96

9.9

2.52

244

Feb.
17,

1940

68.8

86.7
70

95

9.1

2,48

241

Feb.
24,

1940

67.1

86.6
69

9.1

8.8

2.46

234

Mar.
2,

1940

65.9

84.0
69

101

8.8

2.48

256

4,
1939

55.8

83.3
68

79

8.5

2.24

233

In addition to the decline in coal traffic the move-
ment of miscellaneous freight dropped considerably in
February, a change that reflected the general let-up
in the movement of manufactured goods. Loadings
of forest products failed to show the usual increase in
February. The adjusted index of total freight traffic
for February was about 5 percent lower than in either
January or December.

The construction industry enters the active spring
building season with a far smaller backlog of public
work than in 1939 when the tremendous awards under
the 1938 Public Works program were on the books.
Consequently stimulus from this source will be much
less than 12 months earlier. Construction undertak-
ings financed from private funds have held at a high
level but through February did not show signs of any
major expansion which might offset the recessive
tendencies in other sectors of the economy. Total
awards of new construction contracts in the first 2
months of 1940 were about one-sixth below the com-
parable 1939 dollar volume of contracts placed in the
areas surveyed by the F. W. Dodge Corporation. All
of the reduction was in publicly financed projects;
private work in the total was slightly above the year-
earlier awards.

Residential building contracts have been running
about on a par with year-earlier volume—a position
that is but moderately lower on a seasonally corrected
basis than last summer. Private construction other
than residential has been somewhat higher than a year
ago though not showing signs of attaining any such
volume as that in the first half of 1937. As shown by
figure 4 the awards of contracts for factory building
did not record major gains in the fourth quarter of last
year and there are few indications of any major increase
in this field.

Income Payments Falling Off.

It is indicative of the broad character of the business
contraction that the flow of income payments was
reduced as early as January. The decline in this slow-
moving index was 0.3 point in January on a seasonally
adjusted basis, with the figure for that month 89.4
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(1929 = 100). Since the actual decline in industrial
output was more rapid in February than in January,
there is little doubt that a more sizable decrease in the
income-payments index will be shown by the February
figures. Nevertheless, the flow of income is still rela-
tively high; in January, for example, income payments
were made at an annual rate of about 73 billion dollars,
compared with the 1939 total of under 70 billion dol-
lars and with the fourth-quarter average for that year
of slightly above 72 billion.

Total salaries and wages in January were estimated
to be 5 percent higher than a year earlier with labor
income in the commodity-producing industries up
about 12 percent. Factory pay rolls were 17 percent
larger than in January 1939.

As compared with December, however, total salaries
and wages in January showed a more-than-seasonal
decline; the adjusted index fell from 87.8 to 87.0. Em-
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Figure 4.—Value of Construction Contracts Awarded for Manufacturing
Buildings, 1936-40 (The F. W. Dodge Corporation).

ployment in manufacturing was lowered slightly more
than seasonally expected from mid-December to mid-
January, with a decline of 200,000 workers. The
contraction of industrial output, it will be recalled, was
quite small over the same period of time. Employ-
ment in retail establishments experienced the usual
large drop from December as employees temporarily
added for the holiday trade were released. There
were declines of more-than-seasonal proportions in the
construction industry, partly caused by adverse weather.
In the aggregate, nonagricultural employment was
reduced by 1,160,000 workers from mid-December to
mid-January largely as a result of the seasonal influ-
ences at work at this time of the year. As compared
with a year ago the number at work in nonagricultural
pursuits was about 1,100,000 larger.

Despite the fact that the decline in income was
rather small in January on a seasonally adjusted basis,
retail trade did not make a good showing in that month.
With the conspicuous exception of automobiles, retail
sales in most lines fell more than seasonally after the
high level of consumption attained in December, and
the reports available for February indicate little change

in this field. Automobile sales, however, have been
good during the first 2 months of this year. The final
figures for January showed a less-than-seasonal decline
from December, and a continued high rate of sales is
indicated by partial data for February. Retail deliv-
eries of passenger cars for January and February were
about one-third larger than a year earlier.

The consumption pattern appears not to have been
aided by any general readjustment of retail prices so
far this year. Although food prices at retail were
slightly lower in mid-January than a month earlier,
retail prices of shoes, clothing, other textile products,
etc., have tended upward, according to available infor-
mation. On February 1, the Fairchild index of selected
department-store articles was fractionally higher than
the January figure and was 3.6 percent above the posi-
tion 12 months earlier.

Further Increase in Inventories.
It is a reasonable deduction from the character of the

current business pattern that total inventory holdings
should be accumulating at a less rapid rate than during
the late months of 1939. Just as the business expan-
sion of last autumn was based so largely upon the in-
crease in this volatile investment area, so now the rapid
decline in activity appears to be the result of lessened
stock accumulation. No doubt this will show up to a
greater degree when data for February become avail-
able. During January there was a further substantial
increase in inventories, as the following data indicate.

Table 2.—Recent Inventory Changes

[December 1938=100]

June
October-
November
December

January

Month

1939

1940

Manufac-
turers

98.5
101.5
104.5
107.5

110.0

Whole-
salers

104.0
112.5
112.5
111.0

116.5

Depart-
ment stores
(seasonally
adjusted)

100
104
107
103

104

Source: Manufacturers and wholesalers, U. S. Department of Commerce; depart-
ment stores, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Wholesalers' inventories increased about 5 percent
in January—a seasonal rise is usual—after a much
less than seasonal decline in the previous month.
There was, however, a smaller increase in manufac-
turers' stocks in January than in December and these
in total are in the neighborhood of four times as large
as wholesalers' holdings. The only data available in
the retail field, those for department stores, show a
small increase from December to January after allow-
ance for the seasonal factor.

Export Trade
As the volume of industrial activity has receded, the

one area of demand to show continued vigor is the
export trade. Shipments of United States merchandise
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to foreign markets in January, valued at 359 million
dollars, were fractionally above the December total,
contrary to the seasonal decline usual during this

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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Figure 5.—Value of Exports of United States Merchandise and Imports for
Consumption, 1937-40 (U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

period. At this figure, exports are almost three-fourths
larger than a year ago and higher than at any time
since the early months of 1930. On the basis of
volume—value adjusted for price changes—the com-
parison with former years is even more favorable; the
quantity index of exports for both December and
January was 140 (1923-25 = 100), only slightly below
the best quarter's figure for 1929 of 143.

With exports in this volume for 2 successive months,
it appears quite definite that the war has enlarged the
market for United States goods. This stimulus was
not evident in the first 3 months of the conflict, during
which time our exports expanded little more than
seasonally. The export value in December and Jan-
uary, however, was 20 percent above the average for
the 3 preceding war months despite the fact that those
months include the usual seasonal high points of the
year. Although this rise may not measure up to the
anticipations which provided the basis of last autumn's
expansion in business, it is of substantial magnitude
and an increase must be given adequate consideration
in an estimate of the economic outlook, especially since
the export movement has continued at this high level
during February.

The average monthly increase since the outbreak of
the war was significantly larger than the rise during the
first 5 months of the World War, and it was concentrated
to a much greater degree among industrial products than
in 1914. A paralleling of the spectacular 1915-19 ex-
pansion in exports during the present conflict still seems
rather unlikely, but this should not cause one to over-
look the fact that even the current volume of exports will
provide considerable support to business during the
months ahead.

With the totals virtually the same in both Decem-
ber and January, the changes in either the commodity

or country composition of our export trade for the 2-
month period were not of great moment. Most inter-
esting of the changes from December to January was a
contraseasonal increase in raw cotton exports of 16
million dollars, which gave an unusually high January
total of 59.9 million dollars. The shipments during the
month amounted to approximately 1,125,000 bales
(500 pounds each) as compared with 327,000 bales in
January 1939. Although this volume is large for Jan-
uary, the total shipments during the current cotton
year—starting in August—have not been unusually
high, except in comparison with the low volume of
exports during the 2 previous years. A combination of

Table 3.—Value of United States Exports (Domestic Merchandise), by
Groups and Principal Commodities

[In millions of dollars]

Commodity

Total

Meats and lard
Leather _
Leather manufactures
Corn
Wheat and wheat flour
Canned vegetables
Fruits (dried and canned)
Leaf tobacco (bright flue-cured)
Textile fibers and manufactures

Raw cotton..
Wood and paper

Sawmill products _ __
Coal
Petroleum and products

Crude petroleum
Metals and manufactures

Iron and steel-mill products, total-
Iron and steel scrap

Ferro-alloys _.
Aluminum, except manufactures..
Copper, refined

Machinery, total3

Electrical machinery and appa-
ratus

Metal-working machinery
Tractors and parts

Motor trucks and busses
Passenger cars
Parts for assembly
Aircraft, engines and parts
Chemicals and related products

Industrial chemicals and special-
ties _ _

5
months,
Sept.-
Dec.
1938
and
Jan.
1939

1, 244.1

20.5
4.7
3.5

16.9
25.3

1.6
28.1
87.9

142.6
102.1
39.2
15.5
22.2

151.3
37.8

149.8
73.0
17.0
7.1
3.2

32.6
189.8

41.0
41.5
16.8
26.6
42.3
18.0
24.4
55.8

23.4

5
months,
Sept-
Dec.
1939
and
Jan.
19401

1,609.4

23.4
6.8
4.4

12.2
15.1
2.9

26.0
26.4

275.6
214.2
47.9
15.8
34.5

168.0
36.6

271.0
137.7
23.1
13.2
13.6
50.2

225.2

47.6
56.4
17.8
24.4
30.2
21.5
71.7
89.9

42.3

Per-
cent-
age

change

+29.4

+14.4
+44.7
+24.6
-27.9
-40 .1
+77.8
- 7 . 4

-69 .9
+93.2

+109.9
+22.1
+2.3

+55.6
+11.1
-3.0

+80.9
+88.7
+36.0
+84.0

+323. 3
+53.8
+18.7

+15.9
+36.0
+6.2
- 8 . 2

-28 .6
+19.7

+194. 3
+61.3

+80.6

Dec.
1938
and
Jan.
1939

476.6

8.6
1.8
1.1
6.7

12.7
0.6
8.4

22.8
48.9
33.5
18.0
6.4
5.8

59.2
12.4
59.9
29.8
8.0
2.1
2.5

12.4
74.8

16.6
16.9
5.4

12.2
21.9
8.1

10.6
20.4

8.0

Dec.
1939
and
Jan.
19401

715.3

11.9
2.5
1.5
7.1
4.2
1.4
5.0
9.1

129.6
102.1
19.9
5.9
7.2

64.8
11.9

132.5
67.2

7.4
5.1
5.1

29.1
98.5

20.2
27.8

6.2
12.6
15.3
10.5
53.9
36.7

16.9

Per-
cent-
Page

change

+50.1

+37.7
+40.7
+40.7
+5.6

-67.1
+157. 5
-41.1
-59.8

+165. 2
+205.1
+10.8
-8.5

+23.0
+9.4
-3.9

+121. 0
+125. 4

-6.7
+138.1
+102.9
+135. 4
+31.8

+21.6
+64.7
+13.1
+3.5

-30.1
+29.5

+408. 4
+80.3

+110. 2

1 Statistics included for January 1940 are preliminary and subject to revision.
2 Includes industrial machinery, electrical apparatus, agricultural implements,

office and printing machinery, railroad^equipment, and vehicles other than auto-
mobiles and aircraft.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce.

reasons accounts for the large increase in cotton exports;
low stocks of American cotton abroad after 2 years of
reduced purchasing, the export payment plan, and the
cotton-rubber exchange arrangement are the principal
factors. Cotton exports are not expected to be main-
tained at January's level for an extended period.

The increase in cotton shipments in January offset
the reduction in the aggregate of exports of other
commodities. Declines of a minor and frequently
seasonal character occurred in most commodity classi-
fications, but there were increases in such food products
as meats and lard, wheat and flour, dried and canned
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fruits, and canned vegetables, and such nonfood prod-
ucts as leaf tobacco, copper, aluminum, and coal.
The major change in the country figures was the in-
crease of 17 million dollars to the United Kingdom,
three-fourths of which is accounted for by cotton.
There were also much smaller increases to France, the
U. S. S. R., Norway, and the Netherlands, which in part
offset the declines to most other countries.

The magnitude of the increase, as well as the shifts
in our export trade since August may be seen from
the data presented in tables 3 and 4. Compared with
similar periods a year earlier, exports for the first 5
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Figure 6.—Value of Exports of United States Merchandise By Selected
Countries, 1938-40 (U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce).

months of the war rose almost 30 percent, while for
December and January alone the increase was 50 per-
cent. It is apparent that the rising trend, in evidence
even before the war started (see fig. 5), has been
strengthened in recent months. Although the char-
acteristics of the trade have not been altered sig-
nificantly in the past month or two, the period as a
whole has brought some striking changes. Agricultural
products in general—with the notable exception of
cotton—have not moved abroad in larger volume.
The major declines shown in the table are for farm
products: corn, wheat and wheat flour, tobacco, and
fruits. In sharp contrast with these movements are the

large increases among the industrial products, of which
aircraft, metals and metal manufactures, industrial
chemicals, and metalworking machinery are outstand-
ing. Demand has been heavy for the products of those
industries providing basic materials or tools for war
conditions, although the strict controls being exercised
upon certain consumption is adversely affecting exports
of other types of goods.

Table 4.—Value of United States Exports (Domestic Merchandise) to
Leading Countries
[In millions of dollars]

Country

5
months,

Sept-
Dec.
1938
and
Jan.
1939

Total.

Europe, total
France
Germany 2 __
United Kingdom... _
Belgium
Netherlands
Denmark I
Finland
Norway
Sweden !___"_"'
Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-

lics
Italy IIIIIIIIIIZIIIIIIIIi:
Rumania.
Spain

Northern North America, total
Canada

Southern North America, total
Cuba ......
Mexico I..
Netherlands West Indies

South America, total
Argentina
Brazil
Chile IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi;
Colombia
Venezuela

Asia, total
China, including Hong Kong and

Kwantung
Japan
Philippine Islands

Oceania, total

Africa, total

5
months,

Sept-
Dec.
1939
and
Jan.
19401

1, 244.1

554.6
58.7
63.5

235. 5
29.3
37.1
9.8
5.5
8.9

28.9

22.7
23.9
2.4
3.9

168.1
165.0

108.7
31.1
24.4
17.0

115.2
29.5
26.9
9.6

18.5
18.8

213.4

23.3
104.6
38.4

34.9

49.2

1, 609. 4

662.9
311.7

.6
258.6
25.2
54.5
12.6
5.6

21.7
48.1

36.1
33.7
2.5

18.0

242.9
239.0

149.5
41.9
39.7
15.7

178.4
42.6
44.3
15.4
24.0
30.9

285.3

42.8
123.6
48.1

39.4

50.2

Per-
cent-
age

ihange

+29.4

+19.5
+90.3
-99.0
+9.8

— 14.0
+46.7
+28.0
+3.2

+144. 2
+66.8

+59.4
+41.0
+2.4

+357.1

+44.4
+44.8

+37.6
+34.6
+62.4
-7.6

+54.9
+44.3
+64.6
+60.1
+29.9
+64.7

+33.7

+84.3
+18.2
+25.3

+13.0

+3.4

Dec.
1938
and
Jan.
1939

476.6

206.9
21.8
20.2
88.5
11.5
15.4
4.1
1.8
3.2

10.1

10.0
9.5
1.2
1.3

53.9
52.9

43.8
12.8
11.0
6.2

46.9
10.8
11.7
3.9
8.1
7.8

90.5

10.3
46.2
15.2

13.4

21.2

Dec.
1939
and
Jan.
19401

Per-
cent-
age

change

15.3

317.4
74.3
(3)

115.9
9.3

•23.1
5.1
1.7
7.9

14.6

21.8
16.7

.8
10.2

81.2
80.0

59.1
14.8
17.3
5.5

81.9
20.9
19.5
7.1

10.6
14.4

133.0

23.3
55.7
20.6

20.2

22.6

+50.1

+53.4
+240.1

+31.0
-18.8
+50.3
+23.9

- 3 . 1
+145. 7
+44.0

+118. 2
+76.6
-36.0

+714.0

+50.7
+51.2

+34.8
+15.8
+57.7
-10.8

+74.6
+93.6
+67.2
+84.8
+31.1
+84.1

+46.9

+125. 8
+20.5
+35.3

+50.5

+6.7

1 Statistics included for January 1940 are preliminary and subject to revision.
2 For purposes of comparison, trade with Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, and Poland

are included with that of Germany in all periods shown.
3 Less than $1,000.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-

merce.

From table 4 it may be noted that December and
January show less unevenly distributed increases, by
continental areas, than was the case during the previous
3 months when temporary disruptions were important
impediments in the trade. The gain in recent months
is rather evenly distributed except for the greater rise
in exports to South America and the relatively small
increase for Africa. In late months the relative gains
have widened for each of the major regions. Within
any one of the regions there are large variations among
the relative changes for individual countries. What is
to be noted from the country data is that the gains
have not been restricted to war areas. Directly or
indirectly, of course, the war has no doubt been the
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major influence. In such neutral areas as Latin
America, however, the influence has probably been
largely indirect; it has raised business expectations
there as well as here and has caused diversion of orders
from European suppliers to our markets. Though re-
cording improvement, reports from Latin America do
not indicate a change in basic economic conditions
comparable with the increase in our exports to that area.

It is an interesting commentary upon the character
of the business expansion of the last third of 1939 that
industrial activity entered upon a declining phase at'
just about the time that exports began to register a
significant increase. This is peculiar only because,
had there not been a sudden change of expectations in
September, business would now undoubtedly be expand-
ing under the stimulus of increased foreign demand.
The size of the inventory accumulation during the
fourth quarter of 1939, however, was such that it com-
pletely outweighs the increase in exports which busi-
ness is now realizing. The inventory increase during
the previous quarter is estimated at approximately a
billion dollars, whereas exports are now running in the
neighborhood of 300 million dollars a quarter ahead of
what they were last summer. Although this increase
in exports cannot be expected to offset the decline in
industrial activity arising from the cessation of inven-
tory accumulation, it is a definite factor of strength
in the current situation which should aid materially
in lessening both the extent and duration of the
readjustment.

Trends in Finance

Financial developments during the first 2 months
of the year were not of particular significance from
the standpoint of current business trends. Banking
and credit data reflected primarily the post-Christmas
seasonal adjustments and the continuation of large-
scale shipments of gold from abroad. The heavy
balance currently due this country on account of the
international exchange of goods and services is the
primary factor in this inward movement of gold. Free
capital transfers to the United States continue, though
they are considerably restricted by regulations in effect
in most foreign countries. The inward capital move-
ment is now probably more conditioned upon com-
modity commitments than upon the desire for safety.

The loans to commerce, industry, and agriculture by
reporting member banks declined seasonally during the
first 6 weeks of the year. Loans to brokers and dealers
declined almost $90,000,000, reflecting primarily the
repayment of funds borrowed in connection with the
Government's December financing. An increase of
over $270,000,000 in the investments of these banks
during this period served to offset the declines in loans
and to add to their earning assets. The net change in
demand deposits was an increase of $495,000,000.

Chiefly as a result of an increase in monetary gold
stock of approximately $400,000,000 from the begin-
ning of the year to February 14 and the post-holiday
return of $170,000,000 of currency from circulation,
the reserve balances of the member banks rose almost
$450,000,000 to $12,151,000,000, and excess reserves
were thereby raised to $5,580,000,000.

Security prices have moved only moderately lower
during the first 2 months of 1940, notwithstanding the
slackening of business activity. Stock prices had not
moved up with the sharp advance in business and profits
during the final quarter of last year. As a matter of
fact, industrial stock prices did not make any net
advance of moment after the fast September move.
Currently, the Standard Statistics index of 350 stocks is
no higher than it was at the end of 1938.

The announcement by the British Treasury that it
had requisitioned the security holdings of British resi-
dents in about 60 important American corporations had
no obvious effect on quotations in the domestic markets
for these securities. Unofficial British estimates have
placed the current value of the securities at about
$100,000,000.

Corporate securities issued during February were well
in excess of the January total, although flotations were
still primarily for refunding purposes.

Foreign exchange rates showed little net change from
the beginning of the year to the end of February, al-
though the interval was not without minor fluctuations.
In an effort to check the weakness of the Mexican peso,
which has persisted since about the middle of December,
the Bank of Mexico announced during February that it
proposed to stabilize the peso rate at approximately 6
pesos to the dollar. At the end of February rigid
exchange control was established in Sweden following a
period of heavy capital flight.
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The Business Situation
RECESSION in business activity, in evidence since

the end of December 1939, continued during March.
Although the rate of decline, especially in manufac-
turing industries, was less rapid than in the first 2
months of the year the drop during the month on a
seasonally adjusted basis was substantial. At the
close of the month the movement of the few business
statistics available on a weekly basis was still toward
lower levels with little indication of an early reversal
of trend.

The contraction in industrial activity during the
first quarter of this year has erased the spectacular
gains made in the 4 months following the outbreak of
the European war. The Federal Reserve index of
industrial production, corrected for seasonal move-
ments, was down to 109 in February, and preliminary
data indicate a drop of 4 points for March. Aggregate
manufacturing output was about 5 percent larger than
a year earlier, almost entirely as a result of the higher
operations in the durable goods industries.

The volume of output in March was approximately
the same as that of last August. A few durable goods
industries are in an exceptional position either by virtue
of a continuing flow of orders resulting from the war
or because of previously accumulated backlogs. But
apart from these exceptions, the gain in the September-
December production spurt has been canceled by the
even more rapid January-March decline. With the
volume of activity now about on a par with that of
August, the industrial situation differs from that of 7
months ago in one important respect; the trend was
then up, whereas it is now down.

The recent slowing in the rate of decline does not
necessarily presage a reversal in the curve of business
during the spring months. Expectations of a general
upturn are based upon improvement in the rate of
investment outlays not apparent at this time, or upon
a change in the character of the war which would
further expand our export trade. A significantly higher
volume of productive activity is not implicit in the
present volume of consumption expenditures and export
trade, or in the prospective volume of expenditures for
investment goods as revealed by new-order data for
plant and equipment.

Insofar as the business outlook can be previewed, the
key to developments over the next few months lies in
the inventory situation—as has been the case since
September. The decline in industrial activity so far
this year has resulted from a decline in the rate of
inventory accumulation. During February, the latest
month for which data are available, the increase in
manufacturers7 stocks was slightly less than 1 percent
as compared with the January increase of 2.5 percent.

For wholesalers the increase in January was 5.0 percent
and in February 1.6 percent. With the further reduc-
tion of output in March it is, therefore, probable that
the over-all net inventory change in that month was
very small regardless of whether the direction of the
movement was slightly up or slightly down.

Hence, if the present volume of inventories is main-
tained, as it may well be to provide a safeguard against
future war developments, a sidewise movement of in-
dustrial activity over the near-term with fluctuations
within a narrow range is probable. Any tendency for
business to let inventories run off, however, would
result in a deepening of the recession. Liquidation to
the extent of say a fourth or a half of the holdings ac-
cumulated since September, involving a disinvestment of
upwards of $400,000,000 could hardly be offset by such
increases in other types of investment as are likely to
be realized.
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Figure 2.—-Domestic consumption of Raw Cotton for Seven Months,
August-February, 1924-25 through 1939-40 (U. S. Department of Com-
merce, Bureau of the Census).

New Orders Continue Restricted.

The sluggishness of business purchasing suggests that
some inventory liquidation is a decided possibility at
the present juncture; the time has just about been
reached when buying must advance if a reduction in
holdings is to be avoided. Retailers appear to have
adopted a waiting policy in the face of the recent
hesitancy shown in retail trade. If allowance is made
for the increase in prices as compared with a year ago
and for the earlier date of the pre-Easter season, de-
partment store sales in March did not make a favorable
record.

The latest report by the National Association of
Purchasing Agents reveals that a cautious attitude pre-
vails in industrial purchasing, with expectations of
further price weakness. New-order data now available,
relating mostly to February business, do not indicate
improvement and, even in the few exceptions, such as
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paper, new business is still below current output.
New furniture business in February was about a third
under January and only a shade higher than a year
earlier. Orders in the steel and textile industries are
reported by the trade to be well below production
with backlogs declining. As may be seen in figure 2,
mill consumption of cotton since August has established
a new record for that period; a maintenance of this
rate for the remainder of the cotton year appears
improbable under present general business conditions.

The monthly survey of manufacturers recently ini-
tiated by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
showed a further decline in new orders from January to
February. The February total of new business, reports
for which are restricted very largely to durable goods
producers, was only 6.0 percent above a year earlier
when orders were at a rather low ebb.

The automobile industry has been looked to as a
major support to the sagging business structure.
Retail sales of passenger cars in the first 2 months of
the year were unusually good, the average increase over
the previous year being more than 35 percent. The
returns for the early part of March were less favorable,
although they picked up as the month wore on. Stock-
ing of dealers has proceeded at a rapid pace, however,
so that field stocks are now high—in the neighborhood
of a half million cars. Under these circumstances the
usual seasonal increase in assemblies is not anticipated

by Ward's Automotive Reports and it is evident that
consumer takings will have to be better than in early
March if output is not to decline.
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Figure 3.—Indexes of Production of Iron and Steel and Automobiles,
Adjusted for Seasonal Variations, 1937-40 (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System).
NOTE.—Data for March are estimates of the U. S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

The preliminary data for March show that automo-
bile production did not rise by the usual seasonal incre-
ment in that month from the high volume of assemblies
in January and February. March output of about
425,000 units was, however, 15 percent higher than a
year earlier and the first quarter total was up 24 per-
cent. Production in the automobile industry, there-
fore, has held up in recent months much better than in

MONTHLY BUSINESS INDEXES

Year and month

1929: February.
1932: February..
1933: February.
1937: February,
193&: February _
1939:

January
February.. _
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April
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July
August
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£

1
h
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Monthly average,
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55.5
87.6
81.8

83.3
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84.1
83.0
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84.1
83.7
85.4
86.8
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88.5
89.5
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66.5
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103.4
104.6
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110.8
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41.4
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86.5
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89.7
93.8

101.6
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103.7

98.3
97.8

f
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Monthly av-
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57.5
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66.0
52.5
57.5
53.5
5910
59.5
67.5
75.5
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107.0
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69.0
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1?
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Foreign
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69
67
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61
61
61
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62
63
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63
62
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61

110 136.5
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Monthly average,
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1 Adjusted for seasonal variations; monthly arerages, except income payments, are based on unadjusted indexes. 2 From farm marketings.
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industry generally, although it is characteristically
subject to wider cyclical swings.

This is one of the major points of difference between
the 1937 collapse and the current recession thus far, a
point which is well illustrated by figure 3. In 1937
assemblies declined very promptly with iron and steel
output and by relatively the same amount. But they
have not done so during the first quarter of 1940. It is
to be noted, however, that steel rose much above the
1937 peak in the final months of 1939 so that the lack of
similarity with 1937 is not decisive. The essential
question is whether consumer demand for automobiles
can be maintained despite the decline in income which
is occurring. While income payments had fallen only
slightly in January, the February drop was 1.1 points
in the adjusted index to 88.4, and a movement of
similar size is likely for March. This is a rate of de-
cline comparable with the September-December rate of
increase.
Production Declining.

For the last week of March steel-ingot production
was down to 61 percent of capacity, or 5 points lower
than at the beginning of the month. Several of the
major industries that consume steel have apparently
held operations up at a better rate than steel output,
and throughout the war period the use of steel has
not fluctuated to the extent of the changes in steel
production. Some producers of fabricated steel prod-
ucts, on the contrary, have reduced operations sharply.
The accompanying tabulation for steel barrels (heavy
type) reveals wide swings since last summer. February
production, back to the summer level was only half as
large as at the fall peak.

Steel Barrels and Drums

[Thousands]

Month

1939:
July .
August
September. ._ _ _ .__ _.
October
November . __ _ ___
December.

1940:
Januarv
February

New
orders

785
862

1,731
1,953
1,472
1,259

841
694

Produc-
tion

750
851

1,204
1,612
1,636
1,469

1,138
803

Ship-
ments

757
850

1,207
1,577
1,653
1,457

1,158
809

Orders
unfilled
at end of
month

236
248
772

1,148
967
768

450
335

Among the nondurable goods industries, the moderate
ecession of the first 2 months of the year was extended

into March. Preliminary indications are that produc-
tion of these goods, as measured by the Federal Reserve
index, was no higher than in March of last year. For
the entire first quarter the gain over a year ago was only
about 2 to 3 percent. The cotton-textile industry, al-
though showing some decline, has continued to produce
at an exceptionally high rate. Woolen-mill activity
recorded a moderate decline from January to February

and consumption of raw wool, according to preliminary
figures, was more than 5 percent below the rate of the
preceding year. Shoe production for February, al-
though increasing seasonally from January, was slightly
smaller than in February of last year.

In the paper and paperboard industries, the prelim-
inary weekly reports for March suggest that the decline
was not very large during the month. Production in
both these lines was at about the August position.

Among the fuel industries there was a further decline
in bituminous coal output, the result of seasonal influ-
ences and the lowered rate of industrial demands.
Crude petroleum production in. March increased to
another new record. Because refinery operations were
unusually high, there was but a slight increase in stocks
of crude oil. As a result, stocks of gasoline rose above
the 100,000,000-barrel mark to a record total; at the
end of March they were almost one-fifth larger than a
year ago. Although domestic gasoline demand for
March was estimated by the Bureau of Mines to be
about 6 percent above that of March 1939, the position
of stocks relative to consumption remains much higher
than in recent years.

The continued weakness of commodity and security
quotations reflects the decline in general business;
price movements, likewise, have not been indicative of
a business upturn in the near future. March was
characterized by minor declines in quotations of several
of the more sensitive industrial commodities. Print
cloth, lead, tin, wool, silk, cotton, and hides were
fractionally lower at the end of March than a month
earlier. Wholesale price indexes for farm products
and foods averaged slightly lower than in February,
according to the weekly data. Although prices of
most industrial products, both finished and semi-
finished, have held at the higher figures established last
year, the general level of industrial commodity prices
has been lowered—mainly as a result of the changes in
quotations of raw and semifinished materials. Thus,
the comprehensive index of over 600 price series for
commodities other than farm products and foods
compiled by the Department of Labor, has declined
from the 1939 peak of 84.4 (1926=100) to 82.0 in the
last week of March. During the first 8 months of 1939,
this index had averaged 80.5.
Security Prices.

The uncertainty that characterized commodity
markets was also the dominant note in the security
exchanges during March. Stock price movements
were largely confined to the narrow ranges of January
and February. The Standard Statistics index of 350
industrial share quotations averaged fractionally above
107 (1926 = 100) during March; about 7 points below
the peak last fall. The March level, however, was 12
points or more above the low point reached in April of
last year following the European crisis of that period.
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Prices of corporate bonds also were little changed
during March after the slight decline during January
and February. The new-issues market for corporate
securities continued relatively inactive during the
month. Aside from' the unusually large industrial
issues for refunding purposes the flotation of corporate
securities so far this year has been mainly confined to
utility refunding. There was an increase in com-
mercial loans during March though of such small pro-
portions as to be of no material significance.

A Treasury refunding was effected at a low interest
rate in March. Five-year %-percent notes were offered
in exchange for a called issue of 5-year 1 ̂ -percent notes.
Quotations of long-term Government issues strength-
ened during March; yields on these securities declined
to a point but moderately below the record figure
reached in June 1939.

Reflecting the substantial improvement in corporate
and individual incomes last year, the income taxes due
on March 15 recorded a marked increase over those of
a year earlier which were based upon 1938 earnings.
For the month of March, income tax collections (Daily
Treasury Statement) totaled $665,000,000, an increase
of 31 percent over the collections in the comparable
period of 1939. Collections w êre smaller than those
of March 1938.
Export Demand Maintained.

February's export returns revealed a decline in for-
eign shipments of 5.6 percent to $339,000,000 from the
January figure of $359,000,000, a reduction that is ac-
counted for by the shorter month. A decline no greater
than this amount is indicative of a well-maintained
demand from abroad. On the other hand, in those re-
cent years when the trend was rising, in 1937 and 1939,
exports in February exceeded the January totals.

The detailed figures show that the contraction was
limited to a few commodities and a few countries, further
indicating demand in general to be continuing at the
high December-January level. Cotton shipments alone
declined $15.6 millions from the high January total of
$59,900,000. Nonferrous metals, aircraft, and cotton
exports combined declined $26,300,000; hence, ship-
ments of all other commodities on balance showed some
increase. Part of this increase is accounted for by the
sale of 16 merchant ships for $6,100,000.

A decrease of more than $13,000,000 in shipments to
Japan was the outstanding change in the country clas-
sification. It follows the abrogation of the United
States-Japanese trade treaty in January and several
months of very high exports to that country which
probably were partly an anticipation of that event.
The only other declines of significance were those to
the United Kingdom accounted for by cotton; to the
U. S. S. R. because of the drop in copper shipments;
and to the Netherlands, largely resulting from declines
in cotton and petroleum. The decline in exports to

these four markets was almost $32,000,000 and was
therefore partly offset by an increase in shipments to
all other countries.

A fact of some importance in assessing the significance
of the increase in exports in recent months is brought
out in figure 4. The rise has been highly concentrated
among very few types of goods, namely, iron and steel-
mill products, metalworking machinery, nonferrous
metals, aircraft, industrial chemicals, and unmanu-
factured cotton. In February, for example, these six
items showed an increase compared with a year earlier
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Figure 4.—Value of Exports of U. S. Merchandise, 1938-40 (U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

of 169 percent, whereas all other commodities had risen
only 21 percent. Out of an increase in total exports of
$122,000,000 they accounted for over $87,000,000.
As the chart demonstrates, the increase in exports
since August would not be large but for the rise in
shipments of a few products.

From the kind of goods involved it is apparent that
the war has been the factor behind our expanding
trade—whether to belligerents or neutrals. I t suggests
that the maintenance of the current volume of trade is
dependent upon the continuation of the war. For
this reason the stimulus to the domestic economy from
the increase in exports is likely to be less than would be
the case if it were more diffused and considered to be of
a more permanent character. The reluctance to expand
plants is evident even in those instances where the
backlog is very large and demand is pressing capacity.
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FREE STERLING RESTRICTED

Following the announcement by the British author-
ities of regulations which will reduce the demand for
free sterling, quotations for sterling in New York
dropped during March to new lows since the beginning
of the war. The new regulations, effective March 25,
require that exporters of rubber, tin, jute, and jute
manufactures, whisky, and furs from the United King-
dom; rubber, jute, and jute manufactures from India;
and rubber and tin from the producing colonies to speci-
fied countries must secure paj7ment in dollars and other
designated currencies rather than in sterling as was
previously the general practice.

The importance of this limitation on the demand for
free sterling may be judged by the fact that United
States imports of the affected commodities in 1939 were
valued at approximately $250,000,000. Under the new
arrangements, the British authorities will receive the
proceeds of selected British and Empire exports in the
form of dollars and other freely disposable currencies
and by the same means insure payment for these exports
at the official rate. It is significant that British coun-
tries are important or principal suppliers of rubber, tin,
whisky, and jute among the products which must be
paid for in foreign currencies beginning on March 25.
Other more competitive exports from the United King-
dom and sterling countries may still be paid for with
sterling acquired in the free market at the lower rates
there prevailing.

The relative magnitude of transactions carried out in
the market for free sterling is not precisely known.
Nevertheless, the unrestricted option of persons wanting
sterling to cover their requirements outside the official
market must have resulted in a substantial volume of
business so long as offerings by holders of free sterling
were sufficient to meet this demand at a price below
the Bank of England's selling rate.

The major sources of supply of free sterling have
been, on the one hand, pre-war foreign sterling balances
not eligible for conversion into foreign currencies at the
official rate and, on the other, sterling balances arising
from the payment by British importers for goods
invoiced in sterling. In December and January,
transfers of sterling from resident to nonresident
accounts in British banks were placed under the same
restrictions as the conversion of sterling into foreign
currencies, that is, were made subject to the permission
of the exchange authorities upon presentation of docu-
mentary evidence of the specific transactions for which
permits were required. The precise criteria used by

the authorities in allowing transfers of sterling from
domestic to foreign accounts are not known, but it is
probable that the prevention of capital exports is a
primary purpose. The restriction of the supply of free
sterling, resulting from these measures, in conjunction
with the reputed depletion of pre-war foreign balances
in London, was followed by a firm tendency in the
market for free sterling. The rate weakened in Febru-
ary under the pressure of reported offerings by European
and South American holders of sterling balances; and,
in March, the New York quotation reached new war-
time lows with the appearance of the regulations
designed to reduce the demand for free sterling.

The effect of British exchange regulations is to admit
or force certain transactions into the official market
and to exclude others, which are permitted to clear
through the unofficial or "free" market. The ex-
istence and the extent of a free market for sterling are
thus subject to the control of the British authorities,
even though no attempt is made to influence day-to-day
fluctuations in rates. Transactions through the free
market have facilitated the liquidation of sterling
balances by persons outside the United Kingdom,
although at some loss as compared with the rate for
officially approved transfers. At the same time there
has been a further depreciation of sterling and a con-
sequent cheapening of British and Empire exports to
foreign purchasers, on the one hand, and a further
increase in the sterling cost of British and Empire
imports for which foreign exchange is not made avail-
able at the official rate, on the other.

The need for dollar exchange on the part of the
British authorities is reflected in the continued heavy
shipment of gold to the United States. Imports of
gold from the United Kingdom and other British
countries (including Canada) aggregated more than
$1,000,000,000 during the 6 months ended with Febru-
ary. Receipts from the United Kingdom fell to rela-
tively small proportions after September and accounted
for less than a fourth of the total. Shipments from
Canada, consisting in large part of gold previously
placed under earmark there for British account, ex-
ceeded $600,000,000. Unusually large imports came
also from British India, Australia, and Hong Kong, and
there were substantial direct shipments from South
Africa. The extent to which these receipts of gold from
British sources may have been placed under earmark
in this country for British account rather than used
immediately to obtain dollar exchange is not dis-
closed.
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The Business Situation
T? NLARGEMENT of the battleground in the Euro-
•*-^ pean war which came with dramatic suddenness on
April 9 had little effect upon domestic business trends
up to the end of that month. The major areas of
business have either continued to sag since the end of
March or have followed a sidewise movement. Indus-
trial production declined somewhat further during
April, although the contraction for the month was the
smallest so far this year. Retail trade volumes have
continued below the levels reached in the closing months
of last year, and freight traffic, exclusive of coal, was
down, on an adjusted basis, as compared with a month
earlier. Residential construction, discussed in the
special article in this issue, is the one area to show a
moderately improved outlook recently.

There has been some expectation that the develop-
ment of the war to a more active stage in the spring
would release a new buying wave in domestic markets
which would head off the period of inventory liquidation
that appeared to be in prospect. But, according to the
information now at hand, a broad buying movement in
sufficient volume to arrest the business decline has not
yet occurred, and there is certainly no evidence of a
renewal of inventory accumulation. There has been
some increase in business of a seasonal character and
new business in several other lines has expanded from
the exceptionally low volumes that had been prevailing.
Cotton grey goods were purchased in larger quantities
in April, even before the spread of the war to Scandi-
navia, than had been the case for some months, although
not enough as yet to stop the production decline in that
industry. Purchasing of nonferrous metals had another
of its erratic spurts, and there was improved buying of
hides. The one industry to receive a substantially en-
larged volume of new orders, however, was paper and
pulp—an obvious beneficiary if Scandinavian supplies
are cut off from this market. The buying was heaviest
in pulp, although kraft paper and paperboard orders
were significantly higher. Other types of paper were
much less affected.
Price Decline Arrested.

The spread of the war has led to some advance in
sensitive commodity prices. As may be seen in figure 2,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics' index of 28 commodity
prices has risen from 112 (August 1939=100), prior to
the invasion of Norway, to 116 on April 25, thus re-
gaining the loss experienced during March. The gain
is of minor character as compared with the spectacular
rise of last September and canceled only part of the
decline from 124 at the beginning of this year to 112 on
April 3.

An advance in the prices of import commodities such
as tin, rubber, burlap, and cocoa, largely account for the
rise in the index, although several domestic foodstuffs—
grains, hogs, and fats—also increased. Wholesale
prices otherwise were generally unaffected, with the
exception of pulp and paper quotations for the reason
already mentioned. In contrast with the violent
price movement at the beginning of the war, the April
rise does not reflect substantially revised expectations of
wartime demand, either at home or abroad. It rests
more upon supply considerations associated with the
development of the war and its possible influence upon
shipping facilities.
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Figure 2.—Wholesale Price Index of 28 Basic Commodities, 1936-40. Plot-
ted as of Thursday, Each Week (United States Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics).

Also in marked contrast to its reaction last September
has been the behavior of the stock market. Since the
invasion of Norway the tone of the market has been one
of weakness except for the shares of particular industries
likely to benefit by the turn the war has taken—aircraft,
shipbuilding, paper, and pulp. The moderate rise in
security prices which began in the last week of March
carried over into the first week of April but this gain was
eliminated during the remainder of the month. This
set-back reduced stock and bond prices to about their
March positions; the Standard Statistics' index of 420
share quotations closed the month at 92.4 as compared
with 91.7 at the end of March. There were more
sizable declines in the foreign-bond list, where the prices
of Danish and Norwegian bonds lost between 40 and 50
percent of their quoted values within a short period
after the war engulfed those countries.

Production Continues to Decline.
Industrial production continued to move downward

during April. Although sufficient data are not yet
available to measure precisely the decline, it now ap-
pears that the set-back for the month was much less
than during the earlier months of the year—probably
only half as large as the drop in March.

Steel-ingot production, which was at 60.7 percent of
capacity in the last week of March, was advanced a
little during the week of April 6, but thereafter relapsed
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into a slow decline; the average output for the month
was about 61 percent of capacity as compared with 63
percent in March. Around the middle of the month
the price of certain major steel products was marked
down $4 a ton in an effort to stimulate demand. The
response to this price inducement was very light, ac-
cording to reports from the trade, and new orders con-
tinue below production, although not by so wide a
margin as in the earlier months of the year. Toward
the end of the month it was announced that the price
cut would be withdrawn on May 1; it is not known as
yet whether new business was substantially improved
by this announcement. Production at its current rate
involves some reduction of backlogs, even though de-
mand from abroad has increased appreciably since the
start of the war. Whereas exports of steel-mill products
accounted for only 7 percent of output last August, this
percentage was 15 in March. The derived demand
arising from larger exports of advanced manufactures
of steel—machine tools, trucks, etc.—is also much
higher now than it was before the war.

Automobile assemblies declined contraseasonally in
April, with daily average production down slightly
from March. Activity in the industry was held up
better than seemed likely a month ago, because of the
relatively favorable showing of retail sales in the early
part of the month. Assemblies averaged better than

102,000 a week as compared with more than 103,000 in
March. High dealers' stocks in the industry are now
being reduced by the current volume of sales, although
at the end of April stocks were still above those of a
year ago.

Among the other industries for which April trends
are known, lumber output has expanded but by less
than the usual seasonal. Activity at paper and paper-
board mills has also risen during the month, if only
moderately, in view of the changed situation wrought by
the war. Bituminous-coal production was at a lower
rate than in March, but was off less for the month than
in previous years. The output of crude petroleum, on
the other hand, was changed but little. Preliminary
indications are that cotton-mill activity continued to
decline, despite the pick-up in purchasing reported from
Worth Street, and that shoe production, at approxi-
mately the March figures, did not materially improve
the unsatisfactory showing of that industry for this
year. Activity in a number of industries that are
operating upon large banks of unfilled orders, such as
machine tools, electrical machinery, aircraft, and ship-
building, was maintained during the month at the high
level of the first quarter.

A further indication of the declining tendency of
business activity is in the movement of freight traffic.
Loadings, other than coal, were off more than seasonally,
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continuing the showing made in March, primarily
because miscellaneous carloadings did not make the
usual improvement over March. Though of less signifi-
cance, the same situation is true of less-than-carload
shipments. Coal and coke shipments declined less than
seasonally, but this was offset by relatively small load-
ings of livestock and ore.
The Situation in March.

Because of the slowness of the movement of all the
major business indicators during April and the lack of
essential data, little can be said about the outlook as
of the end of that month. Some light on business
prospects, however, can be obtained from the more
complete information now available for March.

In the final month of the first quarter the Reserve
Board's seasonally corrected index of industrial pro-
duction fell to 103 from the February figure of 109.
The total decline for the first 3 months of the year for
the area of production covered by the index was 25
points, one of the most rapid on record. Though the
index was not yet below the level of last August, the
manufacturing component was lower than at that time—
a reflection of the lower position of the non-durable-
goods industries.

Despite this decline in output, new business received
during the month was below production. New orders
in March for both durable- and non-durable-goods
industries did show some advance from the very low
volumes of February, according to the extensive
monthly survey now being made by the Department of
Commerce. But they were not enough to prevent a
further decline in unfilled orders and, in fact, recorded
only a slight advance over the position of a year earlier
when production was on the downgrade. It is quite
evident on this showing why production declined
further in April.

Both manufacturing employment and income pay-
ments fell further in March—a movement which was
no doubt continued in April. Employment in manu-
facturing industries was reduced a little against the
usual seasonal movement, the adjusted index falling
from 102.2 in February to 100.4 in March. Total
nonagricultural employment rose during the month
largely because of the seasonal gains made in construc-
tion and retail trade establishments. The index of
income payments, on an adjusted basis, declined almost
1% points for the month to 87. There was a further
decline in nonagricultural income, and a sharp drop in
agricultural income. In March, as in February, there-
fore, this broad indication of economic trends con-
tracted at a rate comparable with the expansion in the
final quarter of last year. Income payments have not
receded to the August level, indicating that business in
general had not lost all of last autumn's gain by March,
but the decline in this index probably continued in
April.

Retail Trade Expands Less Than Seasonally.
The decline in income appears to be having its

expected effect upon the trend of consumption. Retail
trade in March expanded less than the usual seasonal,
so that on an adjusted basis it was below the earlier
months of this year. As compared with August, the
volume of consumption is still relatively high, but this
is due to the good showing of such consumers7 durable
goods as passenger cars and certain types of household
equipment. All other indicators are little advanced
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Figure 3.—Indexes of the Value of Department Store Sales, With Adjust-

ment for Seasonal Variations, 1936-40 (Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System).

over their August positions; grocery-chain sales are an
exception, but the gain over August shown by this
series is not representative of total food sales, which
show a much smaller increase.

The Federal Reserve adjusted index of department-
store sales was unchanged at 89 (1923-25=100), having
fallen to that figure in February from 92 during the
opening month of the year. March sales of the two
largest mail-order companies were only 5 percent better
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Variations, 1936-40 (United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

than a year ago, whereas January and February sales
this year were 20 percent over sales in the first 2
months of 1939. Rural sales of general merchandise,
seasonally adjusted, rose 4.3 points in March, accord-
ing to preliminary estimates, to 136.6 (1929-31 = 100).
Such other indicators as chain- and variety-store sales
varied negligibly, after full allowance for a seasonal
upturn.

Retail sales of new passenger cars remained the most
favorable element in the consumption pattern in March.
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Sales during the early part of the month were not too
encouraging, but a marked improvement later brought
the total to 338,082, an increase of 43 percent over
February. For the corresponding period in 1939 an
increase of 67 percent occurred, but it must be recalled
that deliveries in January and February of this year
were unusually heavy; for the first quarter as a whole,
sales of 814,445 new passenger cars represent an ad-
vance of 31 percent over the performance of the first
3 months of 1939.

Equipment Expenditures Maintained.
Investment by business in equipment and machinery

has been maintained throughout the first quarter of this
year at the expanded volume reached in December.
This conclusion rests upon the pay-roll data for the
equipment industries, which no doubt give a good indi-
cation of the investment trend. It applies only to the
higher stages of manufacture; the stimulus at the mate-
rials and semimanufactures stage of the production
process had probably been considerably spent by March.

It is estimated that activity in this area of invest-
ment was almost 30 percent larger in March than in
August of last year—a rise in terms of expenditures
from roughly 340 to 440 million. It is doubtful, how-
ever, that this level can be held for long with the
current volume of ordering. The peak in orders in
the equipment industries came in October and Novem-
ber of last year, although in some lines the flow of new
business was quite high through January, New busi-
ness in March was about on a par with August, and for
several months unfilled orders have been falling.

On balance, the other basic factors determining the
volume of production, apart from inventory movements,
were at a level higher in March than that of August.
Exports have increased substantially, and, even allowing
for the rise of imports, the merchandise balance is up
considerably so that the net effect upon the domestic
economy has been to expand demand. Expenditures
on plant expansion, as distinguished from equipment
expenditures, have increased, but not by enough to
affect the situation materially. Consumers' investment
in durable goods, as evidenced by sales of automobiles,
has also advanced, and expenditures for residential con-
struction have probably been little changed. The net
contribution of government to the flow of purchasing
power has declined somewhat, but this is more than
offset by other factors.
Inventory Position.

It is evident from the net changes enumerated above
that the index of production has fallen to the August
figure primarily because of the inventory factor.
Whereas there was some accumulation of total stocks
in August, there was little net change in inventory
holdings in March. The Department of Commerce
data show that the combined value of manufacturers'
and wholesalers7 stocks were virtually unchanged in

that month. In accounting for the level of production
adjusted for the seasonal, however, it should be kept
in mind that some expansion of inventories is normal
for the spring months. Furthermore, it seems likely
that retail stocks were also reduced in March, on a
seasonally adjusted basis. The Reserve Board's figures
for department stores indicate that this was the case,
and the fact that wholesalers' sales have increased less
than seasonally points to the same conclusion.

What this means is that the current level of consump-
tion and permanent investment is above the current
level of production, although the indicated difference is
not very large—probably only several points in terms
of the Reserve Board's index. If incomes and con-
sumption continue to fall, however, and if new orders
are not forthcoming to prevent the prospective decline
in the equipment field, this difference could easily be
erased within a relatively short time. But as the situa-
tion now stands, the cessation of inventory liquidation
could cause a slight rebound in industrial prod action.
Nevertheless, a substantial rise in production is still
dependent upon the development of demand forces
other than those in the market at this time.

Exports Rise in March.

Exports of United States merchandise in March,
amounting to $344,600,000, as compared with $339,-
000,000 in February and $360,000,000 in January,
continued to provide a cushion to declining domestic
business activity. The daily average of exports was
lower than in the 2 preceding months, but higher than
in any month of 1939 except December.

The strikingly high balance of exports over imports,
which has prevailed since the start of the war, was
reduced only slightly in March. While exports in-
creased less than $6,000,000, total imports expanded
$17,000,000 to $216,700,000. In view of the price
rise of 11 percent, however, the physical volume of
imports was no larger than a year ago, as March 1939
witnessed a sharp rise in the import trade. Since 1937,
export prices have increased by a smaller amount than
prices on imported goods, and the volume and total
value continue to run far ahead of recent years. For
the first quarter of 1940, exports were more than 40
percent above the average for the corresponding periods
of the 2 preceding years; imports were about 26 percent
higher, without correction for price changes.

In March there was a further decline of $6,500,000
in United Kingdom shipments from this country—
largely accounted for by reduced cotton shipments.
This was more than offset, however, by increased ex-
ports to Canada and France. Exports to Russia and
Japan, which fell in February, were higher by 31 and 15
percent, respectively, in March. The wartime level of
shipments to other European countries was maintained,
except in the special case of Belgium whose February
total was inflated by the sale of merchant vessels.
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Exports to the principal South American countries
expanded somewhat further in March.

In March, as in other recent months, a small list of
commodities accounted for the major changes in the
composition of our exports. Unmanufactured cotton
was down $17,000,000 for the month, or $33,000,000
less than in January. All other exports were about
$23,000,000 higher than in February. The chief gains
were in trucks, tractors, metalworking and construction
machinery, which together increased by $17,000,000.
Crude petroleum and petroleum products, now seriously
affected by the tie-up of Norwegian tankers, showed a
gain of over $2,000,000. While certain agricultural
products such as tobacco and wheat found improved
markets, vegetables, fruits, and meat products, as well
as cotton, were subject to lessened demand.
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ment for Seasonal Variations, 1936-40 (United States Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

The prospects for maintaining the present volume of
foreign trade during the next few months are clouded at
present by the spread of warfare to Norway. For the
immediate future $20,000,000 monthly exports to
the Scandinavian countries—principally automobiles,
trucks, tractors, aircraft, copper, petroleum products,
and cotton—will be jeopardized. Trade will be seri-
ously curtailed further by increased difficulties in ship-
ping to other European countries, particularly Russia,
and by the reduction in effective shipping tonnage as the
result of the involvement of the Norwegian and Danish
bottoms. Imports of wood pulp, newsprint, and other
Scandinavian products, approximating $17,000,000
monthly, will be cut off from American use. Concern
over the availability of other commodities, outside of
the immediate arena of war, is shown by the concentra-
tion of gains in imports during March largely to a
limited list of goods: Crude-rubber imports rose
$6,800,000; tin, $4,000,000; wool and woolens, $1,-
100,000; and burlap, hemp, and flax, $1,700,000.
Foreign Currencies Weaker.

The reaction of the foreign exchanges to the spread
of the war was an immediate sharp decline in most
currencies relative to the dollar, though there has since
been a fitful rise. "Free" sterling broke 12 cents to
$3.43% when the first reports of the invasion reached

the foreign-exchange market and at this price was at
its lowest quotation for the month. Trading in the
Norwegian and Danish krone was suspended in the
New York market; the last quoted prices for these
currencies are as of April 8. A notable exception to the
weakness exhibited by the major currencies was the
Canadian dollar, which closed at $0,855, a net gain of
1% cents for the week ended April 13, and reflected the
strength of Canada's individual position as regards her
current balance of payments.

To protect Norwegian and Danish funds in this
country, restrictions were placed on their transfer to
other countries by an Executive order and Treasury
regulations on April 10. Applications for the release
of these funds for legitimate-trade transactions and
the payment of interest upon bonded indebtedness have
since been honored by the Treasury.

A month after the announcement by the British
authorities requiring payment in dollars and other
designated currencies for several major British Empire
exports, the Treasury Department announced that the
official rates for British pounds sterling, the Canadian
dollar, the Newfoundland dollar, and the Australian
pound (for each of which the Federal Reserve Bank at
New York had been reporting two rates of exchange)
were to be used in the collection of customs duties and
for the appraisement of merchandise whenever the
conversion of these currencies into United States
dollars was necessary for such purposes. The effect
of the regulation on imports from these countries will
be to raise the amount of duty paid on imports subject
to ad valorem rates and to raise (by approximately 15
percent in the case of Great Britain) the stated value
of such imports.

In April, the British Government announced the
second requisition of dollar securities from its nationals,
consisting of 92 stock and 25 bond issues; in February,
60 stock issues had been similarly acquired.

RECENT CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF GOLD

Gold continued to flow into the United States during
the first 4 months of 1940 at the unprecedented rate
established in 1939. Net acquisitions of gold from
foreign countries during the period amounted to
$1,077,000,000, or to more than a third of the $3,040,-
000,000 acquired in 1939. These movements brought
the total gain of gold from foreign sources since the
inception of the heavy gold inflow at the beginning of
1934 above $11,000,000,000 and the total gold holdings
of the United States to nearly $19,000,000,000. (See
table 1 and fig. 6.)

During January the net inflow of gold was $276,-
000,000, during February $238,000,000, during March
$246,000,000, and during April $317,000,000. The
striking regularity of these monthly movements, al-
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though partly fortuitous, is attributable to the steady
arrivals from gold-producing countries, on the one
hand, and to the stability of the factors affecting the
gold flow, on the other. Shipments were received in
each month from Canada, Mexico, Chile, Colombia,
British India, Japan, the Philippine Islands, Australia,
and South Africa, among major producing countries.
Vastly greater amounts came from belligerent and
other countries with which the United States was ac-
cumulating large export trade balances and/or from
which capital funds were being transferred to this
country. The merchandise trade balances, which ag-

UNITED STATES
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*I9.000,000,000*'
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Figure 6.—Gold Holdings of the United States and Other Countries as of
January 1934 and April 1940 (United States Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

gregated more than $500,000,000 for the period Jan-
uary-April, were, as during the last 4 months of 1939, a
primary influence upon the gold movement; but there
must have been at the same time a very substantial
inflow of capital consisting in part of private refugee
funds, in part of balances transferred by neutral and
belligerent countries for future use or for safekeeping,
and in part of repatriated American funds. Although
the precise parts played by these various sources of
capital flow are not known, it is evident that transfers
by foreign governments have contributed an increas-
ingly larger proportion of the total in recent months.

As indicated in figure 7, these two factors—the ex-
port trade balance and the inflow of capital—have been
of varying importance in determining the inward
movement of gold during recent years. In 1938 and in
the period since the beginning of the European war,
the excess of commodity exports from the United States
was a principal factor affecting the gold flow, with the
net capital movement apparently playing a subordinate
role. In 1939 as a whole, the transfer of capital funds to
the United States was clearly the primary influence.
By contrast with the preceding several years, however,
the export trade balance in both 1938 and 1939 con-
tributed substantially to the shift of gold to the United
States, whereas in the years 1934-37 the inflow of
capital was the dominant or sole factor operating to
draw gold from other countries.

Available data show that, of $1,147,000,000 of gold
imported during the first 4 months of 1940, approxi-

mately $688,000,000 was received from French and
British sources (including Canada). Imports from
other countries, amounting to $459,000,000, were
largely accounted for by receipts from the European
neutrals valued at $364,000,000 and by receipts from
Japan valued at $53,000,000. Shipments to the United
States by the neutral countries of Europe, for safekeep-
ing or for building up dollar deposits against anticipated
needs, as well as for the settlement of trade balances,
were eloquent signs of their uneasy position in the midst
of the European conflict. During the period January-
April, $155,000,000 was imported from Sweden, $50,-
000,000 from the Netherlands, $77,000,000 from Swit-
zerland, $33,000,000 from Norway (in January and
February), and $36,000,000 from Italy.

Since there were net additions of $69,000,000 to
gold held under earmark for foreign account at the
Federal Reserve Banks during the first 4 months of
1940, the net amount of gold sold by the various
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Figure 7.—Cumulative Net Movements of Gold and of Capital Between
the United States and Foreign Countries and Cumulative Excess of
Merchandise Exports Over Imports. Since the Beginning of 1935 (Net
Gold Inflow, United States Department of Commerce and the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Net Capital Movement,
United States Treasury Department, and Merchandise Trade Balance,
United States Department of Commerce).

XOTE.—Data for "Net capital movement" are plotted weekly; other data are plotted
monthly. Data for net capital movement, subsequent to the week ended January
31, 1940, were not available in time to include them in this chart.

countries to the United States Treasury was somewhat
less, in the aggregate, than net imports of $1,147,-
000,000. Early in April, the total amount of gold
held in this country under foreign ownership reached
$1,300,000,000, a figure larger than any previously
attained, except at the beginning of August 1939, and
stood at $1,232,000,000 at the month end. The ulti-
mate disposition of these earmarked stocks of gold can
be only conjectured, of course; but both the record
levels at which they are being maintained and the
heavy transfers from foreign to domestic holdings were
indicative of the extremely large requirements, either
prospective or current, for dollar exchange to meet
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commitments in the United States by foreign govern-
ments and others.

The extent to which additions to the monetary gold
stock of the United States serve to deplete the stocks
of other countries—and, by the same token, the extent
to which shipments to the United States from accumu-
lated reserves abroad can continue at their present
rate—depends in large part upon the comparative
magnitudes of these additions and new production.
During each of the years 1934-39, the inflow of gold
from abroad exceeded production outside the United
States; but, except in 1935 and 1939, the margin was
not of really large proportions. (See table 1.) At the
end of 1938, the combined gold stocks of other coun-
tries were approximately as large as they were at the
beginning of the sustained inflow of gold into the
United States after the devaluation of the dollar in
1934 and much larger in terms of currency values, of
course, than they were at that time.

Table 1.—Gold Movements Into the United States and Gold Production
Outside the United States, 1934-40

Year and

1934
1935
1936 . . .
1937
1938
1939

Total

J a n u a r y , 1940 _ -
F e b r u a r y __ _ _ _ _ _ _
M a r c h
April

Total

Grand total

[In millions of dollars]

month
Gold move-
ments into
the United
States (net)*

1,217
1,739
1,030
1,386
1,640
3,040

10, 052

276
238
246
317

1,077

11,129

Gold produc-
tion outside
the United

States

862
930

1,025
1,079
1,170
1,225

6,291

i « 400

400

6,691

1 Net gold imports less gold placed under earmark for foreign account or plus gold
released from earmark for foreign account.2 Preliminary.

In other words, additions to United States holdings
amounting to $7,800,000,000 had come chiefly, in
effect, from new production during the 5-year period,
estimated at $5,700,000,000, and from private hoards.
In 1939, however, when gold acquisitions by the
United States exceeded production outside the United
States by approximately $1,800,000,000 and when
there were no very important recoveries from private
hoards, the holdings of other countries were reduced
by a similar amount; and there was a further depletion
of their stocks during the first 4 months of 1940. At
$9,300,000,000 at the end of April (including $1,232,-
000,000 physically located in the United States but
still under foreign ownership), foreign gold stocks
were smaller by about $3,500,000,000 than at the end of
January 1934. Roughly, $2,800,000,000 of the reduc-
tion came from British and French reserves, while

225518—40 2

about $4,000,000,000 of the stocks remaining outside
the United States at the end of April were held by the
United Kingdom and France.

Gold production outside the United States, which,
in effect, directly feeds the gold flow to the United
States while existing conditions obtain, has increased
notably since 1934. Production in that year was
less than $900,000,000. Successive increases aver-
aging 8 percent per annum raised the figure above
$1,200,000,000 in 1939. Of this amount, approxi-
mately $800,000,000, or nearly three-quarters, was
produced in British countries. Latin American coun-
tries, which produced a total of nearly $100,000,000,
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which
produced an estimated $185,000,000, accounted for
much of the remainder.

At the end of January 1934 United States gold hold-
ings of $6,800,000,000 constituted 35 percent of visible
world stocks of $19,600,000,000. At the end of April
1940, estimated holdings of $19,000,000,000, of which
two-thirds had been acquired in the interim through
imports and domestic production, comprised 67 percent
of total world stocks of $28,300,000,000. If the rate of
inflow during the first 4 months of 1940 continues
throughout the year, the gold holdings of the United
States at the end of 1940 will approximate $21,000,000,-
000, or 72 percent of world stocks of $29,200,000,000.

So long as gold imports were serving chiefly as the
vehicle for the transfer of foreign capital to the United
States, additions to monetary gold stocks were to a
large extent the counterpart of new foreign claims
against the country and were potentially subject to
withdrawal at the pleasure of foreign creditors. Thus,
between the beginning of 1934 and the end of 1939,
there was a reported increase of $2,500,000,000 in
short-term liabilities to foreigners and a substantial
increase also in foreign investments in domestic secu-
rities and properties. To the extent, however, that
gold acquisitions are the counterpart either of net
receipts from foreigners for goods and services, as
during the period since 1937, or of the repatriation of
American capital, they must be regarded as accretions
to domestic stocks which will remain in this country
pending a fundamental change in its commercial and
financial relations with the rest of the world. Further-
more, if the European war is prolonged, extended, or
intensified, there is every prospect that foreign capital
claims against the United States will be reduced by the
utilization of existing balances, by the liquidation of
security holdings, and by the migration to the United
States of the owners of a not inconsiderable volume of
refugee funds. For the duration of the war at least, it
is probable that the gold holdings of the United States
will be rapidly increased at the same time that realizable
capital claims against the United States are becoming
smaller.
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The Business Situation

MANY areas of business reacted quickly to the ex-
traordinary developments of the European war

in May, but no clearly denned general trend emerged
during the month as a whole. As the northern Allied
armies were rolled back, realization that profound
influences could be expected here ŵ as widespread,
although neither the immediate repercussions nor the
outlook for the near term were decisive. At the end
of the month, changes of a deflationary character were
intermingled with signs of improvement in particular
areas.

Most dramatic response to Allied reverses, involving
as they did the possibility of severe curtailment of our
export trade, was a sharp break in security and agri-
cultural prices. As a consequence the trend of con-
sumption was distinctly unfavorable. Industrial pro-
duction turned upward, nonetheless, with the steel
industry in the vanguard. By the end of the month it
became clear that, so far as the longer-term outlook was
concerned, the firm determination of the Nation to
make its defenses impregnable was backed by a Gov-
vernment program that gave promise of pushing busi-
ness forward regardless of developments abroad.

Security and Commodity Prices Off

Accompanied by the heaviest trading of the year,
security prices dropped rapidly with the invasion of the
Netherlands, Belgium, and France, quoted values being
scaled down to levels that had not been recorded since
the middle of 1938. From 148 on May 9 the Dow-
Jones industrial stock average fell to 114 on May 24, a
net decline of more than a fifth; a drop of 22% points was
registered in a single week (May 13-18). Turn-over on
the New York Stock Exchange on May 21 totaled al-
most 4,000,000 shares, representing trading in 1,042
issues—one of the broadest markets in recent years.
War stocks were seriously affected, and, although steel
and aircraft issues recovered on two successive days
following the President's defense message, renewed
liquidation occurred subsequently all along the line.
At the end of the month there was still no buying
strength in the market.

Rail and utility shares participated in the declines,
and bond prices were not exempted. In the foreign
list, Belgian bonds lost 60 percent of their quoted value
between May 9 and May 21. United States Govern-
ment bonds were off 2 and 3 points, and the Dow-Jones
corporate-bond average fell more than 6 points during
the same period. High-grade industrial and public-
utility bond prices declined less than 4 points and an
almost identical percentage of their value, but the fall
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in second-grade railroad-bond prices exceeded 11
points, or about 24 percent.

It is interesting to note that the first reaction of
commodity prices to the start of large-scale offensive
operations on the Western Front last month was an
upturn; Moody's index of spot prices for 15 basic
commodities, led by the imported items, rose from
162.0 (December 31, 1931 = 100) on May 9 to 166.6
the next day. Practically all sensitive prices dropped
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Figure 2.—Indexes of Closing Prices of Industrial, Public Utility, and
Railroad Stocks, Weekly Averages, July 1939-May 1940. May 18, 1940,
Latest Week Plotted (Dow-Jones).

after May 10, however, and the composite index on
May 23, not quite 2 weeks later, stood at 151.9, a net
decline of 9 percent in that short space of time. On
the grain exchanges, winter wheat at Kansas City fell
from $1.15 on May 11 to 88 cents on May 21, one of
the most abrupt declines on record. At the request of
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace, the Chicago Board of
Trade announced that closing prices of Saturday, May
18, on wheat, corn, oats, rye, and soybeans, would be
in effect as the minima for all trading until further
notice. As these minima are considerably below prices
prevailing before May 10, a decline in farm income
appears likely toward the end of June when grains
start moving to market.

Cotton prices declined around the middle of the
month but recovered somewhat during the last 10
days of May, partly as a result of the limited supplies of
"free" cotton. A strong tone in cotton prices is not
likely to reappear immediately in view of sluggish
textile buying and recent losses of export markets,
including further British restriction of imports.

Readjustments of sensitive prices generally in the
final week of the month resulted in little net change in
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composite indexes. Moody's closed the month at
153.0, up 1 point from the low of May 23.

Export Market Narrowed

Export trends, which have not been so favorable for
the past few months, were down again in April as a
result of the virtual stoppage of shipments to the
Scandinavian countries. Apart from some increase
in the dollar volume of Allied takings, there were indica-
tions of a general slackening in foreign demand, with
the result that April exports declined to $315,000,000—
$30,000,000 lower than in March and $45,000,000 under
the peak in January. The whole range of export items
was affected adversely with a few exceptions such as
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Figure 3.—Exports of United States Merchandise to Selected European

Countries, Monthly Averages, 1939 (U. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

crude petroleum, coal, lumber, and wood pulp. Among
the goods that have important war uses, aircraft and
metal-working machinery shipments showed little
change, while exports of trucks, iron and steel-mill
products, chemicals, and copper were lower. Agricul-
tural exports such as cotton, tobacco, and foodstuffs
also declined.

Exports to all major countries other than those cut
off by war operations held above pre-war levels, though
there was a general tendency to recede from the high
levels of recent months. Exports to Latin America
declined $10,000,000 for the month; to Australia,
$4,000,000; to Japan, $2,500,000; and to Kussia,
$2,600,000.

More important was the loss of the northern markets
of Europe to American export trade. April exports
to Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Finland declined to

$3,800,000 from $19,500,000 in March. During 1939
these four countries imported a monthly average of
$3,700,000 of American agricultural commodities—
chiefly cotton, tobacco, and dried fruit—and $9,800,000
of nonagricultural products. (See fig. 3.) The latter
consisted largely of automotive equipment, petroleum
products, refined copper, machinery, chemicals, and iron
and steel-mill manufactures. The Netherlands and
Belgium, similarly affected by the further spread of the
war in May, were equally important buyers of American
manufactured goods and relatively better markets
for agricultural commodities.

If the situation on the Western Front should become
stabilized and the war prolonged, there is little doubt
that foreign demand for our goods would expand.
Events have demonstrated the vital need of the Allies
for war equipment. To some extent, moreover, the
loss of trade to the Northern and Low Countries will be
counterbalanced by the substitution of American goods
in the markets that they normally supply. The chief
export items of these countries, for which Great Britain
and France were the principal customers, were ma-
chinery, metals, iron and steel products from Sweden,
Belgium, and the Netherlands; wood pulp, paper, and
lumber from Finland and Norway; bacon, eggs, butter,
and other dairy products from Denmark.

Consumer Buying Restricted.

Near-term business prospects are clouded in still
another respect. As usually happens when stock-
market trends are definitely adverse, latest reports indi-
cate that consumer purchasing is being restricted, par-
ticularly in durable-goods lines. Retail sales of pas-
senger cars for the first 10 days of May continued the
high rate of gain over a year ago that had characterized
the previous 4 months of the year. The few returns
available for the middle 10 days of May, however,
showed a marked contraction which left sales but little
ahead of a year earlier. Other durable-goods trade data
are not available, but these, too, are likely to show some
downward movement. Department-store sales also
turned down, with the gains over a year ago shown in
the first half of the month considerably narrowed during
the latter half. Sales for the month as a whole were
indicated to be under those of April on a seasonally
corrected basis.

Production Advances in May.

Despite these adverse developments there was a
definite change for the better in industrial activity
during May. This ended the unusually sharp decline
in production which had reduced the Federal Reserve
index 26 points in 4 months. In May a rise of about
3 points in the index from the April figure of 102
occurred.

The character of the upturn is not as yet adequately
revealed by the limited data now available. Although
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the decline had tapered off in April, there was no
clear indication that it was over by the end of that
month. The Reserve Board's index fell only 2 points
from March to April as compared with an average of 8
points monthly during the previous 3 months, but other
comprehensive indicators demonstrated that deflation-
ary pressures of considerable potency were still at work.
Income payments, though falling less than a month
earlier, were reduced by a substantial amount, and non-
agricultural income declined approximately as much as
in March. The adjusted index of factory employment
at 99.4 was down a point from March. Neither income
nor employment data showed the leveling off indicated
by the production index.

Nor did the April returns from the Department of
Commerce monthly industry survey offer evidence of a
significant upturn in manufacturing production to come
in the month ahead. The data revealed, however, that
stability had been achieved after the first-quarter decline.
New orders, apart from those of the aircraft industry,
increased about 7 percent over March, but new busi-
ness received during the month was little more than
sufficient to maintain backlogs despite a slight decline
in shipments. The continued downward pressure on
business activity is indicated by the April change in
manufacturers' inventories; for the first time since the
war stimulated expansion last fall there was a sizable
reduction of stocks. This was not offset by changes in
distributors' inventories which were also lowered some-
what during the month.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the rise in indus-
trial output in May lacked breadth. The sharp advance
for the month was confined very largely to the steel
industry. Ingot production rose abruptly from 60 per-
cent of capacity at the end of April to 80 percent a month
later, with the number of active blast furnaces increas-
ing from 155 to 171. Apparently this rise was based
upon business received during May—in part from the
Allies after their loss of productive sources in Europe—
as there was only a small rise in April. New orders in
the steel industry in that month, including those placed
for products upon which prices were lowered tempo-
rarily, rose 3 percent and, with a decline in shipments
of almost 4 percent to the lowest point of the year,
were not large enough to prevent a further, though
slight, decline in backlogs.

Among the other major industries no significant
pickup in orders during May was reported, and in
certain consumer-goods lines buying was restricted by
the uncertainty manifested in security and commodity
markets. The small gains made in some industries
were probably offset by declines in other areas—automo-
biles, for example. Assemblies of cars were reduced
from a weekly average of 102,000 in April to 94,000 in
May, partly because of the holiday but also because of

the decline in retail sales. Dealers' stocks remained
around 500,000 units. Little change was recorded in
other durable-goods industries. Aircraft, shipbuild-
ing, machine tools, electrical machinery and probably
other machinery industries, which have been exceptions
to the general trend so far this year because of large
backlogs, maintained their high production rate in
May. Activity also held up in the railroad equipment
field, while lumber production increased contrasea-
sonally.

In the nondurable-goods lines, paper-mill output rose
a little further during May to above 90 percent of
capacity after the initial impetus provided by the
stoppage of Scandinavian materials. Wood-pulp and
paperboard output have also gained from the same
situation. The chemical industry continued to operate
at a high rate. The available data on the cotton
textile industry indicate some further decline, though
possibly no larger than the usual seasonal recession.

Some evidence that the recovery embraced a broader
area than the production figures indicate is presented
by the data on freight movements. Carloadings, after
some advance in April, rose appreciably in May to the
highest point of the year. The daily average was
about 113,000 cars as compared with 104,500 for April,
with all major categories making contraseasonal or
more-than-seasonal gains.

National Defense Major Factor in Outlook.

By far the most fundamental development affecting
business prospects was the swift action taken to in-
crease the domestic defense program. Implicit in the
program is an increase in the flow of expenditures,
both Government and private, that in time will domi-
nate business trends. As well as can be judged at
present, Government expenditures during the fiscal
year 1941, exclusive of the additional defense appro-
priations requested in May, will approximately equal
expenditures in the fiscal year ending this month. The
added appropriations, likely to exceed $2,500,000,000,
will therefore provide an additional stimulus to eco-
nomic activity, and private investment of captial funds
will be required to expand plant capacities now inade-
quate. Total outlays involved in the program, plus
expanded non-military spending, will be more than
sufficient to offset any curtailment initiated by events
abroad.

Since some months will elapse before efforts now
initiated are being expended in full force, the trend
of business in the immediate future must remain
uncertain. The behavior of financial markets last
month indicates that business is vulnerable to liquida-
tion with adverse developments in the Allied position.
Expansion, however, is in prospect for the longer-run.
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The Business Situation
IN JUNE the hesitant business recovery initiated a

month earlier spread over a broader area and gave
signs of growing strength. Unfavorable aspects of the
May business situation, which arose with the implica-
tions of the fateful events in Europe, were to a large
degree dispersed. Business purchasing appeared on a
wider front and consumer buying improved. The stock
market regained part of the heavy losses recorded in
May and showed some strength to withstand the con-
tinued shocks that came from abroad. Commodity
prices, too, took on a firmer tone, although the uncer-
tainties of the international situation have prevented
any marked or consistent rise. With many farm prices
still low, however, and with the export area available
to our goods considerably shrunk by recent events, it
cannot be said that domestic business was as yet wholly
secure against European developments over the near
term. But it was evident that the eventual repercus-
sions of the vast national defense program upon indus-
trial production and investment were being reflected in
the revised expectations of business men.
New Orders Generally Rising.

The increase in business purchasing which underlies
the current increase in activity actually got under way
in May. Following a rise of new orders in April which
brought shipments and new business of manufacturers
into an approximate balance, there was an increase in
the business received in May of about 10 percent. The
Department of Commerce monthly industry survey
showrs that the buying movement in that month was
restricted largely to the durable-goods industries, and
that even within this segment the large gains were con-
fined to steel and nonferrous metals. In the lighter
industries, the buying trend wras mixed and nowhere
showed a vigorous rise; new orders in nondurables rose
only about 2l/2 percent, in contrast with the rise in
durables of 19 percent.

Preliminary reports indicate that the buying move-
ment was considerably broadened in June. Steel
ordering continued in expanded volume; in both May
and June there ŵ as apparently a rise in export orders,
though not of such magnitude as to dominate the cur-
rent situation. New steel business ran well ahead of
production in May, even though output was up sharply,
and this gain in backlogs continued into June. After the
large rise in May, new orders in the nonferrous-metals
industries expanded further in June. Total orders
received by railroad-equipment firms, which had fallen
off in Ma}r despite the increase in orders for freight cars,
were again on the upgrade, as all indications pointed to
a continued rise in freight traffic. New commitments
on most types of machinery were also reported to be in
good volume, and sufficient to sustain the favorable

trend of production in these industries. In May, orders
for most types of industrial machinery and equipment
rose above the already high volumes, though the
increases were moderate in amount. Lumber was one
of the few durable-goods industries in which a decline
in orders was indicated for June.

In contrast with the May pattern, purchasing spread
to the nondurable-goods industries in June. In the
previous month the only major placement of orders in
this segment of industry was in the paper field. Orders
in June did not hold at the exceptionally high May level,
but they were still running about equal with produc-
tion and affording a bright outlook for the industry.
Pulp orders, since the virtual stoppage of Scandinavian
exports to this country, have been unusually large. In
the textile field generally, buying became more active
last month. Textile orders had fallen off somewhat in
May. Interest in apparel goods for the fall season
was considerably more active in June following the
marked drop, partly seasonal in character, in new busi-
ness placed a month earlier.

As a result of this rather general revival in purchasing,
unfilled orders of manufacturers have been increased.
Backlogs in those industries where such data are signifi-
cant, largely durable goods, rose by about 3 percent
in May—a significant percentage rise for this series,
as orders on hand are always so much larger than the
new orders received in any one month. The decline
in unfilled order totals experienced from November to
March had ended in April, when shipments and new
business came into balance. Preliminary indications
are that the June rise in backlogs was also of substantial
proportions.

Commodity Prices Firmer.

The current revival does not have the feverish
character of the buying wave let loose last September
by the outbreak of war in Europe. For that reason
alone the expansion gives promise of developing more
soundly than the situation of last fall. In marked con-
trast with the previous business rise, when commodity
prices made record jumps for a 2- or 3- week period,
sensitive prices in June were relatively stable. Com-
modity markets had developed resistance by the begin-
ning of June to halt the drastic price reductions of a
month earlier, but on the average prices did not move
into higher ground during the month. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics index of 28 sensitive commodities stood
at 110.0 (August 1939=100) on May 31, after a decline
of 7.5 points from May 10, and at 110.1 on June 28.

Prices of many raw industrial commodities moved
up during the first 3 weeks of June, though all the gain
was not held during the final days of the month. The
composite steel-scrap price was above $19 on June 29,
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as against the quotation of $18.38 on June 1 and $16
a month earlier, though down from $19.75 on June 22.
Non-ferrous metal prices were firm for the month as a
whole, though copper and tin receded at the month-end.
Other raw industrial commodities, such as rubber, cot-
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Figure 2.—Indexes of Steel-Ingot Production (With Adjustment for

Seasonal Variation), 1936-40.

ton, wool, and silk, moved upward until late in June.
While grains declined throughout the month, spot
market prices of steers, hogs, lard, and butter advanced
consistently.

Stock prices firmed after the drastic liquidation in
May. The Dow-Jones industrial average moved up-

ward from 116 on June 11—the prevailing level for
3 weeks—to above 121 on June 12. For the remainder
of the month the average fluctuated within a narrow
range, closing at slightly under 122.

Industrial Production Up Sharply.

Under the stimulus of increased purchasing, indus-
trial production has made substantial gains in the past
2 months. Following the decline in the Reserve Board's
index from 128 in December to 102 in April, output
of industry averaged 105 in May and by the end of that
month the index was running at about 109. Produc-
tion was pushed further ahead in Jane to carry the
index close to 115 for the month.

The prime mover in the earlier month was the steel
industry. Ingot production, which had fallen almost
week by week from 92 percent of capacity in December,
rose from 61.8 percent during the week of May 4 to
76.9 percent by the month end. During June there was
a further rise to 87.7 percent for the week ending the
22d. The 8-week advance in the ingot rate was halted
in the final week of June, when output declined a little
more than a point. This temporary break was as-
cribed to suspension of work on French orders.
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Februarj^
March
April
M a y

Monthly average, January
through May:

1929
1932
1933
1937
1938
1939
1940

99.0
61.5
55.0
89.3
79.9

83.4
84.1
83.
85.4
86. 8
88.0
88.5
89.5

89.5
88.4
87.1
86.7
87.0

98.9
65.2 I
54.
88.6
81.5
83.4
87.7

99.1
60.0
51.9
87.8
77.2

81.4
82.8
82.8
84.0
84.5
86.6
87.3
87.7

87.2
86.0 j
85.6
85.1
85.7

99.4
64.3
56.0
89.7
80.7

84.3
85.4
85. 5
86.7
87.0
88.8
89.5
89.9

89.8
88.8
88.4
87.7
88.5

106.6
65.3
67.1

111.8
86.4

93.3
94.3
95.3
95.9
97.5

101.2
103.4
104. 5

103.9
102.1
100.4
99.2
99.2

114. 3
46.
44.4

110.1
73.2

85.0
86.5
84.4
89.7
93.8

101.6
101.6
103.7

98.3 .
97.8 I
98.2
96.3
08.4

Monthly av-
erage, 1924-

29 = 100

65.0
58.0

59.0
59.5
67.5
75. 5
93.0

107.0
90.0
79.0

69.0
60.5
60.0
62.5
68.5

76.0
67.5

70.5
63.5
63.0
66.5
73.5
76.5
76.5
79.0

79.0
84.0
76.0
81.5

98.9
64.3

98.8 104.9 111.
68. 0 68. 9 51. 9

52.6 ! 56.7 64.
85.9 j
78. 1 '
81.8
85.9

88.
82. 1
84.3
88. 6

41.0
109. 0
89.4
93.4

100.4

104. 1 j
75. 7 ;
85. 6
97,4

63.9
58.9

Industrial
production,

adjusted l

Freight-car
loadings,
adjusted

Retail sales,
value, ad-
justed i

Foreign
trade,
value,

adjusted ]

Monthly average, 1923-25 = 100

122

118
76

92
98
101
103
111
121
124
128

119
109
104
102
105

123
59

I 118
! 73

91
97
100
105
111
121
124
130

118
108
101
98
103

122
67 || 66
67 66
119 | 120
79 !i 76
98 |! 98
109 | 108

79
117
92

98
104
106
91
114
121
124
120

125
120
121
123

110

112
96

107
52
55
80
58

62
67
69
70

80 I
82

78
73 |
69
70 I

I
102
55
50
78
57

99 62
116 i 69

105
73
67
69
60

61
61
62
62
63
62
63
62

62
61
60
59
60

103
75
65
68
60
61
59

109
72

93

100
68
57
84
77
79
81

tens

is

II

1929-
31 = 100 j

Monthly average,
1923-25 = 100

146.0
37.0
42.5
104.0
57.0

79.0
79.0
SO. 5
76.5
83.5
93.7
102.8
108.5

122.5
136.0
110. 5
111.0
103.5

161.7
42.8
38.8
121. 6
67.3
92.4
121.4

108
37
32
81
72

70
70
69
72
72
72

95
100
92

117
39
29
67
72
62
90

121
34
32
86
45

61
58
57
57
59
65
73
77

74
62
60
61
64

120
40
29
86
51
57
67

121
26
16
56
51

63
63
67
73
73
76
83
86

75
63
62
64
65

121
27
17
58
50
71
66

134. 3
63.4
58.3
97.8
81.2

90.0
94.7
89.6
88.7
93.9
96.5
94.5
113.5

101.3
87.9
99.0
97.6
99.7

135.8 !
70.3 |

3 56.5
100.4 i
83.4 l

87.0 ;
97.1 ;

Monthly
average,
1926 = 100

94.7
64.4
62.7
87.4
78.1

76.2
75.6
75.4
75.0
79.1
79.4
79.2
79.2

79.4
78.7
78.4
78.6
78.4

95.5
65.9
60.8
87.1
79.4
76.6

i Adjusted for seasonal variations; monthly averages, except income payments, are based on unadjusted indexes.
3 Average for 4 months, January, February, April, and May.

2 From farm marketings.
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JULY 1940 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

For most industries other than steel, however, more
appreciable gains were made in June than in the pre-
vious month, and some areas that were still showing
declines in May moved into the plus column in the fol-
lowing month. Preliminary information indicates that
pig iron and coke were instances of the former situation,
while tin consumption illustrated the latter. Produc-
tion of pig iron was probably double that of a year ago.
In the mineral field, bituminous coal and crude petro-
leum output continued to ease off from the high pro-
duction rate of the winter months which had been main-
tained into the late spring, but generally production
was on a rising trend.

The automotive industr}^ has reduced assemblies as
the model-year approaches its close. Output declined
more than seasonally in both May and June, though
this decline is not particularly significant after the high
production rate that prevailed during the spring
months. After falling from 102,000 cars a week in
April to 94,000 a month later, assemblies tapered off to
87,500 in the last week of June. Production in other
durable-goods lines, such as the machinery and equip-
ment field, had in many cases experienced no decline
during the first quarter. Gain^ through May had been
negligible, but, with an added volume of orders flowing
in, a renewed rise was likely for June and subsequent
months. In the armament-producing industries an ex-
pansion was already under way, although the full impact
of the defense program was, of course, yet to come.

Activity at textile mills generally was moved up
during the month, in some instances ending the period
of declining production. The textile situation is dis-
cussed more fully below. Output of electric power,
which had come to the end of a 4-month decline in
May, recovered contraseasonally in June to about Feb-
ruary levels.

The May rise in freight-car loadings was extended in
June to carry the weekly total above the year's previous
high. The seasonally adjusted index of loadings rose to
about 75 for June from 70 for April, and compared with
the December-January figure of 78. Virtually all cate-
gories of traffic have risen, cattle and grains being the
only significant exceptions, with ore shipments par-
ticularly high.
Construction Activity Well Maintained.

The construction industry continues to provide basic
support to the business structure. The pattern in
recent months has been the one made familiar during
the first quarter—public contracts awarded sharply
down from a year ago, offset to some extent by rising
private work. Private contracts in May and the early
part, of June, however, were up enough to raise total
awards above the volume of the comparable 1939 period.
Residential awards in May were the highest of any
month since 1929, despite some slackening' toward
the end of the month. Building was affected by the
hesitancy that was noticeable in other consumers'

goods. During the first half of June this tendency
was still in evidence, as awards declined a little more
than seasonally though there was a further gain in
comparison with a year ago. F. H. A. new-construc-
tion mortgages selected for appraisal, which had been
at record levels, also fell off moderately after the third
week in May, with the decline continuing in the follow-
ing month.

Commercial and industrial building has been on a
rising trend since late in 1939. For every month of
this year, contracts awarded have been above the year-
ago volume, and the gain has widened with the advance
of the building season. The volume of awards in May,
totaling 49 million dollars, were over 50 percent higher
than in May 1939, though even that volume was rela-
tively small. More important is the fact that a check
upon the work now in progress at industrial designing
firms indicated that prospects for expansion in the indus-
trial building field are very good. Interest in plant

(VALUE, 1923-25= IOO
3-MONTH MOVING AVERAGE)

1936 1937 1938 1939 (940
Figure 3.—Indexes of the Value of Construction Contracts Awarded in 37

States (With Adjustment for Seasonal Variation), 1936-40.

expansion has been active and the volume of work now
on drawing boards, but not yet under contract, is the
largest in many years.

Consumption Gained in June.

One of the major uncertainties which arose in the
prospects for business after the intensification of the
war in Europe on May 10, that concerning consumption
trends, was quickly dispersed in the following month.
As stock prices declined in May and the threat of defla-
tion appeared with military developments abroad, con-
sumer buying slackened in several key areas. Auto-
mobile sales fell sharply during the middle period of
May, with the result that the month as a whole showed
the smallest gain over 1939 for the year to date. Sales
at department stores also fell off in the latter half of
the month, pulling the adjusted index down from 89
in April to 87.

Car sales during the first 10 days of June continued
relatively unfavorable—about 12 percent under sales
for the comparable period of May, and less than 20
percent above those of a year earlier. In the middle
June period, however, there was a decided pick-up of
13 percent over the early June results, i t appeared
that the month's total sales would rim ahead of May
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6 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS JULY 1940

sales and would cut into the very high stocks of cars in
the hands of dealers.

Department-store sales recovered with the first week
in June and for the month as a whole recorded the best
volumes for the year. The adjusted index rose to 93
in June, close to the 1939 peak of 96 made in December,
for an unusual 1-month gain. The recovery in June
was at first spotty, but later extended to all parts of
the country except the Dallas district.

Another Inventory Boom?

The current upswing in business, following so quickly
upon the spectacular rise of last fall, naturally raises the
question of whether another expansionary movement of
inventories is under way. June data are, of course, not
available as this is written, but May results are indica-
tive of the situation. So far as manufacturers' holdings
are concerned, the spread of the war in May put an
abrupt end to the liquidation that was in progress.
April had seen a substantial reduction in stocks, but in
May, total holdings, excluding those of the automobile
industry (which were down sharply as the end of the
model-year approaches), increased slightly. Deflation-
ary influences were not then at an end, however, as is
evidenced by the May decline in inventories of both
wholesale houses and department stores.

With a sizable increase in production, it is therefore
likely that total inventories will show some accumula-
tion to be taking place. The substantial increase in
steel production, for example, is no doubt resulting in
some accumulation of stocks. Domestic consumption
plus exports has hardly risen as high as the recent rate
of steel production. Thus for June, as well as for the
months ahead, some increase in total inventory holdings
is entirely possible and even probable.

What should be recognized, however, is that the pres-
ent situation differs in its essentials from that set off
by the September-October buying wave. Last fall,
expectations were changed by the possibility of in-
creased exports which the outbreak of war created.
While the increase in exports was only a possibility,
production expanded to an extent that could not be
validated over the near term by any probable increase
in demand from abroad—or, in fact, by the increase
which later occurred.

In the present situation, apart from the fact that the
volume of new orders has increased much more mod-
erately, the basic demand arising from the national
defense program is likely to require an expansion in the
volume of production even beyond present expectations.
Should there be moderate inventory accumulation
during the intermediate term, therefore, to meet re-
quirements that will arise wiien full demands for defense
requirements reach the market, it should not be a
serious factor. Intermediate interruptions to the rising-
trend of production should, therefore, be of less im-
portance than was formerly the case, when a basic
demand factor comparable with that arising from the

defense program was not in the picture. Such inter-
ruptions could come from a quick termination of the
European war or from readjustments of a technical
character. They are not likely to affect materially the
longer term trend.
Foreign Trade Volume Steady in May.

Uncertainty concerning intermediate business pros-
pects is, of course, tied up with the catastrophic hap-
penings abroad. All business forecasts will no doubt
contain a note of caution so long as the area open to
American exporters continues to shrink or the threat of
such shrinkage persists. One country after another
has been eliminated from our foreign trade area, and
still the end is not in sight. Losses of export areas
reflected in the statistics since March were offset to a
significant extent, leaving total trade still well above
the pre-war level. But finding offsets for the loss of
France (our fourth largest market) and for the Medi-
terranean area is another matter.

Exports of United States merchandise in May totaled
318 million dollars, compared with 317 million in April;
imports for consumption increased fractionally to 204
million. The Netherlands and Belgium were added to
the list of countries closed to American trade. In-
creased shipments to Italy, Finland, China, the Philip-
pine Islands, Latin America, and the British Dominions
offset losses to the combat area as well as the marked
decline in exports to Russia, which fell from 6 million
dollars in April to 0.5 million in May.

The Situation in Textiles

Cotton.—At the end of 1939 the inventory and back-
log positions of cotton textile mills were relatively
favorable; large stocks built up between mid-1937 and
mid-1938 had been worked off, and the total of unfilled
orders was greater than it had been for more than 2
years. But with the low level of new business through
April of this year, backlogs were reduced and mill stocks
once again began to accumulate. Paralleling the reced-
ing trend in general business activity prior to May the
Reserve Board's adjusted index of cotton consumption
was reduced month by month until in April it reached a
level 22 percent below that of last December. A spurt
in grey-goods buying early in April quickly petered out
and was insufficient to prevent a contraseasonal decline
in mill activity for the month as a whole. However,
productive activity held up so well throughout most of
May that the decline in daily average cotton consump-
tion was less than the usual amount, resulting in a rise
in the adjusted index from 113 to 116.

In the first half of June, extensive buying reappeared,
though the high volume of new orders was not main-
tained in the second half of the month. On the strength
of these orders, mill operations were increased contra-
seasonally. There were some indications in the latter
part of the month, however, that output of print cloth,
sheetings, and other items might be curtailed in July,
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Cotton-mill activity since March has been substan-
tially below that of the period from October through
February, but, in spite of this decline, sharper curtail-
ments have frequently seemed imminent and were
postponed only when new buying* or inquiry encouraged
continued operations—and even, to some extent,
restocking. The statistical position of the industry as
a whole has been distinctly unsettled, a result, in part,
of war developments during April and May. At no

200
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Figure 4.—Indexes of Cotton and Wool Consumption (Without Adjustment

for Seasonal Variation), 1936-40.

time recently has there been demand sufficient to cause
a rapid or extended advance in mill operations.

Wool.—A large group of mills report unfilled orders
for certain types of cloth on April 1 to be 6.5 percent
less than on April 1, 1939, and about 39 percent below
the high level attained at the beginning of last
October. During the 9-week period ending June 1,
new orders in excess of shipments were received by
the same mills; hence, by June 1, backlogs had
increased considerably from April 1 levels, to the
equivalent of about 10 weeks' production at the
rate averaged so far this year. During June a sub-
stantial amount of new business was placed, including
Government orders for 14 million yards of uniform
cloths for delivery over the next 5 months. Trade
estimates as of about June 20 placed the volume of
unfilled orders for men's wear alone (inclusive of Army
orders) at 35 million yards. Finished and unfinished
stocks of men's wear were apparently somewhat higher
on June 1 than on April 1, when they were greater
than on October 1 last. Although buying of wool
goods has not reached the proportions of the peak
period last fall, it has made measurable advances
during the past month and may be expected to continue
active as commercial buyers place orders for fall fabrics.
The Reserve Board's adjusted index of wool consump-
tion increased to 104 in May, after declining from 140 in
November to 80 in April. The rise continued in June,
and for the next few months this trend is likely to prevail.

Imports of apparel wool declined in April and May
as the new domestic clip began to appear on the market;

from a total of 19.0 million pounds in March, imports of
apparel wool finer than 40's fell to 10.3 million pounds
in April and 8.2 million pounds in May. Despite this
decline, imports of 78.1 million pounds in the first 5
months of the year exceeded those for the corresponding
period of any recent year except 1937. A compara-
tively large volume of raw-wool imports is explained
chiefly by the smallness of the April 1 carry-over relative
to the level of domestic consumption, and also by a
feeling of uncertainty in the trade as to the outlook for
future supplies.

One effect of the war in Europe has been a marked,
though possibly temporary, shift in the source of the
bulk of the raw wool imported into this country.
United States buying of South American and South
African wool was unusually heavy in the period of
September 1939 through March 1940. Apparel-wool
imports from Argentina were almost three times as
large relative to total apparel-wool imports as they
had averaged in corresponding periods since 1935, and
imports from South Africa were about six times as
large.

Silk and rayon.—Raw-silk consumption continued
through May at an unusually low volume, despite the
fact that price declines have more than wiped out the
phenomenal advance of last fall. Silk consumption of
114,413 bales in the first 5 months of the year was
31 percent less than in the same period last year. In
June, however, preliminary indications were that activ-
ity was once more on the upgrade. Nylon hose is still
a relatively small factor in the market, but has undoubt-
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Figure 5.—Indexes of Rayon and Silk Consumption (Without Adjustment

for Seasonal Variation), 1936-40.

edly contributed to uncertainty and caution in the silk-
hosiery field. Hosiery accounts for more than four-
fifths of United States consumption of raw silk.

Rayon-mill activity is proceeding at a good rate;
rayon-yarn consumption of 153 million pounds in the
first 5 months of the year was 18 percent greater than
in the same period a year earlier. Domestic staple-
fiber production set a new record in the first quarter of
this year.
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The Business Situation
BUSINESS in general continued to improve in July,

after allowance for customary seasonal movements.
The gain during the month was moderate com-
pared with the sharp upswing in June but at the end
of July overall activity was higher than at the end of
June. The business situation is well supported at this
time by a large volume of unfilled orders and active
consumer purchasing. Although inventories are not
much below the peak to which they were pushed in
March by last fall's buying wave, there is no further
accumulation of significant magnitude taking place in
total holdings at present. The persistent softening of
sensitive commodity prices and the failure of security
prices to respond to rising business volumes reflect un-
certainty with regard to the international political and
military situation rather than any fundamental weak-
ness in domestic economic conditions.

Production Continues to Rise.

For July as a whole there was a further rise in indus-
trial production adjusted for the seasonal, extending
the gain of the 2 previous months. Whether there
was some actual decline in output is uncertain, but if
so it was not so large as is usual in July. Omitting
the automobile industry, which is changing to new
models unusually early this year, there was certainly
a contraseasonal rise in output from June to July.
Marked fluctuations occurred in individual industries
during the month, but it is doubtful whether there
was an intra-month recession as indicated by some of
the weekly business indexes. These fluctuations can
in most part be traced to disturbances occasioned by
the Independence Day holiday and the early termina-
tion of the automobile model year. What did take
place in July was a leveling off in the rate of increase
from the previous month.

The pace of the current upward movement in produc-
tion is to be found in the 3-month rise in steel-ingot
production. Though the increase in the utilization of
steel capacity has not been so rapid as the 30-point
advance of last September and October, it is significant
that the present development—from 60 percent of
capacity in April to about 84 percent in July—has not
been accompanied by so substantial a measure of inven-
tory accumulation as in the earlier period. At the end
of July steel-ingot production was on the upgrade
following the hesitation shown by producers to advance
the rate in the last weeks of June and the beginning of
July. The month closed with production above 90
percent of capacity for the highest rate since mid-
December.

Of the durable manufactures automobiles alone
exerted a marked statistical influence in a downward

direction in July, in consequence of the early closing of
the model year. Since March, in fact, during which
time the automobile industry pushed output to near-
record levels, this distortion has been in evidence.
Production for the model year is estimated at about
4.2 million vehicles against 3.4 million of the 1939
models, for a very favorable comparison with 1929 and
1937 when assemblies reached 5.3 million and 4.9 mil-
lion, respectively. With 1940 schedules virtually com-
pleted by August 1, the prospects were that 1941 cars
would be in production without extended delay.
Consequently, the automobile industry in the near
future will provide a substantial support to the general
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Figure 2.—Indexes of Total Freight Car Loadings. (With Adjustments for

Seasonal Variation, 1936-40.)

level of production and give an upward lift to business
indexes.

The leveling off in business activity during July was
to be noted in the moderate decline in freight car-
loadings from the year's peak in the last week in
June. On a daily average basis total loadings in
July were only fractionally above the month before.
Ore traffic bettered the extraordinary May-June
movement. The light grain shipments during the
early weeks of June were succeeded by 6 weeks of
loadings heavier than the usual seasonal. Coal and
coke movements also showed contraseasonal gains
during July as in June. Miscellaneous freight failed
to improve seasonally, but 1. c. 1. shipping made a
better showing than in June. On the other hand,,
electric power output in July did better than maintain
the June growth and at the end of the month approached
the all-time high of last December for the best July on
record.

The new Federal Eeserve index of industrial produc-
tion, presented on pp. 11-17, of this issue, shows that
the fluctuation in output during the first half of 1940
was much less violent than that indicated by the old
index. From a peak of 126 (1935-39=100) in Decem-
ber output fell only 15 points by April in contrast to
a decline of 26 points for the old index during the sameDigitized for FRASER 
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period. By June the new index rose to 121, only 2
points under the level for the first month of this year.
The relation of June to January would be a little
less favorable in terms of the old index.

New Federal Reserve Indexes of Industrial Production,
Seasonally Adjusted

Industrial production, totaL..
Durable manufactures

Steel ingots
Machinery
Automobiles
Aircraft
Shipbuilding
Lumber
Plate glass

Nondurable manufactures
Cotton consumptions-
Wool textiles
Shoes

Rubber consumption-

Minerals
Bituminous coal
Crude petroleum
Iron ore shipments.. .

June
1939

102
97
94
98
86
160
126
101
73

106
106
104
105
108

105
97
109
98

Decem-
ber 1939

126
140
167
125
121
239
144
122
124

118
128
115
108
125

114
106
118
122

June
1940

v 121
v 131
154

p 128
106

P 3 1 6
P 171
110
80

p 111
112
P 8 7
v 100
114

v 121
p 117
v 119
155

Preliminary.

To the end of June, nondurables had regained less of
the volume lost during the early 1940 recession than
had durables. The adjusted index of nondurable man-
ufacturing was, nevertheless, above the level of June

1939 in the new index. The outstanding exception to
the slower upward movement was the paper industry,
operating above 90 percent of production since late
April. Rubber consumption was at relatively high
levels, having declined less than most nondurables, but
an upward movement in this field was not indicated
in June. Activity at cotton mills in June rose moder-
ately for the second monthly gain to exceed cotton
consumption in June 1939, and preliminary data indi-
cate that mill consumption in July was appreciably
higher. Following a severe decline in the early spring
months, wool textile production showed some improve-
ment in May with little change in June, but compared
unfavorably with last November and December. As
army contracts are worked on during the summer
months, the trade expects activity to increase. Through-
out the year the shoe industry has held production at
an unusually low level. In June, however, shoe output
rose sharply on an adjusted basis, though production
was in lower volume than a year ago.

The June advance in durable manufactures restored
production of those goods to October-November vol-
umes, and less than 7 percent below December. Im-
portant factors in this development were the aircraft,
shipbuilding, and machinery industries which were un-

MONTHLY BUSINESS INDEXES

Year and month

1929: June
1932: June
1933: June
1937: June
1938: June
1939:

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1940:
January
February
March
April
May
June

Monthly average,
through June:

1929
1932
1933
1937
1938
1939
1940

January

Monthly income
payments, ad-

justed i

Monthly average,
1929 = 100

99.2
59.
56.
90.

2
3
1

80.0

84.
83.
85.
86.
88.
88.
89.

89.
88.
87.
86
87
87

1
7
4
8
0
5
5

5
4
1
7
2
9

98.9
64
55
88
81
83

2
1
8
3
5

87.8

99.
57.
53.
88.
77.

82.

1
6
2
1
2

8
82.8
84.
84.
86.
87.
87.

87.

0
5
6
3
7

2
86.0
85
85

6
1

85.9
86

99
63
52
86

8

0
2
7
2

78.0
81
86

9
1

99.4
62.2
57.0
90.2
80.7

85.4
85.5
86.7
87.0

88.8
88.4
87.7
88.7

98.9
67. 0
56.8
88.6
81.9
84.5
88.9

Factory em-
ployment

and
pay rolls

ft-
a-a
S5

.» a

o

Monthly av-
erage, 1923-

25 = 100

107.0
63.6
72.2

111.2
85.2

94.3
95.3
95.9
97.5

101.2
103.4
104.5

103.9
102.1
100.4
99.2
99.2

100.5

105.2
67.9
65.4

109.3
88.5
93.4

100.3

112. 7
43.7
49.1

107.6
71.1

86.5
84.4
89.7
93.8

101.6
101.6
103.7

98.3
97.8
98.2
96.3
96.3
97.9

111.5
50.5
42.3

104.7
74.9
85.7
97.5

Cash farm
income 2

Monthly av-
erage, 1924-

29 = 100

73.0
61.5

59.5
67.5
75.5
93.0

107.0
90.0
79.0

69.0
60.5
60.0
62.5
66.0
62.5

65.4
59.3
58.0
63.4

80.5
67.5

63.5
63.0
66.5
73.5
76.5
76.5
79.0

79.0
84.0
76.0
81.5
80.0
69.5

Industrial
production,
adjusted 1

Freight-car
loadings,
adjusted l

I

Retail sales,
value, ad-
justed i

Monthly average, 1923-25=100

125
59
91
114
77

98
101
103
111
121
124
128

119
109
104
102
106
114

123
66
71
118
78
98
110

127
58
93
114
74

97
100
105
111
121
124
130

118
108
101
98
103
113

125
65
71
119
76
98
109

114
64
85
115
93

104
106
91
114
121
124
120

125
120
121
123
121
121

111
71
75
113
95
100
117

109
49
61
78
58

67
69
70
77
80
82
78

78
73
69
70
72
75

103
54
52
78
57
63
70

105
70
68
67
59

61
62
62
63
62
63
62

62
61
60
59
60
60

104
74
65
68
60
61
60

113
68
67
93
82

86

101
68
58
85
77
80
82

1929-
31 = 100

141.5
42.5
49.0
99.0
50.5

79.0
80.5
76.5
83.5
93.7

102.8
108.5

125.8
130.8
112.5
112.5
104.1
123.0

165.3
45.1
43.2

123.7
66.9
93.9

125.1

Foreign
trade,
value,

adjusted 1

SB

8.
X

©
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B

I
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3

n
st
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Monthly average,
1923-25 = 100

« ©

I

M o n
aver;
1926 =

thly
ige,
= 100

116
34
36
79
69

70
69
72
72
72
67
91

95
1G0
92
90
91
104

115
37.
30
68
70
62
91

115
36
40
93
47

58
57
57
59
65
73
77

74
62
60
61
64
68

118
39
31
87
50
57
67

IS 6
27
18
61
54

63
67
73
73
76
83
86

75
63
62
64
64
68

125
28
17
60
53
71
68

133.8
65.4
65.7

101.5
87.0

94.7
89.6
88.7
93.9
96.5
94.5
113.5

101.3
87.9
99.0
97.6
99.7
95.6

135.5
69.5

3 58.3
100.6
84.0
88.3
96.9

95.2
63.9
65.0
87.2
78.3

75.6
75.4
75.0
79.1
79.4
79.2
79.2

79.4
78.7
78.4
78.6
78.4
77.5

65.6
61.5
87.1
79.3
76.4
78.5

i Adjusted for seasonal variations; monthly averages, except income payments, are based on unadjusted indexes.
3 Average for 5 months, January, February, April, May, and June.

2 From farm marketings.
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affected by the general decline in the early part of the
year. The May-June recovery was dominated by the
iron and steel industry; in other industries the im-
provement was less pronounced. Little improvement
was noted in lumber, cement, plate glass production,
and other related industries, for example, which in
June were unchanged or lower. In all cases these
industries were substantially below December, though
in most instances above the preceding June. In the
mineral classification, as shown in the accompanying
table, production continues as it has for most of the
year to date in higher volume than last fall.

New Orders and Inventories.

The information collected in the Department of
Commerce Monthly Industry Survey reveals the basis
of this 2-month rise in industrial output. Although
data are available only through June, they are indica-
tive of the current situation. After declining steadily
from the peak of last October through February, the
daily average of new orders received by manufacturers
turned upward. The volume of new business in March,
however, was still below shipments, an approximate
balance between orders and shipments not being reached
until April—and, at that, only with the help of a con-
tinuous decline in shipments. In May, there was a
more significant advance, as incoming business ex-
ceeded shipments and increased the volume of unfilled
orders for the first time in 6 months. The May rise
was largely confined to the durable-goods industries.
In June, there was a further and even larger increase in
new business which extended over a broader area of
manufacturing industry. Most industries participated
in the larger flow of new orders, the exceptions being
mostly seasonal in character. Purchasing of semi-
finished materials generally and of finished consumers'
goods was considerably under that of last fall, but the
June volume of incoming business in the important
machinery industries was well above that of the
October-November peak of 1939.

With this pick-up in new business, unfilled orders
again increased despite a sizable rise in shipments in
both May and June. Backlogs in the durable-goods
industries increased 3/2 percent in May and 7 percent
in June, the gain for the 2 months being nearly as large
as the January to March decline. With the strong
support provided to manufacturing operations by this
increase in unfilled orders, it would take a sharp decline
in new business to reduce the volume of output within
the next few months.

According to the information available at this time,
there was some slackening in the pace of business pur-
chasing in July. The let-up, however, was not of
major proportions and as it was apparently confined to
certain standardized semifinished commodities, pur-
chasing of which usually takes place in spurts, it is not
particularly significant. With new orders in June well
above the shipment rate, it might be expected that in-

coming business for steel, nonferrous metals, and tex-
tiles, would fall off in July. The fact that copper and
cotton-textile buying picked up considerably late in
the month indicates that the decline for the month does
not foreshadow a reversal of the upward business
trend. In the case of the steel industry, for example,
trade reports suggest that new business secured in July
was still equivalent to the volume of shipments.

What is significant is that, although shipments had
risen in June to approximately the December level,
total inventories showed no increase during the month.
Total stocks of manufacturers actually declined,
though the fall was of a seasonal character. Excluding
the automobile industry, which normally reduces in-
ventories sharply toward the end of the model year,
total holdings increased only to a minor extent in June.
The data by industries show that the iron and steel
industry group, which includes certain of the major
steel-consuming industries, and transportation equip-
ment other than autos, were the only areas in which a
significant inventory increase occurred. Nor do stocks
of wholesaling and retailing firms appear to be rising.
Inventories of wholesalers declined by about the usual
seasonal amount and the department-store adjusted
stock index was unchanged from May to June.

As shipments were back to the December level but
inventories not rising as they were at that time, it is
apparent that a larger proportion of shipments now
consists of finished manufactures w ĥich are being imme-
diately moved from marketing channels. This sug-
gests the fundamental difference between the situation
during the last quarter of 1939 and the current expan-
sion; forward buying was the major stimulus in the
former instance, whereas at present permanent invest-
ment in capital goods, higher export orders, and pur-
chasing on government account, are providing the basic
impetus to expansion.

Sensitive Prices Weak.

The general wholesale price level has been practically
unchanged during the past 2 months of improved busi-
ness. Prices have not responded to the increase in
purchasing as they did last fall; the Bureau of Labor
Statistics index of 813 commodities has declined frac-
tionally from 77.8 at the end of May to 77.3 at the
end of July (1926=100). The trend of sensitive com-
modity prices, however, has been more markedly down-
ward, as may be seen in figure 3. During the month
the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of 28 basic com-
modities declined almost 4 points. Almost all the
commodities included in the index have eased off, with
the sharpest declines in the import group.

This softening of commodity prices is not primarily
a reflection of the lower volume of buying in domestic
markets, and hence not a sign that business recovery
is running out. It should be remembered that prices
have been rather consistently pointing downward since
the sharp jump of last September, and that from theDigitized for FRASER 
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beginning of the recovery in mid-1938 to the outbreak
of the war, business volumes improved despite a grad-
ual decline in the price level. In other words, during
the past 2 years the only major upward movement of
prices, that of last September, resulted from the im-
pact of heavy forward buying. The continuing volume
of consumption was insufficient to push prices up.
Hence, with most of Europe cut off from world markets
and with no strong forward buying move under way,
it is not surprising that prices are not firm at the pres-
ent time. The sensitive price index is still about 7
percent above the pre-war figure and it would seem
that considerable expansion of domestic income and
consumption could occur without creating pressure on

AUGUST 1939=100
140

130

120 —

I/O

DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL
COMMODITIES

90

1939
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1940 O.O 40-4/3

Figure 3.—Weekly Spot Commodity Price Indexes 1939 and 1940. (Data
for Week of July 23 are the Latest Plotted.)

the price level. Industrial prices have been relatively
firm, and existing cost-price relationships have been
such that the increase in business volumes has resulted
in a very marked rise in profits (discussed below).

Construction Contracts.

After a slight reduction in the first half of June,
construction-contract awards resumed the upward
movement which they have followed since last January.
The increase in the latter days of June brought the
total to within 4 million dollars of the 329 million-dollar
high established in May of this year;* and the 172-
million-dollar total attained in the first half of July
represents a contraseasonal advance for that period.
This advance is largely accounted for by the pro-
nounced increase in public construction, which marks
a reversal in the trends public and private construction
have followed since the first of the year. From Janu-
ary to June, public contract awards remained at com-

paratively low levels and constantly declined in per-
centage importance, while construction was sustained
by steadily expanding work on private account, es-
pecially in the residential field. Since the beginning
of June, however, private awards have declined, but
this has been offset by an increase of 32 percent in the
value of work undertaken on public account. Public
and private awards currently comprise about equal
shares of total construction, against proportions of 35
percent and 65 percent, respectively, prevailing earlier
in the year.

The following table presents a comparison of con-
struction awards over the period from January 1 to
July 15 of this year with the corresponding period in
1939. Total volumes are about equal, although this
has not been true of the month-by-month totals.
Awards for the first 3 months of this year were con-
siderably under the comparable 1939 total, while the
awards since April have exceeded those of last year.
It can be seen that the higher level of residential
building has practically offset the decrease in the other
components, particularly public works.

Value of Construction Contracts Awarded
[Millions of dollars]

Construction

Residential . . _
Nonresidential
Public works and utilities . _.

Total . . . . .

1939—Jan. 1-
July 15

692
557
587

1,836

1940—Jan. 1-
July 15

755
532
509

1,796

Source: F. W. Dodge Corporation.

Both the F. H. A. new^-construction mortgages
selected for appraisal and residential contract awards
indicate that this type of construction has declined
from the high May levels. The decline, however, has
corresponded closely with the normal seasonal expec-
tation. Commercial and factory buildings continue as
the major components of the nonresidential field in
contrast with last year, when educational and science
buildings and other types influenced by the Govern-
ment's works program were much larger.

Consumption Volume High.

With the marked improvement in June, the total
dollar volume of consumer buying of commodities,
seasonally corrected, is estimated to have exceeded the
peak of December 1939. As retail prices were some-
what higher than 6 months earlier, it is probable that
the physical quantity of goods sold to consumers in
June about equaled the quantity for the earlier month.
The extent of the support which this volume of con-
sumption is providing to current production is indi-
cated by the rise of 9 percent in the dollar volume of
retail sales over June 1939. Significant is the general
nature of the increase. Outstanding was the rise in
automobiles and similar types of consumer durable
goods not shown separately in the table. Retail auto-Digitized for FRASER 
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mobile sales in June were 42 percent above those of the
previous year, and the latest report on sales of electric
appliances show the major items to be at an all-time
high.

The percentage increase in retail sales for June as
compared with a year earlier for the principal lines of
business is estimated as follows:

Percent Increase
Total retail sales „ 9

Department stores 7
Variety stores 3
Apparel stores 8
General merchandise (small towns) 5
Jewelry 8
Grocery stores 7
Drug stores.. 4
New passenger automobiles 42
Furniture and household appliances . 9
H ard ware 6
Lumber and building-material dealers 5

1 The little information available for July indicates
that consumer purchasing is holding at and perhaps
above June volumes, with allowance for the seasonal
slack. Department-store sales in July appear to have
equaled the June figure, when the Reserve Board's
adjusted index was at 93. Early reports on automobile
sales in July, however, suggest that the month's
volume was not much below that of the previous month,
which would mean a substantial gain on a seasonally
adjusted basis.

It is interesting to note that, as nearly as can be
estimated, per capita consumption at the present time
is equal to that of 1929. During the past decade
population has increased about 8 percent and the
physical quantity of consumers' purchases in June was
8 percent above the 1929 average. Any expension of
employment and income resulting from the national
defense program will push per capita consumption to
new record levels.

Financial Developments.

Extreme dullness characterized the stock market
during July, despite improved business. Volume
revived in the last two sessions of the month, but for
26 trading days the total turnover on the New York
Stock Exchange was only 7,304,820 shares, the lowest
level of activity recorded since August 1918. Stock
quotations showed little net change during July, and
closed the month still some 14 percent lower than in
the first week of May. Such moderate advances as
were witnessed were evenly divided between capital-
goods and consumer-goods issues. Export trends,
national defense developments, business improvement,
and rising profit were without notable influence upon
stock movements. Automobiles and automobile parts,
electrical products, finance, gold mining, household
products, machinery, and retail-trade stocks scored
modest gains in the face of broad market inactivity.

The bond market, considering the volume both of

transactions and of new bond issues, presented a con-
trast with the equity market. Corporate bonds carried
into the third week of July the price recovery initiated
in June and, after intermediate weakness, had re-
attained at the end of the month a level only a few
percentage points below that of early May. The
restoration of favorable bond market conditions coin-
cident with this decline of bond yields stimulated
security flotations in July to the largest volume of
recent months.

Corporate financing, mainly for refunding purposes,
continued at approximately the 1939 pace in the first
half of 1940, hardly showing any stimulation from the
expansion of industrial production and rising return
on invested capital. The total compiled by the Com-
mercial and Financial Chronicle exceeded $1,093,000,-
000. This was $85,000,000 above the comparable
figure for January-June 1939, but $92,000,000 below
the July-December total last year. New capital issues
accounted for $264,000,000 in the most recent 6-month
period, $46,000,000 above the volume of new financing
in the first half and $100,000,000 over that in the sec-
ond half of 1939. Corporate issues for new capital
have not been indicative of plant and equipment
investment, which has been expanding steadily since
mid-1938.

Commercial, industrial, and agricultural loans of
Federal Reserve weekly reporting member banks,
fluctuating within a range of approximately $135,000,-
000 during January-June 1940, entered new high
ground for the post-war period in July. The current
level, however, was less than $550,000,000 above the
August 1939 weekly average. The larger part of this
expansion occurred prior to January 1940; from the
1940 low point recorded in the last week of January
to late July, commercial, industrial, and agricultural
loans increased only about $170,000,000. Total loans
for all purposes, as reported weekly by member banks,
remained materially below the post-war high set in
December 1939.

Higher domestic consumption, the continued upward
trend of plant and equipment investment, and the
stimulus afforded exports by the war, during the first
6 months of 1940 lifted the earnings of industrial cor-
porations sharply. Reports of 400 companies tabulated
b}̂  the National City Bank of New York, show a rise
of 59 percent above results for the first half of 1939.
Corporation earnings in the second quarter of 1940
were somewhat under results of the previous 3 months.
The quarter-to-quarter decline for 325 companies tabu-
lated by the National City Bank of New York was 6
percent. This decline of corporation profits, reflecting
a concurrent moderate drop in the average of industrial
production from the first to the second quarters, was
accentuated by increased provision for taxes, which
also reduced the year-to-year increase over 1939 for the
January-June period.
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Foreign Trade in June.

The merchandise export balance of the United States
was further enlarged in June, as exports of United
States merchandise rose to 344 million dollars under
the influence of heavier purchases of war materials
and as imports remained unchanged at 211 million
dollars.

The increase in the export total of 26 million dollars
over May was of considerable magnitude, in view of the
almost complete elimination of Italy and the other
Mediterranean countries, except Spain, as markets for
American goods during the month. As first the Scan-
dinavian countries and later the Lowlands and the
Mediterranean were cut off from American trade by war
developments, the volume of exports has been well
maintained by increased purchases by the British Em-
pire, France, and the countries of Latin America,

125
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25
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Figure 4.—Indexes of the Value of Exports of Merchandise (Including
Reexports) and of General Imports. (Without Adjust-
ment for Seasonal Variation, 1936-40.)

As to the character of the commodities comprising
our export trade, the increase in shipments since the
beginning of the war in September has been the result
largely of the growing volume of machinery and indus-
trial raw-material shipments required to meet the needs
of the allied belligerents, rather than the sale—with the
exception of aircraft—of fabricated munitions of war.
In June, for the first time, the bulge in the export totals
is traceable to the large transfer of surplus war materials
from American stocks and, in addition, enlarged sale
of explosives. Firearms and ammunition—largely the
surplus stocks—were shipped abroad in the amount of
19.5 million dollars as against 2 million in May; explo-
sives in the amount of 7 million dollars against 374,000
dollars in May.

Figure 5 shows the trend through June of the export
items which have dominated the rise of the foreign-trade
volume during the war period. Exports of iron and
steel-mill manufactures reached a new peak, exceeding
43 million dollars, and nonferrous metals were again
higher. Aircraft shipments likewise increased to a level
only slightly under the December peak. On the other
hand, metalworking machinery and industrial chemicals

receded in value. Cotton exports continued to decline
from the extraordinary point attained in January, when
shipments to the United Kingdom were at a peak.

The major change among commodities imported into
the United States in June was the increase in the value
of wines and spirits from 4.2 million dollars in May to
9.2 million in the following month. This increase
resulted almost entirely from withdrawals from bonded
warehouses in anticipation of the tax increase applicable
July 1. Other commodities imported in larger volume
than in June include tin, rubber, pulpwood, and rough
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Figure 5.—Value of Exports of United States Merchandise, 1938-40. (U. S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.)

diamonds. Substantial reductions, however, were re-
corded in imports of raw silk, oilseed, cattle, copper,
and cut diamonds.

With imports unchanged in volume, the increase in
total exports (including reexports) brought the net
merchandise export balance to a figure of 139 million
dollars in June and the cumulative total for the first
half of 1940 to 774 million. This was the highest
figure for any corresponding period since 1921.

As certain of the usual net debt items in the balance
of payments must be much below the level of recent
years, particularly tourist expenditures and immigrant
remittances, the favorable balance on current account
for the first half of 1940 was unusually high.
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The Business Situation
THE trend of general business continued moderately

upward during the summer, largely under the
growing stimulus of the national defense program.
Manufacturing industry has received a substantial
volume of orders from this program as well as from
other sources, and faces the fall season with enlarged
backlogs of unfilled orders. Construction contract
awards have risen not only from the initiation of public
defense projects, but also in the residential and indus-
trial spheres. Freight-car loadings rose more-than-
seasonally in August, with the miscellaneous classifica-
tion up significantly. With incomes increasing, con-
sumer buying has been unusually active. In the export
trade, though shipments have recently been lowered by
the closing of Continental markets, total trade has been
rather well maintained by heavy British purchasing.
Defense Program Gains Momentum.

Without doubt the most important dynamic factor
in the business situation is the vast program the Nation
has undertaken to make its defenses secure. In con-
trast to an actual expenditure of 1.5 billion dollars for
the army and navy during the fiscal year 1939-40, the
funds already appropriated, with those now pending
in Congress, will make available a cash total of over
6)2 billion dollars for the current fiscal year. Addi-
tional funds will be required for training men called up
from the National Guard, and through the selective
draft legislation pending before Congress. Further-
more, there will be loans made to industry for plant
expansion by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
in an amount which cannot as yet be estimated.

Despite the tremendous amount of planning and
negotiation that must be undertaken, a significant
beginning has already been made in the defense pro-
gram. By the end of August more than 2 billion
dollars of contracts for armaments had been passed by
the Defense Commission, and the weekly figures on
contracts awarded by the army and navy showed a
rapidly rising trend. Actual expenditures are also
rising; army and navy expenditures advanced from 153
million dollars in June to 177 million dollars and 199
million dollars, respectively, during July and August.
These sums compare with the average of 129 million
dollars for the fiscal year 1939-40.
New Orders Continue High.

The expanded flow of new orders received by manu-
facturers in recent months, however, primarily reflects
purchases other than on Government account. Real-
ization of the business expansion implicit in the defense
program has led to purchasing of equipment for an
enlargement of capacity and to a reversal of inventory

policy from liquidation to accumulation. The new
orders index of the Department of Commerce rose from
110.2 in April to 132.9 in June, and in July held to the
high figure of 129.9. In July, the durable goods index
rose above the June figure, whereas the nondurable
index declined to the May level. The comparative
July and April indexes were 162.2 and 118.2 for the
durable component in contrast to 109.1 and 105.0 for
the nondurable. This is indicative of the increase in
new business which has come in the metal and machin-
ery industries. Trade reports for August point to a
continued large flow 01 new business in that month,
with a pick-up in buying of primary materials. It also
appears that there was a rise in nondurable lines toward
the end of the summer.

The latest data available, those for the end of July,
show a sharp rise in the total backlogs of unfilled orders
in the durable goods industries. After an advance of
almost 9 percent in June, unfilled orders rose almost 13
percent in July. While this substantial increase
resulted partly from a decline in shipments during the
holiday month, the more important influence was the
rise in new orders.
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Figure 2.—Indexes of Aircraft Production, With Adjustment for Seasonal

Variations, 1936-40.

The increase in inventories revealed by the July data
was moderate, with allowance for seasonal changes in
such industries as automobiles and foods, and for the
increase in stocks of crude rubber. The only industries
to show a notable nonseasonal rise in inventories in July
were the iron and steel group and transportation equip-
ment other than automobiles. In these industries
inventories have risen steadily since April.

The shift in inventory policy, however, has been an
important factor in the rise of new orders. In April,
manufacturers' inventories were reduced by more than
70 million dollars, whereas in July they rose by about
60 million dollars (omitting industries influenced sharply
by the seasonal). Hence, the total change has been of
significant size.
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Industrial Output Maintained.

Industrial production was maintained during the
summer months, with allowance for the usual seasonal,
at the comparatively high volume reached in June when
the Federal Reserve index registered 121. While im-
portant industries continued to advance moderately
during July and August, the earlier than usual decline
in automobile production was an offsetting factor in
measures of aggregate output. Special conditions in
the petroleum industry, which reduced crude output,
also offset advances in other fields.

Steel production, which led in the advance through
June, rose further during the two following months.
By the end of August the industry was operating at
91.3 percent of capacity, as compared with 86.5 per-
cent at the end of June. Changeover to new models
in the automobile industry was virtually completed in
August, and by the final week of the month 27,645 cars
came off the assembly lines. It was expected that pro-
duction would mount rapidly in September for a more-
than-seasonal gain giving a lift to overall production
indexes.

In most other durable goods industries, such as
machinery, nonferrous metals, plate glass, and trans-
portation equipment other than automobiles, produc-

tion rose in the two months following June, on a season-
ally adjusted basis. Machinery output was a third
higher than that of the same period a year earlier and
about equal to the peak reached in 1937. Aircraft
production was, of course, at an all-time high and

50
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Figure 3.—Indexes of Machinery Production, With Adjustment for
Seasonal Variations, 1936-40.

activity at shipyards was higher than at any time since
the World War, as it has been now for over a year.
Lumber production was one of the exceptions to the
rising trend among durables during July, but in August
output again moved ahead.

The trend among the nondurable goods industries
was more mixed during the summer. Textile produc-

MONTHLY BUSINESS INDEXES

Tear and month

1929: July
1932: July
1933: July
1937: July
1938: July
1939:

July
August
September
October
November
December

1940:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July

Monthly average, January
through July:
1929 _"
1932
1933
1937..
1938
1939
1940

Monthly income
payments, ad-
justed i

I
Monthly average,

1929=100

100.3
57.3
56.6
89.2
78.7

83.6
85.2
86.1
88.0
88.5
90.0

90.3
89.7
88.4
88.2
88.6
88.7
89.0

99.3
62.8
54.8
88.5

83.8
89.0

100.5
56.3
55.0
88.5
78.6

83.8
84.8
85.0
86.9
87.7
88.9

88.2
87.5
87.0
86.2
87.3
87.7
88.1

99.5
62.0
52.9
87.0
79.0
83.7
87.4

100.5
60.4
57. 3
89.5
79.8

85.5
86.9
86.9
88.5
89.3
90.4

90.2
89.6
89.3
88.7
89.8
90.7
90.8

99.3
65.8
56.3
88.4
80.7
84.8
89.9

Factory em-
ployment

Si

S3 3

©

Monthly av-
erage, 1923-

25-100

108.1
61.9
77.4

112.3
86.0

95.3
95.9
97.5

101.2
103.4
104. 5

103.9
102.1
100.4
99.2
99.2

100.2
101.4

105. 5
66.9
67.0

109.5
88.0
93.4

100.2

108.6
40.4
52.7

105.2
71.1

84.4
89.7
93.8

101.6
101.6
103.7

98.3
97.8
98.2
96.3
96.3
97.9
96.4

111.0
49.1
43.8

104.7
74.4
85.5
97.3

Cash farm
income 2

Monthly av-
erage, 1924-

29 = 100

90.5
72.0

67.5
75.5
93.0

107.0
90.0
79.0

69.0
60.5
60.0
62.5
66.0
62.5
74.5

69.0
61.1
59.3
65.0

83.0
68.5

63.0
66.5
73.5
76.5
76.5
79.0

79.0
84.0
76.0
81.5
80.0
70.0
70.5

Industrial pro-
duction, ad-
justed i

Freight-car
loadings,
adjusted 1

Retail sales,
value, ad-
justed i

Monthly average, Monthly average,
1935-39 = 100 1923-25=100

I
114
53
86
120
86

104
104
113
121
124
126

122
116
112
111
114
121
121

111
59
66

119
82

100
115

115
51
86
121
84

104
107
113
121
124
128

123
116
112
110
114
121

m
112
57
64
120
80
100
116

109
61
84
113
94

107
91
114
119
120
114

118
114
117.
119
118.
118
117

104
65
72
110
93
100
115

108
49
66
80
61

69
70
77
80
82
78

78
73
69
70
72
75
75

104
53
54
78
58
64
71

106 109
68 65
70 I 69
68 92
60 83

104
73
66
68
60
61
60

1929-
31 = 100

152.0
28.0
52.5

104.5
56.5

80.5
76.5
83.5
93.7

102.8
108.5

125. 8
130.8
112.5
112.5
104.1
122. 7
119.5

165.7
43.0
45.2
123.6
66.1

n 93.0
79 I 124.0

Foreign
trade,
value,

adjusted i

-2
1

i

al
l

11
a <«

on
tr

ad
ju

4>
(3 3

• * * >

V
3

S3

3

3 £
& "2

Monthly average,
1923-25=100

121
32
43
80
68

69
72
72
72
67
91

95
100
92
90
91
104
95

114
36
31
68
68
62
90

119
27
48
89
47

57
57
59
65
73
77

74
62
61
61
64
69
78

117
37
32
86
49
56
67

124
27
21
67
59

67
73
73
76
83
86

75
63
62
64
64
74
81

126
28
18
62
54
71
72

144.0
63.4
70.4

102.2
84.5

89.6
88.7
93.9
96.5
94.5

113.5

101.3
87.9
99.0
97.6
99.7
95.6
97.5

136.7
68.6

3 60.3
100.8
84.1
88.5
96.9

Monthly
average,
1926 = 100

96.5
64.5
68.9
87.9
78.8

75.4
75.0
79.1
79.4
79.2
79.2

79.4
78.7
78.4
78.6
78.4
77.5
77.7

95.6
65.4
62.6
87.2
79.2
76.3
78.4

1 Adjusted for seasonal variations; monthly averages, except income payments, are based on unadjusted indexes.
3 Average for 6 months, January, February, April, May, June, and July.

2 From farm marketings.
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tion generally was increased, although in late July and
early August cotton consumption dipped moderately.
Activity in the canning industry did not come up to the
usual seasonal expectation, and other foodstuffs have
tended to decline from June levels. Paperboard pro-
duction, after falling slightly less-than-seasonally in
July, lost ground in August in an expansion of less-than-
seasonal proportions, but has averaged about 11 percent
above 1939 during the last three months. Other paper
production also failed to expand seasonally from July
to August, though the level of output remained high.
Chemical production, improving after the moderate
setback experienced earlier this year, has been well
above the comparable 1939 rates.

In the minerals industries, bituminous coal has been
in an uptrend since June and, in August, was at about
the highest production volume this year. In contrast,
crude petroleum output has shown a downward tend-
ency in the last three months, due to a falling off at the
Illinois field as well as to frequent shutdowns elsewhere
symptomatic of the present high inventories held by
the industry.

200
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1935-39 = 100
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Figure 4.—Indexes of Shipbuilding, With Adjustment for Seasonal

Variations, 1936-40.

Indicative of the further rise in business activity
during August was the upward movement in freight
carloadings. Total loadings in August averaged 124r

412 cars on a daily basis against 122,499 in July.
Though relatively small, the gain was more than the
normal seasonal and lifted the Reserve Board's adjusted
carloadings index to 76.4 (preliminary) for August from
75 in June and July. The index is up more than 7
points from the March low, but remains approximately
5 points under the November peak of 82. Heavier
rail traffic in August was quite general in all classifica-
tions, with miscellaneous freight, 1. c. 1., coal, forest
products, and livestock shipments participating in
the better-than-seasonal advance. Only ore, coke, and
grain shipments, which normally decline in August,
were lower on an adjusted basis. Should rail traffic
continue to improve at the recent tempo, the November
high of 1939 would be surpassed this fall.
Construction Contracts Expand.

Construction contract awards in July and August
reflected for the first time sizable contributions from

the national defense program. After declining in the
early months of the year, the volume of contracts
awarded turned definitely upward and data for July
and the first half of August indicate that awards are
currently exceeding 1939 totals by almost 100 million
dollars per month. When it is recalled that 1939
marked the sixth consecutive year of advance in con-
struction activity, the importance of the present high
totals as a factor in the general business situation is
apparent.

Contract awards are usually subject to a seasonal
decline during the summer months, but the defense
effort has made an exception of the present year.
Total awards, which amounted to 325 million dollars
in June, jumped to 399 million dollars for July and to
203 million dollars for the first 15 days of August—
marking a contraseasonal advance of substantial size.
The July total is the highest attained in any month
since 1930. Residential awards continue higher than
at any time since 1929 and, although the average for
the two summer months may be down slightly from
June, the decline will be less-than-seasonal. The con-
traseasonal rise in total awards has been mainly due to
large increases in public works and in commercial and
factory building.

While private awards declined less-than-seasonally
and, in July, were only 10 percent under those for May,
the outstanding feature of construction since May has
been the rapid increase in public contracts. Publicly
financed construction awards rose 83 percent from May
to July and 39 percent from June to July, increasing
in relative importance to 51 percent of the total awards
in the latter month. Public-works contracts in July
increased to 86 million dollars from 74 million dollars
in June and amounted to more than 100 million dollars
for the first 3 weeks of August. The stimulating
effect of the national-defense expansion is clearly
indicated by the sharp rise in commercial and factory
awards in July. Awards of this type amounted to 48
million dollars in June and comprised 15 percent of
total awards for the first 6 months of this year. In
July, these awards amounted to 88 million dollars and
comprised 22 percent of a total larger than that of any
month in the past 10 years. Some of the new factory
construction will have more than the usual secondary
effects on other types of construction because of the
entrance of military and strategic factors in the loca-
tion of new plants.

Advances in Retail Sales.
On a seasonally corrected basis, consumer buying

held steady and in some cases advanced slightly in
July, while preliminary figures for August indicate a
pronounced increase. From its June and July figure
of 91, the Reserve Board's adjusted index of depart-
ment store sales advanced in August to 100, according
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to the preliminary report. This figure exceeds the
peak months of early 1937 and of late 1939, and is
the highest on record since the early part of 1931.
Large increases in variety-store and mail-order sales
were also indicated, while sales of cars and trucks in
August, the last month before the introduction of
new models, are estimated at close to 300,000 units
compared with 358,000 in July and 210,000 in August
1939. August sales of variety chains probably exceeded
those of August a year ago by 10 percent.

In noting the consumption increases indicated for
August, the high level on which the increases were super-
imposed should be observed. For example, the 9-point
increase in the Reserve Board's adjusted index of
department-store sales came when the index already
stood at 91. In 1938 the index averaged 85, while it
averaged 87 in the first 8 months of 1939 and 90 in the
year as a whole. There is evidence tending to show
that the advance of the index in August establishes an
all-time high in department-store sales measured on a
physical quantity basis, both in total and per capita.
The Reserve Board's index of 100 for August is only 12
percent lower than the peak of 113 attained in 3 months
of 1929; an estimated 93 (December 31, 1930=100) for
Fairchild's index of department-store prices in August
is 21 percent below the figure of 118 in October 1929,
the earliest month for which this indicator is available.
The apparent increase in physical sales is 12 percent,
which may be compared with a population increase of
8 percent in this period. Department-store sales in
recent years may have been aided to some extent by
shifts in buying at the expense of other types of outlets.
Relative to 1929, sales of apparel stores and of furniture
and household stores have been lower than those of
department stores; on the other hand, sales of both
fell very much further betwreen 1929 and 1933, and
expenditure on these types of merchandise may simply
never have recovered to the same extent.
Commodity Prices Strengthen.

Prices were generally weak in the forepart of August
but showed a firming tendency in the latter half. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics' index of 28 basic commodi-
ties reached a low for the month and year of 105.5, and
then advanced nearly 2.5 percent in somewhat less
than 2 weeks to 108.1 at the close of August. Indus-
trial raw materials were up 1 point to 110.4 during the
course of the month. The comprehensive and slower
moving wholesale commodity index showed increases
for the month in prices of farm products, foodstuffs,
metals and metal products, and building materials.

Common stock prices, rallying in the second half of
the month from the lowest level since early July, evi-
denced improving sentiment in regard to the war
abroad and the dynamic business forces inherent in the
domestic defense effort. The New York Stock Ex-
change volume of share trading, however, continued
to set long-time record lows, with stock transactions
only 4 percent above July and the lowest for any August

since 1918. Bond turn-over on the New York Stock
Exchange, nearly one-fifth less than in July, was also at
a record low. New security flotations during August
receded sharply from the July total, but were marked
by the best volume of stock offerings since April this
year.

Exports to Britain Rising.
That coordinated British war purchases have become

the major factor in American export trade became appar-
ent as the combined shipments to the United Kingdom
and Canada in July mounted to 169 million dollars, for
more than half of the export total in that month. Over
27 million dollars higher than in the preceding month,
their July takings absorbed half of the decline in ex-
ports to Continental Europe—from 65 million dollars in
June to 14 million dollars in July—as France and Italy
were eliminated from the American trading area. With
the huge bank of orders placed by the British purchasing
commission, it is evident that exports to those countries
will increase in coming months to nullify in large part the
impact of war developments—short of a British defeat.

The enlarged volume of shipments to the British was
insufficient, however, to prevent a decline in total
United States merchandise exports in July to 312 million
dollars from 344 million dollars in the preceding month.
This occurred as the result of substantially lower ship-
ments to Latin America in addition to the drop in ship-
ments, exceeding 50 million dollars, to the European
continent. Of the Latin American countries, Mexico
and Venezuela were the only States importing larger
quantities during the month. Total exports to that
area fell 13 million dollars. Exports to Canada were
off slightly but were more than offset by gains to Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, Union of South Africa, British
India and Malaya.

The commodities chiefly affected by the July decline
in export trade included aircraft, automobiles, metal-
working machinery, crude and refined petroleum prod-
ucts, nonferrous metals, explosives, firearms, and
ammunition. Shipments from surplus stocks of war
material were lower in July than in June, accounting for
more than half of the 5-million-dollar decrease in the
aircraft total and virtually all of the 6-million-dollar
decline in firearms and ammunition. The closing of
the French market contributed to the declines in auto-
motive equipment and metal-working machinery. The
dollar value of iron and steel-mill products, excluding
scrap, was virtually unchanged, with the United King-
dom purchasing a larger percentage of the total. Among
the few major items to show gains were food products,
wood pulp, lumber, and semimanufactured steel.

The merchandise export balance was narrowed in
July as imports rose 21 million dollars for a total of 232
million dollars. Heavier imports were evident partic-
ularly in essential raw materials, including crude
rubber and raw silk, and reflected in part purchases
for inventory.Digitized for FRASER 
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The Business Situation
IN THE past month the record of business was

still one of continued expansion. Information
recently available indicates an acceleration in the tempo
of the upswing during September and October. Indus-
trial production passed the previous record high of last
December with an unusually sharp advance in new
orders pushing backlogs to a point which assures
further manufacturing expansion through the winter
months, after allowing for the usual seasonal changes.

The rise in income payments has been quickened
by the substantial increase in employment, and this
enhanced buying power is being reflected in a large
volume of consumer purchasing. Activity in the con-
struction industry is at a peak for the decade, indicative
of the firm basis of the current upswing. Electric-
power output has reached a new record, and freight
traffic, though under a year ago, is moving in good vol-
ume. All these signs of advancing economic activity
point to the fact that the stimulating effect of the de-
fense program is penetrating to all areas of economic life.

Year's Peak in New Orders.

The increased pace of the business upswing is signal- }
ized by the substantial gain in new orders received by
manufacturers in recent months. A sharply advanced
flowr of new business in September raised the Depart-
ment of Commerce new-orders index by 26 percent over
the August figure. Primarily reflecting a general move
to lengthen commitments, although also swelled by the
increasing tide of government orders, the September
volume of new business equaled the peak of the buying
wave of last fall made in September 1939.

Every major industry participated in the increased
flow of new business in September. The durable-goods
component again set the pace with a 30-percent gain,
the index rising from 163 to 212. In the recovery from
March through September this index has approximately
doubled. Substantial gains were reported by firms in
the iron and steel industry, by producers of advanced
steel manufactures, copper producers, railroad-equip-
ment builders, and by most branches of the machinery
field. New orders for iron and steel and their products
were far above those for any other month since October
1939. In the electrical-machinery trade, incoming
business was at a new high for the war period—almost
double the figure of a year ago—while in other machin-
ery, the year-to-year comparison showed a gain of
about 40 percent.

The general recognition that some firms were heavily
booked with defense business and that a near-term
delivery problem might arise also brought a substantial
increase in new orders for nondurable goods. Incoming
business in the nondurable-goods industries had ad-

vanced only moderately during the year to date, the
index rising from 105 in April to 108 in August. A gain
of over 20 percent in September, however, carried the
index above 130. The largest gains in nondurables in
the month were reported in paper, chemical, and, above
all, textile industries.

The advance in manufacturing operations against the
heavy backlogs which have been accumulated in recent
months led to an abrupt rise of shipments in Septem-
ber, the index of total shipments rising from 124 to 144.
The magnitude of this increase is partly attributable to
the seasonal pick-up in the automobile industry; but,
even excluding automobiles, deliveries in the month
were 12 percent higher than in August. The gain was
about equally distributed between the durable and
nondurable goods industries. Shipments of durable-
goods in September exceeded the peak volumes of the
fall of 1939 for the first time this year, and the non-
durable-goods industries equaled the high point reached
last September.

Despite this substantial rise in shipments, the flow
of new orders in September was sufficient to bring a
further and marked increase in unfilled-order backlogs.
Continuous increases in the backlogs of durable-goods
industries from May through August had raised unfilled
orders by one-third. At the end of August, unfilled
orders were more than four-fifths above the pre-war
volume. A further gain of almost 20 percent was
reported for September. This increase was somewhat
inflated by a record volume of copper buying; nonethe-
less, the iron and steel, machinery, and railroad-equip-
ment industries all reported increases in unfilled orders
of about 15 percent.

Inventories Increase Moderately.

An increase in new orders of September's magnitude
must obviously derive from a widespread attempt to
cover future requirements for a longer period, as is
indicated in a recent report of the National Association
of Purchasing Agents. The data as of the end of
September, however, do not show any significant
increase in inventories. Manufacturers' stocks rose
by little more than 1 percent in the month, and the
bulk of that increase may be accounted for by a sea-
sonal expansion in the automobile industry. A moder-
ate rise in the durable-goods industries was in largo
part offset by a decrease in the nondurable field,
While larger inventories were shown for all durable-
goods industries except nonferrous metals, the increase
in no case appeared to be greater than that required
by current expansion of manufacturing operations.

Moreover, available data do not reveal appreciable
inventory accumulation at the higher stages of the
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distributive process. The Department of Commerce
report on wholesalers' inventories shows only a frac-
tional change from August to September, with the
September volume only 2 percent higher than that of
April. In the retail field, the adjusted index of depart-
ment-store stocks rose but 1 point in September, and
in that month stood above the April figure by the same
amount.

Thus, while orders have been placed in sufficient
volume to yield an inventory increase, such a move-
ment is not as yet under way. Moreover, because of
near-capacity operations in many industries, it is not
apparent that output can be increased over current
levels to an extent sufficient to produce a sizable rise
in inventories. There is still considerable unused
capacity, particularly in consumers' goods, but the
greatest pressure of demand for longer coverage ahead
is not being felt in those branches of industry. There-
fore, such inventory accumulation as may eventuate,
provided it is not induced by or does not itself induce
a rise in prices, should give little cause for concern, in
view of the enlarged demand which will be forthcoming
when the defense program is in full swing.

Further Production Rise,

Heavy orders and mounting backlogs have stimu-
lated a renewed advance of industrial production during
the post 2 months . After a sharp spring ri<o v\hieh
lifted the Reserve Board's index from 111 in April to
121 in June, aggregate output hold steady through
August wlih allowance for seasonal factors. But Sep-
tember witnessed a marked increase as (he index rose
lo J25, and with a further rise already evident for
October it appears tha t industrial production moved
inio new high ground, surpassing the previous high of
I2t> for December J93D. hi September, the durable-
goods com]) ment had alrendy exceeded 'me December
peak.

Stool-ingot production pressed forward lo the hi:rho-t
weekly tonnage OIL record, as oulp'it was M-hoduled al
1,lGi)/>52 ton** for the week ended November 2. For
(lie month as a whole, r rodm rAH\ iiKTeuM-d \t, [)V> per-
cent of capacity, from 02 :x month v-jriier and 87 ii(

Vugusl, bettering the industry's ;>ivviou-' jnonthlv peak
:uad'4 in \ovomL<T VJIV.K Orders c<»i:t UHI'M; M> r\:i
ahead of product i«>-i.

In i'isf-:>iise, to the, >ioeds of iho sfee! i n d ^ t r v , ore
°arioudl!y.is and lake fraU'e \\»M*O I'lainhunou Jiirj'U'1 liir
month at about iho, Sopt-'-mbor lov( !, For:* addilional
bla-t iv>-u:\i'i< in 1 lio Great La;;:-, a n a v-<-iv bL)\\j. in,
:>(>ostir.ir rho total of active furn.-JvVi deprndhr.; on
Lak'1 Superior iron to 109 as of October 1, a g a l ^ i 137
a year previously. Copper and zi :o shipineiif^ in
October continued high, though umK-r September vol-
umes. Brass and bronze manufacturing in September,
st imulated by growing exports, expanded rapidly and
continued in uood volume in the following month.

Automobile assemblies were accelerated to more than
22,000 units daily in October in the industry's quickest
change-over to a new model. Weekly production at
the end of the month passed 117,000, up from 96,000
at the end of September. With the return of the
automobile industry to full-scale operations, the output
of durable manufactures in October was, by a substan-
tial margin, at the best rate in the period of 22 years
covered by the Federal Reserve index.

Under the stimuli of the defense program and British
demand, activity in the machinery manufacturing
industries was quickened in September. A further
gain was indicated for October, though capacity
limitations in important branches of the industry and
normal seasonal increases will tend to damp any more-
than-seasonal development in the immediate future.
In September, lumber footage was increased 7 percent,
and the expansion was carried forward in October.
Production of stone, clay, and glass products, as well
as structural steel and other building metals, also
increased in the last 2 months.

The October gains were not limited to the durable-
goods industries. The improvement in textiles in the
month was no less marked. The textile situation is dis-
cussed in more detail below. Manufactured foodstuffs
reversed the downward trend of September. Paper and
paperboard production turned upward in October but
remain substantially below volumes of last October.
During the fall months the shoe industry showed
evidence of recovery from its spring and summer
slum]).

Only two major industries ran counter to the general
trend- bituminous coal, off conspicuously, and crude
petroleum, moderately lower in the month. Bitumi-
nous-coal production did not dip to the usual degree
this summer. In anticipation of the adoption of mini-
mum price schedules, originally set for September 3
and finally adopted October 1, coal inventories were
accumulated. The downward movement in crude-
petroleum production was less pronounced; output in
this industry has moved erratically during the past
year.

Electric-power consumption in October affords an
over-all indicator of the persistent upward movement
during the period. New all-time power records were
established in the final weeks of the month as output
passed the 2.7 million kilowatt-hour mark.

One- apparent exception to the general business per-
formance of the month was a level of carloadings
lower than those of a year ago. Carloadings for the
week ended October 26 were 838,000, which compared
with 856,000 for the peak week in October 1939. This
difference was almost entirely the result of a decline
in coal shipments stemming from the lower coal pro-
duction reported above. Other carloadings were higher
than those of a year ago. The miscellaneous classifica-
tion, which gives the best indication of the rail move-Digitized for FRASER 
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merit of manufactured products, has consistently
exceeded the 1939 volume. The volume of miscellane-
ous freight has been advancing steadily over the past
several months in conjunction with the rise of general
business activity.

Construction Activity Maintained.

Construction activity in September and October con-
tinued al the high rate of the previous - m o n t h s
Contracts reported for the Hrst half of October wore
somewhat loss than in the same period the pivvious
month, but the announcement of laru'e defense awards,
coupled with an increased volume of private contract.-
in the middle of the month, was expected to briim the
total up. While September contracts of S.'Ms.000,0(10
in ->7 States represented a decrease of more than
SO"*,000,000 from the record August volume, the tola!
was still Itu'ge eiumgh io make September one <>f the
s«-\en largest contract mouths of the pa>t decade.

The decrease from August io S'-piemha* wa- in lur<j;e
measure accounted for by ?• decline of *~>\ .000.0(J0 in
])ub]ic construction awank a eomponent which nun.
vary rather widely from iJi,>T11h to month b<ie;iu-v the
contracts awarded uihicr ihe national defense program
are let at irregular intervals and are often for largo
total amounts. The stimulating effect of the national
defense program was clearly evident in the awards for
commercial and factory building :vnd for residential
construction, boih of which ahoui equaled their iveord
August totals. \Yh«-n it U recalled tlial residential
awards of *1 r̂ jMMUXM) in August were the highc-t
since July 1929, it is ap])aront thai this type of con-
struction has reached a point where its magnitude is a
factor of considerable strength to the general economic
situation.
Income and Employment.

Kising ))roduction and eniploynient carried income
payments to the highest mark of the decade during
September, and it is apparent that the rising trend
continued through October. September income1 pav-
nienfs totaled So, -140,000,000. ns oompaivd with
$r>,7S7,OOO,OOO in August and $0,02.">,000,000 in Sep-
tember of last year. This is the largest percentage
change4 over t\\c corresponding month a year ago yvt;
recorded this year. Tho advance was shared bv all
income groups. Income from salaries and wairos.
which constitutes approximately two-thirds of total
income, reached -SI,01 1,000,000, an increase of 1 percent
in tho month, on a seasonally adjusted 'oasis, and 7
percent greater than that of September 1030.

The rise in income payments since April resulted
in an aggregate of $5:1.902,000,000 for the first 9 months
of the, year, 5.7 percent more than for the same period
last year. Virtually every industry contributed to the
rise. Salaries and wages in commodity-producing
industries advanced 11 percent from April to September

after seasonal adjustments, while pay rolls in the dis-
tributive and service industries increased 4 percent
over the same interval. Government pay rolls re-
mained unchanged over the same months, a moderate
rise in nonrelief employment being offset by a drop in
work-relief wages.

Farm income again turned upward in September after
| declining in the late summer months. The index of
. cash income from farm marketings rose )> points in
I September to roach a level of 74 (1924-20 = 100), only
• slightly in excess of that in the corresponding month a
i year ago. Some of the monthly gain was attributed to
; unsea-onal shifts in the, volume of marketing duo to
• lateness in the harvesting of certain crops. flowo\er,
; it is noteworthy that farm prices continued their mod-

orate increase in September and October after their

; irregular decline from the beginning of the year to Au-
: gu.-t. Si'ice crop production i- estimated to ho mod-
• eraiejy higher than in 10'>0 and exporN have born -ori-.

(VALUE. IS? 3 - 25 - ! 0 0
3-MONTH MOVING AVERAGE)

2 0
1936 1937 1939 1940

i'Uiiv .?.—-iT<fk-\i-s of the Valuo *>? Construction Contracts Awarded in 37
Mutt's, UljuKtcri for Seasonal Variation. I'Mft—lfl (ISoard of Cimornors of
I'm !-"ci!or:;l Reserve S\stom>.

<»u>ly cor;wilod, iho price i;d\ance was largely a reflec-
tion of increased d(»me^tic dc^manrl steinniin^1 from rising
ha-ine-s activity, thouirli the loan and purchase pro-
ura.sis of the (rovornnient did much to i\\u'uiarizo tho
t!ow of cc»mmodili<is into markets. The drop in exports
has MTinu-ly ad'ectod tlw marketing of only a few-
major crop*--, cotton and tofiacco 1 >oin**; iho most
important.

The Bureau of Agricultural l^ocuiomics now expects
farm income to }>o #0,000,000,000 in 1040, as against
£S,."> 10,000.000 in IWW, This was surpassed only once
since 1020- in 10o7, wln^n income was $0,111,000,000.

Nowhere )\i\< the sharp increase in hu^ino-s activity
\)rcn more t̂ vidc^nt than in the increased industrial
employment of the past several months. More than
('•00,000 persons were added to nonau'i'icultural pay rolls
in September, following an increase of 400,000 in
Au<j"u*t. Since February almost- 2,000,000 persons
have been added to total employment in nonairricultural
industri(»s. The adjusted index of factory employment
advanced from 00.2 in April to 10,'J.f) in August and to
104.8 in September1.
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6 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS November 1940

Pay rolls also rose in September with a gain exceeding
the usual seasonal increase fivefold, September pay
rolls in nondurable-goods industries topped those of last
year by almost 5 percent, in spite of a very small decline
in the number employed. Durable-goods industries, of
course, registered much larger advances. The high
operating level of many industries has lengthened the
average work week and increased the payment of over-
time wages, both of which have expanded pay rolls.

Some indication of the direct effect of increased
military expenditures here and abroad on employment
in our primary defense industries is shown by the
folio win £ table:

Industry

Estimated
! number of
j wage earners

September
1940

Increase in !
September j

1940 employ- |
ment over av- I
erage in 1937 I

Percent in-
crease in Sep-
tember 1940
employment
over average

in 1937

Aircraft . . . . . . . . . . 108,400
Shipbuilding . . . . . . . _ . . . . . 103,000 !
Machine tools j 69,600 I
Engines . . . | 58,000 ;
Aluminum manufactures j 30, 000 ]
Explosives j 8,700 i

+84,400 |
+40,700 |
+22,400 i
+25,100 i
+6,300 !
+3,300 |

+351.7
+65. 3
+47. 5
+76.3
+26. 6
+01. 1

It is estimated that employment in all our primary
defense industries increased 203,000 in the 12 months

AUGUST !939 = 100

40

20

100

80

1 \ i ISA

1936 1937 1938 1939 I94O

Figure 3.—Index of Wholesale Prices of 28 Basic Commodities, 1936-40
(U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics).

NOTE.—Daily figures, August 1939=100. Data shown are for Thursday each week,
January 2, 1936, through October 24, 1940.

ended in September. At the same time, employment
in industries which are engaged primarily in supplying
civilian needs but also furnish, semifinished products for
defense industries, such as steel and chemicals, rose
268,000. The rate of expansion in these primary and
secondary defense industries has been greater than that
in industries devoted solely to the satisfaction of civilian
needs. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the indirect
effect of defense spending is partly demonstrated by the
increased employment of 507,000 in manufacturing
industries which produce largely for civilians.

Active Consumer Purchasing.

Consumer buying continues at the high volume
which might be expected to result from near-record

employment, though probably a little under the August
level. Dollar sales of department stores since August
have averaged higher, on a seasonally adjusted basis,
than at any time since the first half of 1931. In terms
of physical volume, trade at this time presents an even
more favorable comparison with earlier peaks. The
pronounced upward impetus which lifted the depart-
ment-store index to 99 in August and September,
moderated somewhat in October, But the state of
department-store trade in the past 3 months is indi-
cated by the more-than-seasonal gain of nearly 7
percent from June and July of this year, and the im-
provement over August-October 1939 of about 8
percent.

In common with other retail divisions, rural sales of
general-merchandise and variety-store sales expanded in
September, but measured against the usual seasonal
patterns for these series, both indexes lost ground.
The rural index receded from 146.0 in August to 127.8
in September, since the actual increase of about 13
percent failed to equal seasonal expectations. The
variety-store index for September, seasonally adjusted,
was 108.1-—down one point from August to reflect a
less-than-seasonal gain of more than 8 percent in actual
sales.

Retail sales of new passenger automobiles were
necessarily low in August and September as the auto-
mobile industry shifted assembly lines to the new
models; but October brought a sharp recovery. An
estimated 225,000 cars and trucks were sold in the first
20 days of October, against 194,000 in the entire month
of September. New passenger-automobile sales in 9
months through September were 528,000 units ahead
of 1939, and the new models have met with active
buying which promises to lift total sales for the year
well above the 2,724,000 of 1939 and close to the
3,496,000 of 1936.
Moderate Price Rise.

October witnessed a continuation of the gradual
upward movement in commodity prices which has been
under way since the middle of August. From 105,5 in
the middle of August, the index of 28 basic commodities
had risen to 113.6 by the end of October, 37 percent of
the gain taking place during the latter month. This
increase carried the index more than a third of the way
toward last fall's peak of 127.2. Both import and
domestic commodities participated in the October rise.
Most metal prices have risen since August. Steel scrap,
copper, and zinc all moved upward in September, but
have shown little change in October. Lead and tin,
on the contrary, increased during the latter month, the
rise in tin still being small.

The price advance among sensitive commodities has
continued to make only a small impression on the more
comprehensive indexes, either directly or through their
effect upon finished goods. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics wholesale price index of 863 commoditiesDigitized for FRASER 
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duplicated its half-point increase in September and
closed the month at 78.6 (1926 = 100). Though
indexes of finished industrial prices, cost of living, and
retail prices all have shown moderate increases, they
demonstrate that there has not been an important
general price movement during the current upswing.
Exports Lower in September.

Exports of United States merchandise in September
decreased to $288,000,000, a decline of $54,000,000 in
the month.. Trade with the United Kingdom alone
was off $23,000,000, of which more than half is attribut-
able to smaller aircraft shipments. Inasmuch as spe-
cial factors may explain shifts of considerable magni-
tude from month to month, not too much significance
can be attached to such short-period changes. A large
part of the September decline was concentrated in those
commodities which have increased sharply during the
war period.

While a number of influences are at work tending
to retard exports of certain commodities and exports
for cor tain countries—embargoes, our own defense
needs, and the difficulties in the way of rapidly in-
creasing production—the basic factors point to ex-
pansion rather than contraction in our foreign trade
so long as the requirements of British Empire coun-
tries for war materials are immense. Hence it is
apparent that a significant part of the September de-
cline results from lack of supply or irregularities in
deliveries, rather than lack of demand.

Xo less striking than the aggregate decline in exports
was the fall in general imports from $220,000,000 in
August to $195,000,000 in September, continuing a
movement initiated the previous month. Receipts
from Europe fell to less than $16,000,000, the lowest
point since the beginning of the war. Imports from
the United Kingdom, Japan, China, Turkey, and the
Latin American countries were all lower. It is of
interest that the major items imported in larger volume
in September were five strategic and critical materials.
Rubber imports reached the highest figure of record,
at 176,000,000 pounds valued at over $30,000,000,
rellecting increases both in governmental and private
stocks. Imports of tin were the highest on record,
exceeding 32.000,000 pounds, part of which flowed into
the governmental stock pile. Copper, nickel and
alloys, and wool were the other major commodities to
show an increase in the month. On the other hand,
imports of the 24 other strategic and critical materials
were off in September.
Financial Developments.

Stocks fluctuated within a narrower range during
October than in September, although they were more
heavily traded. Following the decline in the forepart
of October, quotations worked gradually higher and
displayed notable strength in the final sessions of the
month. The Dow-Jones averages of industrial, rail-

road, and utility stocks, however, closed the month
still somewhat below rally peaks recorded during Sep-
tember and early October, although the combined
Dow-Jones average, fractionally above that in early
October, was the highest since May.

Developments in financial markets during recent
months have continued to involve larger additions to
the supply of bank credit than increases in the demand
for such credit, although the difference between the
growth of supply and demand is smaller than it was
during the first half of the year. Gold imports still
have been the major source of added bank credit, the
net inflow for the year to October 23 reaching the record
high of $3,600,000,000. However, since May, gold im-
ports have been partially offset by increases in Treasury
(and foreign bank) deposits with the Federal Reserve
banks, an increase in the volume of money in circula-
tion, and a decline in the volume of Government securi-
ties held by these banks. As a result, additions of
$2,124,000,000 to the monetary gold stock from foreign
sources during this period brought about an increase of
only $933,000,000 in member-bank reserve balances
with the Federal Reserve banks. Further expansion of
loans and investments resulted in only $580,000,000 of
this being added to excess reserves. Member-bank
reserve balances are now at the record level of $14,-
148,000,000, of which $6,940,000,000 constitutes excess
reserves.

During the first 9 months of the war, sales of foreign
gold to the Treasury appear to have been related
chiefly to current demands for dollar exchange, and
consequently foreign official balances in this country
evidenced no marked change. Additions to the mone-
tary gold stock of $2,464,000,000 of foreign gold in
this period found their counterpart in increases of
$2,319,000,000 in member-bank balances, and of
$75,000,000 in foreign balances, with the Federal
Reserve banks. In recent months, however, substan-
tial amounts of the proceeds from sales of gold have
remained in foreign-deposit accounts with the Federal
Reserve banks and have served to increase the total
volume of such deposits to the record level of over a
billion dollars in October, as compared with about
$450/300,000 at the beginning of June. To the extent
that funds have accumulated in accounts with the
Federal Reserve banks they represent the proceeds of
gold sales to the Treasury which have not been paid out
into the market and thus have not served to increase the
volume of member-bank reserves. Much of the remain-
ing gold import has gone under earmark, $613,000,000
having been added since the beginning of the year to
bring the total on November 1 to $1,776,000,000.

Since June the Federal Reserve banks have de-
creased their holdings of obligations of the Federal
Government by approximately $ 133,000,000, either
through sales or by allowing their holdings of Govern-
ment bonds, notes, and bills to mature without makingDigitized for FRASER 
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replacements. Other factors operating to retard the
growth of excess reserves have been the increase of
Treasury deposits with the Federal Reserve banks, and
the rising volume of currency in circulation. The
demand for the latter has been stimulated by increasing
business activity and the concurrent rise in pay rolls
and retail trade, as well as by net exports of currency.
Between October 1939 and October 1940, currency in
circulation increased about $900,000,000, standing at
the new high level of $8,226,000,000 in the latter month.

The inflow of gold has been reflected in the weekly
growth of demand deposits reported by the member
banks, and, in the absence of a sizable expansion of
loans, the growing volume of idle bank funds has been
partially utilized by the reporting member bank's to
expand their investment portfolios.

The business demand for bank credit showed only
minor and irregular fluctuations during the first 8
months this year. The industrial decline from De-
cember to April and subsequent expansion through
August appeared to exert comparatively little influence
upon the- volume of outstanding bonk loans. Since the
beginning of September, however, the demand for
business loans has been more active, as indicated by an
increase of $283,000,000 in the commercial, industrial,
and agricultural loans of weekly reporting Federal
Reserve member banks during the S weeks ended
October 23. The total was 84,740,000,000 on this date.
compared with $4,202,000,000 a year before and
$4,416,000,000 in the highest week last December,
when industrial production reached its 1939 peak.

in October improved business sentiment, high prices
for outstanding bonds, and the low level of now financ-
ing of preceding months contributed to increase the size
and frequency with which new bond issues were offered
to the public. Although the financing was con lined,
primarily to refunding outstanding issues of public-
utility companies, a large portion of the financing was
to meet the requirements of States and municipalities
for new funds.

Textile Survey.
Wool.-—Recovering from a let-up earlier in the year,

mill consumption of apparel wool has increased mark-
edly in recent months. In the first 0 months of 1940,
consumption amounted to only .121,109,000 pounds,
scoured basis, compared with. 133.083,000 in the corre-
sponding period of 1939. In July of this year, however,
the Reserve Board's adjusted index of apparel-wool
consumption reached 113 (1935-39-----100), having ad-
vanced from 88 in June. Although the index dropped
to 108 in August, it jumped again in September to a
new high for the year of 137. The decline in August
probably resulted from the fact that the timing of
recent government orders has not conformed to the
usual seasonal pattern of the industry.

Between July 1 and September 14, Army awards
totaling 19,854,000 yards of cloth and 2,146,250 blankets

were made. On October 9, bids on 2,200,000 blan-
kets were opened, while on October 10 proposals
covering 17/750,000 yards of cloth were issued. When
contract awards covering these requirements have
been made, Army purchases of wool fabrics since July
1 will total 37,600,000 yards of cloth and 4,346,000
blankets. The importance of Army buying in such
volume is evidenced by the fact that for a group of
firms covering half (or more) of the total production
of the industry, Government orders awarded between
mid-June and mid-September amounted to 49 percent
of the new business in men's-wear fabrics. Unfilled
orders for men's wear at the end of September amounted
to 312,000,000 yards (about 17 weeks' production at the
rate averaged during September), of which 1.2,800,000
yards, or 40 percent, consisted of Government business.
At the end of September 1939, Government business
represented only 2 percent of men's-wear orders on
hand. It is noteworthy, moreover, that the above
comparisons for 1940 do not allow for the large volume
of Government business involved in October proposals
and awards. It is certain that Government cloth
orders now on. hand will influence the level of activity
well into the first half of next vear.

1936 1937 1939 1940
Figure 4.—Index of Apparel Wool Consumption, Adjusted for Seasonal

Variation, 1936-40 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ).

Wool imports and prices are beginning to reflect the
outlook for domestic consumption during the next few
months and the related factor of supplies. As of Sep-
tember 1, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics esti-
mated total wool supplies in the United States (includ-
ing 1940 wool then unshorn) at 450,000,000 pounds,
grease basis, a larger amount than that on hand a year
earlier, but not likely to be adequate to meet the de-
mands of continued high domestic consumption,
Imports of raw wool for consumption rose from
10,099,204 pounds in August to 21,830,654 pounds in
September, and further increases are likely to occur;
following the heavy buying wave in late 1939, wool
imports for consumption reached 45,082,000 pounds in
January of this year, and mill consumption already
exceeds the peaks of a year ago.

Raw-wool prices have strengthened steadily since
early September. Wool tops at New York advanced
from $1.03 per pound, spot, in the first week of Septem-
ber to $1.29 on October 25. Territory fine at BostonDigitized for FRASER 
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advanced from 8/ cents in early September to $1.0S on
()ctol)er 2o, and this price held for the rest of the
month. The. projected storage1 in this country of
250,000,000 pounds of British Empire wool is expected
to have little effect on the domestic trend of raw-wool
prices, since this wool would have about the same in-
fluence in the market whether it were stored here or in
Australia and Xew Zealand. It should, however, dis-
pel any fear of shortage arising from shipping difficulties.

('alti)ii. --Despite indications early in Julv that the
cotton-textile industry might experience some curtail-
nienf in operations, at least until the defense program
irot into full swing, it actually advanced in that month,
while mill consumption of (>")4,.")()3 bales in August and
0."»<.».2")'J bales in September broke all records for each of
those months. Daily average consumption of 31,1X3
bales in September exceeded that of August by f> per-
cent, but as this did not equal the normal seasonal in-
crease, the Reserve Board's adjusted index of cotton
consumption fell 4 points to 120 (1935-3l)~~-100) in
September. The September figure nonetheless repre-
sents a considerable rise from 107 in April. Average
monthly consumption for the first 9 months of 1940 was
640,821 bales, higher than that of the corresponding
period for any other year except 1937, Consumption
for the year as a whole will probably set a new record,
for mills now have comfortable backlogs and operations
are being advanced; whereas in. 1937, the record year to
date, output declined in the latter half of the year, with
consumption averaging only 479,831 bales a month in
the final quarter. Consumption in the final quarter of
this year need average* only 550,202 for the vear's con-
sumption to equal that of 1937; average consumption in
the final quarter is likely to <̂ XC(»(MI materially the figure
indicated. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics
points out that cotton consumption by domestic mills
in the crop year 1940 41 may well exceed the total of
nearly 8,000,000 bales recorded in the crop year I93(j 37.

So fur as recent cotton prices are concerned, the high
level of domestic mill activity has been offset by the
record low level of cotton exports and the revision up-
ward of the estimate of the 1940 crop. The 10-
market average spot price dropped steadily from 10.73
cents a pound on June 29 lo 9.07 cents on October 1 1.
and only slight lirming tendencies were in evidence in
the la Her half of the month. ( loth prices, on the other
hand, continue to strengthen; 3812-inch, (J4 by (>0 print
cloth, 5.35 yards to the pound, sold at 4;\| cents a yard
throughout most of July and August, but was selling
at 5 l

4 cents in late October after averaging less than 5!̂
in September. Most constructions have been influenced
by the price-strengthening tendencies.

Sill- and rayon. Domestic consumption of raw silk
has increased somewhat since* June; net deliveries to
mills (reexports deducted), which amounted to the very
low figure of 15,822 picul bales in June, totaled 24.5(>8

270893—40 2

in September. "Even after correction for a seasonal
upturn, there has been an increase in the level of silk
operations, as indicated by the continuous rise in the
Reserve Board's adjusted index from 50 (1935 39—100)
in June to 00 in September. However, these gains still

| leave mill takings comparatively low; gross deliveries of
I 213.503 bales in 9 months of 1940 were 20 percent under
I deliveries in the corresponding period of 1939. itself a
| year of reduced silk consumption For many years,
| declining use of silk for nonhosicry purposes ha< been
I partially offset by increased production of silk hosiery.
| For example, net silk deliveries of 357,842 bales (re-
j exports deducted) in 1939 were X percent lower than
| those of 193X, while hosiery production was 12 percent
! larger. Hosiery production through August of 1940,
I however, wa< 7 percent lower than that of the January-
I August period in 1939. Moreover the amount of raw
! silk used in hosiery production declined 17 percent he-

200 (1935-39=^ 100)

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940
; Figure 5.—Indexes of Silk and Rayon Deliveries, Adjusted for Seasonal
; Variation, 19/56-40 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

tween these two periods. The irreater decline, of silk in
hosiery is undoubtedly due in part to the advance of

'• new synthetic fibers suitable for hosiery production,
I notabh nylon. But it also is attributable to the in-
• creased use of nonsilk uppers in hosiery that followed
( the drastic rise in raw-silk prices last year.
I The price of raw silk advanced sharply from late
• September to mid-October, holding for several days at
I peaks not >r^]i since May of this year, in response to
; ^ome fears in the t rade concern ing the a v a i l a b i l i t y o f

future, supplies. Prices declined a pi in after October 15,
however. Japanese raws. 13-1") denier, sold at $2.00
to S2.05 a pound on October 1 5 and at £2.5s lo -S2.i)3

: at the end of the month.
: .Deliveries of rayon filament yarn rose from 32,70(1.000
, pounds in July to 35,400,000 pounds in August, much
', less than the usual seasonal advance for that month.
! There was a eontrascasonal decline to 30,800,000 pounds
; in September. August and September operations were
! affected by souther.! floods, which closed a number of
: rayon-producing plants temporarily. As September
; production was affected by an industrial dispute in the
; largest of the plants producing acetate rayon yarn,
| settled by the end of the month, output in October has
• undoubtedly turned upward.
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The Business Situation
WITH many industries showing strong resistance to

the usual seasonal downturn in November, busi-
ness generally added to the widespread and substantial
gains in activity of the preceding 6 months. Backed
by an unusually large volume of unfilled orders, indus-
trial production repeated its October performance by
again setting a new monthly record on a seasonally
adjusted basis. At the end of the month it was apparent
that the 1939 pattern would be duplicated in that
December output would mark the high point of the
year.

Business news in November also featured a much-
less-than-seasonal decline in freight carloadings and
the resumption of a high level of export shipments.
Income and employment continued to advance and to
generate a high volume of retail sales, assuring a record
quantity of Christmas trade. In one important
respect, however, the business situation had altered
from that of recent months; October reports showed the
largest increase in manufacturers' inventories since the
current industrial expansion began in May.

Production Resists Seasonal Slack.
The rate of increase in the actual volume of industrial

production slowed during November as capacity limits
were approached in important durable goods industries.
However, whereas production usually declines at this
season of the year, the stimulus afforded by the defense
program held or increased output from October levels.
All told it appeared that there was a contrascasonal
advance in production that would raise the Federal
Reserve Board's adjusted index to 131. The index had
attained a new record in October with a figure of 128.

The fact that limitations of capacity in some im-
portant lines are likely to necessitate a slower produc-
tion rise from this point forward is suggested by the
Department of Commerce monthly Industry Survey
for October. In that month the index of new orders
added 10 points to its already impressive total and
stood at a new peak of 174 (January 1939 = 100).
Shipments, on the other hand, failed to extend their
wide September gains, rising only slightly in spite of
record backlogs, as may be seen in figure 2. The actual
advance was attributable to the durable goods indus-
tries, the automobile and other transportation equip-
ment industries making the only sizable gains. Al-
though shipments of textile-mill and rubber products
increased, other nondurables—including paper, chem-
icals, and petroleum—registered declines. While the
small advance in shipments generally may result in
part from a reduction in shipments out of finished goods
inventories, it would appear that many firms are fully
utilizing their existing facilities.

As in other recent months production in the durable-
goods industries made the better showing on a season-
ally adjusted basis. This was to be expected since the
entire rise of new orders in October occurred in these
industries. In the iron and steel industry new business
was maintained in extraordinarily high volume while
new orders for machinery and most other durables
registered a further marked advance.
Defense Requirements Largely Durable Goods.

The great emphasis in the current advance on dura-
ble-goods orders and production is quite understandable

1939 = 100

-120

-115

-110

-105

-100

- 9 5

Figure 2.—Indexes of Value of Manufacturers' New Orders, Shipments,
and Inventories, 1939 and 1940 (U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce).

NOTE.—35 units on the left scale (new orders and shipments) equal 15 units on the right
scale (inventories). The two scales were used to take into account the difference
in dollar volume represented by the index numbers.

when the national-defense program is examined in
broad outline. Of the $17,409,000,000 appropriations
and contract authorizations, defense contracts had been
let by the Army and Navy for $9,183,000,000 of plant,
equipment, and commodities up to November 15. In-
formation on contracts awarded up to November 1
showed almost half of the sum at that time was for
ships. Of the remainder, close to 1.5 billion dollars
represented airplanes; better than 1 billion dollars was for
construction of all types of productive facilities, in-
cluding housing and shelter for trainees; 1.2 billion
dollars was devoted to various ordnance supplies; and
about half a billion represented automotive equipment.
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Thus, almost 95 percent of the funds then allocated in
contracts were for the direct production of durable
goods. Among the large nondurable-goods industries,
the major immediate impact of defense purchasing was
felt in textiles. Other nondurable-goods industries
will benefit from the defense program, but the major
benefits will be more indirect, stemming from larger
consumer incomes. For this reason, and because they
were already operating at a relatively high rate, ex-
pansion in these industries has been more gradual, and
less dramatic than the upswing in durable goods.

The advance in November production was led by a
considerable rise in bituminous coal ouptut and by
somewhat smaller increases in automobiles, steel, and
machinery. Coal production during October had been
unusually low because of the existence of large stocks
accumulated in the period before minimum prices were
established. Hence, while November output repre-
sented a large percentage increase over the October
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Figure 3.—-Index of Automobile Production, With Adjustment for Seasonal
Variations, 1936-40 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

volume the total was not unusually large for the month.
In spite of continually rising backlogs, daily average

steel production increased very little during the month
because of limited unused capacity. Production in the
month was 6,400,000 tons, about 96.3 percent of rated
capacity. This compares with output of 93.5 percent
of capacity in October and 92.4 percent in November
1939.

The automobile industry experienced the best
November in its history, producing approximately
500,000 units, 9.7 percent more than in October, and
bringing the total production for the year to date above
the 4,000,000 mark. Production schedules were re-
vised during the month as high retail sales kept stocks
below those desired. About 100,000 units were added
to stocks, which at the end of November stood above
350,000. The industry was also becoming occupied
with tank and aircraft production. It- now holds more
than $1,000,000,000 in arms orders and expects an
additional large amount in the spring, when much sub-
contracting will be made by airplane companies. Con-
siderable expansion of plant and equipment, placed at
about $100,000,000, will be necessary to handle these
orders.

The machinery industry continued to respond to
exceptionally high backlogs induced by British and
defense purchasing. With capacity in the industry
being expanded month by month, the volume of
machine tool production is currently double that of a
year ago and at an all-time record. Somewhat smaller
gains were reported in cotton textiles, chemicals, and
paper. In the lumber industry a fairly sizable decline
was reported, but this was no more than seasonal.
While details were not available at the month end, it
seemed likely that the advances in the industries re-
ported would be partly offset by declines in other
nondurable fields.

Consumption of electric power also advanced in
November, in response to an increased seasonal demand.
Weekly output in the month reached 2,752 million
kilowatt-hours, 9 percent higher than a year ago and
an all-time high.

Though freight carloadings were lower in November
than in October, the decline was considerably less
than usually experienced. Higher coal loadings, asso-
ciated with the increased production discussed above,
were chiefly responsible for sending the Federal Re-
serve adjusted index to 83, its highest mark since the
spring of 1937. In addition to this, however, both the
movement of ore and miscellaneous commodities con-
tributed to the advance by declining less than
seasonally.

Rise in Inventories.

The sharp rise in new orders and production during
the past several months has indicated some lengthening
of business commitments. Evidence in support of
this view is now available in the substantial rise of
manufacturers' inventories during October. The De-
partment of Commerce index increased 2 percent in
this one month. While this may seem to be a small
percentage gain, it must be remembered that the total
value of inventories held by manufacturers is more
than $11,000,000,000 so that a 2-percent increase
represents an investment of more than $200,000,000.
Most industries contributed to the rise in manufac-
turing inventories, with the largest increases being
reported in transportation equipment, electrical ma-
chinery, and textiles. The movement could not be
called a general one, however, for accumulation in dis-
tributive channels appeared to be small. The Depart-
ment of Commerce report on inventories in wholesale
trade advanced only slightly in October, while a gain
of similar magnitude was reported in department-store
stocks, allowing for the usual seasonal influence.

No doubt the substantial increase in manufacturers'
inventories does represent some protection against
interrupted shipments or expected price advances.
But another veiy important factor also is contributing
to the inventory increase. This is the larger stocks of
raw materials and goods in process required for a risingDigitized for FRASER 
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level of production. It is to be noted that the largest
inventory increases have come in defense industries
where production is being pushed ahead rapidly.
Moreover, the inventory increase in October was asso-
ciated with a stable shipment rate indicating that
purchases of raw materials from nonmanufacturing
areas and an expansion of goods in process were prob-
ably the major sources of the rise.

Prices Continue To Advance.

As buying of both raw and semimanufactured prod-
ucts continues active, the tendency toward firmness
in prices has remained in evidence. Although some
wholesale commodity prices weakened slightly with the
easing off of purchasing subsequent to November 15,
the net result of price trends during the month was a
continuation of the upward movement. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics daily index of 28 basic commodity
prices closed the month of November at 117.1, 3 percent
above the point reached a month earlier. In contrast
to the movement of recent months the foodstuffs group
showed the largest rise and the raw industrial group
the smallest; the latter averaged 2 percent higher on
November 30 than on October 31, as against a 4-percent
rise in foodstuffs. Prior to November the order of
price increases ŵ as the reverse of these.

For the week ended November 30 the Bureau of
Labor Statistics "all commodities'7 index stood at
79.7 (1926 = 100), 3 percent above the figure for the
w êek ended August 24, when the current price advance
began. Between these two periods the index for
semifinished goods has risen slightly more than that
for raw materials, finished-goods prices advancing less
than either. In the retail field Fairchild's index of
department-store prices scored successive increases in
September and October, and at 93.5 (December 31,
1930=100) on November 1 stood higher than at any
time since the closing months of 1937. On the other
hand, the cost of living declined slightly in October,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of food prices in
51 cities dropping 1 percent from mid-September to
mid-October.

That wholesale prices were not advancing in the
sensational fashion of a year ago should not obscure the
fact that some general upward movement is in progress.
As yet it is not great for, in spite of record production,
sensitive commodity prices have increased only to
levels prevailing in February and March. These levels,
however, do involve an increase of 17 percent over pre-
war quotations. As may be seen in figure 4, prices of
industrial commodities general!}^ are also above pre-
war figures though by much smaller percentages.

Bank Loans Increase.

While the expansion currently under way is being-
financed largely through more active use of the liquid
resources of business firms, industry continued during

November to call upon the banking system for sup-
plementary funds. The Federal Reserve weekly re-
porting member banks added $165,000,000 of loans to
business from October 23 to November 27, making a
total net increase of $456,000,000 since August 21.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation had out-
standing at the end of November $50,864,000 of loans
to business for specific national defense purposes, and
had made commitments for a much larger sum than
this. Corporate security flotations for new capital,
however, which had approximated $68,000,000 monthly
in August and September, dropped to $47,000,000 in
October. Securities issued to obtain refunding capital
during October were in the greatest volume since 1936.
But a smaller issuance of these during November con-
tributed markedly to the decline in total offerings of
new securities. Common stock prices lost ground dur-
ing November, with the Dow-Jones 65-stock average
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Figure 4.—Indexes of Wholesale Prices of Industrial Commodities, 1936-40
(Federal Reserve Classification of Bureau of Labor Statistics Data; All
Foods and Feeds, Both Raw and Processed, Are Omitted).

down 4.3 percent. Although relatively low stock
prices continue to present an obstacle to equity financ-
ing, national defense and correlative business expansion
are assured ample funds from banking and other
sources.

Exports Recover From September Decline.

As was expected, the September decline in exports
proved to be temporary as the October volume re-
covered to reach a total of $336,000,000. Imports also
advanced, totaling $207,000,000.

The extent and nature of the rebound in exports is
to be appreciated from the fact that almost all countries
participated, and most major commodities were traded
in larger quantities. Exports to Japan increased the
most in percentage terms. However, movement of
goods to the United Kingdom advanced only a small
amount—to $106,000,000, less than the volume realized
in the summer months. The $73,000,000 trade with
Canada was the greatest since the outbreak of the
war. Exports to South America increased only slightly.
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As during the whole of the war period, the advance
was heaviest in war materials, shipments of aircraft and
machinery increasing markedly. Only iron and steel
proved to be an exception, declining further in October
to $51,000,000, the lowest since July. Large gains
were recorded for shipments of automobiles and un-
manufactured cotton, though the volume of the latter
was far below what is usual for this season of the year.

In spite of the increase in October, exports in recent
months have not been so large as might have been
anticipated from the size of British orders. This is
most likely the result of insufficient production of the
goods required, and not of inadequate shipping facilities
for conveying the goods.

Gain in Employment and Pay Rolls.
With advancing production, employment and income

continued to increase in October. The addition of
316,000 persons raised nonagricultural employment to
an estimated total of 38,952,000. This represented
a gain of 2,300,000 since February, and of 1,152,000
over October 1939. The October figure was the
highest since 1929. The most notable gains occurred
in manufacturing industries where the number of
wage earners employed increased 176,600 to an esti-
mated 8,674,600. On an adjusted basis the index of
factory employment rose from 105.2 in September
to 107.5 in October.

Total income payments in October were $6,671,-
000,000, bringing the aggregate for the first 10 months
of the year to $60,649,000,000, almost 6 percent more
than in the same period last year. With the exception
of June 1936, when the adjusted service certificates
were distributed, the seasonally adjusted index of
payments at 92.3 was higher in October than at any
time since May 1930. Factory pay rolls registered a
large gain, expanding 4 percent to a weekly volume of
$216,755,000, higher than the 1929 average.

Despite the unfavorable export market for farm prod-
ucts, agricultural income also increased during October.
Cash income from farm marketings in this month ap-
proached the peak of the war period as the seasonally
adjusted index rose from 75.5 to 80.5 (1924-29 — 100).
Income from the marketing of livestock and livestock
products was especially large, being the highest since
the end of 1936. Prices of meat animals, chickens, and
dairy products recently have advanced a good deal more
than those of grains or cotton. The latter are more
directly affected by loss of export markets and experi-
ence larger fluctuations in supply. It is apparent in the
case of wheat and cotton, that recent strength in prices
and income from marketings has been in no small part
the result of a reduction in available market supplies as
substantial volumes have gone into Government-loan
stocks.
Large Christmas Trade Anticipated.

Retail stores entered the holiday season with the
dollar totals of trade promising to equal that of the late

twenties. As prices are lower than a decade ago, the
physical volume of goods flowing into consumers7 hands
this December will be the largest on record by a con-
siderable margin. In addition to higher employment
and income, trade is being currently augmented by
increases in retail installment credit and in cash loans
by consumer credit agencies. The fact that prospects
for a high level of employment next year are very good
is contributing to liberal consumer purchasing. Still
another favorable factor is the sizable volume of Christ-
mas funds available for distribution. These are re-
ported to be $365,000,000, 4K percent above 1939 and
11 percent above 1938.

Failure of department-store sales to achieve the usual
seasonal gain in October was not typical of urban retail
sales in general, most other indexes indicating a more-
than-seasonal increase. Moreover, as was expected,
the decline was temporal, for in November the dollar
volume of sales after adjustment for seasonal factors
was indicated b}̂  the weekly data to have risen above
the index level of 99 percent recorded in August and
September. Variety-chain stores also continue to en-
joy a very good volume of business, the adjusted sales
index for October standing at its highest point since
1929.
I Only rural sales lagged in this upward movement of

retail trade in recent months as their increase was less
than that usually expected in the fall of the year.
The adjusted index stood at 122 in October, as com-
pared to 128 in September and 146 in August (1929-
31 = 100). Over the next few months, however, rural
sales should experience some revival, for farm income
in the final quarter of this year is running higher than
in the same period of 1939.

Steel and the Capacity Problem

As mentioned previously, further expansion of indus-
trial production is likely to proceed at a slower pace in
the months ahead because the output of many firms is
already pressing upon capacity. It is, of course, well
known that production is being pushed to the limits of
capacity in the direct armaments industries, and that
a vast capacity expansion program is under way.
However, a situation differing only in degree also exists
in many other durable goods trades. Capacity out-
put, if not already reached, is not far away so that a
substantial increase in production must wait upon
plant expansion.

The situation is well illustrated by the present sta-
tistical position of the steel industry. Steel produc-
tion over the past month has been above 96 percent of
capacity—a record level in terms of tons produced.
New orders have been well in excess of shipments, and
backlogs of unfilled orders are high and rising steadily.
This is the position of the industry with the defense
program barely under way, with shipments of war
materials to Britain scheduled to increase sharply, andDigitized for FRASER 
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with civilian demand considerably under estimated
requirements for the level of national income likely to
be achieved during the coming year. Some disagree-
ment exists regarding the level at which the industry
can operate for an extended period with existing plant
but in no instance is it estimated that more than a
moderate increase over present production can be
achieved.

Thus, since steel production can be increased but
little if at all, it is necessary to determine whether
current production is being consumed or whether a sub-
stantial proportion of output is going into inventories.
If the latter is the case not only the margin between
production and consumption will be available for en-
larged demand, but future needs can also be met out
of the inventories now being piled up.

That domestic consumption of steel today is very
large is clearly evident from the degree to which activity
in major steel-consuming areas has advanced over pre-
war levels and to this has been added an exceptional
volume of export business. The fundamental change
in the position of the industry in this respect is perhaps
even more vividly illustrated by a comparison of ac-
tivity in October of this year with October of last year,
when steel production was at the high rate of 91 percent
of capacity. The following table presents such a com-
parison, showing steel exports and production in the
major steel-consuming industries.

June
1939

Automobile production (thousands)
Structural steel shipments (thousand

tons)
Railroad cars (1935-39=100)» .
Shipbuilding (1935-39= 100) l

Machinery (1935-39= 100) i
Exports (thousand tons) .

310

130
83
131
99
196

October
1939

313

134
99
140
117
220

October
1940

493

139
138
224 ,
149
877

Percent
increase
October
1940 from
October

1939

57.5

3,7
39,4
60.0
27.4

298. 6

i Federal Reserve production indexes.

The most dramatic rise has occurred in the export of
steel. Prior to the outbreak of war this amounted to
about 4 percent of capacity. Now it is running at
almost 20 percent of capacity and orders are in excess
of shipments. Other large gains have taken place in
shipbuilding and the production of machinery. Auto-
mobile production, the largest single domestic con-
sumer of steel, is currently much in advance of a year
ago. In construction and the railway equipment in-
dustry the rise has been less spectacular. Neverthe-
less, both are very large steel consumers and the addi-
tional demand in terms of tonnage has been considerable.

Although data are not available to measure directly
the consumption of steel, careful estimates based upon
the level of activity in major steel consuming industries
plus exports indicate that the volume of steel flowing
into final use at the present time is not more than 5
percent under current production. This leaves only a

small margin for inventory accumulation, a radically
different situation from a year previous when probably
as much as a quarter of the steel produced was moving
into inventories. Total steel inventories are, of course,
higher than a year ago but much of this is needed to
support increased production.

Thus, it is apparent that with steel production close
to capacity and consumption close to production,
it would not be possible to meet a greatly enlarged
demand for steel. Although steel has added im-
portance as the basic material of modern industry, it
need hardly be said that the same statement may be
made for a number of other durable goods industries.
Yet in the next year increased demand for the products
of each will be forthcoming from three sources: Larger
actual expenditures for defense purposes; enhanced
export demand on the part of the United Kingdom and
the Empire countries, assuming continuation of the
war; and increased civilian requirements as national
income expands.

A few industries have already moved to meet this
expected increase in demand. In the aluminum
industry, for example, expansion already under way or
planned will lift present capacity from 465,000,000
pounds per year to 690,000,000 pounds by July 1941
and 825,000,000 pounds a year later. In the steel
industry itself, a start has been made with the announce-
ment that 400,000 tons would be added to capacity by
a firm in the Birmingham area and with the consider-
able increase in electric furnace facilities that is under
way. Furthermore, plans are under way for additions
to capacity of much larger tonnage.

Rationing has been suggested as one way of handling
the situation in those industries where sufficient sup-
plies will not be available. While this may be required
as a temporary expedient, it means freezing a sub-
stantial proportion of durable goods production at not
much above its present level and seriously checking
general expansion short of full utilization of our labor
and raw material resources. Since we have the basic
resources for a further large increase in production we
can fulfill the present armament program without
limiting the production of other goods. However,
because construction of new capacity must take time,
it is not unlikely that rationing may be necessary in
some lines until sufficient output for all uses is available.

Profits Exceed Year Ago Returns

Profits of industrial corporations continue to exceed
those of 1939 by a large margin, though the reported
gain in the third quarter of 1940 was smaller than in
the earlier part of the year. Earnings of 373 large
corporations compiled by the Federal Reserve Board
were 41 percent higher in the first 9 months of this
year than in the same period of 1939. Net profits
in the third quarter of 1940, however, were but 25
percent larger than in the third quarter of last year
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and 10 percent smaller than in the previous quarter of
this year.

Most industries have contributed to these higher
aggregate profits in the first 9 months though a few
show lower net profits. The latter are largely con-
sumers' goods industries, such as foods, beverages, con-
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fectionery, and tobacco. In general, capital goods
industries, including iron and steel, railway equipment,
industrial machinery, and electrical machinery have
reported the largest gains for this year over last. How-
ever, some consumers' goods industries, like petroleum,
automobiles, and textiles, have also recorded substan-
tially higher profits.

As to the decline in earnings from the second to third
quarters of this year, it is in part attributable to the
usual seasonal in certain industries that comes with the
slack summer season. Production in other industries,
however, advanced considerably during the period but
in only one of these, the iron and steel industry, were
profits notably larger in the third quarter than in the
second.

A further factor affecting third quarter profits re-
ports was the new tax legislations applicable to cor-
porate income. The (First) Revenue Act of 1940, ap-
proved June 25, increased the normal tax rate on the
average from 18 to about 20.9 percent; and the Second
Revenue Act of 1940, approved October 8, advanced
the normal tax rate further from 20.9 to 24 percent.
Moreover, this act imposed an excess profits tax. As
this latter legislation was adopted at too late a date to
influence most reports on second quarter earnings, it
has had a disproportionate effect on third quarter re-
ports. If the new taxes, which are retroactive to Janu-
ary 1, 1940, could have been allocated properly over the
year to date, the profit reports for the third quarter
would have been more in line with expanded industrial
output.

In spite of increased taxes the rate of return on
equity capital for 1940 will probably be the best ex-
perienced by industrial concerns since 1929 as a result
of the record level of industrial production. Adequate
statistical evidence is not available concerning possible
changes in cost-price relationships, though it is known
that hourly wage rates and raw material costs have not
risen to any significant degree. Of course, the very
rapid expansion of personnel and the pushing of opera-
tions close to capacity in certain lines may have resulted
in lower efficiency for a short period. But against the
factor must be set the reduction in per-unit overhead
costs accompanying the expansion of production.

Construction Activity in 1940

Preliminary estimates of total construction expendi-
tures for 1940 show only a moderate gain in total
activity over 1939, but they do reveal some marked
and significant shifts in the type of work done. Total
construction activity in 1940 was approximately
$9,925,000,000 or an increase of 2% percent over 1939
and the largest figure since the 1930 volume of $11,729,-
000,000. New private construction was responsible for
the increase, advancing 14 percent to achieve a dollar
aggregate of $3,985,000,000. The largest decline was
experienced in work relief construction, which fell
from $1,032,000,000 in 1939 to $800,000,000 this year.
In spite of substantial changes in the size of its various
components, new public construction was down only
slightly in the aggregate.

The increase in private construction is most signifi-
cant since this area has been a prolonged weak spot in
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the general business picture during the whole of the
past decade. Though all major categories of private
construction participated in the 1940 increase, basic
recovery of the industry was best shown in the continued
gain of residential building, where activity this year
advanced 10 percent above that of 1939. This $2,050,-
000,000 expenditure in residential building was largely
independent of any stimulus afforded by the defense
program and in itself provided strong support to busi-
ness in general. Commercial, factory, and utility
construction all registered sizable increases over 1939.

The national defense program was an important
factor in new public construction during the year.
Reduced Federal appropriations had led to a decline
in public construction during the first half of the year.
But the immediate need for additional military and
naval facilities, including housing for new recruits,
resulted in activity almost sufficient to offset the drop
in other new public construction.

The outlook for the construction industry next year
is especially favorable. The large volume of contracts
awarded late in 1940, as may be noted in figures 6 and
7, assures high activity for the first part of 1941, while
the upward trend of general business and the large
amount of construction required for the defense pro-
gram strengthen prospects for the whole year. Although
it is anticipated that work-relief construction will
decline as business expands, this probably will be more
than offset by increased private building and defense
construction. Private residential, commercial, and
factory building all should show substantial gains if
demand is not restricted by rising prices and costs.

Construction Activity in the United States, 1939-40

[Millions of dollars]

Type of construction

Total, all typos . . -

New construction, total
Private funds, total. . . . _

Nonfarm, total
Residential
Public utility
Other nonresidential..- . . - - - . -

Farm . __
Public funds, total

Residential . _ .
Other *

Maintenance--.-. __ - . ._
Work-relief construction

1939

9,688

6,089
3.491
3,151
1 8(50

531
760
340

2 598
81

2, 517
2, 567
1, 032

1 Preliminary.
2 Does not include building of naval vessels.

1940 i

9, 925

6, 525
3,985
3,615
2 050

665
900
370

2 540
200

2 340
2, 600

800

Source: National Income Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Actual defense spending on construction still is small
in comparison with what it will be in 1941. Over

$2,000,000,000 of appropriations have been earmarked
for construction purposes. Projects representing a
little more than half of this amount have been started,
but the bulk of the work will be done next year. About
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Figure 6.—Value of Construction Contracts Awarded for Manufacturing
Buildings in 37 States, 1936-40 (F. W. Dodge Corporation).

one-fourth of the construction funds will be devoted
to additional facilities for the production of military
and naval goods, both directly by the Army and Navy
and by private business firms. Many plants are not
yet under construction and much of the work will not
be completed until well into 1941. The building of
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Figure 7.—Value of Total and Private Construction Contracts Awarded In
37 States, 1936-40 (F. W. Dodge Corporation).

shelters for trainees, a good share of which was com-
pleted in 1940, is to cost $631,000,000. "Defense"
housing for enlisted men and defense workers will
require another $240,000,000. Some $337,000,000 is to
be expended on air bases and $258,000,000 on other
construction at military and naval stations, including
seacoast defense.
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The Business Situation

BUSINESS closed its best year in a decade with
operations at a record level and the outlook for a

further rise in the coming year unusually favorable.
Expanded consumer incomes created the largest physi-
cal volume of trade in December ever achieved, while
in the realm of production few industries experienced the
usual end of year reduction in activity. The absolute
gain in output, like that in November, was small, as
a substantial advance was rendered difficult by an ab-
sence of unused plant and equipment in certain key
durable goods industries.

Meanwhile, November reports show that demand in
many lines continued to outrun production as new or-
ders exceeded shipments, and unfilled order backlogs
increased substantially for the sixth consecutive month.
The construction industry did not experience its usual
seasonal let-down as the volume of contract awards
remained high for virtually all types of building. Un-
der the pressure of the general advance, electric power
output in December rose more than seasonally to estab-
lish a new monthly record. In the export field, ship-
ments remained below the volume that might have been
anticipated from the unusually heavy war demand,
though the total was very high when compared with the
average of the past decade.

So far as the economic outlook is concerned, how-
ever, the President's address to the Nation at the year
end had more important implications than any of
December's strictly business news. While devoting
most of his attention to the international situation
and its meaning for this country, President Roosevelt
stressed three economic requirements for the success-
ful prosecution of the defense program. First, he
called upon labor and management to settle voluntarily
any differences which might arise without interrupting
production. Second, he made it clear that a rise in
prices and the cost of living must be prevented.
Third, he called for boldness and vision in approach-
ing the problem of capacity.

Since this last factor must hold a primary place in
one's appraisal of the economic situation the President's
words are of unusual importance. He said:

We must have more ships, more guns, more planes—more of
everything. And this can only be accomplished if we discard
the notion of "Business as usual." This job cannot be done
merely by superimposing on the existing productive facilities
the added requirements of the Nation for defense. Our defense
efforts must not be blocked by those who fear the future conse-
quences of surplus plant capacity. The possible consequences
of failure of our defense efforts now are much more to be feared.
And after the present needs of our defense are past, a proper
handling of the country's peace-time needs will require all of
the new productive capacity—if not still more. No pessimistic

policy about the future of America shall delay the immediate
expansion of those industries essential to defense. We need
them.

New Orders Remain High.

Though production in the past 2 months increased
at a slower pace, demand for industrial commodities
remained very high. During* November, the Depart-
ment of Commerce index of manufacturers7 new orders
declined less than 4 percent to 166 (January 1939= 1.00).
In October the index had been 172 and in September
164. The reduction occurred chiefly in the industries
producing consumers' goods and was partly seasonal in
character. Some durable goods industries, including
electrical machinery and iron and steel and their prod-
ucts, received a larger volume of new business. In none
of the durables was the decline very great.

This small reduction in new orders was not un-
expected, for the volume in September and October
was extremely large as a result in part of a substantial
amount of forward buying. On the other hand, it
should be remembered that the index does not include
shipbuilding or aircraft firms, the two groups which, have
received about 68 percent of the defense contract
awards thus far made. Some of these contracts, how-
ever, now appear in the index in the form of orders or
subcontracts for raw materials or parts of the finished
commodity.

Shipments Show Divergent Movements.
Total value of manufacturers' shipments continued

to show little change, increasing less than 3 percent from
September to November. Durable goods, however,
moved in enlarged quantity, while shipments of non-
durables again decreased by a small amount. Trans-
port equipment, machinery, automobiles, rubber prod-
ucts, and iron and steel and their products all were
shipped in larger volume, though the gain was much less
than in previous months. Food and textile mill
products both declined, the result of seasonal factors.

Though the total movement of goods did not in-
crease much after September, the gain in shipments
made out of current production has undoubtedly risen
to a greater extent. The marked rise in September
shipments reflected in part a movement of goods out of
finished goods inventory. As this could not continue,
the maintenance of the large volume of shipments was
dependent upon an increase in production. That the
movement of goods in November was very heavy may
be appreciated by comparing it with that of a year ago
or with the pre-war period.

Despite the decline in new business during No-
vember, new orders in the durable goods industries
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(excluding shipbuilding and aircraft) were approxi-
mately 40 percent hi excess of shipments. The rise in
unfilled order backlogs thus continued for the seventh
consecutive month, the 14 percent increase recorded in.
November advancing backlogs of the corporations re-
porting to the Department of Commerce to more than
double the April total.

Inventory Accumulation Extended.

Manufacturers extended their accumulation of inven-
tories in November, the gain duplicating the October
movement both in magnitude and in diameter. The
Department of Commerce index (1939 = 100) advanced
from 115.8 to 11.7.7 in the month; this rise represents
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Figure 2.—Indexes of the Value of Manufacturers' Inventories, 1C>3{) and
1940 (U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce).

an addition to stocks in the neighborhood of 200 million
dollars and brought total accumulation since the end of
August to about 500 million dollars. Only a few non-
durable goods industries reduced their inventories. The
largest gains continued to be registered by those durable
goods industries that are currently expanding produc-
tion greatly in response to defense demand. Thus, the
largest accumulation occurred in the transportation
equipment group, which includes producers of ships,
aircraft, and railway equipment, where value of inven-
tories increased 8 percent in November arid 10 percent
in October. Smaller accumulation, but still of large
proportion, was made in industries producing machinerv
and iron and steel and their products.

The advance again was larger than that required
solely for the rising rate of production. .However, it

perhaps bears repeating that such an inventory gain is
not to be regarded as an adverse development under
present circumstances, for the expansion engendered
by the defense program will eventually require the
stocks now being accumulated. Only if stock accumu-
lation by some linns deprives others of goods needed
for current operations is the movement likely to cause
difficulties.
Prices Little Changed.

Continuance of heavy purchasing from August to
November had led to a rise in prices which, while
rather small in the aggregate, was quite substantial in
the. case of certain individual commodities. The ad-
vance, however, was largely arrested during the final
(> weeks of the year. The index of 28 basic commodity
prices stood at 1 IS.6 (August 1939=100) on December
31 as contrasted with 118.0 on November 19. A di-
vergent movement appeared in the components, aari-
cultural and foodstuff prices rising slightly to compen-
sate1 a decline of almost similar- magnitude in the prices
of industrial raw materials. The more inclusive Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics' weekly index of 887 commodi-
ties also showed little change, advancing from 79.7 at,
the end of November (1920=100) to 79.9 for the week
of December 28.

Retail prices have experienced small but diverse
(rends in the latter part of 1940. Retail food prices,
which averaged slightly higher than in 1939 but lower
than other years in the decade except 1932-34, receded
from a high of 98.3 (1935 39 = 100) in June to 95.9 in

I November. On the other hand, department store
prices, as represented by the Fairchild index, rose from
92.9 in August to 93.7 at the first of December, the
highest level since 1937. However, the net result of
these and other changes, was a decline in the cost of
living in large cities during both October and Novem-
ber. In the latter month the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics' new cost of living index stood at 100.1 (1935-39 =
100), as compared to the 1939 average of 99.4.
Production Gains Limited.

Although the rate of increase in industrial production
had been considerably slowed during the final months of
the year by capacity limitations in many industries, the
continuing pressure of demand prevented the usual
November-December seasonal decline. As a result
the Federal Reserve adjusted index of industrial

! production moved into new high ground each month.
From 129 in October it reached 133 in November and
about 13(> in December. This represented a gain of
10 points from the December peak of 1939. For the
year as a whole the comparison with 1939 is even more
favorable; the monthly average in 1940 was 122 as
against 108 a year earlier.

Steel output remained virtually unchanged in Deeem-
her from, the previous month as shown in figure 3.
The industry operated continuously (with allowance for
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the holiday) at 96 to 97 percent of capacity. Early in
December accumulated production for the year passed
the 1929 tonnage of 60,830,000, which had been the
largest annual output on record. During the month a
leading firm in the industry announced plans for the con-
struction of new furnace capacity of 850,000 tons.

Bituminous coal production declined as it normally
does at this time of year, but the reduction was less
than usual. A similar situation prevailed in the auto-
mobile industry. December output was about 4(>S,000
cars, 4 percent less than the previous month. This
was a larger volume than originally had been planned,
but continued strength of consumer demand led to a
revision of production schedules. Total United State's
production for the year was 4,454,000 units, surpassed
only in 1937 and 1929. The cotton textile industry
usually curtails activity in December, but December
output this year advanced over that in November.
Among the industries having an upward seasonal ad-
justment, machinery and crude petroleum scored
greater than usual gains. Output in both the paper and
the lumber industry, the recent developments of which
are discussed in more detail below, declined slight Iv.
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Figure 3.—Index of Iron and Steel Production, Adjusted for Seasonal

Variations, 1936-40 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

Electric power output continued to rise in December,
weekly production approaching; a peak of 3 billion kilo-
watt-hours and output for the month exceeding that
in November by 7 percent. Though freight earload-
ings again declined, the drop was slightly less than
seasonal, advancing the Federal Reserve adjusted,
index to the highest point since the spring of 1937.
In response to increased industrial activity, less-than-
carload shipments were reduced by only half the usual
seasonal amount. Heavy loadings of forest product off-
set a sma.ller-than-seasonal gain in coke shipments. < 1oa I
loadings declined contraseasonally while other ca tegories
followed the customary trend for this time of year.

Gontraseasonal Advance in Employment
For the first time in many years employment in

nonagricultural industries did not decline in November,
nearly 40,000 workers being added to pay rolls in the
month. Though this is a smaller increase than had
occurred in the immediately preceding months, it-

must be viewed in contrast to the usual experience
which is for a sharp seasonal decline.

Largest gain was in the manufacturing industries,
where the addition of 51,000 workers raised the ad-
justed index from 107.6 in October to 110.2 in Novem-
ber. Employment in these industries usually declines
by 150,000. Gains were widespread, 110 of the 157
industries surveyed by the Department of Labor
reporting more workers and 91 showing larger pay
rolls. A more substantial rise than usual at this time
of year was reported by retail- and wholesale-trade
establishments, while workers on construction projects
increased contraseasonally. The largest seasonal de-
cline occurred in the transport Held.

Income Payments at Annual Rate of 76.6 Billion Dollars.

Increased labor income continued to show the
largest advance in an expanded rate of income pay-
ments. In November, salaries and wages advanced
1.5 percent to the highest rate since April 1930. This
and smaller gains in rents and profits more than offset
a small decline in farm income and raised the adjusted
index of total income payments to 93.4, equivalent to
7<>.6 billion dollars on an annual basis.

Though farmers' cash income from marketings was
slightly lower in November than in the preceding month,
it still ran in excess of the similar period in 1939. The.
drop was attributed to a lower income from marketing
crops, particularly cotton, tobacco, and wheat, all of
which have suffered a loss of export markets. As yet
the farming community has realized few effects from
this loss, for the government loan program has acted,
to stabilize prices and farm income has remained high.
However, price1 stabilization has been accomplished
only at the expense of a large stock surplus.

Record December Trade.

The higher income of recent months produced the
largest quantity of Christmas trade.1 on •record as was
generally anticipated. Dollar sales of department
stores in the 4 weeks ended December 28 exceeded those
of the previous year by 10 percent, and though they
were still about 8 percent uruler December 1929 this
difference is more than offset by the lower prices now
prevailing. Variety chain-store4 sales reached a new
high mark, while rural sales of general merchandise
achieved a greater than seasonal gain, the autumn rise
in bum income pushing the latter ahead. Retail sales
of passenger cars continued to run vory much in ad-
vance of those a year ago, and gains were well dis-
tributed throughout other trade channels. For the
year as a whole, retail trade is estimated to have been
about 7 percent greater than in 1939. As trade in the
latter year totaled $42,024,000,000 according to the
report of the Bureau of the Census, sales in 1940 should
have been approximately $45,000,000,000, only 3.5
billion less than the 1929 record.
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6 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS January 1941

Unusual Volume of Construction.

A high rate of construction activity continued to
lend support to industry and trade in December.
That any seasonal let-down came from weather condi-
tions and not a lack of demand was evident from the
large volume of contract awards. The F. W. Dodge
Corporation reported 380 million dollars in November
for 37 states, practically the equivalent of the previous
month. A 20 million-dollar increase in public awards
contributed to maintaining the large volume. This
type of construction has been rising steadily since
August and now comprises more than 50 percent of the
total. The direct influence of defense may be appre-
ciated from the fact that 109 million dollars of awards
were made for projects to be financed and owned by the
Government in connection with the defense program.

Residential construction awards equaled the August
total, the largest since July 1929. A less than seasonal
decline in private awards combined with a large increase
in public contracts to raise the total volume to 153
million dollars. Another important gain was that in
contracts awarded for factory construction. These
were 79 million dollars in November, which compared
with 47 million dollars in October and an average of
27 million dollars for the first 9 months of 1940. Largest
decline was in the award of public works contracts.
Decrease in Exports.

The volume of exports declined slightly in November
as a result of reduced shipments of certain commodities
which are currently in great demand for defense pur-
poses. The aggregate value of exports was 321 million
dollars, 15 million dollars less than the value of ship-
ments in October and 3 percent under the average for
the first 10 months of 1940. It now is evident that
total exports for the year will exceed 4 billion dollars,
about 30 percent more than in 1939. Imports will total
about 2.6 billion dollars, leaving an export balance of
approximately 1.4 billion dollars, the largest since 1921.

Unlike the decline in September, the November re-
duction did not extend to the whole list of commodities.
Exports of metal-working machinery reached a new rec-
ord of 28 million dollars, more than three times the volume
in November 1939. Small gains were also recorded in
shipments of industrial chemicals and in firearms, am-
munition, and explosives. Agricultural exports again
were reduced as shipments of unmanufactured cotton
fell to one-fourth of those a year ago. But the most
significant declines were in aircraft, iron and steel, and
nonferrous metals, for all of which export demand re-
mained high. Shipments of the former were 27 million
dollars, little above the average for the year to date,
while the movement of iron and steel was reduced to
the level of the early summer.

In spite of the relatively large gain in exports for the
year as a whole, they have recently failed to exceed the
mid-year volume or to regain that attained early in the
year. At the first of the year large shipments of agri-

cultural commodities helped lift total exports to a peak
for the war period. By June agricultural exports had
been reduced to one-third of the January volume, but
increased shipments of war materials offset most of the
decline. Exports of these commodities to the United
Kingdom and the Empire countries were expected to
continue their advance in the fall, raising the total to a
new peak. As shown in figure 4, however, shipments of
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aircraft, nonferrous metals, industrial chemicals, and
firearms, ammunition, and explosives were actually
smaller on the average in September, October, and
November than they were in the preceding 3 months,
while those of iron and steel manufactures remained
virtually unchanged. In the case of aircraft, firearms,
ammuition and explosives, shipments in the early
summer were swelled by a large transfer of surplus
stocks. Shipments out of current production have in-
creased since then, though at a rather slow pace,
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As the large backlog of orders from the United King-
dom indicates that there has not been a slackening of
demand, the failure of exports to rise gives further evi-
dence that our chief problem at the moment is one of
creating capacity in many industries.
Further Rise in Bank Loans.

Rising business activity continued to expand busi-
ness loans in December, those reported by Federal
Reserve member banks in 101 cities increasing 105
million dollars in the 4 weeks from November 27 to
December 25. This was a gain three-fourths the size of
that made in the preceding 4 weeks. It lifted the total
of business loans to 553 million dollars above the
volume at the latter part of August when the present
upward movement began. Loans made to business by
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in connection
with the defense program also advanced. At the end
of November these were 51 million dollars.

As bond prices maintained their relatively high level,
security notations increased over those in November,
though they did not attain the high October volume.
The chief gain again occurred in refunding issues. The
substantial additions to plant and equipment now
being made in many industries raised new capital issues
by industrial corporations to the highest point of the
year.

Stock prices fluctuated within a narrow range, the
Dow-Jones average on December 31 closing the month
at virtually the November level with no appreciable
change in any group.

Lumber Industry Review *

Lumber consumption in 1940 approximated 29 bil-
lion board feet, the highest since 1929 when consump-
tion totaled nearly 36 billion feet. The large con-
sumption resulted chiefly from the increase in con-
struction activity, which normally takes 70 percent of
total production. However, other industries using
large amounts of lumber, including boxes and crates,
furniture, millwork, the railroads, and automobiles,
also reported marked gains over the previous year.
Exports, on the other hand, were about 12 percent less
than those in 1939, the result of a wide loss of markets
in Europe and interrupted shipments to other parts of
the world.

It will be recalled that the outbreak of war occasioned
an onrush of new orders. These largely represented
inventory buying in anticipation of expanded demand
and rising prices, and the movement exhausted itself
within a month. Exports during the war period have
actually been very low, falling off sharply at the
outbreak of war and remaining low until April 1940.
From April to September export volume improved,
though a sharp drop, partly seasonal in character,

1 By W. LeRoy Neubrech, Chief, Lumber and Allied Products Section, Forest
Products Division,

occurred again in October and November. Thus the
chief effect of the war has been indirect, exercised since
May of this year through its influence on the general
level of domestic business activity and on construction.

Stocks Reduced During the Year.

Lumber production in the first 6 months of 1940
was 6 percent larger than that of the same period in
1939. Production ran slightly in excess of demand
during the period, so that by the end of June total mill
stocks were increased 113 million feet over the October
1939 low of 7,464 million feet. After June, however,
this situation was rapidly reversed. Inauguration of
the defense program immediately advanced demand
very substantially. New orders flowed in increasing
volume, reaching a peak in the latter part of August
and despite some decline in the next 3 months, remain-
ing very large to the end of the year. Thus, orders
received in the 4 months from August through Novem-
ber were approximately 25 percent greater than those
received from March through June. Order backlogs
mounted during the whole period and at the end of
November were approximately equal to 5 weeks pro-
duction. Shipments and orders were in excess of pro-
duction. Stocks declined steadily by some 891 million
feet from June to the end of November.

For the year as a whole production was about 27
billion feet, imports 700 million feet, and consumption
29 billion feet, leaving a reduction of 1.3 billion feet in
stocks of mills, wholesalers, and retailers. Lumber
stocks in the hands of these groups at the end of
November were estimated to be nearly 13 billion feet
and were distributed as follows: Sawmills, 6.7 billion
feet; wholesalers, 1.5 billion feet; and retailers 4.5
billion feet. These stocks are considered adequate
insofar as the total is concerned. However, the deple-
tion was particularly heavy in selected grades and
sizes, making the supply situation difficult- at certain
times in the fall months. Government, orders were
voluntarily given priority by most mills where neces-
sary to meet the immediate needs required by the
expansion of the army.

Large Demand for Softwood Lumber.

The construction industry is the largest consumer of
softwood lumber. Hence, softwoods felt the first
impact of the defense program when military and
factory construction were both sharply advanced
after June.

The immediate requirements of the defense program
for barracks and other purposes came at a time when
private building was at the highest level in 10 years
and mill stocks of lumber were comparatively low.
The influx of Government business introduced into the
market an increased demand for certain softwood
species, grades, and sizes, which exceeded the supply
of dry stocks in certain districts, particularly for
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camps in the southeast. Since the initial Government
buying was not fully coordinated, it resulted in a
multiplication of inquiries for single orders. This
caused a temporary exaggeration of actual defense
requirements with subsequent price advances. The
stimulus afforded by the defense program continued
through the fall. For example4, in November, Gov-
ernment sponsored housing in defense industrial centers,
as well as direct defense, construction of barracks and

MILLIONS OF BOARD FEET

I 00
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Figure 5.-—Softwood Lumber Production, Shipments, and New Orders
1940 (National Lumber Manufacturers Association, Inc.)-

NOTE. - Data are from weekly reports
erwnt of the total softwood production.
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similar structures, helped create a demand much
stronger than that normally expected.

Because shipments consistently outran production,
stocks of softwoods at the mills dropped from 5,809
million feet at the end of June to 5,171 million at thr
end of November, a smaller supply than had been
carried in recent years. The most notable decline w as in
the southern pine region where stocks at the end of
November were 1,477 million feet as against l;99()
million feet at the end of June. Southern pines manu-
facturers received the greatest volume of orders since
1929, so that by October and November it- became
extremely difficult to place orders. Production of
southern pine ran very heavy to boards, and common
grades of dimension, in response to increased demand
for general construction lumber.

The1 west, coast region reported a hm'h October pro-
duction despile some rcstri^i i<M) of output resulting
from an industrial dispute in flu1 Puget Sound arrn.
Thr demand for \\ r<\ cna-u lumber w:w grralh nilecicd
by direct defense buying. Probnblv one-fourth of llw
[ ) n i ] o ' ! i ) v ; l i ? - ( M i l i n f h < » f i n a l ( j u a r t r r o f 1 9 1 0 w , \ w f o j d r
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dr\ lumber when hn)v\ buying h*ff, a bad!\ broken
n^orfmenf of urade< and sizrv Ke\ ilrm> of u p p n ^ .
dimension, and hoards, were decreased -iSino^t one-hHI
(o one-third of the volume left after the inventory
accumulat ion in the la t ter part of 1980. Stocks of int »T-
eoastal lumber (Pacific coast lumber) at wholesale dis-

I tributing yards and terminals in the North Atlantic
j territory declined from 291 to 155 million, feet from

April through November.
The western pine region, did not experience the impact

of defense requirements to the same extent as other
softwood regions because the bulk of its production is
not of the necessary construction type. Nevertheless,
small defense demands, coupled with industrial re-
quirements, kept .new business relatively high. In.
October unfilled orders were* reduced for the first time

| since June. However, shipments were slightly above
j production, reducing stocks from 2,051 million feet to
j i,907 million feet.
!

Hardwood Demand Also Rises.
The hardwood industry did not feel an immediate

effect from the defense program, new business failing to
increase materially until September after industrial
activity had gained momentum. Since then, however,
the increase in demand has been better than that
usually created by seasonal factors. Advancing activ-
ity in the furniture industry plus new defense demand
for hard ward construction lumber, and such items as
tent pins, mess tables, army cots, and trunk lockers
were chielly responsible for the gain, though the rail-

j rouds. flooring plants, and box factories remained im-
| port ant buyers. Since industrial activity is expected
| to advance further during the next year, the trade
| anticipates a continuation of a relatively high demand.

MILLIONS OF BOARD FEET

i'lc'Tc (>.—HUT\!V.O<K1 Lumber Production, Shipments, and New Orders,
1'HO (VHioivsJ I umiuT Manufacturers \ssociation. Inc.).
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production of the latter, output of hardwood steadily
increased after August. Favorable logging weather
materially aided the advance, but the increase in pro-
duction did not keep pace with shipments, thus bring-
ing a further decline in mill stocks. At the end of
November these were 1,514 million feet, a decrease of
253 million feet from the June volume.
Prices Advance Sharply.

The substantial increase in demand for lumber
created by the bunching of defense orders has produced
one of the few substantial price advances accompanying
the general upswing of business activity. From the
early June figure of 94.8 the Bureau of Labor Statistics7

index of wholesale lumber prices (1926 = 100) rose to
118.5 by late December.

Advancing prices have had some effect on supplies,
bringing hundreds of small "peckerwood" mills into
operation in both the softwood and hardwood regions.
The quantity currently produced by such mills cannot
be estimated and as yet their influence on price has
been negligible, although it is expected to increase in
the coming year.

Though most of the 1,200 million feet of lumber
needed for Army troop housing before July 1, 1941,
have now been produced, Army and Naval require-
ments in the next year are expected to be substantially
in excess of this. Further housing is contemplated,
and much naval and military construction remains to
be undertaken. Even though private residential build-
ing shows little advance, total construction activity is
expected to rise considerably above that in 1940.
Moreover, industrial activity will be greater than in
the past year. The net result should be a steady and
strong demand for lumber in 1941.

Paper Industry Survey2

As a result of both heavier domestic consumption
and increased exports the paper industry in 1940 pro-
duced the largest annual output on record. Activity
during the year fluctuated in accordance with its sea-
sonal pattern, declines in new orders during the first
and third quarters being followed by increases in the
second and fourth quarters. The most recent rise was
a considerable one. Total orders in October were
14 percent above the previous month and this large
volume was substantially maintained during November
and the first 3 weeks of December.

In spite of their increase, October orders were still
15 percent below the record established in October 1939.
Unlike the inventory purchasing of a year earlier, how-
ever, most of the recent buying has been in response to
increased needs of final consumers. Evidence to this

! By John F. Darrow, Pulp and Paper Section, Forest Products Division.

effect is given by the fact that wholesale stocks in
November continued the decline inaugurated during
September.3

Orders for wrapping paper showed particular strength
in the last quarter, those for October gaining 24 percent
over the previous month. No material decline was
reported in November and orders placed during the
first part of December advanced above those in the
comparable period of the previous month. This is
partly explained by the late date at which many orders
were reported to have been placed during the last quar-
ter as compared with previous years. However, demand
was unusually high during the entire autumn due to the
increase in general industrial activity.

Orders for 603,000 tons of paperboard in October
represented a gain of 23 percent over the previous
month. Part of the increase was sacrificed in Novem-
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Figure 7.—Production and New Orders of Paper, Excluding Newsprint and
Paperboard, 1936-40 (American Paper and Pulp Association).

ber, new business dropping to 534,000 tons. But the
month closed strong with data for the first 2 weeks of
December giving evidence of high activity for the rest
of the year. Orders remaining unfilled at the beginning
of December aggregated 160,000 tons.

Newsprint output continued near capacity in the
final months of the year. The closing of the Scan-
dinavian countries opened many new markets for
North American producers and these are expected to
sustain output for some time. However, both pub-
lishers and mill stocks (domestic and Canadian) are
above the 1935-39 average and some of the buying has
been for inventory purposes. Uncertainty in regard
to future delivery and the possibility of higher prices
combined to induce this lengthening of commitments.
Other printing paper orders also increased substantially
in October, rose again in November, and declined only
slightly during December.

3 Wholesalers sell approximately 40 percent of all paper produced in the United
States, while 25 percent of the total production actually passes through their ware-
houses.
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Price Advance Moderate.

Most paper prices at the end of 1940 were moderately
higher than they were at the outbreak of war. A large
part of the increase occurred before June 1940, how-
ever, the period since then being marked by divergent
price movements. During July, prices of various
grades of book paper advanced slightly. News and
chip-board prices were erratic, starting the last half of
the year at a quoted price of $40 per ton and falling to
a low of $30 during December. The quoted range for
the last week of December was $30 to $35. White
patent-coated-board prices declined steadily during
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Figure 8.—Production and Imports of Wood Pulp, 1936-40.

NOTE.—Import data are compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce; production data are complied by the
V. 8. Full) Producers Association, and the Soda Pulp Manufacturers Association.

the last part of the year, closing at approximately
$72.50 and $67.50 per ton for 0.016 and 0.020, respec-
tively. Minor changes occurred in other items.

War Changes Pulp Supply Channels.

Developments of the war seriously affected many
paper producers by cutting off their normal channels
of raw material supply. Prior to the war, domestic
paper manufacturers imported approximately 20 to 25
percent of their wood pulp. Canada furnished 5 to
10 percent, but the bulk of the supply came from the
Scandinavian countries. At the outset of 1940, imports
of ŵ ood pulp were larger than those at the beginning
of the war. However, the intensification of hostilities

in the spring drastically curtailed shipments, the
volume in June dropping to only 55 percent of the
average monthly shipments in 1939. By this time it
was obvious that European sources of supply were1 not
reliable for the duration of the war.

Canadian sources were investigated and it was
believed that they could furnish about 100,000 tons of
pulp a month. But shipments in subsequent months
failed to exceed 85,000 tons and present evidence points
to this as the probable maximum.

Thus, paper manufacturers have fallen back upon
domestic pulp supplies to an. increasing extent. The
result has been a more complete utilization of existing
capacity rather than any substantial increase in ca-
pacity itself. Monthly production in 1939 averaged
583,000 tons, over 6 percent more than in 1937. The
record was reached in May of this year with an output
of 794,000 tons. Production in October was 787,000
tons, which was substantially maintained during the
remaining months of the year.

With the possible exception of certain minor grades,
present capacity in the pulp industry is regarded as
sufficient to meet the needs of paper manufacturers.
However, this judgment rests upon the assumptions
that consumption will not materially increase, that
pulp imports from Canada will be maintained at ap-
proximately their present rate of 80,000 tons per month
and that paper and pulp exports will not increase sub-
stantially.

Since pulp consumption closely follows the trend of
industrial activity, it is probable that its consumption
during 1941 will exceed the past year. In addition,
the ability of Canadian producers to maintain the ap-
proximate level of current shipments depends upon the
future demands of the United Kingdom. England no
longer receives pulp from Europe- and although consid-
erable stocks had been accumulated, current consump-
tion is depleting these reserves. When they are ex-
hausted, an increasing quantity of Canadian pulp may
be diverted to the United Kingdom.

Thus, the probability of larger demand for paper
and the possibility of smaller Canadian shipments make
the problem of pulp supply the. most serious facing the
paper industry in 1941.
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The Business Situation
UNDER the impetus of extremely heavy demand

and record unfilled order backlogs, business again
moved ahead at a substantial pace in February. Not-
withstanding inadequate capacity as compared with
demand in a number of industries, industrial production
advanced more than the usual seasonal. Construction
also gained strongly, larger defense awards for plant
and rising private demand for housing contributing to
heavier activity in this area. Trade remained in very
good volume holding a pace surpassing that of 1940 by
a substantial margin. Reflecting the industrial advance,
electric power output and freight carloadings both in-
creased more than is usual at tins time of year, move-
ment of industrial freight rising strongly at month's end.

Despite a larger industrial output, developments of
the month clearly demonstrated that a new phase of
the upswing under way since April 1940 has definitely
been reached—a phase best symbolized by inauguration
near the month's end of the first mandatory industry-
wide priorities.

In the first stage of the expansion, the availability of
unutilized plant and labor made possible an exception-
ally rapid increase in production in almost all lines.
From April to February, aggregate output rose by
27 percent. As was to be expected, the pace was un-
even in different industries, a fact illustrated in figure 2
showing the movement of production in a number
of commodities. It was early apparent that the
nature and magnitude of the demand made short-
ages in certain metal and equipment producing indus-
tries probable unless very rapid expansion of capacity
in these lines could be achieved. Construction of
additional capacity ŵ as begun, but to increasing civilian
and military demand was added heavy purchasing for
inventory. For several months the combined demand
has exceeded production in a few cases, but availability
of stocks and some informal control of forward buying
made it possible to fill commitments.

During February the tight supply situation became
acute in a number of instances, and the varying effects,
heretofore only threatening under the surface of events,
came to a head. In consequence, the Office of Produc-
tion Management was confronted wTith the many prob-
lems raised by scarce supplies, even though unutilized
facilities remained available in many industries. Fur-
thermore, the labor force—the ultimate limiting factor to
expansion—if not completely in possession of the needed
skills, was still ample for further industrial growth.

Priorities Inaugurated.
In the course of the month machine tools and alumi-

num were placed on a mandatory priority status, while
producers of magnesium were requested to give defense
orders complete preferential status. In the other cases,

including nickel, zinc, tungsten, and temporary tight
supply situations such as that in structural steel, the
Priorities Division continued its efforts to iron out all
difficulties by informal and voluntary cooperation of
producers and consumers. Meanwhile, arrangements
for further expansion of metal producing capacity were
under way; training programs preparing skilled workers
for defense industries were enlarged and speeded up;
commitments for the import of strategic and critical
materials were increased, and producers of certain civil-
ian goods were urged to develop the use of substitutes.

Under the priority arrangements adopted, responsi-
bilit}7 for determining the relative importance of
finished military goods, whether guns, tanks, airplanes,
ammunition, or other products, rests with the Army
and Navy Munitions Board. This Board issues
preference ratings to contractors for these items, and
if necessary, approves extension of the rating to the
first subcontractor, indicating in each case the order
of preference. For all items below the first subcon-
tract, including all raw materials, preference ratings
are determined by the Priorities Division of the Office
of Production Management.

High Scrap and Import Prices.

The situation prevailing in the metal trades is re-
flected in the continued advance of many scrap metal
prices. In the case of two of the nonferrous metals,
aluminum and zinc, scrap prices have risen above and
continued to be higher than prices of the virgin metals.
In the zinc and aluminum industries, producers in
cooperation with the Defense Commission have been
able to prevent price advances of the primary metal.
However, a quite different situation existed in the scrap
market. Late in February, for example, No. 12 alloy
remelt aluminum sold as high as 28 cents a pound,
65 percent above the price of virgin ingot metal, while
remelted zinc was quoted at 11 cents a pound, as con-
trasted with 7.25 cents for Prime Western zinc, East
St. Louis. The Price Stabilization Division continued
attempts to hold down prices in secondary markets,
conferring with producers, requesting important inter-
ests not to sell in these markets, and indicating that
continuation of disturbed conditions might result in
commandeering and disposal of scrap metal by the
Government.

As for steel scrap, the price of No. 1 heavy melting
scrap (Pittsburgh) was reduced from $23.75 a ton in
the first part of January to around $21 in the last half
of February. This was still somewhat above $20, the
objective set. In some cases where the supply situation
was most serious, such as cast scrap, little or no reaction
was obtained. Another development in secondary
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markets was the establishment (effective March 1) of
maximum prices for used machine tools. In certain
instances, these had previously been priced at double
their original cost.

Aside from the metals, the main advances of the
month occurred in import prices. Possible difficulties
in obtaining supplies and rising ocean freight rates
contributed to the bidding up of quotations. Chiefly
as a result of the increase for this subgroup, the index
of 28 basic commodity prices rose by month's end to
123.8, from 119.8 on January 31. Notwithstanding this
advance, the B. L. S. weekly "all commodity" index
ŵ as fractionally lower at the close of February than at
the beginning. Prices of semimanufactured goods
strengthened a bit, but the index of the raw materials
group, which is heavily weighted with agricultural
items, declined.

New Orders in Record Volume.

As mentioned above, business demand has been
extraordinarily heavy, the flow of new orders to manu-
facturers having been the largest on record in January.
Part of this new business, of course, did not constitute
current demand, but represented efforts of customers
to assure themselves a preferential position on supply
lists some months ahead of expected deliveries. This
was especially true in iron and steel, where a particularly
large advance lifted unfilled order backlogs another 19
percent. A few other durables, including machinery,
were ordered in somewhat smaller volume, but in no
instance could January orders be characterized as being
other than extremely large. Moreover, in the less
volatile nondurable goods industries, new business
increased almost 9 percent and stood more than one-
fourth above that a year ago.

Shipments in the aggregate declined slightly during
January, giving further evidence of limited gains in
output. The reduction was centered in the durable
goods industries, almost all of these showing a smaller
movement. These reduced shipments along with the
advance in new business, acted to increase total order
backlogs in the durable industries another 12 percent.
For all durables (exclusive of aircraft and shipbuilding)
unfilled orders had a value more than two and one-half
times the amount at the end of January 1940.
Smaller Inventory Accumulation.

Heavy forward buying over recent months, has con-
tributed to a growth in manufacturers' inventories
which increased nearly $200 million monthly in the
final quarter of last year. But under pressure of heav-
ier consumption and a less rapid increase of production,
this expansion appeared to be abating in January, when
accumulation was limited to about $130 million. The
most substantial rise again occurred in the transporta-
tion component, including railroad equipment and air-
craft, and in automobiles and equipment, all of which
are expanding defense output.

Until February, forward buying did not interfere
seriously with delivery of materials to defense industries,
but rather served to utilize what otherwise would have
been idle capacity. But as pointed out above, addi-
tional demand for larger inventories of certain materials
has now helped to create some tight supply situations,
and the introduction of priorities has been hastened
because of it. However, accumulation of inventories
still is not general, retail and wholesale stocks showing
no undue expansion.

Further Advance in Production.

Many industries achieved a further advance in
productive activity during February, the aggregate
increase being larger than has been usual in past years
for this month. The Federal Reserve index of indus-
trial production well surpassed the January mark of
139. However, as capacity operations proved a limit-
ing factor in many lines, it was apparent that the pace
of future advance would be more closely geared to the
completion of new facilities, especially in the metals,
machine tool, and finished armament industries.

Steel production expanded only slightly on a daily
average basis, though order backlogs increased.
Weekly output fluctuated between 97.1 and 94.6 per-
cent of capacity, changing with the number of shut-
downs necessary for repairs. In the important non-
ferrous metals, deliveries generally continued slightly in
advance? of production and imports, again reducing pro-
ducers' stocks. Domestic output of refined copper
remained virtually unchanged from the capacity level of
the previous month, though rising imports, including the
release of tonnage meant for government stock piles,
eased the supply problem. Lead production also
showed little change from January, operations in this
case being well under full capacity of the industry.
Aluminum and zinc outputs were increased a small
amount during the month, as further additions to
capacity in each industry were scheduled for introduc-
tion over the next quarter.

Bituminous coal output rose again in February,
daily average production increasing 4 percent as com-
pared with January, but the gain was smaller than in
past years. Cotton consumption, lumber, machinery,
and chemical production all advanced, in most instances
showing some rise on a seasonally adjusted basis.
Electric power output averaged about 2.8 billion
kilowatt hours a week, the same as in January, which
made for a slight rise after adjustment for seasonal
influences. Power output currently is running approxi-
mately 12 percent ahead of last year.

Large Automobile Production and Sales.

Activity in the automobile industry continued to be
sustained by heavy dealer stocking and exceptionally
large sales for this time of year. Production of an
estimated 510,000 units was the highest ever recorded
for February and brought total assemblies for the first
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2 months slightly above 1 million units. This was 9
percent in advance of production in early 1940 and
slightly above the record pace in the fourth quarter of
last year, though the industry usually faces a marked
seasonal decline at this time. The strength of current
demand was evident in maintenance during February
of the January sales volume, which amounted to 372,000
units. Here, too, the usual seasonal pattern is not
being followed, high current sales representing in part
consumers' attempts to avoid expected price advances,
possible changes in construction as competing military
needs divert scarce materials from automobile produc-
tion, and possible curtailment of output due to the
necessities of defense. However, these factors are of
secondary significance, the chief reason for expanded
sales being the current high level of consumer income
and favorable outlook for income over the next year.
Providing the demand can be met, domestic automobile
sales in 1941 should rise substantially above the
4,096,000 units sold in 1940.

Production since September has consistently exceeded
sales by a substantial amount, dealers adding 75,000
to 100,000 units a month to new car stocks. From the
beginning of the model year to the middle of February,
inventories were expanded to about 600,000 units,
one of the largest stocks in the history of the industry.
Moreover, because of a possible shortage of metals,
it was expected that this inventory accumulation would
be extended over the near term.
Heavy Loadings Stimulate Freight Car Purchases.

The advance in productive activity during February
again increased carloadings more than seasonally.
The aggregate change from January was not large, but
the total remained well ahead of last year. Since
December the weekly movement of goods has averaged
nearly 700,000 cars, 11 percent above the corresponding
period in 1940. More than 80 percent of the gain has
been in the miscellaneous category, which includes most
rail shipments of manufactured products. Coal load-
ings, a substantial component of the total, were lower
this January than a year ago, when coal traffic had been
unusually heavy. However, in February coal ship-
ments, like those of coke, ore, forest products, and less
than carloads moved in larger volume than a year ago.

To meet the present and prospective freight traffic,
the railroads now have available or on order a larger
number of cars than at any time since 1937. During
last year, retirements almost offset the 66,000 new
cars placed in service, but an intensive repair program
reduced the inventory of "bad order" cars from 156,754
to 113,717, the lowest in more than a decade. The
net result was an increase of 51,000 in serviceable
cars on line to a total of 1,753,495 (including Class I
switching and terminal companies, and private line cars).
If one takes an efficiency of active car utilization (the
average time consumed from carload to carload) and a
minimum car surplus equal to the best records achieved

in recent years, the serviceable car supply at the end of
the year could have supported a fortnight peak of about
882,000 carloadings a week. It may be possible, of
course, to better the efficiency of utilization or to reduce
the required surplus slightly.

During recent months the railroads have ordered
new cars in large volume, and intensive repair work on

bad order" cars has been directed at reducing these
still further. New cars on order at the end of January
were 41,600, of which 14,100 had been ordered in Jan-
uary. Additional orders for 5,650 were placed in
February.

Loadings may be expected to increase until the fall,
with a seasonal peak in October. The Transportation
Commissioner of the Defense Commission has tenta-
tively forecast an increase of 9.4 percent for the year
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tions, 1936-41 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

as a whole. This would mean a 2-week peak well in
excess of the 826,000 in October 1940, unless strong
effort was devoted to realizing a more even distribution.
Even with car production continuing at a high rate,
it was the conclusion of Mr. Harriman of the Office of
Production Management, that "the Railroads are
unable to guarantee that there will not be a tight
situation in the autumn of 1941 or the autumn of
1942."
Large Volume of Defense Construction.

Like the record of production, construction activity
continues to move ahead under the stimulus of heavy
defense and private demand. Though contract awards
in 37 States during January as reported by the F. W.
Dodge Corporation declined from $456 million to
$305 million (reports through February 22 showing a
further small reduction), these monthly comparisons
do not record the actual change in contracts. Because
of difficulty in classification, defense awards in many
instances are reported some time after being made.
The high December figure included $124 million of
defense awards which had been let but not classified
during the autumn months. The Defense Commission
announced that contracts totaling $358 million for
plant and equipment were let in January alone, which
compared with a total in the previous 7 months of only
$700 million. It is evident that the plant contained in
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many of these contracts is not yet reported by the
Dodge Corporation, their defense component in January
amounting to only $15 million.

Some decline has taken place in the pace of defense
contracts let for housing, but considerable more work
in this field will be forthcoming. As of February 15,
funds had been allocated for 68,632 dwelling units and
contracts had been awarded for only 36,936, with 1,932
units completed.

Insofar as private contracts are concerned, the gen-
eral expansion in business counteracted the usual sea-
sonal decline through January, although it appears
that some decline occurred in February. These con-
tracts in 37 States have remained close to $200 million
per month since last July. The current strength of
private construction is evident in the fact that con-
tracts of $194 million in January were about equal to
the total for both private and public contracts in
January 1940.

Private residential construction has been especially
heavy, contracts in 37 States having increased contra-
seasonally from $89 million in December to $100
million in January. In addition, commercial and
factory building continue markedly higher than a year
ago, contract awards exceeding January 1940 by 69
percent and 335 percent, respectively. This construc-
tion is chiefly for private account, although in recent
months publicly financed construction of defense
plant has made a large contribution to the total.

Less Than Seasonal Decline in Employment.

As activity in defense industries was expanding
in January, the usual seasonal decline in employment
during this month was sharply modified. The adjusted
index of employment in firms producing durable manu-
factures advanced from 117.5 in December to 120.8,
while that for nondurable employment declined only
fractionally from 115.7 to 115.4. The net result was
an advance in the total index of factory employment
from 116.6 to a new record of 118. Particularly note-
worthy gains appeared in foundries and machine shops,
shipbuilding, electrical machinery, engines and tur-
bines, and aircraft.

Civil nonagricultural employment in January totaled
36,343 thousand workers compared with 37,299 thou-
sand in December, the decline reflecting mainly the
usual seasonal reduction of employment in retail trade
establishments. These employed 650,000 fewer work-
ers in January than in the preceding month. Despite
this decline, employment was the highest for any Janu-
ary on record, being almost 2 million above January
1940 and more than a million larger than in January
1929. Largest employment increases over the year
were in manufacturing and construction, employment
in these two fields being respectively 781,000 and
606,000 above January 1940. Industries closely asso-
ciated with the defense program such as steel, foundries,
aircraft, shipbuilding, brass, bronze, and copper prod-
ucts, machine tools, and engines, wTere all employing

more workers in January than in any other month on
record.

The further expansion of business activity in January
had its counterpart in rising income payments, the index
advancing on a seasonally adjusted basis from 95.6 in
December to 96.3—the highest point since February
1930. The index of salaries and wages reached 97.3
and that for nonagricultural income 97.0 compared
with identical figures of 96.6 in December.

In respect to farm income, the controlling factor is
still increasing domestic demand. Crop income is
somewhat lower than last year due to generally lower
prices than at that time. However, grain, cotton, and
tobacco prices, stabilized by commodity loans and
ample supplies, have changed little in recent months.
In contrast, income from marketings of livestock is
materially ahead of a year ago, the consequence of ad-
vancing meat-animal prices. Increasing demand for
the latter has impinged on what in the short run is a
relatively inelastic supply. On the whole, cash farm
income (including Government payments) is expected
to average higher in the first half of 1941 than in the
similar period of 1940.

Consumer Buying High.

Consumer purchases remain very large, a natural
sequence to the employment and income gains of recent
months. The Federal Reserve adjusted index of de-
partment store sales in February remained above 100
(1923-25 = 100) for the third consecutive month—the
highest point reached by this index in more than a
decade. Sales surpassed the corresponding period last
year by more than 14 percent, with trade reports in-
dicating strongly sustained demand for home furnishings
and other consumer durables.

Current year data for variety store sales and sales
in rural areas show little change from high December
totals after the usual seasonal adjustments. The rural
sales index for January was approximately equal to
December's 146 (1929-31 = 100)—the highest on record.
Variety store sales were down slightly, while the ad-
justed index of chain grocery store sales advanced to
122 from 117 (1929-31 = 100) in the previous month.

Wholesale trade also continues to show considerable
strength. January sales were 18 percent above last
year and only 3 percent below those of December 1940.
The December-January decline was the smallest in 5
years.

Exports Little Changed.
Evidence of inability to expand production rapidly

in a number of metals and machinery industries was
afforded in the report on exports of United States
merchandise in January. These totaled $318 million
as against $315 million in December, with no signi-
ficant shifts in trends established during recent months.
A small drop in agricultural exports was counter-
acted by increased shipment of industrial products.
The decline in agricultural exports from $25.9 millionDigitized for FRASER 
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to $22.1 million was almost entirely the result of
smaller shipments of raw cotton, which had a value of
$3.1 million compared with $6.4 million in December
and $60 million in January 1940 (when cotton exports
were unusually large).

Nonagricultural exports rose to $295.8 million from
$289.5 million in December, chiefly because of an in-
crease in shipments of aircraft to a record total of $40.9
million, 27 percent above the previous month. Ship-
ments of other materials associated with the conduct
of war continued in high volume, although there were
some declines from December totals. Exports of iron
and steel mill products declined $5 million to $39.8
million, firearms and ammunition were slightly lower at
$6.8 million, and metalworking machinery reversed its
steady advance of recent months by declining to $25.4
million from $29.6 million in December. Shipments of
nonferrous metals increased from $11.9 million to $14.5
million over the period.

Imports for consumption were $224 million in
January, falling from $238 million in December. A
wide range of commodities participated in the decline,
record coffee receipts and larger imports of unmanu-
factured wool being major exceptions. Receipts of
strategic and critical materials such as crude rubber,
tin, and ferro-alloys were all smaller than in the
previous month. December imports of crude rubber
and tin, however, were unusually large. A very im-
portant development of February in respect to the
defense program wTas the announcement by the Inter-
national Nickel Co. that imports of their product from
Canada will be in smaller volume in future months,

demand on the part of the United Kingdom requiring a
larger proportion of the capacity output.

Finance. »

The expansion of business and defense activity
continues to make heavier demands upon the banking
system. From January 1 through February 26,
business loans of weekly reporting Federal Reserve
member banks rose $209 million, bringing the total
advance since August to $764 million. In addition,
member bank holdings of United States Government
securities increased $638 million in the 8 weeks through
February 26, with $635 million Treasury notes offered
in late January. As a further supplement to private
bank financing, the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion increased its defense loans at the end of February
to $80,912,000, which compared with $38,000,000 at
the end of December.

The capital market failed to share substantially in
the heavier financing, issues for new capital declining
sharply from $189 million and $95 million in December
and January, respectively, to $77 million in February.
This represented one of the smallest monthly volumes
in recent years. A contributing factor to the reduction
was the weakness of the security markets. Bond
prices reversed the trend of the previous month, the
Dow-Jones 40-bond average dropping from 92.19 on
January 28 to 90.19 at the close of February. The
decline in stock prices, which began in January, was
still under way in February. The Dow-Jones 65-stock
composite price fell to 41.30 from 44.92 on January 10,
with 30 industrial stocks off from 133.59 to 121.97.
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The Business Situation
J3USINESS activity continued to move ahead in
March under the forced draft provided by the defense
program. Notwithstanding the growing tightness of
supply in many sectors of the economy, the rate of
expansion was substantial, considering the high, level
of operations already attained in recent months. In-
dustrial output again advanced to a new all-time high,
with, growing output in defense industries making a
significant contribution to the rise. Construction ac-
tivity also increased under impetus from heavy plant
and residential building demand. Electric power out-
put and freight loadings were higher on an adjusted
basis, reflecting industrial gains and, in the case of car-
loadings, an unusually large movement of coal and ore.
Retail trade reports indicated the maintenance of
exceedingly favorable sales volumes, although heavy
income-tax payments apparently limited the month's
gains.

No development of the month contained more far-
reaching implications for business than passage of the
Lease-Lend Act, which increased defense appropriations
and contract authorizations thus far made in fiscal
year 1941 to $29,900,000,000. With the addition of
other bills pending, and existing British orders, the
defense program now anticipated through fiscal year
1942 was announced to total more than $40,000,000,000.
Of course, such a sum may exceed what will actually
be expended in this period, for ability to spend rests
upon the power to produce. Nevertheless, output of
defense material is moving up rapidly, March Army
and Navy expenditure being about $728,000,000
as compared to $576,000,000 in February and $153,-
000,000 last June. With the use of lend-lease funds,
new construction of Government-owned manufacturing
facilities for defense will be expanded another 38 per-
cent at a cost of $752,000,000; so an eventual output
of defense material costing $1,500,000,000 to $2,000,-
000,000 monthly may be expected. The magnitude
of this investment is demonstrated by comparison
with the gross investment in the peak year 1929 on
durable goods, both producer and consumer, of approxi-
mately $2,100,000,000 monthly.

Despite the fact that defense output in the present
phase of the program is still relatively small, evi-
dence of increasing supply difficulties accumulated
during the month. These were reflected in the sharpest
increase in sensitive commodity prices since Septem-
ber 1939 (discussed in the article on price develop-
ments on page 8 of this issue) and in the broaden-
ing of controls found necessary by defense authorities
During March the complete allocation of aluminum

was undertaken; a priorities critical list containing 218
items was made public; plans were formulated for ob-
taining information on inventories of various metals
held by both producers and consumers; maximum
prices were issued for aluminum and zinc scrap and
remelt; a new labor mediation board was established;
and special divisions of the Office of Production Manage-
ment were created to organize adequate supplies of
skilled labor and to direct conservation, reclamation,
and substitution of raw materials.

Heavier Shipments and Orders in February,

The tight supply position in many markets was
partly responsible for a continued rise in the volume
of new orders placed with manufacturers during Fcb-
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Figure 2.—Indexes of the Value of Manufacturers' New Orders, Shipments„
and Inventories, 1939-41 (U. S. Department of Commerce).

NOTE.—-The right scale (inventories) is double that for the left scale (new orders and
shipments). The two scales were used to take into account the difference in dollar
volume represented by the index numbers.

ruary, buyers seeking to assure delivery many months
hence. Particularly was this true of machinery and
iron and steel, both of which contributed heavily to
a 6-percent advance in the Department of Commerce
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new orders index, leaving the month's new business 84
percent above that of a year ago.

Accompanying this further expansion of new orders
was a sharp rise of about 7 percent in February ship-
ments of manufactured goods. Part of the larger move-
ment was seasonal, especially in such consumers' goods
as textiles and foods. However, shipment of defense
materials was also in much heavier volume as iron and
steel and their products, transportation equipment
(including aircraft and some ordnance material), and
all types of machinery advanced. Despite this expan-
sion, however, shipments failed to match incoming
business for the tenth consecutive month and order
backlogs of durable goods increased a further 11 percent.
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Figure 3.—Index of Production of Nonferrous Metals and Products,

Adjusted for Seasonal Variations, 1936-41 (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System).

The heavier movement of goods took on added
meaning inasmuch as manufacturers' inventories showed
little increase. For some time, forward buying and
expanding productive activity have bolstered ship-
ments through inducing intramanufacturer deliveries
of semifinished goods for inventory. Now, however,
goods in general are moving into distribution and con-
sumption channels on a substantially larger scale.

The February accumulation of inventory by manu-
facturers was approximately $50,000,000, a consider-
able decline from the average addition of $200,000,000
monthly over the past half year. Some consumers'
industries reduced inventories, but such declines were
mostly of a seasonal nature. Accumulation continued
chiefly in such expanding industries as machinery,
transport, equipment, and aircraft. In most other
durables, inventories were unchanged, reflecting in
some measure the increasing difficulty in obtaining
materials in excess of immediate production needs.

Further Production Gain.
The huge demand now in existence was met by

another increase in output during March. Industries
directly concerned with defense production—machinery,
aircraft, shipbuilding, and railroad equipment (which
includes large ordnance activity)—have recently moved
ahead rapidly with completion of new facilities and
were primarily responsible for the February advance in
the Federal Keserve's adjusted index to 141. Activity

in these lines rose again during March, and though the
usual seasonal increase in many other lines was not
possible, expansion of output in the aggregate con-
tinued at about the same rate as in the previous month.

In the metal industries, where most gains are limited
to the introduction of new capacity, activity is expand-
ing little. Steel output in March was 7,146,000 tons,
the largest in history, but a smaller advance than is
usual. Activity climbed to a peak of 99.8 percent of
capacity during the month, the highest operating rate
since May 1929. Output of most nonferrous metals
also rose somewhat, but the increase on a daily-average
basis was small. Substantial addition to aluminum
producing plant, where the tightest supply situation
is now to be found, is not expected until late in the
second quarter. Lumber and paper outputs were
heavier, though the former, starting from an already
high level, failed to realize the usual rise of about 10
percent. In contrast to the March expansion in past
years, the automobile industry ended a record quarter
with production of approximately 500,000 units, little
changed from the previous month.

The coal industry furnished the most substantial
expansion in March, as fear of interrupted shipments
during labor negotiations led to widespread consumer
stocking and an output gain of 8 percent, though pro-
duction usually declines very sharply. This gain con-
tributed markedly to producing a weekly average of
763,580 freight loadings, 22 percent above a year ago,
and the heaviest for any like month since 1930. Though
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Figure 4.—Index of Total Freight Car Loadings, Adjusted for Seasonal
Variations, 1936-41 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

movement of industrial freight rose less than usual, it
remained in large volume as compared with other
recent years. Ore shipments were the heaviest on
record for March, while coke loadings were the highest
since the record-breaking totals of early 1926.

Advance in Construction.

Sustained by large contract backlogs and heavy cur-
rent awards, construction activity advanced with
better weather conditions in March. Further improve-
ment on a seasonally adjusted basis is expected over
the next quarter, increasing private construction awards
offsetting some recent decline in public contracts.
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In respect to public construction, the major part of
the cantonment program had been contracted for by
the end of December, and awards for more than two-
thirds of the $1,900,000,000 defense plant and equip-
ment expansion had been made by March. Contracts
of the latter type as reported by the Office of Production
Management were reduced to $125,000,000 in Febru-
ary from the $358,000,000 high of the previous month.
However, a resumption of the advance in this area is
expected soon, as the 1 end-lease appropriation includes
$752,000,000 for manufacturing facilities and still more
funds for shipyards will undoubtedly be forthcoming.

Meanwhile private awards, which now comprise
about two-thirds of the total, have been raised by in-
creased need for defense plant and an advancing de-
mand for housing. Issuance of "certificates of neces-
sity/7 which are sought before contracts are let
aggregated $351,000,000 in March, as compared with
$298,000,000 in February and $192,000,000 in the pre-
ceding month.

In the residential construction area, contracts re-
ported by the F. W. Dodge Corporation for 37 States
in February were $116,000,000, 55 percent above a
year ago and the largest for any February since 1929,
and a further increase was evident in March. Much of
the current activity is for private account, public resi-
dential awards in February being only $23,000,000,
less than half of the monthly volume in the final quarter

of 1940 when the cantonment program was expanding
rapidly.
Smaller Rise in Income and Employment.

Notwithstanding wide gains in business activity, the
February increase in employment and income after
adjustment for seasonal influences was somewhat
smaller than in other recent months. Civil nonagri-
cultural employment increased by 265,000 workers to a
total of 36,584,000. This represented a gain of 2,200,000
over February 1940, making non agricultural employ-
ment the largest on record for the month.

Though factory employment made the most sub-
stantial advance in the aggregate, its rise only slightly
exceeded the usual seasonal, a small increase in the
adjusted index for durable goods employment counter-
ing a decline in that for nondurables and raising the
total index from 118.3 to 118.4. Defense industries
scored the heaviest rise. Changes in other durable
lines were less marked, and employment was reduced
in a few, including agricultural machinery, lumber,
and building materials.

Construction and trade, fields less hampered by
capacity problems, experienced contraseasonal gains
during February. As indicated above, activity on
Federal projects was responsible for a major part of
the expansion in the construction area, an unusually
large number of employees having been engaged on
these projects throughout the entire winter.
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Though heavier income payments accompanied the
employment gains in February, the total advance was
cut by reduced income from farm marketings, payments
rising to an annual rate of $79,500,000,000. The pay-
roll increase of 5 percent was largely responsible for the
rise in the adjusted index of income payments from
96.6 in January to 96.8 in February. On the other
hand, the adjusted index of cash income from farm
marketings fell 3 points to 83.5 in February. However,
this decline is not significant. Withholding of corn
from Government loan, which now is available until
October (as contrasted with a time limit of April 1
last year), and reduced marketing of tobacco, both
contributed to a smaller crop income. Income from
the marketing of livestock continued high. Livestock
prices have advanced substantially since the year-end,
averaging 27 percent above the first 3 months a year
ago and 16 percent above the final quarter of 1940.
This reflects expanding demand and a relatively fixed
supply over the short period.

These varying movements in price and marketing of
different commodities have about canceled each other
in their influence on the aggregate farm income, the
$1,383,000,000 (including Government payments) for
the first 2 months this year equaling the $1,386,000,000
realized in the same period of 1940. Over the next
year increased foreign demand is expected to enhance
farm income, the result of a lend-lease appropriation of
$1,350,000,000 for "agricultural, industrial, and other
commodities." British agricultural needs appear to be
greatest for meats, dairy products, and certain feeds;
grains being in more adequate supply on the whole.
Consumer Buying Continues High.

Consumer buying maintained its high level of recent
months during March, though large tax payments
limited gains to about the usual seasonal. These
heavy March sales followed purchasing in February
which was the best in more than a decade, when meas-
ured on a seasonally adjusted basis. At that time, the
adjusted index of department-store sales advanced to
102, and stood 14 percent above the like month in
1940. Similarly, rural merchandise stores and variety
stores reported increased sales volumes over the year
previous of 14 percent and 10 percent, respectively—
new records in each instance.

Through March 26, $1,200,000,000 was received by
the Treasury in income taxes, about three-fourths more
than was paid last year or in 1937. Such a large sum,
which probably included payments by close to 8 million
individuals, undoubtedly had some effect on sales
volumes. Nevertheless, purchases remained very high,
and. notwithstanding inclusion of the Easter season last

year in the month of March, department-store sales in
the 4 weeks ending March 22 were 2 percent above
those in the like period a year ago, about equal to the
February level after adjustment for seasonal influence.

Though purchases have been heavy in almost all
lines, as is usually the case in times of rising income,
sales of durables have expanded more than nondurables.
Automobile dealers sold approximately 420,000 new
units in February, a record for the month, and business
in March continued in the same good volume. Buying
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Figure 5 Indexes of Selected Consumer Purchases, Adjusted for Seasonal
Variations, 1938-41.

of household furnishings has also been large, an illus-
tration of which is given in figure 5, showing the season-
ally adjusted movement of refrigerator sales. Shown
also are sales of chain apparel shops and chain grocery
stores, which have been advancing less rapidly, but
were 12 percent and 10 percent, respectively, higher

I in February than a year ago.
Report on 1940 Profits.

Record business in 1940 produced a large advance in
profits, despite a substantial increase in taxes. Avail-
able returns from corporations in all industries, with
adjustments include estimates for small as well as
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large corporations, indicate that earnings rose about 22
percent over those of 1939 to the highest total since
1929. The largest gains relative to 1939 were achieved
in the first three quarters. Notwithstanding a higher
level of activity, fourth-quarter results only approxi-
mated the comparatively high totals in the final months
of 1939, primarily because of increased taxes and special
reserves set up by some companies.

Since a substantial part of railroad costs remain
fixed, rising business brought the largest proportional
gain to that industry. Railway net income rose 101
percent from $95,000,000 in 1939 to $191,000,000 in
1940. Power and gas corporations, experiencing a
more moderate rise in activity, increased earnings about
3 percent. The bulk of the corporate advance was
contributed by the manufacturing and mining indus-
tries, with net profit increases of about 27 percent.

The profit record of leading industrial corporations
is charted in figure 6. Earnings generally receded in
the forepart of the year, then failed to turn up with
industrial activity in the third quarter when provision
was made for increased taxes retroactive to the first
two quarters. However, returns mounted sharply in
October -December to approximate the high level of the
fourth 1939 quarter. It should be kept in mind that
earnings of leading corporations are not representative
of returns of all industrial corporations. The two
differ as to the relative importance of various indus-
tries and in the fact that all industrial corporations
include a larger proportion of small corporations whose
comparative profit showing is different from that of
large corporations.

Among the leading industrial corporations, pro-
ducers of durable goods reported the heaviest increase
in net income during 1940. Iron and steel earnings,
for example, nearly doubled, and machinery companies
had an advance of more than 50 percent. Other
sizable gains occurred in aircraft, electrical equipment,
railway equipment, nonferrous metals, lumber, agri-
cultural implements, automobiles and accessories, and
household furnishings. With the notable exceptions of
textiles and paper products the nondurable industries
made less striking increases, and some showed lower
earnings than in 1939.
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NOTE.—The companies included in these series are, for the most part, large com-
panies in the durable-goods industries, consequently the series arc not representative
of small corporations.
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The Business Situation
FIRST break in the year-long upward climb of

industrial output was caused by management-labor
disputes in April. Further expansion in industries pro-
ducing finished defense goods failed to offset reduced
output of coal, automobiles, and steel, and aggregate
production declined for the first time in 12 months.
Directly reflecting this decrease, freight loadings and
electric power output fell to the lowest levels of the
year, though still remaining substantially above the
same period in 1940. In the construction field, how-
ever, the advancing pace of residential and plant build-
ing showed no signs of diminishing and total activity
continued high. Similarly, retail buying remained in
heavy volume after the best Easter season since the
latter twenties; while on the foreign trade side, March
reports revealed one of the largest export totals since
the outbreak of war.

Among the month's important defense developments,
the establishment of the Office of Price Administration
and Civilian Supply was of especial interest to the
business community. To this office the President dele-
gated broad powers for implementing necessary control
over prices. Since prices are the focal point of all
market forces, the Executive order expressly set forth
as the concern of the office a number of diverse but
related items. The more important of these include the
setting of maximum prices, stimulation of raw material
and finished consumer goods supply, and formation of
programs for distributing equitably products which
remain in inadequate supply after defense requirements
have been fulfilled. The office also is expected to
cooperate with the Office of Production Management
in regulating inventories. That inventory regulation is
a necessary part of control over prices and supply is
self-evident. Its practical importance at the moment
was suggested by the announcement at month's end
that the Division of Priorities would exercise control
over consumer and producer stocks of 16 metals and
classes of metals. This was in addition to inventory
control in the case of the seven commodities being
strictly allocated under mandatory priorities.
Aluminum Situation Illustrates Problems.

Some of the problems confronting the new office, as
well as its joint relationship with the Office of Produc-
tion Management in solving them, are aptly illustrated
by the present situation in aluminum. With an ex-
tremely large proportion of April shipments of the
primary metal going to industries producing for defense
needs, supplies available for civilian demand fall far
short of those used in 1940 when consumer incomes
were much lower than now. New capacity, organized
with the help of the Office of Production Management,

is now under construction and will increase primary
output from the annual rate of 540 million pounds in
April to 920 million pounds in the latter part of 1942.
Though this will relieve the supply situation consider-
ably, much new capacity in addition to that announced
thus far must be provided if the tight position is to be
completely eliminated. Meanwhile, the price of the
primary metal has remained unchanged through coop-
eration from the producers, and maximum prices have
been established in the secondary markets.

From month to month necessary supplies are allo-
cated to military producers by the Priorities Division
of the Office of Production Management. The remain-
ing metal, including scrap, is then apportioned by the
same office among producers of civilian goods on the
basis of broad preference principles laid down by it
and the Office of Price Administration and Civilian
Supply. For example, purchasers of aluminum for
products essential to public health and safety or for
replacement parts of standard apparatus which cannot
be redesigned to use substitutes receive a large percent-
age of their requirements. But manufacturers of prod-
ucts in which a substitute for aluminum is available
obtain small amounts as compared with what they for-
merly received.

Wide substitution for aluminum is possible and at
present the necessary substitutes are available in ade-
quate amount. Hence, while the shortage this year will
require much readjustment of productive methods and
possibly some decline in the quality of finished products,
its effect on the total output of most civilian commodi-
ties will be small. Only as increasing tightness eventu-
ally develops in the supply of some substitutes will the
shortage of aluminum be a factor contributing to lim-
ited output of particular civilian commodities. If this
should occur, the Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply will be faced not only with the prob-
lems of what and how much of various commodities
shall be produced, but it will also have to formulate
plans for equitably distributing the scarce finished goods
among the ultimate consumers.
Maximum Steel Prices Set.

As one of his first acts, the Price Administrator es-
tablished a schedule freezing steel prices at the levels
which prevailed during the past quarter. This followed
substantial wage increases in the industry and was
announced as temporary while "the effect of the defense
program upon the industry and its cost factors might be
rationally appraised.77 That modifications would later
be made if warranted was indicated by experience in the
bituminous coal industry. There a ceiling on prices had
been established March 28. But this was raised April
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16 after wage costs had increased, the Administrator
pointing out "that these prices, generally speaking, do
no more than return to producers their average costs.7'

Meanwhile, the marked advance of the past several
months in basic commodity prices was appreciably
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Figure 2.—Indexes of Daily Spot Market Prices of 28 Basic Commodities by
Groups, August 31, 1939-May 1, 1941 (U S. Department of Labor).

NOTE.—Daily figures August 1939=100. Data plotted are for Thursday each week,
unless a holiday falls on this day, in which case Wednesday prices are plotted.

diminished during April. The 28 commodities index
moved only from 134.4 to 137.6, the smallest increase
since January. In contrast to recent experience (shown
in fig. 2), the rise which did occur was concentrated in a
few domestic agricultural and foodstuff commodities,
imported products showing but very small change.
Much of the gain was associated with products whose
prices are currently being supported by the Department
of Agriculture through purchases in the open market,
either to encourage increased production or for export
abroad. Thus, under stimulus of Government buying
at higher prices, hogs (100 pounds) rose during the
month from $7.92 to $8.77, one of the highest prices in
the past 4 years. Lard, which is being exported to
the United Kingdom, advanced from 7.9 cents a pound
to 8.5 cents. Barley, cottonseed oil, rosin, and tin
prices were others experiencing some rise.

In addition to the increased farm and food prices
enumerated above, a smaller advance in certain textile
and chemical prices contributed to a one-point gain in
the Bureau of Labor Statistics7 weekly "all commodity"
index; which ended the month at 83.2. The cost-of-
living index, though tending to rise, shows but a slight
advance over the level of a year ago.

New Business Still Expanding.

The smaller advance in prices was in no sense the
result of a wide change in the demand situation. The

latest comprehensive report on new orders—that for
March—revealed continued strength in all lines with a
further rise in the tremendous volume of new business
flowing to most durable goods industries. Thus, the
increase in the Department of Commerce index of
manufacturers' new orders from 189 in February to 194
in March was almost entirely concentrated in durable-
goods lines, as the index for this component jumped from
277 to 286. Among nondurables, changes were small,
the aggregate moving only slightly above its high level
of the previous month. With the exception of electrical
machinery, and iron and steel, almost all durable
industries shared in the advance. New iron and steel
business, which in recent months has grown most
rapidly, equaled the huge February volume.

At the same time, shipment of commodities in most
heavy demand also expanded. A larger movement of
durable goods raised the aggregate index of manu-
facturers' shipments from 159 in February to 164 in
March. The chief gain occurred in aircraft and rail-
way equipment, though products of the iron and steel,
machinery, and automotive industries were also moved
in greater quantity. Most nondurable shipments (on
a daily average basis) remained at their February
level, at which time they had been sharply expanded.
However, shipments still did not match incoming busi-
ness, and order backlogs in the durable goods manufac-
turing industries rose another 8 percent. These have
been growing at a reduced rate over the past several
months; an increasing proportion of the backlogs, more-
over, does not reflect current demand but rather repre-
sents an effort on the part of buyers to assure deliveries
necessary many months hence.

That goods produced are now flowing in somewhat
larger degree to ultimate consumers was again apparent
from March inventory reports. Aggregate accumula-
tion by manufacturers was about 125 million dollars,
more than the 75 million dollars in February but much
less than the monthly average of last fall and early
winter. As usual, rapidly expanding defense indus-
tries requiring larger raw material and goods-in-process
stocks led the upward movement. In nondurables,
where considerable excess capacity is available, inven-
tory shifts were small.

Decline in Adjusted Production Index.

For the first time in a year of steadily expanding
demand, aggregate output in April failed to respond
with an advance. Labor-management disagreements
curtailed production in a number of important indus-
tries, and though output in many other sectors contin-
ued to increase at the rapid pace of previous months,
the Federal Reserve's unadjusted index declined rather
sharply from its record March high of 143. After allow-
ance for the seasonal variation usual in more normal
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times, the adjusted index slipped below the February
level of 141. The downturn in April, which must be
regarded as temporary, followed an upsurge in the un-
adjusted index which averaged about 3 points per
month in the 8 months from August through March.

By far the largest April decline occurred in the bi-
tuminous coal industry. Cessation of work began in
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Figure 3.—Indexes of Production of Selected Commodities, Without
.Adjustment for Seasonal Variations, 1939-41 (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System).

most union mines on April 2 and continued throughout
the month, reducing output to about 13 percent of tjiat
in March. Activity in the latter month had been un-
usually high because of consumer stocking in anticipa-
tion of the stoppage; so that even after allowing for a
normal seasonal decrease of 12 percent, the precipitous
drop was in itself enough to reduce the Federal Reserve
adjusted production index by more than 4 points.

The steel industry began to feel the effects of the coal
stoppage by the end of the month. Inadequate coke
supplies forced some furnaces to shut down, and activity
was reduced from about 100 percent of capacity in the
first part of the month to 94 percent during the final
week. Production for the month as a whole was
6,758,000 tons, as compared with the record of 7,146,000
tons in March.

In contrast to the normal experience of past years,
output in the automobile industry also declined
sharply, the result of a shut-down in the operations of
the Ford Motor Co. during part of the month. However,
delivery to dealers by other companies remained very
high in response to record sales and production averaged
more than 100,000 weekly as compared to 126,000 in
March.

Some offset to these declines was provided by in-
dustries whose products are in extremely heavy demand
for defense purposes. The expansion in some of the
more important of these is shown in figure 3. Over
recent months shipbuilding activity has been rising at an
average rate of 8 percent, aircraft and machinery growth
have averaged about 6 and 4 percent, respectively, and
monthly output in the shops of the railroad car industry
(partly ordnance) has increased slightly less than 2
percent. A further advance in these lines was evident
during April. Not only is newly constructed capacity
being made available—especially in the shipbuilding
and aircraft industries where an enormous expansion is
yet to come—but much idle capacity remains to be
utilized. Field investigations by the Department of
Labor indicate that in most lines (with machinery an
outstanding example) operations have been at capacity
for only a single shift.1 Personnel employed on other
shifts has usually been small, though overtime work
has been widespread. Moreover, 7-day operations are
still the exception and not the rule.

Textiles have been another area of considerable ex-
pansion over the past few months. Cotton consump-
tion in March reached the record high of 854,000 bales
and was further extended on a daily average basis in
April. Among other industries of importance, produc-
tion of crude petroleum remained virtually unchanged,
while lumber output increased less than it usually has
in past years.

The heavy decrease in coal production was instru-
mental in reducing freight carloadings about 9 percent
under the March average. Movement of coke and
grains also dropped, the latter less than seasonally.
Miscellaneous shipments, which include most industrial
commodities, again rose above their already high level,
though the gain was less than the normal gain of past
seasons. But the largest percentage increase occurred
in movement of ore. In anticipation of a record season,
navigation through the Soo Canal opened earlier than
at any other time in the history of lake transportation,
and by April 10, 90 percent of the Great Lakes ore fleet
was in operation. For April as a whole more than
6,950,000 gross tons were loaded into the boats at upper
lake ports, which compared with 465,000 tons in the
like month a year previous.

i See Extent of Week-End Shut-downs in Selected Defense Industries, Monthly
Labor Review, March 1941, pp. 539-545.
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A further reflection of lower industrial activity was
to be found in reduced electric power output. This
declined somewhat more than seasonally from a weekly
average of 2,818 kilowatt-hours in March to 2,738
kilowatt-hours in April.

Large Residential and Plant Construction.

The construction industry furnished a more typical
picture of the response of business activity to existing
demand during April than was evident in industrial out-
put. Propelled by large contract backlogs and heavj7

current awards, many types of new building are now
steadily expanding. While activity as a whole has
continued very high, further gains during the last 2
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Figure 4.—Value of Construction Contracts Awarded for Residential Build-
ings in 37 States, by Quarters, 1939-41 (F. W. Dodge Corporation).

months have been limited by completion of a large part
of the Army Cantonment program. Final cost of these
projects was announced to be 947 million dollars, con-
siderably higher than the 609 million originally esti-
mated to be adequate.

Workers freed from cantonment projects may find
employment opportunities chiefly in growing residential
and plant construction. During the first quarter, con-
tract awards in 37 States as reported by the F. W.
Dodge Corporation were 1,055 million dollars, of which
376 million were residential and 216 million for new
plant facilities. The quarterly movement of contract
awards for each of these categories is shown in figures
4 and 5. Residential awards for the first quarter of this
year are 37 percent above the like period in 1940 and
were the highest for that quarter since 1929. Since
January residential awards have increased steadily and
are now approaching the 1940 monthly peak.

The rise in plant construction, of course, has been the
most dramatic building development since the mid-
1920's. Contracts reported in the first quarter this
year (and the Dodge Corporation is late in reporting
many plants because of difficulties of classification) were
the highest on record and more than four times those
in the first quarter of 1940. These, too, show an
upward monthly trend.

Published reports do not convey accurately the over-
whelming proportion of current plant construction

which is directly necessary for defense purposes. For
example, the Dodge Corporation publishes a defense
construction component. But this classifies as non-
defense many publicly financed plants for which con-
tract awards are let by private firms wrho will manage
the facilities. Moreover, all plants being erected under
" certificates of necessity" (which give a company plant
amortization privileges for tax purposes) are classified as
private rather than defense building. About 35 to 40
percent of total defense expenditure on manufacturing
facilities is devoted to plant construction. Hence
contracts had been awarded or commitments made from
June through April 15 for about 800 million dollars of
publicly financed pla.nt expenditure, while private in-
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194°Figure 5.— Value of Construction Contracts Awarded for Manufacturing
Buildings in 37 States, by Quarters, 1939-41 (F. W. Dodge Corporation).

dustry itself is financing (through aid from the Govern-
ment in some cases) another 350 million dollars.
Insofar as future contract awards are concerned, present
plans call for roughly twice the publicly financed facili-
ties for which provision had thus far been made, and
it is not unlikely that this figure will be further increased.

With a few exceptions, the vast public plant expendi-
tures are being devoted to various types of ordnance,
aircraft, and shipping plant, the comparative size of
the expenditures in each case following in the order
named. Moreover, of the plant constructed under
" certificates of necessity/' more than a fourth is for
aircraft and parts and about an eighth for guns, am-
munition, and ships. Thus, only about 20 percent of
the aggregate plant contracts and certificates of neces-
sity to date are for other than finished war goods facili-
ties. Of this remainder, the most important expenditures
(now^ including both plant and equipment) are 157
million dollars for nonferrous metal facilities, 142
million for iron and steel products facilities, 91 million
for machinery facilities, 44 million for rail facilities, and
33 million for chemical facilities. Excepting the rails
and chemicals these expenditures are very sizable as
contrasted with the average of those made in recent
years when expansion of our peacetime plant lagged.
Only in the food products and petroleum industries are
large plant extensions being made that are not directly
related to defense.
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Income Payments at Annual Rate of 80 Billion Dollars.

The extent of the over-all growth in business activity
previous to April was well mirrored in the March figures
on employment, pay rolls, and income. The addition
during the month of another 300,000 new employees to
nonagricultural pursuits raised the total of such workers
to 37,2^18,000, the highest for any March in our history
and 2,366,000 above a year previous. As in earlier
months, a large proportion of the newly employed in
March—more than half—were added to factory pay
rolls. Similarly, industries in the forefront of the defense
program, such as foundries, machine shops, electrical
machinery, shipbuilding, and aircraft, again made the
most sizable expansion in working force. A more-than-
seasonal gain was also apparent in the 69,000 new
workers employed by wholesale and retail establish-
ments. The only February-March decline of signifi-
cance was reported in the construction industry, where,
as pointed out above, wage earners were released by
completion of cantonments.

The growth in pay rolls during March still exceeded
that in employment as longer hours, overtime payments,
and wage increases became more widespread. From
March 1940 the expansion in employment was 14.8
percent as against a 31.3 percent rise in pay rolls. Of
course, in addition to the above named factors, hiring
of a larger proportion of relatively skilled labor in
connection with defense production has helped to
augment pay rolls.

The increased salaries and wages were aided by a
sharp advance in farm income during the month, in
raising March income payments to an annual level of
80 billion. On an adjusted basis, the index of total
income payments duplicated its movement of the pre-
vious month, rising from 97.3 in February to 97.8 in
March. Insofar as farm income was concerned, the
index of cash income from farm marketing rose to 89.0
(a new high for the war period) as compared with 84.0
in February. For the first quarter as a whole, income
from farm marketings were 135 million dollars above
last year, a gain of 8 percent.

A further rise in farm income is expected for April
as a result of the developments in farm prices discussed
above. By mid-April the index of prices received by
farmers had risen from its February-March mark of
103 to 110. All major product components shared in
the advance to some extent; so the increased income
was expected to be distributed over a wide section of
the farm community.

Heavy Easter Purchasing.

The present high level of income combined with
favorable weather conditions in the early part of April
to produce the best Easter sales volume on a dollar
value basis since the latter twenties. Heavy purchas-
ing of apparel items as well as continued strength in
the demand for consumers' durables featured the buy-

ing upsurge which lasted through April 12, the peak of
the Easter season. Sales in the 4 weeks preceding this
Easter were 21 percent above the corresponding period
a year ago; regional increases ranged from 9 percent in
the Minneapolis district to 35 and 36 percent, respec-
tively, in the Philadelphia and Richmond districts where
defense expansion has been particularly large. More-
over, the post Easter decline was smaller than usual, so
that expansion during April as a whole was well above
the ordinary seasonal movement.

Other channels of distribution have experienced an
increase in demand in recent months similar to that
faced by department stores. Over the first quarter sales
of general merchandise in rural areas, as well as pur-
chases from chain grocery stores and variety stores,
exceeded volumes of the similar period a year ago by 10
percent or more. Furthermore, in most cases the rise
has been cumulative. For example, the adjusted index
of variety store sales climbed to 119.9 in March from
116.2 in February, while that for chain grocery sales
rose to 126.1 from 122.8 over the same period. An
exception was provided by the adjusted index of rural
sales, which showed little change from the record high
of 150.8 established in February. As yet the rising-
dollar sales represent purchasing of a larger physical
output, the contribution of higher prices to the in-
creased total having been relatively small.

Buying continues to be most favorable in all durable
goods lines, with heavy purchasing of new automobiles
particularly outstanding. After 2 record months,
March sales shot to 526,000 units, second only to the
April 1929 high, and existing evidence pointed to a
further growth in recent weeks. Automobile agencies
and automobile finance companies are cooperating in
stimulating buying at this time by accepting smaller
down payments and a longer period for maturity of
notes covering the balance of payment. With further
large purchasing this year added to the comparatively
high average output from 1937 through 1940, the public
will be in an exceptionally good position to stand a
sizable cut in 1942 car production. Even now the total
stock of cars in existence is larger than at any previous
time, both absolutely and on a per capita basis, while
among the available cars is a high proportion of late
models capable of rendering service for a long time to
come.

Sharp Increase in Exports and Imports.

The inauguration of lease-lend aid during March
helped to create an expansion in United States export
trade. After declining since last summer, when ship-
ment of war materials from stock made for an extremely
heavy movement of goods, March exports rose to 351
million dollars. This was 38 million dollars above the
average of the past 6 months and was about equal to
the peak movement in early 1940. a time of heavy
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The Business Situation
INDUSTRIAL output recovered very sharply in May

from its temporary setback of the previous month.
Further advances in defense industries, coupled with
resumption of heavy output in coal, steel, and auto-
mobiles, pushed production into new high ground.
Freight carloadings moved above last year's peak to
the highest total since 1930, while output of electric
power was the largest on record. On other business
fronts reports revealed additional impetus as the de-
fense program accelerated. Continued strength of
residential and industrial plant demand offset further
declines in cantonment building to maintain aggregate
new construction. Trade volumes were high, even in
relation to the current flow of income as consumers
pressed to satisfy their needs—particularly of durable
commodities, the output of which will be curtailed as
the defense requirements make an imperative claim
upon scarce resources.

On May 27, one day short of the first anniversar}^
of the defense program, the President proclaimed "that
an unlimited national emergency confronts this coun-
try, which requires that its military, naval, air, and
civilian defenses be put on the basis of readiness to
repel any and all acts or threats of aggression directed
toward any part of the Western Hemisphere." By
this proclamation the President automatically assumed
additional vast powers of control over the economy of
the United States, these to be exercised as necessity
decrees.1

Table 1.—National Defense Appropriations and Cash
Expenditures

Appropria-
| tion and con-
I tract author-
| ization (as of
I May 17)

Cash ex-
penditure

June 1,
1940-

May 1,
1941

Billions of dollars

Airplanes and accessories
Ordnance
Ships, motor and rail equipment
New industrial facilities
Military posts, depots, fortifications and defense housings.
Other Army and Navy equipment
Miscellaneous (pay, food, reserve materials, etc.)

Total

6.5
7.4

3̂ 8
3.4
1.8
6.0

37.9

0.6
. 5
.6
.3

1. 1
1.1
.9

A large measure of required control had previously
been undertaken. During the past year the Nation's
economy has been gradually reoriented toward the
provision of a larger Army and Navy and the material
they and the British require. For this purpose, a
steadily expanding program has been laid out. Appro-
priations and authorizations amounting to 28.5 billion

i For a summary of the President's emergency powers consult the Congressional
Record, vol. 87, No. 100 (May 28, 1941), pp. 4605-4611.

dollars had been recommended by the President in his
budget message of January, but by May 17 these had
risen to 37.9 billion dollars and an additional 6 billion
was before Congress. To this should be added British
orders of 3.7 billion dollars. By May 1, the Army,
Navy, and other defense agencies had awarded contracts
totaling 15.2 billion dollars and the Treasury had dis-
bursed 5.1 billion. These great sums are required for
the variety of purposes summarized in table 1.

In the first year the rate of defense cash expenditure
jumped from 153 million dollars in June to 837 million
in May. This initial stage has been aptly termed a
"tooling-up" period—a period which is not yet com-
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Figure 2.—Percentage Increase, March 1941 from March 1939, in the Pro-
duction of Selected Commodities.

NOTE.—Computed from data published in the Survey of Current Business and in
the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

plete. For of the more than 1,600 plants under con-
struction by May, a relatively small number had been
finished. Many more have yet to be started under
appropriations now existing, and the program daily
expands. Nevertheless, along with new building there
now is beginning to appear a growing stream of finished
war material. Henceforth, an increasing proportion of
expenditure will represent such supplies.

That the influence of this already huge defense outlay
has permeated every sector of the economy is a common-
place. Income, production, consumption—all are in
record volume. As pointed out in the article on page 11,
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national income this month is estimated to have reached
an annual rate of 85 billion dollars, and by far the
largest part of the current increase is originating in
manufacturing industries. Obviously here the impact
of strengthened demand has been felt to a varying degree.
Some indication of this is presented in figure 2, which
shows relative gains in output occurring since the spring
of 1939 for selected products. In general, the metals
and metal-using products have increased most sub-
stantially, while the nondurable consumer goods have
advanced the least. This reflects the underlying char-
acter of the rise—it is based upon the durable goods to
a high degree.

Steel Placed Under Limited Priority Status.

Notwithstanding substantial expansion in the pro-
duction and importation of the metals, supplies of key
commodities are already regarded as inadequate to ful-
fill both civilian and military demands. By the middle
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Figure 3.—Value of Unfilled Orders of Blast Furnaces, Steel Works, and
Rolling Mills, 1939-41 (U. S. Department of Commerce).

NOTE.—Unfilled orders are expressed as number of months' shipments at daily aver
age rate in March 1941.

of May, aluminum, magnesium, nickel, nickel steel, and
ferro-tungsten were being strictly allocated under
mandatory, industry-wide priorities. Subsequently,
zinc and copper were added. Of outstanding signifi-
cance was the further addition to the list of the most
basic of all durable materials in our present-day econ-
omy—steel. This commodity was placed under less
formal but equally effective control.

The situation in the steel industry for more than a
year has been one in which incoming business has
consistently exceeded a rising volume of shipments.
The result is depicted in figure 3, showing the growth
of order backlogs from the beginning of 1939 through
April of this year. In April 1940, unfilled orders were
the equivalent of slightly more than 1 month's capacity
shipments (using March 1941 shipments as the meas-
ure). Since that time backlogs have expanded con-
tinuously and by April of this year they had become
equal to 4K months' shipments. A growth in steel

backlogs, over a short period is not unusual. However,
it is noteworthy that absolute gains in recent months
reveal little tendency to decline. Indeed, the very
nature of the situation was such as to induce a further
growth. For as new defense orders were given prefer-
ence over those for civilian use, it became necessary for
many firms to chart and attempt to provide for their
raw material needs many months in advance of delivery.

The second report on the adequacy of steel capacity,
submitted by Mr. Gano Dunn of the Office of Produc-
tion Management to the President, made it clear that
steel output will fall short of requirements for combined
military and full civilian use in both 1941 and 1942.
Mr. Dunn's estimates are summarized as follows:

1942
Steel requirements and capacity

Military requirements-.
Export requirements...
Civilian requirements.^
Total requirements

Estimated capacity at end of 1940 and 1941, respectively.__ 91.1

Source: Second Report to the President of the United States on the Adequacy of
the Steel Industry for National Defense, Gano Dunn, Office of Production Manage-
ment, May 22, 1941, pp. 65-66.

These figures represent a compromise by Mr. Dunn
in regard to estimates of civilian requirements sub-
mitted to him by representatives of the industry
and by the Bureau of Research and Statistics of the
Office of Production Management. The industry group
forecast 1941 civilian needs at 69.4 million net tons
and those in 1942 at 68.5 million tons—a decline in
the latter years notwithstanding the probability of
rising income. The Bureau, on the other hand,
placed civilian needs this year at 72.5 million tons
and those in 1942 at 88.6 million tons—in both in-
stances the calculated amount that would be demanded
if all needs could be met. Mr. Dunn applied cer-
tain adjustments to the Bureau's estimates (including
one limiting automobile production in model year
1942 to 80 percent of output this model year), reducing
them to 66.7 and 78.3 million tons, respectively. The
figure shown in the above table represents an average
of the adjusted Bureau and industry estimates. In
every case, the defense program was assumed to be
unchanged from that provided by existing appro-
priations.

During the first 5 months of this year, 34 million
tons of steel were produced. Mr. Dunn reports
effective capacity (102.5 percent of rated capacity)
at the end of 1940 was 87,576,000 net tons and that
lie expects it to be 91,339,000 net tons at the end of
1941. Capacity for the remaining part of this year
might bo taken as roughly 89 million tons. If this
is the case and the industry should operate continu-
ously at this rate, requirements as indicated by Mr.
Dunn would exceed output by 3 million tons. Again,
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if the industry were to run at effective capacity for
all of 1942, production would fall short some 6,400,000
tons of the Dunn estimate of requirements.

It thus has been made clear that complete ration-
ing of steel is probably inevitable unless a much larger
expansion than that now contemplated is under-
taken. Actually, leading companies have been ration-
ing most steel for some months, with cooperation
from the Office of Production Management in the
case of certain finished types. Under the plan an-
nounced at the end of May by the Priorities Divi-
sion, defense and indirect defense (which includes
machinery, railroad equipment, etc.) orders are to
be given strict preference while the Office of Civilian
Supply formulates plans for equitably allocating remain-
ing civilian orders.
Consumption at Record Level.

While one year of the defense program is adding
considerably to the Nation's capital plant, it has also
resulted in the largest flow of goods to consumers on
record. This is true both absolutely and on a per
capita basis—after allowance for the usual seasonal
changes. From January through April, expenditures
by consumers on all commodities are estimated to have
been 12 percent higher than the like period a year
previous. Figure 4 shows the movement of such
expenditures by quarters from the beginning of 1939
through the first quarter of this year. A large part of
the rise has been concentrated in durable commodities,
purchases of this type during the first 4 months exceed-
ing the total for the comparable period in 1940 by one-
fourth. Sales of passenger cars, electric appliances, and
household furnishings have been particularly note-
worthy. After the best first quarter on record, April
buying of passenger cars rose to a new high of 483,000
and May reports reveal no let-down from this peak.
Similarly, 1,640,000 electric refrigerators were pur-
chased from January through April, another record and
42 percent ahead of last year. Other electrical appli-
ances have recorded comparable gains over the same
period. In the case of household furniture, exceptional
fourth-quarter sales in 1940 have been followed by
buying in the past several months that has run about
one-fifth above a year ago.

Demand for most nondurable goods as a rule fluc-
tuates to a much smaller degree with changes in the
level of income. Purchasing of such commodities has
expanded in good measure since the advent of the
defense program, with expenditure from January
through April one-tenth ahead of the same period in
1940—a very substantial rise from the comparatively
good level a year ago, even though business was slack-
ening its pace in the initial quarter of last year.

Sales of food, clothing, drugs, and shoes all illustrate
the advance. For example, buying from food stores
was 9 percent higher than in 1940, while sales of apparel
stores had grown 15 percent. January-April depart-

ment-store sales (which include some durable items)
increased 14 percent over the 1940 period.

The heaviest purchasing has been of goods which
embody materials, machines, and personnel which can
be utilized in defense industries. Hence, as the initial
"tooling-up" period of the defense program gives way
to expanding output of actual war material, competition
between durable consumers7 industries and defense needs
must greatly increase. As shown above, it is already
clear that existing capacity in key raw material indus-
tries is insufficient to provide both the present output of
consumer durables and the anticipated defense pro-
duction. For this reason, the supply of new consumer
durables coming on to the market must decline before
the year is out. However, as has been suggested
previously, stocks of durables now in the hands of
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Figure 4.—Indexes of Consumers' Expenditures for Durable and Nondurable
Commodities, Adjusted for Seasonal Variations, 1939-41 (U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce).

consumers are the highest in history on a per capita
basis. If the supply of commodities necessary for
operating many of the durables—petroleum, electricity,
gas, etc.—can be maintained (and here the chief prob-
lem at the moment is one of transport capacity), the
services yielded by these large consumer stocks will
continue to be very high over the next few years.
Substantial Advance in Prices.

Price influences of an inflationary nature which have
gathered strength in recent months emerged more
openly in May to bring about the largest rise since the
speculative upsurge in the early autumn of 1939. The
comprehensive weekly index of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics covering 887 commodities advanced during
the month from 83.2 to 85.2—approaching the peak of
1937. This movement was general in character and as
such differed from the more creeping advance over the
period subsequent to August of last year, when first one
group of prices, then another, climbed slowly upward.

A number of factors were responsible for the acceler-
ated movement in May. The most comprehensive
of these, of course, was simply a continuation of the
situation in previous months: namely, the grow-
ing strength of demand in almost all sectors of the
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economy which pressed upon supplies that in many
cases were increasingly limited by capacity operations
and inadequate imports. Prospective shortages of
some import commodities were more clearly revealed
by the President's announcement of the eventual
diversion of 2 million tons of American shipping to
British needs. Hence speculative activity in these
markets created a further price advance in rubber,
cocoa beans, and many other import goods. Among
domestic manufactures, textiles and chemical prod-
ucts registered the most outstanding rise. Here (as
in a number of other industries) higher labor and
raw material costs were offered as reasons for expect-
ing a future price advance and heavy anticipatory
buying led to an immediate increase. That the rise
overshot the mark in some instances was apparent
from the experience in the combed yarns—an important
raw material used in the manufacture of cotton textiles,
garments, and other products. From January through
mid-May the price of the largest volume grade rose
from 37 cents to 52 cents a pound. As this increase
was far in excess of the rise in manufacturing costs
(including cotton costs at the 85-percent parity loan
rate), the Price Administrator established a maximum
price of 42 cents, 20 percent under the market quotation.

The most considerable upward price movement in
May, however, took place among farm and food prod-
ucts and was directly linked to the new agricultural
program. The following table reviews the course
since the first of the year of the farm prices most
affected by changes in the program.

Table 2.—Wholesale Prices of Selected Farm Products

Week ended—

W h e a t -
all classes

and
grades in
6 markets

Dec. 28, 1940
Jan. 25, 1941
Feb. 22,1941
Mar. 29, 1941
Apr. 26,1941
May 24,1941
May 31,1941

Cents per
bu.

85.4
87.5
78.7
89.8
89.0
96.4
92.5

Corn-
No. 3 yel-

low at
Chicago

Cents per
bu.

61.2
64.4
61.8
67.2
69.1
73.3
73.8

Cotton-
Middling
lMein. in
10 mar-

kets

Cents per
Ib.

9.86
10.10
10.11
10.79
11.00
12.84
12.72

H o g s -
average
all pur-

chases at
Chicago

Butter—
92-score at

New
York

Dol. per
cwt.

6.68
8.08
7.71
7.66
8.45
9.25
9.36

Cents per
Ib.
33.44
30.85
30.75
32.45
33.50
35.75
35. 31

Eggs -
fresh

firsts at
Chicago
(car lots)

Cents per
doz.

22.10
17.50
16.05
19. 67
21.79
23.38
23. 75

Agricultural Programs Increase Farm Prices.

Two recent changes in the agricultural program
have been chiefly instrumental in leading farm and
food prices higher. During April the Surplus Market-
ing Administration began substantial purchases of
pork, dairy, and poultry products in the open market
in accordance with a plan (which will continue in
force until 1943) for advancing prices and hence
stimulating production of these foods, both for do-
mestic consumption and lease-lend transfer to Great
Britain. Moreover, in May, passage by Congress of
Public Law 74 required loans of the Commodity
Credit Corporation on 1941 cotton, wheat, corn, rice,
and tobacco to be increased to 85 percent of parity.

Some idea of the possible effect of the latter program
is indicated in table 3. As of May 15, the indicated
loan rates on wheat and cotton have been advanced
more than 50 percent to 97.7 cents a bushel and 13.7
cents a pound, respectively. The corn loan—-already
nearer parity—will rise less sharply, an important
fact since efforts to expand output of livestock prod-
ucts must be adjusted to the level of corn and other
teed prices. Part of the indicated rise in loan rates is
due to the increase to 85 percent of parity, while a
small part is due to the advance in the general price
level, for the parity price is based on the average rela-
tion of the price of the farm commodity in question
to the prices of commodities purchased by the farmer

ALL COMMODITIES OTHER THAN
FARM PRODUCTS AND FOODS

1937 1938

Figure 5.—Indexes of Wholesale Prices, January 2, 1937-May 24, 1941
(U. S. Department of Labor).

(together with interest and taxes paid by him) in the
years 1909 through 1914. With the possible exception
of corn, the supplies of important loan commodities
were already more than ample to meet all requirements
before the increase in loan rates. Hence, strict con-
trol over production of these commodities will be
necessary to avoid burdensome additions to existing
surpluses (a policy in direct contrast to that in regard
to pork, dairy, and poultry products).

The advance in loan rates will raise the actual
return received by the farmer for a unit of his crop
to the approximate parity price. Commodity Credit
Corporation loans establish a minimum price level
for quota marketings of the loan commodities. But
in addition, producers of these crops receive two other
payments: one an agricultural conservation payment
and the other a parity payment (both are listed in
table 3). The latter payments are made only on the
normal yield of the allotted acreage. For example,
on this yield the wheat grower will receive a minimum
approximating $1.16 a bushel—-the 98-cent loan mini-
mum plus an 8-cent agricultural conservation payment
plus a 10-cent parity payment.

Higher loan rates on principal crops and larger
returns from livestock are expected to increase farm
income this year more than a billion dollars over the
9.1 billions realized in 1940. Such an income will be
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the highest attained since J929 when the aggregate
was 11.2 billion dollars. In terms of real income,
however, the fanners' return will probably be higher
than in 1929, as prices paid for commodities used in
farm production and farm home consumption have
fallen about 15 percent since that year.
Table 3.—Government Loan, Agricultural Conservation, and

Parity Payment Rates on Principal Crops

Commodity Credit Corporation loan rate
on 1940 crop

Parity price May J5f 1941
Indicated loan rate on 1941 crop at 85 per-

cent of May 15, 1941, parity price
Percentage change of 1941 over 1940 crop

loan rates

United States average price received by
farmers at local markets May 15,1941

Government payment rates on 1941 crop:4

Agricultural conservation payment. - _
Parity payment

3 16. 2

0.8
0.9

1 Basic loan rate on Middling 7/s inch.
2 A verage loan and purchase value of 1940 flue-cured tobacco acquired for subsequent

export to Great Britain.
3 Season average price for the 1940 crop. No sales reported since January 1941.
4 On normal yield of acreage allotments for 1941.

New Orders for Durable Goods Decline Slightly.

Though the pace of the advance in consumer demand
shows no signs of abating, some leveling off has appeared
in the huge upsurge of capital goods buying. During
April the durable goods component of the Department
of Commerce index of manufacturers new orders fell
from 285 to 276 (January 1939 — 100). However, this
was not sufficient to counter a sharp 7-point advance in
the nondurable component to 143 (a new high for this
series) and the aggregate index moved from 194 to 195.
The largest decrease among the durables occurred in the
machinery and transportation equipment groups, while
the incoming business in the iron and steel industry
remained virtually unchanged from the tremendous
volume of the previous month. Among the non-
durables, the increase was general with a number of
the consumer goods in the lead.

Despite this smaller volume of new orders, in no
instance could incoming business be described as other
than very large. Though shipments were heavier in
almost all lines save automobiles (where work stoppage
brought some decline), manufacturers' unfilled order
backlogs advanced a further 5 percent. What this
means in terms of lengthening the period of com-
mitments was illustrated above in reference to the steel
industry.

The heavier movement of goods in almost all manu-
facturing industries lifted the index of shipments from
165 in March to 172 in April, a gain about equal to the
average since the first of the year. As compared with
the preceding 2 months, a somewhat larger proportion
of these goods flowed into inventory. Accumulation
for the month amounted to 140 million dollars, lifting
the Department of Commerce index to 123.6. It was

a year previous that the short period of liquidation of
manufacturers' inventories after the abortive upsurge
in the fall of 1939 was completed. Over the interven-
ing time stocks have expanded in value terms about 1.6
billion dollars. While the increase during April, as in
previous months, was general in character, rapidly
growing defense industries with heavier raw material
and goods in process needs were responsible for the
most substantial rise. These are about the only durable
industries in which much further growth of inventories
is expected to occur. Control over raw material stocks
by the Office of Production Management is widening
appreciably, and as it is implemented successfully, some
disinvestment of inventory will be forced in a number
of industries.

Among retailers and wholesalers, inventory accumula-
tion has not been large as yet, though in each case the
movement has been greater than is usual at this time of
year. From January through March the adjusted
index of department store stocks had advanced from
71 to 74, while stocks of wholesalers in the first 4
months expanded about 5 percent.
Production Rises Sharply.

Industrial output resumed its rapid advance in May
directly upon settlement of management-labor disputes
in several key industries. Declines in the output of coal,
automobiles, and steel during April had been sufficient
to reduce the Federal Reserve index of industrial
production some 4 points to 139. However, activity
in these industries recovered very sharply early in
May, and with effective support from such defense
industries as machinery, shipbuilding, aircraft, and the
nonferrous metals, the Federal Reserve index jumped to
a new high of 148, after adjustment for the seasonal
variation usual in more normal years.

The upsurge in bituminous coal production (the
industry most affected by work stoppage in April)
brought production within 90 percent of the March
level, and in itself added more than 4 points to the
Reserve Board index. After some hesitancy because of
price uncertainties, output of anthracite also rose
3,858,000 tons being produced in May as contrasted
with 3,198,000 tons in April.

Automobile production usually declines sharply in
May, but record demand, prospective raw material
shortages, and smaller output in April all combined
to induce an increase of more than 20 percent in May
of this year. Ford operations were exceptionally
large in consequence of the shut-down during the
previous month, with operations in some plants being
resumed on a 6-day basis. A total of 555,000 units
(including the small Canadian production) were pro-
duced by the industry, the highest total for any month
since 1929.

In the steel industry, the coal stoppage had inter-
rupted the flow of raw materials and some operators
took advantage of the situation to refine furnaces.
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Output did not regain its former peak until the latter
part of May when production was near 100 percent
of capacity. For May as a whole, 7,101,800 tons were
produced, as compared with 6,757,700 tons in April.

Freight carloadings during the month climbed to
866,017 weekly, the largest movement for any week
since 1930. The chief gain as compared to the pre-
vious month naturally appeared in the movement of
coal, as may be seen in figure 6. At the end of the
month the coal movement was about 15 percent above
a year previous, though not back to the winter level.
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Figure 6.—Total Freight-Car Loadings and Loadings of the Miscellaneous
and Coal Classes, January 7, 1939, Through May 24, 1941 (Association
of American Railroads).

Other types of freight were also being shipped in
heavier volume, evidencing for the most part a larger-
than-seasonal rise. However, the backbone oi the
upward movement continued to be the steady expansion
of miscellaneous carloadings—which contain most in-
dustrial freight. Topping May 1940 by nearly 30 per-
cent, this class of loadings has moved above the figure
for all years subsequent to 1930.

The electric power industry is undergoing a similar
experience in regard to industrial demand. Output in
the latter part of May was the highest on record, rising-
above 3 billion kilowatt-hours for the week of May 24
(using the newly published series of the Edison Electric
Institute which includes power generated by Govern-
ment and industry not heretofore reported). Since
March it has been running about 16 percent ahead of
last year. These increases have been reflected in a
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steady revision of the maximum power requirements
expected in most districts this year, as published by the
Federal Power Commission. Whereas, last winter
maximum assured capacity appeared to be adequate
through 1941 for almost all districts, the latest estimates
of requirements reveal the expectation of a growing
tightness of supply in many regions before the year is
out. Expansion of capacity is continuing apace, with
programs being constantly revised upward. For the
year as a whole the Federal Power Commission now
reports a contemplated addition of 3,352,639 kilowatts
of generating capacity. As this is not sufficiently large
in all areas, a number of power pools are being formed
which will more equitably distribute available supplies
over regions of greater area. Meanwhile, drought in
the Southeast and New England continued to lower
both present and future hydroelectric supplies to a
serious extent in those areas.
Growth in Machine Tool Output.

Machinery, aircraft, and shipbuilding have been the
major defense industries moving ahead most rapidly in
recent months, output in each instance increasing at
an average rate of 5 percent or better. On none of
these has pressure for expansion been any greater than
on the machine tool industry, for machine tools are an
integral part of the huge complex of armament and
other supporting industries now under construction.
The response of the industry to the demands made
upon it is charted in figure 7. Since August 1940
production has advanced at an average monthly rate
exceeding 5 percent. If such an expansion be continued
(and it can be bettered), the value of output this year
will rise to around 800 million dollars, which may be
compared with an output of 450 million dollars in 1940
and less than 300 million in 1937 and 1929—all years of
substantial capital formation.

An examination of the chart of production and
exports discloses that the initial impetus for greatly
enlarged machine-tool output came from export de-
mand following the outbreak of the war in 1939. The
rise in exports roughly paralleled the rise in production
throughout 1940 with England receiving increasing
amounts. Shipments to Britain reached a peak of
about 20 million dollars per month in the final quarter
of 1940 compared with 8 million dollars in July of that
year. Exports have since declined to 18 million in
March, with well over 90 percent going to England and
Canada. Continuation of the precipitous rise in pro-
duction since last fall has been in answer to defense
demand. All told, reduced exports coupled with
increased production have nearly doubled the flow of
new tools to domestic industry since the year end.

Expansion of output b}̂  the industry to date has
involved plant expansion, additional employment of
labor, longer hours, and the extension of subcontract-
ing. Almost 24,000 wage earners were added during
1940 and the Bureau of Labor Statistics' survey of
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estimated labor requirements in the machine-tool
industry indicates that an additional 22,600 will be
employed during 1941. More than half of this number
have already been added as of April. Greater diffi-
culties are expected in recruiting labor during the
latter half of the year, and steps have been taken to
improve training programs and to obtain deferment
of skilled workers called in the draft.

That further large gains are possible in this and
other defense industries as a result of more intensive
operations in existing plants has again been revealed
in field studies conducted by the Department of Labor
last March. Some 587 plants employing 618,000 em-
ployees in 12 defense industries were covered and it

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
80

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941

Figure 7.—Estimated Monthly Production of the Machine-Tool Industry
and United States Exports of Machine Tools, 1936-41 (U. S. Department
of Commerce).

was discovered that 72 percent of the employees were
included in the first shift, 20 percent in the second, and
only 8 percent in the third. However, in many cases
bottlenecks in specific parts of plant facilities or short-
ages of particular kinds of labor prevented full three-
shift operations. Many workers on the first shift
labored overtime, the average work-week for these
being 49.8 hours. Only 60 percent of all workers
were employed on Saturday, while 10 percent worked
Sundays. Of the plants reporting, 90 manufactured
machine tools. In these, the first shift included 71
percent of the workers, the second 23 percent, and the
third 6 percent. The average work-week was 60.6
hours.

Exact information regarding subcontracting in the
machine tool industry is still incomplete. It is esti-
mated, however, that 22 percent of total machine tool
output in the final quarter of 1940 was produced under
subcontracts, and that more than one-fourth of current
production is accounted for in this manner. With the
machine-tool industry under extreme pressure, sub-
contracting largely extends to a wide variety of ma-

319333—41 2

chinery producers who have resources of equipment
and skilled labor which can be brought to bear on the
machine-tool problem.

In order to assure continuous output in the event that
orders are not perfectly geared to the availability of
equipment, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
on May 16 announced a loan of 200 million dollars to
the Office of Production Management for purchase of
machine tools. The loan, made in addition to an
earlier 35-million-dollar loan, permits the Defense
Plant Corporation to place orders for all types of
machine tools which will be distributed by O. P. M.
where needed. No orders have been placed as yet.
Rubber Affected by Import Uncertainty.

One of the most important commodities affected by
the growing tightness of shipping facilities in recent
months has been crude rubber. Consumption has
been extremely heavy as compared with recent years,
with successive new highs being attained in January,
March, and April. Over the first 4 months total crude
consumption of 269,000 long tons exceeded the 1940
record for the same period by 25 percent. An informal
agreement among rubber manufacturers, suggested by
the Office of Production Management, contemplates
some curtailment of consumption after June 1. How-
ever, the continuing effort to accumulate and conserve
stocks may require Federal regulation of consumption.

Total domestic stocks of crude rubber as of the end
of April, inclusive of Government holdings, were re-
ported at 329,767 long tons, equal to 5 months' supply
at the April consumption rate. In addition, stocks
afloat to the United States amounted to 153,484, an
additional 2 months' supply at the April rate. Since
February 1940 (when stocks were at their low point for
that year) the additional accumulation of crude rubber
has been about 200,000 long tons and 85 percent of this
has gone into Government reserve, including rubber
acquired b}̂  the Commodity Credit Corporation by
barter with England. However, the present Govern-
ment stockpile is less than half of what it is expected to
be. The Rubber Reserve Corporation has contracted
to buy up to 430,000 tons of Far Eastern crude, and
24,000 tons of Brazilian rubber. Through April 30,
only 112,000 tons of this had been delivered or was in
transit. The balance of this reserve is to be accumu-
lated in 1941 if the necessary shipping facilities can be
made available. Meanwhile, if the April consumption
rate were cut even as much as 42 percent, total stocks
on hand plus stocks afloat at the end of April would still
only be equal to a year's supply.

The plan to limit automobile production in the com-
ing model year will result in some saving of rubber.
The initial 20-percent cut in production would reduce
rubber consumption only 50,000 long tons, something
less than 1 month's consumption at the current rate of
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use. Part of this saving may be offset by increased
demand for replacement rubber on automobiles. In
recent years replacement has accounted for about two-
thirds, on the average, of total tire demand.
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Figure 8.—Rubber Consumption and^Stocks, 1939-41.

NOTE.—All data for 1939 and 1940 and Government holdings for 1941 are from the
U. S. Department of Commerce; other data for 1941 are from |the [Rubber [Manu-
facturers Association, Inc.

Attempts are being made to stimulate the produc-
tion of natural rubber in the Western hemisphere,
and also domestic production of synthetic rubber.
However, the Department of Agriculture program for
fostering crude rubber production in Latin America

cannot influence United States rubber supplies appreci-
ably for many years. Currently, little Brazilian
rubber is available to United States buyers, owing to
increased Brazilian and Argentine buying of Brazilian
output. Meanwhile, domestic guayule rubber planta-
tion possibilities have been brought to the attention
of Congress in House debate.

Domestic production of synthetic rubber has been
of minor importance to date, and the price of the
synthetic product is still substantially above that of
crude. Negotiations looking toward a sizable ex-
pansion in productive capacity for synthetic rubber
have been carried on for several months between the
Federal Loan Administrator and prospective producers.
As a result, four rubber manufacturing companies
arc now establishing plants with capacity for 2,500
tons each per year, so planned as to facilitate quick
expansion to 10,000 tons each. Additional plants of
this nature can, of course, be constructed if desired.

The current heavy consumption, import uncertain-
ties, and limited supplies available for trading pur-
poses all contributed to an increase in the price of
crude rubber of more than 5 cents a pound between
late January and the middle of May. On May 13
the price of No. 1 ribbed smoked sheets touched 25
cents, not equaled since May 10 last year, at the time
the big German westward drive began. By the end
of May of this year, however, the price had dropped
somewhat to less than 23 cents. This was due chiefly
to more-, liberal offerings from producers and indica-
tions of increased May arrivals with the prospect
that, for the immediate future at least, arrivals will
continue to exceed consumption. Higher margin re-
quirements proposed by the Office of Price Adminis-
tration and Civilian Supply for futures trading in
rubber, and the setting of maximum prices for combed
cotton yarns, which implied the possibility of definite
price limits over a wide area of nondurable goods,
also had a restraining influence on the rubber market.
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The shift in expenditures expected over the next few
months is clearly revealed in table 1. Cantonment
building, upon which more than 40 percent of the total
outlay for the first 5 months this year was expended,
will decline very markedly. Expenditure on all other
facilities (with the exception of the relatively small
privately financed plant expansion) will be increased
sharply. Outlay on airfields and appurtenances will
total 429 million dollars from June 1 to December 31,
as contrasted with 133 million dollars in the first 5

PRODUCT OR SERVICE

AIRCRAFT, ENGINES, PARTS, a ACCESSORIES

SHIPS a SHIP REPAIR

CHEMICALS, INCLUDING EXPLOSIVES

AMMUNITION, SHELLS, BOMBS, ETC.

IRON a STEEL PRODUCTS

NONFERROUS METALS a PRODUCTS

MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL

NONMANUFACTURING

MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING

VEHICLES a TANKS

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY a EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTS OF PETROLEUM a COAL

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
300 400 500

| GOVERNMENT

Figure 3.—Government and Private Funds for the Expansion of Defense
Industrial Facilities, by Type of Product, June 1940-May 1941 (Office
of Production Management).

1 Facilities financed with Government funds include commitments of the War
Department, Navy Department, and the Maritime Commission, and loans of the
Defense Plant Corporation and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. They
do not include expansion financed by Great Britain.

2 Private funds are based upon cost shown on applications for certificates of neces-
sity approved.

months of this year. Similarly, expenditure on quarter-
master and naval base construction will rise from 144
million dollars (January 1-May 31) to 283 million dol-
lars (June 1-December 31).

However, the heaviest outlay for the remainder of
the year is to be directed towards construction of plant
facilities. For the first five months of this year plant
construction had a value of only 345 million dollars, as
compared with an expected expenditure for the year as a
whole of 1,315 million dollars (exclusive of the cost of
land and equipment).

The character of the plant facilities (both privately
and publicly financed) for which provision had been
made up to June 1 is shown in figure 3. The expendi-
ture given in the chart includes both plant and equip-
ment. Facilities for manufacturing aircraft rank first

(614 million dollars), followed by shipbuilding plant
(487 million dollars), chemicals and explosives (413
million), and ammunition, shells, and bombs (404
million).

Of the raw material facilities, expenditure for iron
and steel is the largest (284 million dollars), followed by
that for nonferrous metals (230 million). Machinery
plants, including those making electrical machinery, will
cost 187 million. It must be remembered that these
plants include only those for which commitments had
been made through May 31. Arrangements for further
substantial additions to raw material plant—particu-
larly iron, steel, aluminum, and magnesium—and fin-
ished armament facilities have subsequently been an-
nounced, and a sizable volume of contracts is yet to
be placed under existing authorizations.

Another type of public construction now in large
volume is residential building. Table 1 indicates an
expected outlay of 466 million dollars for defense
housing this year. Construction prior to June 1 had
a value little more than one-sixth of the total. More-
over, supplementing the defense housing is the building
carried on under the regular United States Housing
Authority slum clearance program.

The Coordinator of Defense Housing, in a recent
statement suggested that an additional 500 million
dollars may be requested for defense housing. It was
further suggested that curtailment of residential build-
ing in non-defense areas and of expensive houses in
all localities may be necessary because of possible
shortages of certain materials and labor. Fear of such
action, as well as anticipation of a further advance in
costs, is to some degree responsible for the heaviest
private demand for new residential housing experienced
since 1929.

Some increase in building costs in addition to that
of last autumn has already occurred this year. The
Federal Home Loan index of the construction cost of a
standard 6-room frame house advanced from 112.5 in
December to 116 in May. The rise in labor costs was
slightly more than that in materials. But it should be
recalled that the materials cost in the autumn of last
year rose almost 10 percent.

However, these influences are probably secondary to
the principal motivating factors: the small amount of
new housing undertaken during the thirties and the
current record flow of national income. All told, the
F. W. Dodge Corporation has reported that private
residential contracts in 37 states had a value from Jan-
uary through May, 22 percent above a year ago. In
May, private residential awards rose above 155 million
dollars, and June reports indicated a further advance.

Prices Continue Upward March.

The price rise has gathered momentum. For the
second month the Bureau of Labor Statistics' weekly
index of 887 commodities advanced more than 2 points
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and at the end of June was above 87 (1926 = 100).
The index of 28 basic commodity prices again rose
substantially from 143 to 149, though it reacted some-
what at the end of the month.

These basic commodity prices are of course sensitive
to changes in supply and demand factors (many of
which factors only work themselves out over a lengthy
period of time). Hence such prices have moved up
rapidly as a result of anticipatory speculative activity
based upon the outlook for these commodities. At
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Figure 4.—-Indexes of Cost of Goods Purchased by Wage Earners and Lower
Salaried Workers, 1939-41 (U. S. Department of Labor).

NOTE.—Data are for the 15th of each month.

present the basic commodities index is about 40 percent
above the August 16, 1940 figure (approximately the
beginning of the current upward movement), and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' over-all index has risen
13 percent.

Thus far an important factor in the price advance
has been certain policies instituted by the Federal
government. Again in June the strongest increase
appeared in farm products, food products, and various
import commodities. As pointed out hi these pages
last month with some detail, both the new farm loan
rates (established at 85 percent of parity) and purchas-
ing in the open market by the Surplus Commodity
Corporation are directed at increasing farm and food
prices. Much of the objective as it was originally con-
ceived has now been achieved; so this factor will

operate with lessening force. Cotton at more than 14
cents, and corn at more than 73 cents are already close
to the maximum necessary to assure the farmer the
equivalent of his loan rate. However, wheat at one
dollar still has 10 cents or more to go before reaching
the same position.

On the import side, dealers and industrial consumers
anticipate an increasing tightness in the shipping situ-
ation; hence they continue to bid up prices of many
commodities. The Price Administrator has issued
warnings on a number of import commodities and has
indicated that further advances are likely to meet his
active opposition.

The problems confronting the Price Administrator in
his efforts to limit the price advance have now multi-
plied many fold. Price control was originally concen-
trated in the metals and a few metal products where the
demands of the defense program quickly expanded out-
put close to capacity limits. Control in these wals
sought on a voluntary basis and was fairly successful.

In recent months, however, rising import and agri-
cultural raw material prices, as well as advancing wage
rates, have been offered as reasons for an increase in
the prices of a number of industrial items. The Price
Administrator has dealt with these commodities indi-
vidually, assessing the influence of the cost advances
as against the savings in unit costs arising from econo-
mies that accompany larger output.

In many instances, as in the iron and steel and auto-
mobile industries, he has concluded that the ecomonies
realized in recent months from heavier activity havp
offset cost advances to a considerable extent, at least
for large units of the industry. In such cases the
Administrator has either issued a " warning" to the
industry, asking that it observe a suggested price
ceiling, or has established maximum prices.

Warnings have been sufficient in most instances, so
that through the first week in July maximum prices
had been established only on the following commodities:

1. Secondhand machine tools.
2. Scrap and secondary aluminum.
3. Scrap and secondary slab zinc.
4. Iron and steel scrap.
5. Bituminous coal (later revoked and now a free market).
6. Iron and steel products.
7. Combed cotton yarn.
8. Nickel and secondary material.
9. Hides, kip and calf.

10. Pig iron.
11. Cotton grey goods.

To enforce compliance with price schedules, the Ad-
ministrator was delegated powers which, while effective,
are difficult to administer. For example, much trouble
and a possible stoppage of output is entailed in with-
holding raw materials, transport, or power from com-
panies unwilling to comply with price orders. Thus
far such powers have not been invoked because of the
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willingness and ability of the business community to
cooperate extensively.

However, by the latter part of June, it appeared that
the Administrator was experiencing difficulties—large
automobile and furniture manufacturers, for example,
indicated that recent price advances would not be re-
scinded as requested. As the Price Administrator him-
self uniquely put it, it seems that "the honeymoon is
over"; so at month's end plans were under discussion
to increase the price powers of the Office of Price Ad-
ministration and Civilian Supply.

The prices that move most slowly are generally those
that enter directly in the cost of living; hence this
index is closely watched. The cost of living has
advanced more than 3 percent since November (see
figure 4), with most of the increase occurring in the
past several months. Rising food prices—up 7 per-
cent from November—have contributed the major part
of the increase. Clothing and house furnishings also
cost more today, while the slow moving rent item has
begun to creep upward in a few sections of the country.

The cost of living is still about 2 percent under the
d cade peak in 1937, chiefly as a result of lower food
r .id clothing prices than at that time. Rents are
higher than in 1937, but a considerable part of this
ncrease had occurred prior to the autumn of 1940.
Fats and Oils Exemplify Price Advance.

One example illustrating a number of the multitudi-
nous influences now affecting the price structure is
afforded by the situation in the fats and oils. These
prices have soared since March, in part because of im-
port difficulties (real and anticipated) but more es-
pecially because of the background of the domestic
fats and oils situation.

Prices were low throughout 1940, principally be-
cause of the loss of export markets for surplus lard
and soybeans and the necessity for absorbing in the
domestic market a record United States production of
fats and oils. Because of the declining trend of prices,
distributors and large consumers were carrying ex-
tremely low stocks toward the end of 1940.

In December 1940, prices of certain fats and oils were
stimulated by the release of a government estimate
that hog slaughter in the marketing year October
1940-September 1941 would show a decline from the
preceding year, with an indicated drop of 250 million
pounds in lard supplies. Manufacturers and dealers
hastened to replenish their low stocks and the upward
price trend began.

The rise at this time was accelerated by heavier
consumer demand and by the need for drying oils for
expanding building construction under the defense
program, as well as by further purchase for dealers'
inventories in anticipation of still higher prices. Later
rumors of substantial purchases of surplus American
lard to be made for Britain under provisions of the

Lease-Lend Act provided further impetus to the
upward movement.

Notwithstanding the fact that it became evident that
over 250 million pounds more lard would be brought
to market than was estimated in December (the result
not only of more hogs being offered for slaughter but
also because they are being fed to heavier weights than
formerly), prices of lard and other fats and oils con-
tinued to advance almost to the end of the second quar-
ter. A weighted index of wholesale prices of 28 leading
fats and oils reached an estimated average of 127.0
(1935-39 — 100) in June, compared with 76.5 in Juno
1940. (See figure 5.)

In this period the demand factors listed above were
further strengthened and were supplemented by intense
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Figure 5.—Index of Prices and Apparent Consumption of Fats and Oils,
1939-41 (Consumption estimated by U. S. Department of Commerce;
price index computed from quotations published in the "Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter").

speculative activity. In addition, the government
began its efforts to raise the prices of corn and hogs.
The shipping outlook worsened in prospect; and stocks
of refined cottonseed oil dwindled by the end of May to
the lowest point for that month since 1931.

The price of crude cottonseed oil at southeastern
mills reached 11.5 cents per pound in late June, its
highest point in 15 years. At this time the Office of
Price Administration and Civilian Supply announced
its intention to impose a price ceiling on this commodity,
asserting that the need for such action arose largely
because of speculation. Following this announce-
ment, prices on the futures markets in cottonseed oil,
lard, and soybeans dropped the maximum amount
allowed under exchange limits on the last trading day
of the month (1 cent a pound for cottonseed oil and lard
and 8 cents a bushel for soybeans). Certain other
commodity markets were also influenced by that
action, with prices easing from their tops.

Although the importance of the closing of some
foreign sources of supply and of the shipping shortage
as factors in the rise of prices of fats and oils has prob-
ably been exaggerated, the United States has been
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dependent on imports for a number of important oils,
especially inedible oils for industrial use. Total imports
of fats and oils in the 3 years 1938-40 constituted only
one-fifth of domestic disappearance of all fats and oils.
However, such imports have been mainly vegetable
oils—more than 40 percent of consumption of such oils
has been represented by imports.

The recent decline in the ratio of vegetable oil im-
ports to consumption has been caused both by a de-
cline in imports and by an increase in consumption.
Both tendencies have likewise contributed to short-
ages among such industrial oils as coconut oil (yielding
glycerin—important in explosives—as a byproduct of
soap manufacture), palm oil (tin plate and textile
soaps), sulfur oilve oil (degummed silk for parachutes),
perilla oil (high gloss paints), tung oil (spar varnishes
and other uses), rapeseed oil (irreplaceable as a lubri-
cating oil in marine engines of the reciprocating type).

Meanwhile, American chemical laboratories are
doing important work in developing replacements for
some of these imported oils, such as fractionated fatty
acids from domestic fish oil and soybean oil which can
be used to supplement short supplies of Chinese tung
oil.
Sharp Rise in Manufacturers' Inventories.

Manufacturers stepped up the pace of their inven-
tory accumulation to a very considerable degree during
May. At the end of the month the value of inventories
had increased about 300 million dollars—a marked rise
which was reminiscent of the upsurge after the out-
break of war. The increase was general throughout
most industry—durable and nondurable, defense and
nondefense. While part of this accumulation was
seasonal, some of it was either induced by rising prices
or stemmed from higher raw material costs or wage
costs. Much of it, however, was the result of carrying
larger stockpiles to meet expanding output necessitated
by the high rate of effective consumer demand and the
requirements of the defense program. Whether or not
inventories are too large or too small is a relative mat-
ter—relative to current and anticipated future needs—
and also a matter to be judged by individual commod-
ities and individual cases. Hence, it would be un-
justifiable to draw the general conclusion that current
inventories in the aggregate are either too large or con-
stitute unwarranted speculative accumulation.

Among producers of nondurables, the food product,
textile, and rubber manufacturers made the largest
addition to stocks. With the exception of the rubber
accumulation (which should be under control now that
rubber is on the mandatory industry-wide priority list),
inventory stocking in the nondurables is not neces-
sarily undesirable as long as it does not encourage fur-
ther price advances or draw material away from more

essential use. Unfortunately, in the cotton textile and
other fields it apparently has contributed to driving
prices upward.

The stock accumulation by producers of durable com-
modities was especially heavy and widespread during
May. As in past months, those defense industries which
have been expanding most rapidly showed very large
stock additions, but it is significant that much of
these consisted of necessary raw materials and goods in
process. Part of the increase in some industries, notably
iron and steel, probably reflected relative raw material
shortages produced by the coal stoppage in April.

The general metals order of May 1 issued by the
Office of Production Management requested the prin-
cipal users of 16 metals to report monthly on their in-
ventory holdings of the metals in question, stipulating
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Figure 6.— Indexes of Value of Manufacturers' Shipments for Selected
Durable-Goods Industries, 1939-41 (U. S. Department of Commerce).

also that the firms should indicate whether or not they
had increased metal stocks more than those required to
support their current rate of output. While this order
may prove difficult to administer in the absence of
satisfactory criteria for judging the optimum inventory
in relation to the firm's output, once the results of the
summary reports are available it will be possible to
obtain a measure of the existing relation of stocks to
output and take whatever remedial action is indicated.
Record Demand Continues to Raise Output.

Production in June again advanced under pressure
from record order backlogs and the huge demand exist-
ing in almost all areas of the economy. On the average,
output usually is curtailed somewhat at this time of
year because of seasonal influence. The summer of
1941 will see few industries forced to reduce operations as
a result of a weakening of demand, however. New busi-
ness in May — the latest month for which over-all data
were available when this was written — was the strongest
yet reported in the course of the current upswing.
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The Department of Commerce index of manufac-
turers'new orders rose about 8 percent to a new high of
212, with producers of almost all durable and nondurable
goods sharing the expanded business. Though the rise
in shipments by manufacturers also continued uninter-
rupted at the same time (the shipments' index moved
from 172 in April to 179 in May), order backlogs in the
durable goods' industries increased a further 8 percent
and at the beginning of June were almost four times the
size of those of a year ago.

Partly because the seasonal decline usual in more
normal times is absent this year, it appeared on the basis
of preliminary data that the Reserve Board's adjusted
index of industrial production had advanced another 6
points in June to 157. But gains on an unadjusted
basis were also evident over a broad sector of the
economy. Such defense industries as machinery, air-
craft, and shipbuilding expanded output markedly, as
they have in past months.

Some industries, however, gave indications of limiting
activity because of inability to obtain certain necessary
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Figure 7.—Indexes of Value of Manufacturers' Shipments for Selected
Nondurable-Goods Industries, 1939-41 (U. S. Department of Commerce).

materials. This was the case with the important rail-
way equipment industry, which had difficulty in getting
steel plates. Finishing capacity for this commodity
has been inadequate to meet growing needs in a wide
range of use, particularly for shipbuilding, machinery,
armament, and pipe lines, in addition to railway equip-
ment.

The steel industry, under stimulus from the Office of
Production Management, is now converting some strip
mill capacity from sheets to thin plates, and in this
fashion the shortage is to be alleviated materially. In
the meantime, both the shipbuilding and railway equip-
ment industries were given a high priority rating for the
finished metal.
Steel and Aluminum Ingot Capacity to be Increased.

The steel industry continued to push ingot output
forward slightly on a daily average basis during June.
Production was close to 100 percent of capacity—

6,801,000 tons were produced as compared with 7,055,000
tons in May. In support of this high production rate,
10,790,000 tons of iron ore were moved from the upper
lake ports, the heaviest on record. Twenty vessels with
Canadian registry are now operating with the fleet
bringing th e total to 311.

Tbe new bottoms are expected to increase the sea-
son's loadings by about 2 million tons or 3 percent.
During the month, arrangements reached an advanced
stage for adding almost 2,000,000 tons of ingot capac-
ity. These arrangements came in partial response to
the Office of Production Management's request for a
further addition of 10 million tons after issuance of the
Dunn report on requirements and capacity, reviewed
in these pages last month.

Eventual alleviation of still another shortage was
also in evidence with announcement of the prospective
construction of facilities to add 600 million pounds to
the nation's aluminum capacity. It is hoped that this
will be available by July 1942, and that it will increase
total capacity to 1,400,000,000 pounds. June produc-
tion was only 50,000,000 pounds, 46 percent above a
year ago, but less than half of the output hoped to be
eventually obtained.

In the automobile industry, about 555,000 units
were turned out (including a small number assembled
in Canadian plants). However, buying continued in
excess of production; so that field stocks were further
reduced to roughly 250,000 cars, down sharply from
the 561,000 stock on hand in March.

The Position of Petroleum.

The petroleum industry also reported a record output
during June. Crude runs to stills rose to a daily
average of 3,860,000 barrels, and for the first 6 months
were about 4 percent above a year ago. In spite of
this increased production, developments threaten a
very difficult supply position in certain areas of the
cpuntry before the year is out.

There is no essential shortage of petroleum, the
United States having a surplus over any likely home
requirements even in wartime, with the possible excep-
tion of aviation gasoline. Nevertheless, transfer by
the Maritime Commission in May of 50 tankers in the
Gulf-Atlantic Coast trade to the shipping pool for British
use is likely to make necessary some sort of restriction
of demand on the Eastern Seaboard in the latter months
of this year and at least the first part of 1942.

Which of the principal products will be curtailed hi
Supply will depend partly on the extent of the shortage;
this in turn will be determined by the extent of the
increases in demand that would ordinarily be associated
with a rising national income. Projected additions to
tanker and pipe line capacity, if translated into facilities
reasonably promptly, should make adequate supplies
available hi the latter part of 1942 (providing no further
diversion of tankers is made).
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Consumption of all petroleum products in the At-
lantic coastal regions was a half billion barrels in 1940,
more than one-third of the nation's total domestic con-
sumption and exports. Most of this (428 million bar-
rels) was supplied by tankers from the Gulf Coast
region, carrying either finished products, or crude oil to
New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania refineries. Esti-
mates indicate that if the transportation were available,
shipments from Gulf to East Coast ports in 1941 might
be in the neighborhood of 450 million barrels.

Demand is heaviest in the third and fourth quarters,
and at that time tanker tonnage available on an annual
basis will probably be about 400-420 million barrels.
From these estimates (which are entirely unofficial and
may be subject to some error) it appears that supplies
would fall short by one-tenth to one-fifth of the esti-
mated requirements if tbe quantity put down on the
Atlantic Coast cannot be expanded by more efficient
use of the transport facilities available and if no further
tanker diversion is necessary. Oil in storage at East
Coast refineries and bulk terminals is not sufficient to
allow extensive withdrawals.

Table 2.—Supply of and Demand for Oil Products, East
Coast, 1940

[Millions of barrels]
A. APPARENT^SUPPLY or AND DEMAND FOR CRUDE OIL AND REFINED PRODUCTS

AS IMPORTED FROM OTHER AREAS i

By tanker, Gulf
By tanker foreign ... --
By tanker, California

Total boat .
Pipe line receipts.. _. _. - _-

Total by boat and pipe line _ . _

Increase in stocks
Apparent demand

Crude
oil

162 0
34.4

.7

197.1
9.5

206.6

1.2
205 4

Refined
products

266 3
38 3
6.0

310 6

310 6

9.9
300 7

Total

428 3
72 7
6.7

507 7
9 5

517 2

11 1
506 1

B. SUPPLY OF AND DEMAND FOR PRINCIPAL REFINED PRODUCTS

Produced at local refineries * ._ _-
By tanker, Gulf
By tanker, foreign
By tanker, California

Total new supply _ _ ...

Demand *

All
products

198.6
266.3
38 3
6.0

509.2

505 9

Motor
fuel

75.7
119. 1

4.0

198.8

199 1

Gas oil and
distillate
fuel oil

40.0
44 4
3 3 3

.7

88.4

82 6

Residual
fuel oil

53.2
67 4

3 28 0
6

149.2

146 8

1 Does not give effect to small amounts received by tank car in South Atlantic
States.

2 Production at local refineries in any year should approximate receipts of crude oil
from other areas adjusted for changes in stocks of crude oil.

s Estimated.
* From American Petroleum Institute, Report of Fact-Finding Committee, in

National Petroleum News, June 4,1941.
Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines, except as noted.

No agreement exists concerning the magnitude of
possible improvement in the efficiency of existing trans-
port facilities. However, re-routing of pipe line and
barge movements in the north and northeast, a 3-per-
cent relaxing of the tanker load line restriction (permit-

ting heavier loadings), and substitution of additional
Gulf Coast supplies for shipments from California might
permit the theoretical deficiency set forth above to be
reduced by as much as one-half.

In addition, it may be possible to increase rail ship-
ments, though this would involve substantially higher
costs of movement. Not a great many additional tank
cars are available: certainly the number is only a frac-
tion of the 25,000 or so that would be necessary to
relieve the tight position remaining even if the econo-
mies mentioned above were all realized. It is also
possible that some increase in the efficiency of tank car
utilization can be achieved through elimination of cross
hauling and other measures.

Of course, some diversion of tank cars and barges
from other sectors to the eastern region could be used
as a means of spreading any supply deficiency out over
a wider area. Suggestions have been made that the
Interstate Commerce Commission allow an emergency
reduction in rail rates for oil products. Present tariffs
are $2.33 and $2.01 per barrel for gasoline and crude oil
from Texas to New York Harbor, compared with a
tanker charter rate of 55 cents per barrel and an actual
tanker cost probably of 20 to 30 cents.

Construction of new pipe lines will not materially
affect the situation until the first or second quarter of
1942. Proposals for both crude oil and gasoline trunk
lines from the Midcontinent and Gulf Coast are still
in the discussion stage. It is possible that the Planta-
tion line originally projected to carry gasoline between
Baton Rouge and Greensboro, North Carolina, will
be extended north and west and enlarged.

Actual construction of such lines will take 6-9 months;
meanwhile, developments await passage of the Cole bill
now before Congress. Similarly, the tanker construc-
tion program will not afford relief until 1942. As of
June 1, the Maritime Commission reported 83 tankers
building and 55 on order, a total of 1% million gross
tons. Of the 83 under construction 77 were less than
10 percent completed, and some of these are intended
for the British under the lease-lend agreement.

Whether any rationing of gasoline will be necessary is
not clear. The Department of the Interior is inaugu-
rating a program to curtail consumption by voluntary
agreement on less pleasure driving and lower driving
speeds; the theoretical possibilities of such cooperation
are thought to be substantial.

One commodity which is widely used (in public
utility, manufacturing, commercial, and industrial heat-
ing operations) and for which coal is an effective sub-
stitute is residual (or heavy) fuel oil. Hence, at least
part of any shortage that develops is likely to be met
by rationing supplies of this product to essential uses,
chiefly oil-burning ships, and certain manufacturing
operations technically requiring oil fuel.

326739—41-
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The Railway Freight Car Problem
By Donald E. Church

FREIGHT carloadings in recent weeks have been in
the heaviest volume since 1930, surpassing even the

October peaks of 1939 and 1940. As the growth since
the first of the year is expected to continue over coming
months, some question has been raised concerning the
ability of the railroads to meet prospective carloading
requirements. Since a shortage of transportation facil-
ities, such as occurred during ,the first World War,
would have far-reaching repercussions upon the national
defense effort, many steps are being taken to forestall
such a development.
Breakdown During First World War.

In the first World War, as now, the extent of the
growth of traffic had not been foreseen. Eventually
the railroads were unable to handle the volumes re-
quested. Indeed, as early as 1916 leading railway
terminals became congested and traffic was appreciably
slowed despite the carriers' attempts to correct the
situation by voluntary action.

The Interstate Commerce Commission also attempted
to eliminate the difficulties but lacked the necessary
power for putting uto effect the measures required.
Finally, in a last e. ;>rt to achieve maximum efficiency
through voluntary cooperation, the carriers formed in
early 1918 the Railroad's War Board, with outstanding
leaders in charge of the organization. For a few months
operations were conducted more smoothly, but after
this early period the situation again deteriorated and
the Government assumed complete control through a
railway administration.

A system of priorities had been established hurriedly
by the Railroads' War Board, and this was extensively
utilized by the Railroad Administration. Priority tags
were issued to agents throughout the country. These
agents used them too freely on all Government ship-
ments, even when expedited movement was clearly
unnecessary. The result was shipment and receipt of
a large volume of freight long before it could be utilized,
and often before it could be unloaded promptly because
of a shortage of maritime shipping facilities and of
warehouse space.

Terminals continued to be congested as hundreds of
thousands of freight cars stood idle. In effect, the cars
unintentionally became temporary warehouses or were
unavoidably detained in congested yards at a time when
the cars were needed most urgently for moving freight.
Major Developments Since 1920.

Thus, the first World War demonstrated the necessity
for coordinating freight loadings and freight car move-
ments not only with available manufacturing facilities,
but also with storage, terminal, and ocean shipping
facilities, in order that railway efficiency be maintained.
In conjunction with the restoration of the roads to their

owners in 1920, various organizational changes were
achieved that could be of aid in effecting such co-
ordination.

The Transportation Act of 1920 itself drastically
changed the regulatory pattern, including broad emer-
gency powers over equipment utilization if these were
found to be necessary.

Subsequently, several organizations have been created
to assist the normal functioning of the railroads, as
well as to be available immediately for emergencies.
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Figure 8.—Indexes of Freight Carried One Mile, Freight Cars in Service,

and Industrial Production, 1917-40 (Railroad statistics calculated from
data for class I steam railways, excluding switching and terminal com-
panies, published by the Interstate Commerce Commission; industrial
production, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

The Bureau of Service of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Car Service Division of the Associa-
tion of American Railroads have experienced field repre-
sentatives who continuously assist in dealing with
problems associated with equipment utilization and
who form a nucleus for the application of sweeping
mandatory controls by the Interstate Commerce
Commission if such control be needed.

Furthermore, the railroads have fostered the develop-
ment of Shippers' Advisory Boards, in the expectation
that cooperation between the carriers and shippers will
avoid unnecessary conflicts of interest. In addition,
several governmental advisory groups have recently
been created.

Another factor of significance in an analysis of the
freight problem today is that, in contrast to the almost
exclusive reliance upon railroads for domestic transpor-
tation prior to the first World War, competing agencies
subsequently have become important factors. In 1939,
about 62 percent of the Nation's revenue freight ton
mileage moved by railroads, while 18 percent was carried
by inland water carriers, 12 percent by pipe lines, and 8
percent by intercity trucks.

Although serious shortages of railroad equipment
appeared in the early post-war years, improved oper-
ating practices made it possible for the railroads to
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The Business Situation
EVIDENCE that business gains arc becoming in-

creasingly limited began to accumulate in August.
In the main such evidence centered on industrial produc-
tive activity, which increased only slightly during
August over the July volume, heavier military output
being offset to some extent by a decline in the auto-
mobile industry. Announcement of curtailment sched-
ules in consumer durable lines clearly revealed that
raw-material supplies-—particularly the metals—can
no longer support a rate of advance in aggregate out-
put comparable to that of the first year of defense.

Despite raw-material problems, almost all business
con tinued to be exceptionally active. Construction
and the installation of new industrial equipment have
been maintained at a very high level. Sustained by
record building of plants and the largest backlog of
residential awards since 1928, prospects point to a much
smaller autumn let-down in building than in past years.

Retail purchasing has been extraordinarily heavy
for this time of year. After an unusually small July
decline, August sales rose much more than has been
usual for the season. Some recent purchasing has
represented forward buying by consumers. However,
in the article on p. 9, evidence is offered in support of
the contention that sales through the first half of the
year were in the aggregate in line with what should be
expected, given the level of income now prevailing.

In the transport field the railways prepared for the
autumn peak as August carloadings hovered around
900,000 weekly. Miscellaneous freight, dominated by
industrial shipments, rose to the June level. Coal
haulings were the heaviest of the year, but grain ship-
ments were down slightly from July level. Shipment
of iron ore by boat from the upper Lake ports was the
largest on record.

On the price front, the advance continued at a fast
pace. Though prices of farm products, which led the
early movement upward, have leveled off somewhat,
commodities other than the metals—particularly foods
and building materials during August—are now being
marked up to an increased extent.

Growing Proportion of Income Taken for Defense

The beginning of the third year of the second world-
wide conflict finds the American economy in the midst
of a vast effort to organize its resources for producing
the materials of war. Through August, appropria-
tions and contract authorizations for military pur-
poses, including the first installment of lease-lend aid
to Great Britain, totalled 5G.4 billion dollars. Of
this amount, all except 10 or 12 billion dollars has been
specifically allocated in contracts or commitments.

Although many units in the huge network of new arms
and raw-material plants rising over the Nation are not
yet near completion, the proportion of total output
channeled to the stream of war material has grown
steadily. In July and August, defense expenditures
resumed their rapid upward movement, after a much
slower advance during the second quarter. August
payments approximated 1.2 billion dollars, with the
flow of finished armaments expanding significantly.

At the August rate defense expenditures were the
equivalent of more than 15 percent of the national
income. This may well be contrasted with the 1.5

80
1939 1940 1941

Figure 2.—Indexes of Income Payments, Adjusted for Seasonal Variations,
and Cost of Living, 1939-41 (U. S. Department of Commerce).

NOTE.—The index of cost of living was recomputed, with 1939 as base, from the
revised series (1935-39= 100) constructed by the U.S. Department of Labor. Indexes
not available for certain months prior to September 1940 in this series were inter-
polated on the basis of the cost of living index constructed by the National Indus-
trial Conference Board.

percent of income utilized for defense purposes in the
decade preceding the war. However, the present pro-
portion of the income absorbed by defense needs is
much lower than that which may confidently be ex-
pected. A monthly defense expenditure of 3 billion
dollars has been suggested as likely by the Director
General of the Office of Production Management.
While the national product itself will rise further under
the impetus of such an expenditure, it is probable that
close to one-third of our total productive effort will be
devoted to the needs of war.
Rise in Real Income.

The rise in income since the outbreak of the war is an
impressive one, particularly so since the inauguration
of the defense program in June of last year. In
August 1939, income payments were at an annual rate
of 72 billion dollars, by June 1940 they had moved to
74 billion, while last month they were close to 90
billion. Thus, the stimulus of the defense program
has advanced income payments at the unprecedented
average rate of 20 percent a year.

It is estimated that about three-fourths of the increase
in the rate of income flow between the pre-war period
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and last month was in the form of a larger flow of goods
and services, while one-fourth represented merely the
added dollar flow due to higher prices. Most of the
price rise occurred after the inauguration of the defense
program. In terms of prices existing in the first 6
months of 1940, the national income for that half year
of 74.5 billions (on an annual basis) was advanced to
83 billions for the first 6 months of this year. However,
if current prices are employed, the income increased
from 74.5 billions to 85 billions.

The rise in income has not all gone to defense. Con-
sumption, too, has expanded, the value of goods and
services consumed in the first 6 months having in-
creased about 15 percent over a year earlier. Part
of the gain here has been offset by higher prices, but
purchasing power has increased at a much faster pace
than prices, a fact roughly indicated in figure 2, which
compares the monthly change in income payments
with shifts in the cost of living. Though some of this
increased purchasing power has been saved, the physi-
cal volume of goods and services purchased in the first
half year rose about 12 percent above the same period
of 1940.

A sizable increase in employment has been associated
with the expansion of income. From July 1940 to July
this year, nonagricultural employment rose about 3.8
million, or 10 percent, while income payments expanded
20 percent. The details of the growth in employment
are set forth in the article on page 12.

It was to be expected that income should advance
more rapidly than employment. A substantial pro-
portion of the increased production has been in indus-
tries which use a very large amount of capital, and
workers in these lines would be expected to produce
a relatively high-value output. Moreover, since much
of this capital had been idle, increased employment
raised the average productivity per worker. The in-
efficiency involved in the use of new and inexperienced
workers has been offset by the many economies of large-
scale production, including the fact that the portion
of the labor supply which remains stable, regardless of
the production level, could be used in turning out a
heavier output. Finally, a considerable number of
agricultural workers have been diverted to industry,
though agricultural output as a whole has increased
slightly.

Corporate Earnings Continue High
The rise in income during the past year has included

a substantial increase in corporate profits, increased
taxes and wage costs notwithstanding. For he first
6 months the earnings of 364 large industrial corpora-
tions, as compiled by the Federal Reserve Board, were
about one-fourth larger than in the first half of 1940.
January-June profits were also slightly above those of
the second half of 1940, though the quarterly peak was
achieved in the final part of last year. However, the
fact that second-quarter earnings were still somewhat

under the fourth-quarter 1940 volume has little sig-
nificance, as seasonal influences and reporting practices
generally tend to raise fourth-quarter returns relative
to those of other periods.

As expected, the heaviest gains, for the most part,
are reported by industries showing the largest rise in
output since the inception of the defense program. In
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NOTE.—The companies included in these series are, for the most part, large com-
panies in the durable-goods industries and consequently the series are not repre-
sentative of small corporations.

the main these are durable goods, including such lines
as iron and steel, railway equipment, building supplies,
miscellaneous metal products, and auto accessories.
Producers of electrical machinery revealed smaller
gains over the year than the other durables, and this
was also the case for most nondurables.
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In most lines shipments have continued to rise this
year over the latter half of 1940. Profits also have
advanced, but their increase relative to that of ship-
ments has been much smaller than was the case in
1940. A number of factors are responsible for this, but
two are considered of chief importance: rising wage
and material costs, and heavier taxes.

Wage-rate increases became widespread and sub-
stantial only in the second quarter of this year. In the 8
months from August 15, 1940 through March 15, 1941,
the Department of Labor indicated that only 10 percent
of about 6 million manufacturing workers covered by
their reports received an average wage advance of 6
percent. But in the ensuing 3 months, approximately
a third of 7 million workers were granted wage increases
that averaged more than 9 percent. The iron and steel,
textile, foods, and machinery industries all increased
wage rates of a large proportion of their workers.

Some of these producers—the iron and steel and
food manufacturers are examples—reported a slight
drop in earnings in the second quarter over the first.
Despite the decline, the iron and steel group had a net
return 65 percent larger than a year previous. Earnings
in the food industry, however, were changed little from
the second quarter, 1940.

That heavier taxes are limiting the rise of profits is
quite obvious. In the report to Congress accompanying
the Revenue Bill of 1941, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee presented an estimate by the1 Treasury indicating
that the proposed changes in the corporate income tax
and the excess-profits tax were expected to yield an
additional 1,323 million dollars in their first year of
operation. This was roughly one-fourth of aggregate
net corporate profits in 1940.

Some idea of the effect of these anticipated tax
changes on reported earnings is obtained from a com-
parison of profits changes before and after tax reserves.
In a group of 300 manufacturing companies, the reports
of which were compiled by the National City Bank,
earnings before tax reserves for the first half of 1941
were 1,529 million dollars, as compared with 844 million
a year earlier, a rise of 81 percent. However, tax
reserves, which in some cases undoubtedly were
generous, advanced from 215 million dollars to 769
million, and the reported net earnings increased only
21 percent.

That profits as a whole are the largest since 1929,
substantially above a year ago, and still increasing in
spite of higher taxes and operating costs, is one result
of the current high rate of output. Not only are sales
volumes enhanced, but higher wage and material
costs are offset by savings stemming from increased
economies of the prevailing large-scale production, partic-
ularly in the lower overhead cost per unit of product.1

' The importance of this latter factor is emphasized in an article, "Overtime Pay
in Relation to Costs and Profits," pp. 9-18 of the July Monthly Labor Review. A
study of 260 corporations in 26 defense industries revealed that if working hours were

Industrial Production Advances More Slowly

The advance in industrial production has reached
something of a plateau in the past several months after
a year's increase unique in the industrial history of the
Nation. From July 1940 to June of this year output
rose 30 percent. In the last 2 months, however, the
Federal Reserve's adjusted index apparently moved
upward only 2 points to 161, while on an unadjusted
basis the August level of 163 was 4 points above that
of June.2

Table 1.—The Increase in Output of Selected Industries l

[ 1935-39 = 1001

Industry

Metals:
Metal mining
Iron and steel products
Nonferrous metals and products..

Metal products:
Aircraft
Shipbuilding
Machinery.'_ _
Railroad cars. __._..
Automobile bodies and parts -

Petroleum refining
Chemicals
Paper and pulp
Rubber consumption
Leather and products
Textiles and products:

Cotton consumption
Rayon deliveries
Apparel wool consumption

Manufactured food products
Manufactured dairy products
Meat packing

Tobacco products_ _ _

Adjusted indexes

Au-
gust
1939

June
1940

105
113
112

190
133
104
74
96
111
100
110
112
103

114
129
108
111
106
113
110

134
152
126

371
170
128
111
113
112
116
132
116
96

114
144
88
115
111
126
115

xes

July
1941

163
185
187

1030
495
217
230
171

2 123
146

2149
156
126

162
173
177
126
133
125
114

Percent
increase
from

August
1939 to

June 1940

28
35
13

95
28
23
50
18
1
16
20
4

-7

0
12

-19
4
5
12
5

Percent
increase

from
June

1940 to
July 1941

22
22
48

178
191
70
107
51
10
26
13
34
31

42
20
101
10
20

-1

1 Source: Indexes of industrial production, Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System.

2 June index latest month available.

The smaller rise of aggregate output in July and
August was the net result of a slower advance in a
number of industries. Such important defense lines as
the machinery, aircraft, and railroad car industries are
still moving ahead at the fast pace of earlier months.
Production of many of the textiles and paper products,
as well as the metals, has leveled off, while output in the
automobile industry has declined.

These and other changes need to be viewed in the
light of the upward movement which has been general
throughout all industry during the past year. In
figure 4 the production of 21 representative commodities
has been traced from 1939 through the middle of this
year, while table 1 reviews the extent of the rise in a
number of principal industries as measured by produc-
tion indexes.

increased 20 percent above those actually worked in 1939 with full overtime wages*
and an allowance for a 20-percent decrease in the rate of output during the added
hours, "gross margin on sales" would have expanded 75 million dollars, or 2.6 percent.
If no decline in productivity had occurred, "gross margin on sales" would have in-
creased 332 millions, or 11.4 percent.

2 Reference here is to the Federal Reserve Board's newly revised index of industrial
production. A description of the revision appears in the September issue of the
Federal Reserve Bulletin. The principal changes result from the inclusion of certain
armament activity which heretofore had been excluded. This raised the unadjusted
index for July from 156 (on the old basis) to 160 (on the new basis). In addition, the
seasonal adjustment factors for 31 of the components have been altered, most of them
only for the period subsequent to the latter part of 1940. The nature of the present
demand has altogether eliminated the seasonal movement in many of the industries
concerned.Digitized for FRASER 
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Growth of Metal and Metal Products Output.

A number of aspects are outstanding. First, the
tremendous pressure on the metals, with the remark-
able increase in their output since the outbreak of war.
The beginning of the defense program already found
the iron and steel industry producing a third more than
in August 1939. Since then the expansion has been
slower and has entailed additions to effective working
capacity, equipment capable of producing close to 2
million net tons of steel having been completed and put
to work from January to July this year. The industry
still fails to operate at theoretical capacity, shut-
downs for furnace repairs and lack of pig iron and scrap
being important obstacles.

Activity in the nonferrous metals has grown enor-
mously under the influence of war demand. Output in
July ŵ as 48 percent above that of June 1940 and 67
percent in excess of the pre-war level. Despite such
an encouraging expansion, the supplies of most non-
ferrous metals are far short of requirements for military
and civilian use and in most instances will continue to
be so even though substantial additions to capacity are
now being constructed.

The inability to supply metals in any larger amounts
for the present has created a very difficult situation for
producers of metal-using finished goods. Arms pro-
ducers are not the only ones faced with requirements
that have multiplied. Even more important from the
standpoint of tonnage volumes are the needs of so-
called indirect defense industries, such as machinery,
railway equipment, construction, and other lines whose
output is absolutely essential to the defense effort.
Thus, while at present it appears that at the most
little more than a third of the steel supply will be
needed for military (including export) requirements,
indirect defense needs will demand a large proportion
of the remaining supply.

Figure 4 reveals the marked growth in the production of
cars, trackwork, electric overhead cranes, electric motors,
bearing metal, and certain other metal products. But
in many instances producers have tremendous order
backlogs and a plant capacity able to turn out an even
larger output than the present volume. It is to free
raw materials for these lines, as well as to provide
supplies for the growing military output that curtail-
ment of the record production of consumer durables is
being instituted.

Expansion in the Production of Nondurables.
For the nondurables, the record is also one of great

expansion of output, and in some cases operations are
now at capacity. The chemicals have yet to feel the
main impact of defense demand, yet production in
July was a fourth higher than in June 1940 and almost
50 percent above the pre-war level. The advance for
the chemical group as a whole continues at a good pace,
but some supplies are now inadequate for the existing
demand and have been placed on a priority basis.

The long list of nondurables which are essentially
consumer goods is discussed in some detail in the article
on p. 17. There it is indicated that, in addition to a
record civilian demand, military requirements (includ-
ing the lease-lend program) are a sizable influence in
such fields as the textiles and certain food products.
Apparel wool consumption has more than doubled since
June 1940, and cotton consumption is up 42 percent.
Cotton spindle activity is now1" 123 percent of capacity
based on an 80-hour week. Manufactured dairy prod-
ucts had increased 20 percent from June 1940 to July.
Other manufactured foods had expanded to a lesser
degree; only meat packing was down, and this mainly
because of a smaller hog supply. The outlook in these
and other consumer lines, including the durables, is set
forth in the aforementioned article.

The Pulp and Paper Industry
The paper industry serves well to illustrate the influ-

ence of the defense effort on the production of a non-
durable line whose relation to military needs seems at
first sight to be quite indirect. In July, the index of pulp
and paper activity was more than one-quarter above
the prewar level and approximately 10 percent above
June 1940. By the latter part of the month the indus-
try was becoming subject to an increasing stress expect-
ed to be further augmented rather than lightened.

Some production difficulties were encountered as a
result of the growing shortages of certain materials.
The industry made approximately a 17 percent cut in
use of chlorine, its prime bleaching agent, and a further
cut is expected. Formaldehyde (a purifying agent)
went under priorities, and only a small allocation was
made to the industry. New supplies of tapioca (gum
and fixative) ceased, as a result of the shipping shortage.

Some substitute materials were available, and in any
case it was possible to meet these contingencies by lower-
ing the quality of paper. Potentially more dangerous
was the increasingly drastic shortage of copper, which
raised a question as to the availability of new "wires"
for the paper machines. These must be replaced every
18 to 30 clays, and are essential to paper manufacture.
Difficulty in obtaining new machinery, and especially
replacement and repair parts, from the overburdened
factory equipment manufacturers further hampered the
industry's attempts to adjust to the demands being put
upon it. This problem was especially acute in mills
which, have recently brought long-idle and antiquated
equipment back into production.
The Problem of Pulp.

Underlying every other factor was the increasing
growth in the demand for most pulp and paper prod-
ucts. Paper mills (except newsprint) were generally
operating close to capacity limits. But it was apparent
that pulp supply, rather than paper mill capacity,
would set the ceiling on production.

Before the war, reliance had traditionally been placed
upon imports of chemical pulps from Scandinavia andDigitized for FRASER 
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Finland for 17 to 20 percent of domestic consumption,
and there was consequently more reserve capacity in
paper than in pulp mills. This trade was practically
eliminated by spread of war to the northern areas in
the spring of 1940. Some relief has been afforded by
an increase in shipments from Canadian chemical pulp
mills, which in June sent a large volume, 80,462 short
tons, or nearly twice the average 1939 receipts from
that country. Further increases may be made, for the
most part low-grade newsprint sulphite. Net excess of
imports over exports has also been improved in recent
months by a decline in pulp exports. Compared with
a 1939 monthly average of 138,264 tons, net excess of
chemical pulp imports in the first 4 months of 1941
averaged only 32,373 tons, but in May and June in-
creased to 53,371 tons and 74,125 tons, respectively.

Many domestic chemical pulp mills are now operating
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Production in May of
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672,293 tons and June of 655,583 tons culminated a
record first half production which was 15 percent above
1939. Yet domestic production plus the balance of
imports are clearly unable to equal the current pace of
consumption (see fig. 4). Stocks of chemical pulp are
being depleted rapidly. From over a million tons in
early 1940 they have declined to only 560,000 tons—less
than three-fourths of a month's supply—at the end of
May.

No grades of pulp are as yet under priorities. How-
ever, it is apparent that with no new pulp capacity in
sight, consumption steadily increasing, and stocks de-
clining, some measure of curtailment will soon be
necessary. Although reduction of cooking time in the
pulp mills may increase digester capacity somewhat, at
the expense of quality, this advantage is likely to be
more than offset by deterioration of machinery.

Some pulp, primarily the highly refined alpha and
rayon grades, is moving directly into defense manu-

facture, and capacity in these lines is falling short of
demand. The high-grade pulps are used in the manu-
facture of explosives, a demand which will increase
markedly when the new powder plants come into pro-
duction at year's end, and in such plastic products as
bomber turrets. The rayon industry will also con-
sume larger quantities of pulp, as an alternative to
cotton linters cellulose, which is in shortage. In ad-
dition, the makers of high-grade paper would be ex-
pected to take increased quantities. These increased
uses put estimated requirements for the next 12 months
far in excess of combined domestic and Canadian
capacity. However, the situation could probably be
eased within 6 months by installation of additional re-
fining equipment at bleached sulphite mills. Other-
wise, curtailment of civilian uses will be inevitable

Paperboard Used for Defense.

Heavy use of paper and board in packaging industrial
products is of course responsible for the heaviest de-
mands upon chemical pulp supplies, especially in the
case of unbleached sulphate. A part of the packaging
activity is due simply to the high rate of industrial
production and consumer spending. But as production
of military items grows, important additional demands
are expected, for example, boxes for small-arms am-
munition and protective wrapping of parts en route
from subcontractor to assembly plant.

It is estimated that total demand for board will
reach 12 million tons in 1942, against a maximum pro-
duction of 9 million tons. Mills are now operating just
short of capacity, and the few remaining machines will
be in production in the near future. The 1942 demand
for wrappings is estimated at 3.9 million tons, compared
with a maximum possible production of 3.5 million tons.
Production in this category is already at full capacity.
Some newsprint and printing paper machines could be
turned to the heavier products, with some loss in
efficiency. The pulp shortage remains the dominant
problem, however. Board mills are using a somewhat
larger percentage of waste paper, but the heavy con-
sumption of this material has already rendered it scarce.
There is also the possibility of diverting pulp from
printing, and perhaps newsprint, to board and wrapping
mills. Reduction of basis weights will afford some
relief also. But it appears inevitable that restrictions
will be put on non-defense use of board, wrapping, and
printing, and that paper products will be of much
poorer quality by next year.

The newsprint sector of the industry is alone operat-
ing under near-normal conditions. Newsprint con-
sumption is running only slightly ahead of former years
(in July, 4 percent above the same month of 1940),
and both pulp and machine capacity are adequate.
Canadian newsprint mills, which supply three-quarters
of the paper used by American publishers, are operating
at only 75 to 80 percent of capacity.Digitized for FRASER 
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The Business Situation
BUSINESS continued extremely active in September,

though a further advance from current high levels
was becoming increasingly difficult in many lines.
Income payments were at an annual rate of 90 billion
dollars in August, only slightly higher than the previous
month, but this volume was believed not to have been
further expanded in September after adjustment for the
seasonal movement. Though the W. P. A. estimated
September unemployment at 4.5 million, and manu-
facturers' order backlogs were in record volume, addi-
tional business gains were limited by shortages in basic
raw materials, particularly the metals.

The growing seriousness of these shortages was under-
lined during the month by refusal of the Supply, Pri-
ority, and Allocations Board to sanction expansion of
nondefense facilities, including the projected petroleum
pipe line to the East Coast. Other evidence was fur-
nished by the granting of priority status to low-cost
housing in defense areas; and by announcement of pro-
jected changes in the priorities mechanism to secure
more effective allocation of the raw material output
which is in short supply.
Small Advance in Output.

Meanwhile, industrial production in September
changed little more than seasonally in the aggregate,
the Federal Reserve's adjusted index rising only an
estimated 1 point to 162. Output of machinery, and
such finished war material as aircraft, ships, and ord-
nance equipment moved upward. But these gains were
tempered by a much smaller advance in automobile,
coal, and a number of the nondurable lines, than has
been usual at this time in past seasons. In part, these
small gains reflected an already high level of output,
but they also served to indicate industry's inability to
continue a rate of expansion equal to that of the first 2
quarters.

Similar evidence was available in the limited seasonal
advance of electric power output and the modest rise
in freight carload ings. Freight shipments rose to
919,000 weekly, with the movement of agricultural
products heavier; but loadings of coal were little
changed from the peak of the previous month and ship-
ment of industrial products increased less than usually.

Retail trade again was in very good volume, though
the forward buying undertaken in the summer months
modified purchasing gains in September. On an ad-
justed basis, department store sales fell slightly below
the high July volumes, as well as those of August.
Purchasing of durables, moreover, was hindered by
dealers experiencing continued difficulty in replenish-
ing; low stocks.

Price Rise Continues.
The general price advance continues with retail quo-

tations reflecting more and more the sharp advance
under way in wholesale markets since last spring. In
primary markets, the upward trend has been main-
tained. Import and farm prices, subject to special
influences, were higher in September. But so, too, were
the prices of many other domestic raw materials and
finished goods.

Representative of the problems facing the Office of
Price Administration in its efforts to stem the rising
tide were the following: Most anthracite coaJ prices
were marked up 15 cents a ton before the Price Admin-
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Figure 1.—Weekly Indexes of Wholesale Prices.
Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

istrator issued an announcement sanctioning the rise;
the order establishing a price ceiling on carded cotton
yarn was revised so as to provide an automatic adjust-
ment for changes in the market price of spot raw cotton;
and announcement of new automobile prices revealed
advances averaging 15 percent.

Thus far Government policy has envisaged controlling
the wholesale prices of a limited number of key com-
modities. Presumably, little is to be done in the im-
mediate future with respect to direct control of retail
prices. As pointed out above, these are moving up—
the cost of living was 5 percent higher in August than in
February.

It is known that defense employment and output
will rise substantially within fiscal year 1942—a
monthly defense expenditure of 2 billion dollars by
June 1942, is contemplated. Such an advance ordinarily
should expand purchasing power in the hands of con-
sumers by a sizable amount. The supply of consumers
goods available for sale can hardly be expected to match
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this expansion, especially with a forced curtailment of
durable goods output already under way. Hence some
diversion of purchasing power from consumer channels
will be necessary if the pressure on retail prices is to be
relieved.

Curtailment of consumer credit stemming from the
regulations of the Federal Reserve Board and a decline
in available supplies of durable goods will be a partial
remedy. However, much of the success in preventing a
price inflation will rest on the nature of the fiscal pro-
gram of the Government—both in its tax aspect and in
the type of borrowing undertaken.

The Revenue Act of 1941

The Revenue Act of 1941, signed by the President
on September 20, is of interest not only for its record
tax rates and expected revenue, but also from the
standpoint of its possible effect on consumer purchasing
power. In the course of a full year of operation, the
act is expected to produce more than 3.5 billion dollars
of additional revenue. However, only about 2 billion
of this will be available to meet expenses in fiscal year
1942, as not all payments on income taxes are made
before June and the new excise taxes were not in effect
the first quarter of the fiscal year.

Table 1.—Estimated Change in Yields of Various Taxes Under
Revenue Act of 1941 *

[Millions of dollars]

Item

Corporation income taxes:
Normal tax . ___. _ _ . . . _ _.
Surtax
Excess profits tax _._ _ ._. . . . _._ . ._. - _ -

Total corporation income taxes
Individual income taxes - _ . . __ __ __ __. . . . .

Total income taxes . ._ - . . _ - _ . .
Miscellaneous internal revenue:

Capital stock tax
Estate tax
Gift tax
Manufacturers and retailers excise taxes 2

Miscellaneous taxes-. - _ _ . . . . - - . . . .

Total miscellaneous internal revenue 2

Grand total2

Amount

-493. 3
763.1

1,112.3

1 382 1
1, 144. 6

2, 526. 7

22.3
141.6
10. 0

499.1
347.7

1, 026. 7

3 553 4

1 Treasury Department, Division of Research and Statistics. All estimates show
full year effects. Estimates for corporation and individual income taxes are based on
levels of income estimated for calendar year 1941; all other estimates are based on
income levels estimated for fiscal year 1942.

2 Excluding 47.5 million dollars nonrecurring floor-stock taxes.

Total tax receipts (excluding employment taxes)
this fiscal year will approximate 11.7 billions, on the
basis of Treasury estimates as to yields. If expendi-
tures for the fiscal year were held to the Oct. 5, 1941,
estimate of 24.6 billion, receipts would be roughly
50 percent of total expenditure. Hence, barring sub-
stantial amendments to the Revenue Act, the deficit
this year will approximate the peak of 13 billions in 1919.

The source of the new revenue, on the basis of a full
year's tax receipts, is shown in table 1. Approximately
1.4 billion dollars is to be derived from a higher excess

profits tax and new surtaxes on corporate income,
1.1 million from heavier levies against personal in-
comes, 850 million from excise and miscellaneous tax
increases, and 160 million from an increase in the estate
and gift tax.

Sharp Advance in Income Tax on Middle Brackets.

The personal income tax has been stepped up very
markedly by reducing exemptions, increasing surtax
rates, and extending the application of the surtax.
Whereas, the head of a family formerly received an
exemption of $2,000 and a single person $800, these
have now been lowered to $1,500 and $750, respectively.
As before, the normal tax is 4 percent of the net income
in excess of allowable credits.

The credits also remain unchanged, consisting of
interest on partially tax-exempt obligations of the
United States, the personal exemption and credit for
dependents, and a credit for earned income. Contrary
to the old law, a taxpayer having status as head of a
family solely because of a dependent will no longer be
allowed an additional $400 credit for that dependent.

Surtax rates have been increased in all brackets,
with what was formerly the defense tax becoming part
of the surtax. The rates now begin at 6 percent on the
first $2,000 of surtax net income and rise to a maximum
of 77 percent on surtax net income over 5 million dollars.
Previously, net income for surtax purposes only in-
cluded that remaining after allowance had been made
for personal exemption and dependents, and an addi-
tional $4,000 had been subtracted. The latter deduc-
tion is no longer possible.

An optional tax schedule is provided for persons
having a gross income not exceeding $3,000, derived
entirely from salaries, wages, and other specified
sources. No credits against income, except for de-
pendents, are allowed if the taxpayer uses this method.
But the tax itself includes an automatic deduction of
10 percent, the amount which in the past has been the
average reduction in the lower income brackets.

Table 2.—Effective Rates of the Individual Income Tax on Net
Income Under the Revenue Acts of 1940 and 1941

Net income
(all income earned)

Single person

1940 1941

Married person, no
dependents

1940

$2,000.. __
$3,000
$5,000
$10,000 __
$20,000. __
$50,000, _.
$100,000. _
$1,000,000

Percent
2 2
2^8
3.4
6.9

13.3
29.4
44.3
71.8

Percent
5.9
7.4
9.7

14.9
24.6
41.8
53.2
73.3

Percent
0.0
1.0
2.2
5.3

11.7
28.3
43.5
71.8

Percent
2.1
4.6
7.5

13.1
23.1
40.9
52.7
73.3

The net result of these various changes is set forth
in table 2, which compares the effective tax rates on
different-sized incomes under the old act and the new
act. As is evident, the heaviest increase on a percent-
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age basis has been in the lower and middle income
brackets.
Surtax Added on Corporate Incomes.

With the exception of integrating the special defense
x with the normal tax, no appreciable change has

een made in the effective rate of the corporate normal
ax. The new schedule is as follows:

Corporate income subject to normal tax

Not in excess of $25,000:
First $5,000
Next $15,000
Next $5,000

In excess of $25,000

Tax rate
(percent)

A smoothing-out rate is also given for income slightly in
excess of $25,000 to prevent abrupt changes at that
level.

However, an innovation has been instituted in the
form of a surtax imposed on corporate profits at the
rate of 6 percent on the first $25,000 of surtax net
income and 7 percent of such income in excess of
$25,000. Here net income for surtax purposes is
defined as net income minus the credit for dividends
received; so it includes interest on partially tax-exempt
securities. In this sense the effect of the surtax differs
from that which would be produced by an equivalent
increase in the normal tax rate. Since banks hold 48
percent and insurance companies 19 percent of the 32
billion dollars of partially tax-exempt securities in the
hands of private investors, taxes on these groups are to
be relatively heavier.

The excess-profits tax structure established in the
Second Revenue Act of 1940 is retained in its general
form. Corporations continue to have the choice of
measuring excess profits either with reference to invested
capital or to the income earned in the 1935-39 base
period. No change has been made in the excess profits
credit computed under the average earnings method.
But where invested capital is used, the credit has been
reduced from 8 to 7 percent on invested capital in
excess of 5 million dollars. Eight percent is still
allowed on the first 5 million of invested capital.

One important alteration involves a change in the
sequence by which corporation income tax and excess
profits tax liability are computed. Under the 1940 law,
the corporation normal tax was computed first and was
allowed as a deduction in computing the excess profits
tax. Also, the normal tax was deducted in determining
base period earnings. The Revenue Act of 1941 re-
verses this procedure, reverting to the practice under the
law in 1918. Corporate normal tax and surtax are not
allowed as deductions in determining the excess profits
tax, but the excess profits tax is allowed as a deduction
in computing the normal tax and surtax. Of course,
revenue from the normal tax (and surtax) is thereby
reduced. But, the combined yield of the income tax

and excess profits tax is substantially increased as the
reversal makes the higher rates of the excess profits tax
applicable to a larger segment of corporate income.

The rates of the excess profits tax have been in-
creased by 10 percentage points in each bracket, as
shown in the following table:

Amount of excess profits

First$20,000
Next $30,000
Next $50,000 -- -
Next $150,000
Next $250,000
Over $500,000 . . . .

Rate of tax (percent)

1940 act

25
30
35
40
45
50

1941 act

35
40
45
50
55
60

One aspect of this change is the further favoring of
the base period earnings method of determining excess
profits as compared to the invested capital method.
Base period earnings are expanded, since the normal
tax is no longer deducted in their determination, while
no change is produced in the invested capital credit.

An incentive is provided for the investment of new
capital by allowing corporations using the invested
capital method to count new equity capital at 125
percent in computing the base.
Many New Excise Taxes Provided.

A record revenue from excise taxes is assured by the
new act. Rates are increased, bases for computing
several of the taxes are changed so as to expand revenue,
and new excises are levied on a number of items.
Moreover, provisions for future rate reductions and the
1945 expiration date for many items have been removed

The new excise levies fall heavily on some com-
modities that compete directly with defense for scarce
materials and labor. Among such commodities covered
arc automobiles and trucks, tires and tubes, refrigera-
tors and air conditioners, radios, phonographs, musical
instruments, photographic apparatus, electrical, gas
and oil appliances, electric signs, business machines,
rubber articles, optical instruments, commercial wash-
ing machines, and electric light bulbs.

The list covered, however, does not exhaust the
articles in direct competition with defense, and such
taxes as those on amusements, distilled spirits and
wines, sporting goods, jewelry, and others, will curtail
consumption in lines that are noncompetitive with
defense. Moreover, taxes on the competitive articles
are probably not sufficiently severe to reduce consumer
demand to the level of the curtailed supply without a
price advance which exceeds the amount of the tax.
New Taxes Impinge on Both Consumption and Savings.

Consumer purchasing power by no means will be cut
the full additional 2 billion dollars expected to be raised
this fiscal year by the new act. A large share of the
increased revenue from corporate taxes would otherwise
be saved and available for investment, either by indus-
try itself, repaid creditors, or individuals receiving
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dividends. Moreover, the additional revenue produced
by changes in the individual income tax is to come
largely from income brackets in which the percentage of
income saved is sufficient to offer an alternative type of
curtailment in place of cuts in consumption.

In general, the Revenue Act of 1941 provides that
the financial burden of defense will be more closely
distributed on the ability-to-pay principle than hereto-
fore has been the case. The previously existing tax
pattern (including State and local taxes) was regressive
at the lower end, no more than proportionate in the
income brackets up to 10,000 dollars, and progressive
above that level.1 The combined effect of the new taxes

1941

1942

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
10 15

INDIVIDUAL CORPORATION OTHER ORDINARY EXCESS OF ORDINARY EXPENDITURES
ICOME INCOME TAX RECEIPTS OVER ORDINARY RECEIPTS
TAX AND EXCESS

PROFITS TAX

TOTAL ORDINARY RECEIPTS *-
- T O T A L ORDINARY EXPENDITURES -

Figure 2.—Ordinary Receipts and Expenditures of the U. S.
Government by Fiscal Years.

1 Data include individual and corporation income and excess profits tax collections;
separate data are not available for these years.

Source: All data through 1941 are from the U. S. Treasury Department; data for
1942 are estimates of the Bureau of the Budget adjusted by the U. S. Department of
Commerce to reflect the effect of the Revenue Act of 1941 upon receipts during the
fiscal year, 1942, only.

is to make the middle brackets conform in moderate
degree to the progressive pattern.

The new act will offer some deterrent to any incipient
price advance over the near term. However, its effect
in this respect will be limited by the fact that part of the
tax is paid from what otherwise would be savings, and
because there is a considerable time lag between the
imposition of many taxes and their collection. Most
of the immediate anti-inflationary impact is derived
from the excise taxes. Since a very large proportion
of tax-anticipation notes have been purchased by cor-
porations, it is doubtful if they have reduced consumer
purchasing very considerably, for most of these funds
would have been saved currently anyway.

Banking Developments and the Price Level

The new revenue act was not the only measure with
anti-inflationary implications instituted in September.
The reserve requirements of member banks of the

i This statement is based upon the evidence presented in T. N. E. C. Monograph
No. 3, "Who Pays the Taxes," Gerhard Colm and Helen Tarasov, p. 13. The data
presented therein are of such a nature as to be unavoidably subject to some criticism.
However, they are the best available.

Federal Reserve System were raised to the maximum
permitted under existing legislation: 26 percent for
central Reserve city banks, 20 percent for Reserve city
banks, and 14 percent at country banks. This action
(effective November 1) will reduce excess reserves from
5.2 billion dollars to approximately 4 billion.

Reserves are fairly evenly distributed so that banks
in every region of the country obviously are capable of
creating a further huge expansion of purchasing power.
A rough measure of their contribution this past year is
afforded by the growth in loans and investments. From
June 1940 to June 1941, total loans and investments of
commercial banks reporting to the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation rose 6,356 million dollars. Of
this increase in outstandings, some 2,899 million were
loans, the great bulk of which were for commercial and
industrial purposes. In addition to the creation of
new credit by the banking system, 1.8 billion dollars
was added to the monetary supply by increased money
in circulation.

As yet the rise in loans has given no evidence of
tapering off, weekly reporting member banks averaging
a monthly expansion of 190 million dollars in the third
quarter as compared with 146 million in the first. A
sizable proportion of such loans are made for defense
purposes. A special survey conducted by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System revealed that
weekly reporting member banks had made loans and
commitments for defense purposes totaling 1,092
million dollars as of April 30. About 60 percent of
these had financed expansion of working capital, while
the other 40 percent had been used primarily for new
plant in the aircraft and shipbuilding industries, and
for housing and military bases.

Influences affecting the growth in bank loans will
differ from those of the past year. As priority controls
become more comprehensive, as military production
increases, and as the advance in industrial output as a
whole slows down, materials for an increase in the
aggregate of inventories or for new nondefense plant
construction become increasingly difficult to obtain.
Effective regulation of inventory accumulation, coupled
with control over raw material prices, would go far
toward limiting further advances in the aggregate loan
volume. Moreover, as pointed out in detail last month,
the volume of loans to consumers will undoubtedly be
somewhat reduced as credit curbs are instituted and
the supply of new consumer durable goods declines. Of
course, a rise in prices will increase the need for funds,
and this may counteract a good part of the influence of
the above factors in reducing the pace of the loan
advance.
Banks Increase Government Security Holdings.

A channel through which the banking system is more
likely to funnel increased purchasing power to the
economy is the Government security market. In fiscal
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year 1941, the total public debt expanded 6,873 million
dollars. Half of this was added to bank portfolios and
for the most part represented an increase in the supply
of deposits. The advance in bank loans for security
purchasing was small; so it may be presumed that a
good part of the remaining 3.4 billion of Government
securities was purchased with funds from current or
past incomes. Table 3 indicates the change from June
1940 through July 1941 in the holdings of the Federal
debt in various institutions through which savings are
directed, as well as the increase in individual (including
business) holdings.

A major problem this fiscal year will be to reduce the
proportion of newly issued Government securities added
to bank portfolios. In part this will be accomplished
by security sales to industry. Corporations continuing
to make heavy profits and setting aside record depreci-
ation allowances because of liberal amortization of
defense plants, will find a decreased opportunity for
other than Government investment or retirement of
debt. The President and the Secretary of the Treasury
have also publicly recommended the extension of the
social security program. If this were to be done, pur-
chase of securities by Federal agencies and trust funds,
already 1.4 billion in fiscal year 1941, would be further
increased.

Table 3.—Outstanding Interest-Bearing Securities of the
Federal Government, Direct and Guaranteed, as of June 29,
1940, and July 31, 1941, by Glass of Holder 1

[Millions of dollars]

Federal agencies and trust funds:
Public issues
Special issues

Commercial banks
Federal Reserve banks -
Mutual savings banks and insurance companies
Other investors:

Marketable issues .
Nonmarketable issues

1940

2,293
4,775
16, 552
2, 406
9,613

9,275
2,900

47, 874

1941

2,368
6, 324

20, 640
2,184
10, 355

9,374
4,650

55, 895

Change

+75
+1, 549
+4, 088

—282
+742

+99
+1 , 750

+8, 021

1 Based on estimates prepared by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System; reports of the Comptroller of the Currency; and July 1941 estimates from
the Treasury Department survey of the holdings of Government securities.

However, a large share of the new security sales
should be made to individuals. Since the inauguration
of the new savings bond campaign in May, 1.5 billion
dollars of such bonds have been purchased. Sales will
be stepped up as alternative investment opportunities
become more scarce. Of course, not all of such pur-
chases are made from current savings. It is known
that idle deposits held by individuals, as well as cash
hoards, have been accumulated steadily and now are in
record volume. If these should become active, either
for the purchase of commodities or Government securi-
ties, thus increasing the velocity with which the deposit
supply circulates, considerable support would be given
to an upward price movement.

New Corporate Capital Issues in Small Volume.
A substantial proportion of capital formation which

normally would be financed privately is today being
paid for by the Government. This is especially true of
new manufacturing facilities. Manufacturing capital
outlays this year will run close to 5 billion dollars, an
all-time peak, and approximately three fifths will repre-
sent Government expenditure.

The corporate security markets have continuously
reflected this large Government investment by the
absence of any major advance in private security
flotations. In the first 8 months new corporate capital
issues classified as "industrial" were only 157 million
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U. S. GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS
(DIRECT AND FULLY GUARANTEED)
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D.D. 41-433

Figure 3.—Loans and Investments of All Member Banks on
Call Dates at the End of June and December.

1 Data prior to December 1938 exclude all loans on securities, regardless of purpose,
and loans to banks; beginning with December 1938, only loans for purchasing or
carrying securities and loans to banks are excluded. This change in classification
is indicated by a break in the curve. "Total loans and investments" include all
types of loans.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

dollars—a very low figure considering that business
activity is at record heights.

New capital issues for public utilities and the railroads
have also been small relative to capital expenditures
being undertaken in these lines. During the first 8
months, utilities issued new capital issues totaling 335
million dollars. But capital outlays by electric power
and telephone utilities are expected to approximate
1,100 million during this year. Likewise, new capital
raised by the railroads totaled 195 million in the
January-August period; yet outlays this year should
approach 600 million.

Thus, it is apparent that the utilities and the railroads
(and the same may be said for industry, notwithstand-
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ing the Government investment and expanded bank
loans) are obtaining a good proportion of their capital
funds from profits, depreciation allowances, and in
some cases, idle cash funds accumulated during the last
decade. As suggested above, funds from these sources
will undoubtedly be diverted in part to the Govern-
ment security market next year.

The General Increase in Passenger Traffic

One manifestation of quickened activity throughout
the Nation has been the general expansion in all modes
of travel. Railway, motor, air—in each instance the
record is different only in degree.

The influence of a higher level of income and the in-
creased need of public officials, commercial representa-
tives, and the Army, are all reflected in the advance.
Thus, the number of air passengers rose 37 percent in
the first half of 1941 over the like period in 1940.
Travel by parlor and sleeping car increased 27 percent,
while railroad coach travel expanded 15 percent. At
the same time, the number of passengers conveyed by
class I motor carriers advanced about one-third, while
private passenger automobile usage was the heaviest on
record, with gasoline sales up 11 percent in the first 8
months over a year earlier.

Military travel, both official and on leave, has been
an important factor contributing to increased motor
and rail operations. Nearly 1,900,000 members of the
armed forces were carried by the railroads on Govern-
ment account during the first 8 months. While military
travel of this sort represented only 10 percent of the
aggregate increase, week-end leaves and visits to camps
appreciably raised the direct and indirect military con-
tributions. Soldier movement has also been instru-
mental in lengthening coach trips by rail about 12
percent. Air and parlor and sleeping car trips have
changed little in length on the average.

With the exception of air transport, facilities thus
far have been adequate to meet the increased require-
ments for travel. But the railroads have been forced
to utilize old equipment that had been maintained in
serviceable condition for "standby" purposes. More-
over, partly in anticipation of a further expansion of
requirements next year, passenger train schedules are
being readjusted to eliminate duplicate services by two
or more railroads where it is advisable. In addition
some unnecessary trains on poorly patronized branch
lines and on secondary main-line services are being dis-
continued. In the case of commercial air transport all
requests for seats, particularly at peak hours, cannot
now be filled and the airlines are making efforts to
induce use of the lines at off-peak times.

A more serious bottleneck in passenger transport
exists in certain urban centers where new defense plants
have made necessary a heavy influx of additional labor.
Passengers carried by local transit lines numbered only

6 percent more in the first 8 months of this year than in
the like period of 1940. But the gains have been con-
centrated in a relatively few areas and new plants, as a
rule, are located somewhat further from the homes of
workers than are old plants. Any shortage of gasoline
will of course create a more difficult transport situation
in these areas. Meanwhile, producers of motor car-
riers for urban passenger transport have been given a
very high blanket priority rating for necessary materials.

Railroad Income

While heavier passenger traffic has added something
to the income of the railroads, the major increase has
come from the freight movement. Total passenger
revenue in the first 8 months of 335 million was only
equivalent to 12 percent of revenue from freight
operations. For the first 8 months, operating revenues
rose to a total of 3.4 billion dollars, up 24 percent from
1940.

Carloadings in the January-August period expanded
18 percent over 1940. But heavier loading of some cars

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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Figure 4.—Financial Operations of Glass I Railways, Exclud-
ing Switching and Terminal Companies, for the First Seven
Months of Each Year.

1 Rents represent the consolidated net balance of equipment and joint-facility
rentals.

Source: Interstate Commerce Commission.

and longer hauls boosted the increase in terms of ton
miles of freight carried to 24 percent. As a result,
revenue from freight advanced from 2.2 billion in
January-August 1940 to 2.8 billion this year.

A large portion of railway operating expenses remain
relatively stable in the face of heavier activity and most
other expenses increase at a slower pace than traffic.
Thus, total operating expenses for January-August rose
only 14 percent from 2,027 million in 1940 to 2,302
million in 1941.

The result was a net operating income of 654 million
for the 8-month period, 77 percent more than a year
earlier and the highest since 1929. Though this appears
to be a very sizable increase, it must be remembered
that rail income throughout the past decade has been
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badly depressed. The earnings so far this year still
represent only slightly better than a 4 percent annual
rate of return on the property investment as recorded on
the carriers' accounting records.

The expansion of net operating income has varied as
between regions. The increase in the Eastern region
was only 46 percent; whereas, gains in the southern and
western regions were 114 and 126 percent, respectively.
This difference was the result of varying success on the
part of the roads in controlling expenses. The growth
in operating revenues was surprisingly uniform, and the
little difference that did appear was largely the result of
somewhat greater rise in passenger traffic in the South,
particularly on parlor and sleeping cars. But in the
matter of operating expenses, the eastern roads
recorded a rise of 15 percent, as contrasted with 11 and
12 percent on the southern and western lines. This
variation occurred chiefly in transportation expenses.
Even before the present advance, traffic operations in
the East were at a higher level than in the South and
West. Hence, the gains made in the past year neces-
sitated a sharper cost advance for the eastern roads.

Net income after fixed charges for the first 8 months
of 1941 is estimated at 299 million dollars compared
with 29 million in the corresponding period of 1940.
Though the gain was widely shared, 32 of the 137
reporting roads still carried a deficit. This was half
the number reporting deficits a year earlier.

The New Production Goals in Agriculture

The third year of the world conflict finds American
agriculture preparing to produce the largest output in
its history. To an increased domestic demand accom-
panying a record level of income, there has been added
in recent months the responsibility of providing a very
considerable share of the food requirements of Great
Britain, as well as supplies needed by other countries
receiving lend-lease aid. While the influence of the
export factor will be offset in part by reduced shipments
to continental Europe and Asia, agricultural exports in
terms of value are expected within the next year to
become the heaviest since the twenties—a radical
change from the depressed levels of the first half of this
year.

The character of export needs is creating significant
alterations in the pattern of agricultural output and
these alterations dominate the production program
announced for the next crop year. In general, the
production of meats and dairy and poultry products is
to be expanded, along with certain special products such
as peanuts and turpentine.

Against these anticipated gains, ranging from 7 to 10
percent for the most part, an effort will be made to cut
cotton production slightly (3.7 percent) and wheat out-
put very markedly (44 percent). The wheat crop this
year was extraordinarily heavy, and with record stocks
the total supply now tops all previous peaks.

41.6G81—41—2

If production and requirements next year are as
projected, wheat stocks will be lowered about one-
fourth, but cotton stores will decline only 9 percent. On
the other hand, beef, milk, and egg stores will be in-
creased, partly because of the larger quantity of goods
in process made necessary by the rise in production.

Some further details of the production program are
shown in table 4. In the aggregate, the changes add
up to an increase in output of about 3 percent over 1941,
but more than 7 percent above the pre-war year 1939.
The British Food Requirements.

The expansion expected next year in the export of
various agricultural commodities is depicted in table 5.
These exports are dominated by British needs, which in
turn grow out of Britain's dependence upon overseas
sources for large supplies of foods, as well as feed to
support her own livestock, dairy, and poultry produc-
tion. In the pre-war period, for example, the United
Kingdom produced only 13 percent of the cereals con-
sumed within the country, half of the meat, a fourth of
the fruit, four-fifths of the dairy products, a fourth of
the sugar, and none of the tea, coffee, or cocoa. Only
in the output of fish (production equaled nine-tenths of
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Figure 5.—Indexes of Production of Selected Farm Products.
Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.

consumption) and a number of fresh vegetables was
England relatively free of the necessity to import.

Approximately one-fifth of food imports came from
Continental Europe, while 10 to 15 percent were
drawn from South America. Continental export of
meat, dairy, and poultry products is now shut off.
Moreover, production of these commodities within the
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United Kingdom itself lias been curtailed rather exten-
sively in order to cut the necessity to import of bulky
feeds. On the other hand, vegetable and cereal outputs
have been expanded as they represent an efficient
manner of utilizing scarce agricultural resources.

In addition, some curtailment of foodstuffs from
Latin America, Australia, and New Zealand is to be ex-
pected. With a most pressing need for shipping fa-
cilities, the shorter sea route to Canada and the United
States should make these countries a preferable source
of supply. Likewise the necessary exchange arrange-
ments are much easier handled with the United States
through the use of lend-lease funds.

Table 4.—Estimated United States Production and Year-End
Stocks of Selected Agricultural Commodities, 1941 and 1942 1

Item

Milk million lbs_ _
E g g s , . . million doz__
Pork and lard million lbs__
Beef and veal do
Chickens do
Corn million bu__
Wheat - - do
Canned fruits,- , million cases..
Dried fruits,-- million lbs._
Peanuts do
Cotton(American)thous. bales , .
Flue-cured tobacco-million lbs__
Turpent ine thousand bbls . -

Production

1941

mate

116,809
3,676

11,443
8,778
2, 887
2,524

957
33

1,200
1,499

10,900
648
285

1942
goal

125,000
4, 060

12, 770
9, 680
3,252
2,519

533
33

1, 200
2.700

10, 500
687
400

Percent
change

+7.0
+10.4
+11.6
+10.3
+12. 6
- .2

- 4 4 . 3
0
0

+80.1
-3 .7
+6.0

+40.4

Domestic stocks—end
of year

1941

mate

2, 775
100

1,050
100
150
500
650
3.4
200
120

11,300
1, 508

50

1942
goal

4,825
180
950
330
150
400
475
2.9
200
120

10, 300
1, 365

50

Percent
change

+73.9
+80.0
-9 .5

+230. 0
0

-20 .0
— 26.9
-14 .7

0
0

- 8 . 8
- 9 . 5

0

i Crop years 1941-42 and 1942-43; for noncrop products, calendar years 1941 and
1942. The 1942 goals represent production and year-end stocks desired or expected
on the basis of estimated domestic disappearance, lend-lease requirements, etc.
Whether they are realized in every instance will depend upon production factors
as well as the actual level of domestic use, possible increases in lend-lease shipments,
and other exports.

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.

This country already has begun its part in the war-
time provisioning of the United Kingdom. Under the
first lend-lease appropriations, approximately 433
million dollars was allocated (through the end of
August) for agricultural products, 355 million for
foodstuffs, and the balance for cotton, tobacco, and
other nonfood farm products. Through August 31,
251 million dollars of this had been obligated by the
Surplus Commodity Corporation, with outlays in-
creasing substantially in the most recent months.
Of even more importance, however, is the request for
a second lend-lease appropriation, which includes
among its items a contemplated expenditure of about
1 billion for agricultural products.

Of the first allocation, nearly 60 percent was for
meats (principally pork), dairy products, eggs, lard
and other fats and oils; another 20 percent was to go
for fruits and vegetables; and only 3 percent was to be
expended on grains. This distribution is likely in
general to be continued under the new appropriation,
as it is in accord with Britain's deficiencies and with
the ability to obtain supplies elsewhere—wheat from
Canada and beef from Argentina, for example—under
the shipping and exchange limitations mentioned above.

All in all, the United States may supply not less than
25 percent of Britain's requirements of animal protein
foods in 1942. Such an amount is sufficient to feed
roughly 10 million persons and is the equivalent of 6
to 8 percent of total United States farm production.
With the addition of other exports the proportion of our
farm output sent abroad may rise to 8 to 10 percent.

Most likely this heavy export will result in a tight
domestic supply of a few specific commodities. Ship-
ments are being made of some goods which heretofore
have not been important in export trade. These same
commodities are those for which there is a relatively
large expansion of domestic demand under a rising
level of income. Moreover, it is not always possible
to increase agricultural output as rapidly or in the
degree desired.

Notwithstanding increased export needs, aggregate
supplies expected to be available for domestic use in
1942 probably will permit some further improvement
in per capita consumption. This conclusion, of course,
might be altered if the needs of Britain and perhaps
other anti-Axis countries should be further enlarged.

Table 5.—-United States Exports of Selected Agricultural
Products, 1935-42 *

Commodity

Dairy products, million pounds, milk equivalent j
Eggs', million dozen, shell basis
Pork, million pounds, dressed weight equivalent.
Lard, million pounds
Chickens, million pounds, dressed weight
Dry edible beans, million pounds
Canned tomatoes, thousand cases, No. 2
Canned fruits, thousand cases, No. 2 ^
Dried fruits, million pounds
Wheat, including flour, million bushels _
Cotton, thousand bales
Flue-cured tobacco, million pounds, estimated

farm weight

1935-39
(aver-
age)

360
2

143
192

2
64

140
6,717

396
53

5,306

377

1940
goal

757
5

163
232

2
3 208

3 1, 000
3 306
3 114

34
1,083

s 158

1941
(esti-

mated) 2

2,615
157
390
400

8
340

2,720
3, 750

400
25

1,000

350

1942 (ten
tative
projec-
tion) 2

5,420
509

1, 350
640

21
400

2, 750
6,800

600
32

1,000

400

1 Including shipments to noncontiguous territories. Crop years 1935-30 through
1942—43; for noncrop products, calendar years 1935 through 1942.

2 The export figures for 1941 and 1942 include currently proposed lend-lease "ship-
ments. Lend-lease shipments may, of course, differf rom those now envisaged, while
other exports will be influenced not only by commercial demand abroad but also by
the availability of domestic supplies for export, depending upon production and
domestic use.

3 Preliminary.
Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Price Advance Increases Farm Income.

The income of the farmer this year is being greatly
expanded despite a volume of 1941 farm product
exports which, for the year as a whole, has been much
smaller than in 1940. Rather, income gains this year
are the combined result of increased industrial activity
and the Government's program directed toward raising
farm commodity prices. Of course, success of the latter
program presupposes that increased consumer pur-
chasing power produced by industrial expansion is
available to purchase farm commodities at the advanced
prices.

In general, prices received by farmers in September
were about one-third higher than in March and 43 per-
cent above a year ago. From September 1940 to

(Continued on p. 25)
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The Business Situation
THE holiday season again finds business at a new

peak, duplicating the experience of the past 2 years.
Needless to say, the business situation today differs
vastly from that a year ago, with output in many lines
now at capacity, material shortages widespread, and
civilian facilities undergoing conversion to defense work.
But notwithstanding the host of problems raised by
these and other considerations, the closing weeks of the
year find activity in the aggregate forging ahead.

National income- the best over-all measure of our
progress—is about one-fifth above the fourth quarter
1940. Though almost half of the rise reflects higher
prices, the expansion of real income is still the most
rapid on record. On a monetary basis, the pace of the
income advance has been fairly even throughout the
year. But after adjustment for price change, it is clear
that gains in recent months hove narrowed markedly.

Further Rise in Output.

Industrial production again moved into new high
ground during November as expanding military output
and increased automobile production more than offset
reductions in coal and certain of the consumer durables.
The seasonal slack at late autumn, usual in more nor-
mal times, has not been evident this year, the Federal
Reserve's adjusted index apparently rising to an esti-
mated 166 from 164 in October.

Freight carloadings have reflected the maintenance of
high industrial operations and the November decline
was much smaller than normally experienced, despite
the fact that work stoppage in parts of the coal indus-
try reinforced the usual holiday tendencies in the latter
part of the month.

On the Great Lakes, exceptionally fine weather for
late autumn permitted the maintenance of heavy move-
ment to the lower Lake ports, thus alleviating concern
o\er the adequacy of winter supplies.

Construction continues to be as active as scarce
material supplies will permit. Contract awards are at
a record high for this season and defense construction
in itself is at an annual rate exceeding the total of all
types of activity in the best years of the past decade.

The price advance continues in many industrial lines
as the basic factors remain unchanged. The Office of
Price Administration, which had issued 46 formal price
ceilings through November, has slowed the rise in some
areas. Farm and food prices also continued to
mark time through November. Living costs, reflecting
the earlier advances in primary markets, are moving
ahead at a rapid pace.

The price bill passed by the House and committed
to the Senate on November 28 differed in several im-
portant aspects from that submitted to the committee

in July.1 From an administrative standpoint, significant
changes would include the creation of a 5-man board
of reviewr, with broad power to overrule decisions of the
Price Administrator, and elimination of licenses as a
requirement for conducting transactions. Rent control
would be liberalized to include all units within defense
areas. However, buying and selling in the open market
would be limited to domestic markets for the purpose of
stimulating output of marginal producers. The ability
of other Government agencies to make purchases
throughout the world (as nowO would- of course be
unaffected. Finally, the ceiling on agricultural prices
would be established not lower than the highest of three
alternatives: a price equal to 110 percent of parity,
the market price prevailing on October 1, 1941, or the
average price for the period July 1, 1919, to June 30,
1929.

Christmas Trade

The unprecedented increase of income payments is
currently creating an extraordinary volume of pur-
chasing for the Christmas season. It is estimated that
consumers will spend close to 5.5 billion dollars in all
retail stores during the month of December. Though
such an aggregate exceeds last year's high by approxi-
mately one-sixth, more than half of the advance is
attributed to higher prices. To an increasing degree,
dollar sales comparisons with a year ago reflect this
price advance.

Most retail outlets normally do a much heavier
business in December than at any other time during
the year (see figure 1). Exceptions are provided in a
few cases, such as automotive stores, filling stations,
hardware, and building materials dealers, all of which
move seasonally downward. But December sales of
apparel and general merchandise stores have in recent
years stood 60 percent above the average monthly
volume, while December buying from stores specializing
in household furnishings, food, and drugs recorded
increases up to 40 percent.

This year the pattern of Christmas sales is being
somewhat modified by restrictions already in effect
on the output of certain durable goods. Though
prices have increased substantially, the value of
purchases from automobile dealers in the final quarter
of the year is estimated to be down about 8 percent,
as compared with the like period in 1940. Similarly,
sales receipts of building material and hardware dealers
which in the third quarter were approximately a third
higher than a year earlier, now are being reduced as
difficulties are encountered in obtaining prompt
delivery for stock replacements.

* Survey of Current Business, August 1941, p. 3.
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Notwithstanding these and other instances of short-
ages, including some of the electrical appliances, indica-
tions point to an adequate over-all supply of Christinas
goods. Seasonal items, of course, are generally pur-
chased by dealers well in advance, and stocks have been
expanded markedly in anticipation of the heavy year-
eml business. The adjusted index of department store
stocks stood at 97 in October, 26 percent above the
June figure. A year earlier the index had been 7.1. Of

Figure 1.—Sales of Retail Stores by Kinds of Business

(MILLIONS OP DOLLARS)

ALL RETAIL STORES V DURABLE-GOODS ' NONDURABLE-GOODS

NONDURABLE-GOODS STORES

GENERAL

FOOD

MERCHANDISE

I
1

1/

"SKA**''1*"*"

APPAREL

EATING AND
DRINKING PLACES

, 0 .

FILLING STATIONS

DRUG

i Includes data for "Other Retail Stores" Group not shown separately in this chart.

Source: V. S. Department of Commerce.

course, part of the rise in the index has been occasioned
by advancing prices.
Sales for Year in Record Volume.

This year's peak Christinas season climaxes a record
trade year. Sales of all retail stores are expected to
approximate 54 billion dollars, an increase from 1940 of
more than one-sixth. The gain over the previous year
will be lower in the fourth quarter than in the third.
In part, this has been the result of the relatively high
sales volumes in the final quarter of 1940. It also
reflects some consumer stocking during the late summer
season and the declining supply of consumer durables
available for purchase.

Because the demand for durable goods fluctuates
widely with changes in the level of income, sales of
automobiles and supplies, household furnishings, build-
ing materials and hardware all show the most sizable
yearly increase—about one-fourth in each instance.

However, as pointed out above, these are the lines in
which gains are now being cut extensively.

Of stores specializing in nondurables, apparel shops
(whose summer sales were particularly heavy) report
the heaviest advance for the year, the value of their
sales rising more than one-fifth. Food stores made an
unusual gain even in relation to the level of income—
rising one-sixth. A similar rate of gain is indicated for
eating and drinking establishments which have experi-
enced a substantial growth in business in recent years.
General merchandise stores, including those in rural
regions, have increased sales one-eighth on the
average.

In the September issue of the Survey it was suggested
that sales volumes, in the main, were not out of line
with those expected at the existing level of income.
This conclusion need not be altered on examination of
the record for the year as a whole. However, it is
apparent that the pattern of sales is to be radically
altered over coining months, with the aggregate becom-
ing increasingly dependent on production factors gov-
erning supply. Henceforth, the influence of demand
factors, dominant over the past decade, will be limited
to an increasing degree.

Industrial Disputes
The concentration of the Nation's productive forces

on defense has today given a unique importance to the
industrial disputes which have occurred with increased
frequency this year. An examination of the record
reveals that the number of workers involved in work
stoppages has exceeded any other year since 1919.
On the other hand, settlements have been greatly
speeded, with a consequent modification of the increase
in man-days idle.

As shown below, wage rates and union recognition
(in many instances either a preliminary phase or part
of the wage dispute) have been the principal issues.
Wage rate changes were relatively few in 1940, though
average weekly pay rose from $25.51 to $27.89, in
part because of an increase in average weekly hours
from 37.4 to 39, and also the result of some upgrading
of labor in keeping with requirements of defense pro-
duction.

During the current year, wage rates have been
advanced substantially. In the first three quarters of
the year, about half of the factory wage earners, reported
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, received an average
wage advance of 8 percent—an advance contributing
markedly to the further increase in average earnings
to $32.01 in September, though a rise in hours to an
average of 40.9 weekly and continued upgrading also
were relevant factors.

Real earnings also have advanced—weekly factory
earnings had increased 15 percent and hourly earnings
11 percent from December 1940 through September;
whereas, the cost of living had risen 9 percent through
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October. Rising wages are, of course, a normal devel-
opment in a period of expanding output. Produc-
tivity is increased, unit costs are lowered with the
spreading of overhead, and sales volumes are expanded.
Under these circumstances both profits and wages
may be increased, and usually are, without a corre-
sponding offset in the cost of living.

Such has been the case this past year as a result of the
record rise in output engendered by defense needs.
At this stage in the defense program, however, it is
clear that no group within the community will be able
continuously to increase its real income. Defense
officials predict an outlay on arms production which,
given the raw materials in sight, will preclude this.

Figure 2.—Man-Days Idle During Strikes

MILLIONS OF MAN-DAYS
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1940

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.
1941

Nor is the ability of labor to increase its real income
at the expense of profits unlimited. This year cor-
porate profits as a whole—limited by rising taxes—
will be in the nature of one-tenth of aggregate wages
and salaries. Thus, a further general advance in wage
rates—if it were to be large—-would undoubtedly be
reflected in higher prices. For this reason, and because
of the possible effect of work stoppages on defense
output, industrial disputes have assumed an extraor-
d in a ry signifi canc e.
Quick Settlement of Most Disputes.

The number of workers out on strike at some time
during the 10 months through October totaled 2,159,-
000—about 5 percent of those engaged in n on agricul-
tural enterprise. This exceeds the 1,966,000 out during
the full year of 1937—the previous high for more than
2 decades—and is nearly 4 times the 1940 aggregate.
During World War I, the average for 1917-18 was
1,234,000 (less than 1 percent of nonagricultural
employment), but the all-time peak was reached after
the war in 1919 when 4,160,000 workers went out on
strike.

April has been the high point this year, with 564,000
employees involved, largely in disputes within the auto-
mobile and coal mining industries. After a decline to
217,000 in July, the number rose to 366,000 workers in
October.

The actual number of man-days idle this year as a
result of industrial disputes is smaller than in 1937
because of the rapidity with which strike settlements or
truces currently are being effected. Employees have,
through October, been out only about 10 days on the
average, compared with 11 days in 1940 and 15 days
in 1937.

Only in 1 month, April, have the man-days idle
exceeded 1 percent of the available man-days of work.2

For the first 10 months as a whole, idle man-days were
0.4 percent of the total work available.

Disputes Most Serious in Coal.
Work stoppages, of course, have been more inportant

in some industries than in others. The largest shut-
downs have occurred in bituminous coal—an industry
of basic importance. There the work stoppage in April
and a number of smaller ones had resulted in 5.6 million
idle man-days through August (the latest data reported),
about one-third of the total for all lines and close to one-
tenth of the aggregate man-days available for mining
bituminous coal during that period.

Table 1.—Man-days Idle During Strikes in Specified Industry
Groups, January Through August, 1941 *

Man-days idle

Industry or group
Number

All industries. .

Manufacturing
Iron and steel and their products, excluding

machinery
Machinery, excluding transportation equipment
Transportation equipment
Nonferrous metals and their products __
Lumber and allied products
T ex tiles and their products
Chemicals and allied products..

Bituminous coal mining
Building and construction _ _

17,148,000

8, 953. 000

012,000
1,867.000
1.899,000

273,000
877,000

1,072,000
215,000

5. 553,000
814,000

Percent
of total

man-days
of work

available *

0.37

.54

.46

.66
1.19
. 46
.75
.35
.29

9 43
".W

! figures not final; subject to changes as further information is received.
2 See footnote 2 to this page.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The record for the more important manufacturing*
industries in the first 8 months this year is presented in
table 1. Workers manufacturing transportation equip-
ment were out 1.9 million man-days. Disputes in
machinery-prod ue in g' industries—import an t to d ef en se
—resulted in about the same amount of idleness, while
disagreements in textiles reduced work over 1 million
man-days. The iron and steel industry and the lumber
industry lost approximately 900,000 man-days each.
In terms of the proportion of work available, man-days
idle ranged downward from 1.2 percent of the total in
transportation equipment to small fractions of 1 per-

2 The ratios of man-days idle during strikes to man-days of work available are per-
centages computed by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics on a basis excluding occu-
pations where strikes rarely, if ever occur: Government workers, agricultural wage
earners on farms employing less than 6, managerial and supervisory employees, self
employed persons, and certain other groups wrhich, because of the nature of their work,
generally cannot or do not strike, such as teachers, clergymen, and domestic ser vauts.
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cent for most manufacturing industries. The over-all
average for manufacturing alone was about 0.5 percent.

The Office of Production Management reports that
work stoppages in the plants of primary contractors,
subcontractors and their suppliers, or in the trans-
portation and handling of defense materials and parts,
which were thought to have occasioned (or threatened)
actual interruptions in the output of final defense prod-
ucts amounted to approximately 2,370,000 man-days
during the 10 months through October.3

This is the equivalent of about 11,000 workers con-
tinuously on strike, whereas defense employment prob-

Figure 3.—Wage-Rate Increases in Manufacturing Industries
by Quarters

PERCENT RECEIVING INCREASES _ _

4 o r " | ' j
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PERCENT ON BAR REPRESENTS

AVERAGE OF WAGE-RATE INCREASES
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1941

NOTE.—The height of each bar represents the percent of workers receiving wage
rate increases, as reported for the sample of manufacturing employees in the monthly
employment and pay-roll survey of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The width
of each bar represents the average percentage increase in the wage rates of those
workers receiving advances.

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

ably averaged between 2 and 2.5 million for the same
period. Since June, strikes in defense industries have
shown an intermittent tendency to increase. However,
in October they were only two-fifths of their March
peak and amounted, at most, to not over 0.3 percent
of defense working time. Of course, these statistics
do not measure the full influence of work stoppages on
defense output, They omit such losses as occur when
operations and assembly lines are curtailed in related
industries dependent on the struck plants for materials.
Moreover, slowdowns and other such devices are not
included in the statistics.

Success in Conciliation and Mediation.

Because work stoppages today are invested with an
unusual degree of national interest, extraordinary
efforts have been undertaken by the Government to
act as conciliator or mediator in industrial disputes.
The most active agency in this respect is the Concilia-
tion Service of the United States Department of Labor,
which assisted in the settlement of industrial disputes

3 The less important strike stoppages in defense plants, and those that did not inter-
rupt (or threaten to interrupt) the output of final defense products are excluded from
this figure. However, the data do include strikes on the more important defense
construction projects. The War Department reports for the first 10 months, 3,909,000
man-days idle during only those strikes which affected the operations of War Depart-
ment contractors and subcontractors, and certain of their suppliers. This figure,
however, appears to have been compiled, in the main, without reference to whether
or not actual interruptions in the output of final defense products were, involved.

(exclusive of those finally turned over to the National
Defense Mediation Board) involving 2,410,134 workers
during the first 10 months this year. In the cases of
1,638,000 workers (68 percent) strikes were avoided.

Table 2.—Strike Issues and Settlements

Major issues

All major issues ,_.. . .

Wages and hours -
Union organization.-,. . _

Recognition 3 . . . . . . . .......
Closed or union shop . ..

Miscellaneous
Sympathy strikes ..
Rival-union, factional, and jurisdic-

tional disputes 4. .

Percentage of striking
workers involved |

100.0

22.4 i
59.8 j
48.4 ;
6.2 i

17.8 i
3.0 :

4.5

1940

100. 0

41.0
33.1
12.4
11.0
25.9
0.9

4.6

|
i

i
January-
August |

1941 |

I

100.0 I

53.4 !
33.7 i
23.2 ;
3.5

12.9
2.0

5.0

Percentage*
of striking

workers
receiving

substantial
or partial

! gains, or
1 corn pro-

I settle-
ments,

j January-
August

1941

-91.4

94.0
; 91.5
i CO
! (2)
'• i 74. 6
' ( • )

1 Exclusive of rival-union, factional, and jurisdictional disputes.
2 Not available.
2 Includes union recognition strikes which also involved wages and/or hours as :i

secondary issue.
4 It is probable that the figures here given do not include all jurisdictional strikes,

because the local nature of these disputes makes complete information difficult to
obtain.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The effectiveness of this agency is, of course, limited.
It tries conciliation and does not mediate. For this
reason, the President established the National Defense
Mediation Board in March of this year, and the
Secretary of Labor certifies disputes to it which the
Conciliation Service cannot settle successfully. The
Board, which includes representatives of labor, man-
agement, and the public, then attempts a settlement
and makes formal recommendations where necessary.

In all, 109 cases involving 1,187,000 workers were so
certified to the National Defense Mediation Board
through November. Of these, 77 (776,000 workers)
had been settled to that date in negotiations before the
Board or upon the basis of its recommendations. In
virtually all cases, strikes either have been avoided
entirely or have been terminated at the Board's instance
before final settlement was reached.
Wages, Union Recognition Principal jStrike Causes,

The causes of industrial disputes are complex.
Ultimately labor organization seeks to raise wages and
to improve other working standards. But the imme-
diate cause of dispute often lies in an intermediate step:
the recognition of the labor organization as a bargaining
agency.

Indeed, in past years, disagreement between labor
and management concerning union organization has
often been a dominant immediate cause of dispute.
Thus, in 1937 this question contributed to the strikes
accounting for at least three-fifths of all workers in-
volved in disputes, while union recognition was the
major issue in strikes which included a fifth of all
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workers involved. Disputes primarily concerning wages
and hours covered another fifth of all striking workers.

In the past few years, however, unionism has achieved
a substantial measure of recognition with the result
that immediate causes of industrial disputes have al-
tered considerably in relative importance. This year
w âges and hours have been the principal issue of con-
tention in more than a third of all strikes, but these
strikes accounted for more than half of the aggregate
of striking labor. Questions of union organization have
entered into half the disputes, but such disputes in-
cluded little more than a third of all workers going on
strike. Union recognition was the major issue in a
tenth of the strikes, and an eighth of the total striking
labor was involved. The closed or union shop and a
stronger bargaining position were the major issues for
about 8 percent of the striking workrs, jurisdictional
disputes for 5 percent, and sympathy strikes 2 percent.

As pointed out above it is not unusual that periods
of rising industrial activity generally are accompanied
by an increase in the number of industrial disputes.
The bargaining strength of labor is augmented at that
time, while management is in a better position to grant
reasonable concessions in view of higher profits; more-
over, management is in a worse position to withstand
w ôrk stoppages because of the possible damage to the
firm's position.

Hence, as expected, an examination of wage rate
changes shows them to be widely distributed through-
out industry. This is in part the result of the establish-
ment of minimum wages under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938. About 900,000 workers in
manufacturing have been affected by this Act since
the first of the year. However, many of those indus-
tries which have a relatively heavy union membership
appear to have received widespread wage advances
somewhat earlier than a number of others. In a labor
market such as that now existing, non-union firms, both
in the same industry and in other industries using labor
of comparable aptitude, must also advance wages in
order to retain labor. Today an advance in wage rates
for any reason is much more likely to be generalized
than in most other periods since the last war.

That employers have granted concessions is evident
from the high proportion of strike settlements which
have resulted in labor's gaining a considerable part of
its demands. Altogether, more than nine-tenths of the
striking workers have received such settlements, no
matter what the immediate cause of the dispute.

Corporate Earnings Higher in 1941

Though the rise in net earnings has been limited by
advancing labor and material costs, as well as by sharply
increased tax levels, the year as a whole will record a
substantial increase in corporate profits. For the second
half year, the rate of advance over the year earlier
period will be much less than that of the first 6 months,

not only because of the above mentioned factors but
also because the second half of 1940 was quite profitable
as a result of the general advance in business at a time
when considerable slack in the productive capacity of
the country was in existence. The expansion of output
in the current half year—limited by material shortages
and incident to the high level already reached—has
been slow by contrast.

Both large and small corporations will show higher
earnings this year, but current data are available for
only the former group. Profits of 633 large industrial
corporations as recorded by the Federal Reserve Board
were almost a third higher for the first 9 months of this
year than in the like period of 1940. As compared with
the first 3 quarters of 1939, they had advanced about
three-fourths.

Quarterly changes since the final quarter of 1940
have, however, been small. To date, peak returns for

Figure 4.—Quarterly Earnings and Tax Reserves for 122 Large
Industrial Corporations \
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the current upswing were reported in the fourth quarter
of last year (8 percent above July-September 1941
earnings). However, a variety of accounting adjust-
ments necessary at the year end reduce the significance
of final quarter statements insofar as they are used as
an indication of the profitability of current operations.
Higher Taxes and Wages Stabilize Earnings.

The rising wage rates reviewed above -particularly
those in the second and third quarters—have been
partially responsible for stabilizing profits at their
current levels in the face of expanding output. As
previously suggested, many costs change but little in
the aggregate with increased output, and the unit cost
of production declines. This factor, along with other
possible economies of scale and larger sales volumes,
3rields a heavier profit volume unless countered by
sufficient advances in labor or material costs.

In many lines higher prices have offset advancing
wage costs since February, at least in part if not alto-
gether. That this has not been reflected in a further
rise in profits can be attributed to increased taxes.Digitized for FRASER 
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The limiting influence of taxes on profits is evident from
the movement of earnings before and after taxes, pre-
sented in figure 4. This tabulation, made from the
statements of 122 large industrial corporations by the
Federal Reserve Board, shows that in the first 9 months
of 1.941 earnings of these companies before taxes had
increased 570 million dollars, or 90 percent, over a year
earlier; whereas, the gain in earnings after taxes was
cut to 110 million, or 25 percent. As contrasted with
the like period in 1939, profits before taxes had expanded
two and three-quarter times, while those after taxes
were about 160 percent of the 1989 aggregate.

Thus, the major part of the profits gain of these
companies has been earmarked as a tax reserve. Alto-
gether, close to half of the 9 months' increase in 1940
was set aside for taxes, and four-fifths of the increase
this year has been disposed of in a like manner. Such
reserves claimed only 17 percent of earnings before
taxes in the 1939 period, but this year they are taking
53 percent of a much larger gross profits volume.
Altogether, the 122 companies herein considered have
accumulated 1941 tax reserves amounting to 638 mil-
lion dollars, while their- reported earnings (after taxes)
total 566 million.
Large Rise in Earnings of Durables.

The largest net income gains have appeared in those
industries expanding output the most considerably. In
the main, production has risen to a greater degree in
durable lines than in the nondurables. Nine-month
profits of large corporations producing the former were
about two-fifths higher than a year earlier, while large
corporate producers of nondurables show profits up
about one-fifth.

The heavily capitalized iron and steel industry where
list prices have remained relatively unchanged, substan-
tial wage advances have been granted, and accounting
reserves have been liberal—shows a 9-month increase
of 39 percent. Returns of automobile companies
and producers of other transportation equipment (in-
cluding aircraft) are half again higher than a year pre-
vious, while machinery and nonferrous metal producers
report net profit gains of more than a fourth.

An especially sizable advance is evident in the lumber
industry, where statements from 8 large companies indi-
cate earnings for their year have more than tripled.
Part of this gain again is due to rising prices, quotations
in this line having been marked up much more than in
the metals.

Among the producers of nondurables, petroleum
companies report returns up almost one-half, and paper
companies show an earnings gain of two-fifths. On the
other hand, representative companies turning out various
chemical products in a steadily expanding volume reveal
a relatively small advance of 7 percent in their net
returns. Food and textile manufacturers, currently
experiencing an extraordinary demand and offsetting
rising material and labor costs with higher prices.

report 9 months' profits are an eighth higher than in
1940.

The Rise in Export Aid

One mark of progress in the country's defense effort
is the recent improvement in the flow of export aid.
From the outbreak of war until this summer, the move-
ment of United States merchandise abroad ranged
between 942 million dollars and 1,076 million per quar-
ter, or roughly double the average in the thirties. In
the July-September quarter, however, shipments rose
to nearly 1,200 million dollars.

Table 3.—Exports of United States Merchandise
[Millions of dollars]

Third quarter
Commodity classes

Total exports...

Total non-agricultural
Iron and steel products
Industrial machinery
Automobiles, trucks, busses
Petroleum and products
Paper and manufactures .. _
Industrial chemicals
Aircraft and parts i
Firearms and ammunition....

Total agricultural
Foodstuffs2

Cotton, unmanufactured
Tobacco, unmanufactured

1941

1,186.4

997.8
143.0
104.0
38.8
o2.7
16.0
13.5
95. 3
08. 6

188.6
139.1
25.4
17.5

i

1940

943.4

863.6
173. 3
108.0
19.6
65.8
18.5
13.3
60.2
21.0

79.8
54.9
16.6
8.0

759.3

609.0
67.2
73.5
24.0

102. 1
7. 5
8.8

21.3

150.3
72.8
53.5
21.7

1 Figures cover July and August of each quarter, only.
2 Includes a small amount of non-agricultural foodstuffs.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Both exports and imports are now instruments of
national policy, moving only under extensive Govern-
ment controls and little related to the normal mecha-
nism of the market.4 Shipments to the British Empire
(two-thirds of the total) are in the widest sense of
the term, military, while the other main current of
American exports—to Latin America (one-fifth of the
total)—are required in keeping with the policy of
economic collaboration within this hemisphere, under-
taken to lighten the impact of the war upon the econ-
omies of the American Republics. For in pre-war
days, Latin America received one-third of her imports
from continental Europe, one-eighth from the United
Kingdom, and some additional supplies from Japan.
Today the bulk of these supplies is cut off.

Improved Shipping Situation.

As contrasted with the early winter months, changes
in productive, transport, and financial factors have
all combined to encourage a larger export volume.
Lend-lease appropriations now total 13 billion and
are available for aid throughout the British Empire.
Moreover, our imports from the American Republics
have increased about a fourth, thus easing the exchange
problem faced by those Nations when their trade with
Britain and Europe was curtailed or curbed.

4 See "War Influences Dominate Foreign Trade", Hal Lary, Survey of Current
Business, October 1941, p. 11.Digitized for FRASER 
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In respect to shipping, public statements from
Great Britain reveal that some decline has occurred
in the rate of sinkings at a time when construction
in this country, at least, is rising, and a more efficient
distribution of the combined shipping tonnage of the
United States, the British Empire, and its Allies is
made possible by amendments of the Neutrality Act,
permitting armed American ships to enter belligerent
zones.

For the first three quarters of 1941, deliveries (ships
launched and fitted out ready for sea) were 126,000,

Figure 5.—Value of Exports of United States Merchandise
by Selected Countries and Regions
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1939 1940

200,000, and 196,000 gross tons, respectively. Final-
quarter deliveries are expected to exceed 300,000 gross
tons. This indicated total of around 825,000 gross
tons is nearly double the 445,000 gross tons delivered
in 1940. Moreover, the record ship program laid
out this year is only now beginning to bear fruit.
In 1942, a total delivery of some 5,500,000 gross tons
is expected (the largest for any year was 3,375,000 gross
tons in 1919), and this does not include possibilities
that may exist in the revolutionary, gasoline-driven
"Sea Otter" ship now undergoing sea trials.
Increased Movement of Finished War Material.

While foreign exchange and shipping undoubtedly
placed some limitation on exports, the most important

428343—41 2

factor in this regard has been the inability of American
industry to produce the necessary goods in the volumes
required. With the expansion of finished arms capac-
ity, this shortcoming is being remedied—but only in
part, for in the current period when output is dominated
by supply considerations and not demand, increased
production of war material decreases the availability for
export of scarce materials and semimanufactures em-
bodying such materials.

Thus, shipments of such commodities as the non-
ferrous metals, iron and steel products, and metal-
working machinery, which rose markedly in the latter
part of 1939 and in 1940, have declined this year.
Third-quarter exports of these 3 groups were valued at
218 million dollars, as compared with 288 million in the
like period 1940. As almost all such products are under
priority control, only essential exports are permitted.

The British Empire/s share of these exports was very
large (51 percent in 1940), and part of the reduction
has been to them. In the case of South America,
allocation authorities are assessing essential needs so
that these may be met, but while this policy will
assure a continuous flow of scarce materials, the volume
will be limited by the availability of supplies.

Lend-Lease Aid Up Sharply.

Data on finished arms exports have not recently been
published. Shipments of aircraft and engines in August
were 52 million dollars, while firearms and ammunition
(not including tanks) rose to 27 million, up 39 and 660
percent, respectively, from a year earlier.

That the trend of finished arms export is upward,
however, is indicated by the President's third quarterly
report on lend-lease operations. There it was revealed
that total lend-lease expenditure at the end of Novem-
ber approximated 1.3 billion dollars, as contrasted with
389 million at the end of August. Some of this gain
consisted of outlay on finished armaments, though the
advance was partly offset by a decline in expenditure
made directly by the British.

The appropriations made under the first and second
lend-lease acts were broken down as follows:

Thousavds of
dollars

Ordnance and ordnance stores 2, 650, 000
Aircraft and aeronautical material 2, 710, 000
Tanks and other vehicles 847, 000
Vessels and other watercraft 1, 628, 000
Miscellaneous military equipment 431, 000
Facilities and equipment 977, 000
Agricultural, industrial, and other commodities 3, 043, 000
Testing, reconditioning, etc., of defense articles 341, 000
Services and expenses 325, 000
Administrative expenses ... _ _ 20, 000

Total 12, 972, 000

Direct war material (exclusive of ships) accounts
for about one-half of the total, with aircraft and aero-
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nautical material the largest of such categories (21
percent of all appropriations), closely followed by
ordnance and ordnance stores (20 percent). Agricul-
tural, industrial and other like commodities would
require about one-fourth of total appropriations. Of
course, not all lend-lease aid is reported in export
statistics, as expenditures for facilities necessary to
produce some equipment, as well as outlay on ship
repair in this country, are both important items.

To date, the largest outlay and the heaviest ship-
ments under lend-lease have been foodstuffs. Through
November, more than one-half billion dollars had
been expended on such products, about 38 percent
of the total lend-lease outlay at that time.

Third-quarter shipments of foodstuffs was the largest
in a decade, 139 million dollars or slightly more than
was shipped in the entire first half of the year.

The movement of foodstuffs has completely reversed
the agricultural export picture insofar as the aggregate
is concerned, for shipments of farm commodities during
the winter were the lowest in many decades. However,
the totals cover a fundamental shift in the pattern.
Shipments of the traditional export commodities—
cotton, tobacco, and grain—are still extremely low, and
the present movement consists primarily of such con-

centrated protein foodstuffs as cheeses, processed milk
and eggs, lard, pork, canned beef and chicken, beans,
and in addition some fruits and vegetables, mostly
canned or dried, and corn.

Further Rise in Exports Expected.

Of the 406 million dollar export total in September,
about one-half was shipped under lend-lease. in
October lend-lease exports rose to 225 millions. The
growing ability of American industry to furnish neces-
sary war material should push the movement of goods
ahead as rapidly as shipping facilities permit through-
out this winter. With total lend-lease appropriations
of 13 billion dollars, a monthly defense expenditure
that will exceed 2 billion, and Latin American needs to
be met, a further advance in exports is inevitable. In
this connection, it is of interest to note that in 1920,
shipments averaged 673 million dollars monthly, but
the index of unit value then stood at 156; whereas, it
now is 76. Monthly exports in 1918 rose to 504 million,
though this figure did not include goods carried to
France by Army transports, estimated to have totaled
1.5 billion dollars for the war period. Despite the
lower prices today, even these dollar peaks should be
exceeded within the coming year.
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The Business Situation
WAR at the new year marks another turning point

for the American economy. Eighteen months
ago the Nation began preparation for the conflict finally
thrust upon it on December 7. Great forward strides
have been made in the intervening period. But a truly
Herculean task still confronts the country in mobilizing
its maximum war potential.

A maximum effort in the shortest possible time is
essential. As the Supply, Priority, and Allocations
Board has declared:

From this moment . . . Victory is our one and only objective,
and everything else is subordinate to it . . . I t is clear that a
vastly expanded national effort is imperative. Production sched-
ules for all manner of military items must be stepped up at once.
Every activity of our national life and our civilian economy
must be immediately adjusted to that change. To attain
victory we aim at the greatest production which is physically
possible; we call for the greatest national effort that can possibly
be made.

The military potential of the country is very great.
The net national product in the final quarter of 1941
was close to an annual rate of 99 billion dollars. Indus-
trial production was more than double that of 1918—
the Federal Reserve's adjusted index stood at 168 in
December. More than 49 million workers were em-
ployed in factories, on farms, and in other pursuits.
And the Nation's productive facilities, raw material
reserves, were the most extensive in the world.

The task is to harness these resources for war: not
only to expand the over-all volume of goods and
services, but to raise at a rapid rate the proportion of
the whole devoted to military production. In this
regard, the President has publicly stated that the
equivalent of one-half the national income can eventu-
ally be devoted to military expenditures, and in his
budget message he forecast the possible expenditure
of 56 billion dollars for this purpose during fiscal year
1943. Such expenditures were equal to less than one-
fifth of the net national income in the final quarter of
1941. In December, the first month of war, they
approached 2 billion dollars.
Industrial Mobilization Accelerated.

The organization of industry for increased produc-
tion of war material was immediately accelerated in
December. Civilian industries using scarce raw ma-
terials were subjected to further curtailment and steps
were taken for their quick conversion to wartime out-
put. Most outstanding in this connection were the
cessation of rubber production for civilian use, an-
nouncement of the cessation of nonmilitary automobile
production (to take effect February 1), and a heavy
reduction in first-quarter civilian consumption of wool.
Also significant was the establishment of complete

government control over the imports of 13 strategic
materials, including antimony, chromium, copper, lead,
tungsten, and zinc, as well as import control over all
fats and oils.

In transport, the President set up the Office of De-
fense Transportation to coordinate existing facilities.
Rationing of new automobiles and rubber tires pointed
to deep changes in the structure of domestic transport
with the necessity for achieving a maximum efficiency
of all available facilities.

Metal Shortages Retard Income Advance
The best general measure of economic progress is

the national income. In 1941 net income was about
one-fifth higher than in 1940, but about a third of the
advance was the result of higher prices. Income rose
throughout the year, though by the fourth quarter the
pace of the expansion in real income had slowed appre-
ciably. It is clear, however, that the ceiling of this
income has not yet been reached. Unemployment as
reported by the Works Progress Administration was
still 3.8 million in December, and this excluded large
numbers of women, 3̂ oung people, and others not now a
part of the working force but available for work if
events require it.

The most important force now retarding an expansion
of income is the general shortage of many basic raw
materials—particularly metal supplies. Both military
output and the capital formation incident to it require
very large quantities of these latter materials. Hence,
the average amount of metal used by each worker in the
economy is increased in conjunction with an accelera-
tion of military production.

The eventual expansion in metal producing facilities
will be substantial in many lines. Aluminum output,
which now is almost 50 percent higher than in mid-1940,
is scheduled to be more than twice the present rate.
Magnesium—virtually nonexistent in mid-1940—is on
the way to becoming a sizable industry. Steel facili-
ties—as shown on the page opposite—are also being in-
creased. Copper, lead, and zinc, however, can be
further expanded only in very limited degree.

The advance in aggregate metal supplies can only be
achieved slowly. For this reason, the total demand for
labor is not increasing as it would if the metals were
more plentiful.

As suggested above, December brought further evi-
dence of this problem and its consequences. Automo-
bile production for civilian use was cut further for both
December and January and eliminated altogether after
February 1, curtailment of the use of iron and steel for
stoves and ranges was announced, additional reduction
in the output of various electrical appliances was
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ordered, and expansion of utility facilities was forbidden
without express permission from the Office of Produc-
tion Management.

At the same time, supplies of a few raw materials
in wide civilian and military use wrere endangered by
Japan's attack in the Far East. Most important of
these are rubber, tin, chrome, hemp, and to a limited
extent, sugar. In each instance, substantial stockpiles
exist, but here again civilian consumption had to be cut.
(See discussion of the rubber and sugar situations
below.)

Priorities Disemployment on the Increase.

As a result of the above raw-material shortages, the
country now finds itself with increased disemployment
in a number of industries at a time when not a little un-
employment already existed.

Over the next few months the workers released by
curtailment of civilian output may possibly exceed the
number absorbed in expanding arms industries. How-
ever, such factors as conversion of plants to wartime
use, further construction of new facilities, increased raw-
material supplies, and expansion of the armed forces,
will all result in speedy reemployment. Over the longer
period, the total labor force must be regarded as the
ultimate limiting factor to the size of war output, and
unemployment will undoubtedly be cut to an irreducible
minimum.

This was the experience in both England and Ger-
many where some temporary unemployment was
created during the transition to their maximum war
output.

Table 1.—Employment in Selected Industries Subject to
Curtailment

Industry-

Automobiles
Rubber products
Refrigerators and apparatus (domestic and industrial,

including ice boxes)
Washing machines, ironers, wringers, and driers
Stove
Hosiery l

Silk and rayon goods -1

June
1941

542, 800
148, 700

54, 500
10, 400
54, 500

139,100.
87,100

November
1941

511, 400
150, 200

37,900
8,800
52, 400
131, 300
77,100

1 Silk only is subject to general curtailment.
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

At present, the electric appliance, rubber, and auto-
mobile industries are releasing the largest number of
workers as a result of curtailed operations. Employ-
ment in these industries and certain other lines subject
to raw-material difficulties, shown during their peak
operations of last year and in November are shown
in table 1.

By February, the output in each of these lines is
expected to be limited very drastically. Conversion in
part to wartime output is possible in each instance.
The following table—though incomplete—gives some
idea of the wartime uses to which a number of civilian

industries may be converted by modification of existing
facilities, including the addition of some new machinery.

Industry Potential use when converted

Farm implement
Cooking utensils, alu-

minum ware.

Household appliances.
Metal furniture

Refrigerator cooling
and air condition-
ing.

Bolts
Sewing machines
Railroad and street

cars.
Fountain pens and

pencils.
Office machinery
Light fixtures

Stoves

Automobile industrv__

Wiring devices.
Rubber tires

Tanks, ordnance, and other articles.
Hurricane lamps, bomb components,

tail fin assemblies, magazine holders,
engine cowlings.

Bombs, aircraft components.
Airplane fins, rudders, boilers, bombs,

ammunition boxes.
Fuel tanks, general sheet metal work,

including engine cowlings, small com-
pressors, fuse cylinders, mine sinkers,
engine castings, magneto parts, bomb
components, searchlight and motor
parts, and smoke shells.

30- and 50-calibre ammunition.
Rifle and pistol parts.
Tanks, gun mounts, projectiles.

Primers, igniters, fuse components.

Ammunition, rifle and pistol components.
Cartridge cases, fuse and primer com-

ponents.
Main assemblies, such as wings, rear

fuselages, etc., general aircraft sheet
metal work, small assemblies, such as
fins, tail planes, rudders, etc., radia-
tors, boilers, smoke bombs, ammuni-
tion boxes, shell casings, cylinder and
fuse containers, smoke floats, shell
turnings, land mines, trench mortar
bombs.

Airplane components, gun mounts,
tanks, and a long list of ordnance and
other arms.

Ammunition components.
Tanks, turret parts, treads, etc.

Source: Office of Production Management.

Machine Tools an Arms Bottleneck
While material supplies are the chief factor retarding

the expansion of income as a whole, machine tools are
the principal bottleneck to the advance in arms output
itself.

Machine tools are necessary in any metalworking
operation. This country naturally has a large inven-
tory, including both special-purpose tools and many
general-purpose tools used in civilian production. Very
few tools of certain types required for arms production
were in existence in June 1940. The machine-tool
industry itself had been semidepressed throughout most
of the thirties and consequently had not been expanded;
hence it was faced with a heavy task when called upon
to equip a vast network of arms plants while meeting
record export requirements.

The response of the industry to this challenge has
been a considerable expansion of output. Production
last year exceeded 800 million dollars, as compared
with 450 million in 1940. At the year end, output was
at a rate approaching 1 billion dollars annually.

Not all of 1941 output was available for arms pur-
poses. About one-tenth of the production was ex-
changed among the machine-tool producers themselves.
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In addition, one-fourth of the output in the first three
quarters of 1941 (information for the subsequent period
is not public) was exported, largely to the British
Empire. Only a few of the tools produced by the ma-
chine-tool industry went to civilian industries which
were not at least indirectly engaged in defense work
during the past year.

Despite the performance of the industry to date,
the machine tools available for defense must be greatly
expanded during the next year. The Office of Produc-
tion Management estimated that even the arms output
scheduled last October would require roughly 2
billion dollars' worth of tools, and requirements have
been stepped up enormously since that time. As a

Figure 1 .—Estimated Production of the Machine-Tool Indus-
try and United States Exports of Machine Tools
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

partial offset, civilian needs will be much smaller in
1942. Export requirements will continue to be heavy.
Increased Use of Existing Plant.

Thus far, the growth of output has been accom-
plished through additions to plant and more intensive
utilization of existing facilities. Virtually all machine-
tool builders added to their plant during 1941. At the
end of October, commitments for capital outlay on
facilities for producing wartime machine tools had
reached a total of 75 million dollars.

More important in raising output has been the more
intensive use of existing plant. The figure on page 2
shows that the December-September increase in man-
hours worked on second and third shifts, and on over-
time, was much larger than the advance in man-hours
worked on the first shift. The largest increase was in
overtime. In December 1940, nine-tenths of the
laborers had worked overtime with an average work
week of 51 hours, or 11 hours of overtime. But by
September, 96 percent of the employees in machine
tool plants were engaged in overtime work, with an
average of 54 hours a week.

This widespread use of overtime is one key to the
difficulty of expansion. Actual employment (including
overtime) on the first shift accounted for two-thirds of
the total wage earners in September. Only one-fourth
were on a second shift and about 8 percent on the
third. For this reason, a still more intensive utilization
of existing facilities is possible.

Surveys of the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that
such an expansion is contingent on overcoming numer-
ous difficulties. As suggested earlier, serious operating
bottlenecks exist in most plants and these must be
overcome in order that additional work on second and
third shifts be undertaken. Moreover, much of the
work on machine tools requires some degree of skill and
today necessary apprentice labor is available only after
several months or more of preliminary training. Train-
ing programs within the industry are now widespread,
and the process is now being stepped up.

The contribution of subcontracting to increased
machine tool output cannot be evaluated, but it is
known to be growing. Perhaps more important is the
fact that manufacturers of printing presses, laundry
machinery, shoe machinery, gears, and a long list of
other civilian machines are now undertaking the pro-
duction of complete machine tools.

Conversion of machine tools in civilian lines to arms
output also offers an opportunity for relieving next
year's shortage. The outstanding illustration in this
connection is the automobile industry, which holds
more than 100,000 tools of various types. Only part
of these tools can be readily converted to arms pro-
duction; the remainder are too specialized. The auto-
mobile industry itself possesses facilities for undertaking
much of the conversion.

Recent Inventory Accumulation

Notwithstanding capacity operations in many lines,
rising consumption, and growing priority controls, in-
ventory accumulation in recent months has been the
heaviest on record. Stocks of manufacturers, whole-
salers, and retailers are all at peak volumes, both in
real terms and on a monetary basis. Altogether the
value of the inventories carried by these three types of
business was estimated to be 27 billion dollars at the
end of November, about 5}i billion higher than a year
earlier.

Accumulation by manufacturers accounted for 3}i
billion dollars of the year's increase, while retailers
and wholesalers added 1% billion and % billion, respec-
tively, to their holdings. Of course, rising prices are
being reflected more and more in inventory valuations;
so the magnitude of the rise is considerably less in
terms of physical volume. Probably more than a third
of the increased inventory value occurring last year
was attributable to higher prices.
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More than half of the inventory rise during the year
ending November 30 was reported in the final 5 months.
Growing awareness that widespread shortages were
probable and that prices were likely to advance, led
during that period to very heavy protective buying
throughout the whole economy. All of the above types
of business inventories expanded—and at an acceler-
ated pace.

The value of inventories of wholesalers was raised to
4y2 billion dollars at the end of November, up 300
million from June and 800 million higher than in No-
vember 1940. Stocks of food and produce dealers, as
well as those of dealers in electrical goods and industrial
chemicals, made the largest increases over the year.
On the other hand, dealers in commodities for which
demand has been exceptionally heavy in relation to

Figure 2.—Estimated Value of Business Inventories, End of
Month
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available supplies, such as hardware, lumber and build-
ing materials, and machinery, showed less-than-average
additions to stocks during the year, with metal dealers
actually decreasing holdings.

Retail inventories, currently valued at approximately
7 billion dollars, also rose sharply after June, with the
heaviest accumulation concentrated in the autumn
months. The advance was much larger than is usual
for almost all lines, even including automobiles. Stocks
of cars and trucks, amounting to 383,000 units in No-
vember, were larger than at any previous time since
April as the new models met with temporary sales
resistance.

Extremely large inventories were built up by de-
partment stores, partly in anticipation of record holiday
demands, but also as protection against shortages and
rising prices. The Federal Reserve's seasonally ad-
justed index of department store stocks (1923-25 = 100)
reached 95 in November, 2 points below October
which was a peak for the past 11 years. A special
survey made by the Board of Governors revealed that
the value of department store stocks had increased 35
percent in the year ending October 31. A substantial

rise was reported in all departments, with the largest
percentage increases in household appliances (85 per-
cent) and in some types of women's apparel and acces-
sories which are expected to be scarce.

Protective Buying by Manufacturers.

Though manufacturers' new orders have declined in
recent months and shipments have leveled off, the in-
crease in the value of inventories held by them has been
the largest on record. The Department of Commerce
index of manufacturers' new orders stood at 211 in
November, as compared with the peak of 229 in June.
The shipments index likewise had fallen to 202 from the
September high of 208, a small rise in shipments of dur-
ables failing to offset declining shipments of nondurables.
From June to November, on the other hand, manu-
facturers' inventories rose in value on an average of
415 million per month.

This record advance—about 16 percent in 5 months—
has carried manufacturers' inventories to a total value
exceeding 15 billion dollars, the highest in history. Of
course, no small amount of the rise in value over the
past year reflects higher prices—perhaps one-half of
the total may be attributed to that cause.

It seems clear that widespread attempts have been
made to protect future operations by covering material
requirements well in advance. This is further indi-
cated by the fact that raw materials have been piling
up at an increasing rate since June, when compared
with the increase in goods in process. Of course, the
latter also have increased markedly. Finished goods
(from the standpoint of the manufacturer) stocks have
not grown, however, the entire inventory advance con-
sisting of raw and partly processed materials.

It is significant that the rise since June has been
broadly distributed over almost all industry groups.
Inventories in the durable and nondurable goods in-
dustries advanced alike, about 16 percent. In the pre-
vious 8-month period, stocks held by the durable group
rose 17 percent and inventories in possession of non-
durable producers increased 7 percent.

As a matter of fact, the only two industries failing to
expand stocks since June were rubber and iron and steel
and their products. In these instances, raw material
shortages, strong demands for the finished products,
and in the case of iron and steel, the integrated form of
organization, all have held back inventory accumula-
tion.

Other industries producing war materials have con-
tinued to add to their inventories, particularly the
machinery, transport equipment, and automobile lines.
Though war output is expanding and inventories
normally should be increasing, the raw materials used in
war production are those whose supplies are most tight.
For this reason, war industries would be expected to
cover their needs as far ahead as was feasible. That
this was already occurring in August is evident from
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information available on inventories of scarce materials
at that time.

This information also revealed a very uneven dis-
tribution of metal inventories among the different
industries and among the firms within an industry.
Such a distribution may not be conducive to a realiza-
tion of the dominant objective at the present time:
maximum military output. For this reason, the
Office of Production Management has set up an inven-
tory and requisitioning section to acquire raw mate-
rials necessary for war industries whenever normal
sources of supply are inadequate. This section will
administer the Executive Order of November 19, 1941,
providing for the Administration of the Requisitioning
of Property Required for National Defense. Requisi-
tioning will be used as a supplement to priorities when-
ever priority orders are insufficient to get essential
materials to the right place at the right time. The
section will also administer the stipulation in Priori-
ties Regulation No. 1, providing that inventories be
kept to the minimum practicable working level.

Rubber

Rubber is the most widely used of the raw materials
whose supplies have been threatened by the outbreak
of war in the Pacific. More than 97 percent of the
Nation's crude rubber supply normally comes from
the area in which hostilities are now widespread. As
military requirements for the material are large and
stocks are limited, immediate action has been taken to
conserve available supplies and to assure their rational
distribution.

The consumption of crude rubber in 1941 was the
highest in history, probably running close to 800,000
long tons (on the basis of consumption statistics pub-
lished for the past three quarters). In 1940, consump-
tion was 648,500 tons and in 1939, about 592,000 tons.
In addition, some 250,000 tons of reclaim rubber was
used in the past year, almost a third more than in 1940.
Synthetic rubber, while produced in larger volume, was
still relatively unimportant in 1941 as compared with
crude and reclaim.

A large part of the rise in rubber consumption repre-
sented heavier civilian use. Information is not now
available on the breakdown of consumption among
various civilian lines for 1941; however, some idea of
the relative importance of the various uses may be ob-
tained from table 2, which presents consumption
statistics (not altogether complete) for 1939. As is
evident, automobiles use much the largest proportion,
taking almost three-fourths of the crude rubber con-
sumed in 1940. Automobile needs also have taken
much reclaim rubber, tires, tubes, and other accessories
all embodying a very large proportion of the total.

Manufacturers of mechanical rubber goods were the
second largest civilian consuming group, but they
probably have taken less than one-tenth of the aggre-

gate crude. These manufacturers use large amounts
of reclaim, combining a high percentage of reclaim to
crude in the production process. This is also the case
with the production of rubber heels and soles. Rela-
tively small amounts of rubber are essential to the pro-
duction of many other commodities. Though singly
these uses are not large, their sum is sizable.
Future Rubber Supplies.

In preparation for the present emergency, the Govern-
ment built up rubber stocks steadily throughout the
past two years. At the outset of 1941, total inventory

Figure 3.—Rubber Consumption and Stocks
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of crude was 309,000 long tons; by October—the latest
month for which statistics were made public—crude
stocks had risen to 455,000 tons. In this period Gov-
ernment stocks moved from 134,000 to 266,000 tons,
while those of industry apparently increased from
175,000 to 189,000 tons.

Since October, stocks have probably been further
expanded. However, neither the Government nor
industry was successful in accumulating an inventory
of the size desired. The Rubber Reserve Corporation
had purchased a total of 357,000 tons through Septem-
ber 13, of which some 207,000 had either been delivered
or were afloat at that time. Consumption was re-
strained after midyear (see fig. 3) by order of the Office
of Production Management, but a variety of circum-
stances held back the rate of accumulation.

Meanwhile, output of reclaim rubber is being ex-
panded steadily. At present the rate is in excess of
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300,000 long tons annually, and estimates of collectible
supplies of scrap indicate that an output of 500,000
tons can be maintained for probably 3 years. Plant
capacity for reclaim, of course, needs to be increased in
order to realize such a production. While reclaim can-
not be used for all purposes, the proportion of reclaim to
crude can be varied widely in many products, including
tires and tubes.

Table 2.—Consumption of Crude Rubber, by Products, 1939*

[In long tons]

Product

Rubber tires and inner tubes:
Pneumatic casings, including solid and cushion tires
Inner tubes

Boots and shoes
Rubber heels and soles, including slab soling
Rubberized fabrics and rubberized clothing (finished)2

Mechanical rubber goods; rubber flooring; rubber mats and
matting

Hard-rubber goods -
Rubber thread, rubber cement, and rubber gloves
Tires sundries and repair materials, rebuilt or retreaded tires,

including camelback
Other manufactures of rubber, including druggists' and medi-

cal sundries, balloons, stationers' rubber bands, erasers, golf
and tennis balls, toys, and sponge-rubber products

Grand total-

Tons

358, 791
51, 731
15,970
22, 642
9,291

47,472
3,328
9,296

16, 973

28, 216

562, 810

Percent
of total

5

100

1 This table does not include consumption amounting to approximately 30,000 tons.
2 Includes bathing caps and bathing suits.
Source: Bureau of the Census.

A third source of rubber supply is the growing pro-
duction of the synthetic material, made largely from a
petroleum base. Construction of new plant to bring
the total capacity of this industry to 80,000 tons
annually is already under way. Output last year ap-
proximated 12,000 tons.

It is apparent that reclaim supplies must eventually
dwindle as scrap becomes scarce with the declining
use of crude. For this reason, further expansion of
synthetic capacity is needed. The Supply, Priorities,
and Allocations Board has already tentatively approved
plans for tripling capacity, which would, if made
effective, eventually bring the total to 160,000 tons
annually. Whether or not such an expansion will be
undertaken hinges on further review of the metals and
machinery outlook for the coming year.

Production of crude rubber in the Western hemi-
sphere comes mostly from wild trees and at the present
time is quite limited. Peak output of about 55,000
tons was reached in 1912, but since then, production has
declined. Production last year approximated 24,000
tons, of which 17,600 tons were exported from the
countries in which it was collected. As far as the ŵ ar
period is concerned, it may be possible to double pro-
duction in Latin America, although even this could be
achieved only over a period of 3 or more years. Most
Latin American rubber consumers, other than those in
Brazil, imported plantation rubber from the Far East;
hence they face a problem similar to that of the United
States and may require part of the South American
output.

Mexico is in a somewhat special position because
large quantities of the guayule shrub, which also yields
rubber, grows wild there. In 1940, our imports of
guayule rubber from Mexico were 3,634 tons. How-
ever, Mexico imported plantation rubber in about the
same volume. Altogether, the present crop of guayule
shrubs, if completely exploited each year, might yield
over twice the 1940 figure for an indefinite period.
How much of this could be available to the United
States is not certain.
Civilian Consumption Curtailed.

Heavy military requirements in the face of short
supplies have made an immediate curtailment of civilian
rubber consumption imperative. On December 11,
sales of new tires were prohibited and rigid restrictions
were placed upon the handling and processing of a
number of less important rubber products. Produc-
tion of the latter eventually will be eliminated, while
the rationing of rubber for automobile use was started
on January 4.

For the time being rationing applies chiefly to new
automobile tires, of which there are said to be between
7 and 8 million in stock at the start of the year. In
the first 11 months of 1941 tire production rose to 58.6
million casings; in recent years replacements have
accounted for about two-thirds of total tire demand.
Hence, it was inevitable that new tires could be made
available only for essential civilian use. The quota
made available for January was 357,000, about 7 percent
of the shipments in January 1941.

At present essential uses include only the following
groups:

1. Vehicles required by the medical profession.
2. Vehicles essential for various public services, such as fire,

police, public health, etc.
3. Vehicles used for necessary public transport.
4. Trucks used "exclusively" for ice and fuel delivery, trans-

portation of materials for construction and maintenance of pub-
lic roads, public utilities or production facilities, defense housing
and military establishments; trucks used by essential roofing,
plumbing, heating and electrical repair services, or waste and
scrap dealers; by any common carriers; and for transporting raw
materials, semimanufactured goods, and finished products, with
the exception that no certificates may be issued to transport
such raw materials, semimanufactured or finished goods "to
the ultimate consumer for personal, family, or household use."

5. Farm tractors or other farm implements—except automo-
biles or trucks—for which tires are essential to operation.

6. Industrial mining and construction equipment—except
automobiles and trucks—for which tires are essential to oper-
ation.

No restrictions have yet been placed upon the sale
of secondhand tires nor upon the retreading and recap-
ping of tires. The latter process under present practice
requires about 40 percent of the rubber in a new tire
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and lengthens the life of a good casing by another 80
percent. For this reason, tires for ordinary civilian
use are expected to be renewed by either recapping or
retreading.

The Framework of Rationing.

The rationing of rubber tires to consumers introduces
a form of control which heretofore this country has not
experienced. Sugar rationing in the last war was a
comparatively simple administrative job because ŵ ide
differences in the needs of individual consumers did not
exist. Unfortunately, this is not true with motor trans-
port, and even individual cases within a particular
group need to be settled on their oŵ n merits.

A local type of control is required and this is being
set up in the form of State and local rationing Boards.
The State Board acts chiefly as coordinating agency
and serves as liaison between the national control (the
Office of Price Administration in this case) and the local
Boards.

The monthly quota of tires to be sold in the country
as a whole is determined by the national control.
After 2 percent of the total is set aside as a national
pool, the remainder is allocated between States on the
basis of sales in the corresponding month of the previous
year. Within States, allocation is on the basis of com-
mercial vehicle registrations in each district, though
"pools" comprising 8 percent of the State total also
are set up for adjustments between districts. Eligible
purchasers of new tires appeal to the local Boards who
either grant or refuse certificates of purchase.

The administrative organization for rationing now
being established is similar in broad outline to that
employed in Great Britain for the allocation of petro-
leum. Howrever, the ability of the petroleum control
to allocate existing supplies most efficiently is much
greater than is possible at this time with rubber. For
stocks of rubber held by ultimate consumers in the form
of tires and other commodities are large, and are as
yet subject to only an indirect control; whereas stocks
of petroleum in the hands of ultimate consumers are
seldom large.

The Sugar Outlook

Sugar supplies have also been affected by war in the
Far East. Normally some 70 percent of United States
sugar comes from offshore areas which require ocean
transportation.

Approximately one-eighth of United States sugar
(800,000 tons) came from the Philippine Islands in 1941.
A slightly larger percentage—900,000 tons—was shipped
from Hawaii. The former source of supply is of course
not available at the moment and the latter will probably
be curtailed as Hawaiian resources are diverted to other
uses. Shipping space for Hawaiian sugar may not be
a problem, because of the movement of other supplies
to those Islands. However, availability of ship tonnage

433529—42 — 2

for movement of sugar from Caribbean areas may be
one of the factors limiting supplies.

The heaviest import of sugar is obtained from Cuba.
In 1941, the Cuban output of sugar was restricted to
2.75 million short tons, but more than a million tons were
held in stock at the beginning of the year. Of total
available Cuban supplies, the United States obtained
about 2.8 million tons, or one-third of its aggregate
raw sugar consumption.

Nearby Puerto Rico—conveniently located to At-
lantic seaboard refining ports—restricted its 1941 crop
to 930,000 tons, most of which was shipped here. Small
quantities of sugar also were sent here from Peru and
other areas. A large proportion of the sizable sugar

Figure 4.—Production of Raw Sugar in Continental United
States and Principal Areas Supplying the United States, by
Crop Years
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Note.—All data for 1941 arc preliminary. The 1941 figure for Cuba is the estimated
amount of sugarcane to go to sugar. Data for Continental United States include
both beet and cane sugar and for the other areas cane sugar only.

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.

crops of Santo Domingo, Haiti, and the British West
Indies is not available to the United States, as it already
goes to Great Britain under long-term contracts.

Domestic output of beet and cane sugar has been ex-
panded greatly from the small production available
during World War I. The 1941-42 crop will be approxi-
mately 1.5 million tons of beet and 450,000 tons of cane
sugar. The 1941 beet sugar output was smaller than
that of the previous year, however, as acreage allot-
ments were restricted.

Some 235,000 tons of domestic corn sugar also was
obtained during 1941, though most of the sugar sub-
stance from corn appears not in the form of sugar,
but as syrup.

Smaller Supplies in 1942 Possible.

The temporary loss of Philippine supplies and the
likely curtailment of Hawaiian sugar may not be
entirely replaced. Domestic output of beet sugar in
1942 should be raised at least 400,000 tons to the 1940
level, recent extension of the Sugar Act and the increase
in benefit payments to domestic producers being of some
aid in this respect. Domestic cane sugar also can be
expanded slightly. However, larger corn sugar sup-
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plies can be achieved only by constructing additional
grinding capacity, and this may not be possible in the
light of machinery requirements.

Puerto Rican sugar should be expanded some 300,000
tons as crop restrictions are lifted. But this gain may
be countered by a decline in imports from Cuba.

Cuban production this year can be raised to approxi-
mately 4.3 million short tons—the 1941 sugar crop was
about 4.1 million tons—including both raw sugar and
high test molasses (expressed in terms of sugar). Much
of the cane is converted into molasses for the production
of alcohol. Last year, Cuba produced high-test mo-
lasses equivalent to 1.4 million tons of sugar, largely for
the United States, and this year the equivalent of at
least 1.2 million tons of Cuban sugar is similarly needed.
Canada and Great Britain require part of the remain-
ing cane supply, as does Cuba herself. The large
Cuban sugar stocks (more than 1,000,000 tons) existing
at the beginning of 1941 have now declined to less than
300,000 tons in the face of last year's restricted crop
and the heavy world demand: Hence, it is probable
that even if shipping facilities can be made available,
1942 exports to the United States will fall to around
2.3 million tons.

It thus is clear that the size of next year's sugar
supply depends upon a number of circumstances, many
of which are uncertain at the present time. Of these
latter factors, perhaps the most important are the size
of the Hawaiian crop, the quantity that will be moved
from Cuba with available shipping, the requirements
for conversion of sugar into industrial alcohol, and the
need on the part of other Allied nations for supplies
from this country.

Assuming a curtailed but yet substantial Hawaiian
crop, and adopting a reasonably optimistic view of the
other matters, total sugar supplies available to the
United States from the 1942 world crop can be in the
neighborhood of 6.5 million tons. This is slightly less
than the 6.85 million tons consumed in 1939, and about
a tenth under the estimated consumption last year.

Sugar stocks available in this country can ease the
tightness of supply. Deliveries during 1941 approx-
imated 7.9 million tons. Consumption was smaller
than this, and about half a million tons are estimated
to have gone into invisible stocks held by food manu-
facturers, wholesalers, retailers, and other industrial
consumers. Visible stocks in the hands of refiners and
importers on January 1 totaled about 2 million tons, a
fifth lower than a year earlier.
Inventory Accumulation Stopped.

Inventory accumulation in the final quarter of 1941
began to interfere with the normal flow of supplies.
As the movement was accentuated by the changed
outlook subsequent to the outbreak of war, the Office
of Production Management moved quickly to halt
it. This was accomplished by an order limiting ship-
ment of sugar to a " receiver7' in any one month to

either the amount received in the corresponding month
of 1940 or an amount which raised the "receiver's"
stocks to 30 days' supply, whichever is the smaller.
Moreover, any stocks in the hands of "receivers" ex-
ceeding 60 days' supply by more than 2 carloads, were
frozen. Likewise, the Office of Price Administration
established maximum wholesale prices for refined cane
sugar on the basis of 5.45 cents per pound f. o. b.
seaboard points.

Table 3.—Consumption of Sugar in 1939
[Thousands of short tons]

Industry groups

Refined sugar:
Household and restaurant
Industrial (total)

Bread and bakery products
Confectionery and related products..
Canning and preserving
Flavoring extracts and sirups
Beverages:

Nonalcoholic
Alcoholic

Dairy products
Meat packing
Grain mill products
Tobacco
Foods, n. e. s

Total refined sugar

Haw sugar equivalent.

Quantity

4,128
2,272
574
541
300
230

234
15
182
26
26
21
123

6,400

6,848

Percent
of total

64.7
35.3
8.9
8.4
4.7
3.6

3.7
. 2
2.8
.4
.4
.3
1.9

100.0

Source: IT. S. Department of Commerce.

The incidence of any sugar curtailment would be
spread over a number of industries as well as house-
hold consumers. Table 3 reviews the distribution of
sugar consumption in 1939. Households and restau-
rants used directly about two-thirds of the sugar
consumed that year, while various industrial consumers
required the remainder. Consumption gains in 1941
were concentrated largely in industrial use, the increase
in household and restaurant consumption since 1939
probably being less than 5 percent.

The Supply of Lead

One illustration of the extreme pressure on metal
supplies is afforded by lead. Although acute short-
ages of copper, aluminum, and several other nonfer-
rous metals were in sight by the end of 1940, lead
supply then occasioned little anxiety. The United
States before 1940 had been a net exporter of refined
lead. The output of Mexican producers, which had
formerly gone to European countries, was now avail-
able for this country's needs. Moreover, no direct
war needs impinged upon lead supply to quite the extent
that the plane production schedule affected aluminum
and magnesium requirements or to the extent that
shell production altered the copper outlook.

Of course, indirect defense requirements—in con-
struction, transport, the utilities, and the like—
were expected to be stepped up very considerably.
However, the degree to which lead would be in demand
as a substitute for other metals even in more scarce
supply was not appreciated. As a simple illustration,
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lead going into foil rose from some 2,000 tons a month
at the outset of 1941 to more than 6,500 tons in recent
months—far more than was anticipated.
Large Rise in Imports.

The lead supply of the United States—approxi-
mately 1.1 million tons in 1941—is derived from several
sources. Lead refined from domestic ores and base
bullion was less than half the total—about 480,000
tons in 1941, one-tenth more than in 1940. Refining
of secondary or reclaimed lead in this country added
another 200,000 tons (10 percent under the volume of
the previous year).

To the above total must be added the lead refined
from imported ores and base bullion. This fell to
80,000 tons in 1941, about one-fifth less than in 1940,
largely as a result of a shift to imports of refined lead.
The latter, as in the case of copper, have been expanded
tremendously since the outbreak of war. If imports
for the year were at the rate of the first 9 months, they
would have exceeded 250,000 tons in 1941, compared
with 150,000 tons in 1940 and only 7,000 tons in 1939.
An extremely large proportion of the 1941 import of
refined lead came from Mexico, a small proportion
was shipped from Peru, and a still smaller amount
came from Australia. Imports of ore and base bullion
also were obtained from those countries, as well as
from Newfoundland, Argentina, Canada, Africa, and
Chile.

It is of interest to note that while some three-fifths
of the lead imports from Mexico were water-borne,
rail facilities can probably handle any increased load
imposed by reallocation of shipping facilities. In this
respect the bulk of foreign lead supplies are more
fortunately located than are those of copper.

Lead refining in recent months has declined almost a
fourth below the first-quarter 1941 volume. In part,
this is because refiners no longer can draw on accumu-
lated ore and base bullion stocks. It also has been
suggested that operations were somewhat retarded in
expectation of a change in the price ceiling on lead,
which since April 1941 has been 5.85 cents per pound.

Large Saving From Automobile Curtailment.

The lead supply for 1942 could probably be increased
only by 10 percent at the maximum. To achieve this
advance, both domestic mine output and imports
would have to be increased. Refining capacity now
appears to be adequate for handling ore and base
bullion supplies that are likely to be available.

As war output continues to expand and substitution
of lead for other metals gains impetus, a further
intensification of the current stringency might be
expected. This will be relieved considerably, however,
by the curtailment of automobile production. More
than 220,000 tons of lead, or 28 percent of total supplies,
went into storage batteries alone in 1940. Other uses

Figure 5.—United States Supply of Refined Lead
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in 1940 included 14 percent for cable sheathing, 8 per-
cent in building, 8 percent in white lead (paint), 8
percent in red lead and litharge, 3 percent for solder, 3
percent for foil, and 28 percent in a variety of other uses.

Lead has been subject to various controls since March
of last year, when exports were placed under license.
It was included as one of the metals placed under
inventory control on May 1. Since October 4, lead
has been under full priority control. Thus far, how-
ever, allocation of the entire supply has not been under-
taken as in the case of copper and aluminum.
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The Business Situation
REORIENTATION of the economy to the war effort

^ was pushed forward during February. Notwith-
standing sharply reduced output in certain consumer
lines now under conversion, activity in general continued
to advance at a pace comparable to that of other recent
months. Industrial production again recorded a net
gain under strengthened efforts to expand war output
as quickly as possible. Electric power remained close
to peak volume, though a seasonal decline has been
usual in the past. On the other hand, freight carload-
ings were down somewhat, averaging about 780,000
cars weekly. Coal loadings continued to show a slight
decrease from the sizable volumes in the final months
of 1941. But the principal decline occurred in the
movement of industrial freight. Shipments to export
ports remained in good volume. In contrast to the
experience of tbe last War, the carriers are regulating
carefully the flow of goods into ports, in order that
freight equipment may not lie idle as goods await
transfer.

Despite difficulty in obtaining metallic materials,
construction activity this winter has fallen off little
more than that required by seasonal influences. Con-
struction associated with the war effort is now at an
annual rate which surpasses the total of new construc-
tion in 1940. Moreover, private residential building
has been substantial in answer to the growing needs in
areas engaged in turning out war material.
Heavy Consumption.

In retail trade, buying has continued to be in good
volume for all manner of commodities, with special
emphasis being devoted to goods expected to be in
short supply. Purchasing failed to match the extra-
ordinary January volume, however, and the adjusted
index of sales by all retail stores dropped to 137 (pre-
liminary) from the peak of 149.

More detailed information on the buying in January
reveals it to have been very heavy in almost all types of
stores with particularly large sales for the month re-
ported by apparel shops, building material and hardware
stores, and general merchandise stores.

The current level of sales undoubtedly reflects some
forward buying; nevertheless, it bears remembering
that purchasing should be unusually high, for consumers
possess the largest incomes on record. Moreover, while
buying in the aggregate is expected to fall off as stocks
of goods now under limited production are reduced, the
subsequent decline in consumption as a whole is not
expected to be drastic during 1942. For the calendar
year it is probable that the total physical volume of
goods and services purchased will fall little more than
a tenth below the record volume of 1941. The bulk
of this decrease will be in the consumer durables—the

output of which can hardly be more than a third of
that of last year, if the maximum of equipment and
materials in these lines is diverted to war production.
But the record stock of durables already in the hands
of consumers (and to some extent, dealers) should
greatly limit any little actual decrease in the utility
derived from these sources this year.

This statement on consumption needs clarification.
It is based on a review of available and prospective sup-
plies and on the considerations presented in more detail
in the article on page 9 of this issue. There it is indicated
that about 85 percent of the consumer expenditures in
1941 were devoted to nondurables and services. Equip-
ment for the production of these goods and services will
continue available, because little of it is adaptable to
war output. The total labor force, however, may not
be sufficient fully to maintain such civilian output,
while also producing the war material required by the
President's program. Moreover, a reduction in sup-
plies of many articles for civilian use will occur by
reason of raw-material shortages (wool, leather, certain
chemicals, are cases in point) and diversion of output
to the armed forces or to other countries under lend-
lease (see the discussion of canned foods below).

Table 1.

Year

1929 _
1933
1939 _
1940
1941

Total

20,994
15,553
19,173
20,073
21,563

—Consumer Expenditures for Services 1

[Millions of dollars]

Hous-
ing

9,119
7,358
8,398
8,609
8,968

House-
hold
utili-
ties

1,771
1,680
2,026
2,151
2,240

Laundry,
tailoring,

and
personal

care

1,908
1,110
1,605
1,709
1,967

Trans-
porta-
tion

2,880
1,716
2,012
1,973
2,165

Medi-
cal
care

2,231
1,475
2,058
2,232
2,528

Recre-
ation

1,156
785

1,309
1,552
1,711

Other

1,929
1,429
1,765
1,847
1,984

i These are preliminary estimates by the Department of Commerce and are subject
to revision.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Such a decline among the nondurables will not
bulk large in the aggregate, gains in some lines
(cotton goods, for example) offsetting reductions in
others. The services—constituting 30 percent of total
consumer expenditures last year—may show a net in-
crease on the whole. Transportation and household
utilities are the only components shown in table 1 which
might decline because of supply difficulties, and such a
decrease would be small if it occurred at all.

Though a drastic reduction in consumption should
not occur this year, the situation may be expected to
worsen steadily. As stocks decline, raw material and
transport shortages grow more acute, and additional
pressure is directed against the available labor force, the
Nation's living standard will of necessity be lowered.Digitized for FRASER 
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Further Limitation on Civilian Output.

Efforts have been speeded to complete the task of
turning existing civilian goods equipment to war output
where that is possible. Outstanding in this respect
during February was the final cessation of domestic
civilian passenger car assembly. Activity in the auto-
mobile industry as a whole, however, did not decline
seriously. About a fourth of the industry's auto-
mobile facilities were engaged in the manufacture of
military and civilian trucks, scout cars, other military
vehicles, and parts necessary for maintenance and re-
pair. In addition, large new plants erected by the in-
dustry over the past year and a half for the production
of tanks, aircraft, and ordnance are now active. As a
result of these developments, employment remained
fairly heavy throughout the industry, though it is only a
fraction of that expected by the autumn of this year.

Other consumer lines now in the process of changing
over to exclusive production of war materials include
domestic mechanical refrigerators, the output of which
is to be discontinued after April 30, and the manufacture
of radios for domestic civilian use, which is to be elimi-
nated shortly thereafter. In the intervening period,
production of refrigerators is to be stepped up markedly
over quotas which had been previously established.
This output will be frozen in an effort to realize a stock-
pile of approximately 750,000 units, these to be rationed
among essential civilian and military requirements.

The degree to which production is being limited
in a number of other consumer durables lines varies
widely as between plants. In general, where some con-
tinuation of output is essential, activity is to be centered
in the plants of small producers. Manufacturers having
facilities of substantial size are required to convert them
to war production as a result of severe restrictions on
their normal activity. This procedure is being fol-
lowed, for example, in the case of laundry equipment
and cooking appliances.

In still other cases, conversion largely takes the form
of a diversion of activity from civilian use to military
use. Such is the case, for example, with restriction on
the consumption of wool for civilian use and the pro-
duction of certain types of tractors and auxiliary
equipment.

Facilities rendered idle by orders curbing the flow of
essential raw materials are in some instances being con-
verted to the production of other civilian goods. Thus,
the extremely heavy cotton consumption of recent
months is in the process of being further augmented
by the use of some remodeled machinery formerly em-
ployed in the carpet and apparel wool industries.

While these shifts are occurring in the production
of consumer goods, activity in such basic war industries
as aircraft, shipbuilding, ordnance, and machinery is
advancing at a rate even more rapid than that which
prevailed throughout the latter half of 1941. Produc-
tion of basic chemical raw materials is also expanding.
Output of steel, however, while up from January, was

little changed on a daily-average basis from December.
Further gains, as with the nonferrous metals, must
occur with the completion of a variety of new facilities.
In this regard, arrangements for further increasing
aluminum and magnesium output were announced in
February. Previously aluminum facilities either in
operation or under construction had a capacity of 1.45
billion pounds annually. This will be increased to 2.1
billion pounds. Moreover, arrangements have been
effected to expand imports from Canada, and these will
result in a total annual supply of primary aluminum of
more than 2.5 billion pounds. Production in 1939 was
330 million pounds. Magnesium capacity, previously
scheduled to reach 400 million pounds annually, is to
be stepped up to 725 million pounds.

Bituminous coal production was reduced slightly
during February, as was also petroleum refining.
Activity in the latter instance has been held up to
some extent by the conversion of certain existing
facilities to the refining of airplane gasoline.

The Production of Agricultural Implements

Not only does equipment for manufacturing con-
sumer durables lend itself to conversion. The facilities
heretofore used to produce many types of machinery
and tools also can be utilized in direct arms production
and must be so employed if the Nation's armament
goals are to be realized. Some of these manufacturers
early turned to producing war material, supplementing
their existing plant with new equipment. This is the
case, for example, with the producers of locomotives,
whose activity in February (as measured by the Federal
Reserve index) was roughly 5 times the 1935-39
average and growing rapidly.

The textile machinery industry is still another
turning out direct war materials. By midyear ap-
proximately one-half of its plant capacity will be
devoted to this purpose, with the other half producing
parts essential for repair and maintenance.

Industries of this character differ from, those pro-
ducing certain consumer durables in that it is usually
impossible to cut out production for civilian use entirely.
Some replacement of worn-out equipment is essential,
even to a minimum standard of living for the com-
munity. One of the best illustrations in this respect is
the farm equipment industry. Last year these pro-
ducers manufactured equipment with a total estimated
value of 742 million dollars, only a small part of which
was in the form, of direct war materials. This was the
largest output in the history of the industry, exceeding
the 1940 total by nearly one-fifth.

In 1940 the farm equipment industry had consumed
about 2.1 million tons of steel and cast iron, and 60,000
tons of such other critical materials as copper, zinc,
tin, chromium, and rubber. Consumption of these
materials in 1941 was of course heavier in keeping with
the increased output. Thus, even if the equipment ofDigitized for FRASER 
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the industry were not needed for war output, the largest
feasible curtailment of its operations would have been
required in order to save scarce materials.

In this respect, inventories of farm equipment, like
those of other durables, fortunately are very sizable.
Moreover, a substantial part of the equipment is rela-
tively new, purchases having been considerable ever
since 1936. Present stocks include, for example, 1.8
million tractors as compared with less than 1 million in
1930. More than half the farm tractors are less
than 5 years old, while almost three-fourths have been
in use less than 10 years. Other equipment in the
record farm machinery inventory includes 2.2 million
mowers, approximately an equal number of hay rakes,
1.4 million grain binders, over 1 million manure
spreaders, 300,000 milking machines, and almost as
many combines.

Figure 1.—Estimated Production and Domestic Exports of
Farm Equipment

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

20

1940 1941 1942

1 Data subsequent to September 1941 are not available for publication.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

These large equipment stocks of course may be
operated much more effectively than in the past. A
further expansion of cooperatives for utilizing existing
equipment, as well as better organization of seasonal
supplies of farm labor, are expected to be directed to
this end.

Notwithstanding the substantial inventory and the
opportunity to improve the efficiency of its utilization,
a considerable output of farm equipment still will be
required throughout 1942. The Government's farm
program contemplates widespread changes in the pat-
tern of agricultural output. Some of the sharply
expanded crops—peanuts and soybeans are examples—
will require much new machinery and other units are
essential for replacement. In addition, a large volume
will be required for essential exports to the British
Empire, the U. S. S. R., and the American Republics.

To date the program for limiting the output of farm
equipment has not been completed. Policy laid down
at the end of 1941 restricted the industry's use of raw
materials for civilian purposes during the 12 months
through next October, to 83 percent of those consumed

in 1940. To this end the industry was granted an A-3
preference rating. At the same time, quotas were es-
tablished for the production of various types of machin-
ery. These quotas presumably reflected the needs for
this year, repair parts, for example, being produced at
150 percent of the 1940 rate and requiring nearly one-
third of the total raw material consumption. Equip-
ment for the rapidly expanding dairy industry is in
large quota, as also is machinery for crops and other
livestock products scheduled to be produced in heavier
volume this year.

The quotas may not be fulfilled if the industry is
not given a higher preference rating for raw materials.
At the same time, however, the curtailment envisaged
by the order in December is very small when the need
for equipment and materials in the production of
finished arms is considered.

In this latter respect, the present limitation falls
short in failing to concentrate the entire production in
certain selected plants. Prevailing quotas apply
eqully to every enterprise which manufactures equip-
ment. As a result, facilities which might otherwise be
used wholly for the production of war material are now
engaged only part time, and that time is devoted to
turning out commodities for civilian use.

The Canning Industry

Canning is one food industry feeling the pinch of a
raw-material shortage in a rather indirect way. The
loss of Malaya and other sections of the Far East to
enemy forces has cut off the major part of the tin out-
put available to the United States. Though large tin
stockpiles have been accumulated, these are prudently
to be conserved by the elimination of nonessential
civilian uses. Since approximately 40 percent of the
normal consumption of tin in this country is in the
form of containers, any real curtailment must of neces-
sity be reflected also in the operations of the canning
industry.

This industry has experienced a strong secular
growth, though year-to-year fluctuations with changes
in the level of income have been considerable. Thus,
the 1941 pack of all foods rose some 20 percent over
1940, while in terms of the longer movement, 1941 vege-
table canning stood one-fourth higher than the 1937
total and at least 60 percent above 1929. Canning of
fruits has expanded in somewhat smaller degree. In
general, this upward movement has been the result of a
shift from home preparation of food to factory canning,
as well as of a growing consumption of fruits and vege-
tables relative to other foods.

If the 1942 agricultural program is to be fulfilled, the
production of fruits and vegetables will be the largest
on record. The two major canning vegetables, for ex-
ample, are tomatoes and peas, and the crops of these are
scheduled to be increased nearly one-fifth and one-
third, respectively. In addition, plantings of other
vegetables are expected at least to equal the aggregateDigitized for FRASER 
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of last year. The supply of such commodities available
for civilian consumption, of course, hinges on the
quantities required by the armed forces and by other
countries under lend-lease or otherwise. The sum of
these requirements, however, is not expected to reduce
civilian consumption (on a per capita basis) below
the average of the past several years. That is not to
say, of course, that supplies of certain selected items for
civilian use may not be reduced considerably.

This conclusion also holds for the effect of the tin-
plate order on the canning of fruits and vegetables.
The total food supply is, of course, unaffected by the
order—it merely alters the form in which existing food
supplies might have appeared in absence of the order.

Figure 2.—Production and Packers' Garry-Over of Canned
Seasonal Vegetables

MILLIONS OF CASES
(BASIS: 24 NO. 2 CANS)
200
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PACKERS CARRYOVER
(BEGINNING OF SEASON)

ALL OTHER

TOMATO JUICE

GREEN AND WAX
BEANS

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

No restriction is imposed on the canning of important
foods comprising 70 percent of the vegetable pack last
year, 40 percent of the normal fruit pack, and about 85
percent of the normal pack of fish. Included in this
unrestricted group are such staples as tomatoes and
tomato juice, peas, sweet corn, green beans, peaches,
pears, salmon, and evaporated milk. A number of
these staples have been reserved for Government pur-
chase in amounts varying up to 30 percent of the pack.
The civilian quotas placed upon the canning of other
foods range from 125 percent of the tin plate used in
1941 to complete prohibition, according to the possi-
bility of distributing the commodities in other forms—
fresh, frozen, and dried, or in glass, paper, and other
containers. In the instance of certain quota foods, such
as carrots and beets, however, Government purchases,
which are entirely exempt from the tin-plate restric-
tions, will require total packs far above civilian quotas.

Among the foods denied further civilian use of tin
containers are such staples as pork and beans, other
dried beans, spaghetti, and hominy. These amounted
to some 40 million cases in 1941, out of a total of 260
million cases for all vegetables. The most important
item is beans which has shown a strong upward trend,
with 33.6 million cases packed in 1941 as compared with
25 million in 1937. Canning of soup for civilian use is
restricted to 100 percent of that in 1941; nevertheless,

the total may increase somewhat through the use of
larger cans and the substitution of condensed soups for
the liquid form.

In addition to the limitations reviewed above, sub-
stantial savings in use of tin are expected by the elimi-
nation of smaller can sizes, as these consume more tin
plate in proportion to their volume than do the large
cans. Moreover, economies are to be effected through
thinning the coat of tin plate, save in those instances
where the nature of the food or product requires excep-
tionally heavy tinning. Recent technical improve-
ments have made possible the use of smaller quantities
of tin on the ordinary can.
Prices of Canned Foods Frozen.

A corollary to the above developments in the canning
industry was the temporary freezing of packers' and
wholesalers' price quotations on 25 important canned
vegetables and fruits. Prices for March and April are
not to exceed the average of those prevailing from Feb-
ruary 23-27, inclusive. In part, this price action was
taken in an effort to forestall the disrupting effect upon
supplies of possible hoarding induced through fear of
price changes. For the time being no action has been
taken on retail prices, though if these fail to be sta-
bilized, it is likely that they also will be placed under
ceiling. Meanwhile, no control short of rationing can
be exercised over hoarding induced by expectation of
shortages in particular supplies.

The Expansion of Shipments
A review of the expansion of manufacturers' ship-

ments last year reveals significant changes in the
structure of output that lent added impetus to the
increased need for transport. For the whole of 1941
the gross value of products shipped by American manu-
facturers reached an all-time high of 92 billion dollars,
about 40 percent above the 1940 volume and substan-
tially more than the previous peak of 70 billions in 1929.
Adjustment for price changes brings the advance over
1941 down to 30 percent, while the physical quantity of
goods delivered by manufacturers last year was 50
percent more than in 1929.

Aggregate shipments of course include a considerable
amount of duplication in the form of transfers made
from one producer to another. Ordinarily, the net
value of shipments to consumers (largely that portion
of the total value which has been added by the manu-
facturer) is around 50 percent of the gross. However,
in a period of expanding output, the net value of ship-
ments tends to increase more rapidly than does the
gross.

This is the result of a greater emphasis on durable-
goods output. Commodities of this character are more
likely to be produced by highly integrated firms, and a
larger proportion of their total gross output represents
value added by the manufacturers themselves.

The production of durable goods in 1941 was ex-
ceptionally heavy. Growing activity in finished arma-Digitized for FRASER 
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ment industries, a tremendous expansion of industrial
facilities, large military, residential, and other con-
struction, and the record demand for consumer dura-
bles, all combined to raise the value of durable good
shipments more than 50 percent. The advance of
nondurable shipments was about one-third. For the
first time on record durable shipments were of larger
value than the nondurables, the former having been
44 billion as against 41 billion for the latter. This was
a significant development from the standpoint of
transport requirements. Durable commodities are in
general more bulky, both in terms of finished goods and
raw materials. Moreover, their production is more
concentrated, so that shipments must be made over a
wider geographic area.

In dollar terms, the value of food shipments last
year surpassed those of any other group. These aggre-
gated about 14 billion, more than a fourth above a year
earlier. Second in terms of total value were the ship-
ments of iron and steel and their associated products,
which advanced approximately one-half to 13 billion.
Actually, the physical increase in shipments of iron
and steel relative to food was larger than these figures
indicate, as higher prices were of more significance in
swelling the total value of food shipments.

Table 2.—Estimated Dollar Value of Manufacturers' Ship-
ments

[Billions of dollars]

Industry

Total, all industries (including printing, publishing, and
miscellaneous)

Total, durable goods
Total, nondurable goods..

Iron and steel
Transportation equipment. _.
Electrical machinery
Other machinery
Automobiles and equipment..

Food
Textiles
Paper
Chemicals

1939

56.9

23.0
29.5

6.6
. 9

1.7
3.3
4.0

10.6
3.9
2.0
3.8

1940

66.0

29.2
31.6

8.3
1.6
2.3
4.2
5.3

11.2
4.2
2.3
4.3

1941

92.0

44.2
40.7

12.8
4.2
3.6
6.6
6.9

14.3
6.4
3.0
5.8

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

By far the largest expansion of shipments occurred in
the transportation equipment group, which includes
such important arms industries as aircraft, shipbuilding,
and the railway equipment manufacturers, but excludes
automobiles. Shipments from these industries were
valued at more than 4 billion in 1941 as compared with
1.6 billion in 1940. Shipments of machinery (including
electrical) were at an all-time peak of 10 billion, an
advance of 57 percent over 1940, while some 7 billion
dollars worth of automobiles and various types of
equipment (including war material) were moved from
the hands of producers, an increase of 30 percent.

Of the other nondurable groups, a larger output and
higher prices were of about equal importance in raising
the value of textile shipments some 52 percent to a total
of 6.4 billion. Other commodity groups whose ship-
ments had a substantial value included chemicals and

allied products (5.8 billion) and paper and allied prod-
ucts (3 billion), these totals representing gains of 35
percent and 30 percent, respectively.

Corporate Earnings in 1941

Corporation earnings during 1941 rose substantially
over the aggregate of the preceding year. A prelimi-
nary tabulation of the reports thus far made available
suggests that earnings after taxes for all corporations—
which include small firms as well as large—increased to
approximately 7.2 billion dollars.1 This total rep-

Figure 3.—Value of Manufacturers' Shipments
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

resents an estimated advance of 30 percent over the 5.5
billions of last year. It was almost three-fourths above
the 4.2 billions of 1939.

The rise in earnings during 1941 was achieved despite
the considerable increase in taxes on corporate profits
and a very sizable wage rate advance. The Revenue
Act of 1941 increased the yield from corporate taxes by
close to 1.5 billions dollars, thus cutting in half the
earnings increase that would have been recorded under
the 1940 tax law. In the matter of wage rates, the
advance was general, permeating all sectors of business,
and as suggested by the figure on page 2, the upward
revision in many instances was the largest on record.

These wage-rate changes were more than offset
throughout industry by a rise in prices. Wholesale
prices of all commodities other than farm climbed an
average of 11 percent within the year. This may be
contrasted with an average wage-rate increase of 9 per-
cent received by two-thirds of the workers engaged
in manufacturing. In this connection, it bears recalling
that little more than a third of the value added by
manufacturing represents wage payments; for the
national economy as a whole, only about one-half the
value of all goods and services produced goes to pay

1 This estimate is meant to compare with the corporate profit volume as reported
by the Statistics of Income. For that reason, the profits reported by many firms
have been adjusted in an effort to derive the figure corresponding to the legal defini-
tion for tax purposes. Such adjustments this year were almost invariably upward,
as many firms set aside large reserves for various contingencies not allowable as
deductions under the tax laws.
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wages and salaries. Hence, higher prices were not a
little responsible for the rise in profits.

Also of major importance in increasing earnings was
a further expansion of production and sales. Physical
economies incident to an enlarged output appear to
have been much smaller last year for most lines than
in 1940, when plant operations were raised from rela-
tively low levels. Nevertheless, the large volume of
costs which change but little as production is increased
were spread over a greater output, and this, along with
heavier sales, helped earnings.

Still a final factor influencing aggregate returns was
the change in the structure of output. Durable goods
became a larger proportion of the total, and many new
facilities were added to these lines. Such industries
usually employ more capital than others and their
earnings are larger at high operating levels.

Heavy Earnings in Manufacture.

Considerable variation existed in the extent of the
profit gain as reported by different broad industrial
groups. At the extremes, for example, earnings of con-
tract construction and transportation companies rose
about three-fourths from a relatively low base in 1940;
whereas, power and gas companies actually experienced
a decline in their net return.

Manufacturing lines account for well over one-half
of the total profit volume. Increases in these industries
during 1940 had been above the average for other broad
groups. For 1941, however, the magnitude of this ad-
vance was reduced to around one-fourth, less than that
reported by most of the other categories. Again the
durable-goods industries which expanded output most
rapidly showed a relatively larger rise in earnings than
most of the nondurables. Net returns of the auto-
mobile and automotive-equipment producers were up
close to 30 percent, while those of all other metal and
metal-product manufacturers apparently rose approxi-
mately a fourth.

Within this latter group, producers engaged in turn-
ing out equipment for the war program reported an
exceptionally heavy increase in net earnings; some of
these companies, such as the railroad-equipment pro-
ducers, had relatively low earnings prior to their arma-
ment business, however. The rapidly growing ma-
chinery industry also reported larger profit gains, as
did the manufacturers of agricultural implements, hard-
ware, and tools. On the other hand, iron and steel pro-
ducers showed profits as increasing little more than an
eighth; whereas a year earlier they had been almost
doubled.

The increase in earnings has in general been smaller
for the nondurables—even including those chemical
lines that have grown rapidly. Both producers of food
products and textiles reported larger earnings in 1941.
These manufacturers not only had expanded sales con-
siderably but they also had received substantially
higher prices.

Smaller Rise in Earnings of Large Industrial Corporations

It is of interest to note that the gain in earnings re-
ported by a number of the larger industrial corporations
was, on the whole, smaller than that estimated for all
manufacturing corporations. According to a compila-
tion made by the Federal Reserve Board (shown in

Figure 4.—Quarterly Profits of Large Industrial Corporations
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figure 4), 362 large industrial corporations received
profits in 1941 averaging about 17 percent above the
1940 aggregate. As revealed by figure 4, magnitude
of the change in the various industrial lines was smaller
for these large corporations, but the degree to which
they differed from one another paralleled that for all
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The Business Situation
T^TOTWITHSTANDING constant change in the
-L^l framework within which business is operating,
activity in the aggregate continues to move ahead.
The advance directly reflects steady progress in the
war program—a progress sometimes obscured by the
lack of sweeping change from day to day. However,
comparison of the economy at the start of the second
quarter with that existing at the outbreak of hostilities
reveals substantial and significant alterations. It is in
the sum of these that the strength and weakness of the
economic effort to date are shown most clearly. The
end result of the program thus far is best summarized
in the expansion of war expenditures from 1.4 billion
dollars in November to 2.8 billions in March.
Rise in War Output.

In the matter of industrial activity, the drive for
added war output has lifted the aggregate of production
even while changing radically its components. In
March, the Federal Reserve's adjusted index climbed
to 174 (preliminary) from the 173 in February. The
December total was 167. Output of products essential
to the war effort has contributed the whole of this gain
as well as compensating for declines in other compo-
nents. Thus, the index of activity in the transporta-
tion equipment industries moved from 280 in November
to 315 in February, with an acceleration in the pace of
the advance during March. This group includes air-
craft, shipbuilding, railway equipment, and automobile
producers, and the considerable rise in the aggregate
of their activity through February occurred in the face
of the elimination of passenger car output for civilian
use.

Machinery production has moved ahead in similar
fashion, the index increasing from the November 229
to 257 in February. The all-important machine tool
output was expanded to a monthly total of 93 million
dollars by February (November output was valued at
81 millions). To this, of course, should be added the
substantial quantity of tools being converted from
civilian production to war output. Despite these gains,
however, certain types of machine tools still remain a
limiting factor to the production of finished arms.

Very drastic curbs—in many cases amounting to
practical elimination—on the production of electrical
appliances and other metallic household goods have
been promulgated over the past several months. But
for the most part these become effective only after
April, and in many instances output during the first
quarter was not reduced seriously from that which had
been scheduled by orders drawn up in the late months
of 1941.

Serious limitations to the advance in war material
have been presented by certain raw materials and metal

products necessary for further fabrication. In the
case of aluminum, expansion of ingots and such fabri-
cated items as extrusions and forgings has lagged behind
the growth of arms processing facilities.

Table 1.—Indexes of Industrial Production, Adjusted for
Seasonal Variation l

Industry

Industrial production, total

Durable manufactures
Iron and steel _ _ _ _ _
Nonferrous metals
Transportation equipment1

Machinery
Lumber and products

Nondurable manufactures _ . -
Chemicals
Petroleum refining
Textiles and products
Leather and products
Manufactured foods. _'

Minerals _. _.
Bituminous coal. _ _. _ _.
Anthracite coal

[1935-39=100]

February
1941

144

176
179
173
203
177
135
126
124
117
143
108
120
118
114
102

November
1941

166

209
191
190
280
229
135
143
149
133
156
134
140
131
125
97

February
1942

,173

P227
193

P 1 9 2
P 3 1 5

v 146
143

P 1 5 7

v 159
v 122
P 1 3 9

130
P 1 2 0
p 109

p Preliminary.1 The index includes data on aircraft, automobile, locomotive and railroad car
industries, and shipbuilding (Government and private yards).

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

With steel, the principal shortage continues to be in
plates, as stated on the page opposite. Output of
ingots was again at a new peak of 7,392,911 tons in
March. The shortage of scrap eased somewhat as the
campaign to salvage more steel from automobile junk
yards and farms supplemented seasonally large scrap
supplies. The scrap shortage, moreover, has been
offset to some extent by the completion of new furnaces
augmenting pig iron production. In this regard, it is
planned to move some 92,000,000 tons of iron ore from
upper Lake ports within 1942. The current season
opened the earliest in history as the first boats docked
at lower Lake ports in the latter part of March, a
fortnight ahead of last year's inaugural. Regular ore
vessels are being supplemented this year by converted
automobile carriers and other boats, some flying the
Canadian flag.

Bituminous coal production has declined slightly
since November, though efforts have been made to
induce increased buying at this time. March produc-
tion of 47,400,000 tons was 2 percent under that of
March 1941, when the threats of work stoppage led to
a sharp expansion of output and shipments. Indus-
trial and retail dealer stocks were the highest on record
at the year end. Through February (the latest data
available at this printing) stocks experienced the usual
seasonal decliDe. The total of 57 million tons was
one-sixth more than a year previous, but the rate of
consumption has risen to almost an equivalent extent
over the same period.
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Chemical production is increasing rapidly. The
index in February stood at 157 as compared to 149 in
November. Nevertheless, facilities for turning out
finished ammunition are now in such magnitude as to
require a heavier output of certain specific chemical
items than is yet forthcoming. Expansion of this com-
plex of industries will be continuously evident through-
out the second quarter.

Heavy Food and Apparel
Manufacturing.

The extent of the effect of the war effort on manu-
facturing activity is revealed in its influence on the
output of such civilian staples as food, apparel, and fuel
for transport. Problems of the latter are reviewed in
some detail below. With apparel, stimulus of military
needs—including necessary shipments to the Nation's
Allies—induced a further rise in production during the
first quarter, while activity of manufactured foods pro-
Figure 1.—Indexes of Production of Textiles, Adjusted for

Seasonal Variations
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i Data subsequent to November 1941 are not available for publication.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

ducers remained at peak levels after adjustment for
seasonal factors. However, a general curtailment of
imports brought about by diversion of scarce shipping
facilities or loss of production centers is affecting the
pattern of output in all of these industries.

In the case of foods, the problem is one of packaging
(discussed in the March Survey), produced by the
elimination of tin supplies from the Far East. Among
the textiles, drastic curbs have been enforced on the
production of woolen goods for civilian use. To date,
however, woolen output has declined only in small
degree, as military requirements are extremely heavy
and raw material stocks have been sizable. On the
other hand, cotton consumption, unaffected by raw
material problems, has advanced to a new record level—
in part a response to the diversion of demand from
woolens. However, activity in this industry is increas-
ingly hampered by inadequate equipment for certain of
the processes, especially in carding and spinning.

Shoes are another apparel line expected to be affected
adversely by import curbs. Most of the increased out-
put of shoes (as well as other leather products) in 1941

was made possible by a very large expansion of leather
imports, particularly cattle hides and kip skins. Neces-
sary tanning materials also were imported in increased
volume. Though imports of these raw materials are
now smaller, stocks on hand are sizable and shoe pro-
duction the first quarter was running about one-tenth
above a year earlier. However, much of this output
was in answer to military needs, and production for
civilian use fell below that of 1941.
Buying Not Abnormally High.

With the exception of automobiles and certain rubber
products, little of this curtailment in the output of
consumer goods had yet been felt by the consumer at
the end of the first quarter. Large stocks had been
accumulated by merchandisers of many goods. In
part, this accumulation occurred in anticipation of
eventual shortages. But in numerous instances—arti-
cles of apparel are an illustration—production normally
occurs many months in advance of selling. Whatever
the reason for the inventories, these stocks thus far have
softened the impact of reduced production for civilian
use on sales.

Dollar value of retail sales within the quarter re-
mained high when contrasted with the experience of
sellers in past years. Thus, the adjusted index of all
retail sales stood at 140 in February (the peak was 147
in January) and probably increased slightly in March.
This aggregate was only 5 percent ahead of February
1941. However, dollar sales of such stores as general
merchandise, food, and apparel shops have exceeded
those of a year earlier by approximately a fifth, a fourth,
and a third, respectively. On the other hand, auto-
motive sales are down very sharply.

In assessing current sales volumes, two factors must
be kept in mind: the large volume of consumer income
and the degree of the price advance within the past
year. After adjustment for the latter, the gain in sales
over first quarter 1941 even of food, apparel, and general
merchandise stores is cut very sharply, while total retail
sales are lower than a year ago.

As demonstrated more extensively in the article on
page 8, this is in sharp contrast to what might be
expected, on the basis of past relationships, with the
current volume of income available to consumers for
disposal. Thus, it appears that the heavy buying of
recent months was in general not abnormal. Con-
sumers have purchased ahead only certain specific items,
the supply of which clearly will decline in future months.

This is not to say that such heavy purchasing may
not lead to disruption of markets with the necessity
for public intervention to assure a rational and equitable
distribution. If incomes held by consumers for dis-
posal on goods and services are larger than those
required to clear the market, some consumers may
receive none of the scarce commodities whatsoever,
while others receive more than they normally have used
in the past. To prevent situations of this character
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from arising, the Government may be forced to ration
commodities which are scarce relative to the current
monetary demand, but plentiful when compared with
consumption during most of the thirties.

Prices Continue Advance.

In the absence of effective price control, an excess
of consumer purchasing power in relation to commodity
supplies not only results in a maldistribution of goods,
but this process also is accompanied by rising prices.
Thus far, price control has been selective, with emphasis
placed on important raw materials and finished products
at the wholesale level. Despite the establishment of a
large number of new price ceilings during the first
quarter—about 125 were outstanding at the end of
March, covering 36 percent of the total value of output
at wholesale, while 59 ceilings embracing 14 percent
of the total value were in existence on December 15—
prices have continued to move upward. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics7 weekly index of wholesale prices had
climbed above 97 in late March from slightly less than
94 at the year end, while the cost-of-living index moved
from 107.7 to 108.6 from December through February.

Though the price rise today is slower than that of
last summer and early autumn, such important elements
of the cost of living as foods, textiles, and household
furnishings have continued to advance at both whole-
sale and retail. The Office of Price Administration
during March entered the retail field on a consider-
able scale, with establishment of maximum prices
for a number of consumer durables, the production of
which was to be eliminated by order of the War Pro-
duction Board.

It now is clear that extension of this control will be
required over coming months as consumer incomes
expand. The administrative complexities attending
widespread retail price control are such, however, that
a fundamental change in policy and procedure on the
part of the Office of Price Administration may be
necessary within the near future.

Record Construction Volume This Year.

Construction is one of the industries whose outlook
has been radically changed by the actual outbreak of
hostilities. Whereas in November it had been thought
that essential requirements., in the face of raw material
shortages, would be such as to reduce 1942 activity
somewhat from that in 1941, it now seems likely that
construction will of necessity be the largest on record.
The total is expected to exceed 11.5 billion dollars, as
compared to 11.0 billionlast year, and 10.7 billion in 1929.

This marked advance—expected despite the War
Production Board's order of early April virtually
halting nonessential building—is the result of a very
great increase in construction required for military
and naval purposes. Though manufacturing plant
for production of war materials is being substantially
augmented by a wholesale conversion of existing civilian

facilities, this process has not made possible any slack-
ening in the construction of new plant. Public con-
tracts for both new and converted defense facilities
awarded between June 1940 and the end of November
1941 amounted to 5.1 billion dollars. By the end of Feb-
ruary, this aggregate had been increased to 9.3 billion.

An even larger advance in the construction of such
direct military items as barracks, airfields, docks, and
fortifications has been scheduled. Moreover, to this
activity should be added the very sizable amount of
residential construction that must be undertaken either
under public or private auspices to assure adequate
housing in defense areas. The F. W. Dodge Corporation
reported residential contract awards for 37 States
for the first quarter as totaling 490 million dollars, about
30 percent higher than the same period a year earlier.

It is not likely that the value of residential con-
struction this year will quite match that of 1941, how-
ever. To date, a large volume of residential building
has continued without benefit of priority. New regu-
lations, however, require War Production Board ap-
proval for all residential construction (except mainte-
nance and repair) costing 500 dollars or more. Per-
mission must also be obtained to undertake agricul-
tural building or other construction in excess of 1 thou-
sand and 5 thousand dollars, respectively.

Freight Traffic Lags

Freight traffic during the first quarter exceeded
that of last year by about 8 percent. However, gains
as compared with a year earlier have been narrowed
since February, and weekly carloadings for the quarter
averaged about 781,000. In terms of the war program
mapped out for 1942, and the rail traffic it is believed
to entail, this volume is small. If production goals
are to be met, it is not unreasonable to expect weekly
carloadings to approximate or exceed 1 million during
much of the second half of this year, providing the cars
can be made available. The relatively low utilization^
facilities during the first quarter, then, will only presage
a more severe strain on equipment in later months.

A breakdown of carloadings into the principal
categories is set forth in table 2. As is evident, by
far the largest gain on an absolute basis is shown in the
miscellaneous component, which includes the bulk of
industrial freight.

During the past quarter miscellaneous loadings stood
15 percent above the like period of 1941. Of course,
this group bears the main impact of civilian curtail-
ments now taking effect. On the other hand, it also
includes the increasing shipments of commodities
essential to the production of war material as well as
the finished arms themselves. The best preliminary
appraisal that can be made of these suggests they may
add this year (after estimated allowance for curtailed
civilian traffic) as much as one-fifth or even one-fourth
to the miscellaneous loadings of 1941.
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Table 2.—Gars of Revenue Freight Loaded
[In thousands]

Group

Total carloadings .. - _ .
Miscellaneous
Coal - -.
Coke
Ore - -
Forest products
Grain and grain products
Livestock _.. . _ _
Merchandise, less-than-car-

load lots . - .

1940

36,358
14, 842
6,820

549
2,148
1,800
1,835

685

7,679

Annual

1941

42, 285
18, 436
7,590

678
2,682
2,185
2,022

650

8,041

Per-
cent

change

+16.3
+24.2
+11.3
+23.5
+24.9
+21.4
+10.2

- 5 . 1

+4.7

Weekly average, first
13 weeks

1941

722
310
154

14
13
38
32
11

164

1942

781
355
157

14
15
44
39
11

146

Per-
cent

change

+8.2
+14.6
+1.8
+2.3

+11.7
+ 16.2
+24.6
+7.0

-3.7

Source: Association of American Railroads.

In contrast with the increase shown in miscellaneous
traffic, coal loadings were up less than 2 percent. In-
deed, after the beginning of March they were below
the high volume loaded last year in anticipation of the
April mine stoppage. Studies of coal requirements for
all of 1942, however, indicate that it will probably be
necessary to move about 8.3 million carloads, com-
pared with 7.6 million in 1941, or an average of close
to 160,000 weekly throughout the year.

To date, this volume has not been equaled, the aver-
age for the first 13 weeks being 157,000 carloads. Be-
cause available gondola and hopper cars must also
accommodate the essential movement of ore, as well
as coke and other commodities (sand, gravel, etc.), it
was hoped that a larger tonnage of coal could have
been moved prior to the opening of the Lakes season.
Over the period, more than 23,000 such cars, on the
average, were reported ready for use but nonetheless
inactive (with another 32,000 in "bad order" condition
awaiting repairs).

In forthcoming weeks, moreover, the usual slackness
in coal loadings below the capacity of available cars
would involve grave danger of eventual shortage. The
failure to move coal into consumer and dealer inventories
as rapidly as possible over the near term may result in
demands for the shipment of this commodity later in the
year that it would be impossible to satisfy.

The additional burden placed upon the railroads by
traffic diverted from ocean shipping will be significant
this year. Petroleum and other commodities ordinarily
carried in the intercoastal and coastwise trades are
equivalent to about 3 million carloads a year (60,000
weekly). Much of this trade, of course, involves rail or
truck movement at origin or destination, or both.
Diversion means longer rail hauls as well as increased
carloadings. Already part of this extraordinary traffic
has been absorbed. In the case of petroleum and its
products, however, railroad tank car capacity will not
be equal to the task—a fact demonstrated in more detail
below.

Small Increase in Equipment Supply.
To cope with heavier traffic in prospect later this year,

the railroads currently have on hand only about 50,000

more serviceable freight cars than last October, including
19,300 built during February and March, against the
new construction of 54,000 authorized for 1942. Com-
pletion of the remainder, together with a further reduc-
tion in "bad orders" to the record low level of 3 percent,
would add another 45,000 by October.

Figure 2.—Shipments of Railroad Freight Cars and Loco-
motives

THOUSANDS

40

1940 1941 1942

NOTE.—Freight car shipments are domestic only and do not include tank and
refrigerator cars; locomotive shipments are both domestic and export. Locomotives
and freight cars built in Class I railroad shops are included.

Sources: Freight car shipments, American Railway Car Institute; locomotive
shipments, U. S. Department of Commerce; freight cars and locomotives delivered
by railroad shops, Association of American Railroads.

If the railroads are called upon to handle 1 million
loads weekly for extended periods, as seems probable,
it is evident from, table 3 that car utilization (indicated
by turn-around days per load) would need at least to
equal that of October 1939. That standard of perform-
ance, however, was not attained in the autumn of 1941,
despite the pressure to do so exerted by larger traffic
volume. In fact, given only the performance of last
October, it appears 1 million loads weekly would more
than exhaust surplus and eventuate in car shortages.

The stringency in freight car equipment this coming
autumn could be relieved, of course, by building more
cars. Construction since last October has been in the
neighborhood of 8,000 monthly, as shown in figure 2,
with somewhat over 9,000 built in February and almost
10,000 in March. Car-assembly capacity exists to
increase this rate. The railroads have about 70,000
cars on order, and are prepared to place additional orders
for the delivery of altogether 80,000 or 90,000 before
next October.

Materials for new cars, however, are not only limited
in supply but also required for essential machinery,
ships, and certain armaments. The most critical short-
ages now exist in steel plates. The present authoriza-
tion of 54,000 cars is expected to be completed within
the next few months. Some further construction this
year may be approved, but for the most part it appears
the choice as to the disposition of these scarce materials
must of necessity favor diversion to armaments produc-
tion, including ships and machinery.Digitized for FRASER 
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Table 3.—Freight Gar Supply and Utilization, 1939-42
[Cars and carloads in thousands]

Item

Cars owned by class I railroads
Privately owned cars on class I lines

Car supply -
"Bad order" cars - .._

Serviceable car supply
Reported surplus cars (serviceable but

inactive) 2 . _. - ._

Serviceable cars active .
Carloads weekly 3

T u r n - a r o u n d t ime of act ive cars, average
days per load- . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

October
1939

1,643
218

1,861
183

1,678

66

1,612
839

13.4

October
1940

1,640
217

1,857
126

1,731

83

1,648
817

14.1

October
1941

1,679
242

1,921
72

1,849

41

1,808
916

13.8

October
1942,

estimated

i 1,750
245

1,995
52

1,943

41

1,902
1,000

13.3

1 Assuming construction subsequent to February 1 of only 54,000 cars as author-
ized January 1, 1942, and April 8, 1942.

2 Excludes surplus privately owned cars on Class I lines. The Association of
American Railroads discontinued reporting these in May 1941.

3 Average of four highest consecutive weeks.

Source: Cars and carloads except 1942 estimates, Association of American Railroads.

Much the same materials situation prevails in the
case of locomotives. Deliveries to the railroads have
continued at a relatively high rate, though apparently
below that necessary to fill the railroads' orders for
about 700 steam and Diesel units this year. Locomo-
tive requirements for export also have cut into those
available for shipment to domestic carriers.

With new construction of railroad equipment severely
handicapped, increasingly effective use of available sup-
plies has become essential. One fruitful field for econ-
omies exists in the handling of merchandise in less-than-
carload lots. To this end the Office of Defense Trans-
portation recently directed that heavier loading of such
shipments be made, and, so far as possible, that dupli-
cate services in the field be consolidated or eliminated.

Petroleum Supplies

Automobile transport, already curbed by the virtual
elimination of rubber for civilian use, was further cur-
tailed during March through a reduction in gasoline
deliveries to service stations on the East Coast and in
the Pacific Northwest. Pending inauguration of formal
rationing, deliveries have been cut one third below
a base period consisting of the average consumption
in December-February, adjusted for the seasonal change
exhibited during 1941. At the same time, fuel oil has
been denied to those consumers in possession of equip-
ment capable of utilizing other fuels.

As has been frequently pointed out, any petroleum
problem in the United States at the present time, at
least insofar as the aggregate is concerned, is a matter
of transport. Both production of crude and refining
capacity in this country are adequate to meet current
domestic and foreign demand. Output of crude last
year rose to 1.4 billion barrels, about two-thirds of
the world's total. Of course, some conjunction of cir-
cumstances might at a future date result in demands
that press on available production capacity. The
loss of Far Eastern oil supplies did not create such a

situation, however. Until the middle of 1941 a large
part of the annual output in that area (71 million
barrels in 1940) went to Japan.

The heaviest production of crude petroleum in the
United States is confined to the central regions (the
Midwest and Southwest) and to California. However,
the East normally is responsible for approximately
one-third of the aggregate consumption. Of this
amount, more than nine-tenths has moved to the
East Coast by tanker, being shipped mostly from the
Gulf Coast, with smaller quantities from the Caribbean
countries. Thus, in 1941, some 430 million barrels

Figure 3.—Stocks of Gasoline and Distillate and Residual Fuel
Oils

MILLIONS OF BARRELS
250

200
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1942

Sources: Data through January 1942, U. S. Bureau of Mines; data for February
1942 estimated by the U. S. Department of Commerce.

of petroleum products (31 percent of the Nation's
crude output) moved from the Gulf Coast to the East.
Decline in Tanker Shipments.

Recent diversion of ships to military use, in combina-
tion with losses through enemy action, have sharply
reduced the number of tankers engaged in this traffic.
A similar situation has occurred on the West Coast,
thereby vitally affecting petroleum supplies to Oregon
and Washington. As a result, consumption began
abnormally to outrun incoming supplies, with a con-
sequent reduction in stocks. Thus, as is evident from
table 4, stocks of gasoline and fuel oil on the East
Coast as of mid-March were under those of a year
earlier; whereas they were higher for the countrv as
a whole.

Table 4.—Estimated Stocks of Gasoline, Distillate Fuel Oil,
and Residual Fuel Oil

[Millions of barrels]

United States:
Gasoline
Distillate fuel oils
Residual fuel oil

East Coast:
Gasoline
Distillate fuel oils
Residual fuel oil _

Item

Week ended—

Mar. 14,
1942

110.6
33.0
72.7

19.3
6.3
5.4

Mar. 15,
1941

98.0
32.5
83.3

20.3
10.7
9.0

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines and American Petroleum Institute.

(Continued on page 20)
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The Business Situation
APRIL will be an important date in United States

^ economic history because of the issuance of the
General Maximum Price Regulation. This is a land-
mark in Government wartime control over the Nation's
economy. 1 It seems worth while to set this regulation
in its proper perspective.

For the first 18 months of the present war, the price
level and the cost of living showed little change.
Indeed after the first speculative uprush in September
1939, prices actually fell for nearly a year. The reason
for this behavior has often been pointed out: This
country's productive facilities then had enough surplus
capacity so that production could be expanded rapidly
enough to keep in step with defense spending. A fun-
damental change occurred after Dunkerque when
appropriations at that time unprecedentedly heavy,
were voted for the Nation's defense and the volume of
defense spending began the spectacular climb depicted
in the figure on the opposite page. Industrial output,
however, also staged a remarkable spurt. • Thus until
March a year ago the idea of goods shortages remained
merely an intriguing possibility in the minds of most
people.

Shortages first became serious in commodities basic
to the rearmament effort. Hence most of the price
control schedules issued by the Price Administrator
were aimed at stabilizing the prices of such materials
as steel scrap, steel and other metals and metal products,
textiles and textile raw materials and other basic
commodities. By the end of March 1942, 112 such
formal price schedules had been issued. Informal
controls had also been attempted, consisting of volun-
tary agreements made with individual companies or
entire industries to hold prices down, fair-price and
price-freezing requests, suggestions and warnings. In
spite of these measures, the Bureau of Labor Statistics'
general index of wholesale prices rose 20 percent in the
year ending March 1942 and the cost of living rose 12
percent.

As long as shortages were confined to specific com-
modities and in particular confined largely to noncon-
sumer items, selective price control was reasonably
adequate. The country's abrupt plunge into war
caused immediate and heavy pressure to convert all
possible productive facilities from producing goods for
civilian use to production of war goods. This wide-
spread conversion, now actively in progress, is having
the obvious result of creating shortages of many goods
of civilian consumption at the very time that swiftly
climbing war expenditures are forcing the national
income to levels so high as recently to be considered
unattainable. It is this combination of circumstances

w ĥich rendered inadequate price control by the selec-
tive process of tagging specific items and leaving the
others free to rise without limit. Hence the time was
ripe for general, comprehensive and deliberate measures
designed to stop inflation.

The framework for these is the broad program,
inaugurated by the President last month, to:

Stabilize the cost of living through freezing virtually
all prices and rents;

Ration all essential commodities for which civilian
demand exceeds supplies, effecting their orderly and
equitable distribution;

Limit increases in wage rates to the relief of wage
inequalities and of substandard incomes, as one
means of curbing excess consumer purchasing power—
and as additional ways of achieving the latter purpose
to:

Restrict further the use of consumer credit;
Step up consumer savings through greatly increased

purchases of War Bonds out of current income; and
Tax more heavily—this last having the result also of

retarding the growth of the Federal debt.

The first point on the President's program was imme-
diately implemented. Sweeping control over the gen-
eral price level was effectuated for the first time in
American history on April 28. The General Maximum
Price Regulation, announced then by Price Admin-
istrator Henderson, set price ceilings for all goods and
services equal to the highest prices of March 1942.
Sellers are forbidden to receive and buyers to pay
prices higher than these. These ceilings are, in gen-
eral, not low. The March wholesale price average
(Bureau of Labor Statistics7 index) was 97.6—just a
fraction under the average of the 9 years 1921-29.
Only by the annual average prices of 1923, 1924, 1925,
1926 and'by the inflation peaks of the War of 1812,
Civil War and World War I has the March average
ceiling price been exceeded in the century and more
since 1812. If general prices and especially the cost
of living are effectively frozen at this level, then, as
may be seen by reference to figure 1, the country will
be spared the major part of the cost-of-living rise that
so scourged it in the last war. If this happy result can
be achieved, it will set up still another landmark in
our economic history: it will mark the first major war
fought by the United States without there being
drastic inflation whose peaks stand high above the
price levels of previous and succeeding decades.

There are notable exceptions in the coverage of the
general freeze order. These are, in general: prices of
raw agricultural products when below other ceilings
stated in. the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942,
prices of personal services, professional services, and
certain items not deemed to be "commodities" under
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the Act, such as restaurants, entertainments, public
utilities, advertising, etc., prices of commodities for
which organized markets do not exist and commodities
already under previously effective price ceilings.

Enforcement is to be effected by suspension of the
licenses of offenders, by criminal and civil penalties and
by suits for triple damages payable to buyers charged
prices above the ceilings. The aid of buyers in enforce-
ment is enlisted by permitting them to sue and by
compelling sellers to post prices of "cost of living"
articles where plainly visible to the public.

The Price Administrator outlines procedure by which
relief may be sought for any substantial hardship

Figure 1.—Indexes of Cost of Living of Wage Earners and
Lower-Salaried Workers in Large Cities in World War
I and World War II

DECEMBER 1914 = 100
350

3 0 0

2 5 0

2 0 0

AUGUST 1939 = 100
350

3 0 0

2 5 0

2 0 0

150 — 150

100 100

§ 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1939 1940 1941 1942
0.0.42-107

1 Includes some items not shown separately in this chart.
Source: Indexes were recomputed with December 1914 and August 1939~as base

from data published by the U. S. Department of Labor.

wrought by the maximum price regulation. Such
relief, however, will not take the form of raising the
ceiling prices. Instead it is implied that relief will be
afforded by making adjustments in the prices at which
retailers buy from wholesalers and manufacturers.
The Office of Price Administration even suggests that
Government subsidies will be employed if necessary in
the effort to maintain the ceilings intact.

Announcement of the price freeze was accompanied
by a " Statement of Considerations Involved in the
Issuance of the General Maximum Price Kegulation."
This was a clear, simple and adequate explanation of the
whole inflation problem which every interested person
would profit by reading. Important technical points
connected with the price regulation were discussed, such
as the base period and the lag between retail, wholesale
and manufacturers' prices. Most significant, perhaps,
was the discussion of the " companion measures to the
universal price ceiling." These are appropriate steps

in wage, profits and fiscal policy. Finally the state-
ment seemed to imply that general rationing of scarce
commodities was a step that would be taken in the
not-too-distant future.

Fiscal Policy
The price "freeze" just discussed highlights the

problem created by increased consumer incomes and
decreased consumer supplies. This problem is strik-
ingly illustrated in table 1, which compares the disposal
of consumer incomes in the first quarter of 1942 with
the disposal in the first quarter of 1941. During this
period, while incomes increased 4.7 billion dollars,
direct personal Federal taxes increased 1 billion and the
sale of Savings Bonds to individuals increased 1 billion.
Of the remaining increment of income, approximately
50 percent was saved and 50 percent was spent for goods
and services. The important point to note is that the
increment spent (1.3 billion dollars) did not, in view of
diminished supplies, prevent an actual decrease in the
goods and services consumed—a decrease of 0.6 billion
dollars when valued at first-quarter 1941 prices.

Table 1.—Disposal of Consumer Income, First Quarter 1942
Compared with First Quarter 1941

[Billions of dollars]

Item

Consumer expenditures for commodities a n d
services

Commodities and services purchased, valued at
at first quarter 1941 prices

Consumer expenditures dissipated in form of
higher prices

Direct personal Federal taxes
Savings Bond sales: Series D & E
Other savings plus State and local direct personal

taxes (residual)

Total (consumer income)_

First
quarter

1941

16. 5

16.5

2.6

First
quarter

1942
Change

17.8

15.9

1.9
1.9
1.4

4.0

+1.3

- . 6
+1.9
+1.1
+.9

+1.4

25.1 i +4.7
NOTE.—Direct personal Federal taxes are individual income, estate, and gift taxes.

Direct personal State and local taxes are the same, plus one-fourth of general property
taxes, the latter being the nonbusiness share. A necessarily rough estimate indicates
that not much over 10 percent of the figure in line 6 represents taxes. The increase
in these taxes in the first quarter of 1942 is probably so slight that the change in
Column 3 represents an increase in individuals' savings.

Source: Federal taxes and bond sales from Treasury Department. Value of goods
and services consumed computed from Bureau of Labor Statistics Cost of Living
Indexes. Other data from Department of Commerce.

The significance of the table lies in the fact that it
shows consumers in possession of much more money to
spend for a decreased quantity of goods and services.
This essential basis of inflation has, as previously men-
tioned, been created by the tremendous war expendi-
tures of the Government, and it can be removed prima-
rily by compensatory fiscal policies in the field of taxa-
tion and bond sales. The following summary is an
analysis of this problem, and of the positive measures
that have been taken and others still to be taken, to
meet it.

Increased Income Payments.
Government expenditures for defense, and later for

war, have increased, as shown in the chart in the pre-
ceding "Economic Highlights/7 from a monthly rate of
some 500 million dollars in early 1941 to over 3 billion
at present. This sixfold increase in expenditure has
resulted in income payments to individuals rising to
unprecedented levels. These income payments have
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increased (on a seasonally adjusted basis) from 6.9
million dollars in January 1941 to 8.8 million in March
1942. Despite the increase in direct personal taxes in
the last year, individuals7 disposable income (income
payments minus personal direct taxes) has increased
about 2 percent each month for the past year.1

For the first year after the start of the armament
program in mid-1940, the increase in income of indi-
viduals called forth a greater production of goods and
services on which the increased income could be spent.
Demand and supply remained in practical equilibrium,
and the general price level was not subjected to much
upward pressure. This state of affairs, however, be-
came increasingly untenable during 1941 as a larger and
larger portion of the Nation's production was channeled
into war lines at the expense of consumer production.
The wartime program of conversion of consumer indus-
tries into war industries has accelerated this development.

The result has, of course, been that the latter part of
1941 saw production of consumer goods failing to keep
up with the growing demand while in early 1942 an
actual diminution in production became apparent.
Since portions of this output were absorbed by increases
in inventories, the result is that the quantity sold failed
by a decisive margin to keep up with the ever-increasing
consumer demand. Hence, the increase, some 13 per-
cent, in retail prices from a year ago March.

Figure 2 is a graphic presentation of this develop-
ment, and indicates roughly how consumers have been
disposing of their increased incomes during the past
year. With data adjusted throughout for seasonal
variations, the chart shows income payments rising
from less than 7 billion dollars in January 1941 to nearly
9 billion in March 1942. The chart shows that con-
sumers have used part of this increased income in
increasing their savings and tax payments, and part of it
in making additional expenditures for goods and services.

The important point, however, concerns the un-
shaded area on the chart. This area might be called
the " inflationary spending" of consumers—the spend-
ing that took the form of higher prices but brought no
increase in the quantity of goods and services acquired.
In fact, there was an actual decrease in the quantity
of goods and services acquired in March 1942 as com-
pared w îth January 1941 in spite of the fact that some
600 million dollars more was spent in the latter month
than in the former.2 The conclusion to be drawn
is that consumers have used part of their increased
income to bid up the prices of the limited goods and
services available. This aspect of the future price
outlook, with incomes steadily rising and the volume of
goods and services estimated to decrease some 12 per-
cent in 1942, was sufficiently serious to induce the price
freeze of April 28.

Severe inflation would be particularly detrimental

1 See table 1, page 9, in the April Survey of Current Business.
2 The area in figure 2 labeled "consumer expenditures at constant prices" is com-

puted by means of deflating consumer expenditures at current prices to the January
1941 level by means of the Bureau of Labor Statistics cost-of-living index.

now because it weakens morale by arbitrarily enforcing
unequal sacrifices, increases the money cost of the war
unnecessarily, requires such frequent revision in con-
tracts that disruptions in production become unavoid-
able, and encourages withholding of scarce supplies,
hoarding of goods, creation of excessive inventories, and
unproductive speculation. The unshaded area in
figure 2 is significant because its growing size is a direct
measure of those undesirable developments.

Figure 2.—Disposal of Consumer Income, Adjusted for
Seasonal Variations

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
10

CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
AT CONSTANT PRICES

1941 1942 D.D.4Z-IS2

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The price rises of the past year might have been
largely avoided in two general ways. One method
is a direct control of prices and costs and the other
is the elimination, by taxes and Government borrowing,
of excess spending power in the hands of consumers.
Both solutions were attempted, but in each case only
to a limited extent. The Office of Price Administration
enforced ceilings on prices of an increasingly large
number of commodities, starting first with the raw
material and wholesale fields. Not until early 1942
did it move into the retail field. The Revenue Act of
1941 wTas, in part, an effort to tax away significant por-
tions of increased incomes, and the sale of Savings
Bonds has been pushed with increasing vigor by the
Treasury. Table 1 indicates the limited success of
these latter methods of diminishing consumer demand.

Insufficient Tax and Bond Sales Receipts.
The failure of tax and bond sales receipts to take up

most of the excess spending power of consumers has
necessitated the wide extension of price controls.
Selective price controls would have been sufficient if
there were only a few goods in particular short supply.
But the enlarged income payments noted earlier have
created a general shortage of goods and services rela-
tive to demand, so that the imposition of a price
ceiling on one commodity results in some diversion of
demand to other commodities—thus making over-all
controls more and more necessary.

The important consideration to note here is that
there can be no effective price control while at the sameDigitized for FRASER 
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time there is a large amount of excess spending power.
The Office of Price Administration emphasized this
fact at the time of the issuance of the General Maximum
Price Regulation. Over-all price controls and ration-
ing would be difficult enough to administer in the
absence of excess demand; the existence of excess de-
mand "would insure the disregard of law."

In short, the universal price ceiling serves only as
the framework for other policies which will reduce
consumer demand. The urgency of these other
policies is not diminished by the price "freeze."

For this reason, the possibility of increasing both
bond sales to individuals and anti-inflationary taxes
receives increasing attention despite the broadening
scope of direct price controls. Notwithstanding this
cognizance of the problem, the measures so far taken
in both these areas have fallen short of what was
necessary.

The program of encouraging bond purchases by
individuals was inaugurated in May 1941 when the
old series Savings Bonds were renamed "Defense
Bonds" (later, "War Bonds"), and two new series (F
and G) were introduced. Since Series F and G War
Bonds are, in practice, available only to very large
purchasers of bonds and to savings institutions other
than commercial banks, it is most unlikely that their
purchase represents any diminution in buying power
exchangeable for consumer goods.3

Series E Bonds, however, are sold only to individuals
and presumably cause a reduction in the consumption
expenditures of those individuals. The money used
for the purchase of the bonds, however, cannot be pre-
sumed to come entirely from living expenses. It can
represent normal savings that otherwise would ac-
cumulate in some other form, it can represent a use of
funds that would otherwise be idle, or it can represent
an expansion of credit.

That some of these factors are operative is indicated
by the denominations of the bonds sold. In the 10-
month period—May 1941 to February 1942—39 percent
of the Series E Bonds sold were in $1,000 denomina-
tion, and a further 20 percent were $500 bonds (redemp-
tion value). The purchaser of such a large bond can
normally be presumed to be a large saver, and hence it
is unlikely that his bond purchase will result in any
appreciable diminution in his consumer expenditures.
That many Series E Bond purchasers are large savers
is further indicated by the fact that approximately
one-third of the Series F and G Bonds have been sold
to individuals—-individuals who have presumably pur-
chased their legal maximum of Series E Bonds first.
On balance then, it is not likely that much over half
the sale of Series E Bonds represents a withdrawal of
money from the consumer market.

As figure 3 shows, the sale of Series E Bonds was
rather insignificant until Pearl Harbor, being only

3 Through January, 1942 over 93 percent of Series F and G Bonds were in denomi-
nations of $1,000 or over, and 49 percent were in denominations of $10,000.

slightly over 100 million dollars a month.4 Starting
in December, however, sales spurted, reaching a high
of over 650 million dollars in January. The falling
off in February and March probably indicates that
many people purchased their full year's limit ($3,750
at issue price) in January.

Figure 3.—Reported Sales of U. S. Savings Bonds, Series E,
at Issue Price
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Source: U. S. Treasury Department.

Programs To Increase Bond Sales and Taxes.

A further expansion of War Bond sales is necessary
if an appreciable reduction in consumer spending power
is to be made by this method. Such an expansion
could be achieved on a compulsory basis, along the lines
of the British deferred-pay program, or perhaps on a
voluntary basis, as suggested by Secretary Morgenthau.
The voluntary program, which involves advertising,
publicity, the pressure of community opinion, and sug-
gestions that 10 percent of income be used to purchase
bonds received new impetus on May 1 when local and
State quotas were set.

It is hoped that systematic monthly purchases,
generally in the form of pay-roll deductions, will result
in the total sale of all series mounting to 1 billion dollars
a month. So far, pay-roll-deduction programs have
been adopted by some 20 million workers. If the
voluntary program is to be adopted by all persons with
income, some 30 to 40 million more individuals will have
to be persuaded to join the program. Indications from
the Treasury are that the voluntary program will be
given a trial until July 1.

The program of reducing consumer demand by means
of additional taxes has been of limited effectiveness.
This is true for three reasons. First, the additional
yield under the 1941 Revenue Act of those personal,
direct taxes which reduce consumer disposable income
is estimated at only about 1.3 billion dollars for 1942—
a small sum when compared with the magnitude of
potential excess demand. Second, many of the new
taxes imposed last September are themselves respon-
sible for price increases. Certainly in the case of
the 500 million-dollar-increase in excise taxes, and
possibly in the case of other business taxes, the bulk

* The combined sale of Series F and G Bonds since May, 1941 is about equal to that
of Series E.Digitized for FRASER 
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of the burden is shifted to consumers in the form of
higher prices. Such higher prices are ordinarily not
inflationary, however, for they do not beget higher
incomes and so start an upward price spiral.

The third reason why the new taxes have been less
effective in averting price advances than they might
have been, is that taxes imposed on individuals' in-
comes are generally not paid until 13 months after the
income is received. While some people will anticipate
their necessary income tax payments by means of setting
aside savings during the prior year for the purpose, it
is probable that most people pay this year's taxes out
of next year's income. Thus, additional taxes imposed
by the Revenue Act of 1941 will not all be paid until
December 1942.

In order to encourage tax anticipation savings, the
Treasury offered, starting in August 1941, Tax Antici-
pation Notes which could be used for the payment of
taxes due in 1942. The aggregate sale of these Notes
through March 1942 was 3,080 million dollars, but
over 90 percent of sales were made to corporations.
During the 8-month period, individuals anticipated
their taxes by setting aside funds through this means
only to the extent of 300 millions dollars.

The obvious solution to this problem of delay in tax
payments is to change the tax collection system so that
taxes will be collected at the source and at the time of
income payment. This change of procedure is beset
with numerous administrative difficulties, but in
offering his 1942 Revenue proposals to Congress,
Secretary Morgenthau indicated it might be necessary.
That these difficulties are not insurmountable is indica-
ted both by British and Canadian experience and by
the practice of collecting Social Security levies at the
source.

Additional taxes to be incorporated in the 1942 Rev-
enue Bill are an integral part of the anti-inflation drive,
a point emphasized by President Roosevelt in his
message to Congress on April 27. In addition to the
President's proposals of higher excess profits and indi-
vidual income taxes, the Treasury has proposed higher
taxes on normal profits, on selected commodities, on
estates, on gifts, and on pay rolls, as well as the removal
of certain tax privileges, such as tax exemption of State
and municipal bonds and married persons' privilege of
making separate returns. These proposals were aug-
mented in early May when the Treasury suggested a
further lowering, by 20 percent, of tax exemptions on in-
dividual incomes. Of the other recommendations which
have come before the Ways and Means Committee in
its hearings on the Revenue Bill, the most insistent has
been for a general sales tax.

The attack on inflation by bond sales and taxes is
complicated by the fact that total receipts are by no
means analagous to total withdrawal of purchasing
power. This was indicated earlier, in the discussion of
Series F and G War Bonds. It is similarly true in the
case of taxes. A tax on income, for example, will

reduce consumption expenditures in the case of some
people in some income brackets, while in other cases it
may simply reduce savings without curtailing expendi-
tures for consumption.

Individual Savings Have Increased.

The potential danger of the price situation is high
lighted in figure 2 by the area labeled "individuals'
direct taxes and savings." With some 180,000 State
and local government subdivisions in the country with
varying fiscal periods, it is impossible to know the
amounts and dates of payment of the various tax levies.
But estimates of the Department of Commerce indicate
that direct personal taxes amounted to about 4 billion
dollars in 1941, or an average of only some 333 million a
month. Savings of individuals account for the remain-
der of the area in the figure. They have obviously in-
creased considerably in recent months. Had individ-
uals attempted to spend all their increased income on
goods and services, prices would have risen very much
more than they actually did.

Factors which have stimulated increased saving—•
inability to purchase durable goods, tax anticipation,
War Bond purchases, consumer resistance to rising
prices, uncertainty about the future—might at any time
be overbalanced by factors that will promote more
spending—fear of shortages and lack of the habit of
saving on the part of many people who now receive
increased incomes. There is, moreover, the possibility
that the people who are saving so much now will, after
accumulating a considerable sum, tend to decrease the
volume of their saving. In any event, it is important
to note that potentially the base of inflation is much
broader than appears on the surface. The task of
fiscal policy in stabilizing the price level and reenforcing
the new price regulations might therefore be consider-
ably enhanced by a decline in the rate of saving.

Consumer Credit Control.

The Federal Reserve program of curtailment of con-
sumer credit is another anti-inflationary measure. The
restrictions on consumer installment credit, which were
introduced in September 1941 and later expanded in
March and in May, achieve curtailment by means of
requiring larger down payments and shorter repayment
periods. Accommodation loans which might be used
to avoid the limitations are forbidden. These restric-
tions have undoubtedly eliminated some marginal
demand from the market, but of equal importance has
been the diminishing supplies of consumer durable
goods for the purchase of which most installment credit
is granted. From a peak of over 6 billion dollars in
August, installment credit outstanding was reduced
some 8 percent by the end of the year, and it is not
unlikely that a further 50-percent reduction will be
achieved in 1942.

Additional consumer credit controls were announced
in early May. These aim at reducing the volume of
outstanding charge accounts by requiring payment ofDigitized for FRASER 
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charge accounts by the tenth day of the second month
after incurrment. If payment is not completed by
then, the account must be transferred to an instalment
basis, and liquidated in six months; during this period
no further charge account purchases will be permissible.
Due to the fact that charge accounts for food and some
other purchases are not restricted, it is unlikely that a
reduction much greater than 25 percent of outstanding
charge accounts will be achieved. Since the total
volume outstanding is not very large to begin with, this
reduction will probably not materially affect consumer
demand.
Industrial Gains Persist.

The production pattern during April continued to
be that characteristic of rapid industrial mobilization for
War. Declines on the civilian-goods front contributed
to larger armaments fabrication. Despite these diverse
trends (evidenced also by the slow progress of manu-
facturing employment and miscellaneous carloadings)
the basic gains made in industrial capacity are worth
emphasis. Although steel ingot production of 7,122,000
tons declined slightly from the March record rate,
steady progress in aircraft and other war production,
moreover, consumes increasing quantities not only
of diverted materials, but also the ever-larger out-
flow from new raw material plants. Electric power
production declined seasonally but exceeded April 1941
by 13 percent. Machinery and transportation equip-
ment were notable for their extension of March gains, as
industrial activity advanced 2 points to 174 (prelimi-
nary) in terms of the Federal Reserve Board adjusted
index.

Miscellaneous rail shipments (classification for load-
ings of most industrial materials and manufactured
products) rose only moderately to a new 1942 high.
They still reflect the inroads upon traffic made by
stop-production orders and shut-downs for plant con-
version. Coal production and loadings, however, were
better maintained than usual for April—should be con-
tinued in maximum volume throughout the summer to
build up users' coal stocks in advance of the heavy
burden of other rail traffic expected later this year.
With the Great Lakes ore movement in full upswing,
total carloadings passed 860,000 on their way toward
the one-million mark.
Cotton Textile Program.

Important in appraising the outlook for diminished
consumption is the fact that some consumer nondurable
goods must be diverted in large part to military uses—
cotton textiles, for example. This industry's production
program exemplifies the thorough-going mobilization of
resources necessary to meet combined military and
minimum civilian needs.

Consumer demand for cotton products, stimulated
by advanced levels of income and reinforced by some
unsatisfied uses of wool, silk, and rayon textiles trans-
ferred to cotton, is far above minimum needs. Besides
heavy military requirements for a wide variety of cotton

textiles, the shortage of burlap, normally imported from
India has created extraordinary needs for cotton fabrics
for bagging, baling, and wrapping purposes.

Raw cotton is available in large quantity. The
limiting factor in production is manufacturing capacity.
Increased output is being achieved, however, through
better utilization. By such practices as the substitu-
tion of full-loom widths for narrower widths, output of
all types of cotton fabrics may possibly be increased
from 11 billion square yards in 1941 to perhaps 14 or
15 billions this year and also next. Woolen, carpet, and
upholstery mills are also being converted to the manu-
facture of cotton fabrics for bagging, camouflage, etc.
Woolen machinery will be used in some instances to
spin cotton yarn—which has been a bottleneck as well
as cotton weaving capacity.

Action taken in April (shifting certain looms to bag
osnaburgs and bag sheetings) will transfer another 13
percent of cotton weaving capacity to military and
other extraordinary needs, raising the facilities so
employed to about 50 percent. Additional steps are
planned to effect a virtually complete (88 percent) allo-
cation of cotton manufacturing capacity to military
and essential civilian fabrics.

Figure 4.—Sales of Retail Stores, Adjusted for the Number of
Working Days in the Month
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Military requirements are extremely heavy now—
and perhaps will become increasingly so. It is hoped,
however, to keep essential civilian goods production
from receding below the 1939 level. Savings will be
achieved in designing apparel and other consumer
products to use less yardage.
Conservation of Essential Consumer-Goods Stocks Indicated.

Retail sales continued in large volume during April
as consumers sought to acquire the dwindling trade
stocks of durable goods. Increasing consumer atten-
tion has also been given many nondurable items reflect-
ing chiefly, it is believed, expected shortages. The
course of retail store sales (dollar volume without
adjustment for seasonal variations) is traced through
March in figure 4. The total for all retail outlets in
that month ŵ as up less than 3 percent from March a
year ago.

The failure to register a larger gain is accounted for
(Continued on page 23)Digitized for FRASER 
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The Business Situation
BUSINESS activity is increasingly taking on the

aspect of economic warfare. Business develop-
ments in May and early June are best understood as
phases of the economic struggle. Production of war
goods rose while production of consumer goods fell.
War expenditures by this Government almost reached
the 4-billion-dollar monthly level and promise to total
around 47 billion for the year. National income pay-
ments are estimated at 8.8 billions in May but people
increasingly saved their money as total retail sales
dropped to 4.4 billions in dollar value and in physical
volume fell 23 percent below last May.

Merchants, anticipating the several deadlines set by
the War Production Board for the cessation of various
consumer-goods' production, received from manufac-
turers in April spectacular additions to their inventories
(see table 2, p. 7.). Consumers got their first experience
of rationing. Plans for much wider extension of ration-
ing are being drafted. Wholesale prices, as reflected in
the Bureau of Labor Statistics general indexes, re-
sponded to the setting of price ceilings by ending the
month almost precisely where they began it. The
Office of Price Administration undertook its tremen-
dous task of administering and enforcing the ceiling
prices.

Industrial production in May according to available
indications, appears, on balance between expanding
war output and contracting consumer-goods production,
to have changed but little. The new high attained
by the Federal Reserve seasonally adjusted index in
April and apparently held in May tends to dispel
fears, that had been entertained earlier, of a temporary
slump during the height of the industrial conversion to
war activity. It is believed that the output of war
goods will gain so fast from here on as to more than
offset any foreseeable decline in civilian industries.

Activity underlying the mounting production index
is nevertheless a welter of new and converted plants
tuning up, others shutting down, uneven flow of ma-
terials, labor migration, and various sorts of bottlenecks.
The War Production Board in May applied for the first
time in this country the principle of concentration of
output. Large-scale producers of stoves were ordered
to cease production after July 31, while smaller com-
panies were permitted to continue the output of ceitain
models. The manufacturing facilities of the large pro-
ducers are, of course, freed for turning out war goods.
The scrap industry continues to grow in importance as
the need increases for reclaimed materials of many
kinds. The War Production Board brought more ma-
terials under complete allocation, including some chem-
icals important in making war supplies, and ordered

more industries, chiefly in the consumer durable group,
to limit or entirely cease output.
Durable Manufactures Expanding.

The durable goods industries, accompanied by the
minerals, have led the industrial advance. Transporta-
tion equipment, as may be seen in figure 1, continued
its spectacular rise which reflects, of course, airplane
and other war goods output. It was well seconded by
machinery production which also includes war materials.

Great Lakes shipments of iron ore in the season up
to June 1, amounted to more than 21 million tons.
These large shipments were made possible through the
construction of new freighters and conversion of others,
among them former grain ships.

Both open-hearth and electric furnaces are operating
close to capacity with the supply of scrap currently
favorable and stoppages for repairs held to a minimum.
Ordinarily, ingot production would be expected to fall
somewhat during the hot summer months. Exceeding
the May record of 7.4 million tons before October will
be a challenge to labor and management.
Figure 1.—Indexes of Production of Selected Durable Manu-

factures, Adjusted for Seasonal Variations
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Lumber production continues to lag behind new
orders and shipments. Statements of 470 reporting
mills reveal that for the first 20 weeks of 1942, produc-
tion was 3 percent below the level for corresponding
weeks of last year. Shipments were larger by 6 per-
cent and new orders by 9 percent. Unless the present
rate of production can be increased, lumber may soon
be in a critical category similar to steel. Basic factors
explaining this situation are diversion of labor to higher
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paid jobs, a log shortage on the west coast, unfavor-
able weather conditions earlier in the year, and in-
creased costs.

Production of cement continues to increase in re-
sponse to heavy demand. The type of building oper-
ations projected for the year will require more than
the usual amounts of cement. For the first 5 months
output has been about one-quarter larger than in the
same months last year. Because the industry oper-
ated through the winter at unusually high levels,
however, it has not been possible for it to score the
usual seasonal gains as winter yielded to spring, and
consequently the seasonally adjusted index pictured in
figure 1 shows a large slump.

The nondurable goods production index, seasonally
adjusted, maintained the gradual decline in evidence
since last autumn. Numerous industries participated
in this decline. Chemicals and cotton textiles, both

Figure 2.—Indexes of Production of Selected Nondurable
Manufactures, Adjusted for Seasonal Variations
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contributing heavily to war materials output, were, as
is evident from figure 2, outstanding exceptions.
Chemical output continues the strong rise under way
for the last year.

Nearly three-quarters of all cotton textile mills have
war orders, which in some cases employ from 30 to 40
percent of their capacity. Demands of the armed
forces for various cotton fabrics run into hundreds of
millions of yards. Another important element in the
demand for cotton manufactures, estimated by the
Department of Agriculture to require more than 3
million bales, is the need to replace imported raw
fibers and manufactures such as jute, silk, flax.

The wool textile industry, despite the decline of its
output since the year end, is in the best statistical
position in recent years. Its backlog of unfilled orders
is at record levels. Military orders, in amounts greater
than total World War I production, form an important
part of this backlog.

Rayon deliveries continue at high levels despite the
moderate decline since the first of the year. Industries
which formerly used silk and nylon are adjusting their
operations to use rayon as the principal substitute.
Production of women's full fashioned rayon hosiery is
increasing. Rayon staple is also being used to a much
greater extent in combination with wool as a means of
wool conservation. The present expectation is that
even military uses for rayon fabrics will increase from
now on. Demand remains ahead of rayon production.

Figure 3.—Tank Car Shipments of Crude Petroleum and Its
Products Into 17 Eastern States and the District of Co-
lumbia, Daily Average Basis
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Increased Tank Car Shipments of Petroleum Products.
Tank car deliveries of petroleum products to the

East Coast area, as shown in figure 3, averaged over
600,000 barrels daily during May. Other measures be-
ing taken to supply the East Coast include relocation
and rebuilding of pipe lines, but probably will not raise
the total inland deliveries much above 1,000,000 barrels
daily by the end of the year—perhaps 300,000 barrels
short of present curtailed requirements, with gasoline

Table 1. — East Coast Demand and Supply of Petroleum
Products, October 1940-September 1941

[Millions of barrels]

Item

Demand:
Gasoline
Residual fuel oil
Distillate fuel oil
Kerosene
Lubricants
All other

Total

Supply:
By boat, foreign
By boat, California
By boat, Gulf
By pipe line
By tank car and barge

Total receipts
Change in all stocks

Total supply

Total

216.6
159.5
89.1
36.1
16.8
27.4

545.5

86.2
4.6

437.8
10.0
3.0

541.6
- 3 . 9

545.5

1940

Fourth
quarter

52.9
41.2
26.9
11.8
3.7
5.8

142.3

20.8
1.6

109.4
1.4
0.0

133.2
- 9 . 1

142.3

1941

First
quarter

46.0
44.7
33.9
11.6
3.3
5.4

144.9

20.3
1.1

109.7
1.9
0.0

133.0
-11.9

144.9

Second
quarter

58.4
38.2
15.7
6.4
5.1
7.9

131.7

20.8
1.4

113.1
2.7
0.2

138.2
+6.5

131.7

Third
quarter

59.3
35.4
12.6
6.3
4.7
8.3

126.6

24.3
0.5

105.6
4.0
2.8

137.2
+10.6

126.6

Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines.
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and nonessential use of light fuel oil rationed to 50
percent of normal. The necessity of strict rationing
will continue, occasioned by inability of inland facilities
fully to replace tankers formerly the chief means of
supplying the East Coast, as indicated in table 1.
In the Pacific Northwest, tank car deliveries have
likewise been increased, while gasoline consumption
is curtailed to two-thirds of normal demand.

Shipping Shortage—Not Sugar Shortage

Early this year a shortage of sugar, principally in
the northeastern section of the country, had developed
because of the following factors:

1. The dependence of the northeast on imported raw
sugar from the Philippines, Hawaii, Cuba, and Puerto Rico.

2. The complete loss of supplies from the Philippine
Islands.

3. A partial loss of some supplies from Hawaii.
4. The plan to utilize a large portion of the cane supply

in Cuba for the production of high-test molasses.
5. The plan to provide large supplies to Great Britain

and Russia.
6. Large purchases by consumers, principally for the

purpose of hoarding.
The shortage of potential supplies has been alleviated

since the first of the year by several factors. Today
the key to the situation is not so much a shortage of
offshore sugar as it is a shortage of shipping to move
it to the United States.

In 1941 the consumption of sugar reached record
levels because of increased consumer purchasing power.
In times of prosperity consumption of sugar by indus-
trial users increases rapidly. In figure 4, the estimated
uses by various types of consumers in 1941 are indicated.

The demand for sugar has been strictly limited by
the rationing program instituted by OPA. Recent
receipts of sugar from offshore areas, together with
domestic supplies, are in excess of rationed require-
ments. Of course, an increase in the stocks on hand
within the United States is advisable, in order to insure
against any shortage of supplies, as happened in the
first part of 1942, that may be occasioned by transpor-
tation difficulties.

The current sugar shortage is not caused by the
necessity to use sugarcane as a basic raw material for
the production of industrial alcohol. Rather, it is the
inability to obtain ships to move to the United States
the large quantities available in offshore areas. Supplies
are accumulating in offshore areas, and next year's
crops should show further increases. When normal
shipping can be resumed, supplies can be moved to the
United States to alleviate the present shortage.

In recent years alcohol has been produced princi-
pally from high-test and blackstrap molasses. Black-
strap molasses is a by-product of the manufacture of
raw and refined sugar. High-test, or invert, molasses,
however, is manufactured directly from sugarcane

juices without extracting any of the sucrose for the
manufacture of sugar. Thus, a gallon of high-test
molasses, weighing about 12 pounds, contains about 9
pounds of sugar solids as compared with about 6%
pounds for a gallon of blackstrap molasses of the same
weight.

Figure 4.—Estimated Consumption" of Sugar (Short Tons,
Raw Value) in Continental United States, 1941

CANDY a CONFECTIONARY
478,000 = 6 . 4 %

0.0 42- 187

TOTAL 7,433,000 SHORT TONS

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

With the quota system limiting the export of Cuban
sugar to the United States, and the International Sugar
Agreement restricting the quantity of sugar that Cuba
could sell in the world market, large amounts of sugar-
cane that ordinarily would have been made into sugar
were converted directly into high-test molasses. Indus-
trial alcohol producers in the United States and Great
Britain purchased this surplus high-test and used it in
the manufacture of industrial alcohol.

High-test and blackstrap molasses were two of the
cheapest raw materials available for the production
of alcohol. Prior to the time that supplies of sugar
from the Pacific Ocean areas were cut off by the Japa-
nese attack, it had been planned that over 1,300,000
short tons of sugar equivalent of sugarcane would be
converted into high-test molasses to supply the raw
material necessary for the production of industrial
alcohol. Industrial alcohol is an ingredient in the
manufacture of many essential war chemicals and
smokeless powder.
Larger Sugar Supplies Offshore.

The War Production Board has been converting the
facilities of beverage distilleries to the production of
industrial alcohol and equipping molasses distilleries on
the Atlantic Coast for the use of grain. Despite the

(Continued on p. 26)
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The Business Situation
THE Nation took stock of its accomplishments in

war production last month, as striking gains were
revealed. Knowing that the task of production is not
completed until the goods are delivered to battefields
that span the world, it found especially heartening the
report of progress made in ship construction, even
though still far short of the necessary goal. Although
war production is now far advanced, further records
must still be achieved in the output of arms for the
fighting forces. It is becoming increasingly clear that
after everything possible has been done to stimulate
output and imports of materials and likewise to reduce
consumption requirements and waste, the whole broad
problem of allocating scarce materials and productive
facilities among essential needs and of rationing scarce
goods among consumers emerges as the central problem
of the wartime economy. To do this equitably and
smoothly and at the same time maintain a proper
balance between various types of competing require-
ments indeed calls for the highest type of foresight and
understanding.

Cargo Ship Construction Points the Way to Victory.
The Maritime Commission, in a significant announce-

ment early this month, revealed our progress in ship-
building during the first half of the year. The total of
228 ships of 2,544,000 deadweight tons delivered in
that period represents about one-third of the goal of
8,000,000 deadweight tons set for 1942. Ship deliveries
in June were 66 vessels of 732,000 deadweight tons.
Over the balance of the year, merchant vessels com-
pleted will average over 900,000 deadweight tons
monthly, it was confidently anticipated, if adequate
supplies of steel plates and shapes for shipbuilding can
be provided. The objective for 1943 is at least 15,000,-
000 deadweight tons.

Table 1.—New Cargo Ships and Tankers Delivered by United
States Shipyards 1

Year and month

1941, total for year..
1942:

January
February
March
April
May
June

Total for 6 months.

Number

228

Deadweight
tons

1,088,497

197,628
289, 549
291,473
401,632
632,304
731, 900

2, 544,486

1 Oee'in-going vessels of 2,000 gross tons and over.
Source: U. S. Maritime Commission.

Table 1 indicates the sharp upward trend in ship
construction which has been established. Technical

advances in the methods of shipbuilding are contribut-
ing greatly to the gains shown. Adequate supplies of
materials and equipment, however, still constitute a
vital problem. Each cargo vessel of the Liberty type
requires nearly 3,700 tons of finished steel or about
5,300 tons of steel ingots. But the steel must be
provided largely in the form of plates and structural
shapes. Hence the capacity of the industry to roll
plates and shapes has been a bottleneck, but is now
being enlarged by conversion.

War Production Gains its Stride.

The President's statement that in May factories in
this country turned out nearly 4,000 airplanes, more
than 1,500 tanks, nearly 2,000 artillery and antitank
guns, and well over 100,000 machine guns and sub-
machine guns points to the favorable production situa-
tion. That the battle for production is being won, is
indicated also by the Federal Reserve seasonally ad-
justed index of industrial production. Although there
was a 1-point set-back in March, it was followed by a
clear recovery of 2 points in April and 3 additional
points in May. The resumed forward movement was
further extended in June according to preliminary esti-
mates indicating that the June index reached 180
(1935-39 = 100), up 4 points from May and 13 percent
from a year ago. The output of durable manufactures,
(a group in which consumer goods now form an almost
negligible, and war products a major portion), increased
7 points or 3 percent from April to May. Transporta-
tion equipment, which includes airplanes and ships as
well as other war products, increased the most—nearly
8 percent in a single month.

The May increase in production was accompanied by
an increase in total civil nonagricultural employment of
nearly one-third of a million, bringing employment to a
new peak of 41,200,000. The previous peak of De-
cember 1941 was exceeded by 121,000 and the level of
May a year ago by 2,299,000. Almost half this increase
over the year interval occurred in manufacturing indus-
tries. Shortages of materials and lay-offs in plants
converting their facilities to war production continued
to cause employment reductions in many durable and
nondurable industries. Among them were cutlery,,
hardware, plumbers' supplies, radios, typewriters, and
rubber goods. Gains in industries geared to the war
effort, however, more than offset these declines. For the
first time since last November automobile plants re-
ported an employment increase (5.6 percent over April)
indicating a stepping-up of war production in converted
plants.
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Recession in Retail Trade Continued.

Sales of all retail stores during May continued the
downward trend which began last February. Total
sales amounted to $4.4 billion compared with $4.5
billion in April. After making allowances for the large
price increases during the past 12 months, the physical
volume of retail sales is roughly 21 percent below that
of May a year ago. Sales of durable goods stores de-
clined slightly in contrast to the usual seasonal rise from
April to May, most of the decline occurring in household
furnishings, building materials, and hardware. The
effects of production limitation orders of the last 9
months are being more strongly felt. Installment
credit regulations are an important element in reducing
the sales of housefurnishings. While retail employment
has remained fairly constant, employment in wholesale
trade fell contraseasonally by more than 1 percent.

Consumer Services Placed Under March Price Ceilings.

On July 1, consumer services, rendered in connection
with a commodity, were brought under general price
ceilings by a new order—the Consumer Service Maxi-
mum Price Regulation. Services now must not be
offered to the public at more than their highest March
price. The new order was issued to meet the different
problems involved in controlling the prices of services
and to make more explicit the services excluded from
price control. The latter are derived from the broad
categories of services specifically excluded by the
Emergency Price Control Act. Among the service
prices excluded are wage rates, transportation and other
utility rates, professional and personal service fees, and
insurance rates. The new order and its amendments
list these and others in considerable detail.

In addition, the new order sets up the procedure
to be followed in the case of new services or those which,
being seasonal in nature, were not offered during the
month of March. Wherever possible the charge is to
be determined on the same basis as the charge for a
similar service. A cleaning establishment that cleaned
no summer clothing during March, for example, would
determine its ceiling for such service by using the March
cost of cleaning winter clothing insofar as operations
were similar.

The price of many services, however, cannot be
calculated in this manner. Consequently, an alterna-
tive procedure was established. The maximum price
is not to exceed the sum of the following items: (1)
the direct labor cost, using the highest applicable wage
rate paid by the seller during March; (2) the cost of the
material, which must not exceed the price ceilings; and
(3) a percentage mark-up equal to the seller's mark-up
for the most important consumer services offered during
March. The seller must also continue to grant all cus-
tomary discounts or other allowances.

The Office of Price Administration estimates that
the order affects close to 1,000,000 establishments in

which consumers spend around 5 billion dollars per
year. Each of these establishments is automatically
licensed as a condition for doing business and each must
file with the OPA no later than September 1 a statement
showing the highest March prices or the pricing method
used.

Inflation Still a Threat.

The General Regulation has been in effect since May
11 for wholesale prices and since May 18 for retail
prices. With services now included, it is opportune
to examine the effects of general price control in the
initial stage. Inasmuch as a number of price groups
are excluded from control it has generally been expected
that both wholesale and cost-of-living prices, on the
average, would continue to rise in some degree over the
highest levels attained during March.

For the week ended June 27, the weekly general
wholesale price index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
was 98.4 (1926 = 100) up 1 point from the highest
March weekly average, but down slightly from the
peak reached late in May. During June this index
wras fairly stable at approximately the mid-April
average. Compared with the highest March prices,
food prices were up 4 percent, and prices of farm
products, leather, textiles, metals, and chemicals wrere
up fractionally. The prices of building materials,
however, were slightly belowr the highest March prices.

The cost-of-living index of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reached 116 (1935-39 = 100) in May, an in-
crease of 1.5 percent from March and an increase of
a little less than 1 percent from April. All the major
groups showed some increase over March with clothing
and food prices leading the rise.

Despite the extension of price ceilings to include
many services, it must not be concluded that the battle
against inflation has been won. It would be nearer the
truth to say that the battle has just begun in earnest.
The effectiveness of the price ceilings that have been
established by the OPA depends upon two things.
First of all it is necessary that the Administrator have
a large and well-trained force whose duty it is to for-
mulate, administer, and enforce the various price regu-
lations covering almost the entire field of business. On
many counts, including size, complexity, and intimate
relation to many vital business operating problems,
direct price control is one of the most formidable
administrative tasks ever undertaken by our Govern-
ment.

Second and more important is the accomplishment
of the remainder of the program which the President out-
lined in his inflation message of last April. These re-
maining measures include the stabilization of wage
rates and stabilization of farm prices at parity levels.
This latter step thus would alter somewhat the special
treatment afforded agricultural prices in the Emer-
gency Price Control Act. The President also urged
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more stringent measures to remove a large amount of
excess purchasing power.

As the situation now stands, these companion meas-
ures needed to support and complement direct price
control by the Office of Price Administration have not
been forthcoming. Hence our antiinflation defenses
still have gaps so large that the danger is still serious.
It is worth repeating that the battle against inflation
has many fronts and that it can be lost by a break
through on some unguarded front.
Wartime Exports Attain Record Volume.

A record high export balance is being established for
1942, as revealed by the widening gap between exports
and imports shown in the figure on page 2. The export
balance amounted to 1.25 billion dollars in the first 4
months. Since imports are only slightly below last
year's level, this tremendous balance is chiefly due to
the upsurge of exports. The all-time peak for a similar
period was 1.54 billion dollars in 1919 when export
prices were 64 percent and import prices 76 percent
higher than now. In terms of 1942 dollars, the export
balance for the first 4 months of 1919 was less than 1
billion.

Our exports indicate to some extent the direct mate-
rial aid, exclusive of supplies to our own forces, which
the United States is contributing to the common war
effort. For the January-April period, the value of our
total exports (including reexports) amounted to 2.3
billion dollars compared with 1.4 billions during the
similar period of last year, a rise of 65 percent. These
exports constitute an increasing share of our gross na-
tional product. In the like period of 1939, exports were
approximately 3.6 percent of the gross national output,
last year they were around 4.4 percent, and this year
approximately 4.9 percent. At this rate about one-
twentieth of our total output will go abroad this year,
quite exclusive of shipments to our armed forces. Of
course, if services are excluded, the proportion is much
higher.

Current exports represent more in terms of physical
volume than in any previous time, World War I not
excepted. For the same 4-month period, exports in
1917 and 1918 were valued at 2.1 and 1.9 billion dollars,
respectively. While exports in January-April 1920
amounted to nearly 2.9 billion dollars or 26 percent
more than for the present year, export prices were then
approximately 80 percent higher—thus indicating a
smaller volume of goods in terms of quantity.
Enhanced Lend-Lease Aid Provides More War Equipment.

A noteworthy feature of the present export situa-
tion is the change in the terms of trade. More and
more goods—at present about one-half—are moving out
under the provisions of the Lend-Lease Act. From
the passage of this act, March 11, 1941, to the end of the
year, only about one-fifth of total exports moved out
through Lend-Lease channels. Total Lend-Lease aid
(which includes exports and services rendered to the

Lend-Lease countries) amounted, through May 1942,
to nearly 4.5 billion dollars, and of this sum 1.9 billion
(42 percent) were concentrated in the last 3 months
(March-May), showing the rapid acceleration of the
program. Not only has Lend-Lease aid increased each
quarter since its inception, but the proportion of fight-
ing weapons in this total has also increased, as illus-
trated in figure 1. Whereas last autumn the major
portion of total transfers consisted of foodstuffs and
industrial materials, during recent months military
items have accounted for more than half the total
transfers.

Figure 1.—Percentage Distribution of Transferred Lend-
Lease Goods

PERCENT
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Source: Otficc of Lend-Lease Administration.

Essential Imports Well Maintained.
General imports, on the other band, have remained

fairly stable in value, totaling 1 billion dollars for the
first 4 months of 1941 and 1942. Thus the value of
imports from neighboring countries that are still acces-
sible has gone far to offset the dollar value of the com-
modities cut off through the capture of territory and
through other enemy action. When rising prices are
considered, however, imports in physical volume are
down about 16 percent; and there is, of course, no com-
pensation from the point' of view of the war effort for
the physical loss of such vital materials as rubber, tin,
and sisal.

A noteworthy feature of our import trade is the
shrinkage in gold imports. They are running cur-
rently at an annual rate of about 425 million dollars.
This is conspicuously small in relation to the 17 billion
dollars of gold that poured into the country during
the previous 8 years at an average rate of over 2 bil-
lions per year.

The major reason for the diminution of the gold inflow
is the liquidation of the gold reserves that various coun-
tries had accumulated. For example, gold reserves of
the United Kingdom early in 1938 were valued at over
4 billion dollars. From the Czechoslovak crisis to the
outbreak of the war, the flight of capital to this country
practically halved these reserves, and by September
1941 Britain had available only about 150 million dol-
lars in gold. Most of the continental countriesDigitized for FRASER 
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experienced a similar depletion of their reserves.
Furthermore since 1937 and before Pearl Harbor,
Japan (with foresight) had traded most of her gold to
us for war materials.

The import of gold from most of Europe and a large
section of the Orient is no longer possible. In addition,
the terms of the Lend-Lease Act have eased the pressure
on the small gold stocks which still remain in the hands
of the other United Nations and Good Neighbor coun-
tries. Undoubtedly, most of our imports are now com-
ing from gold currently produced. Gold production
outside the United States and Russia amounts to about
1 billion dollars a year. The United States currently is
receiving about one-half the gold that is being produced.

The war in various ways has left its deep imprint on
our foreign trade. Problems of the scarcity of ships
and of commodities come to a focus here. This coun-
try's industrial output is running 19 percent ahead of
the same period last year, exports 31 percent ahead,
but imports are 16 percent smaller in physical volume.
These relationships help to explain why allocation and
rationing are becoming increasingly the order of the day.
End-Product Control over Materials Instituted.

Accomplishments reported in the field of war pro-
duction, and others in prospect for the months ahead
make severe demands upon the supplies of many raw
materials. Examples are copper, steel, nickel, tin, zinc,
and numerous chemicals. Military requirements for
these materials are so substantial as virtually to pre-
clude all except a minimum of essential industrial and
civilian consumption. Salient aspects of copper and
steel are considered below. In order better to control
the use of these and other materials where the supply is
critical, the War Production Board has instituted the
Production Requirements Plan. Manufacturers are
required to submit a statement of scheduled production
during the ensuing quarter, the materials necessary for
that production, and the inventories of materials on
hand. The amount of materials each manufacturer
may consume is then determined on the basis of the
supplies available and the relative importance of the
final uses to which his products will be put. The plan
is expected to establish close control over the utilization
of critical materials, bringing inventories into line with
current requirements and affording a constant check
upon actual performance.

Copper

Sharply increased military requirements for copper
have raised total demand above the level of maximum
available supply. The outstanding fact of the situation
is that war needs will take a major part of the supply,
and are continuing to rise far more rapidly than
production of the metal.

The factors involved in balancing supply and demand
are: increasing the production of foreign and domestic

copper; providing the necessary ships to import all
available foreign supplies; and curtailing demand by
allocating the available supply to only the most essen-
tial uses. The last is of primary importance, since
copper production apparently cannot be increased to
any considerable extent, especially in the United States

Figure 2.—Domestic Production of Refined Copper l
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1 Data include copper produced from domestic and duty-free foreign materials
and cover the output of primary refineries including some scrap refined to standard
grades.

Source: Copper Institute.

Heavy War Requirements Necessitate Sharp Curtailment of
Civilian Uses.

The largest military requirements are for small arms
and ammunition, other ordnance items, and ships, and
it is also notable that these items are expected to show
large increases during 1943. Tremendous quantities
of copper are needed in the manufacture of artillery
shells. Copper also plays an important role in the
construction of ships, being required for fittings,
pumps, electrical wiring, and many other parts going
into a naval or commercial vessel.

The expansion of the military program has necessi-
tated drastic curtailment of civilian demand to uses
essential for the continued functioning of industries
and public utilities as well as the minimum require-
ments for the health and safety of the civil population.
The greatest reductions in civilian use are in automo-
biles, building materials, and electrical appliances.
The drop in the use of copper for automobiles results
from the conversion of that industry to war production,
and the total elimination of output for private use.
Similarly, the sharp decrease in the use of copper for
building materials and for electrical appliances and
other consumers' durable goods reflects the curtailment
of new residential construction and the diversion of
critical materials to military use.

Notable exceptions, however, to the general curtail-
ment in the nonmilitary use of copper are the increases
for electric utilities, showing the need for greater
plant capacity to generate and transmit the power
necessary to war industries, and the increase in the use
of copper for tools, reflecting the general rise in indus-
trial activity.
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Table 2.—Domestic Production and Deliveries of Copper
[Thousands of net tons]

Month

January..
February
March
April
May _
June ..
July
August _ - _ _
September...!
October _
November
December

Total _ . __

Output from domestic rr

Mine or smelter1

1941

83.3
79.2
85.7
88.0
90.3
82.6
82.1
84.7
81.8
86.0
84.7
88.5

1,016.9

1942

88.3
80.1
92.1
94.3

101.7

Ren

1941

93.8
93.7
95.3
89.7
89.4
88.6
86 9
85 4
81.6
86 6
84.8
89 9

1, 065. 7

aterials

aed2

1942

90.0
81.7
89.6
90.7
98.6

Domestic deliveries of
copper refined in
United States from
domestic and for-
eign blister, etc.3

1941

4 119.8
< 112.8

134.3
123.6
148.3
121.3
150.1
119 9
125 6
126 6
124.6
138. 6

4 1, 545. 5

1942

130.5
107.6
111.1
106.7
134.1

1 Mine or smelter production or shipments, and custom intake including scrap.2 Includes small proportion of copper refined from duty-free foreign blister, etc.3 Exclusive of copper refined abroad and imported into the United States.4 The data for January and February 1941 do not include copper refined from duty
paid foreign blister, etc.

Source: The Copper Institute.

Domestic Output Increased.
Imports, particularly from South America, it is hoped

will increase during 1942 and 1943. Purchases by the
Metals Keserve Company will aid this development.
A premium of 5 cents over the basic ceiling price of 12
cents per pound for copper has also been offered for
the output of certain domestic mining properties in
excess of individual quotas. Deliveries of domestic
copper at 17 cents, however, thus far have made only
a negligible contribution to the total supply.

A record smelter production of almost 101,700 short
tons, as shown in table 2, was achieved during May.
Production, according to the Copper Institute, was
95,221 tons from domestic and duty-free (Cuban and
Philippine) ores, and 6,462 tons from secondary ma-
terials delivered to the smelters. The May output was
7 percent higher than the previous record of 94,596
tons set in April 1937.

Electrolytic refinery capacity, which is approximately
1,572,000 tons per year, should be sufficient to handle
expected deliveries of domestic and foreign ore and
concentrates. The refineries produced 98,632 tons of
copper from domestic materials during May (see fig. 2)
bringing the total to date for 1942 up to 450,597 tons.
Of the foreign copper reaching this country, a part
arrives in unrefined form and is also processed by
domestic refineries. Shipments to fabricators, including
copper refined from foreign as well as domestic mate-
rials, increased to 134,079 tons, or 26 percent higher
than April deliveries. Withdrawals of 6,406 tons from
refiners' stocks brought their inventories down to
77,383 tons.

With military demand rising more rapidly than
copper output and with civilian uses already cut to
minimum requirements, great importance attaches to
efforts being made to maintain and if possible to step-
up domestic mine production. The migration of labor
to other war industries, shortages of machinery and

equipment, and the time necessary to bring new, small
fields into operation, however, are factors which may
limit output from domestic ores (plus small quantities
of duty-free Cuban and Philippine ores, the latter, of
course, no longer accessible) to not much over 1,100,000
tons this year. The availability of labor is the prime
factor which determines the possibilities of increasing
domestic mine output, as well as maintaining the
present rate of production.

It is also of the utmost importance to recover all of
the copper now "frozen" in the hands of fabricators by
curtailment orders, and to increase the collection of
used copper and brass scrap. The principal sources of
used copper and brass scrap have been wire reclaimed
from public utilities and telephone systems, junked
automobile radiators, and old plumbing, but additional
quantities may possibly be recovered by drawing in
household and other relatively small stocks of copper
and brass scrap.

In addition to about 1,800,000 tons of foreign and
domestic copper this year, " frozen" inventories may
yield 300,000 tons. Another source is the copper and
brass ingots produced from used scrap, which are
adapted to certain uses. The latter may bring the
total supply up to 2,400,000 tons in 1942.

Steel

Steel output this year is expected to approximate
86 million tons. This volume would, as indicated in

Figure 3.—Production of Steel Ingots and Steel for Castings
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Sources: Data for 1913-41, American Iron and Steel Institute; 1942 estimate, U. S.
Department of Commerce on the basis of available monthly data of the American
Iron and Steel Institute.

figure 3, be without precedent. It would represent an
increase of about 3 million tons over the 1941 record
production. From mine to rolling mill, the industry is
operating under extreme pressure to achieve maximum
output. New facilities are also being installed to effect
a moderate expansion in steel capacity. More steel,
however, will probably be needed, at home and abroad,
than we have or shall have the means of producing.
This is due, of course, to the great increase in military
demands for steel. The answer to increasing military
requirements is, in the main, to curtail other uses of
steel. Now that the less essential civilian consumptionDigitized for FRASER 
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has been largely dispensed with, however, the remaining
nonmilitary uses are, in varying degree, of considerable
importance to the functioning of our wartime economy.

Important Civilian Uses Curtailed by Conversion of Finish-
ing Facilities to War Products.

The first problems to be encountered under the im-
pact of military demands, had to do with the industry's
capacity to manufacture such specific products as plates
for ships or castings for tanks. The principal means of
satisfying the military requirements for finished steel
products has been to convert plant facilities. Plates
afford an example of this. Shipments of plates in June
were 1,051,000 tons, over twice the shipments in June
1941. This increase has been accomplished largely by
converting strip mills to the manufacture of the lighter
plates. During June, 490,000 tons of plates were made
on continuous strip mills.

The effect of conversions, however, frequently is to
cut down the flow of steel products which otherwise
would have been available for important industrial or
civilian uses. An instance of this is the conversion of
plants formerly making castings for railroad equipment
to the production of armaments. Shipyards, more-
over, are currently receiving more plates than they can
use because of the limited production of structural
shapes. It will be necessary to curtail the output of
other products made on the same mill equipment in
order to provide the increased output of shapes. Thus
while conversion increases the capacity for some prod-
ucts, it makes serious inroads upon the industry's
ability to manufacture others.

Steel Furnace and Blast Furnace Capacities Increase.

The steel industry has not, under peacetime condi-
tions, normally had sufficient facilities to produce the
steel ingots needed to operate its finishing plants at full
capacity. Entering the present war, therefore, it faced
an initial handicap in the matter of raw materials.
Steel furnaces at the beginning of 1940 were rated at
81.6 million tons annual capacity. This was increased
to 86.1 million tons by mid-1941, and to 88.6 million
tons by January 1942. The current steel ingot and
castings capacity of the industry is somewhat higher
with additional furnaces building.

The expansion in steel furnace capacity, of course,
calls for a greater flow of the raw materials for steel
making—scrap and pig iron. The steel furnace output
of 82.8 million tons last year required about 47 million
tons of pig iron and 42 million tons of scrap. Some 9
million tons of pig iron and a substantial quantity of
scrap were also consumed in castings produced by the
foundry industry. Blast furnace capacity increased
nearly 5 million tons during 1940 and 1941. Produc-
tion last year was 55.9 million tons. In the first 4
months this year, pig iron output amounted to 19.3
million tons, or an annual rate of 58 million tons.

More Scrap a Vital Steel Need.

The scrap needed in such large volume in making
steel, and in lesser amounts for the production of pig
iron and castings, is to a considerable extent a by-
product of the industry's manufacturing processes. In
converting crude steel into steel products, roughly 80
percent of the steel ingots consumed become scrap, and
are returned to the steel furnaces. Except as steel is
exported in crude or semifinished forms, the supply of
this "home" or process scrap tends, of course, to
keep pace with steel ingot production. The industry
also uses, however, substantial quantities of "purchased"
scrap (as distinguished from "home" scrap) originating
outside the iron and steel industry. In 1941, for ex-
ample, when the consumption of scrap for all uses (see
fig. 4), including the production of pig iron and cast-
Figure 4.—Consumption and Stocks of Iron and Steel Scrap

MILLIONS OF SHORT TONS
7

STOCKS (END OF MONTH)]?

\ /^CONSUMPTION ^

V

+ MONTHLY AVERAGE FOR QUARTER

I I I I I I 1 1 I I i I | | I | I I I I 1 I I 1 , I I i I I 1 I I I
1939 1940 1941 1942

1 Data for stocks through June 1941 and for consumption through December 1940
are for the last month of each quarter; data for consumption, January through June
1941, are monthly averages for the quarter. Data beginning with July 1941 are monthly.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines.

ings as well as steel ingots, amounted to 61 million tons,
"purchased" scrap accounted for almost 45 percent of
the total. The proportion of "purchased" scrap to
total scrap consumed is of course substantially higher
for pig iron and castings than for steel. The sources from
which "purchased" scrap is obtained include other
manufacturing establishments processing steel, auto-
mobile junkyards, obsolete industrial equipment, dis-
carded farm machinery, abandoned street railways,
demolition of buildings, etc.

Whenever less scrap is used in producing steel, its
place, of course, must be taken by pig iron, and as a
greater proportion of pig iron is used, it also becomes
necessary to charge additional iron ore into the steel fur-
nace (as an oxidant to assist in removing impurities from
the pig iron). Higher proportions of pig iron and iron
ore in the charge also have the effect of slowing down
furnace "turnover" and yield less steel from each heat.
With blast furnaces operating at capacity and still
unable to satisfy the demands for pig iron, however,
the steel industry could use at present vastly more
scrap from outside sources. This increased tonnage it
has been able to obtain only in part, and is now depend-
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ing more largely upon pig iron and iron ore for steel
furnace charges than has been the practice in recent
years. The result is extreme pressure upon the blast
furnaces, as well as upon facilities for the mining
and transportation of iron ore (see p. 2). Approxi-
mately 101 million (net) tons of iron ore were utilized
last year in the production of pig iron and steel, to-
gether with about 48 million tons of coke. Output
of byproduct and beehive coke, amounting to 64.8
million tons, required 93.1 million tons or about one-
fifth the total consumption of bituminous coal. Coke
production in the first 6 months this year advanced to
34.5 million tons, or an annual rate of about 69 million
tons.

Food Supplies

Food consumption this year is expected at least to
equal, and may surpass, last year's record. Some in-
dividual food products, of course, will be short this
year and next. Examples are pork, lard, canned fish,
canned vegetables and fruits, sugar, and imported
beverages—coffee, cocoa, and tea. Domestic supplies
in the aggregate, however, probably will be well main-
tained given favorable yields from this year's crops.
Although a nation can carry on in wartime with food
consumption severely restricted—with far less food than
consumers can apparently count upon obtaining here—
the ample food supplies available in the United States
are, nonetheless, an element of strength.

Food ordinarily accounts for about one-third of our
consumption of commodities and services. With food
supplies large, consumer expenditures will need to be
curbed less drastically, through taxation and related
fiscal measures, than might otherwise be required. If
rationing of food moreover can generally be avoided,
except in a relatively few instances such as sugar, the
wartime task of organizing and administering civilian
supply should be much simplified. Large supplies of
food in this country are also important because, in
addition to the war equipment being furnished the other
United Nations, we are likewise affording material aid
to both fighting forces and beleaguered civilian popula-
tions in the form of food shipments.

Factors in the Food Supply.
Food stands in striking contrast with many other

important consumer commodities. Lowered living
standards are the inevitable counterpart of almost
unlimited military requirements—the result of diverting
to the prosecution of the war every resource that can be
made to serve that end. That food should be an ex-
ception has been due, in the first instance, to the possi-
bility of enlarging farm output and maintaining it at
enhanced levels without coming into serious conflict
with direct military or war production needs for ma-
terials, facilities, and manpower. This expansion in
farm output to meet wartime needs has been facilitated
by the fact that prior to the war, agricultural production

468808—42 2

was largely controlled and restricted (the twofold
purpose of such restriction being to conserve soil re-
sources and to attain certain income goals for farmers).
Greater demands for food arising out of the war dic-
tated a change, beginning early in 1941, from this policy,
to one of relaxing or removing restrictions and encour-
aging larger farm production. (Farm income goals have
been achieved as a matter of course.)

This growth in farm output has not been without its
special wartime problems, none of which, however, has
so far proven insurmountable. Farm supplies, for ex-
ample, of certain fertilizers and insecticides, of bagging
materials, rubber tires, and new farm machinery and
equipment are limited—but without apparent effect in
retarding the upward course of agricultural production.
Farm labor supply, which proved troublesome during
World War I, is again a potential problem. Measures
are being taken, however, to satisfy the more pressing
of farm labor needs, including the organization of
seasonal farm labor supplies. American farming has
not experienced—and probably will not be called upon
to face—anything like the dislocation of labor supply
that has occurred in British agriculture, yet the output
of the latter (only a fraction, however, of that country's
total food requirements) has been greatly expanded.

Since food is consumed for the most part in processed
form, the larger food output in the United States has
called for additions to plant capacity in certain food
manufacturing industries—examples are plants packing
tomatoes, peas, and green beans; producing evaporated
milk; and drying vegetables, fruits, eggs, and milk.
Generally these have been made even though sometimes
in conflict with direct military and war production
requirements for machinery and scarce materials.
Another major problem of food processing, and one for
which there appears to be no immediate solution, grows
out of the restrictions necessary upon the use of tin-
plate in canning. The upshot of this, however, will
probably be heavier consumption in fresh, frozen, or
dried form, involving, of course, some loss of convenience
and perhaps some change in seasonal patterns of con-
sumption for certain foods, but no material effect upon
aggregate supplies. Food processors in some localities,
moreover, will continue to encounter tight labor con-
ditions—an experience common to many industries in
the current period.

The United States, in contrast, for example, with the
British situation, is comparatively independent of
imported foods. The principal exceptions are sugar and
coffee, cocoa and tea. Imports also play a lesser role in
the supply of vegetable oils. Since overseas supplies are
generally adequate, imports of food into this country
are now governed almost exclusively by the availability
of shipping for that purpose.
Foreign Food Requirements Increasing.

The final factor of importance affecting domestic food
supplies is foreign requirements. Food purchases by
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the United States Department of Agriculture since
March 15, 1941, have been made largely for export to
the other United Nations, and amounted to over 1
billion dollars through May 1942. As shown in table
3, these purchases consist chiefly of certain livestock
products, selected out of consideration for nutritional
requirements and shipping conditions—pork, lard, eggs,
and manufactured dairy products, which together ac-
counted for over 80 percent of the total in the first 14/2
months of the purchase-for-export program.

Foreign requirements for the food products of the
United States are not static. This country is but one
of several overseas sources supplying food to other
United Nations. It may be called upon in the future
to furnish a larger proportion of their total imports of
foods. Our shipments of food necessarily depend upon
the shipping available and the other uses to which it
must be put. More food doubtless will be sent when
it is practical to do so. United States Department of
Agriculture food purchases have been heavier in recent
periods, with nearly 580 million dollars so expended in
January through May this year. They are expected
to increase in coming months.
Table 3.—Commodity Purchases by the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, March 15, 1941-May 31, 1942 1

[Millions of dollars]

Commodity

Meats
Pork
Canned fish

Dairy products, except butter
Condensed and evaporated milk
Cheese . . _. . . . . _

Eggs _
Fats and oils . _ . __

Lard .
Cereals
Vegetables and fruits
Other food products . _

Total foods
NTonfoods (cotton, tobacco, naval stores, etc.) _

Total

Amount

354
318
24

227
]26
80

225
96

24
97
21

1,044
182

1,226

1 Including the value of commodities (163 million dollars) made available for lend-
lease operations by the Commodity Credit Corporation.

Source: Compiled from data of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

We must be prepared, taking a longer view, not only
to send larger quantities of food to other United Na-
tions. For this war will not have been won, even after
fighting ceases, until the peoples exhausted and shat-
tered by war recover physical and economic strength
to take their places in the post-war world. We know
that the need for American food will be acute in the
immediate post-war period, and may press even more
heavily upon our supplies at that time. It is evidently
desirable in addition to current war shipments of food,
also to establish sizable food reserves which may be
drawn upon promptly when the war ends. The accu-
mulation of such reserves will become an increasing
factor in domestic food supplies.
Larger Volume of Livestock Products for Consumption and

Export.

The farm program for larger food production,
launched in the spring of 1941, has aimed chiefly at

increasing the output of livestock products, including
meats, animal fats, dairy products, and eggs, and of
vegetable oils. The generous measure of success already
attained in the case of livestock is reflected in prelim-
inary estimates of production for the calendar year 1942
shown in table 4. Meats including chicken and turkey
(but not fish) are expected, in the aggregate, to surpass
1941 output by at least 11 percent. The increase in
milk production will approximate 3 percent, while that
for eggs will be about 15 percent. This rise in the out-
put of livestock products has, of course, required a
much heavier—in fact, a record—input of feed grains
and high-protein (byproduct) feeds. So heavy is the
current and prospective rate of feeding that the indi-
cated 1942 production of feeds will probably fall below
their use in the ensuing crop year (1942-43). The large
stock of corn accumulated in recent years thus assumes
special significance because this year and next it per-
mits feeding in excess of current feed production without
cutting feed supplies down to seriously meager levels.

Table 4.—Annual Production of Selected Livestock Products
for Food, 1939-42

Product

Beef and veal
Pork
Lard
Lamb and mutton
Chickens (dressed weight) . . _
Turkeys (dressed weight)
Eggs - -
All milk
Butter (farm and factory)
Condensed and evaporated milk

(case goods, unskimmed).
Cheese
Dry skim milk for human con-

sumption.
Dry whole milk

Unit

Mil. lb
do

___do
do

. , do
do

Millions^.
Mil. lb

__ do
__.do

d o -
do

do

1939

8,002
8,660
2,037

872
2,546

422
42, 727

106, 792
2,210
2,207

709
268

24

1940

8,160
9,958
2,343

877
2,520

482
43,544

109,510
2,239
2,529

784
322

29

1941

9,130
9,451
2,282

925
2,722

474
45,943

115,498
2,264
3,357

954
366

47

1942, es-
timated

9,800
11,000
2,650

950
3,118

515
52, 840

119,000
2,315
3,350

1.140
560

75

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Livestock products, however, comprise the major
part of food shipments to other United Nations (see
table 3). United States Department of Agriculture
purchases of certain of these livestock products are com-
pared with production quarterly in table 5. These pur-
chases have increasingly tended to absorb all, and more,
of the gains in output. The Department's buying of
pork, for example, rose to approximately one-third of
Federally inspected production in April and May this
year, and is apparently to be continued at or above
that rate through September at least. On that basis,
pork purchases would exceed those made in April-
September 1941 by about 1 billion pounds. Lard
purchases made by the Department were stepped up
to nearly 70 percent of the April and May output of
inspected packing plants, and may total two-thirds of
production in the next several months. The sub-
stantial increases this year over 1941 in the foreign
requirements for pork and lard will result in a reduced
domestic consumption of these foods, and as a con-
sequence the domestic consumption of meats and of
fats and oils will probably also be somewhat lower
than last year. Except for beef, veal, lamb, mutton,
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chickens, and turkeys, moreover, the larger output this
year of other principal livestock products will, for the
most part, be either sent abroad or accumulated for
shipment later in response to foreign needs.

Table 5.—Domestic Production and Purchases by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture of Selected Food Products

[Millions of pounds]

Product

Pork:
Production i

Change from year be-
fore

Purchases 2

Lard:
Production i

Change from year be-
fore

Purchases
Fluid milk:

Production, total on farms3 .
Change from year be-

fore
Purchases, whole milk

equivalent4

Evaporated milk, unsweet-
ened :

Production
Change from year be-

fore
Purchases

Cheese, factory:
Production

Change from year be-
fore

Purchases
Dry skim milk for human con-

sumption:
Production

Change from year be-
fore -

Purchases

1941

Second
quarter

1, 504. 5

+0.6
138.0

381.2

+24.4
115.5

33, 690

+ 1 , 823

489

934. 5

+141.9
71.3

274.9

+29.0
33.0

119.8

+16.8
3.4

Third
quarter

1, 270.0

- 2 4 . 3
178.7

298.7

+19.9
67.3

30, 769

+1,617

752

870.8

+ 184.0
134. 1

265.1

+37. 4
41.7

88.2

+8.3
10.7

Fourth
quarter

1, 939. 3

-120.6
156.3

459.4

+17.3
105. 9

25, 502

+ 1 , 421

2, 106

812.5

+357. 9
509. 6

215.3

+50. 8
88.2

75.6

+11.9
15.4

1942

First
quarter

1, 840. 2

+209. 5
243. 3

463.9

+77.3
146.5

26, 640

+ 1,103

2,270

943. 0

April and
M a y

1,164.9

+125.0
380.3

262.0

- 3 . 5
178.6

22, 426

+794

1.804

797. 5

+399.1
488.2

230.7

+69.4
108.8

121.4

+39.0
53. 5

+194. 3
383.4

239.3

+70.0
67.9

126.3

+48.2
77.5

1 Production from Federally inspected slaughter, excluding production from farm
and uninspected slaughter, which is estimated only on an annual basis. Inspected
slaughter accounted for 67 percent of the total production of both pork and lard in 1941.

2 Pork purchases include principally cured and canned products. The loss of
weight in further processing makes these purchases not altogether comparable with
the dressed weight of pork produced. The equivalent dressed weight of the cured
and canned products purchased has not been estimated. In terms of dressed weight,
however, they would represent a somewhat greater poundage than shown.

3 Excludes milk sucked by calves and milk produced by cows not on farms.
4 Whole milk equivalent of butter , condensed and evaporated milk, cheese and dry

whole milk purchased.

Source: 17. S. Department of Agriculture.

Larger Per Capita Consumption of Most Foods Indicated.
The general outlook for consumption this year, as

shown in table 6 on a per capita basis, is one of moderate
increases over 1941 for most foods. Meats will be an
exception. The larger supplies available of beef, veal,
and lamb and mutton will fail fully to offset the diver-
sion of pork from the domestic market, but the total
consumption of pork and other meats, nonetheless, will
approximate that in 1940, and will be substantially
larger than in 1939. Supplies of chicken, on the other
hand, will be materially heavier than last year. Lard is

another product in urgent demand for shipment abroad.
The reduction in lard, however, will be nearly balanced
by the expected greater consumption of other edible
fats and oils. The prospect is favorable this year in
the case of vegetables. The consumption of fruits, on
the contrary, will probably be somewhat less than in
1941.

The estimates of per capita consumption in table 6
include the Nation's armed forces as well as the civilian
population. While the consumption of the former is
somewhat heavier than average, the restrictive effects
upon civilian supplies of purchases by the military
establishments will be most evident in the instances of
certain foods, such as canned vegetables and fruits, par-
ticularly adapted to the special needs of those services.

Table 6.—Per Capita Domestic Consumption of Agricultural
Food Products, 1939-42 1

[Pounds]

Product

Cereals: 2
Wheat
Corn
Rice, milled
Other cereals3

Meats:
Beef and veal
Pork
Lamb and mut ton .

Poultry and eggs:
Chickens
Turkeys
Eggs..

Dairy products:
Fluid milk and cream (milk equivalent)
Butter
C ondensed and evaporated milk
Cheese
Other manufactured, terms whole milk

Fats and oils:
Lard
Other edible

Vegetables:
Potatoes 4

Sweetpotatoes
Other fresh 5
Canned 6

Dry edible beans
Fru i t s : 7

Fresh citrus
Fresh apples
Other fresh
O anned
Dried
Juice 8

1939

222
62.4

5.9
31.7

61.8
64.4

6.7

19.4
3.0

39.1

346
17.4
17.8
.5.9

44.3

12.4
19.5

140
25.7

254.5
25.7
9.7

58.3
40.9
62.0
14.9

6.2
6.4

1940

219
58.8

6.0
31.0

62.6
72.6

6.6

18.9
3.6

39.8

345
17.0
19.3

6.0
45.5

14.6
19.2

146
20.7

259.2
27.4
9.1

60.5
44.3
59.1
15.6
6.7
7.6

1941

223
64.1

6.7
33.7

69.3
68.9

6.9

20.3
3.6

39.5

352
16.6
19.4
5.8

48.4

14.8
20 9

142
21.7

252.3
30.9
10.0

63.6
42.2
65.2
18.8
6.4
8.5

1942,
esti-

mated

224
64.7
7.3

37.2

71.6
64.2
7.1

23.0
3.8

39.3

358
16.8
21.1
5.8

49.3

12.9
21.5

140
24.6

262.0
32.9
10.7

63.8
41.7
53.7
16.3
5.8
7.7

i Pe:
and s

er capita domestic disappearance, computed from production, imports, exports,
ana stocks (including Government stocks). Per capita data are based upon total
population, including all armed forces of the United States.

2 Includes grains used in the manufacture of beer.
3 Includes barley, oats, and rye.
4 Includes potatoes sold by farmers for seed and manufacture.
5 Includes estimates of all vegetables (other than potatoes and sweetpotatoes) for

fresh sale, produced in commercial areas including market gardens, and in farm
gardens for home nso.

6 Includes tomato juice.
7 Includes 18 fruits and berries.• mumucs xo ii uns ttuu wtjinea.
8 Includes grape, grapefruit, lemon, orange, pineapp

grapefruit, prune juice, and miscellaneous fruit nectars g
leapple, combination orange and

and juices.

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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The Business Situation
ONCE again the industrial communique for the

month is: Sighted record, smashed same. This has
been going on intermittently for 2){years. The previous
peak (as measured by the Federal Reserve adjusted
index) occurred in May 1937 at the 121 level. This 1937
peak was unsurpassed until November 1939 when the
output of our industries moved into new high ground
as a result of the European war. From then until this
July, in 20 out of the intervening 32 months, new produc-
tion peaks have been set.

These peaks have a clear interpretation: They are
achieved, under the guidance of management, by more
labor hours spent in producing and processing more
raw materials with the aid of more plant and equipment.
Some rough indications of the increases that have
occurred in these factors of production are shown in
the following table:

Labor force (estimates U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce)

Total nonagricultural employment
excluding military and naval
forces2 (U. S. Department of
Labor)

Employees in nonagricultural
establishments, excluding mili-
tary and naval forces .3

Employees in manufacturing
establishments.4 __

Average hours worked per week in
m anufacturing establishments (U.S.
Department of Labor)

Machine-tool shipments, cumulated
since Jan 1 1940 5

New private producers' plant and
equipment expenditures, cumu-
lated since Jan. 1, 1940 (U. S.
Department of Commerce)

Metallic raw materials (U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce)

Unit

Million....

Million

Million...-

Million... .

Hours

Mil . dol

Bil. dol

1939 = 100.-

1939

154.8

135.0

128.9

19.7

137.6

100

1940

155.4

136.2

130.1

i 10. 4

138.1

443

11

129

1941

156.9

139.4

133.2

i 12.1

140.5

1,214

25

167

June
1942

(except
as

noted)

57.8

41.4

35.3

13.1

42.6

1,802

32

189

1 Monthly average for the year.
2 Includes self-employed persons, casual workers, and domestic servants.
3 Excludes self-employed persons, casual workers, and domestic servants.
4 Excludes self-employed persons.
5 Data through November 1941 from the National Machine Tool Builders Asso-

ciation, thereafter from the War Production Board.

In June 1942, as compared to 1939, there were nearly
6.5 million more people employed in nonagricultural
establishments of which almost 3.5 million were added
to the pay rolls of manufacturing establishments. The
workweek in manufacturing is now about one-seventh
longer than in 1939. Since January 1, 1940, manu-
factures had purchased and, ignoring depreciation, were
in June 1942 using $1.8 billion more machine tools than
in 1939. Producers7 privately financed plant and
equipment had been expanded in the vicinity of 29
billion dollars over the same period; this sum excludes
many billions of Government-financed plant and equip-
ment. Finally the index of 6 raw metals (a very rough
measure because of the weighting problem) showed very

considerably augmented quantities in 1942 relative to
1939.

Obviously our economy can go on achieving new
peaks just as long, and no longer, as more labor hours,
more machines and more raw materials are available.
How close we are to exhausting the available quantities
of these factors of production, no one can say. It is
perfectly clear, however, that our economy has by no
means yet reached its ceiling of output.

Important in appraising the production outlook for
future months is the fact that virtually the entire rise
in aggregate industrial production over the past year
has been caused by the rapid rise in the output of
durable goods. The output of nondurable goods has
sagged in recent months and is now appreciably below
its peak of last November. Mineral production mean-
while has moved almost horizontally since a year ago.
Hence the volume of durable manufactures now ex-
ceeds that of the nondurable by a quite unprecedented
margin. In normal times the usual situation is just
the reverse.

Table 1.—Composition of the Industrial Production Index

Group

Durable goods
Nondurable goods
Minerals _ _ . . . . . _

Total index

Points in total index

June
1937

49
53
17

119

June
1940

50
54
18

122

June
1941

74
65
20

159

June
1942

92
65
20

177

June
1937

41.2
44.5
14. 3

100. 0

Percent of total

June
1940

41.0
44.2
14.8

100.0

June
1941

46.5
40.9
12.6

100.0

June
1942

52J0
36.7
11.3

ioo:o

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Since ships, planes, tanks, and other ordnance items
constitute the big bulk of the war goods scheduled for
future production, it is clear that the durable-goods
industries and especially the metarworking industries
will dominate the industrial scene for the duration.
Plence our industrial output can continue to rise as
long, chiefly, as our supplies of metallic raw materials
maintain their upward trend in quantity.

Industrial Conversion Far From Complete

The term " conversion" is widely used in relation to
the degree in which former peace-goods industries are
now turning out ŵ ar goods. This is really a summary
term for all the various ways of reshuffling and regroup-
ing productive resources that may be necessary to adapt
the economy to new circumstances. It has assumed
special significance at present because of the urgent
need we are experiencing for withdrawing management,
equipment, labor, and materials from civilian uses and
realigning them directly or indirectly to war purposes.
Because conversion occurs in so many and such different
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forms, it is virtually hopeless to try to measure at all
accurately the degree to which a given industry has
been "converted" from peace to war work. Indeed,
in many cases one might as well try to measure the
conversion of Manhattan Island of colonial days to the
metropolis of today. Following are some of the salient
aspects of conversion that bear on the present outlook.

(1) Conversion of product-use.—This type of con-
version (or diversion) involves no significant change in
industrial facilities or work force since the end-product
is merely transferred from civilian to war uses. In-
stances of end-products so converted are numerous,
such as clothing for soldiers, automobiles for transport-
ing troops, manufactured and canned foods for the
Army and so on. Semimanufactures and parts are
even more frequently shifted from some peacetime item
to a new war product, such as the shift of an internal-
combustion engine from a truck to a tank. Another
variant is the diversion of materials, such as steel,
copper, and others, to war uses. Transportation, stor-
age, power, and other industries also come in for
similar conversion of their services to war purposes.

(2) Plant conversion.—This form covers an almost
infinite variety of changes in structures, machinery,
and production methods. In some instances, only the
shell of the factory building, after being completely
reequipped with new machinery, has survived the con-
version process. At the other extreme, sometimes only
a new machine or two has been added to enable a plant
to meet the specifications of new war products or of
the materials, parts, and subassemblies of war products.
The proportion of old machinery and equipment that
can be retained and utilized in the converted plant
varies greatly. During conversion, moreover, additions
are sometimes made to plant and equipment which
constitute in effect an expansion of the enterprise.

(3) Changes in technology, degree oj integration, etc.,
during conversion.—In setting up the production lines
for new war products in a converted plant, it is often
possible to adopt radical innovations in technology
which greatly increase output per dollar of investment,
per man-hour or both. Or a plant which formerly
made most of its own parts and subassemblies may,
after conversion, rely upon outside suppliers for most
of these. Such changes in the degree of integration
and in technology may greatly transform the essential
•character of a converted plant.

(4) Increase in plant utilization.—Due to the pressure
of military needs, many converted war plants are being
operated more hours per week than previously was
customary. This means that the peacetime buildings
and machinery which proved adaptable to war output
are often now utilized more continuously so that the
establishment is able to turn out more product per
unit of invested capital.

(5) Conversion of labor force.—Labor conversion is as

distinct a feature of this process as any other. New
war plants must assemble and train sizable new work
forces, often in places remote from surpluses of suitable
labor. The establishment to be converted, in contrast,
already has a work force familiar with its equipment
and plant operations, insofar as these can be carried
over into the converted production setup. But it is
often difficult to hold the work force together during
the interim period of inactivity. Plants converted to
war work, moreover, generally require a greater propor-
tion of skilled workers. In order to approach 168-
hour operation per week, they also have to expand
work forces considerably. Decided changes thus may
occur in the size and character of a plant's work force
as the result of conversion.

It may also be noted that measurement of the num-
ber of workers engaged in war work presents obvious
difficulties. Conversion or diversion of the end-product
to war work may be deemed automatically to convert
the workers concerned into war workers. Hence a war
worker may be a machinist working on a gun in an
ordnance plant or a steel worker making the steel that
goes into the gun or an iron miner extracting the ore
that goes into the steel or a merchant sailor on the boat
that transports the iron ore down the Great Lakes.

(6) Management.—Of the various factors of produc-
tion, management—the "know-how77 factor—is in many
respects perhaps the most subject to real conversion as
contrasted with transformation. The management,
after being converted from its peacetime objective to
new goals of war output, makes changes of the fore-
mentioned types which actually result in transforming
the enterprise.

To sum up, conversion may mean anything from no
visible change in an industry, other than a different
user of the same end-product, to a complete reshuffling
of buildings, machinery, technology, plant utilization,
labor, and management, with changes in the quantity,
quality, and importance of each such element in the
contribution it makes to the final product—which may
itself be nearly the same or completely different.

Clearly some of the above types of conversion are
more difficult and time consuming to effect than others.
Hence it is that industry conversion to war work is
still far from complete. In some industries, in fact, it
has been easier to build new plants and get them into
operation than to convert old ones. This explains the
fact that in such industries the output to be expected
from new plants will substantially equal that from
converted plants.

The time needed for building and equipping new
plants or converting old ones has accounted for the
relative lag in arms output until recently. Since many
war plants, both new and converted, are just now
getting into operation, the big push in ŵ ar output is
just now about to get under way in earnest.
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Severest Adjustments Still Ahead.

The rapid acceleration of war output from here on
will entrain the most uprooting adjustments of the
conversion period. Getting the last few million work-
ers needed in the war program will entail far greater
shifts in the location and occupation of those already
in the work force and the recruiting of many more new
workers not hitherto employed. Whereas formerly
there was a large surplus of unemployed to draw on,
that surplus is now close to a minimum and the Army
will induct many thousands of those now actively
employed. Moreover, many war workers came from
curtailed civilian-goods industries. Hence the big
drive is actually still to come to enlist in industry
several million more persons not now included in the
work force. Most of the new workers will of necessity
be women exchanging home work for industrial em-
ployment; approximately 4 million more women will
be needed to round out war labor requirements.

Even greater will be the pressure for more materials.
While manufacturers7 inventories will meet a part of
the augmented demand, the volume of raw materials
needed for an arms output more than twice that of the
first half year will necessarily be much larger. Al-
though raw material supplies are in most cases increas-
ing, war needs are increasing still faster. Hence the
material shortages are acute and the allocation of ma-
terials to various uses in order of priority has emerged
as the central economic problem of the war period from
here on.

It is this need for conserving materials and obtaining
manpower for the war effort that will accentuate the
rate, scope, and intensity of the economic adjustments
necessary to complete the conversion of our economy
to war. Further use of the conservation or " M " orders
by the War Production Board in controlling the flow of
materials and of the "L" orders limiting output of
designated articles, plus more effective allocation of
materials and the use of priorities, will greatly increase
the pressure on nonessential industries. For most con-
cerns so affected, the chief hope of survival will be
that of converting to some form of war goods output.

The pace and nature of these adjustments will
naturally be strongly influenced by developments on
the various world-wide battle fronts. This is because
the objectives of the war effort must constantly be
adjusted to keep them in a balanced relation to the
progress of the war. Hence the shape of things to come
will be foreshadowed in the war communiques.

Maximum Pressure on Price Ceilings Still to Come.

The rate of growth of income payments has been
slowed from what it would have been otherwise by
curtailment of civilian goods enterprises. At the same
time, consumers are using part of their rising incomes to
pay off debts and to increase their savings. After a
buying spree late last summer and autumn and early

this year, they have been temporarily content with the
stocks of goods they have accumulated with the result
that retail sales have experienced a decided drop.

The real pressure against price ceilings seems destined
to increase beginning in the near future. On the
purchasing power side is the prospect for more rapidly
rising income payments. As the output of war goods
climbs, income payments will reflect the speed-up by
rising for a while at a faster rate. Whatever wage in-
creases may be granted, will reinforce this tendency.
Moreover, by the end of this year, the bulk of consumer
short-term debts will be paid off to the extent, say, of
about 4 billion dollars for the year. Thereafter these
funds will be freed for other uses.

At the present time, consumers are saving at an
unprecedented rate. But many if not most of them are
still comfortably situated with respect to supplies of
the goods that would cause the greatest wrench to
dispense with. Their own stocks are undoubtedly
large and so are those of retailers. This situation will
before long become much less favorable as the output of
many consumer goods shrinks and as stocks of their
own and those in retailers' hands are steadily exhausted.
When the time comes for consumers to get along without
items of food or clothing or other articles that have been
woven into daily long-standing habits of consumption,
then will come the real test. Consumers will at that
time either forego established consumption patterns and
increase the proportion of their incomes to be saved, or
they will sacrifice savings and spend freely in a vain
attempt to maintain their consumption habits in spite
of the disruption of war. In this event, the pressure on
price ceilings will be great. The outcome will hinge
largely on the success of ceiling price enforcement, on
the Government's fiscal policies and its willingness to
employ subsidies, and on the extent to which price
increases are masked by inferior quality.

Table 2.-—Sales of Retail Stores, by Kinds of Business
[Billions of dollars]

Kind of business

All retail stores
New and used car dealers
Household appliances and radios
Heating, plumbing, paint, and electrical..
Farm implement
Filling stations
Auto accessory dealers
Lumber and building materials
Fuel, ice, and fuel oil
Variety
Furniture and house furnishings
Miscellaneous (including secondhand).__
Hardware
Department
Drug
Family clothing and women's wear
Hay , grain, feed, and farmer's supplies._.
Men's and boys' clothing
Dry goods and general merchandise
Genera] stores with food
Shoes
Grocery an d combination
Other food stores, n. e. s
Eating places
Jewelry
Drinking places

1941

53/9
7.5

.7

.4

.6
3.5

.7
2.0
1.2
1.2
1.7
2.0

5.0
1.9
2.3
1.0
1.0

.8

.8
9.4
3.0
2.5

.5
1.8

1942 est. j

51.2
1.8

.5
, 3
.5

2.9
.6

1.8
1.1
1.2
1.7
2.0

5.2
2.0
2.5
1.1
1.1

.9

.9
11.0
3.5
3.0

.6
2.2

! Percent-
age

change

- 5
- 7 6
- 2 9
—25
- 1 7
- 1 7
—14
-10
- 8

0
0
0
0

+4
+5
+9

+10
+10
+13
+13
+13
+17
+17
+20
+20
+22
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As shown in table 2, the sales of most types of con-
sumer durable goods will slump sharply this year as
compared to last. The money consumers would other-
wise have spent for such goods will thus be available
either as savings or as surplus purchasing power seek-
ing an exchange. Some of it, of course, will be taken
by the Government in taxes or bond sales.

In view of the decline in sales volume for various
groups of stores in 1942 and of the sharper declines
ahead, it is clear that the problems of conversion face
some retailers even more acutely than manufacturers.
Many of the latter can turn to the making of war goods,
but the retailer whose goods' supply has been cut off
for any reason, cannot replace it by a new line of tanks
and other implements of war for sale to civilians.

Tin

The tin outlook is of unusual interest because enemy
successes in Asia have deprived the United States of its
principal sources of refined tin (imports from these
countries averaged 66,000 tons per year, or 80 percent
of the total received during the period 1936-40). The
sizable Government stock pile keeps the shortage of
this metal from being as serious as are those of copper,
and some other materials. Tin deposits in North
America are negligible. In pre-war years we produced
a negligible amount of refined tin, but now that the
flow of imports has been reduced to a fraction of its
former volume, it has become necessary that we do our
own smelting. The Government-financed smelter in
Texas came into production in April of this year. The
output at present will be limited to 18,000 tons per year
from Bolivian ore purchased by the Metals Reserve
Company and smaller amounts previously purchased
from Netherlands East Indies. Consideration is now
being given to acquiring larger tonnages each year from
Bolivia.

This domestically refined tin, supplemented by a
small quantity imported from Africa, will be our only
new supply of primary tin as long as the Far Eastern
supplies are unavailable. Demands, even though they
have been sharply curtailed, will be greatly in excess of
output; hence, the gap must be filled by drafts on
stocks of refined metal. It is believed that these stocks
could be extended over a longer period of time if all pos-
sible steps were taken to substitute other materials for
tin in the manufacture of containers, and if the elec-
trolytic process of making tinplate were adopted by a
large majority of the producers. In this process, a 60
percent saving of tin is possible because a thinner coat-
ing of metal can be used than in the hot-dip process.
For example, in the electrolytic method, 4,000 tons of
tin could be used to make the same quantity of tinplate
as formerly required 10,000 tons.

There is no agreement concerning the magnitude of
the possible addition to our tin supply that may come

from detinning old containers, but it is evident that sub-
stantial quantities could be recovered if scrap collec-
tions were fairly successful. At present there are only
two plants designed for the detinning of old containers.
The conservation program calls for the building of
enough new plants to bring the available tin from this
source to 11,000 tons per year for the account of the
Metals Reserve Company. The bottleneck in the de-
tinning program is in the orderly collection of properly
prepared scrap cans. This can best be effected through
the enactment of municipal ordinances designed to con-
trol the saving, preparation, and collection of cans. In
addition, an upward adjustment of the price ceiling
may be necessary to cover the high cost of the detinning
operation.

Recovery of secondary tin in alloys such as solder is
expected to yield substantial quantities of this mate-
rial, which although not to be considered as primary
tin, meets consumption needs that would otherwise
require new, refined metal.

Table 3.—United States Net Imports and Consumption
of Refined Tin, October 1940-September 1941

[Long tons]

Consumption: *
Tinplate
Babbitt
Solder
Bronze
Tubes and foil
Allother

Total

Net imports 2

Change in stocks_.

Total

44,000
5,910

16, 850
9,060
4,400

11, 200

91, 420

143, 240
+56, 820

1940

Fourth
quarter

8,900
1,180
3,400
1,890

890
2,400

18, 660

34, 939
+ 16, 279

1941

First
quarter

10,000
1,360
4,060
2,200

970
2,800

21, 390

35, 61-2
+ 14,222

Second
quarter

11,900
1,900
4,680
2,370
1,300
3,000

25,150

39, 423
+14, 273

Third
quarter

13, 200
1,470
4,710
2,600
1,240
3,000

26, 220

38, 266
+ 12,046

1 American Bureau of Metal Statistics.
2 U. S. Department of Commerce.

The container industry, normally the greatest con-
sumer of tin, will feel most of the effect of the curtail-
ment orders. Roughly, 40,000 tons of tin were used in
the manufacture of all kinds of containers in 1941,
compared with about one-half that amount made
available in 1942. The conservation orders restrict
the output of some products to specified percentages
of the pack in previous years, and prohibit the use of
tin for canning products which can be handled in
other forms. There has been much substitution of
glass and paper for tin in the output of containers,
but it is felt that this movement has not been carried
as far as possible. Further substitution can be made
by the use of paper for packaging tooth paste, shaving
soaps, etc., and there may be an increase in the output
of frozen and dehydrated foods.

It is possible that the elimination of much of the tin
consumption will have a permanent effect, and the
curtailed level of demand may become normal, asDigitized for FRASER 
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substitutes for tin cans and other uses of tin come
into general acceptance.

Because of the priority of military needs for large
quantities of tin, quite naturally reduction of civilian
consumption has been the chief method of balancing
total requirements with the reduced supply. With this
reduced consumption, however, and with continued
imports of refined tin and of ore for smelting to satisfy
part of the demand, we may be able virtually to elimi-
nate the current necessity of drawing down our stock
pile if detinning operations and the savings from the
electrolytic process augment the supply sufficiently.

Construction

Approximately a year ago, the construction industry
first ran into serious difficulties in obtaining certain
critical materials. The immediate so ution of that
problem was found partly through the reduction in the
total volume of construction not directly associated
w îth military requirements, through the substitution of
less critical materials, but most of all through more
effective and economical use of the critical materials
achieved by changes in design and specifications.

Gradually, as we came closer to a full war effort and
shortages became more acute, the list of critical materi-
als lengthened. This has reached the point where
drastic restrictions have had to be placed on the use of
such items as lumber and asphalt, and there is some
question whether the cement producing capacity will
be adequate to meet the requirements of the balance of
the year.

It is evident that the problem of material shortages
in construction has gone beyond the limits of substitu-
tion for critical items. Reinforced concrete can replace
structural steel in bridges and buildings. Timber struc-
tures can at times be substituted for either steel or
concrete. When both cement and lumber are scarce,
there is no satisfactory alternate. To some extent,
asphalt and cement may be used interchangeably on
highways and airport runways. This possibility has
little merit when both are scarce.

When the problem of obtaining lumber for war pur-
poses became acute, the result ŵ as the extension of
Government control over construction. This began
by the simple granting of priorities to essential projects
and proceeded to the imposition of various orders
regulating the manufacture, distribution, or use of
critical materials, and culminated in Conservation
Order 1̂ -41 (the "Stop Building" Order). Several
other orders or statements of policy during the second
quarter laid great emphasis on the elimination of all
nonessential construction, and the elimination of non-
essential features on those projects which had been
aDDroved. The definition of what is essential is much

more strict than would have been thought possible 3
months ago.

The effect of these regulations, and more particularly
of the shortages of materials and man power which
made them necessary, has been a drastic decline in
construction in some fields. For example, contracts
for private residential building, which were running
10 to 20 percent below 1941 during the first 4 months,
declined to one-third of last year's level by June. The
decline in commercial building was even more drastic,
falling 85 to 90 percent below the 1941 level.

On the other hand, in spite of the policy of carefully
reviewing such projects, the volume of commitments
for direct military construction, and for war plants,
sharply increased.

In terms of expenditures at the site, rather than

Figure 1.—Value of New Construction excluding Work-Relief
Construction

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
16

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 <O4I S942
0.0 <2-324

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

commitments for future expenditure, total construction
in the second quarter was the largest ever experienced
in any 3-month period. Private and nonwar construc-
tion had not yet had time to feel the full effects of the
restrictions and there was a very large increase in direct
military and war plant construction. It seems probable
that this will mark the high point for the war. In-
dustrial plant construction should continue in substan-
tial volume, but it is not likely to maintain the phe-
nomenal rate reached in the second quarter. Military
construction will tend to increase but not sufficiently to
offset declines elsewhere.

The prospects are that 1942 will see the peak volume
of construction since the Twenties and the peak of the
war period (see fig. 1). In table 4 the volume of build-
ing by various classes of construction is shown by
quarter years. The estimates for the entire present
year are subject to various qualifications and should
be regarded with proper reserve.
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Table 4.—New Construction Activity

August 1942

1941 195 2

New construction l

Private
Residential 2
Nonresidential building

Commercial
Factory
All other3

Farm construction 4

Residential
Service

Public utility 6 .. _ ..
Public construction

Military and naval6

Nonresidential building
Industrial
Allother7

Highways 8

Sewage disposal and water supply
Residential
All other Federal »
Miscellaneous public-service enterprises 10 -

First
quarter

Second
quarter

2, 278
1,016
508
327
85
188
54
30
18
12
151

1,262
580
237
165
72
220
29
75
96

2,573
1, 323

740
318
105
156
57
90
53
37

175
1,250

318
400
336

64
255
30

118
97
32

Third
quarter

Fourth
quarter

3,162
1,569
902
327
113
146
68
135
79
56

205
1,593

491
492
423

69
281

29
158
107
35

3,132
1,353

731
334

85
188
61
45
26
19

243
1,779

670
542
476

66
257

27
128
125
30

Total

11,145
5,261
2,881
1,306

388
678
240
300
176
124
774

5,884
2,059
1,671
1,400

271
1,013

115
479
425
122

First
quarter
(revised)

2,637
869
470
190
54
95
41
27
15
12

182
1,768

575
732
676

56
203

28
105
103
22

Second
quarter
(prelim-
inary)

3,297
848
480
121
28
63
30
81
45
36
166

2,449
1,137
857
801
56
194
30
130
85
16

Last 6 :
months Total

(esti- j (estimated)
mated)

5. 792
1.037

470
145
25
95
25

162
90
72

260
4,755
2,800
1.150
1,100

50
200
40

415
130
20

11.726
2. 754
1,420

456
107
253

96
270
150
120
608

8, 972
4,512
2,736
2,577

162

98
650
318

1 Does not include data for work-relief construction.
" Data through first quarter of 1942 were prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. V. S. Department of Labor; thereafter preliminary estimates of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce.
3 Includes religious, educational, social and recreational, hospital and institutional, and miscellaneous nonresidential building.
* Revised estimates due to the exclusion of maintenance.
5 Includes railroads, street railways, pipe lines, electric light and power, eas, telephone and telegraph utilities.
6 Includes cantonments, aeronautical facilities, navy yards and docks, army and navy hospitals, etc.
" Includes public, commercial, educational, social and recreational, hospital and institutional, and miscellaneous,
s Revised.
9 Includes work done by Bureau of Reclamation, Indian Service, Forest Service, Army Engineers, National Park Service, Tennessee Valley Authority, Soil Conservation

Service, and other Federal agencies not elsewhere included.
30 Includes such municipal enterprises as street railways and other transit systems, oas systems, ports, docks, harbors, airports, tunnels, etc.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Fats and Oils
Fats and oils (of animal and vegetable origin) con-

stitute an important segment of the national food
supply. They are also essential in many nonfood in-
dustrial products; especially soap, with its byproduct,
glycerin, in very large demand. Their next most impoi-
tant nonfood use is as drying agents, in such products
as paints, varnishes, lacquers, linoleum, oilcloth, and
printing ink.

Table 5.—Domestic Disappearance of Fats and Oils
in Selected Years, 1929-41 1

[Millions of pounds, crude basis]

Utilization 1929 1932 1941

All uses_
Food:

Butter, excluding use in \
margarine |

Margarine j
Lard, excluding use in !

compounds, etc j
Compounds and vege- j)

table cooking fats \}
Other food products

Total food
Percent of total

Nonfood:
Soap
Drying industries
Other industrial products.

Total nonfood
Percent of total

2, 310
1,054

669

3,131 4,033
32. 0 ! 36. 7

1 Total domestic disappearance, computed from data on production, foreign trade,
and stocks. Break-down by major uses based on Factory Consumption of Animal
and Vegetable Fats and Oils, by Classes of Products, Bureau of the Census, with
approximately 88 percent of "loss including oil in foots," allocated to soap, and with
unreported disappearance allocated to food and industrial uses according to the
character of individual fats and oils.

Source: U . S . Department of Agriculture.

Their domestic uses have shown a pronounced tend-
ency to increase over a long period of years, as shown in

table 5, and reached the record volume of nearly 11
billion pounds in 1941. This was an increase of more
than 12 percent over the previous year.

Table 6.—Domestic Disappearance of Specified Fats and Oils
forFood and in Soap, the Drying Oil Industries, and Other
Products, 1941l

[Millions of pounds, crude basis]

Item Total

Butte r
Lard, including rendered pork

fat
Tallow, inedible, and greases...
Cottonseed oil
Linseed oil
Coconut oil
Soybean oil
Palm oil
Marine animal oils
Corn oil .
Castor oil
Peanut oil
Tallow, edible
Other fats find oils

Total . . .

Food

2,213

boap
Drying

oil
Other

I industrial
products

1,
1,
1,

967
667
567
816
727
556
292
230

1,967

1,473

195
432
106
6

174
157 I
146 i
95 !

378

10,985 \

1.370
79
3 i

518 :
48 j
140 ;

1

784
1
50

29t
14
29
13
27
45
91

134 !
88 I

185 i

16

6
5

48

1
46

115

4
109

6
2

30

6,952 ! 2,310 1.054 669

1 See note 1 for table 5.
2 Less than 500,000 pounds.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce,

The largest use of fats and oils is for food. This has
nearly doubled in volume in the last three decades,
attaining new high levels in each of the past 6 years.
On the other hand, since 1932, nonfood uses of fats and
oils have shown increasing volumes each year, rising at
a faster rate than food uses. Whereas nonfood uses
were 27 percent of the total in 1932, they rose to 32
percent in 1940 and nearly 37 percent in 1941. Of the
increase of 1.2 billion pounds in total uses of fats and
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oils from 1940 to 1941, 900 million pounds were nonfood.
Of this, 357 million pounds were used in the manu-
facture of soap. Many fats and oils used industrially
and reported as inedible, are suitable for food if further
processed. Most fats and oils used for food can also
be used industrially.
Foreign Supplies Curtailed.

Foreign fats and oils (chiefly the latter) going into
domestic uses, approximated 1.7 billion pounds, on the
average, in the 3 years 1939-41. Over two-thirds of
the imported oils came from Far Eastern sources now
largely cut off by the war. Coconut oil and most of our
palm oil were products of, respectively, the Philippines
and Netherlands East Indies. These two oils supplied
about 28 percent (658 million pounds) of the fats and
oils for soap last year and an even larger proportion of
the glycerin derived in soap manufacture because of
their high glycerin content. They provided, in addition,
301 million pounds of food oils in 1941, together with
smaller quantities for tin- and terne-plate manufacture
and other industrial purposes. The Far East also
formerly supplied substantial quantities of the fast-
drying oils like king.

Imports from Western Hemisphere countries, how-
ever, are increasing. Unless the shipping situation
should prevent it, imports in 1942 may total 1 billion
pounds.

Analysis of edible fats and oils disappearance seems
to indicate that it is influenced very little by fluctua-
tions in industrial activity and purchasing power. Both
the index of their disappearance and the Federal Re-
serve index of industrial production have shown up-
ward trends since 1932, but the year-to-year changes in
industrial activity have not been reflected in edible fats
and oils consumption. This conclusion rests on the
evidence shown in figure 2 where annual deviations
of fats and oils disappearance from its straight trend line
over the period 1932-41 are compared with annual
deviations of industrial output from a similar trend.

The fact is that per capita use of edible fats and oils
varies but little from year to year. As foods, they
have almost always been relatively cheap. When do-
mestic supplies have been light, the prices of edible fats
and oils have risen and imports have been stimulated,
thus augmenting domestic production until per capita
supplies were up to their usual level. When domestic
supplies have been heavy, edible fats and oils have been
exported, thus reducing domestic per capita supplies to
their usual level. It is estimated that in 1942, consump-
tion of edible fats and oils will be 7 billion pounds. Of
this, about 200 million pounds will probably be drawn
from invisible stocks.
Inedible Fats Consumption Follows Changing Economic

Conditions.

There is a fairly close relationship between industrial
activity and the consumption of inedible fats and oils.
Disappearance of inedible fats and oils has shown an

473815—42 2

upward trend in the last 10 yeais. When this rising
10-year trend is removed from the inedible fats and oils
consumption data, an index of year-to-year changes is
obtained, free from the growth element in consumption.
These short-run changes are directly related to the year-
to-year changes in industrial production. (See fig. 2.)

In 1941 the disappearance of inedible fats and oils
was about 4 billion pounds. Market surveys show
that at least 400 million pounds of this disappearance
went into overstocks, making actual consumption about

Figure 2.—Indexes of Disappearance of Fats and Oils and
Industrial Production as Deviations from Straight-Line
Trend.1
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Source: Basic data for Industrial Production, Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, for Disappearance of Fats and Oils, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture. Deviations from trend calculated by the U. S. Department of Commerce.

3.6 billion pounds compared with 3 billions in 1940.
The Department of Commerce estimates that indus-

trial production as measured by the Federal Reserve
index will average about 17 percent higher in 1942
than in 1941. Any such estimate rests on many
assumptions and qualifications, of course, but if this
increase should materialize, a related increase in the
consumption of inedible fats and oils to around 4.2
billion pounds may be expected in 1942, or an increase
of 16 percent over the actual consumption in 1941.
At least 400 million pounds of this consumption will be
comprised of withdrawals from excess stocks of finished
products on the shelves of wholesalers, retailers, and
individuals. Subtracting this 400 million pounds of
overstock from the estimated consumption, it appears
that the disappearance of inedible fats and oils will be
3.8 billion pounds in 1942.

Based on the afore-mentioned estimate of industrial
production, the outlook is for a total unrestricted dis-
appearance of all fats and oils in 1942 of about 10.6
billion pounds. This figure, however, represents maxi-
mum disappearance. The aggregate effect of taxes,
bond sales, an.d other factors may be of sufficient
importance to cut disappearance of fats and oils about
300 million pounds under what could normally be
anticipated on the basis of population growth and
increased industrial activity.
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The Business Situation
The events of recent weeks reflect, more than any-

thing else, the increasing pressure of total war on the
American economy.

In the great majority of instances, the limit of
productive capacity of a manufacturing plant at a
given time is an unknown quantity—unknown largely
because the circumstances requiring its utmost limit
of output have never before arisen. The same is true
of our economy. This generation of Americans has
never before been called upon to work to the limit of
its endurance and to utilize every item of its present
plant and equipment as nearly as possible to 168 hours
a week in a supreme effort to produce the very utmost
of goods and services. But as the pressure of total war
increased perceptibly last month, the economy con-
tinued to pick up speed and to move closer to the
unknown limit which seemingly is still some distance
away.

Flaws and weaknesses are always more evident
than otherwise when under severe pressure. The
shortages of manpower, of materials, of equipment and
of time, the inadequacies of planning, the tardiness
with which necessary adjustments are undertaken and
required sacrifices are accepted, all seem more glaring
now that activity is higher than ever before attained
and each successive gain is harder to achieve and to
hold. Hence the flurry of strikes that occurred, the
resistance to anti-inflation measures and other short-
comings of our war effort, all seemed like peacetime
luxuries jarringly out of tune now.

Despite these loud engine knocks, the economy
continued to pick up speed. Industrial production in
August as measured by the Federal Reserve seasonally
adjusted index climbed upward above the 180 July
level (1935-39—100). Reflecting the fact that all
efforts are concentrated on maximizing the production
of munitions of war, approximately 50 percent of this
production index during the last several months is
estimated to be for direct or indirect war purposes.
In 1941, an estimated 20 percent of the annual in-
dustrial output went into the war effort. For this
reason, it is not surprising that the entire gain was
again in the durable manufactures group with the non-
durables and minerals merely holding stationary or
retreating slightly. The failure of these latter groups
to gain is due, of course, to the gradual shrinkage
under way in the civilian economy.

Most current economic problems can best be under-
stood in the light of three interrelated factors: (1) the
necessity of mobilizing the requisite manpower, ma-
terials, plant and equipment to achieve the national
goal of ever-higher munitions output, (2) the necessity

of drawing out of the labor force, at the same time as
and notwithstanding the foregoing, more millions of
men into the armed forces, and (3) the desirability of
equalizing both the rewards and the sacrifices growing
out of the war effort. With the person, property, and
general welfare of every individual family and group
at stake in some degree, obviously there will be differ-
ences of opinion as to the fairest and most effective
methods of achieving the national objectives.

The Nation takes it for granted that its soldiers will
meet the conditions of war with courage and fortitude.
It is coming increasingly to realize that these same
qualities must, in a total war, be equally displayed on
the home front by every person concerned with the war
effort whether as a worker, business man, or Govern-
ment official. The significance of this is, that with the
national output at its current high level, further gains
will be won, in the face of increasingly severe shortages
of manpower and materials, only by harder work and
greater sacrifices. Hence, Spartan measures will be
needed to man our war industries when and where
needed and to provide all the materiel required for our
munitions objectives. Because of their urgency and
because the Government will not stint its efforts to win
this war, these measures must soon be reckoned with.

The Government's renewed drive against inflation is
one part of this program. Efforts were made during
August by Price Administrator Henderson and by
Secretary of Agriculture Wickard to bring workers and
farmers to a realization of the peril of inflation and to
enlist their support as well as the support of the entire
Nation in an all-out effort to halt the rise in prices.
Since the announcement of the General Maximum
Price Regulation, the Office of Price Administration has
succeeded in forcing rent costs down in certain defense
areas and has more or less stabilized prices of clothing
and housefurnishings. The success with these cost-of-
living items, however, has been more than counter-
balanced by the rise in uncontrolled food prices and b}̂
the actual and impending price advances which con-
tinuing wage increases must engender. It was to point
out these dangers and to explain how the Administra-
tion proposed to cope with them that the President
talked to the people on September 7.

Other Basic Series Reflect the War Effort

Government expenditures in August for war alone
crossed the 5 billion mark and stood at 5.3 billion dol-
lars. They will go higher on a monthly basis and should
total somewhere around 51 billions for the year. Under
this prime stimulus the national income payments ad-
justed seasonally continued their climb. The dollar
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total (unadjusted) was 9.4 billion in July- -higher in j
August. The total for January-July 1942 is 61.5 billion !
dollars, up 22 percent from the same period last year. |

With so much money at their disposal, consumers j
continue to spend freely. Sales of all retail stores in j
July aggregated 4.4 billion dollars. In actual dollars, j
this was a decline of 56 millions from June sales; but j
after allowing for the usual seasonal adjustments, July ;
sales were 6 percent above June. There is some ques-
tion, however, as to the validity of seasonal adjustments |
based on the experience of former years in these very !
abnormal times. Sales for the January-July period l

total 30.3 billion dollars, less than 1 percent above the j
comparable total for 1941. This combined with the i
fact that income payments for this 1942 period were
22 percent above last year, points strongly to larger con-
sumer savings out of current income.

The total labor force of the Nation in July stood at
56.8 millions, excluding the armed forces. Of these, I
2.8 were unemployed and 54.0 were employed. Labor
turn-over continues to increase as workers change jobs
for higher pay, better working conditions, or enter the !
armed forces. In certain industries, especially mining, ;

adequacy of labor supply is becoming critical and j
threatening the supply of some metals and fuels.

The steady rise of manufacturers' inventories con-
tinues. In July they rose about 175 million dollars
over June. This constant piling up of inventories in
manufacture suggests that perhaps a part of the scar-
city of materials for war goods is not so much inade-
quacy of over-all supply as a maldistribution, writh some
firms having much more material than justified by their
immediate or near-teim needs and others having less
than needed.

The continued rise of finished goods is especially
significant. In the nondurable goods group this re-
flects the usual seasonal build-up of marketable stocks,
particularly in the food products and apparel industries.
But for producers of most types of durable goods, it
reflects the growing problem of scheduling and coordi-
nation involved in assembling the finished products of
producers further down the line into final finished prod-
ucts. Finished products of parts manufacturers, for
example, can back up through the entire industrial
system as they wait for other parts and materials
necessary for further assembly.

Bituminous Coal

The heat used in blast furnaces and smelters and the
energy that drives the machinery of national production
are largely derived from coal. While current shortages
of steeL and other materials are being discussed, it must
be borne in mind that the general scarcity of no other
commodity would bring as widespread disaster to the
war production effort of the nation as would a shortage
of coal. Therefore, to a large extent the expansion of
American industrial output within a short period of

time, and especially under emergency conditions, is
circumscribed within the limits of coal production. This
is a fact not often appreciated, and usually overshad-
owed by the more immediate problems of availability of
facilities for transporting coal. In a long war, however,
the ultimate capacity of the coal mines and their labor
supply may well be an extremely vital factor.

Table 1.—Bituminous Coal Supply and Demand

Year

19 is .
1929.
1932
1937 .
1938 .
1940
1941
1942

i Not luail
- Est imate

Production

- ! 579.386
! 534.989

309, 710
! 445,531

. ..! 348, 545
460,772
511, 290

2 560, 000

able for publicat
1

[Thousands of net tons]

Supply

Imports

1, 457
495
206
219
185
304

(0

ion.

Total : C

580, 843
535,484 i
309.916 !
445,750 :
348,730 !
461,076 j

msump-
tion

534, 265
519, 555
306, 917
428, 497
344, 650
438, 250
478, 642

D e m a n d

Exports

23, 578
I 17,429
! 8,814
! 13,144
i 10,490
i 16,466
! 0)

Total

557, 843
536, 984
315, 731
441, 641
355, 140
454, 716

2 565. 000

-

Sources: I". S. Department of Commerce and l \ S. Department of Interior.

The operations of the bituminous coal industry in its
relation to war production, since the attack on Pearl
Harbor, appear very favorable. The elements of
bituminous coal supply and demand from 1929 to 1941
are shown in table 1. During the first 7 months of the
year coal was mined at a rate approximately equal to
that of 1918, the greatest coal production year in the
history of the United States, and one that has not been
surpassed since. Improved mining processes and the
use of additional mechanized equipment made this
possible with only 80 percent of the workers required in
1918. Not only has output this year been maintained
at an unseasonally high level; it has persistently re-
mained at nearly 92 percent of the theoretical productive
capacity of the mines.1

Coal production and car loadings during the first
half of 1942 are compared with normal seasonal trends
for earlier years as shown in chart 1. By the end of
June over 12 million tons of coal had been added to the
industrial stocks of the nation, and possibly several
millions more to the bins of individual dwelling units.
Millions of tons of coal that normally might have
clogged the railroads this fall and winter are already
stored on the property of consumers. On the basis of
this evidence, concern over adequate coal supplies
would at first sight appear to be remote.

Upon closer inspection, however, we find that the
inter-play of a number of factors forebodes a danger-
ously narrow margin between our bituminous coal
supply and demand during the next 12 months. On
the supply side there is primarily the labor problem.
It has been estimated from a preliminary study of
returns in an industry-wide survey that nearly 50,000

1 As estimated by the National Coal Association, based on an ample labor supply
and a 35-hour work week in the Appalachian mines.Digitized for FRASER 
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employees of coal mines have been lost to the armed
forces and to other industries this year. This is an
element so serious that in itself it is considered to have
placed a ceiling on future production at somewhere near
the current level. It may well be partially responsible
for the decline in average dairy production since April.
Coal mining is now so much a mechanized process
requiring trained men, that it is not feasible to recruit
new employees with any expectation of immediately
fa vora ble results.

Chart 1.—Indexes of Bituminous Coal Production and Total
Freight Carloadings
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Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

The labor problem is further complicated by the fact
that the 2-year contract with the Appalachian operators
expires next spring. This was the occasion for a
miners' holiday of nearly a month's duration during
1939 and 1941, pending the negotiation of a new agree-
ment. A recurrence of this biennial strike in 1943
would result in a loss of a large volume of absolutely
essential production that might necessitate Federal in-
tervention in both the production and distribution of
coal.

Contrasted with these elements of limitation on pro-
duction, we have an increasing demand for coal that
will not level off until the crest of our war production is
reached. During the first 6 months of 1942 United
States industrial consumption of bituminous coal as
reported by the Department of Interior was in excess of
212 million tons, or an annual rate approximately 35
million tons greater than in 1941. The latter half of
this year will see an even greater increase and industrial
coal consumption can be expected to exceed 440 million
tons during 1942. The outlook for 1943, provided con-
templated increases in general industrial production
occur, is approximately 500 million tons. The relation-
ship between United States coal consumption and manu-
facturing activity is shown in chart 2.

Besides the normal increase in coal consumption

resulting from greater industrial activity, there is an
augmented demand for export coal, principally to
Canada, and a new demand from former fuel oil con-
sumers that have converted to coal. During 1942
these combined elements will account for more than 25
million tons of consumption. Add to this the 100
million tons usually required for domestic heating and
other noniiullist-rial uses and the probable industrial
consumption and we have a total demand of 565 million
tons during 1942, approximately 5 million tons in excess
of anticipated production.

While it is too early to project coal demand accurately
for the entire year 1943, it appears safe to estimate that
the bituminous industry will be called upon to produce
between 600 and 625 million tons during that year.
This is an average of over 50 million tons monthly, and
represents absolute theoretical capacity of our mines.
It is doubtful that production can be maintained at this
capacity figure over any extended period of time under
the present 5-day 35-hour week, prevailing in the
Appalachian mines. Hence, the probable necessity for
early steps to lengthen the workweek seems apparent.

Chart 2.—Indexes of Apparent Consumption of Bituminous
Coal and Production of All Manufactures
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Sources: Consumption through 1940, II. S. Department of the Interior (Bitu-
minous Coal Division), 1941 and 1942, U. S. Department of Commerce, Production
through 1941, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 1942, II. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce,

Cotton Textiles

The War Production Board is planning for a produc-
tion of 12 billion linear }rards of cotton textiles for 1942,
representing a 14-percent increase over the record pro-
duction of 1941. This goal has been made necessary by
a constantly increasing direct and indirect military
demand. Much of the increase in output in the narrow
sheeting fabrics classification has been a result of the
jute shortage and the substitution of osnaburg and bag
sheeting for the jute products. In addition, military
and civilian demand is shifting to cotton as the supplies
of silk, nylon, and wool become tighter,

In spite of the unprecedented level of cotton textile
production, there is no question of a general shortage
of raw cotton. The preliminary official forecast for theDigitized for FRASER 
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1942 cotton crop is for 13,085,000 bales, which, when
added to the August 1 stocks of 10,589,000 bales, will
give a total available supply of raw cotton more than
twice the consumption for the record season ending
July 31, 1942.

Table 2.—Production of Cotton Goods, 1939, 1941 *

[Millions of linear yards]

Kind of goods

Print cloth yarn fabrics . . . . . . .
Narrow sheetings and allied coarse and medi-

um yarn fabrics
Fine goods
Colored yarn fabrics- -
Wide fabrics
Specialties, all other fabrics
Towels, towelings and washcloths
Other napped fabrics. _.. .
Cotton duck
Tire fabrics (woven) . .
Blankets and blanketings

1930 Percent

Total linear yards

3, f>49 |

1^ 18*2 j
871
709 !

517
508
4 IS
328
202
130

10, 546

1, 999 ;

1.585
1,036 i
684 |
557 j
317 i
483 j
360
174 '
133 j
91 !

increase

18.3

34.5
14. 2
27. 3
27. 3
63. 1
5. 2
16.1
88.5
51.9
42.8

i Some of the items require further finishing.

Sources: War Production Board and Office of Price Administration.

The general abundance of raw cotton, however, does
not mean that civilians can plan on an abundance of
cotton textiles throughout the war. Cotton yarn is
either combed or carded; the finest yarn is the combed
yarn. After November 2, producers must earmark 40
percent of medium combed and Go percent of coarse
combed production for use by the armed forces. This
order is expected to provide from 600 to 700 million
yards of combed fabrics annually and will lesult in a
sharp curtailment in the supply for civilian use.
Carded yarns, on the other hand, will do nearly as
well for most purposes, but insufficient carding equip-
ment is, together with the growing labor shortage, an
important bottleneck of the industry.

Chart 3.—Indexes of Cotton Consumed by Textile Mills and
Production of All Manufactures
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Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Cotton manufacturing has been running at high
levels of activity as is indicated by the Federal Keserve
index of cotton consumption. The Nation's spinning
mills operated at 136 percent of capacity for the first 6

months of this year, 15 percent over 1941 (capacity is
based on two 40-hour week shifts). Yet the spindles
and looms are not running the maximum number of
hours per week technically possible.

Shortages of skilled workers and a high labor turn-
over are, of course, major problems in the more com-
plete operation of the mills. Labor turnover in both
the cotton manufacturing and in the dyeing and finish-
ing industries is about half again as great as it was last
year. Employment is still increasing in cotton manu-
facturing establishments although a diversion of labor
to higher paying war plants has continued in spite of
some wage increases made in the past year. Yet the
bottleneck in manpower, while serious, does not seem
to be as important as the bottleneck in carding capac-
ity—a capacity which cannot be expanded appreciably
during this time of durable equipment shortages.

In the finishing industry, production of bleached
and dyed cloth continues to rise in response to the
military demand. Printed goods, on the other hand,
are used almost entirely by civilians, and production
has been sharply curtailed because of the limited
supply of grey goods and dyes.

Table 3.—Estimated Yardage of Cotton Cloth Finished

[Million yards]

January to June

1941

Per- |
- ; cent I

: change \

Bleached ..
Dyed
Printed _

Total

1. 153
885
465 i

2, 504

1.019 i +13.2
838 i +5 .6
680 ; - 3 1 . 6

1939

1.694 :
1. 306
1,305 !

1940

1. 612
1. 318
1. 230

2. 08-'

4, 305 4, 160

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, from data furnished by the National
Association of Finishers of Textile Fabrics.

No general hardship has been imposed on manufac-
turers of cotton goods by the price control program since
their ceilings are based on a 20.7-cent level for raw
cotton and since the price of cotton has been running
below that figure. Where manufacturers have con-
verted to war goods and operate at higher costs, OP A
is endeavoring to make proper adjustment in the
prices for war orders.

What is the cotton textile outlook for the civilian for
1942 and later? Present stocks in the hands of whole-
salers, retailers, and the consumers themselves are at
comparatively high levels. Although the 1942 pro-
duction will be a record high, military and preference-
rated uses will take a much larger percentage of this
output than in past years (very nearly one-half), with
the quantity remaining for civilian use probably less
than in 1941. Military demands for cotton textiles
con be expected to increase as the war effort is intensi-
fied. Because of insufficient carding equipment there is
little likelihood that output can be materially increased
in 1943. This spells a reduction in the quantity of
cotton goods which will be available to the consumer
next year.Digitized for FRASER 
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The Business Situation
"DOWERFUL forces have now been mobilized against
-*• inflation. Again making economic history, the
Congress and the President early this month took
positive action in the shape of new legislation and a
new Executive order which seem reasonably adequate
to prevent much further inflation. On the basis of a
literal and broad interpretation of the new law and
the new Executive order, the Economic Stabilization
Director, aided by the Economic Stabilization Board,
appears to have all the nonlegislative powers necessary
to keep the cost of living within bounds. Under these
circumstances, should runaway living costs now ma-
terialize, the only possible conclusion would then be
that human beings even under the stress of desperate
war, are simply incapable of acting logically and
courageously for the common good and in their own
long-run economic best interests. Upon the assump-
tion, however, that the Congress will in due time enact
fiscal measures appropriate to the needs of the emer-
gency, and that the Economic Stabilization Director
will effectively use all the powers placed in his hands,
it now seems entirely reasonable to expect that this
will indeed be the first great war fought by this Nation
without the scourge of drastic inflation.

The two biggest loopholes in the Emergency Price
Control Act of 1942 were the exemption of the prices
of farm products and foods from ceilings below certain
high levels and the omission of any control over wages
and salaries. Thus important parts of the average
consumer's budget and the largest single element of
producers' costs were uncontrolled. The real signifi-
cance of the new anti-inflation measures is that they
can, if effectively enforced, largely plug up these loop-
holes. By so doing, they will also slow down the

Table 1.—National Income, Cost
Earnings

Item

Total national income
Total compensation of em-

ployees
Salaries and wages
Other labor income

Entrepreneurial . _.
Interest and dividends
Corporate savings

Cost of living (January 1941 =
100)

Average hourly earnings (cents) -

of Living, and Hourly

Amount (billions of dollars)

1940,
second

half

40.5

27.4
25.5
1.8
7.3
5.0
.7

99.5
67.3

1941

First
half

43.7

30.5
28.5
1.9
7.5
4 6
1.2

101.3
70.8

Second
half

51.0

34.4
32.7
1.7
9.9
5 3
1.4

107.4
76.4

1942,
first
half

53.3

37.9
36.1

1 8
9.8
4 6
1.1

113.5
81.7

Percent
increase

Second
half
1941
over
same

period
1940

25.9

25 5
28.2

— 5 6
35.6
6 0

100.0

7.9
13.5+

First
half
1942
over
same

period
1941

22.0

24 3
26.7

— 5 3
30.7
0 0

- 8 . 3

12.0
15.4

Sources: National income, TJ. S. Department of Commerce; hourly earnings and
cost-of-living index on a 1935-39 base, from which the above index was computed,
U. S. Department of Labor.

current rapid rate of growth in the national income.
An important part of the rise in the national income
in the first half of 1942 over the same 1941 period, as
may be seen from table 1, was due to price increases.
Henceforth, rising national income will be caused
much more exclusively by higher output alone.
Price Control Fairly Effective Since May.

The record shows that the General Maximum Price
Regulation issued on April 28 of this year has been
reasonably successful. During the 12 months prior to
its promulgation, wholesale prices as measured by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' index had been rising 1%
percent a month and the cost-of-living index had risen
slightly more than 1 percent per month. Between
May and September 1942, the wholesale price index
has risen only about 0.5 percent altogether and the
cost-of-living index only 1.5 percent.

Despite this initial success, however, there were good
grounds for believing that far sterner tests of its effec-
tiveness lay ahead as the volume of goods available for
consumers diminished while their income mounted
higher. The 1.5 percent cost-of-living increase just
mentioned was almost entirely the result of an advance
of approximately 10 percent in the prices of uncontrolled
foods. The chief danger was that continued rise in
food prices would set off a series of wage-increase
demands by workers whose level of living was pared
down thereby. This would have set the rising price
spiral in motion again. It was to prevent this threat-
ened renewal of the rise that the President had on
Labor Day requested additional price-control legislation.

Chart 1.—Cost of Goods Purchased by Wage Earners and
Lower-Salaried Workers in Large Cities
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2 Data are for the last month of each quarter through September 1940 and monthly
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Source: U. S. Department of Labor,
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Centralized Economic Authority Set Up

The outstanding significance of President Roose-
velt's Executive order of October 3 is that it establishes
the Economic Stabilization Director as the supreme
authority, responsible only to the President himself,
over national economic policies relating to the com-
munity standard of living. Paragraph 3 of title I of
the order merits quoting in this connection:

The Director, with the approval of the President, shall formu-
late and develop a comprehensive national economic policy
relating to the control of civilian purchasing power, prices, rents,
wages, salaries, profits, rationing, subsidies, and all related
matters—all for the purpose of preventing avoidable increases in
the cost of living, cooperating in minimizing the unnecessary
migration of labor from one business, industry, or region to
another, and facilitating the prosecution of the war. To give
effect to this comprehensive national economic policy the
Director shall have power to issue directives on policy to the
Federal departments and agencies concerned.

It is clear, therefore, that the Economic Stabilization
Director can determine national policy not only on
prices and the cost of living but also with regard to
wages and salaries, rationing, subsidies, profits, and
other important economic factors. Such a central
economic authority certainly seems to be essential to
the guidance of the war effort and hence represents a
significant forward step. The President's mandate to
the Economic Stabilization Director is to stabilize the
cost of living as nearly as possible at the September
15 level.

Wage and Salary Control Established.

Under this Executive order and the Anti-inflation
Act of October 2, Federal control over wages and
salaries now appears to be reasonably complete. No
changes, either up or down, are to be made in Sep-
tember 15 wage rates without the approval of the
National War Labor Board, and the Board can give
assent only if the change is necessary to correct malad-
justments or inequalities, to eliminate substandards of
living, to correct gross inequities, or to aid in the
effective prosecution of the war. In and of them-
selves, these exceptions to the general wage freeze
leave sufficient latitude so that substantial wage in-
creases can be made. There is nothing in the Execu-
tive directive which would prevent the Board from
continuing to apply "Little Steel" principles and thus
permit a blanket 15 percent increase in wages over the
January 1, 1941, level to compensate for the rise in the
cost of living since that time. The Board is, however,
bound by the general economic policy which is to be
formulated by the Economic Stabilization Director
Byrnes, with the approval of the President.

Agricultural Price Controls Extended

Early in September when the President requested
legislation which would permit the fixing of farm-
product price ceilings at parity or at levels of a recent

date, whichever were higher, a number of agricultural
commodities were selling below parity prices. Many
others were, on the other hand, well over the parity
level but for a number of reasons had not been brought
under price control.

The gap in price control authority held open by the
restrictions upon setting agricultural ceilings has now
been reasonably well closed. Some commodities to be
sure will not come under control until their prices have
increased to a considerable extent, and the Price
Administrator has been directed by Congress to give
adequate weighting to the increased cost of farm labor
in setting ceilings for farm products or for goods
processed in whole or in substantial part from farm
products. In general, however, the major portion
(estimated at about 90 percent) of farm product prices
are now controlled and those increases which may still
come in the uncontrolled sector will not materially
increase the cost of living.

The wage freeze is important not only for its effect
on price stabilization but also for its effect on the allo-

Chart 2.—Ratio of Actual Prices Received by Farmers to
Parity Prices for Selected Farm Products, Augustl5, 1942
PERCENT
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*Prices received by farmers August 15, 1942, were adjusted to include 1942 conser-

vation and parity payments on corn and wheat, and 1942 conservation payments on
cotton. (No 1942 parity payments on cotton.)

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.

cation of manpower. Present wage differentials do, to
a considerable extent, encourage labor to shift into war
industries. Where still larger numbers of workers are
needed in war plants than are forthcoming at current
wage rates, direct Federal action may well have to be
taken to place them there. Meanwhile the wage freeze
will prevent nonessential civilian goods industries from
bidding up wages in an attempt to hold on to their
workers as long as possible.

Prior to October 3, rent stabilization had been con-
fined to designated defense areas where housing was
scarce and where the opportunities for exorbitant rent
charges were excellent. Failure to control rents in
nondefense areas was the biggest single gap in the
Government's program to control the prices of services,
as rents are the largest service expenditure in the con-
sumer's budget. Price Administrator Henderson, at
the request of the President, has now extended this
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protection to renters throughout the Nation and will
order reductions in rent from present levels wherever
such action seems appropriate.

The Outlook for Price Stabilization

Sweeping as the Executive order was, and also the
new Anti-inflation Act, Director Byrnes will not have
complete authority over some elements affecting the
cost of living. Certain services are exempted by the
Emergency Price Control Act itself. Professional
services are the most important of these. Foods of a
highly seasonal character are also exempted, but it is
estimated that these form less than 10 percent of the
average food budget.

Trading up or emphasizing of better quality, higher-
priced items, would, if generally practiced, lead to
higher prices per unit sold. Up-grading is illegal under
the price-control law and regulation, but is extremely
difficult to detect and prevent in some cases. The use
of substitute materials for those formerly used in
making consumer goods is also quite apt in some cases
to cause lowering of quality and hence, if sold at the
old price, a hidden price increase. Other hidden price
increases will come from curtailing or omitting various
services previously rendered in connection with the
sale of goods.

Most important of all, however, is the certainty that
some costs will inevitably rise and bring pressure against
the price ceilings. Labor costs will rise as less skilled
and less capable workers are employed. Finally, as
the volume of merchandise available for consumers
shrinks, the overhead cost per unit will rise. In most
such cases of rising costs, especially where the business
is essential and the profit margin has already been
shrunk to a minimum, either the ceiling prices will
have to be pierced or else some other form of relief
granted to the business concerned.

Finally, it may be noted that while the Economic
Stabilization Director will have extensive authority
over prices and costs, he will have to rely on Congress
for necessary fiscal legislation affecting price stabili-
zation.

Some further rise in the cost of living is inevitable.
There are bound to be cases where commodity prices,
wages, and salaries are adjusted upward to prevent
inequities, inequalities, and hardship. Some goods
and services are still excluded from control and free
to rise in price. Price advances from these sources,
however, should be of minor importance. Considera-
tion of all aspects of the outlook leads to the conclusion
that the Nation may look forward with confidence to a
generally successful stabilization of living costs.

Conversion to War Economy Progressing

On the home front, as well as on the fighting fronts,
there are casualties, dangers to be faced and hardships
to be endured. Automobile dealers were perhaps the

first group to experience severe casualties. Losses will
spread, however, as the economy nears complete mobili-
zation and it is feared that small business enterprises
in particular will suffer heavily.

Shortages, in ever-widening circles, are steadily
becoming more characteristic and dominant. The
rubber shortage, made so clear to the public by the
Baruch Committee report, is unique in its circumstances
and importance. But more and more commodities
will arrive at typically similar situations and will need
similarly strong measures. Evidences of this trend
are the extension of rationing to fuel oil in certain areas,
plans for Nation-wide rationing of gasoline, agricul-
tural implements, meats, rubber footwear, and other
consumer goods, the curtailment of additional civilian
construction, and the increased restrictions on using
scarce materials in the manufacture of civilian products.

Distributors will be especially hard hit. Their
gravest threat will be the growing scarcity of available
merchandise. Under Secretary of Commerce Wayne
C. Taylor in opening the hearings before the Senate
Small Business Committee estimated that, largely
because of merchandise shortages, the total number of
mercantile establishments will be reduced by perhaps
300,000 at the end of 1943. Some of this mortality
can be avoided by careful allocation on the part of
manufacturers and wholesalers of the available goods to
small distributors and also, perhaps, by the opening of
more small outlets close to neighborhood consumers to
avoid transportation difficulties.

September brought additional evidence to show that
our economy is still operating below its maximum
capacity. The Federal Keserve seasonally adjusted
industrial production index again moved to a new high
level. The same familiar pattern prevailed, with the
durable-goods industries in the lead and the nondura-
bles sagging slightly. As usual, shipbuilding, aircraft,
machinery, and other industries closely associated with
the war effort gained the most.

The all-important mineral production index failed
to gain but this was largely due to the seasonal
adjustment which called for normal seasonal upswings
in fuels production that could hardly occur. Thus in
coal, there is normally a sharp rise in both bituminous
and anthracite production from August to September.
This year output continued at levels much higher than
normal during the summer and hence could not make
the usual gain during September. Nevertheless bitu-
minous coal production rose 6 percent as against the
normal seasonal rise of 13 percent and anthracite was
up 19 compared to the usual 30 percent. Metallic
minerals advanced slightly and held steady^at the
record high level first attained in July.

Manpower

Mobilization of the Nation's manpower has reached
the critical phase in which short labor supply may seri-
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ously impede war production and disrupt essential
civilian activities. To meet wartime requirements, the
armed forces and civilian essential employment together
must be increased 7 or 8 million before the end of 1943.
Shortages of male labor are already acute in some areas
and for some skills, and will become general over the
next year. It will be necessary to extend the employ-
ment of women, which is increasing rapidly, to include
large numbers of women homemakers not now in the
labor force.

Labor reserves over the Nation as a whole appear
ample to provide these additional women workers—

Chart 3.—Civilian Employment and Unemployment1
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Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce, except Manufacturing Employment
which is estimated by the U. S. Department of Labor.

4 million or more. This fact alone, however, does not
assure an adequate supply of labor. The latter will
depend, in part, upon training in new skills large num-
bers of recruits to the labor force and other workers.
It will also involve the relocation of workers in areas
where they are needed. Serious problems of labor
supply may be encountered in regions of concentrated
war production, because of shortages in housing and
related community facilities which greatly increase the
difficulties of attracting there and retaining adequate
work forces.

Largest demands upon the labor force will be made
by the military establishments, which are expected to
absorb not less than 5 million more men before reaching
their peak strength. The labor requirements of war
manufacturing, however, will also be substantial.
Manufacturing employment, which rose 4.6 million
from June 1940 to last August, will need to advance
approximately another 4.0 million by December 1943
to achieve fully the wartime output now planned.
More workers will also be required in mining, transpor-
tation, utilities, and government—about 900,000 in all.

Declining activity, on the other hand, in construction
once the peak of military building has been passed, and
in trade and services, may release as many as 2.5 million.
It is expected also that by the end of 1943, perhaps
500,000 fewer persons will be engaged in other, nonagri-
cultural pursuits (self-employed, ̂ proprietors, and do-

Table 2.—Civilian Employment and Unemployment
[Millions]

Item

Civilian employment
Nonagricultural

Employees in nonagricultural establish-
ments _

Manufacturing
Mining
Construct ion
Transportation and public utilities
Trade
Finance, service, and miscellaneous
Go vernmen t

Self-employed, proprietors, domestics, e tc .
Agricultural

Unemployment

June,
1940

47.6
36.6

30.6
10.4

.9
1.6
3.0
6.6
4.1
4.0
6.0

11.0
8.6

Decem-
ber, 1941

50.2
41.9

36.1
13.6
1.0
1.9
3.3
7.5
4.2
4.6
5.8
8.3
3.8

August,
1942

54.0
42.8

37. 8
15.0

.9
2.1
3.5
6.5
4.3
5.4
5.0

11.2
2.2

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce, except employees in nonagricultural
establishments—IT. S. Department of Labor.

mestic servants) and in agriculture. Farm labor require-
ments in the period from spring planting to autumn
harvests next year may be as large as during the 1942
season, but agriculture presumably can dispense with
several hundred thousand of its year-round workers.

Industrial labor requirements to December 1943, it
should be noted, depend upon several variables besides
expected output. The most important of these is prob-
ably the rapid adoption of labor-saving innovations in
production methods in many branches of war manufac-
turing. It is yet too early to appraise fully the effects
of these improved methods in reducing the manpower
required for war production. Measures successfully
lowering the high rates of turn-over in the working forces
of many war plants would doubtless also contribute to
a somewhat larger output per worker, and so reduce
labor requirements. Another important variable is
weekly hours per worker, which may be increased under
pressure of labor shortages, especially in those nonwar
activities where hours are still far short of the work
week prevailing in war industries.

Indicated heavy demands upon the labor force must
be met, for the most part, by drawing women home-
makers into wartime industrial employment. Unem-
ployed workers now number only a little over 2 million,
of whom a substantial part are either unemployable or
only temporarily out of work while changing jobs.
Assuming that unemployment may ultimately be re-
duced to 1 million, and counting upon a normal incre-
ment in the labor force of at least 900,000, a labor force
deficiency of several million will still remain to be made
up by recourse to labor reserves, comprising selected
groups of nonworkers.

There are, for example, more than ^^million non-
farm women without children under 16 years of age
engaged currently as homemakers. ? A substantial pro-
portion of these may be expected to take industrial
employment under prospective conditions'if it is offered
in the vicinity of their homes. In addition, nearly
2 million students over 18 years of age, about half of
them young women, would be-: available either* for
service in the armed forces or for industrial employment,
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Table 3.—Labor Force and

Item

Population 14 years of age and over2

Labor and armed forces
Labor force _

Employed civilian workers
Unemployed workers

Armed forces __
Nonworkers

Homemakers
Students
Unabij or too old to work
Other . .

Nonworkers, November 1941 1

Number
(millions)

101.6
56.2
54 1
50.2
3.9
2.1

45.4
29.9
8.9
5.5
1.1

1 November 1941 is the last month for which official statistics of the total armed
forces have been published. More recent estimates of nonworkers cannot be published
since they would reveal the size of the armed forces subsequent to that date.

2 Exclusive of persons in institutions.

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce; data on armed forces from U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor.

should it be deemed advisable to interrupt their educa-
tion.

The industrial employment of the large number of
women that will be necessary—estimated at about
4 million—involves a special problem of placement.
The fact that women, especially those in the upper-age
brackets who are expected to respond most readily to
wartime recruitment, are not fully adaptable to many
of the jobs that must be filled, may call for considerable
shifting of men into such jobs from work that can be
taken over by women.

Labor shortages exist at present and may become far
more serious over the next 15 months, although sum-
mary analysis of the Nation's total labor force and
reserves suggests that there need be no Nation-wide
shortage of workers at the peak of the war effort.
This seeming paradox is due to the fact that labor
supply, to be effective, must possess certain occupa-
tional characteristics and be located in the vicinity of
the jobs to be filled.

Means of overcoming shortages of skills are being
utilized extensively, and include not only training
before and after placement, and upgrading of workers
as they gain skill and experience, but also job break-
down (often associated with the innovations in pro-
duction technique mentioned above) to obviate the
need for highly skilled workmen. It is true, of course,
that some advanced skills cannot be dispensed with,
and constitute real bottlenecks. In general, however,
war production mounts rapidly despite reported

shortages—in many instances, extreme shortages of
skilled workmen—by reason of great success in adapting
plant operations to the occupational characteristics of
the available labor supply.

Local shortages of labor in war-production areas, of
which a considerable number have already developed
and more are anticipated before peak output is at-
tained, arise principally from the lack of adequate
housing. With few exceptions, there is no dearth of
migrant labor for war industries in these areas. But
housing conditions are often such that the migrant
labor supply cannot be stabilized sufficiently for train-
ing and assimilation into war-plant work forces. Other
factors making for instability are inadequate local
transportation and high living costs in these areas.
Four chief means of attacking these local shortages
are:

(1) Provision of additional housing for in-migrant
workers and their families. The construction of war
housing is subject, of course, to prevailing shortages of
critical materials, and apparently cannot be relied upon
fully to remove local labor shortages.

(2) Maximum utilization of the local labor force and
reserves, including women, minority groups, handi-
capped and older workers. Even with full use of local
labor, however, shortages and the need for further in-
migration are indicated in many war-production areas.

(3) Curtailment of nonwar activities to release
workers for war plants in the area. In most instance?,
this will probably take the form of industrial concen-
tration, shifting output to other plants in labor surplus
areas.

(4) Transferring war work to labor surplus areas.
This would depend, of course, upon the availability of
industrial facilities for war work in such areas.

In summary, the swiftly developing problem of man-
power shortage is not Nation-wide but strictly localized
in various war-industry areas. The key problem is to
get the necessary numbers of men and women with the
required skills to these localities and then to keep them
there. It is essentially a matter of moving people from
where they are not essential to other places and jobs
where they are. There are good grounds for believing
that strong measures will be needed to achieve this
manpower mobilization at the peak of the war effort.
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The Business Situation
THE TWELFTH MONTH of conflict finds war

mobilization continuing to dominate the economic
outlook. Further indications of the character which
this mobilization eventually may attain were forecast
by developments during November. Manpower con-
tinued to rank as the number one economic problem.
Regional and occupational shortages of workers became
more widespread as official attention centered increas-
ingly upon voluntary measures designed to augment the
effectiveness of the labor force. Among these measures
are lengthening the hours of work, speeding up extraor-
dinary accessions to working groups, and centralizing
the process of replacing workers lost to the armed forces
or to other jobs.

Other economic developments during November re-
flect the growing requirements of our military machine.
Forced-draft production of munitions pushed industrial
production an apparent 3 points above the previous
month. Output in the durable-manufactures group
advanced an estimated 5 points, while nondurable goods
production fell fractionally. The volume of minerals
production held steady, rising fuels output just off-
setting a slight decline in production of metals.

Further gains in war production during the coming
year are expected to result from the introduction of
the Controlled Materials Plan, whose administrative
machinery was rapidly being organized last month.
Despite impressive increases during recent months,
output of a number of military products continued
to fall short of schedules. Materials, manpower,
and transportation problems were mainly responsible.
Apart from the physical volume of war output, diffi-
culties in connection with the scheduling of finished
armament deliveries indicated that the problem of lack
of balance in the war program had not finally been
solved.

As war expenditures continued to mount, reaching
almost 6.5 billion dollars in November, the Treasury
undertook a record financing operation. This is de-
signed to raise 9 billion dollars during the month of
December and to do so by tapping, wherever possible,
idle balances which constitute potential purchasing
power. Already in November the gross public debt
climbed above 95 billion dollars for the first time.
That it will go much higher is apparent both from the
increasing rate of growth during recent months, as
shown in chart 1, and from the Government outlays
budgeted for the present fiscal year.

These financial developments, although quite
naturally overshadowed by military events of the
month, served as new reminders of the magnitude of the
problem of financing a war that almost literally covers
the earth.

In the civilian economy the effects of curtailment
and restriction were increasingly felt. The demands
of the African campaign made imminent a critical
shortage of fuel oil and gasoline on the eastern sea-
board this winter. Extension of rationing, record lend-
lease exports of foodstuffs, farm labor difficulties, and
announcement of the goals which agricultural produc-
tion must attain next year to meet minimum require-
ments, previewed the type of restrictions which civilians
will have to accept during 1943.

Although civilian production has already declined
in numerous lines, new orders have fallen even further,

Chart 1.—Gross Public Debt and Obligations Fully
Guaranteed by the U. S. Government
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unless held by the U. S. Treasury.

2 Data are matured and unmatured principal of obligations guaranteed as to interest
and principal; obligations held by the U. S. Treasury and reflected in the gross public
debt are not included.

Source: TJ. S. Treasury Department.

thus indicating the probable trend of future output.
Employment in civilian industries is also dropping as
materials are diverted and facilities are converted to
war work. To an increasing extent the nonwar indus-
tries must look to concentration of production in
nucleus plants as the means of maintaining a portion of
their former flow of finished products.

The events of the month thus emphasized the man-
power, materials, and financial problems arising from
the war program. The sections which follow examine
certain aspects of these problems more intensively.

Manpower—Hours and Turnover

For the first time in over a generation, the American
economy is squarely confronted by the specter of a
labor shortage. As a method of partially overcoming
it there have been numerous suggestions about length-
ening the workweek. While official statements have
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frequently mentioned a 48-hour week as the optimum
for continued peak production, there has been comment
on the fact that the country's labor force is working
considerably short of this goal at the present time.

Actually, current manpower shortages are acute
only in particular areas and in certain skills. In these
cases, mostly in war and essential civilian industries,
employees now have workweeks well above the national
average. During the third quarter of this year em-
ployees in manufacturing industries worked an average
of 42.5 hours per week compared with 37.6 hours in
the corresponding quarter of the pre-war year, 1939.
While in pre-war years average workweeks in durable
and nondurable goods industries were approximately
the same, at present the differences are marked, reflect-
ing the uneven increases in demand for labor brought
about by war pressures.

Average hours worked in durable goods industries
have increased from 37.6 in the third quarter of 1939
to 44.8 in the third quarter of this year. During the
same period the nondurable goods industries have
lengthened the average workweek from 37.6 merely
to 39.7 hours. These figures understate the scheduled
workweek because of absenteeism, labor turnover,
holidays, and other factors, but they do give an indi-
cation of the relative extent to which employed workers
are being utilized in the two groups of industries.

Table 1.—Average Hours Worked Per Week in Selected Manu-
facturing Industries

Industry

A11 manufacturing _•
Machine tools
Engines, turbines, water wheels, and windmills
Shipbuilding and boatbuilding
Locomotives
Forgings, iron and steel
Aircraft and parts (excluding aircraft engines)
Tools (not including edge tools, machine tools, files and

saws) -.
Electrical machinery, apparatus, and supplies
Explosives
Aluminum manufactures
Automobiles
Rubber goods, other
Rubber boots and shoes
Chemicals
Rubber tires and inner tubes
Primary smelting and refining
Sawmills
Blast furnaces, steel works, and rolling mills
Slaughtering and meat packing
Rayon and allied products
Petroleum refining
Leather boots and shoes
Women's clothing •_
Men's clothing

Third quarter—

1939

37.
42
39.
37.
37.
37.
40.

38.
38.
39.
37.
30.
38.
37
39.

6
5

7
4
fi
9

1
5
2
4
2
4
3

35.8
37.
37.

5
8

34.3
40.
38.
35.
36.
33.
33.

9
3
4
4

3

1942

42.5
52.1
48.4
47. C
47.3
47.0
46. 9

46.7
46.3
46.1
45.0
43.8
42. 2
42.1
41.6
41.5
41.2
40.7
40.5 I
40.3 I
39.4 |
38.8
37.0
35.0
34.9

Percent
increase

13.0
22. 6
22^2
26. 3
26. 5
25.0
1-1.7

22. 6
20.3
17.6
20. 3
21.0
9.9

12.9
4.8

15.9
9.9

18! 1
- 1 . 5

2.9
9.6
1.6
4.2
4.8

I

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

The machine-tool industry led all manufacturing
industries in average hours during the third quarter of
this year with 52.1 per week. It was followed by
engines, shipbuilding, and locomotives, in that order,
as may be seen from table 1. Since the figures in this
table are averages, they hide the longer workweeks in
critical areas and critical skills where shortages have

already been partially met by substantial increases in
the number of hours worked.

Some of the nondurable goods industries, on the other
band, a^e still operating at an average well below the
40-hour level. It is probable that the present law
calling for time and one-half for overtime be}^ond
40 hours per week has tended to hold working hours
below that overtime level. In certain of the nonwar

Chart 2.—Average Hours Worked Per Week in Manufacturing
Industries
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Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

industries price ceilings have operated to discourage
higher labor costs of production.

Indeed, the matter of labor costs in essential civilian
industries subject to price ceilings will undoubtedly
raise difficult problems. Lengthening the workweek
is the chief means available to such industries for
maintaining, with a diminishing labor supply, output
at levels determined to be essential for the civilian
economy.

General adoption of the 48-hour schedule would not
materially increase the number of hours worked per
week in most of the war industries, and very probably
would have little or no effect on hours worked at war
plants located in the scarce labor areas. A longer
work week in most of the civilian goods industries will
be increasingly necessary in order to release manpower
either in critical sections of the country or for migration
to those sections.
Labor Turn-over Increasing.

Another facet of the current manpower problem is
labor turn-over. Over the past year this turn-over
has increased rapidly, reflecting the changes in industrial
structure which the war has induced. In manufac-
turing, where certain of the effects of the war program
have been most concentrated, the separation rate has
risen above 8 per 100 employees per month. This is a
very high turn-over rate since, as may be seen from
table 2, it is considerably in excess of similar turn-over
rates at any time since 1929.

High labor turn-over is, at present, a wartime neces-
sity because available manpower must continue to be
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Table 2.—Labor Turnover in Manufacturing Establish-
ments—Separation Rates per 100 Employees, by Cause of
Separation

Month and year

Monthly average:
1929 (January-July)
1932
1935
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942 (January-September) _

1942

January
February-. .
March
April
May
June
July
August
September.

Total

6.30
4.33
3.56
4.10
3.14
3.35
3.89
6.25

5.10
4.78
5.36
6.12
6.54
6.46
6.73
7.06
8.10

Quit1

3.43
.70
.86
.62
.79
.91

1.97
3.61

2.36
2.41
3.02
3.59
3.77
3.85
4.02
4.31
5.19

Miscel-
laneous 2

0.13
.35

1.08

.83

.73

.82

.87

.96
1.02
1.23
1.46
1.79

Dis-
charge

0.76
.16
.19
. 11
.13
.15
.25
.37

.30

.29

.33

.35

.38

.38

.43

.42

.44

Lay-off

2.11
3.47
2.51
3.37
2.22
2.16
1.32
1.19

1.61
1.35
1.19
1.31
1.43
1.21
1.05
.87
.68

1 Includes miscellaneous separations until 1940.
2 Includes separations resulting from entrance into the armed forces beginning

September 1940.

Source: TJ. S. Department of Labor.

shifted into more essential jobs. When broken down
by industries the quit rates are substantially higher in
the less essential occupations. Thus they presumably
reflect migration to war plants. What is required is
not so much a lessening of labor turn-over as a mecha-
nism for facilitating and controlling job shifts so that
workers may be appropriately located where their skills
can make the maximum contribution to war output.

Table 3.—Percentage Changes in Nonagricultural Employ-
ment, October 1942 from October 1941

State-

United States
Selected States showing in-

creases:
Utah
Kansas
Idaho _- - .
Washington
Colorado.. - . _ . . .
Nebraska.-
District of Columbia
Oregon

Percent
change

4-6.9

+33.1
+32.2
+24.7
+21.4
+21.0
+21.0
+20.8
+20.2

State

Selected States showing de-
creases:

New Hampshire
Vermont.- _ .
Montana
Rhode Island _ . .
North Dakota
West Virginia..
Iowa
New Mexico _ _

Percent
change

-5 .8
-3 .4
- 3 . 3
-3 .1
-3 .0
-1 .1
- .9
- .6

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

The geographical aspects of labor turn-over are par-
ticularly interesting at the present time. Marked
changes have occurred during the past year, as may
be seen from table 3, in the regional distribution of
employed workers. It is apparent from the table that
labor migration to war-production plants is chiefly
responsible for this rapidly changing geographical pat-
tern of the labor force.

Controlled Materials—A Review

During war the task of controlling the production,
flow, and use of strategic materials is a problem of
bewildering complexity. Not only must the limited
supplies of available materials be balanced against the
limitless demand which can accompany a large war
program, but the flow of materials must be ordered so

that they reach the proper users at the right time.
Even if these objectives are achieved, control is neces-
sary to insure that the scarce materials are used for
the most important purposes. Inventories must be
regulated and a balance must be maintained among all
essential segments of the war program.

The difficulties of regulating the flow of materials
during this war were underlined last month by the
adoption of the Controlled Materials Plan. This was
the fourth major materials-control program to be inau-
gurated during the last 2 years. To appraise the new
plan it is necessary to analyze it against the background
of prior methods of control.

The first control plan was not adopted until the de-
fense program had been under way for some months
and until the demands of civilian industry for materials
began to jeopardize that growing defense program.
Since then the need for effective control over materials
has led successively to the adoption of the preference
rating system, the sj^stem of branch allocations, the
Production Requirements Plan, and finally the Con-
trolled Materials Plan. The technical details of each
of these plans are summarized in table 4.

Preference Ratings.

The basic system of preference ratings wTas inau-
gurated early in 1941 in an effort to insure that first
things would come first—that materials going into ur-
gently needed war products would be forthcoming even
though the preference given to such orders might delay
the filling of less important orders. This system was
simple, and it insured the acceptance of purchase orders
bearing preference ratings and their assignment to
proper places in production and delivery schedules.

The preference-rating system was bound to be re-
placed sooner or later since it made no provision for
balancing the war-production program with the supply
of materials available. Nor did it offer any solution to
the problem of ordering the flow of materials in terms
of a scheduled flow of end products.

In addition to these major disadvantages, the pref-
erence-rating system failed to accomplish even its
limited objective. It not only lost much of its effective-
ness when material shortages developed, but in some
ways it actually encouraged shortages. There was no
adequate check on quantities of material covered by a
preference rating. Materials consumers-who wanted
to guard against shortages could inflate the quantities of
their orders. Under the nonextensible priorities sys-
tem, procurement officers theoretically had the oppor-
tunity of reviewing the requested quantities of material
in the light of the volume of end- or intermediate-items
to be produced. In practice, the large volume of ap-
plications made such review impossible.

Under the extensible-priorities system, even the
pretense of review was abandoned. The result in
either case was that some contractors were able to build
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excessive inventories at the same time that other con-
tractors were experiencing severe materials shortages.
Not only was maximum production thereby prevented,
but unbalance in the over-all production program was
made inevitable.

These difficulties were accentuated by a complete
lack of control over the timing of orders. Contractors
with preference ratings were able to inflate the urgency
of their materials needs, for example, by ordering steel
needed in September for April delivery.

In addition to the competition among producers for
dwindling supplies of materials, there was a similar
competition among competing procurement groups.
Each procurement agency was anxious for its con-
tractors to be assured of sufficient (even abundant)
materials. Hence here was a tendency to place higher
and higher preference ratings on each order. With
most orders receiving the top A-l rating (ratings
originally ran from A-l down through A-l 0 and B-10 to
C-10), no actual preference was bestowed on any order.

To reestablish preference, the rating system was
extended upward by classifying A-l ratings into 11
groups (A-l a through A-lk). When the A-l a ratings
became too popular, new and higher ratings were
inaugurated—AA-1 to AA-5. This continual inflation
of the preference ratings naturally resulted in the
existence of more orders with high ratings than there
were materials to be distributed. The development of
acute scarcities made the simple preference rating
system unworkable.

Branch Allocations.
In an effort to meet this situation, the so-called

Materials Branch Allocations—based on M orders—
came into use as a supplement to preference ratings.
Some M orders (conservation orders) prohibited the

use of certain materials for certain purposes, or limited
their use to certain prescribed purposes. Other M
orders (allocation orders) authorized the War Produc-
tion Board industry branches to collect all pertinent
information from the mills producing the material, and
to permit shipments only to fill orders that received
their approval.

This review by the industry branch of the mills'
orders in effect allocated the materials produced to the
more essential users and uses. In the case of materials
with only a few users (such as aluminum, magnesium,
or zinc) it became possible in time for the branch to
make an intelligent review of the needs of the various
users—mainly in terms of use but to some extent also
in terms of quantities and time. However, in other
cases (copper, for example) the existence of thousands
of consumers for each mill made a real review by such
means impossible.

The result was that the branch had to rely almost
entirely on the preference ratings of mill's orders as the
basis for its decisions, which meant that the branch
allocations had but little effect. Quantities could not
be checked; time of shipment could not be ordered in
terms of production schedules; and—in any case—there
was no coordination among the various materials.
Proper allocations of aluminum and magnesium did
little good if a bottleneck existed in alloy steel.

Production Requirements Plan.

As a second supplement to the preference-rating
system, the Production Requirements Plan was inau-
gurated late in 1941. At first it was voluntary, and
was designed primarily to aid manufacturers of numer-
ous small items—where the passing of each preference
rating back to the materials supplier would be impossi-
bly complicated. Under the Production Requirements

Table 4.—Summary of Technical Details of Four Materials Control Plans

Preference Ratings

Nonextensible

1. Procurement agencies
place orders for prod-
uct.

2. Prime contractors
place orders with sub-
contractors.

3. Prime contractors se-
cure preference ratings
from procurement
agencies.

4. Subcontractors secure
preference ratings from
procurement agencies.

5. Materials orders go to
mills and are filled in
order of preference
ratings.

Extensible

1. Procurement agencies
place orders for product,
attaching preference
ratings.

2. Prime contractors
place orders with sub-
contractors attaching
preference ratings.

3. Materials orders go
to mills and are filled
in order of preference
ratings.

Branch Allocations

1. Mills receive materi-
als orders with prefe-
rence ratings attached.

2. Mills inform AVPB
Materials Branches of
their orders, ratings,
and proposed monthly
shipping schedules.

3. Materials Branch ap-
proves or alters the
mills' shipping schedule
thereby allocating the
mills' output to certain
uses and users.

Production Requirements
Plan

1. Procurement agencies place
orders for product, attach-
ing preference ratings.

2. Plants with contracts or
subcontracts submit; to
WPB lists of material re-
quirements,inventories,past
material consumption, gen-
eral pattern of preference
ratings, and orders on hand.

3. According to supplies
available, WPB determines
the quantity of materials
which may be granted to
each company.

4. Materials orders go to
mills and are filled in order
of preference ratings or
under Branch Allocations
plan.

Controlled materials plan

Class A products1

1. Claimant Agencies3 submit
to WPB their month-by-
month materials require-
ments based on bills of ma-
terials from prime and sub-
contractors.

2. According to supplies avail-
able, WPB requirements
Committee makes month-by-
month allotment of controlled
materials to each Claimant
Agency.

3. Claimant Agencies distrib-
ute allotments to prime con-
tractors.

4. Prime contractors distribute
allotments to subcontractors.

5. Materials orders go to mills,
which make shipment in the
month specified in the allot-
ment number carried by each
order.

Class B products2

1. Office of Civilian Supply
receives requirements for B
products from the other six
Claimant Agencies.

2. Office of Civilian Supply
translates product require-
ments into materials re-
quirements, on basis of bills
of materials collected
through WPB Industry
Branches.

3. WPB Industry Branches
prepare schedules to meet
product requirements, and
issue< materials allotments
to prime contractors.

4. Prime contractors distrib-
ute allotments to sub-
contractors.

5. Materials orders go to
mills, wThich make shipment
in the month specified in
the allotment number car-
ried by each order.

1 Any product, other than Class B products, involving the use of any of the four controlled materials.2 A list of items normally sold on the open market, such as subassemblies and specialized or miscellaneous items of equipment.3 War Department, Navy Department, Maritime Commission, Aircraft Scheduling Unit, Office of Lend-Lease Administration, Board of Economic Warfare, and Office
of Civilian Supply.
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Plan, the manufacturer submitted his future over-all
requirements to the War Production Board with a
statement of his inventory of each material, his past
material consumption, the general pattern of his
preference ratings, and his orders on hand. In terms
of these requirements and considerations, he was then
given a flat-preference rating covering all his materials
for a quarter.

The Production Requirements Plan aimed at the
laudable objective of providing each manufacturer
operating under it with a balanced supply of materials.
Furthermore, to some extent, it gave promise of
effecting an over-all balance between materials orders
and materials supplies. It also took inventories into
account. For these reasons, effective in the third quar-
ter of 1942, it was made mandatory for all firms using
more than $5,000 worth of certain metals a quarter.
Although extensive reporting delayed its application
until the fourth quarter of 1942, the Production Re-
quirements Plan did enable the War Production Board
to scale down each plant's materials requirements to the
point where the total allocation of materials in a given
quarter-year was brought into balance with supplies
then available.

This system of materials control—preference ratings
supplemented by branch allocations and by the
Production Requirements Plan—still had certain funda-
mental weaknesses. In the first place, the production
program was planned and contracted for irrespective of
the materials-supply picture. Consequently the pro-
gram as planned frequently called for more materials
than were available in the contemplated period. All
that the Production Requirements Plan could do was
to limit each company's orders for materials so that
total allocations were equated with supply. The use
of the materials allowed was still determined by pref-
erence ratings or by industry-branch allocations.

Balance between the various parts of the production
program was equally impossible. With the sequence
of material deliveries still determined by preference
ratings, the timing of production to achieve a balanced
flow of end products was not possible. Moreover,
since allotments under the Production Requirements
Plan were based on requirements as stated by the user,
and since the legitimacy of his requirements could only
be checked against the quantity of material used by
him in the past, there was a tendenc}^ for producers
who were ahead of schedule to get further ahead and
for those who were behind to drop further behind.
Also, since the reports on requirements came from the
plants rather than from the procurement agencies, a
program planned in terms of end products was not
possible. Finally, competition—both among contrac-
tors and procurement agencies—removed any normal
incentive for balancing and scheduling their programs
and for conserving materials.

Controlled Materials Plan.
It was in this setting, and to meet these problems,

that the Controlled Materials Plan was inaugurated
by the War Production Board last month. Without
elaboration on its details, the Controlled Materials
Plan may be described as a system of vertical allocation
of materials in terms of end products. Quotas are
fixed for each procurement agency by the War Produc-
tion Board, for prime contractors by the procurement
agencies, and for subcontractors by prime contractors.

In the first instance, only four key materials—carbon
steel, alloy steel, copper, and aluminum—are under the
control plan. The plan goes into operation the second
quarter of 1943, but the Production Requirements Plan,
and the other existing mechanisms, are continued until
July 1, 1943, to enable those contractors who are slow
in fitting into the plan to continue to get materials.
Preference ratings and branch allocations are continued
for other than the controlled materials.

The sequence of steps in the operation of the Con-
trolled Materials Plan is given in the last two columns
of table 4. The plan gives promise of achieving (by
mid-1943) a balance between the entire production
program—both for war and for essential civilian needs—
and the supplies of materials available. If ably exe-
cuted, it further makes possible the achievement of a
balance within the program, since end items and compo-
nents are scheduled month-by-month in accordance with
the full program of each procurement agency. Finally, it
is hoped that the Controlled Materials Plan will encour-
age conservation of scarce materials, since each agency
must meet its program with a limited and specific allot-
ment of materials and since each contractor's allotment
is tied to a specific quantity of end products.

Difficulties are bound to develop under the new plan,
but these difficulties are capable of solution if vigorously
attacked, for the general form of control envisaged by
the Controlled Materials Plan is suitable for wartime
conditions. Not only is it the form of control neces-
sitated by the weaknesses of its three predecessor plans,
but it is the form of control ultimately adopted both
in Britain and in Germany for key materials. Each of
these countries started with a system of horizontal
allocation of materials, only to turn in time to a system
of vertical allocation of materials to procurement
agencies.

Savings at Unprecedented Levels

Aggregate income payments to individuals exceeded
the 10-billion dollar mark for the first time on record
during September. During October they rose again
and no appreciable diminution in the average monthly
increase is yet apparent. Fortunate as this develop-
ment is from almost all angles, it does add to the diffi-
culty of the problems facing the Economic Stabiliza-
tion Director. Just as fortunate, however, is the fact
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that rising income payments are accompanied by in-
creased savings of individuals. These savings are now
at high levels never before this year remotely ap-
proached.

Despite somewhat higher taxes and an unprecedented
high dollar-volume of consumer expenditures, 1942
savings are expected to be in the neighborhood of
26 billion dollars. During the third quarter of this
year individuals are estimated to have saved more than
7 billion dollars, or roughly twice the amount saved
during the third quarter of 1941. Such a volume of
saving is, of course, attributable mainly to the sharp-
ness of the income rise plus various factors holding
down the dollar volume of consumer expenditures, such
for example as enforced curtailment of durable-goods
purchases and price ceilings.

Table 5.—Disposable Income Consumption Expenditures and
Savings of Individuals l

[Billions of current dollars]

Year and quarter

1940:
I .
I I . _
I l l
IV...

Total

1941:
I
JJ
III
IV...

Total

1942:
I
II
III.
IV

Total

Disposable
income2

17.0
17.8
18.3
20.3

73.4

19.0
21.3
22.6
25.0

87.9

22.8
25.8
27.9

3 31.2

107.7

Consumer
expenditures

and gifts

15.4
16.3
16.2
18.1

66.0

16.7
18.7
19.0
20.6

75.0

19.0
19.9
20.6

3 22.0

81.5

Savings

1.6
1.5
2.1
2.2

7.4

2.3
2.6
3.6
4.4

12.9

3.8
5.9
7.3

3 9.2

26.2

1 There are two general methods by which the savings of individuals may be esti-
mated. These two methods are (1) the residual approach of income-minus expendi-
tures, used in the computation of the above total, and (2) the balance-sheet approach
whereby the totals are constructed by algebraic summation of estimates of the com-
ponent parts. These component parts represent changes in the assets and liabilities
of individuals resulting from uses of the current period's income. Estimates of saving
made by the first method accumulate all the biases inherent in the formation of cur-
rent estimates of both consumer income and consumer expenditure. Past experience
is that these biases have usually been opposite. Statistical biases naturally tend to
be greater during the third than the first quarter of any given year when a series is
expanding. The balance-sheet approach likewise involves estimating by residual
methods certain components of the savings aggregate. For example, changes in the
cash and security holdings of individuals must be obtained inferential]y since no
direct information on these magnitudes is available currently.

2 Disposable income is defined as total income payments less direct personal taxes.
3 Estimated.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

While the large volume of savings this year has
contributed appreciably to modifying the danger of
inflation, it is important to know whether current
savings actually represent a more or less permanent
immobilization of purchasing power, or whether they
may be temporary in nature. For this purpose we
require information about the form in which the savings
of individuals are held.

Statistical data to construct a picture of this type
are far from adequate, but certain material facts are
readily available. For instance, in the third quarter
of this year individuals purchased 1.4 billion dollars

worth cf Series E War Bonds, invested over one-half
billion dollars in private insurance, and reduced their
short-term indebtedness by approximately 1 billion
dollars. The apparent balance of more than 4 billion
dollars presumably represents the savings held in all
other fcrms.

Some elements of dissaving by individuals were
present in the third quarter this year, judged by avail-
able evidence. For example, there was a moderate
liquidation of inventories of unincorporated business
establishments, and a slight increase in the mortgage
indebtedness of individuals. Far more than offsetting
these negative elements in the savings picture, however,
was an unprecedented increase in the volume of cur-
rency and bank deposits apparently in the hands of
individuals. The Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion estimated that these cash savings were somewhat
more than 4 billion dollars during the third quarter of
this year.

Funds held in form of currency and bank deposits
are not necessarily indicative of individual decisions

Chart: 3.—Net Savings of Individuals
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF
SERIES " E " U. S. SAVINGS
BONDS OUTSTANDING!/

1 Data are at current redemption values.
2 Data for "Savings applied to reduce consumer short-term indebtedness" are

included with "Other savings" for the third quarter of 1941.

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce; U. S. Treasury Department; Securities
and Exchange Commission; and Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

to save for any prolonged period of time. Some of
this cash undoubtedly is held in anticipation of the
higher personal income tax payments which will have
to be made during 1943. Another large portion of the
cash holdings probably can be explained by the desire
of many individuals to keep some of their assets in
liquid form rather than in War Savings Bonds, simply
as a reserve against an uncertain future. As reserve
funds these liquid savings are apt to be drawn upon at
any time and returned to the income stream as con-
sumer expenditure, thus adding to the difficulties of the
price-control authorities.

The high degree of liquidity in individual savings this
year is also indicative of the abnormal character of
some of these savings. Judged by the relationship to
income during past years, the normal pattern of income,
expenditure, and savings has been modified appreciably.
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With prices of consumer goods subject to control, with
many durable goods unavailable, and with an increasing
number of nondurable goods subject to rationing, the
consumer is no longer able to dispose of increases in his
income as freely as he might wish. Thus, purchasing
power which, in the absence of price control, would be
exhausted in bidding up the prices of the dwindling
supply of available consumer goods, is at present more
or less automatically retained as abnormal individual
savings. Although the immediate inflationary conse-
quences of increased consumer income are thus checked,
there remains a problem of diverting these abnormal
savings into channels where they can be kept immo-
bilized until the proper time in the post-war period
when the supplies of consumer goods have once more
been established.

Corporate Net Earnings Only Slightly Below 1941

Despite 40 percent higher income and excess profits
taxes this year than last, corporate net earnings for
the first 3 quarters of 1942 were only 5 percent below
earnings for the corresponding period last year. For
the entire year 1942 corporate profits after taxes are
estimated at 6.7 billion dollars, or 7 percent less than
the 7.2 billion dollars earned by corporations during
1941.

The changing industrial pattern of corporate earnings
this year may be seen from table 6 which breaks down

Chart 4.—Estimated Corporate Profits After Taxes by Major
Industrial Groups

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
2500
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5 0 0

1939 1940

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.
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DO. 42-487

aggregate corporate profits by major industrial divi-
sions. Profits in four industrial groups, accounting for
approximately three-fourths of all corporate earnings,
fell this year while earnings in the remaining seven
industrial divisions, accounting however for only one-
fourth of aggregate earnings, rose moderately. Trans-

portation with a 35-percent increase in earnings gained
the most for any major group, while manufacturing
with a 15-percent decline in earnings showed the largest
decrease.

Earnings of manufacturing corporations this year
have been adversely affected by the temporary reduc-
tions in output accompanying the conversion of a
number of industries to war work and by the growing
problems of materials and manpower supply as well.
Earnings of trading corporations are also running below
last year, due in part to the effect of price ceilings
coupled with that of rising costs. The higher level of
profits this year in construction and transportation is
the result chiefly of a larger volume of activity.

Table 6.—Estimated Corporate Profits After Tax by Industrial
Divisions, First 3 Quarters, 1941 and 1942

[Millions of dollars]

Item

Total..

Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing

Food, beverages, and to-
bacco

Textiles and leather
Lumber and its products
Paper and allied products
Printing and publishing
Chemicals
Oil refining
Stone, clay and glass
Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (except electrical)-
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Automobiles and equipment..
Rubber and miscellaneous

Total trade
Wholesale trade
Retail trade

Contract construction
Transportation !
Power and gas
Communications
Finance
Service
Miscellaneous

Seasonally adjusted index of
total corporate profits (1939=
100)

1941

1,476

5
52
894 1

122
62
30
22
29
109
15
34
98
37
113
41
42
94
46
112
58
54
16
152
127
50
102

II

1,746

4
52

,070

150
85
31
29
31
125
25
46
105
40
128
55
50
109
61

112
18

-53

153. 7 173. 8

III

1, 928 5,150 1, 523

60
1,114 3, 078

176
78
38
36
21
121
34
47
124
39
135
51
65

220
91
129
22
302
65
50
122
18

-52

175.6

16
164

448
225
99
87
81
355
74
127
327
116
376
147
157
274
185
513
237
276
56
652
285
153
336
57

-160

1942

7
50

840

126
43
26
31
12
109
21
22
77
32
107

40
179
59
120
18
194
90
55
115
23

1, 644 1, 736 4, 903

7
53

887

141
62
28
23
15
76
17
26
90
32
105
50
97
75
50
141
63
78
24
319

112
23

-45

155.4 159. 2 161.0

III

884 2, 611

157
51
18
13
20
103
26
28
71
35
110
52
77
70
53
172
55
117
32
368
74
55
110
24

-43

24
153

424
156
72
67
47
288
64
76
238

251
213
143
492
177
315
74
881
232
165
337
70

-136

CD O rt<
SD.Oi

50
- 7

- 1 5

- 5
- 3 1
- 2 7
- 2 3
- 4 2
- 1 9
- 1 4
- 4 0
-27
- 1 5
—14

3
60

- 2 2
- 2 3

- 4
- 2 5

14
32
35

- 1 9
8
0

23

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The 1942 Revenue Act affected corporate earnings
much less adversely than many firms had anticipated,
thus the reported figures for third quarter 1942 profits
frequently contained adjustments to raise the cumu-
lative profits for the year to the levels appropriate
under the tax rates specified in the Revenue Act from
the lower levels which had been anticipated. This
gain in profits resulting from overestimated taxes has
been spread out in table 6 over all 3 quarters of 1942.
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The Business Situation
BUSINESS developments in January conformed

closely to a wartime pattern whose dominant
feature is scarcity of resources relative to needs. Al-
though the Nation's resources are larger than ever
before, war-stimulated demands surpass them. Re-
quests for productive capital, materials, and men for
one vital purpose are therefore weighed carefully
against demands based on other vital needs.

From this angle, it is clear that the Casablanca
conference of President Roosevelt, Prime Minister
Churchill, and other United Nation leaders must have
a deep economic as well as military and political
significance. The plans for world-wide assault in 1943
against the Axis nations necessarily must rest upon
extensive American participation. Hence the strategy

Chart 1.—Budget Receipts of the Federal Government Based
Upon Present Legislation

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

RECEIPTS, TRUST ACCOUNTS

10

OTHER NET
RECEIPTS -I

NET DIRECT
TAXES ON

CORPORATIONS^/ GENERAL

AND

SPECIAL

ACCOUNTS
NET DIRECT

TAXES ON
INDIVIDUALS 2/

1942 1943
-Fiscal Years-

1944 D.D. 43-25

1 Excludes net appropriation for Federal old-age and survivors' insurance trust
fund.

2 Excludes post-war credits for excess-profits tax.
s Excludes post-war credits for Victory tax.

Source: The Budget of the U. S. Government.

agreed upon carries definite implications as to the
drafts to be made upon our armed forces, our shipping,
our production of war materials and their export under
Lend-Lease, and our food supplies. The Casablanca
plans, subject always to the vicissitudes of war, there-
fore provide basic criteria for allocating our resources—
such as for determining whether the armed forces should
be enlarged at the expense of munitions output or vice
versa, and whether production of rubber should be
preferred as against that of escort vessels or high-octane
gasoline.

In accordance with this wartime pattern, production
problems of the month centered around competing
claims for scarce resources and concerned the best,
methods of achieving production goals on time. Con-

sumption problems hinged on the shares of American
output that should be assigned to the civilian economy
and to the war effort, what products for civilians should
be curtailed, how much and by what means, and how
best to ration scarce goods among consumers. Fiscal
problems were largely concerned with the best means
of raising an additional 16 billion dollars of Treasury
receipts as requested by the President. Stabilization
developments related chiefly to inflation threats grow-
ing out of demands by various groups for larger incomes
through higher prices.

Total war expenditures, including those of Govern-
ment corporations, moved ahead to about 6.3 billion
dollars or to an annual rate of 76 billion. Despite the
return flow of currency after the subsidence of Christ-

Chart 2.—Budget Expenditures of the Federal Government
Based Upon Present Legislation
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TRUST ACCOUNTS

OTHER ACTIVITIES £/
INTEREST ON PUBLIC DEBT

TOTAL

EXPENDITURES,
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1 Transactions in checking accounts.
* Includes statutory public debt retirement.

Source: The Budget of the U. S. Government.

mas trade, currency in circulation increased roughly
another 180 million dollars in January to a total of 15.6
billion. Industrial production, as measured by the
Federal Reserve index, after adjustment for season,
continued its uninterrupted advance to around 198
from December's 196 (preliminary).

Output of durable goods in January remained in the
lead as for months past, due to the influence of mount-
ing armaments production. The Federal Reserve dur-
able-manufactures index rose roughly 2 percent. Non-
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durable goods output increased only slightly. Min-
erals output, seasonally adjusted, also increased some-
what, despite declines in anthracite coal and crude
petroleum production.

There were indications that employment and the
flow of materials through the war industries moved to
higher levels during the month. The wholesale-price
level again forged ahead by approximately 1 percent.
Farm product prices, as usual, led the advance with a
gain of 3 percent. Food prices rose about one-half of
1 percent further. If this rate of price-level advance
should continue for the entire year, wholesale prices
would end the year 7 percent higher than at its begin-
ning. The obvious conclusion is that inflationary
pressures during the month were still more powerful
than the stabilizing factors.

The Budget Message

The President's budget message, calling for a war
outlay of 100 billion dollars during the fiscal year
beginning July 1, serves as an economic blueprint
of the future. Aside from its implications with
respect to civilian supply, the budget message and
accompanying estimates have other significant eco-
nomic implications. It pointed out that under existing
revenue legislation probable expenditures during the
next fiscal year will be only one-third covered by
receipts from current taxes and other sources. To
raise this cover toward one-half of expected outlay, the
President called for new legislation to yield 16 billion
dollars of additional current revenue from taxes or
forced savings or both.

The fiscal problem thus assumed renewed prominence
and is certain to bulk large in coming legislative deliber-
ations. Finding the additional revenue in ways which
will involve an equitable distribution of sacrifice and at
the same time make a maximum contribution to the
checking of existing inflationary pressures will be a
difficult but necessary assignment. Proposals for
current collection of taxes, for forced savings in addi-
tion to those provided for in the Revenue Act of 1942,
and for revenue measures designed to cut deeply and
directly into the spendable incomes of individuals are
bound to receive consideration.

Budget Recommendations Not Unexpected.

The size of the budget brought no important im-
mediate economic repercussions, since the financial
magnitude of the " maximum program for waging war"
has been widely appreciated for some time. While the
actual budget estimates, like those of a year ago, are
naturally subject to revision with the progress of mili-
tary developments, these revisions probably will not
alter, except in degree, the character of the contem-
plated Government outlays or of the fiscal problems
arising from the war program.

Table 1. — Federal Government Receipts, Expenditures, and
Debt Under Present Legislation

[Millions of dollars]

Item

Total receipts

Net receipts to general and special accounts- ._
Direct taxes on individuals

Personal income tax
Victory tax, less post-war credit
Estate tax
Gift tax

Dir ect taxes on corporations
Corporate income tax
Excess profits tax, less post-war credit .
Declared value excess profits tax
Capital stock tax

Employment taxes, less net appropriation
to trust funds _

Other receipts
Receipts to trust accounts _ _

Total expenditures, excluding public debt retire-
ment

Expenditures from general and special ac-
counts

War activities
Interest on the public debt
Other activities _

Net expenditures of Government corporations
and agencies _ _ ..

R. F. C. and subsidiaries
Other Government corporations and

agencies
Trust account expenditures _ _ _ .

Public debt, beginning of year
Factors of change in public debt during year:

Deficit in general and special accounts
Net expenditures of Government corporations

and agencies
Net transfers to trust accounts _
Statutory public debt retirements
Net change in Treasury balance

Net change in public debt during year.__
Public debt, end of year

Fiscal years

Actual,
1942

15, 990

12, 799
3,095
3,263

340
92

5,022
3,069
1,618

52
282

325
3,757
3,191

39, 093

32, 397
26,011

1, 260
5,125

3,625
2,458

1,167
3,072

48, 961

19, 692

3,625
-119
-95
358

23, 461
72, 422

Estimated,
1943

26, 804

22, 976
8,139
7,263

335
500
41

9,770
4,015
5,370

85
300

396
4,671
3,828

89, 314

80, 432
74,000
1,850
4,582

5,042
3,802

1,240
3,840

72, 422

57, 461

5,042
11
-5

-102
62, 408

134, 830

Forecast,
1944

37, 747

33. 081
13, 741
10, 286
2,791

609
55

14, 125
4,195
9,480

90
360

457
4,759
4,666

113, 529

104. 124
97, 000
3,000
4,124

4,774
3,812

962
4,631

134, 830

71, 048

4,774
-35

—5
-63

75, 719
210, 549

Source: The Budget of the United States Government for fiscal year 1944.

The detailed budget estimates of receipts and
expenditures, which are summarized in table 1, show
that unless additional current revenue is forthcoming,
the public debt, both direct and guaranteed, will rise
to 135 billion dollars by next July and to 210 billions
by July 1944. Such a volume of public indebtedness
implies a considerable transfer outlay for interest and
statutory amortization payments, and raises interest-
ing questions about the sort of ownership distribution
of Government securities which will develop out of the
Treasury's coming financing activities. Latest avail-
able data on the ownership of Government securities,
shown in table 2, reveal the marked concentration of
these securities in financial institutions, and the
uneven pattern in which Government securities have
been absorbed by classes of holders during a recent
period. It is, of course, not possible accurately to
predict the manner in which the large increases in
public debt contemplated by the budget will be dis-
tributed among investing groups. However, unless the
forced-savings features of existing revenue legislation
are expanded, or unless new impetus can be given to
the Treasury's voluntary-savings drive, large blocks
of Government securities must be taken by the com-
mercial banking system, thus adding further to the
already large growth of bank deposits.
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Table 2.—Ownership of Securities Issued or Guaranteed by
the United States: Public Marketable Interest-Bearing
Securities

[Par values in millions of dollars]

Item

Total amount outstanding .
Held by banks and insurance com-

panies covered in Treasury Survey.
Banks

Commercial banks-
Mutual savings banks

Insurance companies.. _
Life insurance
Fire, casualty, and marine .. .

Held by U. S. Government agencies
and trust funds, and Federal Re-
serve banks

Held by all other investors

Decem-
ber 31,
1941,
par

value

47, 878

32, 088
24,230'
20, 589
3,641
7,858
6,377
1,482

4,801
10, 990

November 30, 1942

Par
value

70, 750

47, 922
38, 571
34, 480
4,091
9, 351
7,605
1,746

8.317
14, 510

Percent
of total

100.0

67.7
54.5
48.7
5.8

13.2
10.7
2.5

11.8
20.5

Percent
increase
Dec. 31,
1941, to

Nov. 30,
1942

47.8

49.3
59.2
67.5
12.4
19.0
19.3
17.8

73.2
32.0

Source: IT. S. Treasury Department.

Budget Reflects Realinement of War Program.

The budget estimates also drew attention to the
change which is occurring in the character of the war-
production program as economic mobilization proceeds.
It is plain from the break-down of war expenditures
given in the budget message that the period of pro-
viding facilities to produce armament, and of establish-
ing bases for future offensive operations, is rapidly
drawing to a close. Thus the military construction
outlays planned for the next fiscal year are only one-half
those estimated for the current fiscal period. With the
program for facilities expansion thus tapering off,
efforts can be concentrated upon securing the maximum
volume of war material for immediate use and thus
upon pursuing a more aggressive strategy at an early
date.

Economic Stabilization Problems to Increase.

The budget also made plain that the magnitude of
the financial outlays required for a maximum war pro-
gram will add greatly to the difficulties of securing
effective economic stabilization during the rest of the
war period. Income payments, which totaled 114
billion dollars during calendar year 1942, have been
forecast above 130 billions for the current year and may
rise considerably higher unless wage controls are
effective and price ceilings generally maintained.

In effect, the 16 billion dollars of additional revenue
requested by the President are just about equal to the
rise in income payments which has been forecast for
this calendar year. Since civilian supplies are being
reduced, it is plain that even if fiscal measures sufficient
to absorb all the increase in consumer income were to be
adopted, inflationary pressures might still grow. The
broad-scale extension of rationing scheduled for the
near future will, of course, operate to limit further the
consumption of individuals and thus will add to the
already large volume of liquid savings which may be
tapped by new fiscal measures.

Curtailment of the Civilian Economy

As American armed forces become increasingly en-
gaged on the world's battle fronts, their needs and
those of our Allies will form a prior lien upon a pro-
gressively bigger fraction of the national product.
Some indication of the decreasing residual that will
remain for civilian use may be had from the following
estimates:

Distribution of the Gross National Product

[Percent of annual total]

Gross national product.. _. __ _
Goods and services for Government use (in-

cluding State and local) _ .
Private gross capital formation
Goods and services available for consumers

1939

100.0

17.1
12.6
70.3

1941

100.0

20.6
16.0
63.4

1942

100.0

41.0
5.5

53.5

1943

1 100

57
0

43

i Estimated by Department of Commerce.

The quantity of goods and services available to con-
sumers depends, however, upon the total amount pro-
duced as well as upon its distribution. Since the real
national output in 1943 is expected to be higher than
in 1942, consumers' goods will probably not drop 20
percent as suggested by the above percentages. The
consensus of current forecasts is that aggregate civilian
supplies during 1943 will decline in real terms from 10
to 15 percent below the near record levels of 1942.
Production for civilian use will probably be reduced
somewhat more than this figure, with existing inven-
tories of civilian goods cushioning to a substantial
degree the production cut. While little specific in-
formation is available concerning the composition of
goods now being carried in inventory, it is plain that,
in the aggregate, the draft on inventories of civilian-
type finished goods has already reached fairly large
proportions, with of course many types of durable
goods now virtually unobtainable.

We are nearing the point, however, although we
have not yet reached it, where every additional increase
in war production will require proportionate restrictions
on the use of resources for civilian purposes.

Illustrative of the pattern which may appear this
year in the restriction of production for civilians are
the data shown in table 3. In this table production
estimates and forecasts for certain metal-using civilian
products are arrayed in order of the probable produc-
tion cuts which may be experienced this year. While
the selected commodities do not in total bulk large in
consumer budgets, the distribution of the output re-
strictions is of some interest. It shows the uneven
manner in which curtailment is forced within the civil-
ian sphere by the demands of the war program and the
resultant necessity of defining, albeit arbitrarily, levels
of essentiality in civilian requirements.

Even more illustrative, both of the cut in civilian
supplies this year, and of the change in living habits
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Table 3.— Production for Civilian Use of Selected Goods in
1942 and 1943

Item

Electrical appliances
Hairpins and bobpins
Fountain pens
Cooking utensils. .
Heating stoves
Cooking stoves
Bedsprings.. _ _ _ _ _
Furniture
Flashlight battery cells
Hot water heaters
Furnaces. .
Incandescent light bulbs

(residential use only) .
Hot-water tanks. __ __ _
Razor blades

Base-period production

Period

1940
1941
1941
1940
1940
1940

2 1941
1939
1940
1940
1940
1941

1940
1940

Amount

75
7.6

50
67

3,639
4,162
7, 000

532.8
152

1,779
508
16.1

1,200
2.1

Unit

Mil. dol
Thous. tons.
Million
Mil. dol
Thousand.. ..

do
_ _ _ d o

Mil. dol
Million
Thousand- -_

do _.
Mil. dol

Thousand. ..
Billion

Estimated
production,
percent of

base

1942

20
100
75
26

185
i 59

65
135
38

i 65
47
85

168
90

1943

2
25
26
1C

X35
25
31

25
i 45

33
75

i 64
86

Percent
decrease,
1943 over

1942

90
75
65
62
59
58
52
44
34
31
30
12

6
4

1 Includes production for military use.
2 Fiscal year.
Source: War Production Board, Division of Civilian Supply.

which "will be forced by this cut, are the data shown in
table 4, which lists certain consumer durable goods,
production of which has been stopped altogether.
These commodities have, in past years, accounted for
an appreciable fraction of consumer expenditures but
the producing plants have been entirely converted
to war work and no further civilian production is
permitted. Again the chief feature of the data is the
apparent uneven incidence of the production restric-
tions—a result both of the necessity of allocating
materials of varying degrees of scarcity, and of the
standards of essentiality adopted.

Table 4.—Production for Civilian Use of Selected Goods
Which Will Not Be Produced in 1943

Item

Safety razors _
Sewing machines
Portable electric lamps and shades- _ _
Oil burners . _ _ . _ _ _
Portable typewriters '
Radio receiving sets and phono-

graphs.
Bicycles
Watches.. _ _ _ _ _ _
Straight razors -
Washing machines
Mechanical refrigerators _ . __
Vacuum cleaners

Bas

Period

1941
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940

1941
1941
1941
1941
1941

2 1941

e-period production

Amount

13.1
578
59.4

303
380
11.8

1,855
12.9

330
2,266
2,600
1,859

Unit

Million
Thousand--.
Mil. dol
Thousand ..

do
Million

Thousand___
Million
Thous a n d _ _ _

do
do_
do

Estimated
production
1942, per-

cent of base

70
57
51

138
36
30

30
30
30
25
20
20

1 Includes production for military use.
2 Fiscal year.
Source: War Production Board, Division of Civilian Supply.

Food Supply a Major Problem.

One of the big question marks at present in the
civilian-supply picture is the outlook for food supplies
this year. On the demand side of the picture, account
must be taken of the increased military needs for food
and of the larger amounts which will be required for
export both to our Allies and to residents of battle
areas. While it is now expected that these demands
will be about double those of last year, this forecast is
very uncertain and must hinge largely on military

developments and, derivatively, on available shipping
space.

On the supply side, agricultural-production goals
have been-set and revised. The Department of Agri-
culture is committed to a policy of rendering every
possible form of assistance to farmers in order to
enable these goals to be met. Fruits of this policy
may be seen in the recent 30-percent boost in steel
allocations for farm-equipment manufacture, in the
provision of 200 million dollars of additional production
credit through the Regional Agricultural Credit Cor-
poration, and in the transference of control over farm
labor to the Department of Agriculture.

Farm Output Goals Reflect War Requirements.

The current 1943 farm-output goals call for approxi-
mately a 10-percent increase in production of livestock
products, and approximately the same crop acreage as
last year. No appreciable expansion in crop acreage is
contemplated, since it is felt that the practicable limit,
as governed by the resources of labor, materials, and
transportation which are available, has already been
reached.

Although only a modest increase in aggregate farm
production is called for under this year's farm-produc-
tion goals, some important changes are contemplated
in the composition of farm output in order better to
meet wartime food requirements. Thus the program
calls for more meat and dairy products, more vegetables
high in food value relative to volume, more corn and less
wheat in line with the increased meat quotas, more
oil-bearing crops such as peanuts to offset diminished
oil imports, and more long- and less short-staple cotton
in view of military requirements. The details of what
the program means in relation to last year's goals and
1942 actual production may be seen in table 5, and in
chart 3.

The goal for meat production in 1943-—-nearly 2.6
billion pounds—is almost 50 percent above average
production during the 1936-40 period. To obtain the
almost 10 billion pounds of beef and veal called for this
year, the slaughter of about 30 million head of cattle and
calves will be required.

In the case of dairy products, this year's production
goals call for increases over last year's record production
ranging from 2 percent for milk to 28 percent for
chickens. In 1942 dairy farmers produced 120 billion
pounds of milk, but fell 5 billion pounds short of the
year's goal. This year they have been asked to produce
122 billion pounds, but even if the goal is attained,
civilian consumption will have to be cut some 9 billion
pounds in order to fill increased military and Lend-
Lease requirements.

The production goal covering vegetables lor canning-
had to be set with particular reference to the amount- of
tin which could be made available for packing. A
total vegetable pack about the same as last year is
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Chart 3.—Agricultural Production: Percentage Change, 1943
Goals from Estimated 1942 Production for Selected Com-
modities
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Source: TJ. S. Department of Agriculture.

D. 0. 43-27

expected, although there may be some important shifts
in the types of vegetables packed as preference is being
given to those high in nutritive value. It now appears
likely that canners will be required to set aside for
Government purchase as much as 50 percent of the 1943
pack, thus lessening considerably the amount which
will be available to civilians.

Table 5.—Agricultural Production of Selected Commodities:
Goals for 1942 and 1943 and Estimated 1942 Production

Commodity

Cereals:
Wheat
Rye
Rice

Feed grains:
Corn_ _ .
Oats
Barley

Hay (all) _
Oil crops:

Flaxso.ed
Soybeans for beans
Peanuts

Vegetable protein foods: 1
Dry beans .. __
Dry peas

Cotton _ _ _ _ _ _
Commercial vegetables:

Potatoes
Sweetpotatoes

Fresh fruit
Meat and lard: 2

Cattle and calves
Sheep and lambs
Hogs
Lard

Milk
Eggs 3

Poultry: 2
Chickens
Turkeys - _ _

Unit

Mil bu
do
do

do
do
do

Mil. tons

Mil. bu
_._do
Mil. Ib

Mil. bags.
do

Mil. bales.

Mil. bu
do

Mil. tons

Mil Ib
.-do

do
do
do

Mil. doz. ._

Mil. Ib
_ _ do

1942
goal

793
48
65

2,675
1,200

360
94

36
153

3,750

20

12

384
70
15

9,585
940

11, 425
2,820

125, 000
4,200

3, 118
500

1942
esti-

mated
output

981
57
66

3,175
1,359

426
105

41
210

2,504

20
7

13

371
65
15

9,980
1,060

10, 940
2,500

119,412
4,396

3,118
485

1942
esti-

mated
output

as
percent
of 1942

goal

124
119
102

119
113
118
112

114
137

. 67

100
J17
108

97
93

100

104
113
98
89
96

105

100
97

i

1943
goal

651
40
67

2,834
1,138

392
95

40
216

3,713

26
6

11

408
82
15

10, 910
990

13, 800
3, 400

122, 000
4,780

4,000
560

1943
goal as
percent
of 1942
esti-

mated
output

66
70

102

89
84
92
90

98
103
148

130
86
85

110
126
100

109
93

126
136
102
109

128
115

1 Field run.
2 Dressed weight.
3 Total production.

Source: TJ. S. Department of Agriculture.

Efforts will be made under this year's farm program
to increase the production of vegetable-protein foods
such as dry beans and peas, and also of potatoes, since
the latter are being dehydrated in large quantities for
military and Lend-Lease use. The advantages in
saving shipping space are particularly important in
view of the renewed emphasis by our enemies on sub-
marine warfare.

To meet the goals for livestock production, over
1,000,000 additional acres must be devoted to feed
grains. Even if this acreage gain is achieved, the
harvest may not exceed last year's record crop, inas-
much as yields per acre in 1942 were exceptionally
high. In fact, the production goals for feed grains are
well below last year's record crop, but supply difficul-
ties should not be too great, even if 1943 is only a
moderate crop year, considering the substantial stocks
that will probably be carried over at the close of the
current feeding season.

That the attainment of 1943 farm-production goals
represents an exceedingly difficult task is obvious.
Moreover, since 1942 was such an exceptional crop
year, farm output was well above the average expecta-
tion in terms of the resources devoted to farm produc-
tion. Should this year be less favorable, production
might easily fall substantially short of the goals despite
all the efforts to divert more resources to agriculture.

Farm Labor and Machinery Special Problems.

At present one of the biggest difficulties facing the
farmer is that of securing adequate labor. An amend-
ment to the Selective Service Act directs local boards to
defer key workers between the ages of 18 and 45 who
are regularly employed in farm work essential to the
war effort. Definitions of deferable workers have been
considerably liberalized recently as the farm-labor
situation has become more acute. Efforts are also
being made to shift workers from subsistence farms to
market-producing farms in order to replace manpower
losses. Transporting workers from area to area in
order to meet seasonal peaks in farm-labor requirements
will also be attempted. Finally, some new farm
workers are being recruited and trained, either for
temporary or permanent work, in an effort to meet the
growing labor shortage.

Production of new farm machinery in 1943 was
originally restricted to about 23 percent of 1940
volume, but the program called for an increase in the
production of repair parts to 160 percent of the 1940
level. A recent revision of the limitation program
allocated an additional 50,000 tons of steel for first-
quarter 1943 requirements and provided for completion
of the new equipment output quota by midyear.
Even with these modifications in the program the
limited supply of new farm equipment has necessitated
a strict rationing program, to be carried out by the
establishment of regional quotas aimed at securing a
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proper geographical distribution of the new equipment.
Although an intensive repair program was carried out
at the instigation of the Department of Agriculture
last year, with the result that the condition of machinery
on farms was generally improved, considerably more
cooperative pooling of equipment will be required in
order to meet minimum needs.

Offsetting these problems of labor and equipment
supply are certain favorable factors in the agricul-
tural outlook. Reserves in the Ever-Normal Granary
help to- provide the largest feed supplies on record.
Animal populations at the beginning of the year were
the largest in our agricultural history. Through the
soil-conservation program of the past several years
the fertility of the soil has been developed in many
areas. Price supports assure producers of attractive
returns for the desired production of essential com-
modities.

Chief uncertainty in connection with the achieve-
ment of 1943 farm-production goals is, of course, the
weather. Crop yields last year averaged 12 percent
above previous records, yet acreage this year cannot
feasibly be increased. Should yields in 1943 be about
average those of the period 1937-41, instead of excep-
tional as they were last year, this year's goals might
be missed by from 10 to 15 percent. The serious
implications of this possibility are obvious.

Food Supplies May Be Seriously Short.

Attainment of this year's farm production goals does
not mean an abundant food supply for the civilian
populations, since the goals merely provide for mini-
mum essential requirements. At least a quarter of
our prospective food output will be required for mili-
tary and export requirements, as compared with only
12 percent last year. An appreciation of the rate
at which Lend-Lease requirements alone have been
increasing may be gained from the data contained in
table 6.

From the passage of the Lend-Lease Act through
December 1942 9 billion pounds of agricultural prod-

Table 6.—Estimated Deliveries of Foodstuffs for United
Nations Shipments Under Lend-Lease

[Thousands of pounds]

Commodity group

Dairy and poultry products _ _ .
Meats
Fish-
Fats and oils _
Fruits and fruit products
Vegetables _.
Grains and cereal products
Seeds
Soya products
Vitamins
Miscellaneous foodstuffs
Nonfoodstuffs

Total i.

Apr. 29, 1941-
Dec. 31, 1942

1, 685, 315
1, 491, 488

263, 131
975, 073
611, 047
599, 728

1, 443, 530
22, 629
71, 271
1,136

1, 000, 147
1, 059, 036

9, 223, 530

Jan. 1-Dec.
31, 1942

975, 004
1, 144, 571

159, 363
719, 890
289, 005
235, 108
669, 137
21. 202
43, 473
1,028

845, 717
626, 586

5, 730, 082

December
1942

49, 663
91, 244
19, 144
35, 307
31,959
52, 314
83, 810

1, 072
3,998

142
20, 195
12, 813

401, 662

i Components will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.

Source: TJ. S. Department of Agriculture.

ucts were transferred or made ready for shipment to
our Allies. As new supply lines are opened the total
will continue to grow at a rapid rate.

Thus, even if the production goals are attained,
civilians will receive in the aggregate roughly 5 to 10
percent less food this year than last, although on
a per capita basis the reduction will be somewhat
less. With the demand for food products continually
growing, only fairly widespread rationing can insure
anything like an equitable distribution of the supplies
available. If aggregate production should fall far
short of the goals, food supplies for civilians may
be seriously deficient, despite the more even distribution
resulting from rationing.

The prospective point-rationing plan to cover canned,
dried, and frozen fruits, vegetables, and fruit juices,
is expected to result in a cut in civilian purchases of
these products by about one-third of the 1942 supplies.
Authority has also been given to ration seafood, canned
milk, preserves, and relishes, and these products
along with meat will probably be brought under ration-
ing in the not far distant future.

In general, food prospects for this year are not
particularly bright. Unless production is larger than
we have a right to expect the shortages will be general-
ized and increasingly severe. Only by extraordinary
productive efforts and the most rigid economy in the
distribution and use of food products can minimum
requirements be met. Even so, some fairly drastic
adjustments in diets are likely to become necessary.
Other Civilian Supplies Also to Fall.

Aside from durable goods and food products, where
substantial reductions are fairly certain, other civilian
supply prospects are somewhat less clear. Available
forecasts place this year's supply of apparel some 10 to
15 percent below the levels of last year, but declines of
this magnitude do not carry very serious implications
since stocks in the bands of consumers are unques-
tionably large and can be made to serve essential
requirements for a considerable period.

Services may well be available in nearly the same
physical volume as last year, although such cuts as
do occur will probably be the result chiefly of labor
supply problems, w^hich are becoming increasingly
prominent in many of the service industries. Services
such as recreation will doubtless be substantially
reduced by transportation problems and longer working
hours, but more essential services, such as housing,
will not be so affected.

Civilian supply prospects with the exceptions already
noted, for this year are not unfavorable. In spite of the
magnitude of the military program, our productive ca-
pacity is sufficient to make probable a per capita supply
of civilian goods this year somewhat above the levels of
depression years in the past decade. This is clear from
the following estimates:
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Index Numbers of Physical Volume of Civilian Purchases per
Head of Civilian Population

[1941 = 100]

Year

1932 :
1933
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943 (forecast)

Commodities
and services

65
68
82
87
92

100
98
88

Commodities
only

58
60
76
85
90

100
95
80

The estimates are necessarily very rough and merely
indicate approximate changes from year to year on the
basis of the best data at present available. Changes
in the types and quality of consumer goods and services
purchased render exact comparison with former years
virtually impossible. However, under the widespread
rationing which is contemplated for the balance of
the war period, supplies of consumei goods will undoubt-
edly be much more nearly equally distributed than they
were during the depression years.

Foreign Trade

Exports in 1942, exclusive of shipments to our armed
forces overseas, reached the all-time high of 7.8 billion
dollars, or about 5 percent of last year's gross national
product. The shipment of this dollar volume of exports,
50 percent greater than in 1941, was made possible
largely by the Nation's Lend-Lease policy. The Lend-
Lease component of 1942 exports accounts for over 60
percent of the total, and in October, November, and
December over two-thirds of our shipments to allied
and friendly powers were so constituted.

Not only did Lend-Lease exports register a striking
increase in quantity, but they also changed materially
in composition, as shown by the following data, during
the past year.

Composition of Lend-Lease Exports

[Percent]

1941
1942 (11 months)

Total

100
100

Agricul-
tural

44
22

Indus-
trial

21
28

Military

35
50

Their geographic distribution also changed. For
reasons of security, the geographic distribution of
American foreign trade, other than Lend-Lease, is not
revealed. In this connection, however, since Lend-
Lease exports form such a large proportion of total
exports, analysis of their geographic destinations is of
some interest. Up until December of last year ship-
ments to the Soviet Union were largely composed of
military and industrial goods, but there are indications

508256—43 2

Distribution of Lend-Lease Exports

[Percent of total]

1941
1942 (11 months)

Total

100
100

United
Kingdom

76
41

U. S. S. R.

0
28

Middle and
Near East
and other

24
31

that food shipments will increase in importance in the
future.

Nominally the Nation had an export balance of over
5 billion dollars in 1942—higher than at any time in the
history of the country. If Lend-Lease exports are
excluded as falling outside the limits of ordinary bal-
ance-of-payments accounting, however, the 1942
export balance is still about one-half a billion dollars.
Non-Lend-Lease exports, in value terms, in 1942 were
almost as large as in pre-war 1939.

Table 7.—United States Foreign-Trade Summary
[Millions of Dollars]

Year and month

1939 . _
1940
1941
1942

January
February ._
March
April
May. __ _
June
July
August
September .
October
November
December1

Total
exports

3,177
4,021
5,147

v 7, 826
479
478
611
695
525
618
629
694
718
776
750

P853

Lend-
Lease

741
v 4, 668

176
194
310
403
295
374
397
423
453
537
524

P582

Total
exports,

excluding
Lend-
Lease

3,177
4,021
4,406

v 3, 158
303
284
301
292
230
244
232
271
265
239
226

P271

General
imports

2,318
2,625
3,345

v 2, 743
254
254
272
234
191
215
214
184
196
199
174

*356

Balance
of exports,
excluding

Lend-
Lease

859
1,396
1,061
»415

50
30
29
58
39
29
18
87
69
40
52

»-85

v Preliminary.1 December figures include some exports and imports actually made but not
tabulated in prior months.

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce and the Office of Lend-Lease Adminis-
tration.

Because of the acute shipping shortage and the loss
through enemy action of major sources of supply for
several commodities which normally constitute a large
part of the goods received from abroad, the dollar
volume of imports in 1942 fell below the level of 1941.
They were, however, larger than in 1939 and 1940.

The emphasis now is upon importing those commodities
which are essential to the prosecution of the war. The
import problem is thus to maintain or to increase
imports of graphite, industrial diamonds, jute, mica
splittings, beryllium, tungsten, bauxite, and other
strategic commodities that play vital parts in our
war effort. The importance of these imports to a
nation fighting for existence can scarcely be measured
in dollar terms. Currently, approximately one-half of
the total volume of imports consists of commodities
such as these which are classified by the Government
as strategic and critical.
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The Business Situation
BUSINESS developments during February con-

formed to the now familiar pattern of continued
expansion in the war-goods sphere accompanied by
further contraction and restriction of the civilian
economy. Industrial production, as measured by the
Federal Reserve seasonally adjusted index, apparently
advanced 1 point to a new peak of 201. The rise, as in
all recent months, was concentrated almost entirely
among the durable-goods manufacturing industries.
Nondurable-goods production declined while minerals
output was higher because of gains among the fuels
components.

Manufacturers7 shipments continued to be in heavy
dollar volume, attaining an annual rate of 135 billion
dollars. 12 percent larger than the record value of
manufacturing output, 121 billion dollars, attained
last year.

Retail trade likewise continued in record dollar
volume for this season of the year. The high February
level of the series was attributable to an extraordinary
buying wave as well as price advances.

As income payments continued to flow in a steadily
larger stream the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of
889 wholesale prices responded by advancing 1 point
during February despite the large proportion of all
products other than farm output which has been
brought under effective price control. Further farm
product price increases appeared likely as additional
attention was given to possible methods of increasing
farm production in view of the increasing gravity of
the outlook for food supplies. Living costs also ad-
vanced fractionally during the month with food prices
continuing to lead the way as has been characteristic
during recent months.

Rationing began in earnest on March first. Its ex-
tension to cover canned, dried, and frozen foods as well
as shoes further underlined the magnitude of the dis-
parity which now exists between civilian supplies and
civilian purchasing power. With many new rationing-
programs certain to come in the next few months, the
necessary wartime process of reducing and equalizing
civilian living standards appeared to be well under way.
An indication of the way these living standards may
eventually be cut was furnished by the release of esti-
mates of minimum essential civilian requirements pre-
pared by the War Production Board's Civilian Supply
Division.

From the record level of 81.5 billion dollars reached in
1941, Civilian Supply estimated that consumer pur-
chases might, if necessary, be cut in real terms to 56
billions (of 1941 dollars) before reaching " bedrock
levels" or levels considered indispensable to mainte-

nance of effective military output and activity during a
long war. The details of the so-called " bedrock" es-
timates of essential civilian requirements are, of course,
controversial and subject to necessarily arbitrary defi-
nitions of essentiality. The broad picture outlined by
the above stated aggregates, however, is of interest as
an informed view of the amount of civilian curtailment
which is feasible for the duration of the war period.

Manpower Problem More Acute

Other economic developments during February and
early March pointed more clearly to manpower as being
the single problem into which most others on the do-
mestic front are being increasingly resolved. The term
"mobilization," originally a military term applied to
the assembling of troops from civilian life for armed
service, is nowhere so appropriately used in connection
with our economic preparations as when applied to the
manpower outlook for 1943 and later. The Nation's
need for men and women is, as shown in table 1, great
and imperative.

Table 1.—Summary of Labor Force and Armed Force Re-
quirements, December 1942 to December 1943

Requirements

Increase in armed forces
Increase in civilian employment:

Munitions
Essential nonagricultural...

Total requirements

M
il

li
on

s 
of

pe
rs

on
s

4.3

1.8
.3

6.4

Supply

Decrease in less essential civilian em-
ployment

Reduction in unemployment
Accessions to labor force required from

nonworker groups.

Total of above manpower sources.

M
il

li
on

s 
of

 
I

pe
rs

on
s 

|

3.2

.5

2.7

6.4

Source: War Manpower Commission.

The 1943 manpower outlook is notable for the num-
ber of new workers who will have to be recruited for the
civilian labor force and also for the amount of re-
shuffling of workers within the labor force. It is quite
likely that the requirement estimates as shown in the
left-hand column of table 1 should be regarded as being
at minimum levels. The sources from which may come
the required 6,400,000 persons needed during 1943, are
suggested in the right-hand column. If they are
actually forthcoming from the sources and in the
amounts as shown, a tremendous population shuffle is
obviously ahead as millions quit jobs to enter the armed
forces, as other millions leave nonessential industries to
replace them in essential lines, and still other millions
leave home and school to bolster the work force.

Since Government policy in this matter has not yet
been fully determined, it is clear that the required
millions of persons may not be obtained in the amounts
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arid from the sources as listed. Study of the supply
side of table 1 reveals two basic alternatives between
which a choice can be made or which can be used in
combination. If the requirement estimates be ac-
cepted as they stand, these alternatives on the supply
side are: Either secure the needed workers by with-
drawing them from less essential industries and thus
further shrinking civilian supplies, or recruit them
from the ranks of the nonworkers, or do both. Another
alternative—drawing on the unemployed—finds this
source almost at a minimum now.

If it be assumed that during this year manpower re-
quirements and supply are as shown in table 1, then
by December the size and distribution of our civilian
labor force and armed forces will be as indicated in
table 2. A most striking aspect of this distribution is
the sharp gain of women workers relative to men in the
munitions and "other" industries. Another is the fur-
ther decline of 1,600,000 in the total civilian labor force.

Table 2.—Estimated Civilian Labor Force and Armed Forces,
December 1941-43

[Millions of personsj

Group

Civilian labor force
Employment:

Munitions
Essential nonagricul-

tural
Agricultural
Other industries. . -.

Unemploymcn t . . .

Armed forces

Total

De-
cem-
ber
1941

54.0

6.5

6.5
8.3

28.9
3.8

2.1

56. 1

December 1942

Total

53.4

8.7

8.9
26.6

1.5

6.4

59.8

Male

37.9

7.1

6.2
8.0

15.7
.9

6.4

Fe-
male

15.5

1.6

1.5
.9

10.9
.6

(2)

44. 3 j 15. 5

December 1943

Total

51.8

10.5

8.0
18.9
23.4

1.0

10.7

62.5

Male

34.6

7.6

6.1
7.9

12.4
.6

10.5

45.1

Fe-
male

17.2

2.9

1.9
1.0

11.0
.4

.2

17.4

1 Seasonal peak requirements 12.0,
2 Less than 50,000.
Sources: U. S. Department of Labor, War Manpower Commission, and Depart-

ment of Commerce.

According to Census estimates, there appeared to be
in November 1942 a volunteer United States labor
reserve of 5,000,000 persons 14 years old and older.
It was composed of people willing and able to take
full-time jobs under certain conditions. The character-
istics of this voluntary labor reserve are shown in
table 3.

It will be clear from inspection of the table that
this volunteer reserve is composed largely of women,
most of whom are engaged in home housework. Of
these, 83 percent are married and 40 percent are
responsible for the care of children—largely children
under 10 years of age. These family responsibilities
obviously hinder to some extent their freedom of work.
In fact, three-fourths of this volunteer reserve are
definitely not willing to leave home to work elsewhere.
The 5,000,000 volunteers, according to the Census
Bureau, are distributed geographically in about the
same way the general population is distributed. The
193 war-production centers, including neighboring
communities, where labor shortages exist now or are

expected later this year, contained in 1940 approxi-
mately one-third the total United States population.
Hence, a maximum of only one-third of the volunteer
reserve resides in or near war-production centers.

Under these circumstances, it is clear that it will
not be an easy task even under the most favorable
conditions to recruit the additional 2,700,000 non-
workers required at the minimum for the labor force.

Table 3.—Voluntary Labor Reserve, November 19421

[Millions of persons]

Group

Total

Willing to leave home to work elsewhere
Not willing to leave home to work elsewhere

Students _ .
Unable or too old to seek work under normal conditions.
Othernonworkers - . .
Engaged in home housework

Married
Single separated or divorced widowed

Not responsible for care of children . . .
Responsible for care of children under 13 years

Responsible for care of children under 10 years..

Total

5.0

1.2
3.8

.5

.2

.2
4.1
3.4

7

2.5
1.6
1.2

Male

0.5

.2

.2

. 1
(2)

Fe-
male

4.5

. 3

i.l

2.5
1.6
1.2

1 Nonworkers who could take full-time jobs.
2 Less than 50,000.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

In acute labor-shortage areas, however, the fact
that an adequate number of people may be induced to
in-migrate to meet labor needs does not constitute a
simple or complete solution to the problem. Inade-
quate housing and other accommodations in such areas
preclude sole reliance upon in-migration. So far as
possible, the problem must be solved on an area basis
so as to minimize the necessity of expanding housing
and other community requirements of an enlarged
population. This means that the utmost reliance
must be placed upon the present inhabitants of the
shortage areas.

Either a large number of persons living in those
areas and not now in the labor force must take local
jobs, or less essential civilian industries in the shortage
areas will have to be heavily curtailed or even closed
down entirely to release manpower for local war pro-
duction. Certainly the production oi civilian products
of a nonessential character in areas of acute labor
shortages must stop—perhaps also the production of
essential civilian goods if there are facilities in non-
shortage areas where these commodities may be
manufactured.

Neither is curtailment a complete solution. The
difficulty in recruiting many additional war workers
from civilian industries in labor shortage areas lies
in the fact that these areas are now meagerly serviced.
Indeed some actual expansion of service industries may
be necessary if many women are to be induced to leave
their homes to enter the labor market. Moreover, the
number of workers that would now be released to war
industries by closing down nonessential civilian indus-
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tries in shortage areas is not believed to be large. Con-
sequently some further in-migration will probably be
necessary to augment the best efforts of the present
inhabitants.

Another basic but partial solution to the manpower
problem is to make more complete utilization of the
workers already in the labor force. This can be done
by longer hours of work, by reduction of currently
serious absenteeism, turn-over, discrimination, labor
hoarding and other restrictive practices. The Govern-
ment has already moved toward a longer work week by
Executive Order requiring a minimum of 48 hours in
certain designated labor shortage areas.

The actual contribution of the 48-hour week to our
manpower supply during 1943 is not as yet clear.
Neither is it clear whether the productivity of the new
industrial recruits replacing the skilled men inducted
into the armed forces is equal to that of those they re-
placed. If not, current estimates of manpower re-
quirements may prove to be low.

The Outlook for National Product and National
Income in 1943

The estimates of national income and national prod-
uct for 1942, published in a special article in this issue,
invite speculation about the probable changes in these
measures that will be recorded for 1943. It is well to
consider, before citing possible figures for the present
year, the peculiar difficulties of forecasting in time of
war and the type of assumption these difficulties
necessitate. In one sense the forecasting problem is
very much simplified. Assuming that the current year
will not see the end of the w âr, we can be sure that there
will be no lack of aggregate demand and that every
attempt will be made to harness our economic resources
for maximum output. We need have no concern, as in
times of peace, about the possibility of shrinking in-
vestment opportunities or of saturation of consumers'
goods markets.

On the other hand, the actual results for 1943 will
be determined much more than in times of peace by
legislative and administrative decisions yet to be
taken. Although one may weigh the possibilities in
these matters, it is either impossible or inappropriate
to forecast them. Consequently, while such impon-
derables as the changes in taxes to be enacted or the
effectiveness of price control are of vital importance,
they must be set aside here. Accordingly, it is as-
sumed for purposes of the forecast that no further
price rise will occur from present levels and that present
tax legislation will remain unchanged. It is left to
the individual reader to modify these assumptions
and change the forecast as he sees fit.

The gross national product in 1943, upon the basis
of the above assumptions, will be substantially higher
than the 1942 total of 152 billion dollars. The prob-
able level for the year is between 175 and 180 billions.

Involved in this figure, of course, is the price rise that
has already occurred from the 1942 average through
February—approximately 4 percent in terms of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' cost-of-living index.

The gross national product of 1943 will be divided
almost entirely between Government expenditures and
consumer purchases of goods and services. Govern-
ment expenditures, State and local as well as Federal,
arc likely to exceed 100 billion dollars compared with
62 billions in 1942, while consumer expenditures may
decline to approximately 77 billions from the almost
82 billions in the previous year. Since nearly nine-
tenths of the Government total is accounted for by
war expenditures, there is an obvious judgment here
that production and manpower difficulties will not
prevent attainment of a tremendous war output. Pri-
vate gross-capital formation should fall to something
between zero and 2 billion dollars, since a small volume
of construction and equipment expenditures will be
offset by a fairly sizable drain on inventories. Gross
private capital outlay in the previous year was 8
billion dollars.

The assumption of constant prices from this point
forward implies maintenance of present wage rates.
Upon this basis, the national income in 1943 will
reach the neighborhood of 140 billion dollars in contrast
to the 1942 estimate of a little less than 120 billions.
An earlier forecast of 135 billions for 1943 was based
upon incomplete 1942 data which indicated a national
income level for that year of only 117 billions. Income
payments to individuals should approximate 135 billion
dollars in 1943, likewise about 20 billion dollars higher
than in 1942.

Of this tremendous income flow, taxes paid out of
individual incomes1 "will require a minimum of 14
billion dollars on the basis of present legislation, in-
cluding State and local as well as Federal. Hence, if
both prices and consumer*supplies are held so that
consumer outlays for available goods and services are
limited to about 77 billion dollars, savings of individuals
will soar well above 40 billion^dollars. Whatever ad-
justments in the above forecasts might be made,
therefore, it is clear that severe intensification of the
threat of inflation during 1943 is in prospect.

Value of Manufacturers' Output, 1942

New evidence of the tremendous power of American
industry to produce when confronted with a high level
of effective demand for its products is offered by the in-
crease in the value of manufacturers' output during 1942.
Reports to the Commerce Department's monthly
Industry Survey indicate that the gross value of
products manufactured in the United States soared to
a new peak of 121 billion dollars for the year as a whole.
This compares with the previous record total of 94
billion dollars in 1941 and is more than double the 57
billions reported by the Census of Manufactures in 1939.Digitized for FRASER 
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Value of products represents selling value at the plant
or factory. Because the products of some establish-
ments are used as materials by others, the gross value of
products includes a considerable amount of duplica-
tion, estimated roughly at one-third of the total.
Higher prices are, of course, reflected in factory selling
values and are partly responsible for the rising trend in
the value of manufactured products since 1939. It is
estimated that nearly one-half of the 30-percent in-
crease in value of products from 1941 to 1942 is ac-
counted for by the rise of 10 percent in the average
wholesale price of industrial products.

Chart 1.—Relationship between Inventories and Shipments
of All Manufacturing Industries
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Table 4.—Value of Products of Manufacturing Industries,
1939-42

[Billions of dollars]

Industry group

All manufacturing .
Durable goods

Iron and steel and their products
Transportation equipment (except auto-

mobiles)
Automobiles and equipment
Electrical machinery
Other machinery
Other durables 1

Nondurable goods
Food products
Textile-mill products
Paper and allied products
Chemicals and allied products
Petroleum refining
Rubber products
Other nondurables 2

1939

56.8
24.9
0.6

.9
4.0
1.7
3.3
8.4

31.9
10.6
3.9
2.0
3.7
2.4
.9

8.4

1910

66.2
31.8

8.4

1.6
5.3
.̂ 3

4.2
10.0
34.4
11.2
4.2
2.3
4.3
2.5
1.0
8.9

1941

94.1
49.0
12.7

4.2
6.9
3.6
6.6

15.0
45.1
14.5
6.3
3.0
5.8
3.1
1.4

11.0

1 Includes lumber, furniture, stone, clay, and glass products, nonferrous metals,
and miscellaneous durable goods industries.

2 Includes tobacco, apparel, leather, and miscellaneous nondurable goods industries.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The shift in the character of manufacturing output
brought on by wartime expansion is indicated by the
data shown in table 4. Thus production of the durable-
goods industries, which constituted only 44 percent of

1942

121.0
65.8
14.2

12.6
7.0
5.0
9.9

17.1
55.2
18.6
7.9
3.1
6.8
3.5
1.5

13.8

total value of products in 1939, made up 52 percent of
output in 1941 and 54 percent in 1942. There was,
however, a marked contrast between the composition
of durable-goods output in each of these latter 2 years.
In 1941 a record-breaking output of consumer durable
goods was superimposed upon the production of a heavy
volume of construction materials and the beginning of
the armament program. In 1942 the decline in output
of consumer durables was more than offset by the in-
crease in production of munitions and of materials for
peak level construction activity.

In 1942 war materials accounted for approximately
one-half of the estimated 80 billion dollars net value of
manufacturing output after adjustment for duplications.
This figure includes not only the value of finished
armaments but also equipment and materials for new
plants, other construction materials, and all other
products used in converting the economy to a full war-
time basis during the year.

Business Inventories

Liquidation of civilian inventories during recent
months has ended the general inventory expansion that
previously featured the wartime rise in business activ-
ity. Record-breaking consumer purchases reduced the
aggregate value of stocks held by manufacturers,
wholesalers, and retailers from an all-time peak of 29.3
billion dollars on June 30, 1942, to 28.3 billions by the
end of December. A drain on stocks through whole-
sale and retail channels more than offset a continued
moderate rise in manufacturers' inventories to produce
this net decline of a billion dollars in the aggregate.
Replacement of trade inventories has been hampered
by growing military and Lend-Lease requirements and
by the dwindling production of civilian goods.

Reductions in the closing months of 1942 did not,
however, entirely wipe out the increase in inventory
values built up during the first half of the year. As a
result, the total value of business inventories at the end
of 1942 exceeded that of the beginning of the year by
1.25 billion dollars—a moderate rise compared with
the increase of 6 billions during 1941. Adjustment for
the fact that present stocks are carried at higher prices
than those of last year indicate that the physical volume
of inventories is now somewhat below its level of one
year ago.

Table 5.—Value of Business Inventories, End of Month
[Millions of dollars]

Year and month

1941:
December

1942:
March
June
September - -
December

Total

27, 081

28,450
29,311
29,034
28, 345

Manu-
facturers

15, 747

16,464
17.183
17,439
17, 653

f

salers j

4,697
1

4,899 !4,632 '
4,245 i
3,992 i

e t 3 i l e ,

6. 637

7,087
7,496
7,350
6,700

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.
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Manufacturers' Inventories Higher.
Manufacturers' stocks were the only types of business

inventories to rise significantly in 1942. For the year
as a whole, the increase amounted to 1.9 billion dollars—
85 percent of which was concentrated in the war-stimu-
lated durable-goods industries. Even for manufactur-
ers, however, the rate of increase showed a pronounced
drop in the final half of the year when additions to
inventories amounted to less than $500,000,000 for
the entire 6-month period. This compares with 1.5
billion dollars in the first half of the year and with 2.5
billions during the last half of 1941.

Growing shortages of basic supplies are, of course,
the principal reason for the slower rate of inventory
expansion. Enormously stepped-up production re-
quirements have made the accumulation of protective
inventory cushions in excess of requirements more and
more difficult. The steady shift of economic resources—
labor, plant, equipment, and power to armament pro-
duction—has been more to end products than to raw
materials. This has not resulted in surplus raw mate-
Chart 2.—Relationship between Inventories and Shipments

of Durable-Goods Manufacturing Industries

4 8 12 16 20 24
SHIPMENTS, TOTAL FOR QUARTER (BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

DO. 43-84

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

rials stocks but rather has added to demands for
materials because of generally expanding activity.
Thus, while stocks have continued to increase in
substantial volume in the durable-goods industries,
output expansion has led to urgent demands both for
more materials and for better scheduling of the existing
flow of supplies.

Inventories have been increasingly drawn down in
those industries in which civilians have a relatively
larger stake, i. e., most nondurable goods plus such
civilian durables as furniture, lumber, stone, clay, and
glass products (see table 6). Those industries in par-

ticular have felt the pressure of huge civilian-purchas-
ing power combined with large military and Lend-
Lease demands. Stocks of finished goods held by
these manufacturers have suffered heavy depletion,
especially in the final quarter of 1942. By the end of
December, for example, finished lumber stocks had
been reduced to approximately one-half of their value
at the beginning of the year. The corresponding
reduction in the value of finished textile mill products
exceeded 25 percent. In addition, finished goods held
by manufacturers of food products, leather goods,
stone, clay and glass products, and furniture were all
below firs t-of-year values.

Table 6.—Percentage Changes in Value of Manufacturers'
Inventories, End of 1942 from End of 1941

Industry group

Total manufacturing

Durable goods -
Transportation e<iuipm ont

(except automobiles)
Automobiles and equip-

ment
Electrical machinery

\ Other machinery
Nonferrous metals
Stone, day, glass products. _
Furniture
Lumber

Percent
change

+12

+19

-{-48

-1-23
+40
+22
+7
- 3
- 9

-12

Industry group
! Percent
[ change

Nondurable goods
Chemicals and allied prod-

ucts
Paper and allied products. .
Textile-mill products
Food products
Petroleum refining
Leather and leather prod-

ucts

+4
+11
+6

0
- 3

-10

-14

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Allowances for higher prices indicate thai the declines
in terms of physical quantities were, of course, larger
than those registered by value figures. Finally, replace-
ment of supplies as well as expansion of capacities in
most of these industries is difficult and, in some cases,
impossible because of the manpower, materials, and
equipment shortages generated by the war program.

Charts 1, 2, and 3 show the effect of the inventory
developments just outlined on the general relationship
of stocks to sales. They point to the fact that the
slower rise in durable-goods inventories and the recent
decline in nondurable-goods inventories have combined
with the continued advance in shipments to pull inven-
tories back toward their more usual relationship with
production requirements. The charts show the rise in
inventories that has accompanied the expansion (traced
by the movement of the points from left to right) of
shipments since 1939.

The dotted line on chart 1 represents the average
relationship of inventories to shipments based on the
2^-year period from 1939 through the second quarter of
1941. Deviations from this relationship were small
dining the base period—the expansion of inventories
being generally in proportion to the expansion of ship-
ments. In contrast, inventories increased phenomenally
in relation to shipments during the latter half of 1941
and the first half of 1942. Protective buying replaced
immediate production needs as a motive for much of
the inventory accumulation during this second period,
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and stocks expanded far out of line with the indicated
requirements of production. This movement has now
been reversed. The important fact today is that ship-
ments, especially of war materials, have expanded to a
point where the level of inventories is now nearer to the
amount needed to sustain the enlarged volume of out-
put. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the charts
for both durable and nondurable goods.

Chart 3.—Relationship between Inventories and Shipments
of Nondurable-Goods Manufacturing Industries
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This new phase naturally brings its own problems.
In the field of arms production it necessitates the use
of closer and closer tolerances in the scheduling of
materials. In the field of civilian supply it increasingly
emphasizes the need for a fair and equitable distribu-
tion of scarce goods. But all of these are sympto-
matic of the facts that surplus inventories are being
gradually whittled down and that resources are being
increasingly put to more effective uses as the war
effort approaches its peak.

Trade Inventories Declining.

Inventories held by wholesalers and retailers have
declined in recent months as extremely heavy con-
sumer purchases have been met by a diminished flow
of civilian supplies. Wholesale stocks, currently valued
at less than 4 billion dollars, are lower than at any time
in almost 2 years. They have fallen from a wartime
high of 4.9 billion dollars early last year in a downward
movement which began in durable goods lines but
which has gradually spread to practically all civilian-
goods dealers in the wholesale field.

Retail inventories have also been reduced. Heavy
liquidation in the closing months of 1942 practically
wiped out the huge increases in retail stocks that oc-
curred during the first half of the year. In that earlier

period output of civilian goods was still large enough
both to expand inventories and to enable producers
to meet the rising tide of demand. As a result the
value of retail holdings hit an all-time peak of 7.5
billion dollars at the end of June. By the end of
December, however, they were down to 6.7 billions-
little changed from their value at the beginning of 1942.

As could be expected, trade outlets specializing in
irreplaceable consumers' durable-goods have experi-
enced the heaviest reductions in inventories. This
can readily be seen from the year-to-year percentage
changes in stocks by kind of business, as reported to
the Census Bureau. Figures released by the Census
are shown in table 7 for selected kinds of wholesale and
retail business. In both fields the largest declines
have been in durable-goods outlets such as hardware,
lumber and building materials, furniture, household
appliances, and the like.

Table 7.—-Percentage Changes
ventories, End of 1942

Kind of business

Wholesalers:
Electrical goods
Plumbing and heating sup-

plies -
General hardware -
Confectionery
Shoes and other footwear...
Metals
Furniture and housefur-

nishings __
Clothing and furnishings,

except shoes
Dry goods
Groceries and foods, except

farm products .._ . - . -
Lumber and building mate-

rials
Jewelry
Tobacco and its products,..

Percent
change

-55

-39
-33
-28
-27
-25

-22

-17
-16

-14

-12
-10
- 4

in Value of Selected Trade In-
From End of 1941

Kind of business

Wholesalers— Continued.
Paints and varnishes
Fresh fruits and vegetables.
Drugs and sundries
Paper and its products.

Retailers:
Lumber, building mate-

rials dealers
Hardware stores . . .
Filling stations
Furniture, household ap-

pliances, radio stores
Jewelry stores
Drugstores .*. . _ .
Food stores
Department stores
Apparel stores_

Percent
change

- 4
+1
+2
+2

-16
-12
-11

- 3
- 1
+2
+3
+6

+10

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Larger stores were able to maintain a more favorable
inventory position throughout 1942 than were the
smaller stores. Census returns for independent re-
tailers show that large stores, i. e., those with annual
sales in excess of 200,000 dollars, increased the value of
their inventories by 4 percent during the year. All other
size brackets show a drop over the period with the
largest decrease (6 percent) occurring in the smallest
size bracket, i. e., stores with annual sales under 10,000
dollars. In general, larger stores show either larger
increases or more moderate declines than do smaller
stores.

Retail Trade

Retail sales, which were well maintained in January,
moved forward in February to a record level for this
time of year. The shoe rationing order touched off a
buying wave in apparel which lifted the seasonally
adjusted Department store sales index (1923-25 = 100)
to 165 in February, compared with 143 in January.
Men's clothing sales were probably not much above the
high level of the preceding year, but sales of women's
clothing showed a large increase over 1942. Furniture
sales were well maintained, but hardware stores during
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recent months have been reporting substantial declines
over comparable months of the previous year. Losses
in dollar volume are also increasing at filling stations
and at building materials dealers.

Table 8.—Sales of Retail Stores, by Kinds of Business, 1941-43
[Millions of dollars]

Kind of business

All retail stores *
Durable goods stores
Nondurable goods stores

By kind of business:
Food stores
Eating and drinking places - -
Apparel stores -
Filling stations
Building materials and hardware deal-

ers
Housefurnishings stores . _
Automotive stores .
Drug stores
General merchandise stores
Other retail stores

1941

54,173
14,876
39, 297

12,411
4,568
4,092
3,500

3, 722
2,387
8,226
1,866
7,830
5,573

1942

56,384
9,932

46, 453

15,092
5,824
5,058
3,295

3,883
2,341
3,009
2, 281
8,789
6,8JL2

1943 2

49,000
4,900

44, 100

15,000
7. 200
4,300
2,600

1,200
1,300
2,200
2,100
7,200
5,900

Percent
change,
1942 to

1943

- 1 3

—5
i

+24
- 1 5
- 2 1

- 6 9
- 4 4
- 2 7

- 8
- 1 8

JO

f J Due to rounding, group figures do not necessarily add to totals for all retail stores.
2 Forecast based on quantities of goods to be available for civilians in 1943 according

to~present programs, and on price increases from 1942 which are moderate except in
the case of food.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Revised figures now available for 1942 show total
retail sales at 56.4 billion dollars, an increase of 4 per-
cent from 1941. After allowing for price rises, retail
sales in constant dollars declined 8 percent. This
figure, however, does not reflect the full extent of the
decline in physical volume of retail trade. Data both
on production for civilian use and on inventory changes,
although not complete, show a considerably larger de-
cline in units sold, indicating that trading up or quality
deterioration or both occurred on a substantial scale
during the past year.

In 1943, production for civilian use is being further
restricted by the requirements of the war program.
If prices can be held reasonably well in check a decline
in total retail sales seems inevitable. The effect of
curtailments will, of course, be much greater in some
lines than in others. Based on information now avail-
able, table 8 indicates roughly the relative cuts to be
expected in each major retail group. Present indica-
tions are that building materials and hardware dealers
will be hardest hit, followed by household furnishings
stores, automotive stores, and filling stations. Eating

and drinking places, on the other hand, are expected
to have increased sales.

Table 9.—Retail Sales Tax Base
[Billions of dollars]

Item

Sales of retail stores
Less:

Sales to other retailers and governmental units, serv-
ice receipts of retailers, and trade-in allowances

Equals:
Net sales of goods for private use at retail stores

For consumer use
For farm business use
For other business use

Add:
Sales of finished goods (not for resale) other than by

retailers .
For consumer use 2

For farm business use
For other business use:

Construction materials
Producers' durable equipment privately fin-

anced
Nondurable goods

Equals:
Sales tax base including commodities now subject to

tax
For consumer use
For farm business use
For other business use .

Supplementary data:
Retail value of goods now subject to Federal excise taxes..
Food sales

For home consumption
Restaurant meals, etc

Calendar
years

1942 1943

3.0

53.4
40. 7
2.4
4.3

13.2
4.9

1.5

4.3
1.6

66. 6
51.6
3.3
11.7

19.4
20.4
16. 1
4.3

49.0

1.9

47.1
43.0
1.9
2.2

8.1
3.7
.8

.6

1.9
1.1

55. 2
46.7
2.7

16.2
20.5
15.5
5.0

Fiscal
year
1944 i

45.0

43.3
40.1

0.9
3.4
.8

1.4
.9

50. 2
43. 5
2.6
4.1

14.5
20.1
14.9
5.2

1 Estimated.
2 Includes sales of retailers not covered in Census of Retail Trade.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Retail Sales Tax a Possible Revenue Measure.

The question of a retail-sales tax has been brought
to the fore again following the Presidential request for
16 billion dollars of additional current revenue. Such
a tax, if enacted, would undoubtedly be applied not only
to sales of retail stores as here defined, but also to sales
not for resale made by wholesalers, manufacturers,
farmers, etc. On the other hand, service receipts and
certain other items which are included in sales of retail
stores would probably not be taxed. The estimates
of a retail-sales tax base calculated on this basis are
shown in table 9. They indicate that a 5-percent tax
would yield somewhere in the neighborhood of 2.5
billion dollars in fiscal year 1944 if no exemptions were
allowed for commodities already taxed by the Federal
Government.

513019-43-
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The Business Situation
CONTINUED gains ir war output during March

were accompanied by additional restrictions upon
the civilian economy. Production indexes generally
continued to advance on a seasonally adjusted basis,
with the Federal Eeserve index climbing an apparent 2
points due almost entirely to further advances among
the durable manufacturing industries. Munitions out-
put attained a new peak. Output of ingot steel moved
narrowly higher while electric power production main-
tained the level of February, in contrast to the usual
seasonal decline in prior years.

Wholesale prices also continued their steady rise,
advancing 1 point during March as prices of farm
products and of foods, the elements in the price struc-
ture under less effective control, rose appreciably.
Prices of industrial products, under more effective
control, remained virtually steady.

Retail trade, following the heavy buying wave in
February, returned to more normal levels in March
but remained above the same period in 1942. Led by
near-panic buying of apparel, February retail sales ex-
ceeded 4.5 billion dollars, an 18 percent gain over
February 1942 and an all-time peak in terms of the
seasonally adjusted index. The index of apparel sales
jumped more than 60 points, or 30 percent, from Jan-
uary to February. Since supplies of consumer goods
are already dwindling, the effect of such a high level of
sales is, of course, to bring nearer the dates on which
additional action to restrict consumption may have to
be taken.

Extension of the food-rationing program to cover
meats, certain dairy products, fats, and oils high-lighted
this necessary wartime process of restricting consump-
tion which has been under way for some months. The
outlook for food supplies was somewhat brightened,
however, by reports that acreages planted in certain
crops this year were running well ahead of last year.
This is indicative of the serious efforts farmers are
making to meet 1943 farm-output goals.

On the labor front transfers to war industries were
reported to be increasing in response to the 48-hour
week and essential activity orders. The question of
wage rate revision was clarified by the President's
Executive order of April 8, but, despite the veto of the
Bankhead bill, legislation to revise farm parity prices
was still pending.

Passage of the first quarterly tax date in 1943 saw
returns filed by an estimated 38,000,000 individuals of
whom about 19,000,000 were making returns for the
first time. Collections for March, both of personal
and corporate income taxes, were approximately 53
percent greater than the same month last year. This

advance was too small in dollar terms, however, to
contribute substantially to the alleviation of present
inflationary pressure.

War expenditures during March were approximately
7 billion dollars or at an annual rate in excess of 84
billion dollars. This rate of expenditure was almost
one-sixth higher than February or 3 percent higher on
a daily average basis. Since it set a new high for war
spending it indicated that progress toward the peak
of the war production drive was being made. As this
peak draws closer the pressure upon industries vital
to the war effort naturally increases. The following
sections show how two industries, steel and lumber,
both close to the war program, have been affected by
recent developments and how they are likely to fare
during the balance of the present year.

The Steel Industry

Steel is perhaps the most important single material
required for the enormous war-production program
scheduled this year. Our ability to produce steel de-
termines, in large measure, whether or not deliveries
of finished munitions and industrial products can be
increased to rates required to sustain prospective mili-
tary operations. To date shortages of steel and steel
products have been a major factor restricting the ex-
pansion of war output. Allocation of steel among
competing uses has become a steadily more difficult
problem and has largely determined the evolution of
material-control methods.

In 1940 and 1941, as the demand for steel developed
with the growth of the defense program, controversy
arose over the rate at which pig iron and steel capacity
should be expanded to meet essential requirements.
In fact the growth in steel capacity since 1940 has
lagged far behind the increase in needs for steel. The
actual capacity of the steel industry at the close of
recent years, and the projected capacity upon com-
pletion of the present expansion program are as follows,
in millions of net tons :

Steel Pig iron
capacity capacity

December 31, 1940 84. 1 56. 6
December 31, 1941 88. 6 1 57. 9
December 31, 1942 90.3 * 61. 0
December 31, 1943 97. 1 i 68. 6

1 Corrected for the transfer of certain facilities to ferro-alloy production.

Sources: American Iron and Steel Institute and War Production Board.

Originally the completion of the 97,100,000 net tons
of steel capacity was scheduled for mid-1943. However,
difficulties in obtaining certain components required
for the expansion program have delayed it and com
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pletion of the entire program is not now in prospect
before the end of this year.

Last year, under the pressure of war demands,
86,000,000 net tons of ingot steel Were produced. This
represented a 4 percent gain over 1941. This year an
output between 91,000,000 and 92,000,000 tons ap-
pears possible. Production during the first quarter of
1943 totaled 21,900,000 tons, an annual rate of nearly
88,000,000.

Assuming that 92,000,000 tons of ingot steel may
be produced this year; the approximate bill of mate-
rials required for this output is as follows:

Millions
of net Ions

Pig iron 58
Limestone (for blast furnaces only) * 23
Coke l 52
Coal (for coke production) l 74
Iron ore MOO

Home scrap 26
Purchased scrap 14
Iron ore (lump) 8
Limestone 8
Coal (steel production only) 12

1 Only materials required for the production of pig iron to be used in steel making
are included.

Pig iron and scrap need not be combined in fixed pro-
portions and the material requirements will therefore
vary somewhat with the relative availability of these
two materials. For example, in 1942 scrap deficiencies
forced greater proportionate use of pig iron; in 1943 the
scrap situation is somewhat improved due to lower
exports of semimanufactured steel products and to the
scrap collection drives. However, difficulties may be
experienced in producing sufficient pig iron.

Chart 1.—Percentage Change in Production for Sale of Steel
Products, 1942 from 1941 i

PRODUCT
GROUP -50

PERCENTAGE CHANGE
-25 0 +25 +50 +75 +100

PLATES, SHEARED
AND UNIVERSAL

JNGOTS, BLOOMS, BILLETSj
SLABS, SHEET BARS, ETC.

RAILS. SPLICE BAR, TIE PLATES,
AND TRACK SPIKES

HEAVY STRUCTURAL SHAPES
AND STEEL PILING

PIPE AND TUBE

WIRE AND WIRE PRODUCTS
(INCLUDING FENCE POSTS)

SHEETS AND STRIP

NOTE - WIDTH OF BARS
REPRESENTS PERCENT
THAT EACH PRODUCT
GROUP IS OF THE TOTAL
PRODUCTION FOR SALE
OF STEEL PRODUCTS
IN 1941.

i Data exclude shipments to members of the industry for conversion into further
finished products.

Source: American Iron and Steel Institute.

In 1942, 59,300,000 net tons of pig iron were produced,
of which approximately 52,000,000 were used for steel
production. The rest represented chiefly merchant
iron. In 1943 output of pig iron probably will not
exceed 65,000,000 tons yet the bill of materials for
92,000,000 tons of steel production calls for something
in the neighborhood of 58,000,000 tons of pig iron. In
addition, approximately 8,000,000 tons of merchant
iron are regarded as essential. The 1943 pig-iron re-
quirements of the steel industry are, of course, tied to
the problem of scrap supply and are thus subject to
revision should the scrap situation change appreciably.
The principal problem involved in expanding pig-iron
output at present is one of insufficient plant capacity
rather than of acute shortages in the basic materials
such as iron ore, coal and coke, and limestone, which
are employed in pig-iron production.

Patterns of Steel Output and Consumption Changing.
The war program, in addition to increasing the aggre-

gate demand for steel, and expanding particularly the
demand for higher quality steels, has brought about

Chart 2.—Percentage Change in Billings of Steel Products by
Consuming Industries, 1942 from 1941 1
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AND MINING
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PRESSING, FORMING,
AND STAMPING

AUTOMOTIVE AND
AIRCRAFT

MISCELLANEOUS
AND EXPORT

NOTE- WIDTH OF BARS
REPRESENTS PERCENT THAT
EACH CONSUMING INDUSTRY
IS OF THE BILLINGS OF
STEEL PRODUCTS FOR ALL
CONSUMING INDUSTRIES
IN 1941.

1 Data exclude shipments to members of the industry for conversion into further
finished products.

Source: American Iron and Steel Institute.

important changes in the types of steel products pro-
duced. For example in 1942 the production of steel
plates, required principally for shipbuilding, virtually
doubled. This is illustrated by chart 1. Conversion
of certain continuous strip mills to plate production
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was possible since strip steel was no longer required in
peacetime quantities. In 1943 the expanded ship-
building program will require much larger quantities of
both steel plates and shapes.

Changes in steel consumption by industries occurred
between 1941 and 1942 as a result of the impact of the
war program and the necessary restriction of civilian
output. This is evident from the data shown in chart 2.
Indirect war industries such as railroads, machinery,
and agriculture received less steel last year, largely as
a result of the very great expansion in steel require-
ments of the direct war industries, which received the
highest priorities. The construction industry con-
sumed more steel in 1942 than in 1941 but this coin-
cided with a peak volume of construction activity.
With the present program for curtailment of construc-
tion, a sharp decline in steel consumption by that
industry can be expected in 1943.

The manpower problem in the steel industry is at
present less serious than in many other war industries.
During the first half of 1942, employment in the indus-
try continued to keep pace with expanding production.
During the second half of the year, however, it was
possible, without materially increasing the length of
the work week, to maintain the rise in output with a
smaller labor force. The types of steel products
produced in large volume in wartime, such as shapes
and plates, require less labor per ton than important
peacetime products, such as sheets and tin plate.
Since the shift from peacetime to wartime products
has now largely been made, however, this factor cannot
be expected to ease the steel industry's manpower
problem in 1943.

The increase in total steel output this year will
require a 5 to 10 percent larger total number of man-
hours of labor in steel plants than last year. Wage
earners, however, worked an average of only 41.6
hours per week in the steel industry last December.
Thus the industry may be able to meet its manpower
needs with almost no increase in total employment
simply by scheduling a 48-hour workweek. A redis-
tribution of iron and steel workers, however, will be
necessary in order to man the new plants being built.

The Lumber Industry

The year 1943 is likely to be one of continued diffi-
culty fdr the lumber industry. Minimum essential
military and civilian requirements are estimated at
31.5 billion board feet. To meet these requirements
the industry has set for its goal an output of 32 billion
feet in order to have a small margin of safety. This
objective is slightly more than last year's output but
nearly 1.5 billion feet less than the volume of produc-
tion attained during 1941.

Judged by the trend of lumber production during
recent months, the 1943 goal for lumber output will
probably be difficult to attain. Production has de-

clined each month since July 1942. Furthermore, the
January cut was less than 2 billion board feet for the
first month since February 1940. Output in the first
quarter of 1943 is estimated to be over 10 percent
or about 750,000,000 feet less than in the first 3 months
a year ago.

Chart 3.—Lumber Production and Mill Stocks
BILLIONS OF BOARD FEET
16

£S 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942

Source: National Lumber Manufacturers Association.

Principal factor in the downward trend of lumber
production is the serious labor-supply problem in the
logging camps and sawmills. Although both logging
camps and saw^mills have been placed in the "essential
industry" category by the War Manpower Commission,
a high rate of labor turn-over has persisted for many
months. As a result of this high turn-over and the
difficulty of securing replacements, there has been a net
loss in the number of employees. Employment in saw-
mills and logging camps decreased 9 percent from
December 1941 to December 1942. In an attempt
partially to offset this loss of manpower, average hours
of work have been increased, rising by 7 percent between
December 1941 and December 1942.

In addition to the manpower problem, logging opera-
tions, particularly in the Pacific Coast region, have,
during recent months, been seriously hampered by un-
favorable weather. Given the shortage of logs which
has resulted from the manpower and weather problems,
lumber mills have in many cases geared their operations
to the slower pace of activity in the woods. Thus cer-
tain mills have actually shut down for several days each
week.

Lumber Requirements Reflect Military Program.

An important shift is occurring in the character of
lumber requirements. Last year, with construction at
a record volume, lumber requirements for this purpose
were high. Out of a total lumber consumption of 38
billion board feet in 1942, it is estimated that approxi-
mately 22.5 billions, or nearly 60 percent, were required
for construction, both in this country and offshore in
military bases. Construction this year will, of course,
be sharply below last year's peak, both because of less
building of military facilities and bases, and because of
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curtailment in the industrial plant and other construc-
tion programs. In consequence lumber requirements
for construction in 1943 have been estimated to be
nearly 10 billion board feet below the level of 1942.

Offsetting this decrease in lumber requirements for
construction is a great increase in lumber requirements
for use as container materials, particularly for ship-
ments abroad on military and Lend-Lease account. It
has been estimated that 11.5 billion board feet will be
required this year for boxing, crating, and shipping-
alone. In addition, lumber is much in demand for use
as a substitute material to replace metals in all sorts of
manufactured and specialty products.

Table 1.—Lumber Production, Consumption, and Stocks

[Millions of board feet]

Item 1936 I 1937

TOTAL
Production
Consumption
Stocks, end of year

Change in stocks

SOFTWOODS

Production
Consumption
Stocks, end of year

Change in stocks

HARDWOODS

Production
Consumption
Stocks, end of year

Change in stocks

24,355
23,634
8,620
+74

20, 242
19,824
6,001
+230

4,113
3, 810
2,619
-156

25,997
25,106
9,627

+1,007

21,589
21,062
6,742
+741

1938 1939 1940 1941

21,646 24, 975 28, 934!33,476
22, 504126, 438! 30, 547 34,927
1 9,3101 8,470 7,472 6,976

- 4 9 5 -840 -998

1942

31, 794
37, 869
4,413

- 4 9 6 ! - 2 , 563

18,293 21,242 24,903 27,977
19,180122,392 i26,169 28,995
6,341 5,836 5,133 4,974
- 4 0 1 -505 -703 -159

4,408 3, 353
4, 044 3,324
2,885 ,
+266 - 8 4

3,733
4,046
2,634
-335

4,031
4,378
2,339
-295

26,503
31,563
2,981

-1,993

5, 499 5, 291
5,932 6,306
2,0021 1,432
-3371 -570

1 Data, beginning with 1938 year-end figure, include "green" stocks for the Appala-
chian region. Prior to this date, they include "dry" stocks only. 1938 year-end
stocks comparable with earlier data are: Total, 9,132 million board feet; hardwoods,
2,801.

Source: National Lumber Manufacturer's Association.

The net result of this changing requirements pattern
is that approximately 31 billion board feet will be needed
this year as against the estimated 1942 consumption of
38 billion board feet. Furthermore the 31 billion board
feet must come principally from current production, as
stocks have already been drawn down to meet prior
years' requirements and hence are at record low levels.
In addition, such special strictly war-use material as
pontoon and aircraft lumber, shipdecking and planking,
boat-building stock, and tank material cannot be sup-
plied out of inventories. As of December 31, 1942,
total lumber stocks were less than 4.5 billion board feet,
compared to the figure of 7 billion a year earlier.

Industry Under Increasing Pressure in 1943.

The lumber supply has been under pressure since the
start of the National Defense program in 1940. Under
the impetus of this program demand advanced rapidly,
and although output also gained, shipments could not
keep pace with orders and unfilled order files rose to
record proportions. Inventories were drawn upon both
in 1940 and 1941 to meet requirements over and above
the level of current production. With our entrance into
the war at the close of 1941, requirements for lumber

were multiplied with the result that the demand las
year was the heaviest in 15 years.

In 1942, however, further gains in lumber production
failed to materialize. Not only did the labor supply
problem become critical but increasing difficulty was
experienced in obtaining replacement of worn-out or
obsolete equipment.

A rapid increase in essential requirements for lumber
coupled with the failure of production to gain during
1942 made necessary the establishment of a number of
restrictions upon the use of lumber. Since the principal
deficiences were in the softwoods, the restrictions were
applied there in greater number. In hardwoods the
only restrictive action was applied to white-oak logs.
This limited the cutting of veneer solely to military
purposes. These measures in the main were designed
to assure the filling of most important requirements
first. The conservation and limitation orders are sum-
marized in table 2.

Table 2.—Principal Conservation and Limitation Orders
Affecting the Lumber Industry

Order
desig- ! Effective date
nation I

Principal provisions

L-41

L-121

M-186

M-208

M-209

M-234
M-228
M-229

L-218

M-279

April 1942 Halted all nonessential construction and required a
Government permit to start construction.

May 1942__: Prohibited delivery of softwood construction lum-
ber except to military or Government projects.

July 1942 Provided for allocation control of Sitka spruce logs
Nos. 1 and 2.

August 1942 Placed all softwood lumber deliveries on preference
basis.

do Prohibited use of white oak logs in manufacture of
veneer except for implements of war.

I Provided for allocations of Douglas fir, Noble fir
September 1942 and western hemlock logs and authorized WPB

to direct cutting of aircraft lumber from these
logs.

October 1942 Provided for complete control of Douglas fir lum-
I ber of No. 2 and higher grade.

February 1943. I Directed production of aircraft veneers from yellow
{ poplar.

The lumber industry's ability to achieve its output
goal of 32 billion board feet in 1943, will depend pri-
marily upon obtaining adequate manpower for the mills
and logging camps. Since the industry can hardly
expect, in view of the general manpower shortage, to
obtain more workers than last year, the chief solution
seems to be the more efficient use of available man-
power through reduction of the high rate of labor
turn-over concurrently with a lengthening of the work
week.

From the production standpoint, the year has not
begun very favorably, since output in the first quarter
was over 10 percent below the same period of 1942.

If the 1943 production objective is to be met, output
in the last 9 months must be 4 percent above the
corresponding 1942 period. In February, the President
strongly endorsed the War Production Board's program
to stimulate production of the lumber required for war
and essential civilian needs. The Government program
and a concerted effort by the industry may make it
possible for production to be raised to an adequate
level.
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Consumer Expenditures
Revised estimates of consumer expenditures covering

the period 1939-42 were published in summary form
in the March issue of the Survey. The estimates indi-
cate that consumers last year spent a total of nearly 82
billion dollars for goods and services but received in real
terms an apparently slightly smaller constant dollar
value of products than during 1941 when their current

producing consumer-type products.
Although it is generally recognized that the chief

curtailment in consumer supplies to date has come in the
durable-goods group, the extent to which this curtail-
ment has been attributable to restrictions on the pur-
chase of passenger automobiles and related products
may not be as widely appreciated. In absolute terms
the preponderant part of the entire decrease in current

Table 3.—Consumer Expenditures, Quarterly l

Item

NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

Total consumer expendi-
tures

Goods
Durable

Furniture, furnishings,
and equipment

Automobiles and parts. _.
Other durable

Nondurable
Food
Clothing and related

products
Tobacco
Gasoline and oil
Other nondurable

Services
Housing, excluding deprecia-

tion
Home maintenance
Household utilities
Personal services
Transportation
Medical care
Recreation
Other services (including

gifts)

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
(ANNUAL RATES)

Total consumer expendi-
tures

1939,
total

1940

III

61, C63

38,979
6,384

2,998
2,259
1,127

32, 595
18,069

6,792
1,845
2,062
3, 827

22, 684

7,018
1,397
2,187
1,472
2,394
2,572
1,531

4,113

15,327

9,368
1,466

634
610
222

7,902
4,435

1,476
443
444

1,104
5,959

1,780
369
648
355
555
742
427

1,083

16,248

10, 346
1, 954

866
813
275

8,392
4, 775

1,700
453
561
903

5,902

1,793
386
555
408
588
677
407

1,087

16,059

10,099
1,675

807
603
265

8,424
4,786

1,548
526
580
984

5,960

1,805
389
519
404
624
660
455

1,103

IV Total

18,023

11,979
2,310

1,030
809
471

9,669
5,110

2,331
533
542

1,153
6,044

1,808
368
603
392
585
687
484

1,119

1941

III IV Total

1942

II III IV Total

Millions of dollars

65, 657

41, 792
7,405

3,337
2,835
1,233

34,387
19,106

7,055
1,955
2,127
4,144

23,865

7,186
1,512
2,324
1, 559
2,352
2,766
1,773

4, 393

16, 578

10, 345
1,876

800
813
263

8,469
4,811

1,551
494
470

1,143
6,233

1,817
369
665
388
584
796
467

1,147

18, 581

12, 304
2,637

1,153
1,132

352
9,667
5,405

2,099
516
636

1,011
6,277

1, 836
390
580
459
642
736
471

1,163

18,902

12, 552
2,238

1,151
705
382

10, 314
5,829

1,999
583
695

1,208
6,350

1,857
392
550
470
696
722
480

1,184

20, 522

13,974
2,341

1,190
614
537

11,633
6,275

2, 758
620
643

1,337
6,548

1,887
397
649
455
667
760
531

1,202

74,583

49,175
9,092

4,294
3,264
1,534

40, 083
22, 320

8,407
2,213
2,444
4,699

25, 408

7, 398
1,548
2,443
1,772
2,589
3,014
1,948

4,696

18,807

12,088
1,403

940
154
309

10,685
6,089

2,267
571
462

1,296
6,719

1,913
411
738
445
652
834
513

1,213

19, 799

12,931
1,522

1,004
138
380

11,409
6,715

2,343
567
513

1, 271
6,868

1, 939
438
625
521
746
801
577

1,222

20,307

13,364
1,485

948
125
412

11, 879
7,125

2,331
629
527

1,267
6,943

1,939
458
591
522
787
799
627

1, 220

23,067

15,976
1,992

1,193
96

703
13,984
7,718

3,548
718
479

1,521
7,091

1,960
472
685
528
786
844
586

1,228

81,980

54, 359
6,402

4,085
513

1,804
47,957
27,647

10,489
2,485
1,981
5, 355
27,621

7,750
1,780
2, 639
2,016
2,970
3,278
2, 304

4,884

Goods
Durable
Nondurable.

Services

Billions of dollars

64.6

40.9
7.1

33.8
23.7

65.0

41.3
7.2

34.1
23.7

65.9

42.0
7.4

34.6
23.9

67.2

43.1
8.0

35.1
24.2

71.0

46.1
9.1

37.0
24.8

73.7

48.6
9.7

25.2

77.3

51.8
9.5

42.3
25.5

76.4

50.2
8.1

42.1
26.2

80.3

53.6
7.1

46.5
26.7

79.5

52.0
5.9

46.1
27.5

82.8

54.9
6.3

48.6
27.9

85.4

57.1
6.4

50.7
28.3

1 Differences in the last two quarters of 1942 between these estimates of consumer expenditures and those published in the article "National Income and National Prod-
uct in 1942" in the March 1943 Survey, are due to revisions on the basis of more complete information. A minor revision in the estimates of total consumer expenditures for
goods, appearing in the statistical section of the Survey, has not been made in this table because the break-down by major groups of goods is not yet available.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

outlay was only 75 billions. The details of these esti-
mates, by major categories of expenditure and by
quarters for the last 3 years, are shown in table 3.
Although the detailed estimates are preliminary and
subject to revision in the light of additional work now
being carried on, it is believed that they give a sub-
stantially accurate picture of the composition of con-
sumer outlay.

It is clear from the details of table 3 that the character
of the commodity and service flow to individuals has
already been modified appreciably from its pre-w^ar
pattern. Among the factors responsible for this shift
are, on the demand side, the rising level and changing
distribution of consumer income. On the supply side
the flow of goods to consumers has been affected by the
conversion of industries to war work, the relative
scarcity of certain raw materials, and the previous
undei'iitilization of capacity in many of the industries

dollar expenditures for durable goods from 1941 to 1942
is explained by lower purchases within the automotive
group. Expenditures for other categories of durable
goods such as household equipment also decreased, but
these decreases were offset by advances in expenditure
for other durable goods available in more abundant
supply.

Table 4.—Percentage Changes in Consumers' Expenditures,
1942 from 1941: Selected Items Showing Largest Percentage
Changes

[Based on current dollar estimates]

Item

[terns showing increases:
Clothing and r e l a t e d

products
Food
Recreation __ ___

Percent
change

+25
+24
+18

Item

Items showing decreases:
Automobiles and parts
Gasoline and oil _
Furniture, furnishings

and household equip-
ment

Percent
change

-84
-19

- 5

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.Digitized for FRASER 
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The change in pattern of consumer outlay during
1942 may be conveniently summarized by means of the
preceding table which lists the commodity or service
groups for which the largest relative changes in cur-
rent dollar outlay may be noted for 1942 as compared
with the previous year. Expenditures for food, apparel,
and recreation showed the largest percentage increases,
while outlays for automotive products and household
products showed the largest percentage declines.
These changes, expressed in current dollars, of course
reflect both the price movements specific to the indi-
vidual expenditure categories as well as the changes
in real terms. If adjustments are made in an attempt
to remove the price factor, the apparent changes in
constant dollar terms are quite different. For example
consumer expenditures for apparel, which in current
dollars increased 25 percent during 1942 over 1941,
rose only an apparent 6 percent in real terms. Food
purchases, which advanced 24 percent in current dol-
lars likewise were only 6 percent above 1941 when the
effect of the price rise last year is removed.

Chart 4.- -Relationship between Consumer Expenditures and
Disposable Income
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In constant dollars aggregate consumer expenditures
during 1943 are virtually certain to be well below the
near peak-level of last year. Further changes in con-
sumption patterns will be forced by the rationing pro-
grams either now in force or in prospect, and by the

trends of production and inventories among the con-
sumer goods industries. Already the normal relation-
ship between consumer income and expenditure which
prevailed in the decade since 1929 has been appreciably
altered by wartime developments. This is evident
from the data plotted in chart 4. Largely as a result
of the price control, rationing, and voluntary savings
programs, consumers' dollar expenditures have failed
to rise proportionately to the increase in disposable
income.

Preliminary data indicate that consumer expenditures
during January 1943 were at an annual rate of 88 billion
dollars, an all-time peak for the seasonally adjusted
series in current dollars. Without seasonal adjustment
January expenditures declined 18 percent from the
December peak but this decline was less than the usual
seasonal movement. Data at present available indi-
cate that February consumer expenditures were also
around record levels.

The Income Tax

Concern over the disadvantages which stem from
the practice of collecting income taxes in the year follow-
ing receipt of the taxed income has become wide spread
during the past year. As long as rates were low and
exemptions were high, such a collection procedure had
sufficient advantages—mainly simplicity of adminis-
tration—to outweigh the possible disadvantage in-
volved in paying a year's taxes out of the next year's
income. In the 22 years, 1921-42, less than 1.3 percent
of total individual income-tax assessments were abated
as uncollectible by the Treasury.

Rates are no longer low, nor are exemptions high.
As table 5 shows, the number of taxable returns has
increased nearly ninefold in the past 3 years, while
individual income-tax liabilities have increased over
elevenfold during the same period. An estimated 38,-
000,000 persons are this year in debt to the Treasury
for anywhere from 19 to 90 percent of their last year's
net income—a debt totaling 10 billion dollars. While
the general tendency this year is for incomes to increase,
any serious diminution in a person's income would
make it impossible, or at least extremely difficult, for
payment to be made. Because a diminution of income
ultimately may confront everyone—when he loses his
job, when business falls off, when he goes into the army,
when he ceases to be paid overtime rates, or when he
becomes incapacitated or dies—the existence of the debt
becomes in many instances disturbing if not actually
oppressive.

The obvious solution to this problem is to shift the
collection of income taxes from a delayed to a current
basis, thereby not only removing the debt-burden
from the individual but at the same time protecting
the Treasury from the possibility of default. Current
collections, moreover, would make possible the collec-
tion of taxes by withholding at the source—a practice
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which makes payment both surer and easier. Also,
current collections could remove, or decrease, the lag
which now exists between the time when new fiscal
policy is adopted and the time when its effect on in-
dividual expenditures is felt.

Table 5.—Taxable Individual Income Tax Returns and Taxes,
Income Years, 1939-43

Income year

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

Number of
returns !

(thousands)

3,985
7, 577

17, 835
2 35, 000
2 40, 000

Tax liabilities,
payable in fol-
lowing year

(mil. of dollars)

891
1,441

3 3, 808
* 9, 815

* 11,989

1 Individual taxpayers exceed returns by an estimated 10 percent.
2 Estimated.
3 Preliminary, based on returns filed during January-June 1942.
* Estimated liabilities under 1942 Revenue Act, excluding Victory Tax.

Source: U. S. Treasury Department.

The first move to shift to a current-collections
procedure occurred a year ago when Secretary Morgen-
thau asked Congressional authority to collect, at the
source, 10 percent of all dividends and interest and up
to 10 percent of all wages and salaries after allowance
for personal exemption and credit for dependents.
The request was refused, and in its place Congress
voted the Victory tax. Although currently collected
by withholding at the source, the Victory tax is entirely
separate from the regular income tax.

Debate on pay-as-you-go plans has indicated wide-
spread agreement as to the desirability of current
collections, but considerable disparity of opinion on
the three major problems which all proposals raise.

First, there is the problem of the transition from a
delayed to a current collections system. At one
extreme is the proposal that taxes due in the year of
transition be skipped. There would be no appreciable
immediate loss of receipts to the Treasury, and need
to pay 2 years' taxes in 1 year would be neatly side-
stepped. Among the objections to canceling a year's
tax liability are: Large windfall gains would come to
those with exceptionally high incomes in the year
to be skipped; not only a year of tax liabilities but a
year of tax payments would be skipped for any people
who would not be put on a current basis; and to the

extent that cancelation had the effect of releasing
money saved for taxes it would be inflationary.

At the other extreme is the proposal to double-up
on tax payments in the year of transition. This would
impose a severe hardship on many people, but with
incomes at a record high and the supply of goods and
services extremely limited, it might be argued that
this would be the best way to raise the additional 16
billions of tax receipts which President Roosevelt has
requested. The question, in a final analysis, is whether
record new taxes in 1943 shall be levied solely on the
basis of 1943 income (with 1942 taxes canceled) or
with both 1942 and 1943 incomes as the basis.

Between the two extremes of cancelation and of
doubling-up lie many proposals—each offering some
relief to the harshness of doubling-up of taxes. Prob-
ably the most reasonable proposals are those which
limit cancelation to that portion of past tax liabilities
which is replaced with corresponding current collections.

The second difficulty to be overcome in collecting
income taxes currently is that of assessing, and collect-
ing, taxes before the size of the income of the taxpayer
is known. Basing tax assessments on the prior year's in-
come disregards fluctuations in income—the reason why
pay-as-you-go is necessary. Those underassessed are
not current, and those overassessed are no better off
than if they were on a delayed collections basis. Some-
what better is the suggestion that tentative assessments
and payments be made at the end of each quarter, based
on the actual income of the quarter—or in the case of
wage and salary earners, based on the actual income of
the pay period. In either case, exemptions and average
deductions would have to be divided among the various
tax periods in such manner as to avoid overpayment by
those whose income fluctuated during the year.

The third major point of dissension among advocates
of pay-as-you-go is over the question of the desirability
of trying to make all taxpayers 100 percent current
or of being satisfied with placing the bulk of the tax-
payers—those falling within the first surtax bracket—
fully current, and leaving the other 10 percent only
partially current. The decision here hinges on the
balance between the administrative complexity of any
plan designed to make pay-as-you-go perfect, and the
disadvantages, if there are any, of leaving a few large
taxpayers partly on a delayed payments basis.
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The Business Situation
ECONOMIC developments during April revolved

about two problems, inflation and manpower, both
of which threatened to become explosive in character.
In our inflation defenses, cracks and fissures were ap-
pearing almost daily despite the recent Presidential
order to "hold the line." However, on May 1 the Price
Administrator announced a new and strengthened pro-
gram to control living costs. Briefly this program
provided for (1) extension of price control to cover all
important commodities, (2) the roll back of those prices
which have recently gotten out of hand, (3) establish-
ment of more specific ceilings, and (4) a stronger
enforcement program.

On the labor front the coal strike reopened the whole
question of wage policy while the growing seriousness of
manpower shortages was underlined by the War Man-
power Commission's "job freeze" order as well as by the
apparent diminution in the rate of expansion in indus
trial output. Effects of the Manpower Commission's
previous "essential activity" and "48-hour week" orders
were beginining to be felt but had not been fully worked
out.

Economic indexes during April reflected these mount-
ing pressures, although the signs were small and the
evidence by no means conclusive. The Federal Reserve
index of industrial production advanced an apparent
2 additional points on a seasonally adjusted basis to
205 (1935-39=100). The usual large gain in output
of durable manufactured products had a greater effect
on the combined index than the slight gains in both
nondurables and minerals. This conforms to the pat-
tern of recent months. Wholesale prices rose fraction-
ally, with a full point rise in food prices and a similar
gain iii prices of farm products primarily responsible.

The Treasury's second war loan drive, which began
on April 12, appears to have met with considerable
success in tapping nonbanking sources of funds. Feder-
al Reserve reporting member bank holdings of Govern-
ment securities advanced only moderately, while
adjusted demand deposits likewise rose only slightly,
compared with the much larger rise of the previous
month.

First Quarter Review

Declining rates of gain in certain important economic
series constituted perhaps the outstanding develop-
ment during the first quarter of 1943. These declining
rates of increase were evident in Federal war expendi-
tures, munitions output, industrial production and the
civilian labor force. The apparent tapering off of these
series suggests various interpretations, such as: (1)
deferred achievement of objectives, (2) lower ultimate
peak levels of output, (3) passage through a temporary

transition period (somewhat like those that accom-
panied changing automobile models in pre-war years)
while a new balance of objectives is worked out for the
war program, this transition period to be followed by
a resumption of earlier swift rises, (4) arrival of the
final stage of economic mobilization marked by an
acute shortage of manpower, or (5) a combination of
all the foregoing.

Chart 1.—Federal Expenditures for War Activities
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Naturally, as the Nation approaches closer both to
realization of peak war objectives and to full utilization
of its resources, additional gains will be smaller and
harder to achieve. It seems somewhat early for this
type of retardation to set in. Hence the present
slowing down is more apt to mirror the effects of reorien-

Table 1.—War Expenditures and Munitions Output

I

Item

War expenditures by U. S. Treasury
(millions of dollars)

Gain over preceding period
Munitions output (W. P. B. index,

November 1941 = 100)l

Gain over preceding period

1941,
4th

quar-
ter

4,835

108

1942

quar-
ter

7,120
2,285

2d
quar-

10, 626
3, 506

264
86

ter

14, 766
4. 140

345
81

quar-

17, 348
2,582

439
94

1943,
1st

quar-
ter

18, 460
1,112

491
52

1 Quarterly averages.

tation. Whatever the correct interpretation may be,
preliminary indications suggest that April war ex-
penditures and total munitions output will show a
much smaller gain compared to March than was
registered in March over February.

The Treasury's war expenditures during the first
quarter of 1943 were 1.1 billion dollars larger than in
the previous quarter. Should this rate of growth
prevail throughout the remainder of the year, aggre-
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gate war expenditure by the Treasury would be about
9 billion dollars or 10 percent less than if the much
faster growth of expenditures during the preceding
quarter, 2.6 billion dollars, had been maintained.
This diminished rate of expenditure was due largely
to the concurrent slackening in the growth of muni-
tions production.

The slackened rate of advance in industrial output
was due chiefly to a slowing of pace in the durable goods
industries. The most pronounced retardation was in
the transportation equipment industries which in-
clude shipbuilding. The output of these industries
during the first quarter of the year, although at peak
levels, rose little more than half as much as during the
July-September quarter of 1942 which was the period
of maximum advance. The automobile industry, a
component of the transportation equipment group,
was an exception. Output of this industry maintained
virtually the same steady rate of advance it has
exhibited ever since conversion early last summer.

The machinery group, an important contributor to
munitions output, continued at almost the rate of
advance set in the fourth quarter. The nonferrous
metal products group failed to gain at all compared to
the fourth quarter and stood only 6 percent above its
level of a year ago—due chiefly to raw material short-

Chart 2.—Production of Munitions 1
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ages. Output of lumber and its products fell, with
the industry rounding out a full year of decline caused
by restrictions on nonessential lumber use. Output
of the stone, clay, and glass products group rose
somewhat from the previous quarter due to the rise in
glass container output, but cement suffered a sharp
decline. As a whole this group was therefore below
its level in the first quarter of 1942.

The outstanding output rise among the nondurables
in the January-March period occurred in the chemical
group. The gain here was the second largest made in
any 3-month period in the industry's record. Only two
other nondurable industry groups—food and textiles—

registered rising output, and their increases were small.
The others either remained stationary or declined.

Chemicals are the only nondurable industry group
that has doubled its output relative to the average of
the 1935-39 period. Only four nondurable groups had a

Chart 3.—Production of Manufactures, Adjusted for Seasonal
Variation
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higher volume of output during the first quarter of
1943 than during the similar period of 1942; the rest
were all lower. Manufactured food output was 12
percent, tobacco products 3 percent, textiles 1 percent
and chemical output 32-percent higher. This last
named increase is, of course, due chiefly to the fact
that the products of the chemical industry group con-
sist more largely of munitions than do those of any
other industry among the nondurables group. In

Table 2.—Industrial Production, Quarterly Averages
[Adjusted for seasonal variation, 1935-39=100)

Industry group

Total
Durable manufactures

Iron and steel
Machinery
Transportation equipment....
Automobile bodies, parts and

assembly
Nonferrous metals
Lumber and products
Stone, clay, and glass prod-

ucts
Nondurable manufactures

Textiles and products
Leather and products

Shoes
Manufactured food products._
Paper and products
Printing and publishing
Petroleum and coal products -
Chemicals

Minerals, excluding gold
Fuels

Bituminous coal
Crude petroleum

Metals, excluding gold

1941,
4th
quar-
ter

166
210
192
235
274

136
189
136

160
141
153
126
125
137
150
131
135
150
134
131
145
128
160

1st
quar-
ter

172
225
195
259
316

109
186
140

164
141
156
126
124
138
152
125
128
159
132
128
142
124
167

1942

2d
quar-
ter

174
239
199
280
373

108
181
131

152
138
155
126
125
136
142
111
116
168
127
121
147
111
182

3d
quar-
ter

183
257
197
298
454

123
191
129

146
140
155
113
111
145
129
109
120
174
131
125
144
118
182

4th
quar-
ter

194
279
203
327
527

140
197
128

151
146
157
117
116
152
134
116
122
191
132
128
147
121
172

1943,
1st

quar-
ter

201
295
207
353
573

155
197
125

155
149
158
117
116
155
134
113
119
210
135
129
154
121

i 183

1 Partly estimated.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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contrast, some of the nondurable industries, such as
petroleum refining, sugar, and shoes, have been affected
by emergency restrictions and by rationing programs
which have curtailed production.

Among the minerals, fuels production (seasonally
adjusted) has held generally level over the past year.
In the first quarter it was one point higher than in
either the fourth or the first quarters of 1942. A small
decline in crude petroleum output over the year has
been approximately offset by a rise in bituminous coal.
Metallic minerals, excluding gold, registered a sub-
stantial rise during the first quarter and stood, as may
be seen in table 2, about 10 percent above the corre-
sponding 1942 period.

Table 3.—Estimated Labor Force 14 Years of Age and Over
[Millions of persons]

Item

Civilian labor force
Change from preceding date.

Civilian employment
Change from preceding date

Nonagricultural employment
Change from preceding date

Unemployment
Change from preceding date

1941,
De-
cem-
ber

54.0

50.2

41.9

1942

March

54.5
+0.5

50.9
+0.7
42.0

+0.1
3.6

-0.2

June

56.1
+1.6

53.3
+2.4
41.8

-0.2
2.8

-0.8

Sep-
tem-
ber

54.1
- 2 . 0

52.4
-0 .9
42.2

+0.4
1.7

- 1 . 1

De-
cem-
ber

53.4
-0 .7

51.9
- 0 . 5
43.0

+0.8
1.5

- 0 . 2

1943,
March

52.0
-1 .4

51.0
-0 .9
42.0

-1 .0
1.0

-0 .5

Source: U . S . Department of Commerce.

Slackening rates of economic expansion were also
evident in the manpower field. In chart 4, average
manpower data for the first 3 months of 1943 are com-
pared with similar data for the corresponding period
of 1942, while the data presented in table 3, compare
the situation in March 1943 with March 1942. Three

Chart 4.—Estimated Civilian Labor Force *
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

primary facts stand forth sharply: (1) The civilian
labor force has shrunk over the past year; (2) women
now constitute a larger portion of the labor force than a

year ago; and (3) unemployment, nearing rock bottom,
is a reserve from which few if any more workers can
be drawn. The large growth of the armed forces has
necessitated the addition of many new workers to the
civilian labor force and as a result of this heavy draft
on our manpower reserves, the total labor force in-
creased by about 3 millions from March 1942 to March
1943.

Within the next 6 months, the Nation must draw
on its labor reserves to the extent of 3% to 4 million
more persons. This will be necessary both to supply
the armed forces and to meet the usual periodic ex-
pansion of roughly 3 million persons required at the
peak of the harvest season.

Labor Turn-over Still High.
In manufacturing industries labor turn-over, which

has been rising steadily since our entrance into the
war, also began, during the first quarter, to show signs
of a reversal in trend. Both accession and separation
rates are, however, running well above the levels of a
year ago according to latest available data. Seasonal
variations in labor turn-over are marked as may be seen
from chart 5. In February 1943 the hiring rate was
nearly 8 percent per month while the separation rate,
which includes voluntary transfers, entrance into the

Chart 5.—Labor Turnover Rates (Per 100 Employees) in
Manufacturing Industries *

1940 1941 1942 1943

1 Beginning: with January 1943 the rates refer to all employees; prior to this date,
wage earners only.

2 Includes new hirings and rehirings.
3 In addition to quits, includes discharges, layoffs, and miscellaneous separations

not shown separately on chart.

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

armed forces, and all other reasons for leaving employ-
ment, was in excess of 7 percent. Some increase in
labor turn-over during recent months is explained by
the government policies and regulations designed to
facilitate the shift of workers from less to more essential
occupations. This should affect manufacturing indus-
tries less, however, than certain of the service, distribu-
tive, and miscellaneous trades.

During the next few months labor turn-over, at least
in the 35 designated "essential" industries, will un-
doubtedly be reduced by the War Manpower Com-
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mission order of April 17; which prescribes limitations
on hiring new employees. Designed both to add to the
efficiency of the labor force by reducing turn-over, and
to aid the stabilization program by preventing the pirat-
ing of labor through higher wages, the order should serve
to relieve certain of the pressures which have been accu-
mulating in the labor market during the war period.
Retail Trade.

With an unprecedented amount of purchasing power
at their disposal during the first quarter, consumers
went on a literal buying spree. Their total expendi-
tures were 21 billion dollars or at the seasonally adjusted
annual rate of nearly 90 billion dollars—a new high
record. Expenditures last year totaled 82 billion dol-
lars. Sales of retail stores reflected this spending boom
and attained the very high seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 63 billion dollars. The comparable 1942 figure
was 56 billion dollars. Retail sales are shown in table 4
in more detail.

Table 4—Sales of Retail Stores by Kind of Business
[Adjusted for seasonal variation; 1935-39 = 100]

Kind of business

All retail stores,
Durable goods stores.
Nondurable goods stores-

Apparel stores
Automotive stores
Building materials and hardware

dealers
Drug stores
Eating and drinking places
Food stores.
Filling stations
General merchandise stores
Household furnishings stores
Other retail stores

Jewelry stores

1941,
4th

quar-
ter

138.1
132.6
139. 9

133.8
116.0

158.6
135.3
163.8
140.1
142.7
125.5
141.2
150.6
161.4

1st
quar-

ter

145.6
114.9
155.6

168.7
63.4

177.5
140.7
178.2
152.2
149.1
142.2
170.4
170.9
195. 7

1942

2d

quar-
ter

141.3
102.5
153.9

147.2
58.1

163.6
151.3
180.3
155.1
129.5
131.4
135.2
193.0
193.9

3d

quar-
ter

147.3
104.1
161.4

169.1
60.4

155.7
164.9
193.2
162.1
127. 2
142.7
139.1
187.4
245. 9

4th

quar-
ter

148.3
98.6

164.5

171.5
50.7

147.8
176.5
208.4
166.2
120.7
145.0
147.3
184.0
260.3

1943,
1st

quar-
ter

162.2
108.2
179.7

218.8
54.9

166.5
176.5
240.6
173.6
112.7
162. 5
159.8
196.2
272.1

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Perhaps the outstanding feature of retail develop-
ments shown by the above data is that the rise during
the first quarter from the fourth quarter was, consider-
ing the season of the year, the biggest increase since
war broke out. Apparel sales were chiefly responsible
for this jump, but sales of general merchandise, eating
and drinking places and building materials and hard-
ware dealers also contributed heavily. On the basis
of these first quarter results, earlier estimates of the
year's retail trade will probably have to be revised
upwards. However, it is known that business inven-
tories are declining steadily. Unless prices accelerate
their rise more than anticipated, therefore, the rise of
retail sales must slow down later in the year because
of growing scarcities of merchandise.

Price Control

One year of general price control has now passed.
Its effectiveness is indicated by the fact that wholesale
prices and the cost of living, as measured by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics indexes, rose respectively only
6 percent and 7 percent in the year beginning March
1942. That month was the base period whose highest
prices were in general designated as ceilings in the
General Maximum Price Regulation of April 28, 1942.
Wholesale prices had risen 20 percent and the cost of
living 13 percent over the year ending with March
1942, a period of less inflationary pressure than that
which followed.

The General Maximum Price Regulation, which
became effective early in May 1942, replaced the pre-
vious program of selective price control with a compre-
hensive price stop at the March 1942 level. The
Regulation exempted from control only those prices of
farm products and foods which had not yet attained a
definite relationship either to farm parity price standards
or to other specified base date prices, and certain prices
of seasonal commodities which could not practically
have been fixed at March levels. Thus prices of farm
products and of foods were subject to less effective
control than prices of industrial products. Further-
more, wages were uncontrolled since the Emergency
Price Act of 1942, which provided authority for the
price freeze, contained no authority to issue a wage stop.

It was recognized at the time the General Maximum
Price Regulation was issued that many detailed adjust-
ments in the price structure might subsequently have
to be made in order to relieve inequities. In addition,
it was recognized that price control was only one of

Chart 6.—Average Percentage Monthly Change in Wholesale
Prices *
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Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

several policies necessary to combat successfully the
then existing and prospective inflationary pressure.
Indeed the statement of considerations accompany-
ing the General Maximum Price Regulation specifically
called for additional action to remove excess purchas-
ing power from the market, to prevent additional
wage increases, and to step up taxes and savings.
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It is now clear that the May 1942 price stop was
reasonably successful in preventing inflationary price
increases among the controlled commodities.1 This
is significant since no really adequate provisions for
administration or enforcement existed and since the
other parts of the comprehensive anti-inflation pro-
gram were not immediately put into operation.

By October 1942 inflationary pressure had mounted
to a point where additional action proved necessary.
Hence the executive order of October 2 established the
Office of the Director of Economic Stabilization and
charged that official with developing a comprehensive

Chart 7,—Average Percentage Monthly Increase in Cost of
Living in Large Cities 1
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1 Percentage changes are based upon a link relative index which takes into account
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Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

national policy to control civilian purchasing power,
prices, rents, wages, salaries, profits, rationing, sub-
sidies, and all related matters for the purpose of
stabilizing the cost of living. Authority was thus
provided to bring under control those parts of the
price structure not reached by the General Maximum
Price Regulation.

The Economic Stabilization Director largely dele-
gated his powers over wages and salaries to the Wai-
Labor Board and the Treasury Department. Although
an actual wage stop at the September 1942 level was
promulgated, machinery was at tbe same time set up
to allow those wage increases deemed necessary to
correct inequities, eliminate substandard conditions,
correct maladjustments, and aid in the prosecution
of the war. In administering exceptions to the wage
stop, the War Labor Board continued to apply its
"Little Steel Formula" which tied wages to the cost
of living and thus permitted 15 percent advances
over January 1941 wage rates.

Despite the fact that the October order appeared
at the time to establish all powers necessary for success-
ful price control, farm products for various reasons
continued to rise. In addition the wage rate question
was by no means solved. Pressure continued to mount

1 For a summary of the changes in controlled and uncontrolled prices during the
period May to October 1942 see the February 1943 Survey.

and in April 1943 another inflation crisis made neces-
sary the "hold the line" executive order. This order
placed all prices under control, reiterated the govern-
ment policy on wages, and directed, whenever possible,
the substitution of specific price ceilings for the base
period price regulations of the May 1942 order.

Some of the results of price control over farm prod-
ucts and foods during a 1 year period may be seen from
table 5 which gives percentage changes in retail food
prices between February 1942 and February 1943.
By comparing changes only over the full year period
the effect of seasonal variation is avoided. The
products are grouped in the table according to the
length of time that their prices were controlled.

Table 5.—Percent Changes in Retail Pi ices of Food Items
Included in Cost-of-Living Indexes, February 1943 from
February 1942

Commodity

PRICES CONTROLLED AS OF
MAY, 1942

All items, average,.

Per-
cent
in-

crease
Commodity

Bananas
Pork chops
Lard.
Corn meal
Canned peaches
Bacon
Canned pineapple
Canned tomatoes
Salt pork
Canned corn
Canned salmon
Shortening other than lard (in

cartons)
Ham
Oleomargarine
Chuck roast
Leg ro ast
Round steak
Soda crackers
Coffee
Veal cutlets
Salad dressing
Fresh milk
Tea
Whole wheat bread
Rye bread
Macaroni
White bread
Canned peas
Sugar
Shortening other than lard (in

containers other than car-
tons)

Corn flakes

7.0

27.4
18.5
r
17.4
15.1
14.5
14.313.5
12.2
12.0
11. 1

10.6
9.0
8.9
8.8
7.6
7.6
7.4
7.3
7.3
3.7
2.0
1.9
1. 1
1.0
0
0
0

-1 .2
- 2 . 8

PRICES CONTROLLED AS OF
OCTOBER, 1942

All items, average..

Oranges
Butter
Roasting chickens..
Lamb rib
Leg of lamb
Eggs_
Potatoes
Evaporated milk...
Wheat flour
Dried navy beans..
Cheese
Lemons

PRICES UNCONTROLLED AS
OF FEBRUARY, 1943

All items, average

Spinach
Lettuce
Sweetpotatoes..
Cabbage
Carrots,
Apples..
Fresh fish
Green beans

Per-
cent
in-

crease

22.0

42.7
30.8
30.7
25.5
25.0
21.1
17.6
14.8
12.0
7.8
6.3

-11.4

28.2

65.3
64.7
44.9
40.4
32.4
27.9
18.3
1. 1

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

It is clear from the table that the uncontrolled prices
rose more than those controlled only from October to
February, and that the latter prices rose more than those
controlled after May 1942. Of course it should be
remembered that when some food prices are controlled,
pressure on the remaining uncontrolled items is in-
tensified. Thus partial price control may, by itself,
tend to widen the disparity between controlled and
uncontrolled segments of the price structure.

Despite the April executive order price pressure con-
tinued to be severe during that month and it was
considered necessary to permit the puncturing of price
ceilings in a number of instances. However, if the
Price Administrator's new program of May 1 can be
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fully carried out, the prospects for both price and
wage stabilization around current levels will be much
improved.

The Price Administrator's lack of authority to grant
subsidies is a serious hindrance in "rolling back" prices
effectively. Price roll-backs shift the burden of
higher costs from the consumer to the merchant,
manufacturer, and other business men in the supply
sequence. Whenever the "squeeze" caused by either
rising costs or rolled back selling prices becomes
serious enough, suppliers of goods reach a point where
they must either get relief or go out of business. If the
goods in question are essential and if the public interest
requires their production to continue, then the issue is
obviously narrowed down to that of the manner in
which relief will be extended to keep producers in
business.

During the second year, the price control program
must face the problems of apportioning the burdens
of higher wartime costs among business, consumers,
and government, and of enforcing price ceilings.
Price control will become easier as more effective
measures to remove excess consumer purchasing power
are put into operation.

Transportation

Last year rising production, the task, of moving
and supplying the armed forces, and a higher level of
national income brought about sharp increases in all
forms of transport over 1941 levels. The total volume
of transportation during 1942, as measured by the
Department of Commerce's combined ton miles and
passenger miles index (1935-39=100), reached the peak
level of 179. During the first quarter of 1943, the
index, seasonally adjusted, was 28 percent above the
same quarter of last year. Many transport agencies,
however, are already utilizing their equipment at or
near capacity. Hence the gains in the last three
quarters of this year over the same periods of 1942
cannot be expected to continue as high as 28 percent-

The transportation industry will be confronted in
1943 with the task of moving even more passengers and
greater tonnages than last year. With respect to com-
modities alone, it is currently estimated that total ton-
mileage will be 12 percent greater than 1942. This fore-
cast covers all tonnages transported by rail, "for hire"
motortruck, oil and gas pipe lines, air, and in domestic
water-borne commerce. During the first quarter of
1943 total commodity traffic was about 20 percent above
the corresponding period of 1942. The estimate for the
remainder of the year is based on the transportation
volume expected to arise from the forecast volume of
industrial and agricultural output. Studies by the
Office of Civilian Supply of the War Production Board,
the Office of Defense Transportation, and other agencies
indicate that despite the increasing shortages of man-

power, equipment and replacement parts, the volume of
commodities likely to be produced for the balance of
this year can be transported.

Even more impressive than the rise in the commodity
transport is the growth in passenger travel—by rail,
air, motorbus, and local transit—during the war period.
In 1942, total passenger transportation, as measured by
the Commerce index, rose 45 percent above 1941.
During the first quarter of this year, passenger travel
was 52 percent higher than the corresponding period of
last year. For 1943 as a whole, passenger transporta-
tion is now expected to be about 30 percent above last
year. While most of this travel will be of an essential
nature, principally by business representatives and
members of the armed forces, some additional demand
for travel will arise simply because of the larger incomes
of individuals. Restrictions on the use of passenger
automobiles also contribute to the rise in railroad pas-
senger miles although this is merely a substitution of one
form of transport for another.

Table 6.—Volume of United States Transportation, Quarterly
[Quarterly averages; 1935-39=100]

Item

Total.
Commodity !_

Commodity, excluding local
transit..

Railroads
Intercity motortruck
Air,
Water-borne (domestic)
Oil and gas pipe lines

Passenger 2

Passenger, e x c l u d i n g loca l
transit

Railroads__
Intercity motorbus T
Air
Local transit

1941,
4th
quar-
ter

149
153

153
154
176
230
116
138
135

157
148
157
308
115

1942

1st
quar-

158
159

162
167
174
279
98
135
152

186
176
184
363
124

2nd

175
176

181
196
174
307
72
133
170

215
213
208
311
130

3rd
quar-

187
185

193
205
195
368
72
142
194

243
265
218
244
148

4th

194
188

201
205
214
439
60
150
215

296
325
241
276
145

1943,
1st

quar-
ter

201
192

207
209
214
507
71
150
231

317
334
280
344
160

1 Based on ton-miles for each of the transport agencies indicated.
2 Based on passenger-miles for each transport agency shown except for local transit,

which is based on number of passengers.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Railroad Freight.
Ton-miles of commodities handled by the railroads

this year are expected to aggregate about 710 billions,
or 11 percent above the 638 billion total of 1942. In
the first quarter of 1943, rail ton-miles were 25 percent
above the same period of 1942. The gains during the
remainder of the year will undoubtedly be much smaller.
The railroads have done an excellent job not only in
handling their normal share of war period freight but
also in taking on much of the tonnage diverted to tbern
by the decline in coastal and intercoastal shippin;?.
Heavier loadings, particularly in the case of less-than-
carload freight, as well as increased operating efficiency,
account for this showing. But if the roads are to move
the volume of freight likely to be offered them during
the balance of the year, they will have to maintain or
even improve their already high degree of efficiency.
They will also need some additional new equipment.
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Furthermore, they must be spared the disruptive
effects of any prolonged industrial disputes causing1

traffic delays.

Motortruck Intercity Ft eight.

Intercity motortrucks for hire also are shouldering
a larger burden. Truck ton-miles increased 23 percent
during the first quarter of this year compared to last,
despite the fact that longer hauls have been discon-
tinued and some through-traffic thus diverted to the
railroads. A large portion of truck freight now
consists of war goods. This portion may naturaly be
expected to increase during the rest of the year.
Furthermore, farm marketings are also expected to be
greater this year than in 1942. Hence intercity
motortruck ton-mileage (excluding private trucks) in
1943 is likely to rise about 15 percent over 1942.
Private motortruck transportation, however, is very
apt to decline. Hence total motor freight, including
private, will show little if any increase.

Many difficulties will confront the trucking industry
in attempting to handle this larger volume. The
increase in traffic has resulted in less time for main-
tenance of equipment, and if manpower and parts
become much scarcer, motor carriers will find it in-
creasingly difficult to haul their share of the traffic.

Air Freight.

By far the largest percentage increase in freight
movement during 1942 occurred in air transport—72
percent over 1941. This was due largely to sharp in-
creases in air mail pound-miles. The upward trend
in air freight continued during the first quarter of
1943 when the ton mileage flown was 80 percent larger
than in the 1942 first quarter. For 1943 as a whole,
present indications point to an increase of about one-
half over 1942. Whether or not this large gain is
actually achieved will depend principally on the
extent to which operating efficiency can be raised
from its already high level as well as on how much
new equipment, if any, the airlines can obtain during
the year.

Pipe Lines.

The curtailment of the heavy pre-war tanker ship-
ments of petroleum products to the East Coast, com-
bined with war needs for these products in the East,
has necessitated a large-scale diversion of petroleum
shipments to all other forms of transport. Much of
this diversion is being borne by pipe lines. New con-
struction alone, including the new 24-inch crude oil
and the 20-inch refined products pipe lines from Texas
to the eastern seaboard, is expected to result in an
additional 13 billion ton-miles this year. This assumes
completion of the pipe lines on schedule and a rapid
achievement of near capacity operations. Increased
use of existing lines along with the contribution of the

new lines should lift the performance of all trunk and
gathering lines about one-fifth above 1942.
Domestic Water Transportation.

Domestic water-borne commerce, consisting of coast-
wise and inland traffic, will probably be about 5 percent
lower in 1943 than in the preceding year. The sharp
gains expected in river traffic will be more than offset by
a sharp decline in coastal trade and the almost complete
stoppage of normal commercial iritercoastal traffic.
As a result of submarine warfare, and diversion of
vessels to foreign trade, coastal and intercoastal
traffic declined severely during 1942, with the fourth
quarter ton-miles being SO percent below the level of
the first quarter. Slight gains from the low fourth
quarter level may be expected this year, and total
ton-miles in this trade are estimated at 50 percent
below 1942.

The performance of the Great Lakes fleet in meeting
the high goals set for it this year will be mainly de-
pendent on weather conditions. The severe cold spell
this spring, which kept the upper lakes closed to traffic
throughout April, dampened the expectations of a
record breaking movement on the Great Lakes, How-
ever, with the iron ore carrying capacity increased by
16 new vessels and with an anticipated large volume
of petroleum shipments, the tonnages lost thus far
may be made up during the rest of the season. Total
lake tonnages will probably show little if any increase.

The brightest picture in water-borne commerce is
presented by the traffic on rivers. The construction
of new barges is being pushed with the promises of
the heaviest petroleum movement by the carriers on
record and some diversion of other bulk commodities
from the hard-pressed rail and motor carriers. The
total river performance may be as high as 20 percent
above last year.

Diminishing rates of gain are evident in transporta-
tion as well as in industry. The 26 percent gain in
total transportation during 1942 over 1941 was achieved
principally by bringing into use reserves of manpower
and equipment and by lifting operating efficiency to
peak levels. In 1943, with manpower and operating
efficiency already near maximum levels and with exist-
ing equipment employed in most cases close to capacity,
the estimated 16 percent gain expected over 1942
must come largely from three factors: (a) Further
increases in operating efficiency, (b) the timely
addition of new equipment, and (c) adequate man-
power. Three other factors are also essential to a
further increase in the volume of transportation this
year: (1) Adequate repair parts, rubber, gasoline, and
other supplies necessary to the maintenance of a high
rate of operation, (2) weather not unfavorable to air
and Great Lakes traffic, and (3) freedom from interrup-
tion due to industrial disputes. Since demands for
transportation will outrun supply in 1943, it is probable
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that additional restrictions and perhaps even allocation
may become necessary, especially covering passenger
travel, in order to curtail noiiessential traffic.

Construction

The sharp decline in new construction activity in
continental United States, which began in the latter
part of 1942, continued throughout the first quarter
of 1943. Although this decline can be attributed in
part to seasonal variation and in part to the fact
that the expanding volume of American construction
overseas is not included in the figures, the chief con-
tributing factor is the progressive completion of the
large war construction program undertaken last year.
In addition, construction has been curtailed because of
diversion of increasing amounts of critical materials
to the manufacture of weapons and supplies.

Rapidly shifting trends in the construction industry
emphasize the need for more frequent measures of the

volume of construction than heretofore available. For
example, the marked seasonal fluctuations in certain
types of building during previous years have recently
been offset to a considerable degree by the shift to
military and industrial building where seasonal varia-
tions are less prominent. The series of quarterly
estimates introduced last year was designed to meet the
need for more frequent construction data, but develop-
ments of the past few months have shown that it fails
to provide sufficient information for detailed analysis
of the effects of priority and other regulatory measures
on the various segments of the industry.1 Quarterly
data also fail to portray currently the changing com-
position of construction during the different stages in
the conversion of the industry to an all-out war basis.

In recognition of these needs, the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce has developed a series of
monthly estimates of construction activity from Janu-

1 See table 7 for the latest quarterly estimates of construction since 1939.

Table 7.—New Construction Activity, Continental United States, 1939-42
[In millions of dollars]

Item

Total new construction
Total private

Residential building (nonfarm)1...
Nonresidential building 2

Industrial
All other

Farm construction
Residential
Nonresidential

Public utility
T otal public

Residential
Military and naval3 4

Nonresidential building
Industrial4

Allother
Highway
Sewage disposal and water supply-
All other Federal
Miscellaneous non-Federal public j

service enterprises 5

I

1,372
695
427
142
35
107
23
13
10
103
677
5
17
283
4

279
212
60
80

II

1,531
884
528
171
54
117
68
39
29
117
647
13
24
225
3

222
213
72
75

1939

III ! IV I Total

1940

1,638
1,021

559
208

65
143
101
58
43

153
617

23
33

144
3

141
241

69
81

26 !

1,504
930
532
211

73
138
34
20
14

153
574

35
45

110
4

106
218
56
90

20 j

rotal

6,045
3,530
2,046
732
227
505
226
130
96
526

2,515
76
119
762
14
748
884
257
326

I

1,309
780
420
175
68
107
25
15
10
160
529
31
47
101
11
90
199
45
86

1,632
1,053

596
230

96
134
74
44
30

153
579

53
52 i
9 2 J

9 i
83 |

229
36 !
8 7 ;

30 |

III ! IV I Total ! I

1,906
1,224

691
265
100
165
110
65
45

158
682

61
60

145
51
94

264
32
89

31

2,139
1,175
652
312
159
153
37
22
15
174
964
60
351
159
73
86
253
30
91

6,986
4.232
2,359
982
423
559
246
146
100
645

2,754
205
510
497
144
353
945
143
353

I

2,278
1,016
508
327
188
139
30
18
12
151

1,262
75
580
237
165
72
220
29
96

II

2,573
1.323
740
318
156
162
90
53
37
175

1,250
118
318
400
336
64
255
30
97

III

3,162
1,569
902
327
146
181
135
79
56
205

1, 593
158
491
492
423
69
281
29
107

IV

3,132
1,353
731
334
188
146
45
26
19
243

1,779
128
670
542
476
66
257
27
125

Total

11, 145
5,261
2,881
1.306
678
628
300
176
124
774

5, 884
479

2,059
1,671
1,400
271

1,013
115
425

20 I 101 35 I 30 I 122

1942

Item

Total new construction
Total private

Residential building (nonfarm) J_-
Nonresidential building 2

Industrial
All other

Farm construction
Residential
Nonresidential

Public utility
Total public

Residential
Military and naval 3 4

Nonresidential building
Industrial4

Allother
Highway
Sewage disposal and water supply-
All other Federal
Miscellaneous non-Federal public

service enterprises 5

Jan.

765
290
146
79
42
37
5
3
2
60
475
34
162
181
163
18
40
9
41

8

First quarter

Feb.

797
271
141
61
30
31
7
4
3
62
526
33
182
228
211
17
35
9
32

7

Mar.

955
306
181
50
23
27
10
6
4
65
649
38
285
237
221
16
42
10
30

7

Total

2,517
867
468
190
95
95
22
13
9

187
1,650
105
629
646
595
51
117
28
103

22

Second

Apr.

1,088
331
208
43
19
24
17
10
7
63
757
41
359
253
238
15
57
10
31

6

May

1,143
290
162
40
20
20
25
15
10
63
853
43
393
304
290
14
71
10
27

5

Third quarter Fourth quarter

Apr. May June Total July Aug. Sept. Total Oct. I Nov. Dec. Total

1,211
236
100
41
24
17
33
19
14
62

975
46

491
325
312

13
71
10
27

3,442
857
470
124
63
61
75
44
31

188
2,585

130
1,243

882
840

42
199
30
85

16

1,403
221
92
41
28
13
27
15
12
61

1,182
48

649
370
359

11
75
10
25

Aug.

1,486
221
98
41
30
11
22
13
9
60

1,265
56
681
417
408
9
72
10
25

4

Sept.

1,415
215
95
41
31
10
19
12
7
60

1,200
71
626
403
395
8
65
9
22

4

4,304
657
285
123
89
34
68
40
28

181
3,647

175
1,956
1,190
1,162

28
212
29
72

13

1,274
200
92
37
29

8
15
9
6

56
1,074

66
523
389
382

7
62
9

22

Nov.

1,123
168
80
31
23
8
10
6
4
47
955
61
497
330
324
6
47
7
11

2

Dec.

889
128
65
22
16
6
5
2
3
36
761
63
358
286
282
4
30
5
17

2

3,286
496
237

90
68
22
30
17
13

139
2,790

190
1,378
1,005

988
17

139
21
50

Total

13, 549
2,877
1,460

527
315
212
195
114
81

695
10, 672

600
5, 206
3, 723
3, 585

138
667
108
310

58

1 Estimates of private nonfarm residential building prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; monthly estimates for 1942 based upon quarterly data.
2 Excludes nonresidential building by privately owned public utilities.
3 Includes cantonments, aeronautical facilities, navy yards and docks, Army and Navy hospitals, etc.
4 Beginning 1941, based upon data prepared by the Construction Research Section of the Statistics Division of the War Production Board.
5 Includes construction expenditures for such municipal enterprises as electric light and power plants, street railways and other transit systems, gas systems, ports, dock

harbors, ferries, airports, terminals, etc.
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ary 1942 to date.2 No attempt has been made to adjust
the series for seasonal variation since the period covered
by the estimates is short and since there is evidence
of a definite dampening of seasonal fluctuations during
the war period.

The total volume of new construction rose steadily
from 765 million dollars in January 1942 to a peak
of 1,486 million dollars in August. The chief types
of building represented in this increase were military
and naval construction which rose 420 percent and
industrial building which gained 250 percent. Other
types of construction—such as public housing, access
highways, and service connections—also increased
somewhat during this period as a direct result of the
rapid expansion in war construction. The remaining
types of building began in the early part of 1942 to
reflect the diversion of men and materials to ŵ ar con-
struction. Thus these types of construction showed a
fairly steady decline in dollar volume that has con-
tinued into 1943.
Chart 8.—New Construction Activity, Excluding Work-Relief

Construction, in Continental United States
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
5

Qu. Qu. Qu.

1939 1940

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce, War Production Board, and U. S.
Department of Labor (see also Table 7, p. 10).

From the August peak all types of construction
activity have declined. By March 1943 the estimated
total had dropped to 702 million dollars, less than
half of that recorded 7 months earlier. Although
the volume directly related to the war is considerably
larger for the first 3 months of 1943 than for the
corresponding period last year, the March figures are
slightly lower than a year ago. The 271 million dollars
expended for military and naval construction in
March is only 40 percent of that spent last August.
Similarly, the 210 million dollars of publicly financed
industrial building represents a drop of 50 percent
in the same period. Total nonfarm residential building
continued the downward trend evident throughout most
of 1942, despite some increase in publicly financed
structures.

In March 1943, for the thirteenth consecutive
2 These estimates will appear currently in the monthly statistical section of the

Survey of Current Business.

month, military and naval building accounted for the
largest share of total new construction activity. The
271 million dollars spent on military and naval facilities
in March constituted nearly 40 percent of the total.
Industrial facilities were another large segment of total
construction during March, with 30 percent of all
expenditures going for such structures. Residential
building, the chief component of construction activity
during the latter part of 1941, represented less than
16 percent of the March 1943 total. All other types
of construction are included in the 103 million dollars
constituting the remaining 14 percent of the March
construction volume.

The continual shift in the relative importance of
these different types of construction from 1939 to
date is illustrated by chart 8. The extent of the
changes may be noted by ranking the components ac-
cording to the magnitude of their value in the first
quarter of 1939 and comparing the results with a
similar alinement made for the corresponding period in
1943. The four groups are found to have completely
reversed their positions during that time.

Another clearly defined shift has occurred during the
last 2 or 3 years in the means of financing new con-
struction. In 1939 and 1940 the ratio of privately
financed construction fluctuated between one-half and
two-thirds of the total. For three of the four quarters
of 1941 the proportion dropped below 50 percent, and by
the end of the first quarter of 1942 it was less than
one-third. This ratio continued to decrease until
August, when only 15 percent of all construction was
privately financed. It then remained fairly constant
for the following 7 months.

That the present downward trend of construction
activity will continue is suggested by the activities of
the central facility clearance agencies of the War Pro-
duction Board. Responsibility for curtailing construc-
tion was placed in the hands of the Facility Clearance
Board and the Facility Review Committee last October.
The former, a group of senior representatives of the
principal war agencies, determines the essentiality of
new construction projects costing more than $500,000.
The Facility Review Committee passes on the essen-
tiality of new projects costing between $100,000 and
$500,000, and, in addition, reviews all construction
previously approved to determine whether the continu-
ation of these projects is justified.

By March 26 the Facility Review Committee had
revoked priority assistance to less essential construction
projects having a total value of 1,325 million dollars and
had disapproved new projects having an estimated total
value of 22.5 million dollars. In addition, the Facility
Clearance Board had disapproved new projects having
an estimated cost of 63 million dollars. These figures
do not disclose the full effect of the activities of the
clearance agencies, for a sharp reduction of applications
has been noted in recent weeks. This is attributed in
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part to the effectiveness of the curtailment program and
to the recognition by sponsoring agencies of their
responsibility not to request nonessential construction.

Food Supplies

Per capita civilian food supplies this year will be
slightly larger than the average amount available during
pre-war years 1935-39 but 6 percent smaller than in
1942. This forecast by the Department of Agriculture
is based on the "Prospective Plantings" Survey made
annually in March and on the assumptions of average
weather and a continuation of the present trend in live-
stock production. Total production of food for human
consumption is expected to exceed the average for the
1935-39 period by 31 percent and to exceed 1942 record
production by about 3 percent. The increase over 1942
will, of course, more than be absorbed by military and
lcnd-lease requirements, which will account for at least
20-25 percent of the total food output.

Table 8.—Per Capita Civilian Supplies of Selected Food
Products, 1935-39 Average, 1942, and 1943 1

[Pounds]

Commodi ty

I i j ! 1943 as percent
! I i o f -

I 1935-39 ; 1942 1943 I

Total meats (dressed weight)
Fish .
Poultry products:

Eggs .
Chickens and turkeys

Dairy products:
Butter, farm and factory ,
Cheese |
Condensed and evaporated milk
Fluid milk and cream

Fats and oils (excluding butter)
Fruits:

Fresh (excluding melons)
Canned fruits 3

Canned juices
Vegetables:

Fresh (including melons)
Canned 3

Potatoes (white)
Sweetpotatoes

S *

126 !
(2) I

lend-lease food requirements.
2 Data not available.
3 Pack year basis.
4 Refined bajis.
5 Includes wheat, rye, rice (milled basis), corn, oats, barley, malt liquors, mal

extracts, and other food products.

Source: U. 8. Department of Agriculture.

Civilians apparently will have an adequate diet in
1943 when compared with earlier years, yet there is no
doubt that they will not have all they may wish and can
purchase. Present estimates indicate that the civilian

demand for meat during the entire year 1943 may be as
high as 160 pounds per capita, whereas not more than
128 pounds will be available for distribution. Simi-
larly, there will be only about 46 pounds of fats and oils
(including butter) to meet an expected demand of 55
pounds per person.

In addition, it is anticipated that scarcity of one
commodity will result in increased demand for substi-
tutes. For example, with an adequate supply of meat,
the demand for cheese would probably be around 7
pounds per person, and for chickens around 26 pounds.
Inability to obtain meat, however, will expand the
demand for these meat substitutes. As a result, civil-
ian demand for cheese may reach 10 pounds per person,
in contrast with an estimated supply of only 5.7
pounds.

The amounts of various food products available for
civilian consumption in 1943 on a per capita basis are
shown in table 8. The 1943 estimates have recently
been revised. Preliminary forecasts made earlier in
the year were based chiefly on the 1943 farm output
goals. In most cases the revisions have been down-
ward. For example, earlier estimates based on pro-
posed goals indicated that there would be 138 pounds
of meat per person, 49.1 pounds of fats and oils, 66.4
pounds of citrus fruits; the revised estimates for these
commodities are 124, 46.4, and 53.9 respectively. For
a few commodities, notably canned fruits and vege-
tables, the preliminary estimates of supplies available
in 1943 were raised slightly.

It has been clear for some time that the diet of the
civilian population must be adjusted to the available
supplies of foods. Grains are in plentiful supply;
there will be more wheat, rye, oats, and barley tha11

in either 1942 or the prewar period, 1935-39. The
same is true of poultry products, lard, and margarine.
These products must substitute for meats, butter, fresh
fruits and vegetables, and other scarce commodities.
Under existing rationing regulations, there will also be
a more nearly equal distribution of the commodities
that are scarce.

Farmers, of course, granted favorable weather, have
still to meet the problems of scarce labor and farm
machinery. The labor situation has been eased some--
what both by the recent selective-service regulation
regarding the deferment of farm workers of military
age and by the measures taken to induce men over 38
engaged in less essential occupations to shift to more
essential jobs. Shortages of machinery are still acute,
however, particularly in those areas where rapid ex-
pansion in the production of certain crops, such as
soybeans, has taken place in the last few years.
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The Business Situation
THE Nation's civil organization for vvr.r reached

virtual completion last month with the establish-
ment of the Office of War Mobilization. The powers
conferred upon this agency were such as to make it the
chief economic policy making body of the Nation. It
was empowered by the President's directive of May 28:

" (A) To develop unified programs and to establish
policies for the maximum use of the Nation's natural
and industrial resources for military and civilian
needs, for the effective use of the national manpower
not in the armed forces, for the maintenance and
stabilization of the civilian economy, and for the
adjustment of such economy to war needs and condi-
tions ;

" (B) To unify the activities of Federal agencies and
departments engaged in or concerned with production,
procurement, distribution or transportation of mili-
tary or civilian supplies, materials, and products
and to resolve and determine controversies between
such agencies or departments, except those to be
resolved by the director of economic stabilization under
Section 3, Title IV of Executive Order 9250; and

" (C) To issue such directives on policy or operations
to the Federal agencies and departments as may be
necessary to carry out the programs developed, the
policies established, and the decisions made under
this order. It shall be the duty of all such agencies
and departments to execute these directives, and to
make to the Office of War Mobilization such progress
reports as may be required."

This new agency should perform an important serv-
ice in eliminating jurisdictional conflicts among existing
war agencies and should thus make possible the attain-
ment of better balance among all phases of the war
effort. This balance is increasingly needed as wre ap-
proach nearer to the peak of our war drive.

The Director of War Mobilization and the War
Mobilization Committee were immediately faced by
far-reaching economic problems of the most difficult
sort. These problems were all phases of the pervasive
problem of war—how to mobilize, allocate, and make
the best use of scarce resources of manpower and ma-
terials. The inflation aspect of this over-all mobilization
problem grew particularly critical as it embraced the
coal strike wage negotiations, the price control difficul-
ties, and the fiscal problem. The manpower aspect of
war mobilization was also perplexing in the extreme
as the difficulties of establishing the 48-hour week and
of making the job freeze effective became more evident.

The general impression conveyed by economic events
of May is that of a regrouping of forces before the final
drive to the peak of the war effort. Thus while muni-
tions output continued to forge ahead, total industrial

production, as measured by the Federal Reserve ad-
justed index, continued to lag, advancing only an esti-
mated 1 point from April and only 2 points altogether
since February.

At the same time, employment in nonagricultural
industries in May not only declined by 300,000 from
April but also, for the first time since the defense-war
effort began, stood lower than the corresponding month
of the previous year. This was due chiefly to the
channeling of men into the armed forces. Women
emploĵ ed in nonagricultural industries in May 1943
numbered 14.1 millions or 2.3 millions more than in
May 1942, vvhile men employed in those industries
numbered 27.2 millions or 2.4 millions less than in May
1942. May agricultural employment totaled 10.8
millions compared with 10.2 millions 12 months earlier.
Of this current number, 1.8 millions were women—
400,000 more than a year ago. The prospects that
women must provide the bulk of the additions to our
labor force if the requirements of the war program are
to be met remain unchanged.

Table 1.—New Construction Activity, Continental United
States

[Millions of dollars]

Item

Total new construction.
Total private

Residential (nonfarm) 2_
Nonresidential:

Industrial
Allother

Farm construction:
Residential
Nonresidential

Public utility

Total public
Residential
Mili tary and n a v a l 3

Nonresidential:
Indust r ia l 3

Allother
Highway
Sewage disposal and water supply-.
All other Federal
Miscellaneous public-service enter-

prises

1943

Janu-
ary

115
54

12
6

1
2

40

690
59

325

264
3

24
5

Febru-
ary

761

104
45

2
3

40

657
59

294

262
2

23
4

11

March

108
44

7
5

3
4

45

614
64

281

225
2

24
4

12

April i

720

116
52

6
4

4
5

45

604
68

278

205
3

31
5

12

1942

April

331

19
24

10
7

63

757
41

359

238
15
57
10
31

1 Data for April are preliminary.2 Preliminary estimates of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.3 Based on data prepared by the Construction Research Section of the Statistics
Division of the War Production Board.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Other economic developments during May and early
June reflected wartime pressure. Munitions output
continued to rise after the January set-back; Treasury
reports on total war expenditures continued at the level
of the past quarter—approximately 7 billion dollars per
month; construction, apart from seasonal influences,
continued to decline steadily. This trend is evident
from the data in table 1.Digitized for FRASER 
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Price problems increased in severity during May.
Retail trade, spurred by steadily increasing income
payments, remained some 13 percent above the corre-
sponding level of a year ago, although down on a season-
ally adjusted basis from the all-time high of February.
The February index was 170 while that for April
was only 157. Even sales of durable goods have
remained high particularly in view of the limited and
irreplaceable supply of these products. Independent
stores have, according to new sales indexes constructed
by the Department of Commerce, increased their sales
rapidly over the last year while chain-store sales have
not quite held their former level.

Continuing high consumer demand, together with
rationing and price control which has channeled much
of this demand on to nonrationed goods, had led to
some spectacular price rises. Wholesale food prices
rose 1 percent in April, while retail prices of food
increased 2.3 percent for the latest available month
(mid-March to mid-April). Mainly as a result of
higher food prices, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
cost-of-living index rose from 122.8 to 124.1 over the
March-April period.

In an effort to hold the line against spiralling living
costs, the Office of Price Administration has under-
taken an enforcement drive to eliminate black-market
trading and has sponsored a War Meat Board to main-
tain better control over the distribution of meat to
legitimate consumers. It has also moved toward the
establishment of community-wide price ceilings to
replace varying ceilings for individual stores, and has
turned finally to the use of subsidies to ensure reasonable
prices to consumers for meat, butter, and coffee, while
at the same time making unnecessary a roll-back of
prices to producers.

Enhanced costs of living have led to insistent demands
for upward wage readjustments, not only in the bitu-
minous coal industry but also among rubber and rail-
road workers. While the coal dispute remained
unsettled, 51,000 rubber workers in Akron went on
strike late in May against the decision of the War Labor
Board to grant only a 3-, instead of an 8-cent hourly
wage increase.

Sharply increased taxes, which many analysts feel
should constitute the chief weapon against wartime
inflation, appeared even more remote in early June as
Congress passed a compromise pay-as-you-go plan of
income tax collection. This compromise bill apparently
reflected a feeling that current collections at last year's
rates plus a payment of one-eighth of 1942's taxes in
1944 and another one-eighth in 1945 will obviate the
necessity of any increase this year. The plan cancels
three-fourths of 1942 taxes (or 1943, if income is lower
this year than last), and places salaried workers and
wage earners on a current basis by a 20-percent deduc-
tion from pay after exemptions. It also provides for
current quarterly payments based on forecasts of income

in cases of nonsalaried persons and others not subject
to current pay-roll deductions.

The other direct attack on inflation—sale of war
bonds to individuals—was pushed vigorously in the
April War Loan Drive. With 12 billion dollars the
goal, bonds valued at 18.5 billions were sold. Roughly
80 percent of the total, however, was sold to banks,
insurance companies, and corporations. The change in
outstandings of Series E war savings bonds (the bonds
that normally drain consumer purchasing power)
amounted to only 1,473 million dollars in the 5-week
period April 1 to May 8. This compares with the
March total of 606 millions.

While there are undoubtedly many individual cases
of hardship, the civilian economy has not so far suffered
extreme hardship or been unrewarded for its war effort.
Total income payments to individuals in April were 11.2
billion dollars or at the annual rate of about 140 billions.
First quarter corporate profits after taxes were 18 per-
cent above the corresponding 1942 profits and the
indications are that, unless corporate income tax rates
are revised substantially upward, profits for the entire
year will make a decided gain over those for 1942.
Despite the prevailing opinion that businesses not par-
taking directly in munitions output were suffering great
difficulties, business failures were the lowest for any
period on record.

Corporate Profits

Elsewhere in this issue there appears an analysis of
corporate earnings during the period 1929 through 1942.
New series are shown measuring corporate profits by
major industrial divisions, both before and after taxes,
for this period. These new statistical data will be of
interest to many analysts as a n indication of the current
trend of corporate earnings.

Upon the basis of first quarter results, reasonable
estimates can now be made of the probable magnitude
of corporate profits during 1943. Although there are
too man/ uncertainties during the war period to make
possible an accurate forecast, the principal factors
which will determine the level of corporate earnings
this year are readily apparent. It is clear that there
will be no dearth of demand for goods and services,
at least for the rest of the year. It is also plain that
every effort will be made to increase to the highest
possible level the output of all industries closely related
to the war program. Thus the chief factors which in
most industries will determine the level of corporate
profits before taxes in 1943 are the trends of selling
prices and wages. Should these be held in check fairly
effectively, the rise in corporate earnings may be
moderate; should wage and price ceilings give way on a
broad scale, the rise in corporate profits before taxes
might become precipitous.Digitized for FRASER 
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Production as scheduled under the war program
provides a fair basis for estimating the output of
various industries and industry groups. From these
output or sales estimates, and upon the basis of the
assumption that past relationships, such as that of
sales to profits and gross national product to sales,
will not be drastically modified, it is possible to make
rough estimates of total prospective corporate profits in
1943. These indicate that total profits before taxes
will aggregate somewhere between 23 and 25 billion
dollars. It may be noted that first quarter 1943
profits were nearly 20 percent higher than those of the
corresponding 1942 period. Should that same rate of
increase prevail during the remainder of the year, the
result would be between 22 and 23 billion dollars.

A minor question mark in the outlook for corporate
profits is renegotiation of war contracts. As is well
known, many supply contracts, issued originally at
prices based on relatively small quantities of output,
are being revised in light of the substantial reduction
in unit costs which large-scale production of war goods
has demonstrated to be possible. Through January
1943 contracts issued by the War Department had been
renegotiated to a point where 300 million dollars in
cash had been returned to the Government and about
700 million dollars in savings had been realized on items
not yet delivered. Through March 19, 1943, contracts
of the Navy Department had been scaled down to save
158 million dollars and to indicate a further saving of
273 millions on uncompleted projects. Maritime Com-
mission contracts had also been reduced to the extent of
30 million dollars during the period ended March 19,
1943. Renegotiation will undoubtedly continue to be
pressed throughout the year. This should mean con-
siderably larger savings than those already realized or in
prospect. However, it seems unlikely that the effects
of renegotiation will be strong enough to modify appreci-
ably the relationships of profits to sales.

Present indications are that this year's level of
corporate profits after taxes will also be above that
of 1942. It seems likely that no substantial increase in
corporate income tax rates will be put into effect this
year. In estimating corporate tax liabilities, therefore,
the chief uncertainty concerns the amount of corporate
earnings which will be subject to the excess profits levy.
Last year corporate profits before taxes amounted to
almost 18.8 billion dollars. Of this total, nearly 12
billion were taken by taxes, leaving a net of only 6.9
billions for company use. This year, if corporate tax
rates remain substantially unchanged, a figure of 8
billion dollars for corporate profits after taxes would
appear not unlikely.

Civilian Supply: Inventories
The peak year for both civilian output and consump-

tion was 1941. The peak was attained in that year
despite the fact that a growing preparedness program

took approximately 10 percent of the gross value of
all goods and services produced. In the manufactur-
ing and mining industries, it has been estimated that
in 1941 approximately 30 percent of the physical vol-
ume of output was used for defense purposes. However,
this represented only a slight drain on the civilian
economy since, in these same industries, total pro-
duction during 1941 increased more than 20 percent.
Thus not only was the total effect on the civilian supply
relatively slight, but it was not immediately felt, due
to the fact that large inventories existed at almost
every stage in the distributive process.

In 1942, after the outbreak of the war, acceleration
in the rearmament program was very rapid. For the
year as a whole, more than 30 percent of the gross
value of all output was taken for war purposes. As
in the previous year, the military drain on certain
types of output was below this average. Hence it was
accordingly greater on the output of certain other
industries, such as manufacturing and mining. How-
ever, once again total production in these industries
expanded to such a degree that, even though an esti-
mated 50 percent of their products were taken for
military purposes, civilian output in manufacturing
and mining was cut only about 30 percent.

The inventory cushion, still relatively large, was able
almost entirely to absorb this production cut. Hence
consumers were able to purchase nearly as large a
volume of products as they had during the previous
peak year. It should be noted however, that the
maintenance of this virtual peak volume of consumption
was accomplished only by a substantial change in the
character of the commodity flow to individuals. The
only durable goods available were those which did not
require large amounts of critical materials. On the
other hand, consumer services increased both absolutely
and relatively.

During 1943 a substantial further growth in the
volume of war output is, of course, scheduled. Fuither-
more we are continually drawing nearer to points of
full utilization of resources. This is true not only of
materials, which have consistently been a limiting
factor in the war program, but also of labor. Primarily
as a result of the increasing difficulties in supplying all
our manpower requirements, the rate of expansion in
total production, which was steady during 1941 and
1942, is beginning to slacken off. Thus it is plain that
production for civilians this year will show a substantial
additional decline. The decline should, however, be
relatively smaller than that experienced last year both
(a) because the process of conversion has been virtually
completed and (6) because as the year progresses we
shall be drawing ever closer to the point of minimum
civilian requirements. Beyond this point further cuts
in civilian output would be damaging to the war effort.

Since the size of the inventory cushion between
production and consumption of civilian products is
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important in determining the timing of forced reduc-
tions in civilian, supply, the inventory probleoi assumes
a special economic significance during the war period.
By comparing relations between inventories and ship-
ments in selected lines of business we are able to trace
the effects of war restrictions directly to their final
incidence on the consumer.

Total inventories of manufacturers have grown stead-
ily in dollar volume since 1939 and this growth has been
roughly proportional to the increase in dollar value
of manufacturers' shipments. There is, however, a
noticeable difference between the inventory-shipment
ratios in manufacturing during 1941 and 1942. In the
former year there is definite evidence that protective
buying in advance of requirements was generally prac-
ticed. Thus inventories tended to increase relatively
more rapidly than shipments. This protective buying
of course represented typical business behavior during
a period of expansion. Furthermore, it did not account
entirely for (he total inventory accumulation which
in large part consisted merely of accumulation of goods
in process necessary to the expansion in final output.
However, there is suggestive evidence that inventories
of materials were expanded in certain cases more rapidly
than was required to sustain scheduled rates of output.
This inventory expansion, indicative of a maldistribution
of materials, was possible since methods of Government
control over critical materials had not been fully
perfected.

The difference between inventory-shipment ratios in
1941 and 1942 was particularly noticeable in the dur-
able goods manufacturing industries, where war orders
were concentrated. In the nondurable goods field,
where the increase in the inventory-shipment relation-
ship was less marked, the period of protective inven-
tory accumulation seems to have included roughly the
second half of 1941 and the first half of 1942. There-
after the change in relationship between inventories
and shipments in nondurable industries was both
marked and sudden. Thus in the second half of 1942,
and apparently also in the first half of 1943, nondurable
manufacturing industries have experienced almost no
increase in the dollar volume of their inventories.
Yet shipments had continued to gain.

In the manufacturing field it is virtually impossible
to follow the trend of civilian inventories since there is
no exact method of separating statistically these stocks
from the inventories of war goods. It may be assumed,
however—and this assumption has some supporting
evidence—that manufacturing inventories are divided
between war and civilian portions in a manner which
corresponds roughly with the division of manufacturing
output. On the basis of this assumption it may be
concluded that civilian supplies are already showing a
marked decline in relation to civilian sales. Further-
more, the decline in the physical volume of manufac-

turers' inventories of civilian products is considerably
greater than is revealed by the dollar figures.

Wholesale inventories are relatively small. At their
peak they amounted to less than 5 billion dollars. Fur-
thermore, they consist of both war and civilian mate-
rials. For example, a substantial part of wholesale in-
ventories represents mill supplies, tools, and equipment
held primarily for sale to manufacturers of durable goods.
In 1942 the movement of wholesale inventories relative
to sales was somewhat erratic. In general, however,
and for the year as a whole, a sharp decline in the whole-
sale inventory-sales ratio may be noted. This is con-
sistent with the very substantial known drain on the
physical stocks of consumer goods. The movement of
wholesale inventories is to be explained partly by the
cuts in civilian output, partly by protecth e buying of
retailers, and partly by continued growth in the dollar
volume of consumer expenditures despite the cut in
civilian output.

Since retail inventories are particularly important in
determining when restrictions will reach the consumer
and since our knowledge of the composition of these
inventories is much greater than our knowledge of the
composition of either manufacturers7 or wholesalers'
stocks, a special importance attaches to an analysis of
the behavior of retail inventories during the war period.

Chart 1.—Relationship Between Inventories and Sales of
Retail Stores, Adjusted for Seasonal Variation
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The nature of the retail inventory shipment relation
may be seen from chart 1. As this chart shows, surplus
retail inventories to the amount of roughly 1 billion dol-
lars have been liquidated during the half-year period
from last October through March. As the chart also
shows, inventories at retail during the first three-quar-
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ters of 1942 expanded considerably more than propor-
tionately to the increases in retail sales. This is ex-
plained by several factors such as (a) the natural desire
of retailers to maintain supplies in a market where re-
strictions are becoming ever more numerous and (6) the
desire to realize inventory profits by buying further
forward than business practice would dictate during a
period when the trends of prices and sales were more
uncertain than they are at present.

Table 2.—Quarterly Sales and Average Inventories of Selected
Types of Retail Stores, Adjusted for Seasonal Variation

[Millions of dollars]

Kind of store

All retail stores:
Sales
Inventories

Percent of sales.
Department stores:

Sales
Inventories _

Percent of sales -
Variety stores:

Sales
Inventories

Percent of sales.
Drue; stores:

Sales --- ---
Inventories

Percent of sales.
Chain men's wear

stores:
Sales
Inventories

Percent of sales_
Chain shoe stores:

Sales
Inventories

Percent of sales.
Other apparel stores:

Sales
Inventories

Percent of sales.

I

13,024 13
5,671 5

44

796
658

83

220
177
80

420

1

2951
70

46
30
65

65
71

109

655
694
106

1941

[I

545
911
44

074
641

60

?74
178

65

448

64

63
34
54

113
6?
55

837
597

71

III

14,211
6,287

44

1,074
833

78

277
197

472
280

59

47
45
96

91
73
80

843
873
104

,v

13
6

1

1

393
538
49

461

14
7

1
755

52

404
204

50

526
353|

67

85
47
55

115
69
60

13?
722
64

I

,061
,075

50

,020
974

95

265
208

78

482
345

72

84
48
57

98
88
90

924
957
104

1942

II

13,
7,

1,

658

III

14,
382 7,

54

115
123
101

312
227
73

534

1,
1,

3331
62

56
61

109

143
86
60

923
998
108

1

219
417

52

107
123
101

317
215

68

578
339

59

43
66

153

122
92
75

958

IV

14
6

1

1
153
120

312
781
47

706
842

49

454
184
40

687
339

49

77
52
68

152
78
51

,477
791

54

1943

I

15,066
6,526

43

1,140
807

71

344
192

56

604
336

56

64
43
67

100
81
81

1,189
775

65

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Analysis of the composition of retail inventories by
type of store reveals that the drain on retail stocks of all
types is becoming marked. Furthermore this analysis
shows that retail inventories generally have now been
cut down to about their normal pre-war relationships to
sales. If this reduction continues, new restrictions on
civilian supply may reach the consumer before long.
These inventory data are shown in table 2, for the vari-
ous types of stores for which current series are available.

In interpreting the ratios of inventories to sales, also
shown in table 2, one should remember that they are
not adjusted for seasonal movements and hence show
wide variations from quarter to quarter. The safest
comparison is between corresponding quarters. Since
the inventories are at cost, the ratios do not accurately
measure the actual stock turnover. If the first quarter
of 1943 is compared with the first quarter of the previous
year, the decrease in value of inventories held by all
types of stores is readily apparent. Furthermore since
the inventories at the end of the first quarter of 1943
are valued at higher prices than the stocks held on the
corresponding date a year ago, it is obvious that the
drain on physical stocks has been even more severe
than the dollar figure would imply.

While analysis of dollar inventories is important,
particularly when these inventories are related to sales,
it is perhaps even more important to study the trend of
physical quantity stocks. Unfortunately, the data on
physical stocks are neither complete nor capable of
being compiled into tables which give anything like
complete coverage of the inventory field. However,
the physical quantity inventory data which are avail-
able do suggest inferences about the trends of certain
types of supplies. These physical inventory data are
shown in table 3 where they are arranged as nearly as
possible according to their probable use.

Chart 2.—Inventories of Selected Groups of Retail Stores,
End of March
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

It is clear from the data in table 3, fragmentary
though they may be, that stocks of foodstuffs have
declined very sharply during the past year. This is
due, of course, largely to the very great expansion in
food requirements, both of the military forces and the
civilian population. The rapid expansion in consumer
income during the war period,has made possible a very
definite improvement in the living standards of many
groups in the population. This improvement in living
standards has not only meant heavier food purchases
but also an appreciable change in the diet of many
working-class people. Despite the fact that food pro-
duction has been increased all along the line from farms
to consumers, pressure of demand has been such as to
drain stocks despite the rationing regulations. How-
ever, since foods stocks are normally small in relation
to consumption, too much significance should not be
attached to even a relatively large inventory decline.

It is also suggested by the data in table 3 that physical
inventories of industrial products have not in general
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Table 3.—Production and Stocks of Selected Products—Latest Available Month of 1943 and Corresponding Month 1942

Product

Foodstuffs, beverages, and tobacco:
Creamery butter
Cheese
Milk, evaporated
Apples .
Wheat flour .
Beef
Lamb and mutton
Pork, fresh and cured
Poultry. .
Eggs
Shortenings and compounds.. _ _
Whisky
Tobacco, flue-cured and light-air cured

Products for both consumer and industrial use:
Leather, cattle hide
Printing paper
Wrapping paper
Anthracite _
Bituminous coal
Gasoline
Glass containers

Industrial materials:
Hardwood lumber
Softwood lumber
Iron and steel scrap
Wood pulp
Portland cement

Month to
which figures

refer

April...
do_.
do_

0)
March. .
April..

do..

do
do. .

March.
April—

(4)

April...
March.

do.
do..

. . . . .do . .
do..

April.._

.do..

.do...
March.
April...

d

Unit

Thous. oflb..
do.
do

Thous. of bu
Thous. of bbl
Thous. of lb._.

do
do
do

Thous. of eases.__
Thous. of lb
Thous. of tax gal.
Mil. oflb

Thous. of hides..
Short tons..

.do..
Thous. short tons.
. . . . . do . . . . — .
Thous. of bbl
Thous. gross

M. bd. ft..
do..

Thous. short tons.
Short tons
Thous. of bbl

Production

Latest Corres-
available ponding

month 1943 I month 1942

Stocks

150,185
83, 590

285, 509
127, 655

10, 569
466, 858
64,101

670, 622
(2)()
18,

134,
00
85
0

1,186

2,404
172, 060
182, 732

5, 824
56, 450
45, 001

7,622

390
2, 062

(2))
771,162

11,239

149, 585
105, 880
358, 443
122, 256

8,378
566, 212

68, 331
567, 754

(2)
16,700

355, 697
8,445
1.018

2,692
190.813
208,188

5,085
47, 796
50, 652
6,921

473
2,298

(2)
942, 373

14,067

Percent
change 1943
from 1942

+.4
-21.1
-20.4
+4.4

+26.2
-17.6
-6 .2

+18.1
(2)
+12.0
-62.1

-100.0
+ 16.5

-10.7
-9 .8

-12.2
+14.5
+18.1
-1 .1

+ 10.1

-17.5
-10.3
(2)
-18.2
-20.1

Lastest
available

month 1943

Corres-
ponding

month 1942

Percent
change 1943
from 1942

29, 567
79, 719
114,682
4,616
4,235

91, 932
11, 650

522, 290
33, 242

3 10, 803
38, 272

437, 398
2,544

« 7, 733
74,166
95, 227
6 216

" 77, 292
* 84, 077
,\, 894

1,216
2,423
6,179

97, 860
8 22, 549

37, 228
208,171
222, 485

3,521
4,002

126,884
7,108

572, 799
96, 716
3 8,894
60, 790

521,485
2,663

« 8. 933
81, 563
74, 091
6 656

7 57, 221
e 99,184

9,417

1,991
3, 969
3,460

130, 257
» 25,112

-20.6
-61.7
-48. 5
+31.1
+5.8

-27.5
+63.9
-8 .8

-65. e
+21. 5
-37.0
-16.1
- 4 . 5

-13.4
-9 .1

+28. 5
-67. 1
+35.1
-15.2
-37.4

-39. 9
-39.0
+78.6
-24.9
-10.2

1 Stock figures are for April; production figures are estimates of total crop in commercial areas for 1941 and 1942.
2 Not available.
3 Shell eggs and frozen eggs in case equivalent.
4 Stock figures are for March; production figures are estimates of total crop of flue-cured and light air-cured types Tor 1941 and 1942.
6 Leather in process and finished, in thousands of equivalent hides.
6 In producers' storage yards.
7 Industrial and retail dealers.
8 Stocks of finished gasoline.
9 Stocks of finished cement.

Source: Selected from Statistical Section of Survey of Current Business.

declined. Exceptions must be noted in the case of
those industrial materials which previously were im-
ported in large volume and which accordingly have been
restricted. The industries not dependent on imports
have in most cases either maintained or increased the
level of their material stocks. In many cases, however,
these inventory increases have not been as great as the
increases in output. This signifies that there has been
a better utilization of industrial materials during the
war period.

Chart 3.—Percentage Change in Commercial Domestic Stocks
of Selected Grains, End of April 1943 from April 1942
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Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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The trend of civilian inventories for the rest of this
year is certain to continue downward in physical terms

and perhaps also in dollar volume unless consumer
expenditures cease expanding. During the first quarter
of 1943 consumer expenditures were at an annual rate
of almost 90 billion dollars. This is clearly far in excess
of the supplies which are available and therefore signi-
fies very severe price pressure in consumer markets.
The first quarter rate in consumer expenditures can
therefore only continue throughout the year if numer-
ous price increases are allowed. The price control
program must be strengthened considerably if the cost
of living is to be held at or near its present level.

Hours of Work
More than 4 months have passed since the President's

Executive Order of February 9. This order, which was
designed to enable the manpower requirements both of
the armed forces and of industry to be met through
fuller utilization of the labor force, established a mini-
mum 48-hour week in selected industries and areas.

The order affected all employers of eight or more
persons in areas of acute labor shortage.1 In addition
to the labor shortage areas, the 48-hour week was also
made mandatory on a Nation-wide scale for the lumber
and nonferrous metal mining industries. On May 1,
1943, the order was amended to cover an important
part of the steel industry, also on a Nation-wide basis.

In the steel industry the 48-hour week will not be-
come effective in all cases until August 1. Time is

i These areas are designated by the War Manpower Commission and change from
time to time in accordance with changing conditions. In April 1943 there were 35,
acute labor shortage areas.
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allowed to arrange for the release and transfer of
workers no longer required under the extended work-
week. Similar time allowances will undoubtedly be
needed in case of other industries which are brought
under the order.

It should be noted that the Executive Order provided
only for a scheduled workweek of 48 hours. Tn
practice, the average number of hours actually worked
may be considerably less than the scheduled workweek.
The difference is due to such factors as labor turnover,
absenteeism arising from illness, accidents, and other
causes, etc. The Department of Labor has estimated
that a scheduled workweek of 48 hours usually results
in about 46 hours of actual work.

The 48-hour workweek has not as yet had a very
great effect upon average hours worked in all industries
throughout the entire Nation. Furthermore, the
48-hour week will not affect a large number of manu-
facturing industries, particularly those producing
durable goods. In most cases those industries are
already operating near or above the 46-hour figure.
As may be seen from table 4, average hours worked
during February in such industries as machinery,
transportation equipment, and automobiles were
already well above the standard set by the order.

Chart 4.—Average Hours Worked per Week in Manufacturing
Industries
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Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

It is not yet apparent that this lengthening of the
workweek has resulted in the release of any substantial
number of employees. Even though some workers
have been made unnecessary by the lengthening of
hours, labor immobility has tended to reduce their
availability in other areas and occupations. Further-
more, additional measures will need to be taken to
encourage the transfer of workers from areas of abun-
dant labor supply to areas of an acute labor shortage.
Although wages in shortage areas tend to be unusually
high, the shortage of housing tends to restrict in-
migration.

Even though some workers are actually displaced as
a result of lengthening the workweek, many of those

displaced will possess only marginal skills and aptitudes-
Thus a considerable amount of retraining may be
required to adapt them to the war or more essential
civilian industries. In effect then, the order makes
only a slight contribution toward increasing available
manpower supply. Additional measures and more
time will be necessary before the working out of the
48-hour week can substantially ease the labor-supply
situation.

Table 4.-—Average Hours Worked Per Week and Number of
Wage Earners

Industry

Manufacturing:
All manufacturing

Durable goods
Nondurable goods

Durable goods:
Iron and steel and their

products
Blast furnaces, steel

works, rolling mills 2_
Electrical machinery
Machinery except elec-

trical
Transportation equip-

ment, except autos
Automobiles
Nonferrous metals and

their products
Lumber and timber basic

products
Sawmills and logging

camps 2

Planing and plywood
mills 2

Furniture and finished
lumber products

Stone, clay, and glass
products

Nondurable goods:
Textile-mill products and

other fiber manufactures.
Apparel and other finished

textile products
Leather and leather

products
Food and kindred prod-

ucts
Tobacco manufactures
Paper and allied products-
Printing, publishing, and

allied industries
Chemicals and allied

products
Products of petroleum

and coal
Rubber products

Nonmanufacturing:
Metalliferrous mining

Copper 2
Lead and zinc 2

Average hours
worked per week

Jan. Feb. Mar.
1943 1943111943'

44.2
45. 9
41.8

45.0

41.9
47.0

46.9
45.7|

46.0

39.!

38.6

43.7

42.8

41.7

41.3

37.4

40.3

43.2
39.6
44.2

39.!

44.5

41.1
44.4

43.2

44.5
46.2
42.0

45.'

42.8
46.9

49.6

46.7
46.0

45.9

41.2

44.1

43.6

42.0

41.5

40.2

43.0
38.6
44.5

39.'

45.0

42.3
44.6

45.3
43. 5

44.8
46.4
42.5

46.0

43.2
47.1

49.6

46.8
45.7

46.6

42.4

41.5

45.0

43.9

42.4

42.1

38.9

40.5

43.4
39.4
44.9

39.9

45.2

42.5

45.0
43.6

Mar.

Number of wage earners
(in thousands)

Jan.
1943

42. 7 13, 503 13,
45.0 7,875
40.1 5,628

43.5

40.2
46.0

49.7

47.9

40.0

39.5

41.6

41.1

40.3

40.1

37.5

40.0

40.7
36.6
42.3

38.0

42.1

39.0
40.8

44.4
45.6
44.2

Feb.
1943

Mar.
1943

i, 617 13, 709 11
7,989 8,091
5,628 5,618

1,693

522
661

1, 2021

2,067
631

408

489

266

362

362

1,273

884

361

965
96
309

335

715

123
183

101
33
20

1,706

524
676

1,220

2,132
642

412

478

260

83

364

359

1,272

897

359

936
94
313

338

722

122
185

101
33
20

Mar.
1942

,21
6, 350
5,471

1,718 1,556

523
693

1,233

2,187
649

410

479

262

82

364

358

1,268

903

354

921
93

313

334

727
122
186
100
33
20

544
511

1,028

1,145
421

373

545

306

87

397

374

959

392

890
95
327

333

551

124
146

112
33
20

1 Figures on average hours worked for February and March 1943 are preliminary.
2 Covered by Nation-wide 48-hour week order.
Source* U. S. Department of Labor.

Adoption of the 48-hour work schedule raises certain
problems of prices and costs, particularly for those
industries making goods primarily for sale to civilians.
Many of these industries have been operating on work
schedules of no more than 40 hours. Thus they have
paid only very slight amounts of premium wages.
Under the new order their average wage rates per hour
may increase by as much as 8 percent. Although
these wage-rate increases need not in every case be trans-
lated into higher labor costs per unit of production,
average costs will undoubtedly rise somewhat. This

{Continued on p. 29)
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The Business Situation

THE dramatic collapse of Mussolini and his Fascist
Party and the imminent capitulation of Italy

must be classed, so far as their potential economic
effects are concerned, as the leading developments of
July. They are significant in throwing more light on
the probable length of the European phase of the war
and, more remotely, of the Pacific phase also. They
usher in the phase of occupation of enemy homelands.
Each such territory wrested from the German-domi-
nated Axis economy and brought into relationship with
the economies of the United Nations deprives the enemy
of its resources and makes them available in some
degree to the victorious powers. But such a conquest
also relieves Germany of certain strains and imposes
them upon the United Nations. Hence, the Italian
debacle may well have important repercussions on the
American economy because as a war economy it is
subject to developments on the battlefield. The break
in the stock market reflected, in part, the interpreta-
tion of the Allied victories in Italy as bringing closer
the period of reconversion of industry to peacetime
operations.

Chart 1.—Budget Expenditures of the Federal Government
for War Activities
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Nothing would be more unfortunate on the home
front, however, than universal acceptance of the idea
that the war is all over except for the shouting—
especially since domestic economic developments hardly
warrant the same rejoicing as the victories of our
armed forces abroad. The increase in strikes is cer-
tainly inappropriate in a war economy. The June
decline in industrial production, which was largely due
to the slump in coal and iron and steel output, appears
upon the basis of evidence available in early August
to have been largely reversed in July. The fact re-

mains, however, that in the first 7 months of this year,
industrial production, as measured by the present
Federal Eeserve index, gained only about 4 percent,
whereas in the comparable period of 1942, just after
Pearl Harbor and notwithstanding the slowing down
due to industrial conversion to war, production rose
about 7 percent.

Of the billion-dollar drop in July war expenditures
from the June level, about half a billion was due to
adjustments in Treasury accounts which raised June
expenditures, shown in chart 1, in an unusual manner
by that amount. A small part of the decline is ac-
counted for by the sharp decline in war construction
(which is discussed at more length on a later page in
this section). The remainder of the war expenditure
drop, however, points to a continuation of the lag that
has been retarding munitions output in recent months.

This prolonged retardation of output at a level far
below the peak required by our war effort, sharply
emphasizes the redoubled efforts that must be made on
the home front in the months immediately ahead if
the needs of the armed forces as reflected in munitions
production schedules are to be met. Additional man-
power must be recruited over and above the with-
drawal of many thousands more by the armed forces.
Directly or indirectly, this additional manpower can
be obtained only at the expense of the civilian economy.
Despite cheering news from the fighting fronts, there-
fore, civilians have still to make their maximum
sacrifices and contribution to the war effort.

During the first half of this year, consumer incomes
and expenditures have continued to advance rapidly.
The marked contrast between the continued rise in the
flow of funds and the lag in industrial production re-
mains one of the most significant features of the
current economic situation. Detailed discussion of the
swift rise in national income and consumer expenditures
during the first half of 1943 will be found in a special
article on page 9 of this issue.

Consumers, with plenty of money to spend, are still
spending it freely. June total retail sales, seasonally
adjusted, were at a high level exceeded only by that
of last February when the scare buying of shoes and
other apparel set an all time peak. Buying of apparel
was also a chief factor in raising June retail trade to
its high level. Part of this was due to shoe pur-
chases when the second shoe ration stamp became
usable. It may be noted in passing that consumer
expenditures for apparel during 1941 and 1942 were
in step with the rise in income but not ahead of it.
During the first half of 1943, however, consumers have
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spent more for apparel than would be expected on the
basis of their incomes. Merchants have been able to
meet this demand only by drawing down inventories.
For the year as a whole, it is probable that about one-
eighth of consumer purchases of apparel in 1943 will
come from inventories. (A detailed discussion of the
entire inventory situation will be found later in this
section.)

By the end of the year, stocks in all hands (manufac-
turers, wholesalers, and retailers) will be down to a point
where any further reduction could occur only if mer-
chandising methods were very substantially altered.
Consumer incomes, even after deduction of currently
paid income taxes, are expected to go on rising. Hence
it is clear that if consumers continue to attempt to
spend more for apparel than would be proportionate to
their income, either production must be stepped up or
some method of distributing the available supply equi-
tably must be put into effect. Undoubtedly voluntary
limitation of purchases by each consumer would be the
best method if it can be made effective.

Revised Outlook for National Product and National
Income in 1943

In the light of the actual performance of the economy
in the first 6 months of the year some retouching of the
1943 forecasts published in the March SURVEY is called
for. The assumptions on which these forecasts are
based should again be noted. It is assumed that no
further price rise will occur and that tax laws as at
present enacted will remain in force. While the latter
assumption may conform to actual events, the former
is clearly hypothetical, and the individual reader will
have to modify the forecasts here presented in the light
of the price increases which he anticipates.

In view of the lag of war production, total Govern-
ment expenditures are likely to fall short from, rather
than exceed, the 100 billion level mentioned in the
March SURVEY. Owing to the price rise that has
occurred since the beginning of the year and the failure
of real consumption to decline, consumer expenditures
for the year may top 88 billion dollars rather than 77
billion as previously estimated. Private gross capital
formation for the year will be negligible. The national
product of about 185 billion dollars is expected to
generate a national income of over 147 billions, and
income payments of about 142 billions, both forecasts
being about 5 billions higher than those given in March.
On the basis of present tax legislation, including that
enacted earlier this year, personal taxes may absorb as
much as 17 billions of this sum. With roughly 88
billions spent on consumption, a figure somewhere in
the vicinity of 37 billions is left for individual savings.
This is below the estimate given in the March SURVEY,
the reduced level of savings being due partly to higher
taxes but chiefly to larger consumer expenditures than
were originally expected.

The Trend in Inventories

Business inventories have been gradually liquidated
during the past 12 months. Reaching a peak level of
29.3 billion dollars in June 1942, inventories of manu-
facturers, wholesalers, and retailers were reduced by
2.5 billions in the 12-month period ending June 30 of
this year. Ever-increasing demands for goods, both
by the armed forces and civilian population, could be
met only so long as there were unutilized resources to be
employed. During 1941 and the first half of 1942,
business concerns were not only able to satisfy most

Chart 2.—Business Inventories at End of Month
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demands but also succeeded in adding to their stockpile
out of current production. As full utilization of all our
resources ŵ as approached, it became clear that a more
stringent control of the flow and distribution of mate-
rials was necessary to get an economic distribution of
supplies for maximum output. Inventory accumula-
tion thus gradually came to a halt and the application of
various controls, together with increasing shortages
of supplies, were reflected in the inventory liquidation
of recent months.

Table 1.—Value of Business Inventories
[Millions of dollars]

End of month Manu-
facturers

1938—December.
1939—December
1940—December.
1941—December.
1942:

January
February
March
April
May.
June
July
August
September..
October
November..
December...

1943:
January
February
March
April
May._
June

9,994
10, 659
11, 920
15, 747

16, 096
16, 201
16, 464
16, 603
16, 939
17, 183
17, 317
17, 392
17,439
17, 547
17, 682
17, 652

17, 676
17,440
17, 386
17,433
17,460
17,219

Whole-
salers

3,319
3,549
3,730
4,697

4,833
4,867
4,899
4,812
4,674
4,632
4,475
4,345
4,245
4,029
3,956
3,992

3,991
4,026
4, 051
3,994
4,002
3,882

Retailers

4,882
5,117
5,549
6,637

6,620
6,700
7,087
7,472
7,565
7,496
7,439
7,357
7, 350
7,275
7,090
6,384

6,116
5,945
6, 106
5,935
5,947
5,738

Total

18,195
19, 325
21,109
27,081

27. 549
27, 768
28,450
28, 887
29, 178
29,311
29, 231
29, 094
29,034
28, 851
28, 728
28, 028

27, 783
27,411
27, 543
27, 362
27, 409
26, 839

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.
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Wholesalers were the first to draw down their stocks
in response to the unprecedented orders placed with
them both by retailers and producers. Dollar volume
of wholesale inventories reached a peak in March 1942,
but by the end of the year were reduced by more than
one-fifth. Thus at the beginning of 1943, holdings of
wholesalers were back to 1941 levels in dollar terms, and
below the levels of that year in unit volume. During
the first 6 months of this year, however, wholesale
stocks have been at a plateau, despite the fact that
sales were above a year ago. This indicates that cur-
rent inventory levels probably cannot be reduced sig-
nificantly in relation to sales without drastically
changing the methods of doing business.

Retail inventories began to decline in June of 1942
and have been declining steadily ever since. In rela-
tion to sales, retailers had accumulated abnormally
large inventories in 1941 and early 1942. But these
inventories are now being drawn upon to supplement
the reduced flow of incoming goods. Furthermore,
continued consumer demands will make further liqui-
dation inevitable. During the first 6 months of this
year the value of retail inventories dropped by over
650 million dollars and an equal drop is expected in the
latter 6 months.

Table 2.—Value of Manufacturers1 Inventories

[Millions of dollars]

End of month

1938—December.
1939—December.
1940—December.
1941—December.
1942:

January
February,---
March
April
May._._
June
July
August
September. __
October
November. _.
December

1943:
January
February.
March
April
May._..
June

Durable
goods

4,646
5,046 j
6,021 !
8,140 j

8,308
8,383
8, 505
8,655
8,819
8,961
9,081
9,184
9. 319
9,467
9,630
9,741

9,797
9,719
9,769
9,900
9,900
9,787

Nondura-
ble goods Total

5,348
5,613
5,899
7,607

7,788
7,818
7,959
7,948
8, 120
8,222
8,236
8, 208
8,120
8,080
8,052
7,911

7,879
7,721
7,617
7,533 |
7,560 !
7,432 I

9,994
10, 659
11,920
15, 747

16, 096
16, 201
16, 464
16, 603
16, 939
17,183
17, 317
17, 392
17, 439
17, 547
17, 682
17, 652

17, 676
17, 440
17, 386
17, 433
17, 460
17,219

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Increased activity of the "war" manufacturing indus-
tries in 1942 necessitated additional inventories of raw
materials, and resulted in further piling up of goods-in-
process. This tended to raise inventories of manufac-
turers despite the fact that many controls were applied
toward minimizing them. Thus during 1942 manufac-
turers increased their total inventories by 1.7 billion
dollars with the rise in "war" inventories more than
offsetting the decline in stocks destined for civilian use.
This year, however, the various governmental controls,
particularly with respect to the use and distribution of
critical materials, were reflected in a better and more even

distribution of material holdings of manufacturing
plants. This together with the tighter situation in
supplies resulted in a relatively stable level of invento-
ries in the past 6 months. Manufacturers' inventories
on June 30 were over 400 million dollars below the
beginning of the year level.

Table 3.—Manufacturers' Inventories by Stages of
Fabrication *

[Millions of dollars]

End of month

1938—December.....
1939—December ._
1940—December
1941—December . . . .
1942:

January
February
March .
April
May.
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1943:
January
February
March
April
May
June

Raw mate-
rials

4,075
4,515
4,936
7,085

7,228
7,365
7,523
7,570
7,748
7,841
7,881
7,890
7,987
8,219
8,260
8,290

8,112
7,982
7,945
8,031
8,148
8,057

Goods in
process

1,569
1,889
2,464
3,951

4,013
4, 053
4,177
4,203
4,264
4,334
4,375
4,477
4,531
4,543
4,687
4,765

4,908
4,955
5,016
5, 070
4,930
4,813

Finished
goods

4,350
4,255
4, 520
4,711

4,855
4,783
4, 764
4,830
4,927
5,008
5,061
5, 025
4,921
4,785
4, 735
4,597

4, 656
4, 503
4,425
4,332
4, 382
4,349

Total

9,994
10, 659
11,920
15, 747

16, 096
16, 201
16,464
16,603
16,939
17,183
17, 317
17,392
17,439
17, 547
17,682
17, 652

17, 676
17, 440
17,386
17,433
17,460
17,219

1 Classification by stages of fabrication is as reported by manufacturing companies
and does not necessarily reflect economic stages of fabrication.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

A sharp contrast may be observed in the movement
of manufacturers' inventories between the durable and
nondurable goods industries. The durable goods in-
dustries include the heavy war industries such as iron
and steel and their products, machinery, and transpor-
tation equipment industries. These industries have
shown a continued expansion in activity and have
required additional inventories to support the higher
levels of production. Thus their inventories continued
to expand throughout the year 1942 and fche first 5
months of this year although, as in the case of their out-
put, at a declining rate. Their inventory accumulation
in 1942 amounted to 1.5 billion dollars, whereas in the
first 6 months of this year it was only 50 millions. In-
ventories of the nondurable goods industries, on the
other hand, have been declining steadily since the middle
of last year. Most of the goods destined for civilian
use are produced by these industries, and growing
scarcities of such goods account for a reduction in inven-
tories of almost 800 million dollars in the 12-month
period ending July 1 of this year.

Evidence bearing on the progress made in achieving
a better control of the flow and distribution of materials
is obtained by comparing the stock position at different
stages of fabrication. In 1941 and 1942 manufacturers
substantially increased their stocks of raw materials
partly because of increased requirements to meet
expanding production schedules and partly as a protec-
tive measure in anticipation of future shortages. Since
the end of 1942 stocks of raw materials have tended toDigitized for FRASER 
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decline, and by the middle of this year they were 230
million dollars below their value at the beginning of the
year. Contributing to this reversal in trend was the
fact that available materials were getting scarcer rela-
tive to production needs.

Goods-in-process inventories, on the other hand,
have risen continuously this year in line with
production. The addition of 50 million dollars made
in the first 6 months of this year, however, ŵ as only
one-seventh of the amount added during the first 6
months of 1942. While this development would indi-
cate better scheduling of production, it is to be noted
that it is consistent with the declining rate of gain in
output of manufacturers in recent months.

Since the outbreak of war in 1939, finished goods
inventories held by manufacturers were fairly stable
when compared with the gains made in other inventory
holdings. There was a tendency in the 8 months follow-
ing our entry into the war for these inventories to in-
crease. The increasing pressure for immediate delivery
and increasing shortages in many lines, however, re-
sulted in a declining trend in finished goods stocks since
July 1942. During the first 6 months of this year these
inventories were reduced by 250 million dollars.

Construction

Total new construction activity in continental
United States during the first 6 months of 1943 is
estimated at 4,524 million dollars. This was 24
percent below the total for the same period in 1942
and 40 percent below that of the second half of 1942.

Chart 3.—New Construction Activity in Continental
United States 1
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Data do not include work-relief construction.
Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce, War Production Board, and U. S.

Department of Labor.

The June 1943 volume of construction was only 722
million dollars as compared with the August 1942
peak of 1,486 million. (Estimates of the volume of
construction activity for each of the last 13 months
appear on page S-4 of the statistical section.)

Further sharp declines can be anticipated during
the remainder of the year, particularly as the transi-

tion from production of plant to production of material
becomes more pronounced. If, as expected, new con-
struction expenditures during the second half of 1943
run between 3.0 and 3.5 billion dollars, the total for
1943 will approach 8 billion. Such a volume will be
a marked reduction from the 1942 and 1941 levels
but will still exceed construction in most years prior
to 1941.

Table 4.—New Construction Activity, Continental United
States, First Half 1943

Item

Total new construction - . . _ _

Total private - - -
Residential building (nonfarm) * .
Nonresidential building:

Industrial. - - _ . . . . -
Another

Value
(millions

of
dollars),
first half

1943 v

4,524

718
334

49
31

Percent
change

from first
half 1942

-24.1

-58.4
-64.4

-69.0
-80.1

Percent
change

from second
half 1942

-40.4

-37.7
-36.0

-68.8
-44.6

Farm construction:
Residential
NonresidentiaL

Public utility

Total public
Residential
Military and naval 2_
Nonresidential building:

Industrial2

All other
Highway
Sewage disposal and water supply
All other Federal
Miscellaneous public service enterprises._

21
28

255

3,806 |
428 j

1 , 7 1 5 I
I

1,382
17

171
29
52
12

-63 .2
-30 .0
-32 .0

-10.1
+82.1
- 8.4

- 3 . 7
-81.7
-45.9
-50.0
-72.3
-68.4

-63. 2
-31.7
-20.3

-40.9
+17.3
-48.6

-35.7
-62.2
-51.3
-42.0
-57.4
-40.0

^Preliminary.1 Data for private nonfarm residential building were prepared by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

2 Based on data prepared by the Construction Research Section of the Bureau of
Planning and Statistics of the War Production Board.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The decline in total construction has been paced
by the fall of the two dominant components: Military
and naval construction and publicly financed industrial
building. Expenditures on these components were
3,097 million dollars in the first half of 1943, a decline
of only 6 percent from the corresponding period in
1942, but 44 percent below the second half of that year.

The significance of the sharp fall in these two com-
ponents directly related to the war effort is reflected
clearly in their relationship to total war expenditures.
Together they accounted for about 20 percent of total
war expenditures in the first three quarters of 1942,
less than 14 percent in the last quarter of that year,
9 percent in the first quarter of 1943, and only 6 percent
in the most recent 3-month period. Except for com-
pletion of work already started and for spot projects
that are found to be necessary for some particular phase
of the war effort, the relative importance of these two
components may be expected to be further reduced.

Despite the sharp curtailment of military and naval
construction and of publicly financed industrial build-
ing, these two components still constituted more than
61 percent of total activity in June 1943. Nonfarm
residential construction, which has been rising slowly
in recent months, made up over 21 percent and all
other types of construction constituted the remainder.Digitized for FRASER 
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February 1943 marked the turning point in the
clearly defined shift that has occurred during the last
3 years in the means of financing new construction.
The ratio of privately financed construction, which
fluctuated in 1939 and 1940 between one-half and
two-thirds of the total, dropped below 50 percent for
three of the four quarters of 1941, and by the end of
the first quarter of 1942 it was less than one-third.
This ratio continued to decrease until February 1943,
when less than 14 percent of all new construction was
privately financed. It then began to increase so that
by June it exceeded 20 percent of the total.

The most important factor affecting the level of
future construction activity will be the decisions of
the central facility clearance agencies of the War
Production Board. In the reorganization of May 24,
two committees were set up to review all construction
except "command construction/7 One concentrates
on industrial projects and the other on nonindustrial,
with the objective of reviewing the essentiality of
projects already approved and passing upon proposed
new ones. The scrutiny of command construction,
which includes those projects ordered built by the
Chief of Staff, U. S. Army, or by the Chief of Naval
Operations, U. S. Navy, such as airfields, ports, military
hospitals, and fortifications, is delegated to the military
branches.

Transportation

The striking feature of the transportation industry
during 1943 is the continued increases in all forms of
transport, but at an ever-slackening rate. The coal
strikes, the spring floods, the leveling-off of industrial
production—these and other factors tended to dampen
the increases in the total volume of transportation in
the first 6 months of this year from the more rapid
rate of gain in 1942. The Department of Commerce
transportation index for the first half of 1943, adjusted
for seasonal variations, was at 210 (1935-39 average

Table 5.—Volume of Transportation, 1941-43

Type of transportation

Total all types
Total, excluding local transit.

Commodity
Railroads
Intercity motor (for hire) -
Air
Water-borne (domestic) _.
Oil and gas pipeline

Passenger
Passenger, excluding local transit

Railroads
Intercity motor bus
Air

Local transit

Indexes (1935-39 = 100)

1941 1942 1943

142
146

147
146
172
205
124
129

126
143
133
143
294
112

179
185

177
194
190
352
73
140

183
236
244
214
291
138

216
222

204
222
220
564
71
168

255
358
387
308
305
170

Percent increase

1941 to

45
65
83
50

— 1
23

1942 to

21
20

15
15
16
59

- 3
20

39
52
58
44
5

23

1 1943 data are based on the actual performance for the first six months and esti-
mates for the remainder of the year.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

= 100), an increase of 10 percent above the last half of
1942. This increase was only two-thirds the increase
from the first to the. jecond half of 1942. The same
rate of leveling-off occurred in both the passenger-mile
and ton-mile index (see table 5).

Table 6.—Volume of Transportation, Semiannually, 1942-43

Type of transportation

Total
Total, excluding local

transit

Commodity
Railroads
Intercity motor (for hire)_.
Air
Water-borne (domestic)
Oil and gas pipe line

Passenger
Passenger, excluding local

transit
Railroads
Intercity motor bus
Air

Local transit

Indexes, seasonally ad-
justed (daily average
1935-39=100)

1942

First
half

166

172

168
182
174
293
85
134

161

200
194
196
337
129

Sec-
ond
half

197

187
205
205
405
61
146

205

272
295
230
260
148

1943

First,
halfi

210

216

200
219
217
517
69
156

240

338
368
283
304
160

Sec-
ond
half 2

222

229

208
225
223
612
72
190

270

379
406
334
306
180

Percent increase

First
half

1942 to
second

half
1942

15

11
13
18
38

-28
9

27

36
52
17

- 2 3
15

Second
half

1942 to
first
half
1943

First
half

1943 to
second

half
1943

4
3
3

18
4

22

12
10
18
0

12

1 June partially estimated.
2 Estimated on the basis of trends and factors operating in the industry.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The principal factors that will influence activity
from now on are manpower and equipment. If these
and other factors operating in the various fields of
transport are taken into consideration, indications
point to a continuation of the trends shown in the
past 12 months throughout the remainder of the year.
It is estimated that the total index including both
passenger and commodity transport will reach an
average of 222 for the second half of this year on
a seasonally adjusted basis—-6 percent above the first
half. Also, seasonally adjusted, the commodity and
passenger indexes will show increases above the first
6 months of this year of 4 and 13 percent, respectively.
Thus for 1943 as a whole, the total volume of trans-
portation is expected to be 21 percent above 1942,
while the commodity and passenger volumes are
expected to rise 15 and 39 per cent, respectively.
Rail.

Railroad revenue ton-mile statistics show the first
half of this year to be 22 percent above the same period
last year, but the month-by-month comparison shows a
definite downward trend in the rate of increase. It is
expected that the second half of 1943 will be 8 to 10
percent above 1942, resulting in a performance of
around 730 billion ton-miles for the year, or an increase
of 50 billion above the 1942 record.

The performance of the railroads in bringing oil to the
East coast has been an outstanding achievement, reach-
ing a volumo of 1 million barrels a day. With the
opening of the "Big Inch" pipeline to the East coast,
most of the tank cars will be diverted to the long haulDigitized for FRASER 
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from Texas directly to the East. Although railroads
lost around 10 million tons of coal traffic due to the
strikes, it is likely that this can be made up with the
miners back at work and a general observance of the
6-day workweek.

Chart 4.—Volume of Transportation 1
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Source: U . S. Department of Commerce.

Despite continued appeals by the Office of Defense
Transportation and the railroads themselves to limit
passenger travel to essential needs, the transportation
of passengers as registered by passenger-miles has
continued to show unprecedented increases—the first
half of 1943 was about 90 percent above the same period
of 1942. Here too it is not expected that these gains
can continue at such a rate with the present manpower
and equipment situation. The indications are that
passenger-miles in 1943 will total about 85 billions, an
increase of around 57 percent above last year.

Motor.
The greatest problem facing the "for hire" tracking

industry is the manpower shortage which is estimated
at about 35,000 drivers, clerks, and others. Following
closely behind the manpower problem is equipment,
lack of which is expected to be extremely critical this
year. The American Trucking Association has placed

requirements of Dew trucks and trailers at over 128,000.
The equipment outlook is more hopeful as the result of
steps taken by the Office of Defense Transportation to
get the War Production Board to release materials for
the manufacture of almost 114,000 units from now on
through 1944. The repair parts situation, which is
extremely tight at present, should be somewhat eased
in the latter part of the year due to relaxation of the
War Production Board ban on parts production. Thus,
any further increases in truck performances in 1943
must be achieved in a large measure by further increases
in efficiency. Some increases are possible, however, by
the discontinuing of some nonessential services, the
embargoing of certain classes of merchandise, and
further elimination of duplicating routes.

A somewhat brighter picture faces the intercity
motorbus operators, although here too the manpower,
equipment, and supplies problems are acute. However,
the truck tire supply is much better than was expected.

Passenger revenues for the first half of this year were
about 50 percent above last year and operators expect
the second half to be even more favorable. The mileage
cut of 20 percent in the gasoline-starved Eastern area
will be offset by an increase in passengers and by the
relaxation of the mileage cut in the cases of justified
appeals by some operators. Passenger-miles should be
about 45 percent higher in 1943 than in 1942.
Air.

Air transport continued to make outstanding gains.
Express and mail pound-miles are reaching new highs
each month. Present indications point to an increase
in air commodity traffic in 1943 of about 60 percent
above the 1942 high record. At the same time, passen-
ger traffic has advanced above 1942. The current
estimate is for a 5 percent gain over last year. This
excellent showing in both air freight and passenger
traffic is being achieved despite the pressing need for
more equipment and despite the same manpower
problem which faces all industry.

With no new equipment in immediate prospect, and
a reduction of some 40 to 50 percent in the total number
of planes through diversion to the Army, the airlines
are operating their remaining ships at nearly 90 percent
of capacity. This has been accomplished by discon-
tinuance of unprofitable flights and a greater proportion
of long-haul freight traffic. Manpower is becoming
more critical, especially in the maintenance depart-
ments. These departments assume added importance
in making it possible for the airlines to keep their inade-
quate number of planes almost continuously in service
to meet present-day demands.
Pipe Line.

The volume of pipe-line traffic increased 10 percent
during the first half of 1943 over the same period last
year. This increase can be attributed almost entirely
to the record-breaking oil movement to the East coast

(Continued on p. 27)Digitized for FRASER 
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The Business Situation

SOLUTION of the basic economic problem con-
fronting the Nation remains urgent: How to raise

essential war and civilian output by the last few billions
required to attain the wartime peak while at the same
time continuing to avoid inflation. Industrial produc-
tion, as measured by the Federal Reserve adjusted
index, moved closer to this goal in achieving its first
advance since April. It rose in July to a new peak
level of 205 from the June index of 202. According to
evidence available in early September, it advanced
again in August, with durable goods output once more
leading the way. Thus the setback connected with
the coal strike has been overcome.

In order, however, to attain the goals set for arma-
ments output, industrial production must rise at least
6 percent above its August level. This peak level
must be attained within the next 12 months—the
earlier the better. For industrial production to reach
that goal, at the same average rate of gain prevailing
over the last year, will require at least 6 more months.

Table 1.—War Expenditures, Munitions Output, and
Industrial Production

Item

War expenditures (billions of dollars)1- _.
Percent increase from previous period-

Munitions output (index, Nov. 1941 =
100)3

Percent increase from previousperiod-
Industrial production, total (index,

1935-39=100)*
Percent increase from previous period-

Durable goods and minerals pro-
duction s

Percent increase from previous
period

Nondurable goods production «
Percent increase from previous

period

Monthly averages

1942

Jan.-
April

May-
August

2.77

202

172.0

106.0

~~66.~6"

4.48
62

324
60

177.8
3

113.1

64.7

- 2

Sept.-
Dec.

5.85
31

434
34

192.5

124.2

10
68.3

1943

Jan.-
April

6.68
14

510
18

201.5
5

132.0

May-
August

7.33
10

587
15

2 204.0
1

2135. 2

2
2 68.8

1 U. S. Treasury and Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
2 August estimated by the U. S. Department of Commerce.
3 War Production Board.
4 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
5 Points in total index, i. e., portion of the total consisting of durable goods and

minerals and of nondurable goods production, respectively.

Further Mobilization of Manpower Necessary

Over the period January 1943 to January 1944, essen-
tial industries are scheduled to absorb approximately
2,900,000 more workers. In addition, the armed forces
will require about 3,800,000 during the same period.
Of this total of 6,700,000 persons needed, 3,400,000 are
expected to be withdrawn from the personnel of certain
less essential industries. The remainder of 3,300,000
must come from a reduction of about 400,000 in unem-
ployment and the recruiting of 2,900,000 persons from
among the nonworkers.

Progress in the indicated manpower mobilization has
been relatively slow during the first half of the year in
question. Of the 2,900,000 new workers required in
essential industries, only 900,000, as shown in table 2,
were added during the first half year, leaving more than
two-thirds of the total to be recruited between July and
next January. On the other hand, withdrawals from
the less essential industries have lagged, although sea-
sonal variations in some of the industries concerned
prevent accurate appraisal of the progress made.
Nevertheless, more than two-thirds of all the antici-
pated withdrawals from less-essential industries must
occur between last July and January 1944 if the goals
are met. Although approximately 4,800,000 workers
were recruited from the ranks of the nonworkers be-
tween last January and July, 3,400,000 were absorbed
in agriculture, while nonagricultural employment actu-
ally fell 100,000. Moreover, many of the former non-
workers who entered the labor force during this period
are youths on summer vacation who will return to
school in the autumn.

This manpower bottleneck has unquestionably re-
tarded the flow of goods and services. The pulp and
paper industry is a good illustration. Here the short-
age of men to cut wood in the forests has curtailed the

Chart 1.—Budget Expenditures of the Federal Government for
War Activities
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Source: U. S. Treasury Department (Daily Statement).
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supply of pulp wood and wood pulp. Much the same
situation exists in the lumber industry, where labor at
mills and logging camps is below requirements. In
order to maintain production at copper, zinc, and
molybdenum mines and smelters, it was necessary for
the Government to furlough 4,500 former miners from
the armed forces. In transportation, there was the
instance of a serious accumulation of loaded freight cars
in the port of New York because of lack of labor to
unload them promptly.Digitized for FRASER 
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In other industries, such as aircraft and cotton
textiles, shortage of manpower is manifested also by
absenteeism and by high turn-over rates which greatly

Chart 2.—Production of Manufactures, Adjusted for Seasonal
Variation
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retard expansion of the work force. At the June rate
of separation, the entire work force of the manufac-
turing concerns reporting to the Government would
turn over in 14 months During the first half of 1943,
these reporting firms increased their work force approx-
imately 4 percent only by dint of adding 47 percent to

Table 2.—Progress of Manpower Mobilization for Industry
[Millions of persons 14 years of age and over]

July
1942

Total labor force.. ! 60.6

Armed forces 1

Estimated civilian labor force
Unemployed
Employed

Agriculture
Nonagricultural employment, total

Industries scheduled for more man-
power

Munitions and munitions ma-
terials 2

Government war agencies 3

Transportation, fuel and utilities
Industries scheduled to maintain

manpower
Food-processing industries
Textiles, clothing, and leather

Industries scheduled for less man-
power

Construction and building ma-
terials

Trade and service 4

All other s

3.8
56.8
2.8

54.0
11.7
42.3

13.1

1.0
4.3

4.2
1.4
2.8

25.0

3.1
10.9
11.0

Jan.
1943

59.4

7.0
52.4
1.4

51.0
8.7

42.3

14.8

9.1
1.5
4.2

4.1
1.3
2.8

July
1943

64.8

9.3
55.5
1.2

54.3
12.1
42.2

15.7

9.6
1.7
4.4

4.1
1.4
2.7

Jan.
1944
re-

quire-
ments

62.3

10.8
51.5
1.0

50.5
8.7

41.8

17.7

11.3
2.0
4.4

4.1
1.3
2.8

23.4 22.4 i 20.0

2.3
10.6
10.5

2.1
10.6
9.7

1.3
10.1
8.6

Change

Jan.
1943
to

Jan.
1944

+2.9
+3.8
-0.9
-0.4
-0.5

0.0
-0.5

+2.9

+2.2
+0.5
+0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0

-3.4

- 1 . 0
- 0 . 5
- 1 . 9

July
1943
to

Jan.
1944

-2.5

+1.5
-4.0
-0.2
-3.8
-3.4
-0.4

+2.0

+1.7
+0.3

0.0

0.0
-0.1
+0.1

-2.4

-0.8
-0.5
-1.1

1 Represents net strength; excludes net attrition from battle casualties, etc.2 Includes all metal-using industries, metal mining, selected chemicals and rubber
industries.3 Excludes navy yards and manufacturing arsenals included in the munitions
group as well as off-continent and force-account construction employment of war
agencies.4 Includes trade, finance, service, and miscellaneous groups as reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.6 Includes all other manufacturing, all other Government and self-employed and
domestic servants after adjustment for statistical differences between the data of
the Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Sources: War Manpower Commission, U. S. Department of Labor, and U. S.
Department of Commerce.

the workers on their pay rolls, while 30 percent quit
and total separations amounted to 43 percent.

Although manpower statistics for the Nation as a
wrhole clearly indicate the current stringency, man-
power shortages are, in the final analysis, local and
specific. Hence the best measure of the growth of
the stringency is perhaps the tabulation, shown in
table 3, by the War Manpower Commission, of labor
shortage areas.

Table

Jan.1
Feb. 1
March
Apr. 15
May 15
June 15
Aug. 1
Sept. 1

3.—-Labor

All labor
market

areas classi-
fied

279
269
271
275
278
291
335
340

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Market Areas Classified According to
Labor Supply

Group I

Areas of
acute labor

shortage

Num-
ber

32
36
35
42
46
55
59

Per-
cent

11.4
11.9
13.3
12.7
15.1
15. 8
16.4
17.4

Group II

Areas of labor
stringency or
in which labor
shortage may
be anticipated

within 6
months

Num-
ber

95
102
104
107
97

101
111
112

Per-
cent

34.9
37.9
38.4
38.9
34.9
34.7
33.1
32.9

Group III

Areas in
which general
labor short-
age may be
anticipated

after 6
months

Num-
ber

61
59
55
61
66
70
81
78

Per-
cent

22.4
21.9
20.3
22 2
23^7
24.1
24.2
22.9

Group IV

Areas of
adequate

labor
supply

Num-
ber

85
76
76
72
73
74
88
91

Per-
cent

31.3
28.3
28.0
26 2
26.3
25.4
26.3
26.8

Source: War Manpower Commission.

At the beginning of this year, 11 percent of all labor
market areas then classified were having acute labor
shortages, while at the other end of the scale only 31
percent of the areas classified had an adequate labor
supply for all current and anticipated needs. By
September, labor shortages w êre acute in 17 percent
of all 340 areas surveyed, wrhile areas of adequate
supply had shrunk to 27 percent of the total.

The importance of the areas covered is indicated
by the fact that the population of the 32 areas suffering
acute labor shortages on February 1, 1943, was 10,000,-
000, while the population of the 54 continental areas
(Hawaii was included in the 55 areas) suffering acute
shortages on August 1 was approximately 18,000,000.

The stringency will almost inevitably become more
critical in the autumn after millions of young people
have returned to school. Then the year-end require-
ments of the armed forces and of essential industries
can be met only b}̂  extensive (2,400,000) transfers of
workers from less to more essential industries or the
armed forces and by the accession of about 1,000,000
nonwrorkers to the labor force. The magnitude of the
Nation's maximum war effort hinges directly on the
success of this further mobilization of manpower.

Consumer Expenditures

Consumer expenditures for all goods and services
are now expected, upon the basis of revised estimates,
to exceed 90 billion dollars during 1943. This will be a
10-percent increase over last year. Since the cost of
living, as measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics7
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index, will probably register about a 7-percent average
rise over 1942, it is clear that consumer expenditures
are rising faster than the cost of living. It cannot be
concluded, however, that the number of units of goods
and services flowing to consumers will increase from
1942 to 1943. Fragmentary data show that trading
up—the tendency to buy higher quality and hence
higher-priced goods which frequently accompanies
growing incomes—is an important factor in producing
the large dollar volume being recorded. Hidden price
increases may also be important in some cases.

The trend of consumer expenditures, classified into
8 groups of goods and 8 groups of services, is shown
in table 4. The only declines in goods expenditures
from pre-war years are those for automobiles and parts,
gasoline and oil, and furniture, house furnishings, and
equipment. It is also noteworthy that expenditures
for all types of services increased.

Table 4.—Consumer Expenditures for Major Groups of Goods
and Services

[Billions of dollars]

Group

Total consumer
penditures

Goods, total
Nondurable goods, total

Food and beverages
Clothing and related

products
Tobacco
Gasoline and oil
Other nondurables

Durable goods, total
Furniture, furnishings,

and equipment _"_..
Automobiles and parts-_.
Other durables

Services, total
Housing, excluding depre-

ciation
Home maintenance
Household utilities
Personal services
Transportation
Medical care
Recreation
Other services, including

gifts

1941

74.6

49.2
40.1
22.3

8,4

2.4
4.7
9.1

4.?,
3.3
1.5

25.4

7.4
1.5
2.4
1.8
2.6
3.0
1.9

4.7

1st
half

25.0
22.1
12.8

4.6
1.1
1.0
2.6
2.9

1.9
.3
.7

13.6

3.9
.8

1.4
1.0
1.4
1.6
1.1

2.4

1942

2d
half

29.3
25.9
14.8

5.9
1.3
1.0
2.8
3.5

2.1
.2

1.1
14.0

3.9
.9

1.3
1.1
1.6
1.6
1.2

2.5

Total 1st
half

54.4 28.8
48. 0 I 25.9
27. 6 15. 0

10.5
2.5
2.0
5.4
6.4

4.1

L8
27.6

7.8
1.8
2.6
2.0
3.0
3.3
2.3

5.9
1.3
.8

3.0
2.9

1.8
.2
.8

14.5

4.0
.9

1.4
1.1
1.6
1.8
1.2

2.5

1943

2d
half

47.3

32.7
29.3
17.2

6.7
1 5
.8

3.1
3.4

2.0
.2

1.2
14.6

4.0
.9

1.4
1.1
1.8
1.7
1.2

2.5

Total

Per-
cent

change
1943
from
1942

90.6

61.5
55.2
32.2

12.6
2.8
1-6
6.1
6.3

3.8
.4

2.1
29.1

8.0
1.8
2.8
2.2
3.4
3.5
2.4

5.0

+11

+13
+15
+16

' +20
+12
- 1 8
+13

- 6
- 2 7
+15
+5
+3
+3
+8

+11
+14
+7
+4
+2

Source: L1. S. Department of Commerce.

Early this year it was expected that dollar sales at
retail stores and consumer expenditures would be lower
in 1943. * That this did not materialize is due chiefly
to three factors:

(1) Consumers shifted their expenditures to a great
extent to goods that were relatively more plentiful.
In so doing there was a considerable amount of trading
up. Manufacturers encouraged this trend by em-
phasizing higher-priced lines.

(2) In such basic commodities as food and clothing,
production cuts from materials controls were not as
drastic as was at first expected. Furthermore manu-
facturers of civilian goods were very ingenious in the
use of substitutes to supplement the reduced volume
of materials made available to them.

(3) Inventories of consumer goods in the hands of
business were at record levels at the beginning of
1942, and these have been drawn upon more heavily
than expected to meet the ever-growing demands of
consumers.

Inflation Gap of 1942 and of 1943

The upward revision of the consumer expenditures
estimate for this year will of course affect the so-called
"inflation gap." The apparent disposition of the gap
for both the last and current years is outlined in table 5.

Table 5.—Gross Inflation Gap Arising from Current Income
and Its Disposition, 1942 and 1943

[Billions of dollars]

1942 1943 i

115.5
6.6

108.9

78.2

30.7

3.8
26.9

142
16

126

88

38

2
36

Income payments to individuals
Less personal taxes and nontax payments

Disposable income of individuals
Less consumer expenditures at January 1 prices in each

year

Gross inflation gap

Disposition of inflation gap:
Expended in paying higher prices for goods and services.-.
Saved

1 Last half of year estimated.

Two significant conclusions seem warranted from
these data. The first is that price control and rationing
have been quite evidently effective in restraining con-
sumers from using more than a small fraction of their
surplus income to bid up prices of available goods and
services. The second is that although the large amounts
of liquid funds saved by individuals out of their 1942
and 1943 incomes were prevented from forcing up prices
in those years, they will still constitute a potential
threat to prices in the years ahead. The Securities
and Exchange Commission estimated that 38 percent of
1942 individual savings were in the form of currency
and bank deposits. Should this same ratio hold good
in 1943, then out of 63 billion dollars total savings for
last year and this, 24 billions will be cash. Hence, what-
ever the 1944 inflation gap may be in 1944 income, the
inflation potential will be larger by virtue of these and
other accumulated liquid savings from former years.
(See the discussion of wartime savings and their sig-
nificance in the article beginning on page 12.)

Total Corporate Income during First Half of 1943

Corporate earnings showed a substantial advance
during the first half of this year, continuing the upward
trend initiated in 1939. Estimated corporate profits
after provision for income and excess-profits taxes for
the first 6 months of this year were 14 percent above the
first half of 1942, according to available corporation
reports. The earnings before taxes rose from an esti-
mated 8,916 million dollars in the first half of 1942 to
11,203 million in the same period this year, an advance
of 26 percent.Digitized for FRASER 
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A large part of this increment in profits before taxes
was subject to excess-profits tax, which accounted for
the lower rate of increase in profits after taxes. In
1942 Federal income and excess-profits tax allowances
amounted to 62 percent of corporate profits before
taxes, while in the first half of this year corporations
allocated 65 percent of their profits for the payment of
taxes.
Corporate profits by industries.

The substantial increase in corporate profits after
taxes for the first half of 1943 compared to the same
period of last year was due to the large increases shown
Chart 3.—Estimated Corporate Profits Before and After Taxes

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1939 1940 1941

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

1942 1943
D.D. 43-476

by the railroad and trade groups and the smaller relative
increase of the manufacturing group.1 The net income
after taxes of the railroads increased by 71 per cent for
the first half of this year. This increase reflected the
maintenance of earnings in the first quarter, contrary
to the usually sharp seasonal decline, as a result of the
transportation demands of the war effort. In the trade
groups sales continued to expand despite the difficulty
of obtaining consumers' goods. The increase in sales
volume is partly a result of depletion of inventories
and, partly of price increases.

The manufacturing corporations showed only a 6-
percent increase in profits after taxes for the first half
of this year, as compared with a 22-percent rise in
profits before taxes.2 The increase in profits before

1 These corporate profits data represent compiled net profits as tabulated from
corporate income-tax returns by the Bureau of Internal Revenue less dividends re-
ceived from domestic corporations. They differ somewhat from the corporate profit
component of the national income. For an explanation of the difference, see the
Survey of Current Business, June 1943, p. 28.

2 It should be noted that the net income after taxes as reported by the manufactur-
ing corporations publishing reports for the first half of 1943 indicates a higher rate of
increase over the first 6 months of 1942 than that shown by these estimates. This
difference appears to be due principally to two factors:

1. In the estimates presented here the corporation tax allocations for 1942 were
reallocated over the quarters in proportion to profits before taxes. Since most cor-
porations assumed a higher effective tax rate during the first half of 1942, based on
tax discussions then under way in Congress, than was finally required for the year,
profits after taxes as reported by the corporations were relatively low for the first
half of 1942, which overstates the increase for the first half of 1943.

2. In many cases the unallowable deductions, such as post-war reserves, were
relatively higher during the first half of 1942 than during the first half of this year.
Since these drtf-ictions are added back to profits as estimated here, the percentage
increase is lower than that shown by the corporation reports in which profits are
hown after such deductions.

taxes was concentrated in the durable-goods groups,
in which profits have increased rapidly. Hence,
nearly all of the increment during the first half of
this year is subject to excess-profits tax rates. In
1942 the tax allowances made by all manufacturing
corporations were 63 percent of profits before taxes,
as compared with 68 percent for the first half of this
year.

Of the manufacturing subgroups, the sharpest in-
crease for the first half of this year occurred in the
automobile group. Profits before taxes increased by
43 percent, wiiile profits after taxes showed a 17-per-
cent rise. These increases reflect the industry's vir-
tual completion of its conversion to war output. The
electrical machinery and transportation equipment
groups also had substantial increases in both profits
before and profits after taxes. In the latter case, how-
ever, there was evidence of a tapering off in the second
quarter, reflecting the leveling off of airplane produc-
tion. None of the manufacturing subgroups had a
decline in profits before taxes for the first half of this
year. Both the nonferrous metals and chemical groups
showed a slight decline in profits after taxes.

Of the major industrial groups, mining was the only
one to experience a decline in profits for the first 6
months of 1943. Here the decline was concentrated
in the metals group, where the labor shortage in copper
mining and the stoppage of gold mining were the
deciding factors. Both anthracite and bituminous
coal mining showed declines in the second quarter as
a result of the strikes.

The Outlook for 1943.

If corporate income in the second half of 1943 main-
tains approximately the same rate of increase over last
year as obtained in the first half, then profits after
taxes for 1943 will be about 8.4 billion dollars. How-
ever, in view of the fact that the gain in profits after
taxes for the first quarter was 15 percent, compared
with 13 percent in the second quarter, it is quite
possible that the rate of profit increase in the second
half of 1943 will be somewhat lower than the 14-
percent gain prevailing in the first half.

The volume of business is expected to increase at a
lower rate relative to 1942 during the second half of the
year, since many manufacturing and transportation in-
dustries are operating at close to capacity. Wage and
price ceilings have been maintained during the first half
of this year, and there is no expectation of any sharp
upward movement in wages and prices during the
remainder of the year. Wages and prices have tended
to move upward together, leaving the profit margin
fairly stable.

One of the unknown quantities in the corporate earn-
ings outlook is renegotiation of war contracts. The
effect of renegotiation upon the 1942 income of most of
the large war contractors has been included in the esti-
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Table 6.—Estimated Corporate Profits Before Taxes, by Industrial Divisions, Quarterly, 1941—43 1

[Millions of dollars]

Industrial division

Total

Mining
Manufacturing

Food, beverages, and tobacco
Textiles and leather
Paper and printing
Chemicals
Oil refining
Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (excluding electrical)
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Automobiles
Miscellaneous manufacturings. .

Trade
Retail
Wholesale

Finance
Transportation

Railroads
Other

Communications
Power and gas
Miscellaneous

2,642

72
1,833

183
122
84

197
54

275
81

226
112
99

203
197
268
130
138

- 1 0
114
53
61
74
223
68

II

3,411

83
2,393
235
187
117
229
93
345
89
299
163
140
232
264
425
213
212
0

168
83
85
78
184
80

III

3,996

88
2,730
268
225
145
243
116
408
91
392
163
210
150
319
592
324
268
8

225
116
109
72
178
103

IV

4,394

82
2,980
267
233
171
275
98
477
99
388
212
261
234
265
737
433
304
11
208
107
101
73
192
111

Total

14,443

325
9,936
953
767
517
944
361

1, 505
360

1,305
650
710
819

1,045
2,022
1,100
922
9

715
359
356
297
777
362

1942

4,270

93
2,904
265
266
188
255
84
429
100
427
190
271
160
269
577
334
243
24
224
107
117
81
248
119

II

4,646

94
3,152
297
327
135
207
72
487
94
494
203
345
173
318
555
253
302
38
372
241
131
88
212
135

III

4,950

94
3,163
351
277
96
255
95
440
95
497
214
313
197
333
657
373
284
48
504
346
158
88
221
175

IV Total

5,171

97
3,324
359
272
109
285
86
488
110
538
174
338
261
304
674
418
256
55
515
368
147
103
226
177

19,037

378
12, 543
1,272
1,142
528

1,002
337

1,844
399

1,956
781

1,267
791

1,224
2, 463
1,378
1,085
165

1,615
1,062
553
360
907
606

5,452

92
3,562
336
281
168
289
94
592
127
588
237
318
222
310
761
430
331
58
436
307
129
107
287
149

5,751

94
3,833
344
312
179
251
105
661
133
670
238
368
254
318
766
379
387
60
514
375
139
107
241
136

i The estimates for 1941 and 1942 are revised from those published in the June issue of the Survey of Current Business. The revision was occasioned by the release by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue of preliminary tabulations of corporate income-tax returns for 1941.

Table 7.—Estimated Corporate Profits After Taxes, by Industrial Divisions, Quarterly, 1941-43 1

[Millions of dollars]

Industrial division

Total . .

Alining
Manufacturing- _ . . __. ..

Food, beverages, and tobacco
Textiles and leather
Paper and printing
Chemicals
Oil refining
Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (excluding electrical)
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Automobiles
Miscellaneous manufacturing . _

Trade
Retail.
Wholesale

Finance _. .
Transportation

Railroads
Other

Communications
Power and gas
Miscellaneous

I

1, 323

40
922
112

71
45

100
34

130
38

105
49
40
94

104
153

76

— 75
65
30
35
45

142
31

I I

1,711

47
1,205

144
107

63
116

58
163

42
139

71
56

107
139
243
125
118

—84
96
47
49
48

117
3»

1941

III

2, 017

48
1, 376

165
129
78

123
71

192
43

182
71
84
69

169
339
190
149

- 8 5
129

64
44

114
52

IV

2,226

46
1,487

165
134
91

140
61

295
47

180
91

105
109
139
423
255
168

- 7 1
119
61
58
45

123
54

Total

7, 277

181
4, 990

586
441
277
479
224
710
170
606
282
285
379
551

1, 158
646
512

- 3 1 5
409
203
206
182
496
176

I

1,636

50
1,082

126
97

105

134
41

139
54

70
107
246
134
112

- 5 8
110
52
58

99

50

II

1,779

51
1,154

140
117
54
85
48

152
38

161

98
76

128
240
101
139

—45
180
115
65
37

105

1942

III

1,934

49
1,182

166
102
39

105
62

138
38

162
61
89
86

134
280
149
131

- 4 2
242
165
77
37

109
77

IV

2,027

52
1,246

172
98
45

118

153
45

177
49
96

115
121
286
168
118

- 4 0
249
176

43
112

Total

7,376

202
4, 664

604
414
214
413
223

162
639
221
360
347
490

1,052
552
500

— 185
781
508
273
151

1943

I

1, 883

49
1,138

140
107
70

101
51

142
38

141
64
90
80

114
286
161
125

- 2 0
186
127
59
44

133
67

II

2,005

51
1, 230

143
122
74
88

159
40

161
64

105
91

126
288
142
146

- 1 2
223
159
64
44

119
62

1 The estimates for 1941 and 1942 are revised from those published in the June issue'of the Survey of Current Business. The revision was occasioned by the release by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue of preliminary tabulations of corporate income-tax returns for 1941.

mates. However, except for the reduction in prices on
1943 deliveries, secured in the course of the 1942 renego-
tiations, the possible renegotiation of 1943 income has
not been taken into account.

According to a recent release, renegotiation by the
War and Navy Departments and the Maritime Com-
mission during the 14 months ended June 30, 1943,
resulted in actual rebates of 1,523 million dollars, with
an additional 2,031 million in price reductions on future
deliveries. Nearly all of the rebate represented a re-
duction in 1942 earnings.

It seems reasonable, in viewr of the price reductions
on 1943 deliveries already secured, and since additional
contracts will be based on more complete knowledge of

costs, to expect rebates on 1943 earnings to be sub-
stantially lower. Additional renegotiation of 1943 cor-
porate income wall act chiefly to reduce taxes and profits
before taxes but will have only a slight effect on profits
after taxes. The probability that corporations have
tried to be on the safe side in their tax allowances for
the first half of the year may tend to counteract the
effect of renegotiations.

Electric Power and the War

Electric energy to the extent of approximately 148
billion kilowatt-hours will be utilized by the Nation's
manufacturing and extractive industries in 1943. InDigitized for FRASER 
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terms of horsepower, this means that every American
workman will, on the average, have the energy of
more than 6 horses working under the guidance of his
hand in every hour of work throughout the year.

The data in table 8 show electric energy consump-
tion per man-hour, by industry groups. The detailed
data cannot be shown for reasons of security, but the
range of power use in 1942 was from 185 kilowatt-
hours, or 248 horsepower-hours, per man-hour in
certain extractive industries to 0.22 kilowatt-hours, or
0.30 horsepower-hours, per man-hour in one of the
apparel industries.

Table 8.—Kilowatt-Hours per Man-Hour in Manufacturing
and Mining Industries l

Item 1939

Mining, total
Nondurable manufactures, total. _
Manufacturing and mining, total_
Manufacturing, total
Durable manufactures, total

INDUSTRIAL GROUP OR INDUSTRY

Nonferrous metals and their products
Products of petroleum and coal
Paper and allied products
Metalliferous mining j
Chemicals and allied products j
Stone, clay, and glass products
Quarrying and nonmetallic mining J
Anthracite mining j
Iron and steel and their products I
Rubber products !
Bituminous coal mining ;
Crude petroleum production '
Food and kindred products !
Textile-mill products and other fiber manufac- •

tures i
Automobiles ;
Electrical machinery |
Machinery, except electrical \
Printing, publishing, and allied industries - i
Lumber and timber basic products j
Furniture and finished lumber products _ _. . j
Transportation equipment except automobiles--- \
Miscellaneous industries ]
Tobacco manufactures ;
Leather and leather products ;
Apparel and other finished textile products !

7.02
4.51
4.70
4.53
4.56

14.20
17.46
17.39
16. 35
16.15
8.63
6.35
8.16
6.53
6. 98
5. 06
3.80
3.75

1940 1941

3.20
3.41
2.82
1.88
1.38
1.48
.94

1.54
1.08
.69
.63

7.30
5.02
4.99
4.82
4.61

15.29
18.00
18.24
16.42
18.32
9.07
7.02
8.77
6.60
6.88
4.98
4.40
3.77

3.58
3.37
2.88
1.87
1.45
1. 56
1.01
1.27
1.11
.74
.68

7. 55
5.01
4. 75
4.59
4.22

15.42
18.69
17.21
16.71
17.41
8.93
7.55
8.68
6.20
6.52
5.07
4.54
3.86

3.59
3.17
2.52
1.76
1.47
1.42
1.00
1.04
1.07
.78
.67
.27

1942

7.45
5.01
4.55
4.40
3.96

20.65
18. 00
17. 73
17.60
14. 36
8.92
8.38
7.40
6.00
5.26
4.86
4.23
3.63

3.63
3 22
2.25
1.67
1.45
1.37
1.02
.95
.94
.74
.68
.28

> Items in this table are arranged in decreasing order of magnitude according to the
1942 data.

Source: Federal Power Commission.

The Federal Power Commission, in analyzing indus-
trial demands for electric power, has found that our
industries have, in the aggregate, used less electric
energy per man-hour in 1941 and 1942 than in 1940.
This surprising result was chiefly clue to the fact that,
since the national defense program got under way far
more workers have gone into factories where materials
are processed into finished products than into estab-
lishments producing the raw materials.

Employment in manufacturing, for instance, ex-
panded 50 percent from 1939 to 1942, while in the
extractive industries it rose only 10 percent. Since
the production of raw materials requires more electric
energy per man-hour than is required in their process-
ing, the national average consumption of power per
worker per hour has dropped slightly.

Total Demand for Electric Power.

The aggregate amounts of electric energy used by
each broad industry group since 1939 are shown in
table 9, with estimates for 1943. The industries

whose products are now primarily destined for war
purposes have, as would be expected, increased their
aggregate power consumption more than the otheis.
In the 4 years since 1939, the nonferrous metal and
transportation equipment industries have tripled their
use of electric energy, while the chemical and machinery
industries, except electrical, have almost tripled theirs.

It will be noticed that the iron and steel industry,
including products, which used the most power in 1939,
will probably be in second place in 1943. The paper
and allied products industry, which was second in the
array of power users in 1939, has been displaced b}7

both the chemical and nonferrous metal industries.
These estimates of 1943 electric power consumption
are, of course, dependent upon the accuracy of the
estimates of the 1943 output of the various industries
concerned.

Table 9.—Electric Power Consumed by Various Industrial
Groups

[Millions of kilowatt-hours]

Total manufacturing. 71, 355

Chemicals and allied products 4

Iron and steel and their products 4

Nonferrous metals and their products. _.
Paper and allied products
Transportation equipment, including

automobiles 4

Textile-mill products
Food and kindred products 4

Stone, clay, and glass products
Machinery, except electrical
Products of petroleum and coal
Electrical machinery
Rubber products
Lumber and basic timber products
Printing and publishing
Miscellaneous industries
Furniture and finished lumber products.
Apparel and other finished products
Leather and leather products
Tobacco manufactures

9,335
12, 399
6,432
9,394

3,036
6,805
6,562
4,852
1,985
3,440
1,432
1,584
1,238

859
527
605
353
402
115

1939 1 1940 2 19412 1942 2 ! 1943

83,122 [103,340 121, 268 136,180

11,871
14,983
8,331
10, 362

3,926
7,363
6,657
5,359
2,529
3,815
1,817
1,652
1,364
914
587
685
375
407
125

15,076
19,044
11, 505
11, 581

5,426
9,064
7,478
6,587
3,576
4,318
2,508
2,046
1,524
983
735
810
447
494
138

Total extractive industries 8,497 | 9.619 I 10,589

Coalmining j 3, 529 | 3,988 4,282
Metal mining 2,922! 3,348 | 3,790
Crude petroleum and natural gas 4._____i 1,236' 1,364 1,364
Nonmetallic mining and quarrying 810 j 919 1,153

1, 594 | 1,7642,203Other activities 5 .

Total industrial power consump- j I {
tion | 81,446 j 94,505 116,132

19,075 ! 25,410
21, 596 I 23.110
17, 901 20. 890
11,917 11,240

7,662
9,600
7,681
6,804
4,555
4,571
2,943
1,730
1,555
943
796
820
478
502
139

10, 630
9,650
8,010
6.290
5,530
4,570
3, 580
2, 040
1,480
940
930
800
480
450
150

11, 336 11, 560

4,690
4.280
1,400
1,190

4,200

151, 940

1 Data reported by the Census of Manufactures covering more than 180,000 estab-
lishments and the Census of Mineral Industries, except for those relating to "Other
activities," which were compiled by the Federal Power Commission. Composition
of 5 industry groups shown above differ from the corresponding Census groups,
because certain industries were shifted from one group to another and certain other
industries not covered by the Census were included. Totals for these groups will
therefore not agree with energy consumption as reported by the Census.

2 Data are based on reports to the Federal Power Commission by about 25,000
establishments. The reporting firms in 1939 covered about 93 percent of the Census
of Manufactures and 75 percent of the Census of Mineral Industries. Coverage of
sample of "Other activities" is unknown, but probably considerable. Data derived
from these samples were raised to Census level.

s Estimates prepared by the U. S. Department of Commerce.
4 Slightly different grouping from the Census classification.
5 Includes railroad car shops and other rail services, warehouses and cotton gins,

local utilities and public services, and nonmanufacturing Government plants.

The total production and utilization of electric
energy is outlined in table 10. From 1939 to 1943 the
increase in the demand for electric energy is expected
to be nearly 110 billion kilowatt-hours. Of this
amount, industrial use alone will account for two-thirds.
The other one-third will be due chiefly to expanding
commercial, domestic, and Government demands.
There will also be a substantial, although not pro-Digitized for FRASER 
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portional, increase in losses and energy unaccounted
for (item 18 in table 10). These losses represent
energy used up in the transmission and distribution
of power.

By December 1943, the month of the seasonal peak
demand for electric power, the Nation's power require-
ments will probably aggregate around 25 billion
kilowatt-hours, or at the annual rate of 300 billion.
This demand, if it reaches the magnitude expected,
will be 14 percent higher than the gross energy require-
ments of December 1942.

Supply of Electric Energy.

The total amount of electric energy actually sup-
plied, as measured by production and imports, is also
shown in table 10. Large industrial establishments
generating their own powder accounted for one-fifth of

Chart 4.—Weekly Electric-Power Production for Public Use

BILLIONS OF KILOWATT-HOURS
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Source: Edison Electric Institute.

the total in 1939. Since then this privately produced
portion has dropped somewhat, to about 18 percent,
because private industrial power output has not in-
creased as fast as that generated by central stations.
Net imports contribute only about 1 percent of the
total. The rate of output of the major portion of the
electricity supply—that produced for public use—is
shown in chart 4.

A crucial factor determining whether an adequate
supply of electric power will be available for the
Nation's wartime requirements is, of course, the time,
the magnitude, and the place where each particular
peak demand will occur. December is the peak month
of the year in practically all areas of the country, and,
as shown in chart 5, 8 to 10 a. m. and 5 to 7 p. m.
normally are the peak hours of the day. It is clear
from this chart that during the hours when most people
sleep the demand for electric power declines sharply.
One reason why the electric power industry has been
able to satisfy the rapidly growing demand for power
is that it normally has a very large amount of capacity
for which no load is available during a large portion of
the time.

As is well known, electric generating plants must
have sufficient capacity to accommodate the peak
demand for power. This occurs usually in December

545243—43——2

Table 10.—Total Supply and Utilization of Electric Energy
[Millions of killowatt-hours]

Line
No.

12

19

UTILIZATION OF ELECTRIC ENERGY

Manufacturing and extractive indus-
tries:

Power purchased by large light
and power consumers 3

Power generated and consumed in
industrial establishments

Power imported and consumed in
industrial establishments

Total of above, nearly all in-
dustrial

Commercial demand: Small light and
power consumers 4 -

Domestic:
ResidentiaL
Sural.__

Total domestic .

Energy produced and consumed by
electric railways, municipal street-
lighting concerns, and other pro-
ducers

Traction:
Street and interurban railways
Electrified steam railroads

Total traction

Government:
Street and highway lighting.
Other public authorities

Total Government-

Power used by utilities themselves. . .
Interdepartmental
Losses and energy unaccounted for

Total utilization of electric
energy

1939

51,108

32,900

864

84,872

20, 722

21,084
1,881

1940

59, 557

38, 200

1,176

933 120, 434

22, 373

23, 318
1,991

6,025

3,918
1,847

5,765

2,002
2,538

4,540

1,709
667

18, 735

25, 309

5,548

3,974
1, 935

5,909

2,048
2,720

4,768

1,720
727

20,011

1941

76,061

43,000

1,373

24, 628

25,124
2,352

27, 476

3,869

3,960
2,118

6,078

1942

378 106, 400

49, 500

1,000

47, 600

952

136, 930 156, 900

27, 233

26, 937
2,890

29, 827

4,256
2,372

6,628

2,110 2,061
3,093 4,206

5,203

2,466
614

22, 702

6,267

2,417
1,074

24, 611

1943 2

29, 000

29,000
3,000

32, 000

7,000

4,800
2,600

7,400

2,000
9,000

11,000

2,800
1,220

26, 680

166,000 185, 298 213, 4701238, 867 274,000

PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF
ELECTRIC ENERGY

Central station generation (pr-ivate
and municipal utilities and Gov-
ernment power districts)

Electric railways and railroads and
noncentral stations

Industrial, certain mining and manu-
facturing plants:

For public use
For their own use

Net imports:
For public use
For private use

127,186 141,358 164,298
i

2,299! 2,718 3,021

851 851
32,900! 38,200; 43,000

I 1,900] 937J 927
864; 1,1771 1,373

Total net imports 7641 2,1141 2,300 2,4001 2,500

Total power for public use (20, 21, 22,
and 24)

Total power for private use (23 and
25)

185,015 218,000
i

3,108 3, 200

744 800
47,600: 49,500

1, 448| 1, 500
952; 1,000

AT132, 236 145, 921 169,097
I

33,764! 39,377 44,373

Total production and imports
of electric energy..

190,315 223,500

48,552; 50,500

166,000 185, 298 213, 470 238, 867 274,000

1 Based on data compiled by the Federal Power Commission and the Edison
Electric Institute.

2 Estimated by the Department of Commerce.
3 Includes a small portion of commercial light and power.
* Includes some small industrial light and power.

and on a workday at a morning or evening hour when
domestic, street lighting, transportation, commercial,
and industrial needs all coincide to the greatest extent.

In December 1942, as shown in table 11, when the
electric-power industry was facing the largest demand
for power it had ever been called upon to meet, the
total energy output was equivalent to operation at full
capacity for only 52 percent of the time. Complete
(100 percent) utilization would be attained only if every
kilowatt of installed capacity were in use during each
of the 744 hours of the month. As indicated above, the
characteristics of the load served are such that the total
capacity cannot be utilized 100 percent of the time.Digitized for FRASER 
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In addition, equipment must be taken out of service
periodically for maintenance and repair, and reserves
must be provided for emergency break-downs.

Table 11.—Electric Power Production of All Plants Producing
for Public Use, Plant Installed Capacity, and Utilization
of Capacity, 1939-42

Production, billions of kilo-
watt-hours:

All plants 1130. 3
Fuel plants I
Hydro plants '

Installed capacity, end of year,
millions of kilowatts: 1 |

All plants . | 40.3
Fuel plants | 28.9
Hydro plants | 11.4

Utilization of installed capac- I
ity, percent: 2 j

All plants I I 41.0 | | 44.3
Fuel plants | i 42.1 I ] 41.4
Hydro plants ! ! 38.2 j j 51.6

1 Name plate rating.
2 100 percent of capacity would be attained only if every kilowatt of installed capac-

ity were in use during every hour of the month.
Source: Based on data from the Federal Power Commission, except installed

capacity for December 1942, which is from the Edison Electric Institute.

Obviously one important aspect of the problem of
balancing power requirements with supply is to get as
many as possible of the users of large amounts of elec-
tricity to cany on or increase their operations at night
or during off-peak hours. This is difficult to arrange, be-
cause it requires, essentially, that more industrial opera-
tions be carried on at night. In such a situation, the ordi-
nary living habits of workers and operating schedules of
many types of economic activity must be almost com-
pletely changed. A certain amount of this smoothing

Chart 5.—Typical Daily Load Curve in Bcct^mber for Class
I Electric Utility Systems

MILLIONS OF KILOWATTS
35

Source: Federal Power Commission.

of the load curve has already occurred. With many
industrial plants now operating on a multiple-shift
basis, the average demand for power is considerably
higher relative to the peak industrial demand than
during pre-war years. It is doubtful, however, that

much can be done toward smoothing the residential,
commercial, transportation/and other load curves be-
cause of the extensive changes in community habits
that would be required.

Adequacy of electric power supply is, with due
reservations, a regional problem. This is true because,
with existing transmission facilities, there is a limit to
the extent to which, at a given time, surplus power from
one region can be sent into a region with a power deficit.
Hence one of the guiding considerations in determining
the location of new war plants has been the available
supply of local power.

Table 12.—Utilization of Electric Generating Capacity in
December 1942, by States 1

State or group of States

I Electric ! Electric generating

| produc- j —

ipubflJuse! Amount \ P ^ C ^
| (mil. of j (thous. j pta|-e-
. kw.-hrs.) I ofkw.) | l

t Q t a l
b

Percent
utiliza-
tion of
theo-

retical
capacity

United States, including District
of Columbia

j
Montana j
4 States with utilization ratios between I

70-80 percent3 1
3 States with utilization ratios between

00-70 percent 4

13 States with utilization ratios between
50-60 percent 5

17 States with utilization ratios between
40-50 percent6

5 States with utilization ratios between
30-40 percent'

4 States with utilization ratios between
20- 30 percent 5

-Mississippi
Delaware

17,

1

1

5

381

217

315

5?3

886

728

493

209
8
2

45,

2

3,

19.

17,

1,

324

338

425

170

332

002

974

980
64
38

100

5

-

42

37.

4

2

0

7

3

0

5

4

1
1

51. 5

86, 4

72.9

64 6

54.8

45. 3

33. 5

28. 6
15.7
5, 4

1 Data cover all plants producing for public use except electric railways, electrified
steam railroads, and publicly owned noncentral stations.

2 Name plate rating.
3 Louisiana, West Virginia, Nevada, Oregon.
4 Alabama, Arizona, Washington.
5 New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Maryland, Dis-

trict of Columbia, Virginia, Georgia, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Texas.
6 Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Wis-

consin, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, North Carolina, Florida, Kentucky, Idaho,
Colorado, Utah, California.

7 Missouri, North Dakota, South Carolina, Wyoming, New Mexico.
8 New Hampshire, South Dakota, Nebraska, Arkansas.

Sources: Production, Federal Power Commission; generating capacity, Edison
Electric Institute.

Inevitably, therefore, war industries requiring large
amounts of power for their particular operations were
attracted to the most readily available sources of large
new supplies of power. Since these were located in
the Tennessee, Colorado, and Columbia River Valleys,
the swiftest expansion in power output, as may be seen
in chart 6, has been in the East South Central,
Pacific, and Mountain States.

The degree of utilization of plant capacity varies
widely from one community to another. This is indi-
cated in table 12 for December 1942. The State is
really not a good geographical unit for illustrating this
point, but security reasons prevent showing data for
the more appropriate power supply areas.

The relative cost of electric energy from various
sources is, in addition to the adequacy of transmission
facilities, another important factor governing the degree
of utilization of electric plant capacity in different
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localities. Thus communities within range of large
hydroelectric plants may find it cheaper to buy energy
from them and import it rather than to use higher-
priced electricity produced by their own local electricity
plants. In such cases, the result is, of course, to lower
the utilization of the local plants and raise that of the
plants exporting the energy.

Table 13.—Electric Generating Capacity and Power Require-
ments in the United States, by Power Supply Regions,
Class I Electric Utility Systems

Region

United Sta tes- . .

I—Northeast _._ .. -
II—East Central
JII—Southeast
IV—North Central
V—South Central. ._
VI—West Central
VII—Northwest
VIII—Southwest

Dependable capacitj^ 1

Decem-
ber
1942

Millions
ofkw.

39. 7

12.0
8.1
4.9
5.3
2. 1
1. 2
2. 5
3.7

Decem-
ber
1943

Millions
of kw.

43.5

12.5
8.9
5.4
5. 8
2.4
1.3
3. 1
4.2

Percent

increase

9.7

4.2
10.0
11.6
9.3

14.1
5. 0

24. 3
14.3

Peak requirements

Decem-
ber 1942,

actual

Millions
ofkw.

32. 9

9.6
6. 8
4.4
4.3
1.8
0.8
2.3
2.8

Decem-
ber 1943
(forecast)

Millions
ofkw.

37. 9

10.fi
7.9
5.0
4.9
2.1
1.0
'? 9
3.5

Percent

14.9

10.1
15.1
15. 5
13. 0
17. 2
18. 1
24. 8
22. 5

1 Includes net firm power purchases.

Source: 1942 data reported by Federal Power Commission; December 1943 data
are estimates made by class I electric utility systems.

Ill most regions of the country, the regional depend-
able capacity of power producers that was in operation
last December will equal or exceed the regional peak
requirements expected in December 1943. The De-
Chart 6.—Percentage Increase in Electric-Power Production,

1942, From 1941

PERCENT

EAST SOUTH CENTRAL

PAG! FSC

MOUNTAIN

SOUTH ATLANTIC

WEST SOUTH CENTRAL

EAST NORTH CENTRAL

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

WEST NORTH CENTRAL

NEW ENGLAND

cember 1943 requirements shown in table 13 are esti-
mates of the leading electric utility companies.

In two of the regions, however, December 1943 re-
quirements will exceed last December's actual depend-

able capacity. In these regions new generating ca-
pacity scheduled for completion this year will be needed
to avert a power shortage in the peak period. Any
shortage that may occur will in all probability be just
during the peak hours of the winter season. More-
over, such shortages, if threatened, might be averted
by emergency temporary measures to import power
from some not-too-distant surplus power area; or, if it
became necessary to curtail power use, such curtail-
ment could be limited to the less essential uses.

Another aspect of the power supply problem in areas
having hydroelectric power is rainfall and the resulting
stream flow. As may be seen in table 11, about 28 per-
cent of the Nation's central station electric generating
capacity is run by water power. During the first 6
months of this year the output of hydroelectric plants
has gained 27 percent over the corresponding period of
1942, while the output of the fuel plants has risen only
12 percent. Unless weather should become much more
adverse during the second half year, no serious shortage
of electric energy is expected from the standpoint of
water power in the areas largely served by hydroelectric
plants.

Electric UtilityXt Expansion Part of Nation's Industrial
Expansion.

In broad perspective, the expansion in generating
capacity and output of the electric utility industry is
only one aspect, but a very vital one, of the expansion
of the Nation's general productive capacity. In man-
ufacturing establishments, for instance, productive
capacity as measured by total installed horsepower of
their machinery and equipment has expanded from 50
million in 1939 probably to at least 60 million horse-
power at the end of the present year. Although around
one-third of this great aggregate of industrial machinery
and equipment is operated by power generated in these
industrial establishments, the remaining two-thirds of
it is activated by power purchased from the electric
utilities. Hence the capacity of the electric industry
to generate power has barely kept pace with the re-
quirements of this increasing stock of power-driven
equipment of all types.

THE WEEKLY SUPPLEMENT TO THE SURVEY OF
CURRENT BUSINESS, formely issued as a printed
leaflet, is now being processed in the same form and
is available, without cost, to readers of the SURVEY
upon written request.

Your request for this service should be addressed
to the Publications Unit, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Ed.
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The Business Situation
T^HE MANPOWER SHORTAGE be-
•*- comes ever more serious. During
September, the number of areas of acute
labor shortage rose to 71, or 20 percent
of the 349 classified areas. Compared
to August, when 17 percent of the 340
areas then classified had acute shortages,
the rise in September was the sharpest
in the record.

Nevertheless, seasonally adjusted in-
come payments to individuals, which ap-
proximately measure in current dollars
the net productive efforts of the econ-
omy, continued to forge ahead. During
August, they attained the annual rate of
144 billion dollars, a rise of about ll/z
billions from the annual rate prevailing
in July. The factors chiefly responsible
for the August rise were continued in-
creases in total wages and salaries and
a sharp spurt in farm income. Al-
though the gains over comparable pe-
riods of 1942 are diminishing, there are
many reasons to expect that the na-
tional income will continue rising for
some months to come. Since Govern-
ment war expenditures, which are the
chief motivating factor of the national
income rise, declined somewhat in Sep-
tember from their average level in the
preceding 4 months, the rate of advance
from here on may well be slower. Sep-
tember war expenditures were about 7.2
billion dollars compared to the May-
August average of 7.33 billions.

Notwithstanding that from July to Au-
gust the number of employees in non-
agricultural establishments declined by
almost 100,000, industrial production ac-
tually rose by more than the usual sea-
sonal amount in August. The revised
Federal Reserve index of industrial pro-
duction, seasonally adjusted, rose from
239 to 241. (See the discussion of the
revision of Federal Reserve production
index in a later section.) There is some
indication that aggregate industrial pro-
duction continued to rise during Sep-
tember. It is evident from table 1 that
production advances over the past year
were achieved partly by the process of
drawing labor away from industries
where they were less vitally needed and
adding to the work force in key war
industries.

The increase in industrial production,
at a time when civilian employment in
nonagricultural industries is declining,
is accomplished by increasing hours of
work per week, by making more effective
use of employees and by increasing pro-
ductivity per man-hour. To an impor-
tant degree, increases in productivity per
man-hour (in terms of value added) are
achieved merely by transferring a worker
from a less- to a more-highly mecha-
nized industry where his output is en-
hanced by capital equipment of greater
power and effectiveness. Transfer of a
worker from some service industries or
from tobacco manufacture, for instance,
to an aircraft factory or tank arsenal
would be a case in point. These three

factors all boil down to the central one
of getting more work from each worker.
Unquestionably further increase in out-
put can be obtained from this basic
source. However, the shrinkage in the
civilian work force may soon reach the
point where production will cease to
rise unless more recruits are obtained
for the labor force from among the non-
workers or perhaps from such other
sources as immigration and war
prisoners.

Munitions output rose 4 percent and
the industries largely responsible for it
moved ahead again in August. Vital iron
and steel virtually regained its peak
level of output of last March. Transpor-
tation equipment, including merchant
ships, aircraft, and many other types of
munitions, made its customary new high.
The chemicals and products industry, on
the other hand, receded from its war-
time peak set in July while the machin-
ery industry, unchanged from July, re-
mained below its June wartime peak for
the second month.

Some of the industrial declines re-
flected shortages of materials. The out-
standing example of this was the leather
and products industry where the short-
age of leather has become progressively
more acute. In other industries, such as
drugs, the materials shortage appears in
the guise of scarcity of containers and
packaging. Other industries, increas-
ingly numerous, are experiencing pro-
duction curtailment largely because of

labor shortages. This is the case in the
paper and pulp, cotton textile, copper
and brass mills, and other industries. In
the aircraft industry, although produc-
tion is increasing, labor shortages are
rendering it increasingly difficult to
maintain scheduled output.

The stress and strain resulting from
months of work at top speed is leaving
its marks on the transportation system.
Railroad capacity is being taxed as traf-
fic volume approaches the fall peak.
Surplus car supply (at the lowest level
for 20 years) has become inadequate for
promptly meeting shipper requirements,
as evidenced by mounting car shortages
in recent weeks. Consequently, no in-
crease in capacity can be gained by
drawing upon surplus equipment without
causing even more serious car shortages
than have already occurred.

Therefore rail capacity must be in-
creased to a large degree through im-
proved utilization of equipment. Since
the effectiveness of car use varies with
the volume of traffic, reaching a peak
in the autumn, some increase may be ex-
pected in October.

Manufacturers9 New Orders and
Shipments

In times of peace, fluctuations in the
volume of new business received by man-
ufacturers are indicative of changes in
current demand for goods and point to
the future direction of manufacturing
activity. Since our entry into the war,

Table 1.—Manpower and Related Factors

LABOR FORTE

Estimated civilian labor force
Unemployed
Employed

Agriculture
Nonagricultural employment, total

Industries scheduled for more manpower
Munitions and munitions materials l

Government war agencies 2

Transportation, fuel, and utilities
Industries scheduled to maintain manpower

Food-processing industries
Textiles, clothing, leather

Industries scheduled for less manpower
Construction and building materials
Trade and service 3

All other *

AVERAGE WEEFLY HOURS PER WORKER

All manufacturing
Durable goods
Nondurable goods

Selected nonmanufactormg:
Bituminous coal mining
Hotels (year-rpund)
Power laundries
Wholesale trade
Retail trade

July
1942

August
1942

July
1943

August
1943

Millions of persons

56.8
2.8

54.0
11.7
42.3
13.1
7.8
1.0
4.3
4.2
1.4
2.8

25.0
3.1

10.9
11.0

56.2
2.2

54.0
11.2
42.8
13.4

8.0
1.1
4.3
4.4
1.5
2.9

25.0
3.2

10.9
10.9

55.5
1.2

54.3
12.1
42.2
15.7

9.6
1.7
4.4
4.1
1.4
2.7

22.4
2.1

10.6
9.7

54.9
1.0

53. 9
12.0
41.9
15.7

9.6
i 1.7
4.4
4.0
1.4
2.6

22.2
2.0

10.6
9.6

Hours per week

42.6
44.8
39.8

30.5
45.6
43.3
41.3
42.0

43.0
45.3
40.2

32.1
45.6
43.2
40.9
42.1

44.4
46.0
42.2

37.1
44.6
43.9
42.4
42.3

n. a..
n. a.
n. a.

n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.

1 Includes all metal-using industries, metal mining, selected chemicals and rubber industries.
2 Excludes navy yards and manufacturing arsenals included in the munitions group, as well as off-continent and

force-account construction employment of war agencies.
3 Includes trade, finance, service, and miscellaneous groups as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
4 Includes all other manufacturing, all other Government and self-employed and domestic servants after adjustment

for statistical differences between the data of the Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Sources: War Manpower Commission, U. S. Department of Labor, and U. S. Department of Commerce.
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however, new orders data have been of
less certain value in the appraisal of
future trends. This was true because
of uncertainties regarding the inaugura-
tion, nature, and extent of wartime con-
trols. Under these circumstances, new
orders were not entirely related to cur-
rent or near future requirements.

Despite these limitations to the use
of new order series during the war pe-
riod, a study of their changes reveals
some interesting patterns of demand.
With the opening of hostilities in Sep-
tember 1939, new orders received by
manufacturers in that month jumped
by more than 50 percent from the rate
of previous months. This increased de-
mand for goods was a protective measure
against anticipated wartime scarcity and
consequent rising prices and subsided in
the early months of 1940 when it be-
came evident that fears of scarcity were
premature.

Table 2.—Value of Manufacturers'
Shipments

[Millions of dollars; adjusted for working days]

Year or month

1939
1940
1941

1942—January
February. - _ .
March._ _. _.
April-
May
June ^
July
August
September .
October-
November ._
December -

Total

1943—January
February
March- . __
April-
May
June . .
July
August

Total, all
indus-
tries

55, 803
64, 337
91, 954

8,557
9,252
9,260
9,280
9, 461
9,391
9,634
9,879

10, 400
10, 605
10, 801
11,164

117, 684

10, 506
11,881
11, 561
11, 748
11, 494
11,807
11, 571
11, 941

Durable-
goods in-
dustries

24, 461
30, 924
47, 907

4,357
4,731
4,800
4,879
5,177
5,213
5,382
5,506
5,775
5,888
6,113
6,517

64, 338

6,079
6,876
6,718
6,899
6,884
6,985
7,052
7,102

Nondu-
rable-

goods in-
dustries

31, 342
33,413
44, 047

4, 200
4,521
4,460
4,401
4,284
4,178
4,252
4,373
4,625
4, 717
4,688
4,647

53, 346

4,427
5,005
4,843
4,849
4,610
4,822
4,519
4,839

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Since the middle of 1940, the letting
of contracts for war goods by Govern-
ment agencies resulted in a rising wave
of new orders placed with manufacturers.
New orders for war materials affected
mainly the durable-goods manufactur-
ers. Thus from the middle of 1940 to
the middle of 1941 incoming business of
the durable-goods industries more than
doubled. Not all of these, however, were
war orders. Increasing demands by con-
sumers, stemming from rising purchas-
ing power and the fear that goods would
become scarce, resulted in a growing
volume of civilian-goods business placed
with manufacturers.

With this country's entry into the war,
production goals were stepped up enor-
mously, new war supply and industrial
facilities' contracts were let cut, and a
further rising tide of new orders were
received by manufacturers. Prom Oc-
tober 1941 to the middle of 1942 new or-
ders received by durable-goods manu-
facturers increased 130 percent—the bulk
of these calling for war materials. As

chart 2 shows, tremendous backlogs
were built up by these manufacturers
despite increased shipments.

The large volume of business received
by durable-goods manufacturers during
the first 6 months of 1942 reflects the
huge war orders placed with companies
converting to the production of war
goods. Since that time new orders have
been received at relatively more even
rates and reflect renewals of contracts
for completion over shorter periods. In
recent months the trend in incoming
business of durable-goods manufacturers
has been increasing but not at rates
comparable to preceding periods.

Since the flow of practically all criti-
cal materials is controlled by priorities
or allocations, new orders now much more
nearly reflect actual requirements cor-
responding to schedules of production.
During the first 8 months of this*year,
orders received by the nondurable-goods
manufacturers have shown relatively
little change. An 11-percent drop in
new orders, however, took place from
June to August of this year.

Shipments at Record High.
According to preliminary estimates

made from the Department's Industry
Survey, the value of all manufacturers'
shipments in August of this year were
at an all-time record, exceeding by a
slight margin the previous peak of Feb-
ruary 1943. August shipments, after ad-
justment for the number of working
days, increased about 3 percent from July
and reached a total of 11.9 billion dol-
lars. Shipments of durable-goods indus-
tries, which have been rising constantly
during the war period, also reached a
new high during August, exceeding the
value of shipments in the same month
of 1942 by almost one-third. In fact,
August shipments by these industries
constituted 60 percent of the shipments
of all manufacturing industries. This
compares with 41 percent in August 1939.

Shipments of the nondurable-goods
industries reached a peak last February

Table 3.—Indexes of Value of New Orders
Received by Manufacturers

[Adjusted for working days; January 1939=100]

Month or quarter

1939

First quarter
Second quarter-
Third quar ter . . .
Fourth quarter..

1940

First quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter

1941

First quarter
Second quarter.
Third quarter . . .
Fourth quarter.

1942

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November-. _..
December

1943

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

Total,
all in-

dustries

100
103
126
126

105
121
140
172

186
211
203
212

268
292
274
292
270
314
256
233
264
266
279
255

247
275
284
280
267
306
272
273

Durable-
goods
indus-
tries

101
105
137
153

109
139
178
241

269
299
271
279

414
463
427
449
432
545
399
334
390
387
415
361

364
405
433
409
389
484
420
403

Nondu-
rable-

goods in-
dustries

99
102
118
109

101
111
116
127

133
154
160
169

174
182
176
192
167
166
163
167
183
188
192
187

172
191
188
197
189
192
176
190

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

and have been lower since. Following
the sharp decline in July from June,
August shipments of these industries in-
creased by more than 5 percent. Sharp-
est advances were made by the food, tex-
tile, and wearing-apparel industries.

Cbart 1.—-Value of Manufacturers' New Orders
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Chart 2.—Value of Manufacturers' New Orders and Shipments of Durable Goods *
INDEX, AVERAGE MONTH 1939 = 100
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1939 1940
1 Data do not include automobiles and equipment, and aircraft.

Source : U. S. Department of Commerce.

Retail Trade
Retail sales in the third quarter were

well maintained. The gain from the
same period of 1942 is estimated at 9
percent. This compares with a gain of
13 percent for the second quarter. Sales
of durable-goods stores, which at pres-
ent represent about one-sixth of sales
or all retail stores, continue below last
year. In the third quarter they were
7 percent lower. On the other hand,
nondurable-goods stores which have
shown sales gains from last year in
every month of 1943 registered a 13-per-
cent gain in the third quarter.

With the exception of filling stations,
all major groups of stores selling prin-
cipally nondurable goods showed sub-
stantial sales increases from last year in
each quarter. With the added exception
of general merchandise stores, all these
groups now have the largest dollar sales
volume on record for this time of year.

The rate of gain in food stores is de-
clining because of rationing of meats,
fats, and canned goods and also because
of more effective price controls. The in-
crease from first quarter of 1942 to first

quarter of 1943 was 14 percent. For the
second and third quarters, the increases
were, respectively, 7 and 5 percent. De-
clining rates of gain are also apparent
for eating and drinking places and drug
stores. For both these groups of stores,
however, sales gains over last year are
still very large even in the third quar-
ter—31 percent for eating and drinking
places and 21 for drug stores.

Only the "other retail stores" group is
showing increasingly large gains over
1942, ranging from a 14-percent increase
in the first quarter to a third-quarter
increase of 24 percent. This increasing
rate of gain is due to fuel and ice dealers
and feed and the farm supply dealers.
Because of growing shortages of supply,
summer buying of fuel was much greater
this year than last. Feed prices, which
were held practically constant in 1942,
have increased substantially during
1943.

Among the three major groups of
durable-goods stores, household furnish-
ings, including appliance and radio
stores, is the only one with larger sales
this year than last.

A part—and in the case of home fur-

Table 4.—Sales of Retail Stores, by Quarters, 1943

Group

All retail stores

Food stores
Eating and drinking places
Apparel stores
Filling stations
Building materials and hardware dealers.
Household furnishings stores
Automotive stores
Drug stores
General merchandise stores
Other retail stores

Percentage change in sales
from same quarter of 1942

Second
quarter

+12.8
+7.0

+34.9
+37.4
-10.7
-16.7
+8.8
+ 1.5

+25.3
+15. 6
+21.0

Third
quarter *

+8.9
+5.2

+30.7
+15.7
-11.0
-15.6
+6.8

-13. U
+21.3
+11.5
+24.0

nishings, a large part—of the year's re-
tail sales are being made out of inven-
tories. Current inventory information is
much less complete than sales informa-
tion at the retail level, but the broad
trends are brought out clearly by stocks
of department stores shown in table 5.

Total stocks of department stores at
the end of June, in current dollars, were
27 percent lower than a year ago. They
are, however, higher than at the same
period of any other year since the great
depression. It is true that the level of
stocks is low in relation to sales, but it is
not low enough to constitute a threat to
a continued large volume of sales during
the remainder of this year.

When the trend of inventories rather
than the level is considered, however,
and when durable goods are considered
separately from nondurables, the pic-
ture is not so bright. In the 12 months
ending June 1943, stocks of durable home
furnishings in department stores are
estimated to have declined by 202 million
dollars when valued at retail prices, or
19 percent of sales during the period.
For other durable goods, including
jewelry, toys, and luggage, 12 percent of
sales have come out of inventories in the

Chart 3.—Sales of Retail Stores
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
6
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Source : U. S. Department of Commerce.

same period. This rate of inventory
liquidation may continue through the
last half of 1943; but if so, it must
slacken substantially in 1944. Thus, one
important support of the high sales level
of durable goods in 1943 will be less im-
portant next year. This fact takes on
greater significance when it is remem-Digitized for FRASER 
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Table 5.—Sales, Stocks, and „Receipts of Department Stores, Including Mail-Order
Houses

[Millions of dollars]

1941

First quarter 1
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter

1942

First quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter

1943

First quarter
Second quarter . _

n
o

908
1,206
1,220
1,693

1,161
1,242
1,234
1,929

1,280
1,449
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918
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208
364
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Stocks at retail prices, end of
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1,415
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1,598
1,766
1,871
1,327

1,329
1,284
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213
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260
292
302
222

213
217

Eeceipts at retail prices (sales
plus change in stocks)

o

1,097
1,165
1,613
1,513

1,524
1,410
1,339
1,385

1,282
1,404
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1 Stocks end of December 1940 and March 1941 are not available by departments. They were assumed equal, re"
spectively, to end of January and April 1941.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, based on department-store data collected by Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System.

bered that inventory liquidation of con-
sumer durable goods has been going on
at the manufacturing and wholesale
levels also.

Wholesale Trade
The estimated volume of wholesale

business in August of this year amounted
to 8,373 million dollars, an increase of
7 percent in sales from August of a year
ago. Wholesale trade normally picks up
in July and August from the seasonally
low June level, particularly in the cloth-
ing and furnishings and the dry-goods
lines. Sales this August, however, did
not rise sufficiently to meet seasonal ex-
pectations, and the August seasonally
adjusted index dropped substantially
from July.

Sales of wholesale establishments sell-
ing primarily nondurable goods, such as
food, clothing, and drugs, were up 7 per-
cent this August from the same month
last year; but after allowing for the
usual seasonal rise, they were 1 percent

Table 6.—Sales of All Wholesalers and
Durable and Nondurable Goods Estab-
lishments, 1943

Quarter or
month

1943

First quarter
(monthly av-
erage)

April .
May
June
Second quarter

(monthly av-
erage)

July . . . .
August.

Sales (millions of
dollars)

Total
Dura-

ble
goods

8,1721 1,956

8,470
8,028
8,170

2,232
2,108
2,191

8,223 2,17

Non-
dura-

ble
goods

Indexes seasonally
adjusted, 1935-^

39=100

Total

I
Dura-

ble
goods

Non-
dura-
ble

goods

6,216 195.3 184.8 19S. 9

6, 238
5, 920
5, 979

6,046

7,962 2,128! 5,834

196. 6
196.3
197.8

195. 1

195.9
192. 2
191.3

193.1

194.0
8,373; 2,212 6,161 191.5! 197.5

196.9
197.7
200.0

198.2

189.4

below July sales. Their sales constituted
almost three-quarters of total whole-
sale sales in August.

Of the major nondurable-goods busi-
nesses the sharpest declines in seasonally
adjusted sales from July to August were
recorded by the establishments dealing
primarily in industrial chemicals and
food—a loss of about 7 percent. Sales of
chemical establishments reached a record
peak in June of this year, the seasonally
adjusted index rising 23 percent from
January of this year. Since June, sales
of this group dropped by almost the same
percentage. Wholesale sales of food es-
tablishments reached a record peak in
June of this year, after allowance for the
usual seasonal changes, but declined by
over 10 percent by August. Other sig-
nificant declines occurred in sales of
establishments selling petroleum and its
products, 6 percent, and dry goods, 5 per-
cent.

Sales of dry-goods firms were excep-
tionally high all through the months of
this year, reaching a peak in June, al-
though since then they declined rather
sharply. Sales of most of the other non-
durable-goods lines showed little change
in the seasonally adjusted sales from
July to August except for sales of paper
and products establishments which in-
creased by 9 percent to a level almost as
high as its peak in the first quarter of
1942.

Among wholesale establishments sell-
ing durable goods, those dealing pri-
marily in machinery and metals ac-
counted for 54 percent of the total sales
of the group. An increase in sales of
2 percent from July to August brought
the index to a record level of 260 percent
of the 1935-39 average. Although jew-
elry sales continued at the record rate
of 50 to 60 million dollars per month,
August was the first month of this year
that failed to register a gain over the
corresponding period of last year.

The sales of automotive goods and fur-
niture and house-furnishing establish-
ments in the first 8 months of this year
have been rather stable but considera-
bly below the 1942 levels. Although sales
of wholesale hardware, lumber, and
building-materials establishments were
slightly below the levels of last August,

Table 7.—Wholesale Sales of Nondurable
Goods Establishments

1943

Type of establishment

Total- 5,920 5,979 5, 834 6,161 5, 763

Food
Beers, wines and liquors
Tobacco and its products. . .
Agricultural raw materials.
Clothing and furnishings. _-
Dry goods
Drugs and sundries
Coal and coke
Petroleum and its products-
Chemicals (industrial)
Paper and its products
All other wholesalers

Total _

Food
Beers, wines and liquors. _.
Tobacco and its products-
Agricultural raw materials
Clothing and furnishings...
Dry goods
Drugs and sundries
Coal and coke
Petroleum and its products
Chemicals (industrial)
Paper and its products
All other wholesalers

1942

Au-
gust

Millions of dollars

1,851
259
226

1,188
244
567
108
127
395
83
139

1,974
291
249

1, 090
243
640
110
12,
39*
99
147
608

839 1, 776
279 227
248 218
229 1,038
300
639
116
125
427
77
159
723

246
594
106
146
524
70
113
706

Indexes adjusted' for sea
sonal variation, daily av
erage, 1935-39 = 100

197. 7 200.0 195. 5 189. 4 179.

185. 0 185.
214. 3 219.
158.4
227. 9 223.
1178.3 209.
246.0
184.0 182.9
192.2

214.0 243.4
183! 0J192.
226. 6 210.

9 176. 5 165.1
0 225. 2 225.1

170. 6 165.
0 236. 6 234.!

i. 4
281. 6 247.1

183.3

197. i

0 163.;
0 187. •
9 148. (
9 205.

1.3
.4
1.6

15.6
163.9

234. 6 205. 5
189. 3 179. 5

191. 5 177. 2 172.0 205.1
140. 5 131. 3 161. 4

191.3
1.4

9 202.0 201.0

211.0 197.1
3 191. 6! 208. <
2; 202.1 '

they were much more favorable than
would be expected from the sharp cur-
tailment of construction activity. Sales
of electrical goods, on the other hand,
were almost 20 percent below last Au-
gust, due to the drastic limitations on
consumer goods supplies.

On the whole, sales of establishments
dealing primarily in durable commodi-
ties have been recovering slowly from the
seasonally adjusted low reached in De-
cember 1942, following their steady de-
cline throughout that year. Each of the
last 3 months has registered gains above
the corresponding months of 1942. On
a seasonally adjusted basis, their August
sales were almost 2 percent above July
1943 and 5 percent above August 1942.

Inventories held by wholesalers, after
their steady depletion beginning in
March 1942, have been fairly stable this
year. During June and July, however,
they dropped by 170 million dollars, and
at the end of July they were at the low-
est level since the middle of 1942.

During August wholesalers' inventories
increased by about 50 million dollars,
reaching a total of 3,877 millions. This
cut the inventory reduction since the
first of the year to 115 million dollars,
or 3 percent. The inventory increase
during August was due to the accumu-
lation of goods by nondurable-goods es-
tablishments. These establishments had
reduced their inventories fairly steadily,
but in small amounts, each month sinceDigitized for FRASER 
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last March. Their inventory accumu-
lation during August amounted to over
50 million dollars. In contrast, inven-
tories of the durable-goods establish-
ments were practically unchanged dur-
ing August.
Table 8.—Wholesale Sales of Durable

Goods Establishments

Type of establishment

Total

Automotive
Electrical goods
Machinery and metals (ex-

cluding scrap)
Lumber and building ma-

terials
Hardware
Furniture and house fur-

nishings
Jewelry and optical goods..

Total _
58.91 62.

165. 2 157.
2' 64.6 67.7
4J158.4il65.0 225.

56.1
i.l

Automotive
Electrical goods
Machinery and metals (ex-

cluding scrap)
Lumber and building ma-

terials
Hardware
Furniture and house fur-

nishings 188. 4 200. 2191.0195. 3 169. £
Jewelry and optical goods..1189.9192. 2 161. 7183.0,185.0

1943

Au-
gust

1942

Au-
gust

Millions of dollars

2,108 2,191j2,128 2, 212 2,060

123
263

129 139
222 217

1,109 1,154

399
97

421
104

56 58

414
97

152
206202

1,142 1,193 1,015

421
100

412

Indexes adjusted for sea-
sonal variation, daily
average, 1935-39 = 100

192. 2191. 3 194.0 197. 5 190.3

a\ ,

252. 9 249. 8'254.0,260.2 22%. 7

227. 8 225. 0 235. 3 228. 7 238. 7
184.3 193.9193. 7190. 3 196. 6

Table 9.—Wholesale Inventories
[Millions of dollars]

End of month

1939—December
1940—December
1941—December
1942:

January
February
March
ApriL-
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1943:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

3, 549
3,730
4,697

4,833
4,867
4,899
4,812
4, 674
4,632
4,475
4, 345
4,245
4,029
3. 956
3,992

3,991
4,026
4,051
3,994
4,002
3,882
3,828
3,877

Durable Nondura-
goods ble goods

1,444
1, 570
1,901

1,961
1,965
1, 891
1,888
1,809
1,747
1,663
1,597
1,526
1,429
1, 415
1, 423

1,438
1,444
1,444
1,414
1,423
1,394
1,377
1,373

2,105
2,160
2,796

2,872
2,902
3,008
2,924
2,865
2,885
2,812
2,748
2,719
2,600
2,541
2,569

2,553
2,582
2,607
2, 580
2,579
2,488
2,451
2,504

Revised Measure of Industrial
Production

For 16 years, the index compiled by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System has been the most generally
accepted measure of industrial produc-
tion in this country. Hence a material
revision of this index is an event of sig-
nificance to all those interested in cur-
rent business movements. In the October
issue of the Federal Reserve Bulletin, the
Board presents in detail a broad revision
largely necessitated by the drastic
changes in American industries as a re-
sult of the war. The revised and, in some

Chart 4.—Wholesale Sales and Inventories of Durable and Nondurable Goods
Establishments

INDEX, 1939 = 100 INDEX, 1939 = 100
225

200

175

150

225

200

175

150

DURABLE GOODS NONDURABLE GOODS

SALES
(AVERAGE FOR QUARTER)

SALES
(AVERAGE FOR QUARTER)

INVENTORIES
(BEGINNING OF QUARTER)

INVENTORIES
(BEGINNING OF QUARTER)

\ RATIO OF INVENTORIES
\ S TO SALES

RATIO OF INVENTORIES
TO SALES

I I I I I I I I I I I I I !

125

100

125

100

50
1939 1940 1941 1942 1943

Source : U. S. Department of Commerce.

respects, new index is currently at a
materially (18 percent) higher level
than the old index, as may be seen in
charts 5 and 6.

The compilers of an index aimed at
being a complete measure of a given
economic activity (like industrial pro-
duction) in its entirety in the United
States, face very difficult problems. In
measuring industrial production, there
is, first, the rise of new products and
new industries. If these are not in-
cluded, eventually the index measures
only the output of matured industries
and products of ancient lineage; it then
becomes quite unrepresentative of the
increasing proportion of new products
turned out by young and rapidly growing
industries. Second, there is the problem
of changing quality. Here the change
may even be drastic enough in certain
cases as to constitute substitution of a
virtually new product for the original
one.

Obviously a World War II superbomber
represents a great deal more industrial
output than a World War I airplane.
Hence a production index that counted
physical units only, on a "pigs is pigs"
basis, would soon become unrepresenta-
tive of the current economy.

Still a third problem of measuring out-
put is that of fairly apportioning work
done over a period of time. This is best
illustrated by production in shipyards.
Here if production per month is meas-
ured by tonnages launched in any given
month, then a shipyard working on a
superdreadnaught taking 2 years to build
would be represented as doing nothing
most of the time. This problem is im-
portant in the case of processed articles
requiring a long period of fabrication.
Methods of Measuring Output.

A number of alternative methods may
be used to measure industrial output.
(1) The counting of physical units of
output is one method. This is simplest
and best when standardized, relatively

unchanging articles are concerned but
becomes misleading when highly fabri-
cated objects subject to rapid changes
in quality or basic character are covered.
(2) Another is to measure the value of
the goods produced in constant prices so
that value changes represent changes in
quantity and quality of work done rather
than mere price fluctuations. But since
producers universally report the value of
their output in current prices, the great
difficulty with this method is to obtain
all the price information necessary to
convert the reported values into values
based on constant prices. (3) A third
method is to count man-hours adjusted
for changes in productivity per man-
hour as a measure' of output. Here, of
course, the great difficulty is accurately
to measure changes in productivity so
that the man-hour total adjusted by it
will faithfully represent changes in the
quantity, quality, and kind of products
turned out or work done.

Consideration of the above-mentioned
problems and methods of measuring out-
put will perhaps make it clear why there
is no such thing as an absolute measure
of industrial production in the modern
economy. It was inevitable, therefore,
that wartime changes would necessitate
revisions in the Federal Reserve index of
industrial production. The chief object
of the current revision is thus (a) to in-
clude certain new industries not previ-
ously covered or not covered in adequate
fashion, (£>) to take account of wartime
changes in products such as occurred
when the automobile industry converted
almost entirely to the making of arma-
ments, and (c) to give effect to revisions
and substitutions of basic data represent-
ing output in certain series such as
machinery, shipbuilding, and iron ore.
Nature of the Revisions.

The addition of about 20 new series
has made the index more truly repre-
sentative of present-day industrial out-
put. Some of these new series introduceDigitized for FRASER 
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Chart 5.—Industrial Production, Adjusted for Seasonal Variation 1
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movements of the index. After the re-
vision, they constituted 58 percent of
the total index for June 1943; prior to
it, they formed just half of the total
index for June. In the 1935-39 base
period, man-hour series constituted only
32 percent of the total index.

Three alternative methods of meas-
uring manufacturing output are com-
pared in chart 7. Based on 1939 as the
starting point, the man-hour index
without any adjustment for increasing
productivity per man-hour registered
the smallest increase through the first
half of 1943. (This is a weighted aver-

Table 10.—Production Index Revisions
by Major Groups: Increases in Points
in Total Index x

1939 1940 1941 1942 1943
D.D. 43 -555

1 Index is based upon the physical volume of production of manufactures and minerals.
Source : Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

new products not previously covered.
Thus, aluminum and magnesium are now
included at both the smelting and refin-
ing and the fabricating stages. Other
significant changes are the compilation
of new series to represent explosives and
ammunition, industrial chemicals and
processed fruits and vegetables, none of
which had previously been adequately
measured. Some other new series were
substituted for industrial statistics that
had become unrepresentative. Thus a
new man-hour series in the rubber prod-
ucts industry was substituted for the
former series of (natural) rubber-con-
sumption data which severely under-
stated the industry's wartime activities.
Finally a new series for iron ore mined
was substituted for the old series of iron
ore shipments over the Great Lakes.
Many statisticians will welcome this lat-
ter revision because it will do away with
the logically almost insuperable task of
computing a seasonally adjusted iron ore
shipments index that registered a high
level of shipments in the dead of winter
when all Great Lakes ore boats were ice-
bound at their docks.

The changes most important in raising
the total production index, however, were
in those industries producing chiefly mu-
nitions and whose output is measured
currently by man-hours. These were the
chemical, transportation-equipment, and
machinery industries. In these indus-
tries monthly changes are measured by
man-hours while levels are determined
by various physical output criteria. In
some of these lines, such as industrial
chemicals, available information on out-
put is more satisfactory than in others,
particularly machinery. The productiv-
ity factors used to interpolate between
and extrapolate beyond bench marks are
thus more accurate for some industries
than for others. The Board has been
conservative, however, in its measure-
ment of recent changes in productivity
per man-hour, probably erring on the low

rather than on the high side. The new
indexes resulting from these changes
(see table 11), are on a strikingly higher
level than the old ones in recent months.

Total index

Chemical products
Transportation equipment.
Machinery
Nonferrous metals
Rubber products
Petroleum products
Stone, clay, and glass
Manufacturing arsenals
Textiles and products
Paper and products
Leather products
Metal mining
Food products

35.5

July
1943

11.1
9.9
8.3
2.1
2.1
1.2
.8
.3
.2
.1
.1

- . 2
- . 6

1942

18.4

0.4
4.1
5.2
.7

1.3
. 5
.5
.2

.0
-1.0

1940

1.5

- . 1 - . 1

1939

0.5

i Decreases indicated by minus sign.
NOTE: Revisions in annual level were limited to the

years beginning with 1940, except for the chemicals
group.

Sour.ce: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.

Interpretation of the Revised Production
Index.

The man-hour series adjusted for pro-
ductivity changes, now dominate the

Chart 6.—Production of Manufactures, Adjusted for Seasonal Variation
INDEX, 1935-39 = 100
400

350

300

250

NONDURABLE
(NEW INDEX) "

NONDURABLE
(OLD INDEX)

200

150

100

1939 1940 1941 1942
1 Index is based upon physical volume of production.
Source : Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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D.D. 43-554
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Table 11.—Industrial Production: Revised Indexes
[1935-39=100]

Industry group and industry 1941,
1942 1943

Year Jan. Feb. Mar.! Apr. I May I June I July Aug. i Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec. | Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Without seasonal adjustment

Industrial production, total. 162

Manufactures, total 168
201
134
145
129
221

Durable manufactures, total •.
Lumber and products

Furniture
Lumber

M achiner y
Nonferrous metals and prod-

ucts
Smelting and refining
Fabricating

Stone, clay, and glass products
Plate glass

Transportation equipment
Automobiles

Nondurablemanufactures, total.
Chemicals..

Industrial chemicals
Leather and products

Leather tanning
Manufactured food products..

Processed fruits and vege-
tables

Other food products 2

Paper and products
Paper and pulp

Petroleum and coal products.
Petroleum refining

Rubber products
Textile and products

Minerals, total..
Metals, total.

Iron ore 3

Industrial production, total-

Manufactures, total
Durable manufactures, total
Nondurablemanufactures, total.

Minerals

191
163
202
162
122
245
152

142
176
210
123
123
127

135
128
150
148
135
132
163
152

125
149
197

199

212

279
134
142
130
340

214
205
218
168
37
464
155

158
278
286
122
128
134

126
134
142
143
147
144
172
157

129
148
229

177

186

232
122
142
112
277

197
179
205
158
62
330
143

148
214
253
125
133
122

88
120
162
160
145
143
153
159

125
88

180

190

239
129
147
119
291

199
183
206
157
43
339
127

149
224
259
134
143
119

85
120
162
161
145
143
154
158

124
89

182

194

249
130
147
121
305

204
186
211
162
39
357
128

149
238
267
130
129
117

72
116
163
161
140
137
158
154

118
97
23

187

199 i

256
134
141
130
313

205
194
210
167
39
380
130

152
252
273
132
134
118

74
114
157
157
139
135
150
159

126
155
237

192 195 199 ! 207 I 213 218

265
137
142
135
322

200
195
203
174
32
412
139

152
262
281
127
132
122

74
115
147
149
140
136
155

131
190
372

272
142
139
143
333

205
201
207
171
33
440
147

152
273
288
118
123
130

121
131
134
140
136
160
154

132
195
382

279
143
138
146
340

205
199
207
164
29
471
153

156
282
292
116
117
143

168
139
119
121
144
141
169
156

131
192
393

291
142
137
144
356

216
210
219
171
27
506
165

161
292
292
118
120
150

205
153
129
131
148
145
177
155

136
194

300
139
138
139
365

223
214
227
171
35
539
172

167
299
292
115
120
163

285
172
132
133
151
149
180
15

312
140
145
137
380

230
222
234
176
33
567
177

168
317
304
120
127
147

157
154
138
139
154
153
191
159

' i
137 | 134
184 176
358 335

220 221

319
130
142
123
392

239
238
240
175
35
600
185

168
331
310
119
130
141

112
145
137
137
157
155
200
159

132
143
229

327
120
146
106
407

243
242
243
169
35
630
191

168
346
319
116
125
139

95
142
132
132
156
155
212 |
157

223 ; 229 1 232

251242

334
112
142
96
417

250
241
254
170
35
651
198

167
354
332
123
130
131

247
i

342 ! 350
119
147
104
426

252
253
252
166
36
671
203

171
362
332
126
137
128

'9 76
133 130

140
140
165
164

135
135
158
157
215 218
158 I 162

119
88

19 73

125
90

123
149
110
436

256
255
257
168
35
692
204

171
372
341
117
119
128

67
129
141
139
166
166
222
158

235

255

356
130
149
120
441

257
262
255
172
39
718
206

173
384
350
118
121
129

75
128
141
139
171
171
222
157

127
104
132

239

258

360
136
147
130
443

266
271
264
180
43
728
211

175
389
356
118
122
135

79
130
142
140
173
174
224
159

132
147
298

238

259

359
135
148
128
441

264
275
260
177
41
743
215

177
396
366
113
112
142

91
134
140
137
177
180
230
155

121
160
341

241

259

360
135
148
128
438

264
276
258
173
45
752
220

177
397
372
109
106
153

146
147
134
132
182
185
229
148

140
164
365

*>243

P262
A

P365

v 178

P 141

Adjusted for seasonal variation

162

168
201
142
125

199

212
279
158
129

181

189
235
152
133

183

192
241
153
133

186

196
250
153
126

189 191

200
257
154
125

203
264
153
126

193

205
272
152
127

197

210
278
154
126

204

217
290
158
130

208

222
299
161
131

215

230
311
165
129

220

236
319
168
130

223

240
328
169
127

227

245
336
171
125

232

250
344
174
131

235

253
351
174
132

237

256
356
175
131

238

258
359
176
129

237

258
358
177
117

239

258
359
176
135

P241

p 260
P364
v 177
v 135

Preliminary.1 This table includes indexes without seasonal adjustment for those series carried regularly on pp. S-l and S-2 of the Survey that have been revised at this time, and a few additional
series that have been revised or added. In most cases the revisions began January 1939; all revisions will be published in a later issue of the Survey.

2 Includes baking and minor industries for which the compilinga gency does not compute separate indexes. This series represents approximately hafl of the manufactured food group,
s Shipments prior to January 1943.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Chart 7.—Manufactures: Production, Value of Products, and Man-Hours
INDEX, 1939 = 100
250

2 2 5

200

175

MAN-HOURS OF WAGE EARNERS

150

125

100

1939 1940 1941 1942 1943
D.D. 43-566

Sources: Production, new index of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
(1935-39=100) recomputed to a 1939 base; value of products, U. S. Department of Commerce;
man-hours, U. S. Department of Commerce from basic data of U. S. Department of Labor.

age index employing the same weights
as the Federal Reserve index of manu-
factures for combining the several com-
ponents into the aggregate.) The re-
vised Federal Reserve manufactures in-
dex scored the largest rise over the
period. The ratio between these two
curves may be considered as an implied
measure of productivity per man-hour.
A figure commonly accepted by many
statisticians as a conservative measure
of rising productivity during pre-war
years was 3 percent per year. In the
present instance, manufacturing pro-
ductivity per man-hour appears to have
risen 3.1 percent per year since 1939, a
rate which seems, all things considered,
entirely probable.

The third, and middle curve in chart
7 is the Department of Commerce in-
dex of manufacturers' total shipments
valued in constant (1939) prices. The
close and generally noteworthy corre-
spondence between these three alter-
native measures of manufacturing out-
put is, with due consideration of the
reasons underlying their divergence, evi-
dence that the newly revised Federal Re-
serve index merits much confidence as
to the accuracy with which it measures
current manufacturing activity.Digitized for FRASER 
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The Business Situation
IV,1OST significant of October and third
-*-'-*- quarter economic developments was
the failure of Government expenditures
for war and for all purposes to equal
those of the second quarter. Second
quarter expenditure^ are, therefore, as
may be seen in chart 1, the peak for the
war period to date. Hence while it is
probable that the second quarter peak
will again be equaled or exceeded in the
near future, it seems a reasonable infer-
ence that further increases in national
income based on Government spending
will be relatively small, The other fac-
tor, i. e., private investment and con-
sumer spending, which in normal times
can motivate broad changes in national
income, will very probably remain for
the duration of the war under the re-
straint of controls and shortages.
Neither of these can, upon the assump-
tion that the restraints remain effective,
initiate large increases in national in-
come in the near future.

To the extent that the above premise
is correct, any very large increases in
the national income during the remain-
der of the war emergency period can
come only from inflationary factors.
The future trends in average prices,
wages, and cost of living are thus of basic
importance. Rising costs for various
types of essential products necessitate
a choice between subsidies or other pro-
duction aids and higher ceiling prices.
A widespread movement to lift wage
rates would, if unchecked, result in
larger incomes for some and higher costs
for others, starting the familiar spiral.
These and other aspects of the omni-
present inflation problem are increas-
ingly becoming the key to the near fu-
ture trend of the national income in
current dollars.

This conclusion finds some support in
the creeping rise of industrial produc-
tion in recent months. Further increases
in the national income from increased
production cannot be very great now
that the Nation is approaching full em-
ployment of its resources. Total indus-
trial production, as measured by the
revised Federal Reserve index, season-
ally adjusted, rose only one point in
September to 243 (1935-39=-100) and,
according to indications available in
early November, by the same amount in
October. The September rise was con-
fined to durable manufactures and to
minerals while nondurable manufac-
tures remained unchanged. Although
transportation equipment, iron and
steel and other "war" industries led the
rise of the durables, total munitions pro-
duction in September registered only a
nominal increase, perhaps due to the
shorter month.

Notwithstanding the retarded rate of
increase in production, the trend of
manufacturers' new orders (discussed in
more detail in a later section) is still
upward. In the durable goods line where
munitions output forms a high propor-
tion of the total, incoming orders are
still in excess of shipments so that back-
logs continue to rise. Because of the ur-

gent demand for these products, the
trend of their output will undoubtedly
continue upward.

Among the factors retarding the rise
of industrial production, material and
equipment shortages are still prominent
but lack of manpower remains the chief
bottleneck directly or indirectly under-
lying the others. The number of in-
dustrial areas where acute labor short-
ages exist rose from 71 on October 1 to
77 a month later, or 22 percent of the
351 areas classified by the War Man-
power Commission. At the beginning of
this year, only 11 percent of the 272 areas
classified were experiencing acute labor
shortages. There has been a steady rise
in the proportion having acute shortages
since then, and an equally steady decline
in the proportion enjoying an adequate
supply.

The governing factor in the labor out-
look is the continued shrinkage in the
civilian labor force which stood at 52,-
600,000 in October, a drop of 1,400.000
in 12 months. Thanks to a cushion of
unemployment which was reduced from
1,600,000 to 700,000 over that period,
total employment in October was only
half a million below October 1942. From
September to October, the labor force
shrunk 700,000, largely on a seasonal
basis as students returned to school. The
chief impact of this manpower drain
has fallen on nonagricultural employ-
ment which dropped 700,000 in the year
ending in October. Manufacturing,

Government, and transportation and
public utility personnel has grown at
the expense of mining, construction,
trade and service. The employee roster
in manufacturing establishments at-
tained a wartime peak in August at
16,245,000 but receded from it in Sep-
tember by about 40,000. Of the 20 major
groups of manufacturing industries, 13
suffered losses of wage earners in that
month.

Labor turn-over continues high and
accentuates the manpower problem.
Better utilization of existing personnel
and longer hours of work are being in-
creasingly emphasized as the chief solu-
tions of the manpower shortage.

September Income Payments Fail
to Gain

For the first month since our war ef-
fort began in earnest, income payments
failed, on a seasonally adjusted basis, to
make any substantial gain in September.
The income streams that have in recent
years accounted for by far the largest
part of the increases in income payments
have, as shown in table 1, been: (1) man-
ufacturing pay rolls, (2) Government
pay rolls, and (3) net income of farm
operators. The month-to-month gains
of all three components have been taper-
ing off over the last year. Hence the
sharp decline in seasonally adjusted net
income of farm operators in September
was not much more than offset by the

Chart 1.—Budget Expenditures of the Federal Government
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Fable 1.—Seasonally Adjusted Income Payments to Tndhiduai^
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continued rise, even though at a slower
rate, of the other income streams.

Although it is unlikely that any one
of the three types of income mentioned
has as yet attained its maximum for the
war period, it is clear that further ad-
vances, apart from those of inflationary
character, will be definitely of smaller
magnitude. Manufacturing pay rolls will
show smaller increases as employment
approaches a maximum and stabilizes or
declines, and as wage rates are stabilized.
Government pay rolls will become sta-
bilized as the personnel of the armed
forces and the war agencies reach their
peaks. Farm income will cease to rise
and level off when maximum output is
reached at stable prices. Inflationary
tendencies, however, could obviously pro-
long, and even accelerate, the rise of
these income streams, especially the first
and third, considerably beyond present
levels.

Business Inventories Rise in
September

The value of business inventories in-
creased 250 million dollars during Sep-
tember, reaching a total of 27.8 billion
dollars at the end of the month. Further
stockpiling by retailers accounted for
about one half of the rise. In anticipa-
tion of a much earlier Christmas trade
this year, retailers increased their in-
ventories by 400 million dollars during
the third quarter. General merchandise
stores and apparel stores, because of the
relatively more plentiful supply of many
nondurable goods carried by them, were
about the only lines of retail trade that
were able to add significantly to their
Inventories. Most of the increase dur-
ing the quarter was due to the expan-
sion in these stores. Inventories of
wholesalers recorded little change dur-
ing September, the slight decline in in-
ventories of durable goods establish-
ments being almost offset by a slight
rise in the nondurable goods establish-
ments. Chart 4 shows the situation
through August.
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Manufacturers' inventories increased
100 million dollars during September,
following the substantial rise of almost
200 million during August, Inventories
of the automobile industry were some-
what lower at the end of September from
the end of August. The changes in
other major durable goods industries
were mixed, but in each case were rela-
tively small.

Manufacturers' inventories of most of
the major nondurable goods industries
were reduced during September, al-
though in none of the industries was
the drop more than 2 percent, This is
in contrast to the previous month when
there was a general seasonal rise in
the inventories of these industries.

Manufacturers' shipments reached a
new record high in September and rep-
resented a gain of about 1 percent from
August. Shipments of the durable goods
industries, which include most of the

industries producing war goods, in-
creased less than 1 percent from August,
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Deliveries of the nondurable goods in-
dustries increased 2 percent from August
to September on a daily average basis.
Most of the rise was due to heavier
shipments of the food industries, par-
ticularly canning and preserving, and is
partly seasonal in character. Shipments
of the other major nondurable goods
recorded minor increases.

New orders received by manufac-
turers increased by more than 2 percent
from August, although the September
volume was still considerably below the
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June peak. New orders received by the
machinery industry showed a change in
trend from the last two months. De-
mands continued to increase for iron and
steel products and other durable goods.

Transportation
The Nation's carriers, as shown in

chart 5, continue to deliver an ever
larger volume of commodity and passen-
ger transport service. All former records
of rail freight traffic, as measured by
revenue ton-miles, are being exceeded.
Freight movement reached about 67 bil-
lions in October, an eight percent in-
crease over October 1942.

It is estimated that revenue ton-
mileage in the final quarter of 1943 will
be 188 billions or only 4 billions below
the third quarter volume. Furthermore,
it is expected, on the basis of the present
outlook, that traffic during the first half
of 1944 v/ill be about 380 billion revenue
ton-miles, or an increase of 8.8 percent
over the first half of 1S43 and equivalent
to the volume during the last half of 1943,
The outlook, therefore, is for rail traffic
to hold consistently above levels of the
corresponding periods of the previous
year, even though the October 1943 vol-
ume probably will not be exceeded until
next October,

The arrival of winter means more dif-
ficult operating conditions, such as the
need for added motive power for a given
train to offset increased journal friction
and loss of locomotive heat at low tem-
peratures, and the retarding of loading
and unloading in severe weather.
Greater pressure is being placed on car-
riers serving the Pacific Coast due to
military and Lend-Lease demands.
Some additional burden may be shifted
from motor carriers to the rails. Man-
power shortages still loom as a threat to
increased performance. The accident
hazard has risen under present con-
ditions.

Finally, there is little prospect for a
substantial increase in new equipment.
The number of serviceable cars owned
by class 1 roads on October 1, 1943, was
1,698,550, compared with 1,690,570 one
year earlier, an increase of 0.5 percent,
while revenue ton-miles rose by an esti-
mated 9 percent during the same period.
Some further increase of serviceable
supply in the next few months will be
made possible through increasing deliv-
eries of new cars. During the last quar-
ter of this year, new installations are
expected to average between 3,000 and
4,000 a month. Assuming no further
additions to active car supply can be
attained through reducing either car
surplus or the unserviceable supply, new
installations would increase total rail
freight-car capacity by less than 1 per-
cent. The supply of serviceable steam,
and serviceable electric and Diesel loco-
motives is also expected to increase some
but not enough to effect a substantial
increase in tractive capacity.

To meet the traffic demand during
coming months, the Office of Defense
Transportation has inaugurated a pro-
gram of attempting to increase over-all
freight train performance by 10 percent
through cooperation with carriers, ship-
pers and receivers, other Government

Chart 3.—Volume of Transportation by Type l

(INDEX, DAILY AVERAGE 1936-39 = 100)
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1 Indexes for commodity and passenger traffic (except local transit) are based upon ton-miles and
passenger-miles, respectively ; index for local transit is based upon number of passengers.

Source : U. S. Department of Comnrerce.

agencies, and the public. In an attempt
to appraise the extent to which the rail-
roads may raise their efficiency, as well
as to determine the proportion of capac-
ity now being utilized, the following anal-
ysis was made of 48 large steam railways
accounting for 90 percent of net ton-
mileage of all class 1 roads.

Gross ton-miles per train-hour were
used as the best measure of performance
because they show the amount of work
done per unit of time and take into con-
sideration empty as well as loaded car
mileage. Maximum net ton-miles are
used to measure railroad capacity. There
are shown in table 3 the maximum per-
formance ratios attained by the roads of
eight regions in recent years in compari-
son with their achievement in August
1943, The average performance in Au-

gust was only 96.7 percent of the average
maximum performance of the 48 roads,
indicating that, under certain conditions,
efficiency could conceivably be raised by
at least 3.3 percent over that of August.

The above measure assumes that the
number of trains would be unchanged.
Under present conditions, the ultimate
current capacity of the roads is more
significant than obtaining the optimum
performance, since the maximum load
must be carried to meet wartime de-
mands. Table 3 therefore presents a
comparison of maximum net ton-mileage
performed in recent years and the net
ton-mileage in August. This comparison,
which allows for changes in the number
of trains run, reveals a 3.5 percent mar-
gin of capacity that could perhaps be
utilized. Such utilization would depend
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in an important degree on the geographic
distribution of the additional traffic of-
fered. In table 3 are shown also the
regional variations in the maximum per-
formance and capacity attained. The
seven northwestern lines all carried their
maximum ton-mileage which is here used
as an estimate of their present maximum
capacity in August and all but one of
them reached maximum performance in
the same month. On the other hand the
performance of three New England roads
in August was below their maximum per-
formance attained in 1942, while their
August traffic volume was also well below
their maximum capacity of recent
months.

With August performance only 3.3 per-
cent below the maximum, it seems clear
that any substantially heavier traffic
could be handled only by increasing both
performance and capacity to the utmost.
With capacity increases limited by man-
power and new equipment shortages, it
seems likely that greatest reliance must
rest on increased performance. This is
becoming increasingly difficult, however,
as diminishing returns reduce the gains
made. For instance, the extent to which
heavier loading per car v/ill permit
greater ton-mileage depends on its ef-
fect on turn-around time. Heavier load-
ing tends to increase loading and unload-
ing time, terminal and switching time,
and the number of transfers, while it has
some influence in adding to empty car
movement and idle-car-days. It may
also lead to a decrease in average train
speed.

The main steps in the ODT program
are emphasis on continued reduction of
loading and unloading time through co-
operation with the Shippers' Advisory
Boards; further trimming of cross- and
excess-hauling; and extension of the
ODT plan of moving merchandise loads
direct to destination or distant gateways,
by-passing nearby transfers and utiliz-
ing cars that otherwise would move in
the same direction empty.

Rail passenger traffic continues to in-
crease and is in excess of 1942 volume by
an amount relatively greater than in
the case of freight traffic. Some diver-
sion to the railways of traffic now being
moved by intercity buses may occur as
a result of manpower and equipment
shortages.

Intercity for-hire truck traffic since
June has shown a sharply declining rate
of increase over the corresponding
periods of 1942. Equipment shortages
have been an important factor in this

Table 3.—Performance and Intimated

Chart 4.-—Exports, Including Reexports, and General Imports
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decline, as only about 100 of 7,500 new
units scheduled for the last half of 1943
will actually be delivered by the end of
this year. The present outlook in re-
gard to additions of new equipment
during 1944 is not promising.

Increasing use is being made of the
rivers and internal waterways in trans-
porting petroleum and its products.
Together with pipeline deliveries, which
have risen to over 400,000 barrels a day,
the use of tank barges has eased the rail
burden in meeting East Coast demands
for petroleum. Great Lakes iron ore
carriers are performing with a high de-
gree of efficiency in order to meet the
reduced goal of 86.5 million gross tons
during the 1943 season. During July and
August all former records were broken.

Domestic airline traffic, in respect to
both passengers and express carried, con-
tinues to climb with the addition of only
a few planes. Express pound-mileage
has nearly doubled since United States
entry into war, while revenue passenger-
mileage is half again as high as in

Current Capacity of tti CJa*s I Railroads1

1941 1943

December 1941. This has been accom-
plished with half the number of planes.
Foreign Trade of the United Stales

Changes in the foreign trade situation
over the past 9 months clearly indicate
the considerable success achieved by the
United States in synchronizing its total
productive effort with the requirements
of a United Nation's victory. Exports,
as may be seen in chart 6, continue to
dominate the picture. Although the
September 1943 value of exports, 1.2 bil-
lion dollars, is a fraction below the July
peak, the third quarter level is 19 percent
above the preceding quarter's total, and
50 percent above the figure for the first
3 months of the year. The 1943 9-month
total of over 9 billion dollars is 65 per-
cent higher than the level for the similar
interval of 1942 and about 10 percent
greater than the value of goods exported
Table 4.—Foreign Trade of the United

States, First Nine Months for Selected
Years.
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10 Great Lakes railroads
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0 Southern railroads
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The Business Situation
SO PAR as business men's thinking and

planning is concerned, it would seem
that economic reconversion has already
begun. It should not be overlooked,
however, that actual reconversion de-
pends upon the fortunes of war and that
it cannot get under way in good earnest
until Germany surrenders. Indeed the
new high level attained by Government
expenditures in November, 7.5 billion
dollars or 7.8 billions if war expenditures
of Government agencies are included,
and the sharp rise in munitions output in
October, suggest that the peak of war
production may not as yet have been
reached. In support of this view, in-
dustrial production as measured by the
Federal Reserve index (see chart 1)
moved one point higher in October al-

Chart 1.—Production of Manufac-
tures, Seasonally Adjusted 1
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though, according to evidence available
in early December, it rose little if any
during November.

Nevertheless the leveling of industrial
production in November is one of an in-
creasing number of indications that eco-
nomic activity is not very far below the
peak of the war period. The November
decline in steel production seems espe-
cially significant in view of the fact that
steel is the basic material of war. Per-
haps most of the decline in steel output
was due to the coal strike but part of it
was due to a decline in new orders, which,
in turn, was linked up with changes in
types of munitions requested by the
armed forces.

An additional straw in the wind is the
growing concern of businessmen over the
size of their inventories and over the dis-
posal of surplus Government stocks of
various materials. Moreover, the War
Production Board is planning to release
additional quantities of materials for
civilian consumption.

Corporate profits after taxes rose but
showed a clear tendency to level off in
the third quarter. The cost of living

turned upward again in October while
the general level of wholesale prices, led
by farm products, declined slightly. The
outlook for price controls remained un-
certain as debate continued as to the
use of subsidies. Hourly earnings in
manufacturing industries spurted ahead
in September with renewed vigor.
Meanwhile consumers continued to
spend freely and retail sales rose.

Retail Trade

Sales of retail stores in October were
the highest for any month this year.
Early Christmas buying resulted in re-
tail sales for the month estimated
at 5,717 million dollars. This brought
the total for the first 10 months to 50.9
billion dollars compared with 46.7 billion
for the same period of last year, an in-
crease of 9 percent. However, retail
sales in October 1943 were only 5 per-
cent above October 1942. Although the
rate of increase over 1942 is expected to
be higher in November and December
than in October, indications are that
retail sales are leveling off.

Sales of nondurable goods stores rose
almost 14 percent for the first 10 months
of the year, while durable goods store
sales registered a 12-percent drop. All
of the nondurable groups had substantial
increases with the single exception of
filling stations, where the increase in
ration restrictions caused a 20-percent
decline. Eating and drinking places
and the apparel and drug groups made
the largest relative gains. These stores
did not have as much difficulty in ob-
taining goods, were able to make greater
use of substitutes, and, because of the
nature of their business, were less
hampered by rationing and price ceil-
ings than was the case for other types
of stores.

Wartime shortages were responsible
for the sharp decline in sales of the
durable goods stores over the 10-month

Chart 2.—Munitions Production
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1 Includes ships, planes, tanks, guns, ammu-
nition, and all field equipment.

Source: War Production Board.

period. However, jewelry store sales
continued to show a marked advance.
Early in the year the consensus was that
jewelry store sales would decline rather
than increase because of the shortage
of precious metals. Heavy demand for
precious stones, introduction of new
merchandise, price increases, and up-
grading have, however, more than com-
pensated for metal scarcities.

Comparison of the seasonally adjusted
indexes for October with September of
this year shows a 2-percent increase in
total retail sales, with the nondurable
groups accounting for the increase. For
the durable groups a 3-percent increase
in sales of housefurnishings was
counterbalanced by declines in the
jewelery, automotive, building materials,
and hardware stores. The October
drop in jewelry store sales was the re-
sult of reduced demand after heavy buy-
ing in September to meet the mailing
deadline for servicemen's gifts. Holi-
day purchases of jewelry do not gen-
erally become large until late in the
season.

Examination of available inventory
data of retail stores reveals substantial

Table 1.—Sales of Retail Stores

Kind of business

All retail stores

Durable goods stores _
Automotive
Building material and hardware
Housefurnishings
Jewelry

Nondurable goods stores
Apparel
Drug
Eating and drinking
Food__ _
Filling stations
General merchandise
Other retail

Sales, Jan.-Oct.

Amount (millions of
dollars)

1943

50,930

7,420
2,122
2,672
1,955

671

43,509
4,963
2,188
6,549

14,094
2,069
7,640
6,008

1942

46,681

8,433
2,477
3,260
2,198

497

38,248
3,985
1,808
5,037

12,900
2,576
6,882
5,060

Percent
change, 1943
from 1942

+9.1

-12.0
-14.3
-18.0
-11.1
+35.0

+13.8
+24.5
+21.0
+30.0
+9.3

-19.7
+11.0
+18.7

Seasonally adjusted indexes, 1943

Index (1935-39=100)

Oct.

166.3

96.3
51.1

127.2
148.4
336.0

189.1
204.4
199.0
284.1
185.4
101.6
157.2
218.9

Sept.

162.7

97.1
52.3

129.3
144.1
348.1

184.1
202.8
188.4
270.8
180.5
102.7
154.9
210.5

Percent
change, Oct.
from Sept.

+2.2
-0.8
-2.3
-1.6
+3.0
-3.5

+2.7
+0.8
+5.6
+4.9
+2.7
- 1 . 1
+1.5
+4.0

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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declines in stocks in many lines of trade
at the end of October compared with a
year ago. Total retail inventories de-
clined 14 percent. The 10-percent
decrease in department store inventories
is due, chiefly, to declines in apparel and
furniture stocks. The substantial in-
roads made on stocks of these two types
of goods are further emphasized by the
sharp drop in the inventories of the
stores primarily devoted to their sale.
The depletion of apparel stocks is not
serious since most of the sales are made
from current production and inventories
can be quickly supplemented. On the
other hand, an important part of furni-
ture sales during 1943 has been made
from inventories.

Chart 3.—Estimated Civilian Labor Force, 14 Years of Age and Over x

MILLIONS OF PERSONS
70

Table 2.—Inventories of

Kind of store

Total

Department stores _ _ .
Chain men's-wear stores
Chain shoe stores
Other apparel stores
Drug stores _ _ ._
Variety stores..
Furniture stores
Other stores

Retail

Value (millions
of dollars), end

of October—

1943

6,226

1,008
49
87

910
400
202
260

3,310

1942

7,275

1,123
64
87

1,144
372
224
350

3,911

Stores

Percent
change
October
1942 to
October

1943

-14 .4

-10 .2
-23 .4

0
-20 .5
+7.5
-9 .8

-25.7
-15.4

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Employment, Hours, and
Earnings

For the 6 months May through Oc-
tober, total nonagricultural employment
has been running below corresponding
months of 1942. In October it was 700,-
000, or about 2 percent, below October
1942. Employment in munitions in-
dustries and Government war agencies,
as may be seen from table 3, continues
to rise at a much diminished rate at the
expense of employment in such other
industries as trade and service, con-
struction and building materials, and
others. As shown in chart 3, a growing
proportion of the currently employed
workers in the civilian labor force is
made up of women. In October 1943,
this proportion was 32 percent compared
with 25 percent in October 1941.

Since midsummer, the growth of em-
ployment in the munitions and related
industries has not been as swift as was
anticipated. At the present rate of
growth, therefore, the employment peak
in the war industries may not be as high
as previously anticipated while the
trough of employment in the civilian
goods industries may not be quite as deep.
The number of additional workers needed
in the war-goods industries will depend
in an important degree on the effective-
ness of the utilization of the existing per-
sonnel. In the industries making chiefly
civilian goods, the wartime trough of em-
ployment will depend largely on the
amount of additional raw materials and
equipment that will be left over after
war needs have been fully met.

Meantime, the total number of non-
workers in the population 14 years of age
and over continues to decline as this
group furnishes new recruits for the

AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT,
FEMALE

AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT, MALE:):.

'//% NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT, FEMALE

NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT, MALE

30

20

10

J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

1940 1941 1942 1943
O.O. 43-353

1 Data do not include institutional population and persons in the armed forces.
Source : U. S. Department of Commerce.

Army and the labor force. The group is
composed largely of home houseworkers
and students attending school. After al-
lowances for seasonal variations, the
transfer of nonworkers to the labor force
has been at a decreasing rate in recent
months.

Despite declining employment, indus-
trial production has continued to rise be-
cause output per worker has increased.
The additional output per worker has
come from more hours of work a week
and from the more effective use of em-
ployed personnel. The same factors,
along with higher wage rates, have also
contributed to sharp increases in work-
ers' total earnings during the war period.
Some of the outstanding trends in manu-
facturing industries for which good data

are available are presented in tables 4, 5,
and 6.

It is clear from table 4 that employ-
ment, hours, and earnings in "war" in-
dustries have increased far more than in
the "nonwar" industries.1 For all manu-
facturing industries, total pay rolls more
than tripled from 1939 to 1943. Contrib-
uting to this rise were increases in em-
ployment, up 70 percent from 1939, gross

industries are the following, in-
cluding their products: Iron and steel, trans-
portation equipment, including automobiles,
nonferrous metals, machinery, including elec-
trical, chemicals, and rubber. "Nonwar" in-
dustries are as follows, including their prod-
ucts: Food, textiles and apparel, petroleum
and coal, printing and publishing, paper,
stone, clay and glass, lumber and furniture,
leather, and tobacco.

Table 3.—Manpower
[Millions of persons]

Labor force

Estimated civilian labor force
Unemployed
Employed

Agriculture
Nonagricultural employment, total.._ ___

Industries scheduled for more manpower
Munitions and munitions materials »
Government war agencies3

Transportation, fuel, and utilities
Industries scheduled to maintain manpower.

Food-processing industries _
Textiles, clothing, and leather

Industries scheduled for less manpower
Construction and building materials
Trade and service4

All other • ._

uly
942

56.8
2.8

54.0
11.7
42.3
13.1
7.8
1.0
4.3
4.2
1.4
2.8

25.0
3.1

10.9
11.0

Sept.
1942

54.1
1.7

52.4
10.2
42.2
13-7
8.2
1.2
4.3
4.4
1.6
2.8

24.0
3.1

10.9
10.0

Oct.
1942

54.0
1.6

52.4
10.5
41.9
14.0
8.4
1.3
4.3
4.3
1.5
2.8

23.6
3.0

11.0
9.6

July
1943

55.5
1.2

54.3
12.1
42.2
15.6
9.6
1.6
4.4
4.1
1.4
2.7

22.4
2.1

10.6
9.7

Sept.
1943

53.3
.8

52.5
11.3
41.2
15.7
9.6
1.6
4.5
4.1

. 1.5
2.6

21.4
1.9

10.6
8.9

Oct.
1943 1

52.6
.7

51.9
10.7
41.2
15.7
9.7
1.6
4.4
4.0
1.4
2.6

21.5
1.8

10.7
9.0

1 October partly estimated by Department of Commerce.
* Includes all metal-using industries, metal mining, selected chemicals, and rubber industries.
* Excludes navy yards and manufacturing arsenals included in the munitions group, as well as off-continent and

force-account construction employment of war agencies.
«Includes trade, finance, service, and miscellaneous groups as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
* Includes all other manufacturing, all other Government, and self-employed and domestic servants after adjustment

for statistical differences between the data of the Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Sources: War Manpower Commission, U. S. Department of Labor, and U. S. Department of Commerce.
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hourly earnings, up 32 cents, or 50 per-
cent, from 1939, and hours per week,
which are up 7 hours, or nearly 20 per-
cent, compared with 1939. It is estimated
that overtime pay constituted about 7
percent of wages paid out in 1943 and
about 10 percent of the rise in wages
from 1939 to 1943. In the "war'' indus-
tries, employment was up 166 percent,
hourly earnings up 33 cents, and hours
worked per week up 9, from 1939 to 1943.

Since the outbreak of the European
war, employment has increased much
faster in the high pay than in the rela-

Table 4.—Employment, Pay Rolls, Hours,
and Earnings in Manufacturing Indus-
tries, by "War" and "Nonwar" Indus-
tries, 1939-43 i

All manufacturing
industries:

1939
1940
1941 .
1942
1943

"War" industries:
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

"Nonwar" indus-
tries:

1939 . . .
1940
1941
1942
1943

Num-
ber of
wage

earners
(thou-
sands)

8,192
8,811

10,825
12,479
13,831

2,978
3,522
4,830
6,383
7,931

5,214
5,289
5,995
6,096
5,900

Aver-
age

hours
worked

per
week

37.7
38.1
40.6
42.9
44.9

37.9
39.6
42.6
45.7
46.8

37.6
37.1
38.9
40.2
42.3

Gross
average
hourly
earn-
ings
(dol-
lars)

0.633
.661
.729
.853
.952

.751

.764

.844

.974
1.077

.565

.588

.628

.704

.767

Annual
pay

rolls 2
(mil-
lions

ofdol
lars)

10,166
11,539
16,660
23,746
30,743

4,408
5,545
9,036

14,774
20,787

5,758
5,994
7,624
8,972
9,956

* Based on data from U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
1943 data partly estimated by U. S. Department of
Commerce.

2 Derived from the product of employment, hours, and
earnings.

tively lower pay industries. This process
was accentuated during the period of
maximum conversion of industry to mu-
nitions output in 1942. By 1943 a definite
loss of workers by the lower pay indus-
tries relative to the higher pay war in-
dustries had occurred. Table 5 shows the
change in average employment from 1942
to 1943 for 20 major manufacturing in-
dustries arrayed in order of their 1943
average weekly earnings. In general, the
industries paying the higher weekly
wages showed an increase in employ-
ment. In contrast, those paying rela-
tively lower weekly wages showed losses
or smaller gains in employment. The
only exception was the petroleum and
coal products industry which, of the 20
major industries shown in table 5, ranks
fourth in average weekly earnings but
showed a# slight decline in employment.
Man-houfs in this industry, however,
showed an increase. Furthermore, ex-
cept for the petroleum industry, all of
the industries high up in the scale of
weekly wages and showing significant in-
creases in employment are now engaged
primarily in producing goods for war.
This shift to higher paying jobs was due
to (1) the opening up of job opportuni-
ties in the "war" industries which even
before the war paid higher wage rates,

and (2) the drive by the Government to
get more workers into essential indus-
tries.

Real wages in manufacturing have also
increased markedly during the last 4
years. The average annual wage per
wage*earner in 1943 amounted to a little
over $2,200 in all manufacturing indus-
tries. This represents an increase of 80
percent from the 1939 average of $1,240
per wage earner. Since the cost of liv-
ing increased by about 24 percent over
this period, real wages per worker
amounted to about $1,800 for the year
1943 in terms of the average prices pre-
vailing in 1939. Thus, the average real
wages per worker in manufacturing in-
creased by 45 percent from 1939 to 1943.
While dollar wages per worker increased
17 percent from 1942 to 1943, it is es-
timated that the real wage per worker
increased about 10 percent in view of the
rise in the cost-of-living average of this
year from last year of about 6 percent.

Whereas, in 1939 the real annual wage
(in terms of 1939 average prices) per
worker in "war" industries was $375
greater than the average per worker in
"nonwar" industries, by 1943 the spread
in favor of workers in the "war" indus-
tries had increased to $750, or double the
differential in 1939.

Table 5.—Average Weekly Earnings and
N b f W

Table 6.—Actual and "Real" Average
Wage Per Wage Earner in Manufac-
turing Industries, 1939-43 x

rag
WNumber of Wage Earners, by Major

Manufacturing Industry Groups x

Manufacturing in
dustry 2

All manufac-
turing indus-
tries

Automobiles
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n

equipment except
automobiles

Machinery except
electrical

Products of petrole-
um and coal

Nonferrous metals
and their products.

Iron and steel and
their products

Rubber products
Electrical machinery.
Chemicals and allied

products
Miscellaneous indus-

tries
Printing, publishing,

and allied indus-
tries

Paper and allied
products

Stone, clay, and glass
products

Food and kindred
products

Furniture and fin-
ished lumber prod-
ucts

Lumber and timber
basic products

Leather and leather
products

Textile-mill products
and other fiber
manufactures

Apparel and other
finished textile
products

Tobacco manufac-
tures

Aver-
age

weekly
earn-

ings in
1943

$42.94

56.80

55.74

51.65

50.13

47.12

46.95
45.75
45.12

41.63

40.42

39.72

35.93

35.87

34.93

32.40

31.36

29.72

27.54

26.82

26.24

Average num-
ber of wage

earners (thou-
sands)

1942

12,479

508

1,494

1,086

126

381

1,597
155
555

607

360

332

313

372

1,001

379

544

373

1,290

910

95

1943

13,831

688

2, 254

1,237

125

415

1,715
190
700

732

402

334

313

357

1,015

359

477

347

1,226

854

91

Percent
change
in num-
ber of
wage

earners,
1942 to

1943

+10.8

+35.4

+50.9

+13.9

- . 8

+8.9

+7.4
+22.6
+26.1

+20.6

+11.7

+.6

-4.0

+1.4

-5.3

-11.3

-7.0

-5.0

-6.2

-4.2

All manufacturing indus-
tries:

1939
1940 .
1941
1942 .
1943

"War" industries:
1939 _
1940
1941.
1942
1943.. . _.

"Nonwar" industries:
1939
1940 . _
1941
1942
1943 - . - .

Average
annual

wage per
wage
earner

(dollars)

1,241
1,310
1,538
1,906
2,233

1,479
1,572
1,871
2,314
2,619

1,104
1,126
1,258
1,451
1,685

Cost-of-
living
index
(1939=

100)

100.0
100.8
105.8
117.2
124.1

Average
"real"
annual

wage per
wage

earner
(1939

dollars)

1,241
1,300
1,454
1,626
1,799

1,479
1,560
1,769
1,974
2,110

1,104
1,117
1,189
1,238
1,358

1 See note for table 4.

The significance of these war-period
changes in employment, hours, and labor
income in manufacturing industries is
that they have stemmed from two tem-
porary features of the emergency: (1)
overtime pay and (2) a shift from low-
pay to high-pay industries. This shift
left the "nonwar" or low-pay industries
undermanned, and the "war" industries
overmanned so far as peacetime manu-
facturing is concerned.

After the war, a significant reduction
in pay rolls in manufacturing industries
will occur almost automatically by the
reversal of the above process. This will
be true even if post-war manufacturing
employment and wage rates should re-
main at their wartime levels. Overtime
pay will be abandoned as soon as a labor
surplus permits return to the 40-hour
week. The high-pay "war" industries
will release some of their surplus work-
ers, who will return to the low-pay or
"nonwar" trades. The magnitude of this
automatic type of post-war reduction in
manufacturing pay rolls during the re-
conversion period could well range as
high as 20 percent.

Corporate Profits
Corporate profits continue the upward

trend initiated in 1939 even though at a
declining rate of gain. In the first 9
months of 1943, corporate profits, after
allowance for income and excess-profits
taxes, are estimated, according to avail-

Chart 4.—Corporate Profits
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1 Data for 1942 and first 8 months of 1943 from U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Remainder of 1943 estimated
by Department of Commerce.

2 Industries arrayed in descending order of average
weekly earnings paid to wage earners.

1939 1940 1941 1942 1943

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce
estimates.
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able reports, at 5,947 million dollars, an
increase of 11.2 percent over profits for
the same period of 1942. The rise over
1942 is even more substantial, 19.9 per-
cent, before allowance is made for ac-
crued liabilities on income and excess-
profits taxes. The provisions for taxes
in the first three quarters of 1943 are esti-
mated to equal 64.2 percent of corporate
profits before taxes, compared with 61.4
percent in 1942 and 49.7 percent in 1941.*

There was considerable variation, as
shown in table 7, in the year-to-year
gains by industry groups. The manu-
facturing industries, accounting for
about three-fifths of all corporate earn-
ings, had a rise in profits of 5.9 percent
compared with 17.3 on a bef ore-tax basis.
The less-than-average increases were not
restricted to the predominantly "non-
war" manufacturing subgroups such as
food, beverages and tobacco, textiles, and
leather products. In the same category
are such "war" industries as chemicals,
petroleum, iron and steel products, non-
ferrous metal products, electrical ma-
chinery, and other machinery and trans-
portation equipment. Equally mixed in
character are the manufacturing sub-
groups with larger-thah-average gains:

Table 7.—Percent Change in Profits
After Taxes for Identical Periods, 1942
to 1943

Industry

Total

Mining . .
Manufacturing _

Food, beverages, and
tobacco

Textile and leather
products

Paper and printing
Chemicals
Petrol fiiim
Iron
Nonferrous metals
Other machinery
Electrical machinery. _.
Transportation equip-

ment _
Automobiles
Miscellaneous

Trade
Retail
Wholesale. _ . . .

Transportation
Railroad
Othor .

Communications
Power and gas
Finance
Miscellaneous __ . .

Percent change

1st
quar-

ter 1942
to 1st
quar-

ter 1943

16.1

0
7.2

10.3

12.4
-10.5
—1.9

-10.7
11.9
2.4
2.9
3.7

26.0
18.6
12.1

6.9
13 4
- . 9
60.9

128.8
. 0

38.2
8.2

( i )
66.0

2d
quar-

ter 1942
to 2d
quar-

ter 1943

12.0

2.0
6.0

4.3

.9
38.9

3.5
6.3
0

13.2
. 6

-1 .8

16.3
22.4

- 2 . 3
14.2
23.8

7.2
18.9
27.0

4.6
27.0
12.4
( i )
33.3

3d
quar-

ter 1942
to 3d
quar-

ter 1943

6.3

8.2
4.7

—1.2

0
33.3

- 6 . 7
4.8

— 1.4
5.3

- 3 . 1
13.1

39.3
20.9

- 6 . 0
7.1

14.1
- . 8

- 3 . 7
- 6 . 7

2.6
24.3

6.4
( i )
3.9

Jan.-
Sept.
1942
total

Jan -
Sept.
1943
total

11.2

3.3
5.9

3. £

4.1
15.4

-2 .C
0
3.3
6.8
0
5.2

26.9
20.7

. 5
9.3

16.4
2.1

17.3
26.2

2.5
29.6

8.9
( i )
29.9

1 Negative figure; percentage not computed.

Automobiles, transportation equipment,
and paper products and printing.
Among the nonmanuf acturing industries,
the larger-than-average increases took
place in communications, railroads, re-
tail trade, and finance group.

For all except four industry groups,
accumulated 9 months' earnings after
taxes exceeded those for any previous
similar period. But for the chemical,

iron and steel, electrical machinery, and
miscellaneous manufactures group,
earnings in the corresponding period of
1941 were higher.

Upon the basis of the corporate earn-
ings record for the first 9 months of this
year and of the outlook for the fourth
quarter, it seems quite probable that
corporate earnings after taxes for the
full year will be a little over 8 billion
dollars. Such a total, if realized, would
be the highest on record, surpassing by
a small margin even the 1929 record of
7,972 millions. Earnings before taxes,
of course, aggregating between 22 and 23
billions for the year, will be much more
than double the 1929 record and about
one-sixth higher than those of 1942.

Most significant aspect of the trend
of earnings after taxes is in the indica-
tions that earnings are approaching
their wartime ceiling. Thus, the per-
centage gains for corporate quarterly
earnings in the first three quarters of
this year over those of 1942 are 16
percent, 12 percent, and 6 percent.
Moreover, for an increasing number of
industry groups as the year progresses,
1943 profit results are falling behind
record performances of either 1941 or
1942; for 13 out of 21 industry groups,
earnings in the third quarters of 1941
or 1942 surpass those of 1943 while for 5
industry groups out of the 21, 9-month
aggregate earnings this year are lower
than those of 1941.

Table 8.—Estimated Corporate Profits After Taxes, by Industrial Divisions
[Millions of dollars]

Industrial division

Total

Mining _
Manufacturing

Food, beverages, and
tobacco

Textiles and leather
Paper and printing
Chemicals _ . .
Oil refining
Iron and steel. -
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (excl. elec-

trical) . . . .
Electrical machinery
Transportation equip-

ment
Automobiles
Miscellaneous manu-

facturing
Trade

Retail
Wholesale

Finance
Transportation

Railroads
Other _ .

Communications
Power and gas
Miscellaneous

1941

3d
quar-
ter

2,017

48
1,376

165
129
78

123
71

192
43

182
71

84
69

169
339
190
149

- 8 5
129

65
64
44

114
52

Jan.-
Sept.,
total

5,051

135
3,503

421
307
186
339
163
485
123

426
191

180
270

412
735
391
344

—244
290
142
148
137
373
122

4th
quar-
ter

2,226

46
1,487

165
134
91

140
61

225
47

180
91

105
109

139
423
255
168

—71
119

61
58
45

123
54

Year

7,277

181
4,990

586
441
277
479
224
710
170

606
282

285
379

551
1,158

646
512

—315
409
203
206
182
496
176

1942

3d
quar-
ter

1,934

49
1,182

166
102

39
105
62

138
38

162
61

89
86

134
280
149
131

- 4 2
242
165

77
37

109
77

Jan.-
Sept,
total

5,349

150
3,418

432
316
169
295
166
424
117

462
172

264
232

369
766
384
382

-145
532
332
200
108
336
184

4th
quar-
ter

2,027

52
1,246

172
98
45

118
57

153
45

177
49

96
115

121
286
168
118

- 4 0
249
176

73
43

112
79

Year

7,376

202
4,664

604
414
214
413
223
577
162

639
221

360
347

490
1,052

552
500

-185
781
508
273
151
448

,,263

1943 1

1st
quar-
ter

1,899

50
1,160

139
109
68

103
50

150
42

143
56

97
83

120
263
152
111

- 1 3
177
119

58
47

132
83

2d
quar-
ter

1,993

52
1,223

146
118

75
88
51

152
43

162
56

114
93

125
274
125
149

- 1 1
214
146

68
47

118
76

3d
quar-
ter

2,055

53
1,237

164
102

52
98
65

136
40

157
69

124
104

126
300
170
130

- 1 0
233
154

79
46

116
80

Jan.-
Sept.,
total

5,947

155
3,620

449
329
195
289
166
438
125

462
181

335
280

371
837
447
390

- 3 4
624
419
205
140
366
239

i The estimates for the first and second quarters of 1943 have been revised since published in the September 1943
SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS owing to the availability of a larger sample of corporate profits reports.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Table 9.—Estimated Corporate Profits Before Taxes, by Industrial Divisions
[Millions of dollars]

1 These corporate profits data represent
compiled net profits as tabulated from cor-
porate income-tax returns by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue less dividends received from
domestic corporations.

Industrial division

Total

Mining
Manufacturing

Food, beverages, and tobacco. __
Textiles and leather . . .
Paper and printing
Chemicals
Oil refining
Iron and steel . - .
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (excl. electrical)
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment _
Automobiles
Miscellaneous manufacturing. __

Trade
Retail
Wholesale-

Finance
Tran spor tation

Railroads
Other

C ommunications
Power and gas
Miscellaneous

1941

3d
quar-
ter

3,996

88
2,730

268
225
145
243
116
408

91
392
163
210
150
319
592
324
268

8
225
116
109
72

178
103

Jan.-
Sept.,
total

10,049

243
6,956

686
534
346
669
263

1,028
261
917
438
449
585
780

1,285
667
618
- 2
507
252
255
224
585
251

4th
quar-
ter

4,394

82
2,980

267
233
171
275

98
477

99
388
212
261
234
265
737
433
304

11
208
107
101
73

192
111

Year

14,443

325
9,936

953
767
517
944
361

1,505
360

1,305
650
710
819

1,045
2,022
1,100

922
9

715
359
356
297
777
362

1942

3d
quar-
ter

4,950

94
3,163

351
277

96
255

95
440

95
497
214
313
197
333
657
373
284

48
504
346
158
88

221
175

Jan.-
Sept.,
total

13,866

281
9,219

913
870
419
717
251

1,356
289

1,418
607

920
1,789

960
829
110

1,100
694
406
257
681
429

4th
quar-
ter

5,171

97
3, 324

359
272
109
285

86
488
110
538
174
338
261
304
674
418
256

55
515
368
147
103
226
177

Year

19,037

378
12. 543
1,272
1,142

528
1,002

337
1,844

399
1,956

781
1,267

791
1,224
2,463
1,378
1,085

165
1,615
1,062

553
360
907
606

19431

1st
quar-
ter

5,279

92
3, 452

337
283
169
296

92
468
120
582
241
330
225
309
693
401
292

37
436
307
129
108
279
182

2d
quar-
ter

5,589

95
3,661

352
309
188
253

94
475
122
660
241
389
254
324
722
329
393

59
527
375
152
108
248
169

3d
quar-
ter

5,759

95
3,700

395
267
131
281
120
424
114
639
296
423
283
327
789
448
341

74
573
397
176
105
245
178

Jan . -
Sept.,
total

16,627

282
10,813
1,084

859
488
830
306

1,367
356

1,881
778

1,142
762
960

2,204
1,178
1,02ft

170
1,536
1,079

457
321
772
529

1 See note 1, table 8; the source of the data is also the same as for table 8.
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The Business Situation
The developments of January have

served to reaffirm the necessity of con-
tinuing to channel the Nation's entire re-
sources into the primary task of bring-
ing the war to an early and successful
conclusion. It has become clear that
the leadership of the Nation is deter-
mined that the economy continue to be
focused in an all-out effort upon that
objective until it is completely certain
that no conceivable military loss can be
suffered by a reduction in the intensity
of the war production effort.

President Roosevelt, in calling for a
fiscal 1945 Budget virtually identical
with that of 1944, voiced the policy that
until the course of the war is clear there
will be no retreat from the high war pro-
duction objectives achieved in the latter
months of 1943 and scheduled for 1944.
It is a production program that in the
aggregate will not fall to any significant
extent below the peaks reached in 1943
until favorable developments in the mili-
tary situation permit a major reappraisal
of requirements. Adjustments in the
program in the form of schedule changes,
cut-backs, and cancelations will continue
to be made without doubt, but these will
be in large part changes within the ag-
gregates, compensated by new orders
placed in new directions.

Increased production of civilian goods,
even when previously critical materials
have become available, apparently is to
be permitted only as changes in the mili-
tary situation warrant. In substance,
shortages of manpower have displaced
the earlier shortage of raw materials and
the later shortages of components as the
problem around which production plans
must be adjusted.

The continuing need for all-out war
production has not come into conflict
with the attention being given to the
numerous problems of post-war adjust-
ments. These problems indeed are
viewed as increasingly pressing as in-
dustry finds that answers to many of
them are prerequisite to intelligent plan-
ning for the post-war period. The con-
tinued easing of supply situations in the
case of some materials, particularly
metals, emphasizes the urgency of re-
conversion plans. Even though steps in
the direction of reconversion had to be
officially delayed, it has become clearer
under what conditions such steps could
be taken, and some light was cast upon
the probable character of such adjust-
ments.

Among the events of the month of this
nature were the contract termination
program announced by Mr. Baruch, the
plans to dispose of surplus goods, includ-
ing the sale of certain stockpiles, the
War Production Board program permit-
ting a limited amount of reconversion in
selected areas on an experimental basis,
and the further action of that agency in
removing certain materials from restric-
tive orders. These and other develop-

ments are indicative of the thinking in
both Government and industry on re-
conversion problems. It is clear, how-
ever, that such problems cannot at this
time be permitted either to obscure the
primary objective of the Nation's econ-
omy in the war effort nor to pass beyond
the preliminary stages of planning and
limited experimentation.

The pattern of economic activity that
has developed from wartime policies
continued with but little change in re-
cent months.

Industrial production fell about 1 per-
cent in December after continuing
through October and November at an
all-time high level of 247 percent of the
1935-39 average. Since the decline re-
sulted largely from a 6 percent drop in
steel output and a 5 percent drop in
chemicals it is indicative of the easing
of the materials situation. The influence
of minor munitions cutbacks is also ap-
parent from the fact that the decline
in chemicals resulted from curtailment
in the output of small arms ammuni-
tion. On the other hand, gains were
recorded in the production of rubber
products, gasoline, and lumber.

Bituminous coal production recovered

from the November strike losses, bring-
ing total output in 1943 to 1 percent
above the 1942 tonnage. Deliveries of
merchant. ships in December were the
largest on record, bringing the total in
1943 to 19,238,626 deadweight tons.
There was, consequently, no evidence
that the level of productive activity
would be materially changed in the
immediate future.

Trends in the inventories of manufac-
turers and wholesalers conformed to the
general wartime pattern, slight declines
occurring in both cases during Decem-
ber. Retail sales maintained their up-
ward trend, reaching in December a
total of 6.7 billion dollars, the highest
monthly total on record. Such sales
were based in large part on continuing
high levels of production of consumer's
goods. The retail sales peak reached in
December was made possible, however,
by heavy declines in retail inventories.
Liquidation of stocks of retailers
amounted to about two-fifths of sales
during the month.

Pressure upon prices continued to be
resisted with success. Retail prices rose
slightly for many nonfood items, raising
the Bureau of Labor Statistic's cost-of-

Table 1.—Budget Summary of Federal Government Receipts and Expenditures for
Fiscal Years 1942-45

[Millions of dollars]

Receipts (general and special accounts) *
Direct taxes on individuals 2

Direct taxes on corporations 3
Excise taxes
Employment taxes
Customs
Miscellaneous receipts 4 5

Deduct—net appropriation for Federal old age and survivor's in-
surance trust fund

Net receipts .

Expenditures (excluding debt retirement and trust funds)6

War activities:
General and special accounts
Government corporations (expenditures less receipts),.

Total war activities

Interest on public debt
Other activities:

General and special accounts:
Veterans' pensions and benefits
Refunds of taxes and customs including excess-profits tax

refund bonds
Allother

Government corporations (expenditures less receipts)

Total expenditures
Excess expenditures over net receipts

Actual

1942

13, 668
3,695
5,022
3,128
1,194

389
240

12, 799

26,011
2,255

28, 266

1,260

552

4,479
-440

34, 211
21, 412

1943

23, 385
6, 952
9,916
3,777
1,508

324
907

1,103

22, 282

72,109

75, 085

1,808

600

79
3,583

- 1 , 4 7 6

79, 679
57, 397

Estimated

1944

42, 578
19, 423
14,137
4,274
1.882

420
2,443

1,342

41,186

88, 500
3,500

92, 000

2,650

. 865

411
3,524
- 1 7 5

99, 276
58, 090

1945

43, 425
18,113
15, 404
4. 252
3,182

438
2,037

2,656

40, 769

88, 200
1.800

90,000

3,750

1, 252

1. 799
2, 953

15

99, 769
59,000

* Estimates for 1944 and 1945 based on present legislation.
2 Includes individual income tax and estates and gift taxes.
3 Includes corporation-income tax, the excess profits tax, declared value excess-profits tax, and the capital stock tax.

The refundable portion of the excess profits taxes are estimated to be 220 million dollars in 1943, 545 million dollars in
1944, and 624 million dollars in 1945.

4 The largest single item of receipts in this group for all years except 1942 is the reimbursement on renegotiated con-
tracts, estimated at 558 million dollars inl943, 1,733 million dollars in 1944, and 1,212 million dollars in 1945.

s Receipts for 1943 have been adjusted to the basis of the daily Treasury Statement. A similar adjustment in 1942
amounting to —37 million dollars has been deducted from miscellaneous receipts in that year although properly it
should be distributed among the other receipt items.

6 Debt retirement excluded is comprised of statutory public debt retirement and redemptions of obligations in the
market (net) by Government corporations and credit agencies, etc.

Source: The Budget of the United States Government.Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Chart 1.—Total Receipts From the Public, Including Borrowing, by
Fiscal Years.1

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
125

100

1942 1943 1944 1945
1 Data exclude major intergovernmental transactions.2 Estimated post-war credits for excess profits taxes refundable in the post-war period included in

"borrowing from the public (net)," but excluded from "direct taxes on corporations.'13 Net appropriations to Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund excluded from "other
receipts," but included as trust account receipts.

Source : The Budget of the United States Government.

living index fractionally from 124.2 to
124.4 between mid-November and mid-
December. Pood prices fell slightly,
while prices for all other major groups
in the index except rent increased by
1.0 to 1.5 points. Rents gained a tenth
of a point for the first time in 18 months.

The Federal Budget
The President's budget message was

built around the themes that the Nation
must be prepared in the months ahead to
continue spending at an annual rate
approaching 100 billion dollars and that
a return to peacetime spending policies
will lag considerably behind any diminu-
tion in expenditures which may be-
come possible as a result of reduced
war production requirements. The
President, assuming a continuance of
military necessities at the present level,
estimated that the Nation must spend
the sum of 150 billion dollars in the
next 18 months. In fact, should the
requirements of war in the next year and
a half necessitate the outlays scheduled
in the budget, expenditures in these 18
months will almost equal the expendi-
tures in the first two and one-half years
of war and war preparation from June
1940 to December 1943.

While war spending will continue to
bulk largest in the Federal outlay pic-
ture, expenditures for several other pur-
poses are expected to show increases
which will continue for some time, even
after the cessation of hostilities. Inter-
est on the public debt, estimated at 2,650
million dollars for this fiscal year, will
probably increase by more than one bil-
lion dollars in the coming fiscal year.
These probable 1945 interest charges will
be 300 percent higher than such outlays
in 1939.

Expenditures of the Veterans' Admin-
istration are also expected to expand in

the year and a half ahead. Rising from
600 million dollars in the fiscal year 1943
to 865 million in the present period, they
are calculated to total 1,250 million dol-
lars for the year beginning July 1944.
These estimates, it may be noted, do not
include provisions for mustering-out pay
to members of the armed services. Re-
funds, mostly of taxes, which amounted
to 79 million dollars last year, will require
a budget provision of 1,800 million in the
fiscal year 1945. Of this amount, only
about 800 million will be in the nature
of cash outlays, the other billion dol-
lar being covered by the issuance of ex-
cess-profits refund bonds redeemable at
specified periods after the end of the war.

On the other hand, other expenditures
in the aggregate, which are only indi-
rectly related to the war, are calculated
to continue the steady decline initiated
in 1939. From a total of 5,900 million
dollars at that time these outlays have
fallen to an estimated 3,600 million dol-
lars in the current fiscal year. As a re-
sult of further curtailments, primarily
in the general public works program,
work relief, and in aid to agriculture, an
additional cut of 600 million dollars is
expected in the fiscal year 1945.

Major changes on the receipts side of
the Federal financial accounts as shown
in table 1 depend on Congressional action
with respect to taxes. Net receipts in the
present fiscal year are expected to rise
19 billion dollars from the 22.3 billion
received in the fiscal year 1943. The ma-
jor elements in this increase are direct
taxes on individuals which are expected
to reach 19.4 billion, a rise of about 12.5
billion dollars or 180 percent; direct taxes
on corporations which will yield a 4.2
billion-dollar increase or 40 percent, ris-
ing to 14.1 billion; and receipts from war
contract renegotiation which will prob-
ably total 1.7 billion dollars for 1944 com-
pared with 600 million dollars received in
1943.

Outstanding among these very sub-
stantial increases in fiscal 1944 was the
rise in direct taxes on individuals re-
sulting from the increased rates and low-
ered exemptions provided by the Reve-
nue Act of 1942, and the partial liquida-
tion of the obligations imposed by the
Current Tax Payments Act.

In fiscal 1945, however, the only im-
portant source of additional net revenue
will be from direct taxes on corporations
which are expected to yield about 1.3
billion dollars more than in 1944. Ap-
proximately 60 percent of this increase
is the result of a rise in current excess
profits taxes from 7.6 billion dollars in
the fiscal year 1944 to 8.4 billion in the
following twelve months. The greater
receipts from corporation taxes are al-

Chart 2.—Total Payments to the Public, by Fiscal Years.1

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
125

100

GENERAL AND
SPECIAL ACCOUNTS,
AND CHECKING
ACCOUNTS OF
GOVERNMENT
CORPORATIONS
AND CREDIT
AGENCIES, ETC.

(NET)

1942 1943 1944 1945
1 Data exclude major intergovernmental transactions.
Source : The Budget of the United States Government.
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most entirely due to the higher base on
which these tax receipts are calculated.
It may be noted that these collections
include estimated post-war refunds of
624 millions which are about 80 million
dollars greater than the comparable re-
fundable portion in the current fiscal
year.

The excess of Federal expenditures
over receipts and changes in the cash
balance of the Treasury shown in table
2 will add an estimated sum of approxi-
mately 60 billion dollars to the debt in
the year ending June 1945. The total
debt will in consequence increase to 258
billions, six times the debt existing at the
beginning of the defense program in
June 1940.

Table 2.—Effect of Federal Financial
Operations on the Public Debt, Fiscal
Years 1942-45

[Millions of do]

Public debt at beginning
of year _ . . . .

[ncrease gin public debt
during year

General and special
accounts, excess of
expenditures over re-
ceipts *

Checking accounts of
Government corpo-
rations and credit
agencies, etc., net
expenditures

Trust accounts (ex-
cess of receipts over
expenditures). _- --

Statutory public debt
retirement

Adjustment for in-
crease in Treasury
cash balance

Public debt, end of year__

lars]

Actual

1942

48, 961

23, 461

19, 692

3, 625

-119

—95

358
72, 422

1943

72, 422

64, 274

55, 901

2,194

-333

— 3

6,515
136, 696

Estimated

1944

136, 696

60,904

54, 765

6,095

- 2

46
197,600

1945

197,600

60,4C0

57, 185

3,161

- 4 7

101
258,000

Source: The Budget of the United States Govern-
ment.

This estimated debt in June 1945 would
require an interest charge approaching
5 billion dollars, an interest cost amount-
ing to slightly less than 2 percent of the
debt then outstanding. While these
Federal outlays in the future will be con-
siderably greater than in the past, it
must be borne in mind that at least part
of the increase is offset by additional
revenue gained by subjecting to taxation
income received from all new Govern-
ment issues.

Charts 1 and 2 present a somewhat
different approach to Federal budget
analysis. Only those Federal receipts
and expenditures which represent actual
cash payments to or receipts from the
public are included.

In the fiscal year 1942, total payments
to the public of 35 billion dollars ex-
ceeded nonborrowed receipts from the
public by 19 billion dollars. In the other
years included in the chart this gap ex-
ceeds 50 billion dollars annually. Pay-
ments to the public in the last completed
fiscal year exceeded 79 billion dollars.
On the other hand, the public paid into
the general and special accounts 22 bil-
lions or 28 percent of the 79 billion dollar
total. Trust account receipts from the
public accounted for another 3 billion
dollars, leaving 54 billion or 68 percent

of payments to be financed by borrowing r
from public sources. *

In the current fiscal year the public
is expected to receive from the Govern-
ment between 98 and 99 billion dollars,^
but will return, mainly in the form of
taxes, about 44 billions leaving again
about 54 billions to be borrowed directly'
from public sources. How large this gap
will be in fiscal 1945 can be estimated
only very roughly at this time.

Budget estimates for 1945, if fulfilled,
would result in Federal payments to the
public of 98 billion dollars, about 700
million less than in the present year.
On the other hand, while income tax
payments by the public are estimated to
show little change, receipts from re-
negotiations are expected to fall by about
500 millions, which is about equivalent
to the total reduction in payments by
the public on special and general ac-
count. Whether payments by the public
into trust accounts will be significantly
greater in fiscal 1945 than in the present
fiscal year depends largely on congres-
sional action with respect to old-age
employment tax rates. The trust ac-
count figures on which the chart is based
assumes an increase in these rates. If
the rates are frozen, nonborrowed pay-
ments by the public would be somewhat
lower than indicated in the chart. It is
reasonable to assume that, in the event
of freezing of these rates, present tax
legislation will require that the public
return to the Government the same
amount of funds (before Government
borrowing) as in fiscal 1944, about 44.5
billion dollars. If this is true, the Gov-
ernment will find it necessary to borrow
from public sources about 53.5 billion
dollars—less any new taxes which may be
enacted.

The significance of the level of direct
borrowing from the public at the present
time lies in the fact that, with the ex-
ception of the refundable portion of
excess profits taxes, the lending of this
sum rests on the voluntary decisions of
the community.

The success of the Treasury borrowing
program in obtaining funds from non-
inflationary sources depends on the share
of this borrowed total derived from in-
dividuals and business, and on the extent
to which the Treasury must resort to the
banks. In this connection it may be
noted that commercial and Federal Re-
serve banks supplied the Government
with about 30.6 billion dollars in the fiscal
year 1943. Trends in the first half of
fiscal 1944 indicate that this figure may
be reduced below 25 billions for all of the
fiscal year 1944.

Not only from the point of view of
limiting the size of the debt but also in
order to minimize the increase in cash
holdings of the nonbanking community,
it would, however, be desirable to reduce
the 50 odd billion-dollar gap between
cash payments to and nonborrowed re-
ceipts from the public.

Inventories and Shipments

The fact that shipments cf manufac-
tures experienced virtually no change in
each of the last 3 months of 1943 con-
forms significantly to the general pat-

r tern established! by business activity.
| The daily average index value of ship-
:r ments stood .at 270 (1939=100) in October
]i and November and on the basis of a pre-
' liminary tabulation of reports by manu-

facturing firms to the Department's In-
dustry Survey, the index increased only
to 272 in December.

Of great significance as indicative of
the developments that may be expected
in the early months of 1944 is the fact
that the daily average shipments of the
durable goods industries, which include
the bulk of the firms engaged in war
work, failed to make any gains in the
months of the fourth quarter. On the
contrary, indications are that December
shipments of these industries fell by
almost 1 percent from November.

This is in sharp contrast to the 7 per-
cent gain made from November to De-
cember of the previous year. Sales of
the nondurable goods industries, which
had shown little movement since the
middle of 1943, increased 4 percent from
November to December. It is quite clear
that the leveling off in deliveries during
the last quarter of 1943 occurred in the
war segment and that shipments for
nonwar use were maintained.

Manufacturers' dollar shipments for
nonwar use, in fact, have not been cut
very severely over the entire war period,
even after allowing for price increases.
Using the preliminary December figure,
the total value of deliveries in 1943
amounted to 148 billion dollars of which
only two-fifths was for nonwar purposes.
Nevertheless the value of goods delivered
to the civilian economy was equal to that
of 1939 and only one-quarter below the
record 1941 nonwar shipments.

Table 3.—Estimated Value of Manufac-
turers' Shipments for Nonwar Use l

1939
1940---.
1941
1942
1943

Total

Non-
durable
goods
indus-
tries

D u -
rable
goods
indus-
tries

Billions of current
dollars

56.9
65.0
74.9
59.7
56.8

32.0
33.9
41.4
40.5
38.2

24.9
31.1
33.5
19.2
18.6

Total

Non-
durable
goods
indus-
tries

Du-
rable
goods
indus-
tries

Billions of 1939 dollars 2

56.9
63.7
68. 5
49.3
44.9

32. G
33.2
36.2
31.8
28.2

24.9
30.5
32.3
17.5
16.7

1 The allocation between war and nonwar was made
for each major industry group on the basis of information
gathered from numerous government agencies.

2 The price adjustment was made for each major
industry group. In general the appropriate wholesale
prices published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics were
utilized for the purpose.

Source: U .S . Department of Commerce.

Because of price increases during the
war period the quantities of nonwar
goods shipped were considerably less
than is indicated by their value. After
eliminating the influence of price
changes, the value of nonwar goods de-
livered in 1943 is estimated at 45 billion
dollars (in 1939 prices)1 or one-fifth less
than 1939 and one-third below the 1941
peak.

1 This estimate involves a considerable
amount of duplication resulting from the in-
clusion of intercompany transfers.
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This is brought out in table 3 which
also shows that the severe reduction
since 1941 took place in the nonwar ship-
ments of the durable goods industries.
The nonwar industries in 1943 delivered
a quantity of goods which was only one-
eighth below 1939.

The 1943 volume of shipments to civil-
ians represented a level equal to our good
peacetime years and accounts in part for
the near peak volume of retail sales dur-
ing the past year. It is to be pointed
out, however, that part of the goods
available to civilians during 1943 came
out of inventories held by manufacturers,
wholesalers^ and retailers.

Preliminary data for December reveal
that the total value of all manufacturers'
inventories declined by almost 150 mil-
lion dollars during the month and
amounted to 17.7 billion dollars at the
end of the year. During the year the
total accumulation amounted to less than
100 million dollars, in contrast to an in-
ventory rise of 2 billion dollars during
1942 and 3.5 billions during 1941.

Of considerable interest is the fact
that the small increase during 1943 took
place in the durable goods industries, off-
setting a decline of 50 million in the non-
durables group. Finished goods inven-
tories of the nondurable goods indus-
tries declined by a much greater amount
indicating the effort on the part of man-
ufacturers' to increase the flow of goods
to civilians.

Chart 3.—Inventories of Wholesal-
ers and Retailers, at End of
Month.

BILLIONS OF OOLLARS
10

1939 1940 1941 1942

Source : U. S. Depar tmen t of Commerce.
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Much sharper inventory liquidation
occurred in retail stores and wholesale
establishments. Retail inventories dur-
ing 1943 declined by 1.3 billion dollars,
with most of the liquidation occurring
during December, a result of record
Christmas buying.

As shown by chart 3 the year's liquida-
tion amounted to more than one-fifth of
the average level of inventories during
the year and the year-end level of dollar
value of retail inventories was below the
level for the end of 1939.

Inventories of wholesale establish-
ments, which had been at low levels
throughout 1943, declined by less than
50 million dollars, with a drop of 150
millions in these inventories occurring
during December. In dollar terms these
inventories are now back to the 1941

levels. Thus it is clear that a significant
portion of consumer goods supplies came
out of business inventories during the
year. Some further reduction, particu-
larly in retail inventories, can be ex-
pected this year to supply consumer de-
mand. But the supply of civilian goods
must for the most part come out of
production.

Table 4.—Value of Business Inventories
[Millions of dollars]

End of month

1941: Decembor .
1942: December
1943:

October . . . . .
November
December *

Manu-
fac-

turers'

15,747
17, 652

17,789
17,878
17, 740

Whole-
salers'

4, 697
3, 992

3, 959
4.117
3, 905

Re-
tailers'

0. 037
0, 384

6, 240
0, 161)
5, 080

Total

27. 081
28, 028

27, 994
28. 155
20, 797

a Preliminary.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Increases in the over-all supply of raw
materials are not expected to be made
available for the production of civilian
goods during the immediate future.
While the basic supply situation of sev-
eral metals and of some other goods is
less tight than during 1943, the present
policy seems to be to build and maintain
inventories of essential raw materials
rather than to release them for the pro-
duction of civilian goods.

It is believed that on the whole the
supply of steel will be sufficient to meet
all war requirements and that there may
be even some surplus of certain types
which could be diverted to civilian pro-
duction. There are, however, no indi-
cations that this diversion will occur
during the immediate future.

While some industries such as agricul-
tural implements, railroad equipment •
and typewriters have been reconverted
wholly or in part to the production of
normal peacetime products, their output
is still primarily for the war economy

and not for consumer use. However, an
increase in the output of certain con-
sumer goods, such as rubber tires and
electric flatirons, is scheduled for 1944.
These increases in civilian goods are rel-
atively small and will affect the total
production level to only a minor extent.

In summary, while the supply situa-
tion of certain basic raw materials has
eased, it is likely that any excess supply
will be "frozen" during the immediate
future rather than released for civilian
purposes. Pending the outcome of the
anticipated invasion, military needs will
be considered paramount, and supplies
will be held in reserve to meet any emer-
gencies which may arise. Release of
goods for civilian use in the future will,
therefore, depend on the outcome of
forthcoming military operations.

Manpower
The problem of achieving the highest

possible utilization of the Nation's man-
power supply in war and essential civilian
production will continue to be the Na-
tion's most difficult production problem
in the coming months of 1944 and until
the course of the war is entirely clear.
This is true despite the fact that the
over-all manpower situation is not grow-
ing in severity and that estimates of
1944 needs have been reduced. The
stringency in labor supply nevertheless
appears to have been the determining
factor in the decision of the War Pro-
duction Board to refuse to permit other-
wise available raw materials to be used
in a large scale resumption of production
of civilian goods. The critical nature of
the problem of the maximum utilization
of manpower in the war effort was given
emphasis by the President in his Message
to Congress by his recommendation of a
National Service Law.

Total employment including the
p^med forces is expected to amount to
65.7 million persons in July 1944, an in-
crease of less than 1 million during

Table 5.—Utilization of the Labor Force
[Millions of persons]

Item

Total estimated labor force

Armed forces 3 _.
Civilian labor force

Unemployed
Employed

Agricultural employment
Nonagricultural employment

Munitions and munitions materials indus-
tries 4

Food processing
Textiles, clothing and leather
Federal war agencies 5

Transportation, fuel, and utilities
Construction and building materials
Trade and service 6

All other i

January
1941

54. 0

1.0
53.0
7.7

45.3
8.4

36. 9
5.0
1.2

3.9
2.6

10.5
10.8

January
1942 "

55.3

January
1943

59. 4

2.1
53.2
4.3

48.9
8.2

40.7

6.5
1.3
2.9
.5

4.1
2.6

10.9
11.9

7.0
52.4
1.4

51.0
8.7

42.3

9.1
1.3
2.8
1.5
4.2
2.3

10.6
10.5

January
1944 2

61.2

10.5
50.7

.8
49.9

8.7
41.2

9.8
1.3
2.6
1.5
4.4
1.6

10.6
9.4

July
1944 2

65.7

11.3
54.4

1.0
53.4
12.1
41.3

9.8
1.5
2.7
1.5
4.5
1.5

10.6
9.2

1 All data apply to approximately the tenth day of the month, except for the armed forces which relate to the first
of the month.

2 January 1944 estimated by the War Manpower Commission; July 1944 estimated by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce.

3 Net strength; excludes net attrition due to battle casualties or other causes.
4 Includes all metal-using industries, metal mining, coke-oven products, abrasives, selected chemicals, and rubber

industries.
5 Excludes navy yards and manufacturing arsenals included in the munitions group, as well as off-continent and force-

account construction employment of war agencies.
6 Includes trade and finance, service and miscellaneous groups as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
7 Includes all other manufacturing, all other Government, and self-employed and domestic servants after adjustment

for statistical differences in Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Labor Statistics series.
Sources: War Manpower Commission, U. S. Department of Labor, and U. S. Department of Commerce.Digitized for FRASER 

http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
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Chart 4.—Labor Turn-over Rates (Per 100 Employees) in Manufacturing
Industries.1

SEPARATIONS^
(INCL. QUITS a MILITARY)

/ SEPARATIONS FOR
.— MILITARY INDUCTION ^

1940 1941 1942 1943

1 Beginning with January 1943 the rates refer to all employees ; prior to this date, wage earners
only.

2 Includes new hirings and rehirings.
3 Includes separations for military inductions beginning with September 1940, quits, discharges,

lay-offs, and miscellaneous.
4 Prior to January 1942 separate data are not available ; see also note 3.

Source : U. S. Department of Labor.

the fiscal year beginning July 1943. This
is based on the latest estimates of an-
ticipated munitions production and the
personnel objectives of the armed forces.
The armed services will add 2 million
persons from July 1943 to July 1944 while
civilian employment is expected to de-
cline by 1.1 million. The 900,000 net ad-
ditional persons required in these activi-
ties is expected to come from a net
increase of 700,000 in the total labor
force, which will be at a record high of
65.7 million persons, and from the ab-
sorption of 200,000 new workers who
were formerly unemployed. This will
bring the level of unemployment down to
only 1 million in July of this year; close
to the minimum which will probably
be attained in consequence of job changes
and the fact that some job seekers are
unemployable.

This situation is in sharp contrast to
the experience in the three years 1941-43
when the Nation was mobilizing its labor
force to produce an unparalleled volume
of goods and services. During the three
years from January 1941 to January 1944
the total labor force, including those un-
employed but seeking work, increased
over 7 million persons whereas normally
the additions would have been less than
2 million. This expansion was obtained
not only by the normal increases in the
labor force, but also by the recruitment
of many women, youngsters, and older
persons who normally would not be look-
ing for work. At the same time the
number of unemployed was reduced from
about 8 million to one million persons.
Thus during the 3-year period total em-
ployment including the armed forces in-

creased by almost 14 million persons.
Civilian employment was stepped up by
4.4 million while the number in the armed
services was increased 9.5 million.

A slowing down in the increments to
the labor force was inevitable after an
expansion of this magnitude. This is
most strikingly shown by the estimated
increase of only 900,000 in the labor force
during the current fiscal year, a little
more than the peacetime annual incre-
ment.

While war production cut-backs have
eased the manpower situation in certain
areas and have even created some slight
and localized unemployment of a tem-
porary character, the basic war indus-
tries such as aircraft, transportation, and
coal mining continue to suffer from crit-
ical shortages of workers. Indeed, man-
power difficulties threaten a further
restriction of production in such indus-
tries as paper and pulp, leather and
shoes, tires, textiles, and lumber. Lum-
ber, which was at the beginning of the
war a substitute for metals, is now by
reason of its manpower difficulties among
the most critical of all commodities. An
early solution of these problems does
not seem in prospect in view of contin-
uing high military and civilian demands.

The redistribution of the Nation's
manpower by means of shifts from the
more purely civilian to war supporting
occupations which occurred during 1942
and 1943 must continue in 1944 if the
production goals of this year are to be
achieved. Such shifts are reflected in
rates of employment turn-over. Turn-
over in manufacturing industries as
shown in chart 4 has been at very high

levels since our entrance into the war,
in accordance with the necessity for
transferring labor to war industries.
High separation rates in industries which
must expand their employment are, how-
ever, not only undesirable but positive
deterents to war production.

The average annual separation rate
in manufacturing industries in the five
years before Pearl Harbor ranged ap-
proximately from 3.1 to 4.4 per 100 em-
ployees per month. This rate had in-
creased in 1942 to 6.47 and is estimated
at 7.22 for 1943. The separation rate of
8.16 for August and for September 1943
has been exceeded only once, since June
1929; in December 1937 when a high of
8.51 was experienced. The character of
the separations has also changed under
the influence of wartime conditions.

Table 6.—Labor Turn-over in Manufac-
turing Establishments
[Per 100 employees on payroll]

1929 s
1930
1931 .
1932
1933 . .
1934
1935
1936_. .
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941:

Jan_
Fcb .
Mar
Apr
M a v
June
July .
An?
Sept
Oet
Nov
Dee

Mo. average
1942:

Jan
"Fob
Mar
Anr
M a v
June
Julv . -
A\m
Sept- . .
Oct
N o v
Dee

Mo. average
1943-

Jan
Feb
Mar
Anr
Mnv
June
,Tulv__
A UP-
Sent
Oet..._
N o v
Dee

M o . average -

Ac-
ces-
sion
rate

5.66
3.09
3.05
3.32
5.43
4.74
4.17
4.35
3.55
3.85
4.07
4.39

5.54
4.92
5.62
6.04
5. 95
6.31
6.00
5. 43
5.16
4.87
3.91
4.76

5.38

6.87
6.02
6.99
7.12
7.29
8.25
8.28
7.90
9.15
8 69
8.14
6.92

7.64

8.28
7.87
8.32
7.43
7.18
8.40
7.83

7^73
7.17
6.62
5.10

7.46

Separation rate

Is
o

6.30
4.97
4.03
4.33
3.78
4.10
3. 56
3.37
4.43
4.10
3 14
3.35

3.41
3.15
3.40
3.89
3.86
3.71
4.24
4.14
4.53
4.13
3.51
4.71

3. 89

5.10
4.82
5. 36
6.12
6. 5-1
6.46
6. 73
7.06
8.10
7.91
7.09
6.37

6.47

7.11
7.04
7.69
7.54
6.57
7 07
7. 56
8.16
8.16
7. 02
6.37
6.39

7 22

c3

0 76
.42
.23
.16
21

.19

.19

.22

.20

.11

.13

.15

18
.19
.21
.25
.24
,26
.29
.30
.31
.28
.24
.29

.25

.30

.29

.33

.35

.38

.38

.43

.42

.44

.45

.43

.46

.39

.52

.50

.57

.53

.55
61
68

.67

.62
64

.63

.59

.59

o
>i

2 11
3.00
2 86
3.47
2 69
3.02
2.51
2 06
2.98
3.37
2.22
2.16

1.61
1 20
1.06
1 19
1.08
1.03
1.40
1.13
1.16
1.41
1.44
2 15

1.32

1.61
1.39
1.19
1.31
1.43
1.21
1.05

.87
68

.78

.65

.70

1.07

.74

.54

.52

.64

.45

.50

.50

.46

.53

.51

.69

.94

.59

3 43
1.55

95
.70
.89
.89
.86

1.09
1.25
.62
.79
.91

1.31
1 33
1.70
2.08
2.20
2.06
2.25
2.46
2.81
2.11
1.57
1.75

1.97

2.36
2.41
3.02
3.59
3.77
3.85
4.02
4.31
5 19
4.65
4.21
3.71

3.76

4.45
4.65
5.36
5. 41
4.81
5.20
5.61
6.30
6.29
5.19
4.46
4.29

5.17

r'

— - "

0.13

31
43

.43

.37

.34

.36

.30

'.2h
.33
.26

52

.35

. 16

.17

.19

.19

.28

.24

.30

.33

.31

.32
25

.21

.25

.14

.12

.12

.09

.07

.07

.08

.08

.08

.07

.07

.08

.09

0 67
.56
.63
.68
.68
.78
.93

1.13
1.48
1.71
1 55
1.29

1.01

1.26
1.23
1.12

'. 69
69

.69

.64

.61

.52

.50

' 7f:

1 "Miscel laneous" included wi th quits through 1939.
For September 1940 through December 1941 workers
leaving to enter the A r m y or N a v y are included in
"miscellaneous" separations.

2 See note 1.
3 7 m o n t h s ' average.

Source: IT. S. Depa r tmen t of Labor.Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Chart 5.—Man-Davs Idle and Workers Involved in Strikes.
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Source : U. S. Department of Labor.

Whereas lay-offs accounted for 64 per-
cent of the separation rate in 1940, vol-
untary quits in 1942 constituted 69 per-
cent of separations excluding military.
Voluntary quits continued to increase
in 1943 constituting 72 percent of all sep-
arations. Voluntary quits which aver-
aged 1.97 per month per 100 employees
in 1941 rose to 3.76 in 1942 and to 5.17 in
1943.

Military separations reached a peak
in October 1942 of 1.71 per month per
100 employees, comprising at that time
22' percent of all separations. Separa-
tions for this reason have declined
steadily since, falling in December to
a rate of .50, the lowest in the two-year
period.

Lay-offs per month per 100 employees
averaged 2.82 during the 1930's and de-
clined to approximately .59 in 1943. In
contrast, the discharge rate has shown
a steady increase since 1940, reaching
in 1943 the highest level since 1929. The
discharge rate, though constituting only
8 percent of the total separation rate,
nevertheless reached in the last six
months of 1943 a level of .64, only slightly
below the rate of .76 experienced in the
last 6 months of 1929.

Achievement by the war industries of
their goals assumes adequate manpower
fully utilized. Ideally a high accession
accompanied by a low separation rate is
required by these industries. High sep-
aration rates in war industries whose
production schedules call for increasing
employment are not only undesirable but
may be very serious deterrents to war
production as a result of the loss of time
and production in worker transfers,
training, and replacement. The separa-
tion rate of 6.76 in December in the
transportation equipment industries, in-
cluding aircraft and shipbuilding, con-
tinues to constitute a serious problem.
Such important industries as nonf errous
metals and their products, lumber, and
ordnance also suffer from separation

rates above the average for manufac-
turing industries as a whole. High sep-
aration rates may be explained in
terms of worker restlessness, inadequate
housing, and service facilities, shopping
for higher wages, unsuitability or un-
adaptability of new entrants into the
labor market, and numerous other fac-
tors. Such explanations do not detract
from the serious effects of such turnover
upon the ability of these industries to
carry out their war tasks.

The war production effort in 1943 suf-
fered also from the failure of labor to
repeat the very excellent no-strike rec-
ord which was established in 1942. The
number of man-days lost by reason of
strikes was in 1942 the lowest since 1930
and was less than one-fifth the loss ex-
perienced in 1941. This record was

achieved largely because of the brevity
of the strikes which took place since the
number of strikes did not fall below
peace time levels and since the decline in
the number of workers participating was
not substantially below peacetime levels.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics esti-
mates that the time lost in 1943 by reason
of strikes was .14 of one percent of total
man-hours in manufacturing industries.
This compares with .05 of one percent in
1942 and .32 of one percent in 1941.

In 1943 the number of man-days lost
as a result of strikes totaled more than
three times the loss experienced in 1942,
though the number of strikes increased
by only 25 percent. Greatest loss to the
1943 production effort followed from the
year's three major strikes in the coal
mining industry, strikes which accounted
for one-third of the man-days idle dur-
ing the year. It should be noted, how-
ever, that even if coal strikes are ex-
cluded the man-days lost as a result of
strikes was still double the 1942 ex-
perience.

Agriculture
The quantities of foods and other farm

products required in 1944 exceed even
the record volume of farm products mar-
keted in 1943. Farm production goals
for 1944 call for 380 million acres, ex-
ceeding by 16 million the acreage
planted in 1943.

Wheat for animal feed and for alco-
hol used in the manufacture of synthetic
rubber and smokeless powder will re-
quire 13 million additional acres. The
program calls for increases in products
above the 1943 levels by 23 percent for
peanuts, 19 percent for soybeans, 11 per-
cent for potatoes and dry beans together,
4 percent for corn and 1 percent for cot-
ton. These increases will require 3 mil-
lion additional acres.

To help achieve the farm production
goals in 1944, the War Production Board
will make more new farm machinery
available, production being scheduled at
80 percent of the 1940 levels. Machinery

Chart 6.—Physical Volume of Farm Marketings.
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Chart 7.—Farm Marketings and Prices Received by Farmers.
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Department of Agriculture.

production quotas are also being adjusted
to relieve the machinery shortages re-
vealed by a survey of individual farmer's
needs made by County War Boards in
all States.

Furthermore, fertilizer supplies will be
about 10 percent larger than consump-
tion in 1943 and 50 percent greater than
the consumption in 1939. Thus, if
weather conditions are average the pros-
pects are good that the farm production
goals for this year will be substantially
met.

The physical volume of farm prod-
ucts marketed in 1943 was 33 percent
greater than the 1935-39 average and
almost 6 percent more than in 1942 when
all previous records were surpassed. The
striking feature of the 1943 marketings
was the fact that practically all of the
increase from 1942 occurred in livestock
and their products.

Although the goals for 1943 called for
a curtailment of production of such
crops as corn, cotton, rye, and wheat, the
aggregate volume of crops marketed was
about the same as in 1942. On the other
hand, the aggregate volume of market-
ings of livestock and products was about
8 percent above 1942. On a seasonally

adjusted basis total marketings changed
but little during the last three quarters
of 1943, the steady rise in livestock off-
setting the decline in volume of crops
marketed.

The increase in marketings of live-
stock and products during .1943, reflected
a 12 percent increase in meat animals,
a 17 percent rise for poultry and eggs,
and a 4 percent decline in dairy prod-
ucts. Movement of meat animals and
poultry and products reached new record
levels last year, exceeding the 1935-39
average by 56 percent and 70 percent,
respectively.

Indexes of individual crop marketings
in 1943 are not yet available, but pro-
duction data indicate that only vegeta-
bles and oil-bearing crops surpassed the
record levels attained in 1942. Produc-
tion of vegetables was 18 percent above
that of 1942 while that of oil-bearing
crops was 3 percent greater than in 1942.
Other crops fell below the 1942 produc-
tion level chiefly because of less favor-
able weather conditions. Production of
food grains was 22 percent below 1942,
sugar crops 26 percent lower and tobacco
production about the same. All other
major crops fell roughly 10 percent.

Production of food crops as a whole
was 9 percent below 1942 output but total
food production was 5 percent above the
1942 volume because of unprecedented
output of meat animals, poultry and eggs.

Prices received by farmers in 1943 aver-
aged about 20 percent higher than in 1942
and about 78 percent above the 1935-39
average. The largest gains above this
average were attained by fruits, truck
and oil-bearing crops. Nearly all farm
product prices have reached the point
where they are now subject to control at
farm levels.

Only wheat, hay, and peanut prices
were substantially below the minimum
control level in October 1943 although
several others were slightly below. Mod-
erate increases are expected in these and
also in the prices of some farm products
now selling above minimum control lev-
els, as producers continue to be
"squeezed" by higher costs of purchased
feedstuffs, livestock, labor, seed and
other production materials.

As a result of the increased volume of
marketings and higher prices received by
farmers, cash farm income in 1943 was
about one-fourth more than in 1942,
reaching a total of approximately 20
billion dollars. The net income of farm
operators, that is, gross income less pro-
duction expenses, amounted to almost 13
billion dollars, or about one-third greater
than in 1942.

Data for the first 10 months of 1943 in-
dicate income gains of 40 percent or more
above the 1942 level in the nine States—
Delaware, Kentucky, Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, and Arizona. Similar gains of
30 to 40 percent occurred in the eight
States—Maine, Maryland, Iowa, Mon-
tana, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and Cali-
fornia.

Table 7.—Farm Income and Prices and
Quantities of Farm Products Marketed

1939 . .
1940
1941 - . .
1942
1943

Quanti-
ties of
farm

products
marketed

(1935-
39=100)

109
112
116
128
133

Prices
received

by
fanners
(1909-

14=100)

93
98

122
157
188

Cash farm
income 1

Net farm
income -

Billions of dollars

8.7
9.1

11.7
16.2
19.7

4.4
4.6
6.3
9.5

12.5

1 Includes Government benefits.
2 Represents gross farm income less all production

expenses.

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture
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The Business Situation
'T'HE major tasks of 1943 were those

of completing the planning, or-
ganizing, and building of the Nation's
production plant to the character re-
quired by the war program and of bring-
ing that plant to peak production
activity.

The tasks of 1944 are likewise twofold:
(1) maintaining the production activity
of the war plant at highest levels re-
quired by military needs, and (2) pre-
paring for the adjustments in our eco-
nomic structure that will be required
when the needs for vast quantities of
war materials decline. At the close of
the first two months of 1944, it can be
said that progress is being made in both
respects though the experience has not
been such as to justify national self-
satisfaction.

Industrial production continued at
high wartime levels, displaying in the
aggregate some tendency to stabilize
short of the peaks reached in October
and November 1943. Production in Feb-
ruary as reflected by the Federal Reserve
seasonally adjusted index was main-
tained near the January levels of 242
(1935-39=100). This compares with a
figure of 241 for December. The war-
time high of 247 was achieved in October
and November.

Iron and steel production increased
significantly in the first two months from
the December level when the index stood
at 200. The outlook for continued near
capacity operation in the iron and steel
industries appears bright for the near
future. The decline in steel production
in December was one important factor-
in the decline of the over-all production
index. Offsetting the gain in the steel
index, however, was the extension of the
declines in the important war produc-
ing industries, such as machinery, trans-
portation and chemicals, the latter in-
dustry having experienced a downward
trend since the peak was reached in
August.

Chart 1.—Production of Nondura-
ble Manufactures
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The movement of munitions produc-
tion dominated the trend of business ac-
tivity and present schedules suggest the
levels to be expected in future months.
Production of munitions climbed each
month in 1943, though only very slightly
from November to December.

Output in January 1944, however, was
below the previous month if by only a
small percentage. Though a similar de-
cline occurred in January 1943 as com-
pared with December 1942 there was at
that time no question that higher levels

Chart 2.—Production of Durable
Manufactures
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would be reached. Hence, the decline
may be viewed as possessing greater
significance.

Aircraft production, measured in
terms of airframe-weight, reached its
highest and most satisfactory levels
since the beginning of the war program.
In January it was up 6 percent above
the previous month. The output of
landing craft—No. 1 item in the muni-
tions program—increased by 20 percent.
Communication and electric equipment
production advanced by 4 percent. An
important factor in the decline in total
munitions production was the drop of 7
percent in ship construction, a decline
reflecting program rescheduling in large
part.

Another program which fell short of
schedule because of production difficul-
ties was that of heavy trucks. Impor-
tant categories within the munitions
group which declined in the month in
accordance with reduced schedules in-
cluded gun and fire control equipment,
ammunition and certain types of
vehicles.

The decline in munitions production
in January 1944 as compared with De-
cember 1943, while not unexpected, was
still somewhat greater than was antici-
pated and did not recover as a result of
the slight reaction in February. Clearly,
the lower level of the first two months of
1944 is not to be interpreted as forecast-
ing a new trend based on changes in
over-all production requirements, since
production must actually be increased if
announced schedules are to be met.
Schedule changes in the munitions pro-
grams were largely responsible. Also
important was the decline in hours
worked and in employment while re-
ports have been numerous of heavy ab-
senteeism due to illness. Also worthy of
note are premature evidences of cutback
jitters which have resulted in tendencies
for employees to seek jobs in industries
which appear to offer more attractive
post-war prospects than some of the war
industries.

Among the developments of the month
relating to the problems of industrial
demobilization by far the most impor-
tant were two reports accompanied by
recommendations regarding the termi-
nation of war contracts and the sale of
Government-owned surplus materials,
equipment and properties. The policies
enunciated in the report to Congress by
the George-Murray groups and in the
Baruch-Hancock report to the President
were basically similar. For the most
part, they differed only on matters of
administration.

Some of the Baruch-Hancock recom-
mendations have been acted upon by
means of Presidential Executive order.
Government policy on certain phases of
the demobilization problems have thus
been crystallized, subject to such changes
as Congress may determine.

Among the more important recom-
mendations made by the George-Murray
and the Baruch-Hancock reports are:
(1) coordination between government
agencies in mapping contract termina-
tions before they occur, (2) assistance to
business to speed reconversion and re-
employment as soon as possible after
contracts are terminated thru assur-
ing prompt payment of settlement
claims, and extension of T and VT loans,
(3) removal of Government-owned ma-
terials not purchased by the contractor.
(4) continuation of commodity price and
material controls, (5) disposition at a
fair price of surplus materials without
either undue delay or glutting the mar-
ket in selling them, (6) reduction of
taxes from war to peacetime levels as
quickly as possible, (7) preparation of a
backlog of public works plans to be ready
if needed to provide employment.
Throughout the reports stress is laid
upon the primacy of the requirements
of the war program.

The Baruch-Hancock report recom-
mends that the Joint Contract Termina-
tion Board, which now operates within
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the six major procurement agencies, be
reorganized as a general supervisory and
coordinating body within the Office of
War Mobilization. This Board, plus the
Surplus War Property Administration
and the staff of the Retraining and Re-
employment Director, are the only new
organizations recommended since exist-
ing agencies, among them the War Pro-
duction Board, will perform most of the
operating tasks as logical extensions of
their wartime functions.

The experience of the first two months
of the year suggests strongly that public
optimism regarding the early conclusion
of the war has had an unfavorable in-
fluence upon war production. A further
deterrent upon our all-out war effort ap-
pears to be a confusion between the plan-
ning and the effectuation stages of post-
war demobilization.

Preparing for post-war adjustments
must continue to be carried on and prog-
ress has been satisfactory so far. How-
ever, it is apparent that the true role of
post-war planning at this time must con-
tinue to be stressed. Such plans can-
not be permitted to serve as obstacles in
gainmg the economy's present para-
mount objective: quickest achievement
of the maximum goals of the war pro-
gram.

Though the anti-inflation front con-
tinues to hold, largely as the result of
successful administrative devices, the
pressures against it continue unabated.
Most serious of these pressures at the
present time is the demand of organ-
ized labor for higher wage rates. Spear-
head of labor's campaign is the de-
mand of the steelworkers before the Na-
tional War Labor Board for a 17-cent
per hour increase.

Wage increases approved by the Na-
tional War Labor Board since the es-
tablishment of the stabilization program
have resulted in very few upward ad-
justments of commodity prices. Near-
capacity operations are no doubt largely
responsible in many cases for the ability
of industry to absorb increased labor
costs. It is very doubtful, however, that
industry can absorb any large addition
to its labor costs such as would follow
from further increases in general wage
rates.

Thus, general increases in wage rates
would have a doubly adverse effect upon
price levels. Present OP A ceilings would
be broken in numerous cases because of
the advance in costs. Larger spendable
incomes in the hands of consumers which
would follow from higher wage rates,
would, on the other hand, increase ef-
fective market demand. With no imme-
diate prospect of a larger volume of
production of consumer goods, even
greater pressure upon prices and price-
control machinery would consequently
follow.

The Wartime Workweek

Under the pressure of wartime de-
mands upon the Nation's increasingly
stringent supply of manpower available
for the production of manufactured
commodities, the average number of
hours worked per week has increased

consistently since the middle of 1940.
Though there have been minor interrup-
tions, the trend in the length of the work-
week has been consistently upward since
that date until the second quarter of
1943.

For all manufacturing industries,
hours worked per week have increased
from an annual average of 37.7 in 1939
to 38.1 in 1940, 40.6 in 1941, 42.9 in 1942,
and 44.9 in 1943.

In the second quarter of 1943 the man-
ufacturing workweek reached a level at
which it has since been maintained, the
slight variation month to month rang-
ing from a low of 44.4 to a high of 45.5
hours. The wartime high of 45.5 was
reached in November 1943 and was fol-
lowed by a decline to 44.9 in December a
workweek which represents the approxi-
mate average level for the year.

Wide differences in the length of the
workweek continue to persist as between
industries and industry groups. Indus-
tries producing durable goods averaged a
workweek of 46.6 hours in 1943 which
compares with the 42.5-hour week in
the nondurable goods group.

Chart 3.—Average Hours Worked
Per Week in Manufacturing In-
dustries

35

Source: U. S. Department, of Labor.

Among the durable group the machine
tool industry since the beginning of the
war program has maintained the longest
average workweek. The experience of
the industry illustrates the fact that the
tooling-up period in the war effort is ap-
proaching completion inasmuch as the
length of the workweek in the industry
has been declining slowly since the mid-
dle of 1942 and was in the last quarter of
1943 very slightly higher than in the last
quarter of 1940.

Hours in transportation equipment
were maintained virtually at the 1942
levels, declining very slightly from 47.6
to 47.1. All other durable goods indus-
tries maintained or increased hours in
1943 over 1942.

The nondurable industries divide
clearly into two groups; those which are
generally scheduling a 48-hour work-
week for the bulk of their employees and
as a consequence experience an average
effective workweek exceeding 44 hours,
and those which appear to be maintain-

ing a 40-hour scheduled workweek.
The first group includes petroleum and
coal products, paper, chemicals, rubber
and food products. Hours in these indus-
tries increased during 1943 more rapidly
than was the case among the durable
goods classification although a trend to-
ward levelling off was evident in the
last quarter.

The hours worked per week in the
second group of nondurable industries
averaged significantly fewer and indi-
cated a much smaller increase during
the year. Included beside tobacco,
printing and publishing, are the very
large clothing groups—the textile mill,
apparel and other finished textile, and
the leather and leather products indus-
tries.

It is apparent from the average hours
worked in these industries that most
firms are continuing to schedule a 40-
hour workweek in their operations. In
view of the shortage of manpower and
the tight supply situation in the textile
fields, generally, the explanation for the
relatively short workweek in these in-
dustries appears to be employer resist-
ance to the payment of penalty overtime
for hours beyond 40 per week.

On February 9, 1943, the President by
Executive order empowered the Chair-
man of the War Manpower Commission
with authority to establish a wartime
workweek of scheduled 48 hours in such
areas or industries as he might deter-
mine. The order was initially applied
to those labor market areas designated
as group I areas, areas of critical labor
shortages of which there were at the
time 35.

The order has since been slowly ex-
tended. As of March 30, 1944, the 43-
hour scheduled workweek will be man-
datory in 135 of the labor market areas
classified by the War Manpower Com-
mission, including beside group I, nu-
merous areas designated as group II
and a few listed in group III. The list
of areas covered includes 18 of the 30
cities in the nation reporting popula-
tions in 1940 exceeding 300,000. Among
the important cities to which the order
has not been applied are New York.
Philadelphia, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, and
New Orleans.

Marked unevenness in the application
of the order is apparently a result of the
fact that the powers granted by the Ex-
ecutive order have been delegated to the
War Manpower Commission Regional
Directors. More than two-thirds of the
labor market areas to which the 48-hour
workweek has been applied are located
in the states of Wisconsin, Illinois, In-
diana, Ohio, and Michigan.

Beside application to designated areas,
the order can be applied also to indus-
tries and initial application was made
to the lumber industry and the mining
and smelting of nonferrous metals. Ex-
tension of the order since has been
largely on an area basis, the only addi-
tion to the two industries mentioned be-
ing steel to which the order was applied
effective as of August 1, 1943.
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It is a difficult matter to measure the
effect of the 48-hour order upon the in-
dustries to which it has been applied.
In the case of lumber, hours averaged
41.9 per week in February 1943 and 42,8
in December, after the order had been in
effect 8 months. The small change in
average weekly hours is not indicative
of noncompliance but largely of the diffi-
culty of securing a 48-hour week in woods
work where bad weather inevitably inter-
rupts efforts to secure realization of a
fully scheduled workweek.

In lumber mills the shortage of log in-
ventories and the inadequate supplies
coming from the woods have likewise pre-
vented realization of scheduled 48-hour
weeks.

In the case of the steel industry the in-
crease in hours following the applica-
tion of the order was also slight since
the workweek increased from 46.4 in June
to 46.6 in December with a high of 47.1
in November,

In these industries the order had the
effect of significantly reducing the un-
filled labor requirements of the indus-
try, stabilizing employment and equaliz-
ing competitive conditions.

Adoption of a 48-hour workweek by an
industry adequately supplied with man-
power working a 40-hour scheduled
workweek would tend to release man-
power for transfer to industries suffer-
ing from shortages. This objective has
apparently not been sought in the ap-
plication of the order. Rather, it ap-
pears that the 48-hour week has been
required only after a worker shortage
has developed to a degree that an in-
crease in the workweek will merely
reduce unfilled labor requirements.
Though instances of the release of work-
ers as a result of the area-wide adoption
of the order have occurred, the total
number of workers made available in
this way for employment elsewhere has
doubtless been very small.

Food Rationing Experience

On March 1, the Nation had acquired
a year of experience with consumer ra-
tioning of food supplies. The mass and
variety of operating problems encoun-
tered have been such as to rank this
program among the most difficult of
wartime commodity apportionment op-
erations, illustrated by the issuance of
128,760,419 copies of War Ration Book
Four up to February 24.

Nevertheless, rationing has been car-
ried out with exceptional smoothness.
The principal task has proven to be that
of shifting the pattern of consumption
from scarce to more plentiful items
rather than a net reduction of food
consumption.

The experience of the program in sub-
stituting ration points in the place of
money as a controlling medium of ex-
change and distribution for certain foods
is among the more interesting phases of
the Nation's wartime economy.

Food rationing involves the evaluation
of the relationship of available supplies
to all sources of demand, commodity by

commodity. This process of allocating
the supply begins with submission by the
various claimant agencies of their com-
modity-by-commodity estimates of re-
quirements. It ends when these require-
ments have been reconciled with the
expected supply of each commodity
involved.

Needless to say, the allocations can be
only as firm as the supply estimates are
correct. In the aggregate, the alloca-
tions for 1944 apportion 75 percent of the
total food supply to United States civili-
ans, 1312 percent to United States armed
forces, 4 percent to Great Britain, 3V2
percent to Russia, and 4 percent to all
other exports and special purposes such
as supplying Liberated Areas and main-
tenance of contingency reserves.

Allocations for 1944 provide an ade-
quate diet for civilians but leave to the
rationing machinery the problem of as-
suring equitable distribution of scarce
foods and of shifting the consumption
pattern so as to substitute more plenti-
ful for the scarcer foods.

The only important changes in civilian
food supplies from 1943 to 1944 will be
slight reductions in red meats and dairy
products, and probably in canned fruits
also unless the 1944 crops are exception-
ally good. Compared to average 1935-
39 per capita consumption, civilians will
have in 1944 roughly one-fourth less but-
ter, cheese, mutton, and dried fruits; one-
third less canned fruits and fruit juices;
one-half less apples and canned fish and
from 10 to 20 percent less evaporated
milk, vegetable shortening and cocoa
beans.

To compensate for these shortages,
however, per capita civilian supplies of
allocated foods in 1944 will be greater
than average 1935-39 consumption by
14 to 17 percent for pork, eggs and coffee;
25 percent for citrus fruits; 37 percent
for canned vegetables, and more than 200
percent for dry edible peas.

Supplies of frozen vegetables will be
158 million pounds or 28 million more
than in 1943. There will be much larger
supplies of certain unallocated items
such as peanuts and soybeans, as well
as the substantial production expected
from home gardens.

Another aspect of the rationing task
is the statistical controls required to
keep the ration price and volume of
ration currency for each commodity
in line with the supply available for ci-
vilians. They must be devised so that
supplies will move through distribution
channels in a manner satisfactory to pro-
ducers, processors, retailers, industrial,
institutional, and civilian consumers
without an overwhelming amount of sta-
tistical reporting and other paper work.

To maintain the necessary informa-
tion on the stocks and movements of all
supplies involved in OPA's 13 rationing
programs, a central inventory and con-
trol unit tabulates, audits, and analyzes
reports received from local boards, field
offices and industry. The food mailing
list compiled by this unit includes more
than 500,000 names of processors, whole-
salers, retailers, and industrial con-
sumers.

Numerous sample surveys are made to

determine the effects of different ration
point values, and the relative adequacy of
supplies in the various geographic areas.
Monthly adjustments in ration point
values, and the issuance of special ra-
tion credits to distributors and industrial
users for crop moving purposes, are made
partly on the basis of these surveys.

An example of these adjustments in
point values occurred when larger farm
marketing of hogs in the last quarter of
1943 permitted lowering the point values
of pork enough to induce consumers to
buy about 23 percent more than in the
previous quarter.

More than a million "ration bank ac-
counts" are maintained by food distribu-
tors in nearly 15,000 commercial banks.
The OPA requires all large and medium
size distributors to use these bank ac-
counts, and OPA pays the banks for ren-
dering the service. Payments are made
in accordance with a schedule of uniform
charges developed by OPA in collabora-
tion with Che American Bankers Associa-
tion. Into these accounts flow about 44
billion food ration stamps per year, de-
posited by distributors who receive them
from food purchasers and write checks
against their ration deposits in replen-
ishing their stocks from suppliers.

These stamps are usually weighed
rather than counted. Vulcanized fiber
tokens are now being introduced to serve
as "small change ration currency", thus
permitting assignment of higher values
to ration stamps. They will reduce the
number to be handled by 60 percent, and
decrease the labor required to sort them
by denomination. It is estimated that
the token plan will stretch the life of
War Ration Book Four through 1945, and
cut stamp handling time in the trade by
80 percent.

An analogous improvement in large-
denomination ration currency used only
at trade or institutional levels was the
introduction of ration coupons in value
denominations ranging up to 1,000
points. These are to be substituted for
the point certificates formerly issued to
the trade when additional ration points
had to be created.

Practically all ration currency, depos-
its, checks, and so on, are now negotiable
and do not expire at trade levels if ini-
tially deposited within specified time
limits after they expire for consumers.
But negotiability at consumer levels is
restricted to tokens and intrafamily
stamps, and expiration dates must be
observed for all consumer ration cur-
rency except tokens and shoe stamps.

Persistent upturns in consumer pur-
chases of rationed articles just before the
expiration dates of stamps is causing ob-
servers to explore the idea of lengthening
the validity period of some stamps, or
perhaps making them valid for an in-
definite period as is now the case with
shoes. The aim, of course, would be to
either reduce aggregate purchases of ra-
tioned goods, or ascertain the amount by
which the individual ration allowance
could be raised.

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of
food rationing is its small cost to OPA.
Data on the food programs alone are not
available, but for all 13 consumer ration
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programs only 64 million dollars was
spent in the fiscal year ending June 30,
1943. This is only about 50 cents per
capita, less than 4 cents per ration pro-
gram per civilian.

Passenger Transportation

Passenger transportation in 1943 again
reached unprecendented heights but to-
wards the close of the year a tendency to
level off was apparent. The Commerce
index of passenger transportation, which
includes air, rail, bus and local transit,
rose 47 percent in 1942 as compared with
1941. Although there was evidence that
this rate of increase was slackening off
somewhat during the latter part of 1943,
the rise of 39 percent in the index in
1943 from 1942 was nevertheless almost
as great as the gain made over the two
years preceding 1943.

Exclusive of local transit passenger
transportation, which in 1943 increased
about one-fifth from 1942 (see the
Economic Highlight in this Survey), the
record is even more remarkable. The
index of intercity passenger-miles in-
creased 51 percent in 1943 over 1942,
reaching in 1943 the peak level of 357
(1935-39 = 100).

The data as analyzed above and as
displayed in chart 4 clearly indicate that
the increase in intercity passenger-miles
has been leveling off in the recent period.
Thus, the increase in December 1943
over December a year ago was only 26
percent as compared with the 51 percent
increase for the full year and a 78 per-
cent increase in the first quarter of 1943
over the first quarter of 1942.

This leveling off is to be expected as
the economy reaches maximum produc-
tion and as the Armed Services effectu-
ate the declared policy of transferring
personnel from continental United
States to bases nearer the actual thea-
ters of war.

The year 1944 will see a continuance
of this trend. The Office of Defense
Transportation is expecting an increase
of 15 percent over 1943 in rail passen-
ger-miles and an increase of less than 15
percent in intercity bus passenger-miles.

Passenger-miles by air in 1944 should
differ little from those for 1943 unless
the Army makes additional equipment
available. On this basis an over-all in-
crease of from 10 percent to 15 percent
in the Commerce intercity passenger
traffic index seems likely in 1944.

A comparison of intercity passenger
travel by rail and by bus, as measured
by revenue passenger miles, indicates
that rail travel has increased much more
rapidly than travel by bus. From 1941
to 1943 intercity bus passenger-miles
rose by 96 percent, compared with a con-
current increase of 200 percent in inter-
city rail travel.

These unequal rates of increase re-
sulted from the effect of wartime condi-
tions upon the average length of journey
per passenger, the length of journey for
rail travelers showing a striking increase
while the average length of journey by
bus suffered a decline. These changes
in comparative length of journeys are
reflected in the figures for number of
revenue passengers carried. The num-
ber carried by rail showing an increase
of 128 percent and by bus, 156 percent.

In contrast to the large gains in pas-
senger travel by rail and by bus, the
domestic airlines showed a loss of 15 per-
cent in passengers carried between 1941
and 1943. When consideration is given
to the loss of approximately 50 percent
in flying equipment in May 1942, as a
result of Army action, this modest de-
cline in traffic represents a remarkable
achievement.

More intensive hourly utilization of
each airplane, combined with much
larged load factors has been responsible
for the excellent level of performance.

INDEX, DAILY AVERAGE 1935-39 = 100
500

Chart 4.—Intercity Passenger Traffic :
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During 1943 the airlines more than re-
gained the ground lost in 1942, meas-
ured in terms of passenger-miles per-
formed.

The impact of war has affected dif-
ferently the various carriers of passen-
gers. In general, shortages of man-
powei* and equipment have been the
principal factors necessitating adjust-
ments since United States participation
in World War II.

The shortage of manpower has been
met principally by overtime, employment
of women and high school students, and
to a limited extent by draft deferments.
The consequences of shortages of equip-
ment have ranged from overcrowding, as
in rail and bus operations, to the physi-
cal curtailment of service as in the case
of air carriers.

The increase of 128 percent in passen-
gers carried by rail since 1941, and the
200 percent increase in rail passenger-
miles in the same period has severely
taxed the rail carriers, particularly in
certain areas. Since the promulgation
of WPB Limitation Order 97a on April 4,
1942, fewer than 270 new passenger cars
have been delivered to class I railroads,
all of these being cars under construc-
tion on the date the order was issued.

This can be compared with an aver-
age of 385 new passenger cars delivered
annually in the 5-year period prior to
1942. Despite this freeze in the produc-
tion of new cars the total number of
serviceable passenger cars has remained
about constant, the decrease in total
cars being roughly compensated by a de-
crease in the percent of cars classed as
unserviceable.

Intercity bus operators have fared
somewhat better than rail passenger
carriers in the receipt of new equipment.
In 1942, 3,800 new units were delivered
to intercity bus carriers, as compared
with an average of only 2,200 during the
preceding 5 years. In 1943 no new units
were authorized by the War Production
Board. For 1944, however, 1,880 are
now scheduled with delivery of most of
these quite likely.

Thus, the entire fleet of intercity
busses, estimated by the National Asso-
ciation of Motor Bus Operators at 21,480,
has been steadily increasing through-
out the war period though by no means
as rapidly as the demands made upon
the fleet by the traveling public.

The acute shortage of equipment on
the airlines is being slowly but steadily
relieved. By degrees the air carriers are
getting back from the Army a part of
their commandeered fleet. Correspond-
ingly they are extending their daily
scheduled mileage.

The immediate future, depending as it
does upon the release of more planes
or new production, is most uncertain.
But the index of air passenger transpor-
tation will probably rise in direct ratio
to expansion of the domestic air fleet.
In June 1943 alone, according to the
1943 Annual Report of the Civil Aero-
nautics Board "nearly 28,000 passengers
and more than a million pounds of mail
and a like volume of express" were dis-
placed by higher priority traffic.
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Farm Real Estate Situation
Farm real estate values moved upward

at a rapid pace last year. In the twelve
months ending November 1, 1943, farm
land prices rose 13 percent, an increase
greater than that which occurred in the
44 months from March 1939 to November
1942.

The average rise of more than 1 per-
cent a month represented a rate of in-
crease greater than that which took
place in any of the farm years (March to
March) from 1914 to 1918, and was sur-
passed only during the 1919-20 period
of high inflation, when the Department
of Agriculture's index rose from 169 to
205.

The Pacific States region was in the
vanguard of the general advance of farm
values in 1943 with a jump of 18 percent
over 1942. On the other side of the Na-
tion, land prices in the East South Cen-
tral section were also moving ahead of
the national average with a 15 percent
rise. Lagging far behind towards the
end of 1943, New England farms were
selling at prices but 6 percent above No-
vember 1942 levels, about 4 percentage
points lower than for any of the other
major geographical regions.

For the entire interval which roughly
covers the period of the world conflict—
from March 1939 to November 1943—
the East South Central, Mountain, and
Pacific divisions showed the greatest
relative increase in farm estate prices,
with advances varying from 32 to 35 per-
cent, in contrast to an average change
of +25 percent for the Nation as a whole.

Instances of upward pressure on farm
land values are even more striking for
local areas than for the larger geograph-
ical regions.

During the farm year of 1942-43 pur-
chases at "boom1' prices occurred in Im-
perial County, Calif.; in the winter wheat
areas of western Kansas, western Ne-
braska and eastern Colorado; in the
western corn belt and the central parts
of Kansas and Nebraska; and in the bet-
ter grade land areas of the South, par-
ticularly the Missisisippi Delta and the
citrus and truck crop sections of
Florida.

Considerably increased activity in the
farm real estate market has been
coupled with rising land values in 1943.
Preliminary estimates for the first three
quarters of this last year indicate that
the volume of voluntary farm sales and
trades is at a level about 75 percent above
such transfers in the corresponding pe-
riod of 1942.

If this increased rate of activity con-
tinued throughout the winter of 1943-44,
the volume of voluntary transfers for
the farm year 1943-44 would be signifi-
cantly in excess of even the record total
during the boom year of 1919-20.

This more active market appears to
have been general throughout the coun-
try. The increase is all the more im-
pressive when it is recalled that it is
superimposed on a volume of transfers
which had been steadily growing since
1939. In the year ending March 15, 1943.
voluntary sales and trades amounted ô
44.4 per 1,000 farms, 6 percent higher
than in the preceding year, and 50 per-

Map 1.—Percentage Change in Estimated Average Value Per Acre of Farm
Real Estate, November 1943 from 1935-39 Average ]
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cent in excess of voluntary changes in
ownership in 1939.

The latest year for which complete in-
formation is available on the regional
distribution of the volume of voluntary
transfers is the farm year 1942-43. In
that year the Mountain States region,
which experienced only a slow increase
in activity from 1939-42, led all major
geographic regions with a 20 percent rise
in the frequency of voluntary sales. The
actual number of transfers per 1,000
farms rose from 32.7 in 1941-42 to 39.3
for the year ending March 1943.

In all other sections, however, with the
exception of the East South Central and
Pacific regions, where the frequency of
transfers rose 14 percent and 11 percent
respectively, the increase in activity was
below that of the nation as a whole.

If the entire war interval is taken into
account, voluntary sales and trades in
the West North Central region exhibited
the strongest upward trend. In the 4
years ending March 1, 1943, the number
of farms voluntarily changing hands rose
90 percent from 27.8 to 52.9 per 1,000
farms. While North Dakota, with a fre-
quency of voluntary transfers in 1943
about 300 percent above the 1939 level,
was most prominent in this respect, sub-
stantial increases of over 100 percent-
were also recorded in Nebraska, South
Dakota, and Kansas.

Wisconsin in tne hay and dairying
region and Maryland in the South At-
lantic division also experienced farm
real estate activity in 1943 which was
more than double the level of four years
before.

Analysis of the character of pur-
chasers and sellers involved in the in-
creasingly heavy turnover of farm lands
reveals for the nation as a whole no
startling changes in 1943 as compared

D.D. 44-113

with preceding war years. It appears
that the proportion of 1943 buyers who
are farmers underwent little change or
increased but slightly in all but the
North Central region.

In this section, however, a Department
of Agriculture survey indicated tnat
tarmers were but 55 percent of all buyers
in the third quarter of 1943 in contrast
to the 63 percent proportion in the cor-
responding period of 1942. This 63 per-
cent ratio was about the level applicable
to the whole country in 1942-43,

In recent years, the volume of sales
by active farmers has grown in impor-
tance relative to the total. Dealers co-
operating with the Department of Agri-
culture reported active farmers as sellers
in about 38 percent of the voluntary
sales in 1942-43 as compared with the
32 percent reported in the previous year.
This change for the most part reflects
reduced selling by former creditors.
Financial institutions have by now dis-
posed of the bulk of their real estate in-
vestments acquired through mortgage
foreclosure or assignment.

Though the overall national picture
did not indicate any great recent influx
of nonfarmer speculators into the farm
real estate market in 1942-43 as com-
pared with preceding war years, land
market developments in local areas do
appear to have attracted "outside" in-
terests. In many instances a boom psy-
chology seems definitely at hand. Like-
wise if the proportion of total sales rep-
resented by resales of property recently
purchased was in the early part of 1943
still comparatively low, such resales had
increased materially over the preceding
year.

All-cash purchases of farm lands have
increased slightly in recent months in
both relative and absolute importance.
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Cash payments in full represented 55 per-
cent of all voluntary sales in the third
quarter of 1943 as compared with 53
percent in the second quarter and 45 per-
cent in the first quarter of the year.

It appears moreover that even where
mortgage financing was involved, the
average down payment continued to rise
in 1943. In cases where data are avail-
able this represented 42 percent of the
total consideration in the third quarter
of 1943 in contrast to 35 percent in 1942.

In spite of the larger down payments
being made, indications are that the av-
erage size of farm mortgage loans used
to finance purchases is increasing. This
is a result of the considerably higher
values placed on the farm real estate
transferred.

While farm transfers on the whole ap-
pear to continue to be conservatively
financed, signs of less conservative trends
are evident in local areas. A Depart-
ment of Agriculture Survey found, for
instance, that in a sample of new mort-
gage lending in the North Central re-
gion, 62 percent of these mortgages were
made for five years or less, while the
general average term was seven years.
Fifty-three percent of these mortgages
had no amortization feature, and only
15 percent provided for full amortization.

For the country as a whole new mort-
gage recordings in 1943 were materially
in excess of the levels in recent years.
After rising from a 729 million dollar
total for all lenders in 1939 to 834 million
in 1941, mortgage recordings fell to 763
million in 1942. In the first three quar-
ters of 1943, however, new mortgage lend-
ing amounted to 683 million dollars, 15
percent above the corresponding 1942
total.

If fourth quarter 1943 lending was
above the level for the same period of
1942, the volume of new mortgage loans
would be materially above the 1941 total,
the high point for this type of loan
activity in the last 8 years.

An analysis of new mortgage loans by
type of lender reveals the steadily grow-
ing role played by individuals. The
amount lent by this group was 31 per-
cent of all mortgage lending in 1939, 33
percent in 1942, and 37 percent for the
first 9 months of 1943. Commercial
banks lending also represented a slightly
greater relative share of the total in the
past year.

Since a large portion of new mortgages
recorded are simply renewals and re-
financing of existing mortgages, the sig-
nificance of these recordings lies prin-
cipally in the fact that they are a meas-
ure of the volume of new credit currently
available to mortgagors. These record-
ings do not reflect the trends in the level
of mortgage debt outstanding.

Full data on the outstanding level of
farm mortgage debt in 1943 are not yet
available. Whether the downward trend
in evidence since the late twenties con-
tinued throughout 1943 depends almost
entirely on the trend of holdings by in-
dividual lenders since the major insti-
tutional lenders, with the exception of
the Farm Credit Administration, con-
tinued to reduce their holdings in 1943.

This result was achieved in spite of
the high level of new loans made and

was, therefore, primarily the result of
large scale repayment of existing loans.
Some idea of the influence and trends
of this liquidation of debt may be de-
rived by examination of the relevant
credit data for the farm land banks and
the Land Bank Commissioner,

The combined holdings of mortgages
by these agencies at the beginning of
1943 amounted to 2,115 million dollars,
or 33 percent of the total then outstand-
ing. These institutions reported a net
reduction of outstanding farm mortgage
loans of 350 million dollars in 1943, as
compared with a reduction of 250 million
dollars in 1942.

While new mortgage lending by these
agencies rose approximately 9 million
from 1942 to 1943, liquidation of existing
loans was much heavier, amounting to
443 million dollars in 1943, 115 million
more than in 1942. The 1943 liquidation
of credit extended by these agencies was
the highest on record.

Interest rates on new mortgage loans
remained on relatively easy terms in
1943, as Congress ruled that the reduced
rates of 3V2 percent for most land bank
and Land Bank Commissioner loans and
4 percent for direct borrowing should
continue until July 1944.

The presence and extent of inflation-
ary developments in the present farm
real estate situation can be gauged in
the last analysis only in the light of the
current and prospective farm income
trends. It is however instructive, par-
ticularly as an aid in acquiring perspec-
tive, to compare the trend of farm values
in this and the previous World War.

In the years prior to World War I,
there existed a slightly more pronounced
buoyancy in farm land prices than in the
comparable years before World War II.
The period 1935-39 has been charac-
terized as one of the most stable periods
in the history of the United States farm-
ing and in farm real estate.

It is also to be noted that land values
were materially higher before the start

Chart 5.—Estimated Average Value
Per Acre of Farm Real Estate l
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of the first World War. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture's index, based on
1935-39 values was 124 in 1914 as com-
pared with 101 in 1939.

During the four years ending March
1, 1918, farm real estate values rose 25
percent to 155, while for the four years
ending March 1, 1943 the rise approxi-
mated 18 percent.

There is a remarkable correspondence
of over-all movements from year to year
within the two periods. In 1914-15 and
in 1939-40, land values showed little or
no tendency to rise. HowTever, in the
second year of both war periods, values
in World War I rose 5 percent while price
expansion in the second World War was
less than 1 percent.

In the last two years of each war ad-
vances were much more substantial and
at an increasing rate. In 1916-17, and
1917-18, real estate prices jumped 8 per-
cent and 10 percent respectively. The
1941-42 and 1942-43 rises were 7 percent
and 9 percent respectively.

The force behind the upward move-
ment in both cases was the rapid expan-
sion of farm incomes resulting from fa-
vorable production, demand and price-
cost relations. A major difference in the
two periods lies in the fact that whereas
land prices advanced at a somewhat
more rapid pace in 1914-18, farm incomes
in that period expanded at a materially
lower rate than in 1939-43.

If the years immediately prior to the
two wars be used as bases (1912-14 in
World War I and 1937-39 in World War
II) the percentage increase in cash farm
income per acre amounted to 70 percent
in the first period as compared with an
expansion of 86 percent in the second.

It would be far better to compare land
incomes with values in the two periods.
Attempts to calculate such incomes are
so beset with thorny theoretical and
practical problems that only very rough
estimates of land rents are possible. The
evidence derived from even these rough
measures is apparently conclusive that
in the present world conflict, land values
have responded much more slowly to
changes in land income than in the first
World War.

The major influences affecting the
trend of agricultural land values are
generally well understood. As was stated
above and as the February SURVEY OF
CURRENT BUSINESS indicated, production
and price trends have been, generally
speaking, quite favorable to farmers.
Under the stimulus of war demands, farm
marketings are at record levels, and the
relation of prices received to prices paid
has continued to be advantageous to
farmers.

Analysis and evaluation of present
levels and trends in farm land values
are much more intricate. However, some
general comments are possible.

(1) If one is inclined to regard the
values of farm lands during the period
before the last war as representative of
normal, present land values in the na-
tion as a whole will not appear to be out
of line.

But it must be pointed out that so
many changes in production, technology,
demand, and prices have occurred in the

(Continued on p. 20)
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The Business Situation
BUSINESS activity was maintained in

March at the levels and within the
patterns which have prevailed in recent
months. Indications are that few if any
significant changes in economic activity
occurred in the first quarter of 1944. A
tendency towards stabilization at present
levels continued to be the important
feature of most business activity indi-
cators. Clearly the somewhat static pat-
tern which had developed in the last
quarter of 1943, as pointed out in the
article on ''National Income and National
Production in 1943" in this issue, has per-
sisted during the first quarter of 1944.

Table 1.—Income Payments, Consumer
Expenditures and Retail Trade Indexes

[1935-39=100; indexes are adjusted for seasonal variation]

Year and
month

1943:
July.
August
September...
October
November. . .
December _ _ _

1944:
January
February

Income payments

Total

213.4
215. 2
215.2
217.5
220.8
222.9

226.1
230.4

Salaries
and wages

238.1
239.6
241.3
243.9
247.2
249.8

252.6
257. 4

Con-
sumer

expendi-
tures for

goods

163.9
164.8
164.7
168.2
175.5
172.4

177.8
176.7

Retail
trade,
total

162.5
163.7
162.7
167.3
175.5
171. 1

177.8
176.6

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Production in munitions, as in indus-
try generally, remained at the rates pre-
vailing in the first 2 months of the year
and below the peaks reached in Octo-
ber and November last year. The index
of manufacturers' shipments dropped
sharply in January in all categories ex-
cept food to 266 from the December peak
of 276. The decline was partly seasonal,
since a similar movement occurred a
year ago. Also, it reflected concerted ef-
forts to push deliveries in December, as
well as the decline in production fol-
lowing from cutbacks, war program revi-
sions, and other causes. Shipments in-
creased again in February to 281.

While difficulties arising from military
needs for manpower continued to present
problems and to force adjustments, there
was no indication of increasing strin-
gency in the industrial manpower situa-
tion, although labor continued to be un-
available for an expansion of civilian
production. This was true despite the
fact that civilian employment of 50.2
millions in February represented a de-
cline of 1.5 millions compared with em-
ployment in February of last year.
Civilian employment averaged 51.6 mil-
lions in the last quarter of 1943. Em-
ployment in manufacturing industries,
which averaged 13.9 millions in the last
3 months of 1943, continued to decline
from the November peak to 13.7 million
in January and 13.6 millions in February.

The decrease in employment experi-
enced in recent months by the munitions
industries was probably not responsible
for the failure of these industries to re-
turn to the somewhat higher production
levels of last autumn. Increased effi-
ciency in production apparently has been
sufficiently large so that somewhat re-
duced total employment probably was
to be anticipated. Program changes
continue to create some production lags
in certain of these industries.

The tendency towards stabilization at
approximately the levels of recent
months is noticeable also in the civilian
segments of the economy.

Retail sales in February displayed a
moderate decline to 176.6 from the Jan-
uary peak of 177.8, according to the
seasonally adjusted index. In March,
retail sales in many lines increased as a
result of consumer anticipations of
higher excise tax levies.

However, the index wage and salary
payments reached a new high level of 257
in February. Payments to the armed
forces were largely responsible for the
rise.

There has been in the first quarter
less change in the internal pattern of in-
dustrial activity than had been antici-
pated in some quarters earlier this year.
No significant resumption of civilian
goods production has occurred and there
has been little if any over-all reduction
in the military program. Indeed, some
segments of civilian supply have expe-
rienced intensified pressures and pres-
ent indications do not point to any early
relief.

Aside from the manpower situation,
the key to large-scale renewal of civilian
goods production lies at this time in the
availability of supplies of metals and
forest products. The tight situation in
lumber and paper is discussed below and
further reductions of the quantities
available to civilians is probable in both
cases.

Among the metals, only magnesium
and aluminum ingots can be said to be

available actually or potentially in
amounts which might permit increased
supplies to the civilian population. Mil-
itary requirements have sent steel pro-
duction to peak levels, much higher than
was anticipated some weeks ago. The
situation in copper is such that present
military demands absorb all available
supplies.

Chart 1.—Manufacturers' Ship-
ments for Durable-Goods In-
dustries
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90
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The civilian economy has benefited,
however, from slightly increased quan-
tities of some War Production Board
controlled materials, particularly steel,
which have been made available for cer-

Table 2.—U. S. War Expenditures, Industrial Production, Manufacturers' Shipments,
and Employment

Government war expenditures (millions of
dollars)

Industrial production (adjusted, 1935-39=100) ...
Durable manufacturing ___
Nondurable manufacturing

Manufacturers' shipments (1935-39=100)
Durable
Nondurable

Employment (millions) .. . . _ _
Male
Female

Wage earners in manufacturing (thousands)
Durable goods.
Nondurable goods

July

6,432
240
361
177
249
346
173

54.6
36.7
17.9

13,911
8,296
5,615

August

7,232
242
366
178
258
354
183

54.2
36.5
17.7

13, 990
8,321
5,669

19

Sep-
tember

6,952
244
370
179
261
356
186

52.8
35.2
17.6

13, 935
8,319
5,616

43

October

6 989
247
375
179
270
371
191

52.1
34 8
17 3

13,965
8,389
5,576

No-
vember

7 541
247
377
180
270
373
189

51.7
34 6
17 I

14, 007
8,456
5 551

De-
cember

6 718
241
365
174
276
380
194

51.0
34 2
16 8

13, 876
8,403
5 473

19

Janu-
ary

7 138
243
368
175
266
368
186

50.4
34 0
16 4

13, 659
8,288
5 371

44

Febru-
ary

7 518
*243
P368
v 175
»» 281
v 388
v 197
50 2
34 0
16 2

13, 576
8,224
5 352

Sources: U. S. Treasury Department; Board of Governors'of the Federal Reserve System; Department of Com-
merce; Department of Labor.
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Chart 2.—Manufacturers' Ship-
ments for Nondurable-Goods In-
dustries
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

tain products. Included are such items
of essential importance to civilians as
railroad equipment, farm machinery,
trucks, tinplate, and repair parts as well
as pressure cookers and baby carriages.
Materials have also been made available
for industrial experimental use.

The wartime pattern of industrial ac-
activity is shown in charts 1 and 2, com-
paring manufacturers' shipments by
major durable and nondurable indus-
tries for the year 1943 with the year of
the outbreak of the war in Europe, 1939.
Most striking is the fact that shipments
by durable goods industries have almost
quadrupled during the 4-year period.
Nondurable goods industry shipments
have also increased but only by 84 per-
cent.

The importance of the durable goods
industries in the war effort is apparent
from the fact that while these shipments
constituted 44 percent of all manufac-
turers' shipments in 1939, their share in
total shipments had increased in 1943 to
60 percent.

Among the changes experienced by in-
dividual industries, most striking is the
tremendous expansion from 1939 to 1943
in the shipments of the machinery,
transportation equipment, and automo-
bile and equipment industries. Among
the durables, the industries producing
lumber and timber basic products and
stone, clay, and glass products recorded
the smallest increase.

Notable increases in shipments among
the nondurables were made by the food
and kindred products and the chemicals
and allied products industries. Also of
interest are the relatively small changes
which occurred in the shipments of the
tobacco, paper, and leather and leather
products industries.

In the earlier stages of the war pro-
gram critical supply problems existed
chiefly in the metals and the munitions
industries. In most cases supplies and
requirements have been brought success-
fully into balance.

Meanwhile, serious problems have
come into existence in industries which

have been comparatively neglected. At
the beginning of the war the large sur-
plus productive capacities in the coal
mining, lumber, and paper and pulp in-
dustries were such as to inhibit any
consideration of these industries as
possible sources of supply difficulties.
The situation of the lumber and pulp
and paper industries has changed
markedly as a result of the impact of
greatly augmented demands upon re-
duced productive capacities measured in
terms of manpower.

Production of lumber and paper is at
the present time either actually or
threatening to fall short of requirements
With slight prospects of being signifi-
cantly expanded. Increased efforts will
be necessary if essential balance in the
war and civilian programs is to be
secured.

Lumber

Lumber consumption has exceeded
production in each of the past 3 years.
Fortunately, lumber inventories at the
middle of 1941 stood at the high level
of 18 billion board feet. As a conse-
quence of 3 years in which consumption
has exceeded production these stocks
have fallen to a critical point, both be-
cause of the small volume and also be-
cause they are badly unbalanced in
their composition of sizes and species.

Demand as reflected by orders placed
with mills continues to exceed reason-
able estimates of supplies that will be
available. There is little "prospect that
production can be expanded in view of
the present operational problems.

Wartime necessities have substantially
changed the character of lumber use as
is shown in chart 3. Most striking has
been the sharp increase in the use of
lumber for boxing, crating, and dunnage.
Consumption for factory purposes has
varied little in these years while most
other uses have declined. Largest de-
cline has been in civilian construction
but this forced reduction has not been
sufficient to release the lumber required

to meet the increasing needs of the
armed forces.

Military uses of lumber, both direct
and indirect, have increased from 59 per-
cent of total consumption in 1942 to 77
percent in 1943 and may well require an
even larger proportion of total supplies
in 1944.

Table 3.—Estimated Military and
Civilian Lumber Consumption

[Percent of total]

Direct military. __ _. .
Indirect military
Civilian . ._

1942

41.7
17 5
40.8

100

1943

52.4
24 3
23. S

100

Preliminary indications for 1944 are
that shipping lumber (boxing, crating,
dunnage, and industrial blocking) will
require at least 17 billion board feet, or
more than half the anticipated produc-
tion. The shipping lumber item appar-
ently will be the major factor in deter-
mining the 1944 lumber pattern. Ap-
proximately 87 percent of the 1943 con-
sumption of shipping lumber was for
direct and indirect military items.

As new fronts are developed and mili-
tary supply lines are extended, the de-
mand for shipping lumber is expected
to increase, doubtlessly requiring reduc-
tions in other uses.

The lumber production goal in 1943
was set at 32 billion board feet, a figure
reflecting not demand as shown by or-
ders or actual requirements, but expec-
tations of the industry's maximum abil-
ity to deliver. This goal was achieved
and in fact surpassed, production in 1943
being estimated by the National Lumber
Manufacturers Association at 32.3 bil-
lion board feet.

Nevertheless, although consumption
was 17 percent below 1942 levels, the
quantity produced fell 3.2 billion board
feet short of the quantity used. The defi-

Chart 3.—Lumber Consumption by Type of Use
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cit was supplied by withdrawals from
inventories held by mills, wholesalers,
retailers, and factories, and by imports.
At the same time production difficulties
which were already great at the begin-
ning of 1943 multiplied during the year
and constituted much more serious ob-
stacles to satisfactory supplies at the
beginning of 1944 than had been true a
year earlier.

The lumber production problem is not
one of lack of forest or of mill capacity
but of equipment shortages and inade-
quate manpower. The shortage of labor
is particularly acute in logging opera-
tions, where deficits cannot be overcome
by the employment of women and where
weather conditions not only control the
length of season but also effectively limit
extension of the hours in the workweek.

The fact is that the industry in 1943
produced more lumber per employee
than in any recent year as a result of
longer working hours, increased mechan-
ization and the sale of much green lum-
ber which required less handling. No
further increase in production with
manpower presently available seems
probable.

The trend of lumber production in the
first 2 months of 1944 shown in chart 4
reflects the fact that the influences lim-
iting production are continuing to oper-
ate although production in January and
February slightly exceeded the totals for
the same months in 1943. These in-
creases were almost wholly due to more
favorable weather conditions so far in
1944.

Indications are that 1944 will be the
fourth year of deficit production in the
industry. Production in 1944 may fall
below 1943. It is estimated that it will
approximate 31 billion board feet. On
the other hand, preliminary estimates
of demand for the year total 35.5 billion
board feet, a slight decline from 1943
but not as large a reduction as the prob-
able drop in production.

As in 1941 and 1942, the deficit of
production relative to consumption in
1943 was made up by large withdrawals
from inventories. The reduced condi-
tion of inventories which has resulted
from this shrinkage will make impos-
sible any continued significantly large
withdrawals from that source. Conse-
quently, lumber usage will necessarily
be confined to the volume that can be
produced.

For these reasons the necessity for
more stringently controlling the con-
sumption of lumber so that needs are
met in the approximate degree of their
essentiality has become increasingly acute
in the last few months. The problem
is one essentially of assuring the military
services and the most essential civilian
and indirect war needs prior access to
available supplies.

Existing War Production Board L and
M orders have not covered all species,
or the output of mills producing less
than 5,000 feet of lumber daily. Though
the restrictions have served to prevent
the consumption of lumber in certain rel-
atively nonessential uses, they have not
proved adequate to balance demands to
supplies.

Chart 4.—Production and Gross Stocks of Lumber

BILLION BOARD FEET

Source: National Lumber Manufacturers Association.

In addition to these orders which are
retained in force, War Production Board
with the issuance of Order L-335 has
taken the first step in an over-all lum-
ber control program. Its objective is that
of shrinking demand to the dimensions
of actually available supplies. Under the
new system consumers requiring in ex-
cess .of 50 thousand board feet per quar-
ter must file quarterly an estimate of re-
quirements. Such reports will supply
needed information on lumber demand
by types of use. Authorized purchased
orders will then be approved in accord-
ance with available supplies and relative
essentiality.

Pulp and Paper

It is currently estimated that defense
plants and Government agencies will
purchase or use directly 38.6 percent of
total paper and paperboard production
in 1944. An additional 33.5 percent will
be used largely for supporting war indus-
tries, such as communication, transpor-
tation, public utility, health and welfare,
agricultural products, drugs, and con-
struction. The remainder, 27.9 percent,
will be used predominantly to maintain
a civilian economy which is largely on an
essential basis.

As a result of the continued rise in
direct and indirect military requirements
for paper and paperboard, coupled with
the shortage of pulp wood and woodpulp,
the primary raw materials, it was neces-
sary to place the industry's operations
under more effective Government con-
trol.

The first step in the control of wood-
pulp consumption was taken by the War
Production Board on May 1,1942. Under
this program specific quantities of wood-
pulp were allocated to mills for the pro-
duction of paper and paperboard. Be-
ginning with the second quarter, how-
ever, the program was reversed. Under
the new policy the mills will be directed
to produce minimum quantities of spe-
cific grades of paper and paperboard, and

sufficient woodpulp will be directed to
the mills to meet these minimum pro-
duction schedules.

At the direction of the Requirements
Committee, the Forest Products Bureau
of the War Production Board, through
the issuance of General Preference Order
M-93, will take steps to give preferred
production status during the second quar-
ter to certain types of paper and paper-
board. This is to insure that in any
circumstances all war and essential civil-
ian requirements will be satisfied.

The basic difficulty in the paper and
pulp industry lies with shortages of
fibrous raw materials brought about
largely by labor conditions and to a lesser
extent by difficulties encountered in ob-
taining adequate supplies of truck parts
and tires for essential operation and
maintenance of present logging equip-
ment. An additional contributing fac-
tor is the dangerously low level of inven-
tories of wood pulp and waste paper.

Recommended minimum paper and
paperboard production for the first half
of 1944 is estimated at 8,531,864 tons, or
at an annual rate of 17,063,728 tons.
Despite Government conservation and
limitation orders controlling consump-
tion, production in 1943 amounted to 17,-
036,000 tons. This was only slightly
under 1942 output and 726,000 tons be-
low the peak year of 1941.

While it is believed that sufficient
wood pulp will be available to meet the
production requirements for the first half
of 1944, it may not be possible to main-
tain this level of production in the sec-
ond half because of the pulpwood, wood
pulp, and waste paper supply situation.

Total United States receipts of pulp-
wood including imports expected to be
available during 1944 are estimated at
about 10 percent below 1943 receipts
of 14,817,000 cords or considerably below
requirements. A part of the deficiency
may be made up by drawing further on
inventories. However, consumption of
pulpwood has been exceeding new sup-
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plies since entry of the United States
into the war.

As a consequence, inventories at the
end of 1943 had fallen to 2,833,000 cords,
a decline of 16 percent below 3,376,000
cords on hand at the close of 1942, and
about one-third below the peak level of
October 1942. Receipts in January and
February were 23 percent greater than
the same 2 months a year ago and sub-
stantially higher than receipts in the
last 2 or 3 months of 1943. Although in-
ventories at the end of February 1944
were 4 percent below those of February
1943, they registered a gain of 7 per-
cent over the level at the end of 1943.

The woodpulp supply situation is in-
timately related to that of pulpwood.
Woodpulp is an intermediate raw mate-
rial product in the manufacture of pa-
per. Scheduled consumption of wood-
pulp for the first half of 1944 is esti-
mated at about 5,167,719 tons, or at an
annual rate of 10,335,438 tons. Con-
sumption of woodpulp for the year, esti-
mated on this basis, would appear to
be in excess of expected new supplies.
As shown in chart 5, the rate of con-
sumption has been consistently higher
than new supply since October 1942, the
deficit coming out of inventory.

As a consequence of woodpulp pro-
duction deficits, inventories of wood-
pulp have been reduced within a year
by more than one-half, from 872,000
tons at the end of 1942 to 427,000 tons
at the end of 1943. The decline has con-
tinued in 1944, falling to about 392,000
tons at the end of February.

Indications are that pulpwood and
woodpulp supplies in 1943 will fall far
short of meeting needs for the year if
the paper and papertaoard output sched-
uled for the first half of 1944 is to be
maintained in the second half. In view
of these factors and lacking any sharp
improvement in pulpwood production,
output of paper and paperboard may
necessarily be somewhat reduced in the
second 6 months as compared with the
first 6 months.

The magnitude of the probable de-
cline in aggregate production of paper
and paperboard in the second half of
this year below the first half will depend
to an important extent on the avail-
able supplies of waste paper. Waste
fibrous materials—waste paper, rags,
and other waste fibers—accounted for 42
percent of the total consumption of fi-
brous materials, including woodpulp, in
the production of paper and paperboard
in 1943. As in the case of pulpwood and
woodpulp, inventories of waste mate-
rials declined throughout most of 1943.
Only recently have waste paper receipts
turned upward, reflecting in part the
result of the current salvage campaign.

To relieve the prevailing shortage of
virgin fiber, the Salvage Division of the
War Production Board has set a waste
paper salvage goal for 1944 of 8,000,000
tons, about 32 percent higher than re-
ceipts for 1943. Estimated minimum
waste paper requirements for consump-
tion in 1944 on the basis of first-half
production needs would be approxi-
mately 6,650,000 tons, or about 554,000
tons per month. Even though February

receipts of waste paper were the highest
since May 1942, they were 2 percent
below minimum needs and about 17 per-
cent below the desired goal.

To achieve the 1944 waste paper sal-
vage goal of 8,000,000 tons will require
the reclamation of 66 percent of the
available recoverable supply of waste
paper in the United States. This recov-
ery rate far exceeds previous experiences
and compares with 45 percent in 1943, 42
percent in 1942, and 38 percent in 1941,
and in addition faces the problem that
wartime uses of paper result in much

Chart 5.—Wood Pulp: Apparent
Consumption, New Supply, and
Inventories
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Source: War Production Board.
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destruction and consequent reduction
in salvageable total.

In particular, war-purpose papers and
containers leave the country in the form
of packaging for goods. The demand for
lend-lease shipments requires substan-
tial quantities of paper products of vari-
ous types, and most of this cannot be
recovered. Since newsprint and maga-
zines play an important role in receipts,
the restrictions on newsprint and maga-
zine consumption will have some effect
on the over-all salvage picture. Thus, a
much lower percentage of paper will be
available for salvage, from that manu-
factured, as compared with 2 or 3 years
ago.

Since the primary problem of the in-
dustry continues to be one of shortages
in raw materials, strenuous efforts must
be continued to stimulate pulpwood cut-
ting and waste paper salvage and collec-
tion. With military requirements of
paper and paperboard absorbing an in-
creasing proportion of a limited supply,
this has necessitated shifts in the pro-
duction of the various types and grades
of paper. The civilian economy will be
forced to get along this year on a supply
which will be short of meeting an ex-
panded demand.

Production curtailments have already
been made in those types of paper which
are considered less essential and in-
creases are being allowed in types needed
primarily for the military and those
needed to maintain a wartime civilian
economy. In this connection, it is to
be noted that the proportion of paper-

board production to total output of paper
and paperboard has increased during
the past 3 years.

In 1942, paperboard represented 46
percent of total production whereas in
1943 it represented 50 percent of total
production. With the increase in mili-
tary demands largely concentrated in
paperboard, particularly fiber shipping
container board, the paperboard ratio
becomes especially significant.

Last year, the principal factor affect-
ing the industry, especially pulpwood
procurement, was labor. There was a
constant drain of woodsmen from the
forests, many shifting into higher paying
war industries and some being drafted
into the armed services, particularly in
the first 6 months. However, some prog-
ress has been made in recent months
in solving various problems, especially
with respect to labor, trucks and tires.

In addition, a large number of prison-
ers of war have been made available for
cutting pulpwood in the South and other
sections of the United States. However,
the recent tightening up in the policy
of deferment of essential workers may
cause the situation to become quite criti-
cal again. In general, the outlook for
the second half of this year will depend
entirely upon the results of the current
drive to stimulate wood cutting and
waste paper collections.

Table 4.—Supply, Consumption and
Inventories of Pulpwood, Wood Pulp,
Waste Paper and Paper and Paperboard

Pulpwood:
Receipts at U. S. mills, in-

cluding imports _
Consumption.
Inventories, end of year

Wood pulp:
New supply (production

plus imports) _ _ _
Apparent consumption (do-

mestic consumption plus
exports)

Inventories, end of year
Waste paper: 2

Receipts
Consumption
Inventories, end of year

Paper and paperboard:
Domestic production, total _

Paper
Paperboard

1941 1942 1943

Thousands of cords

16, 025
16, 181
3,716

16, 712
16, 847
3,376

14, 817
15, 171
2,833

Thousands of short tons

11,635

11, 690
0)

5,921
3 6, 145

333

17, 762
9,362
8,400

11, 964

11,314
872

6,043
3 5, 495

543

17, 084
9,115
7,969

10,799

11,053
427

6,065
6,368

249

17, 036
8,447
8,589

1 Data not available.
2 Data for 1943 and inventories at end of 1942, including

also "rags and other waste fibers" are as follows: Re-
ceipts, 7,221,000; consumption, 7,497,000; inventories at
end of 1942 and 1943, 779,000 and 530,000, respectively.

3 Includes an estimate for one mill which did not report
prior to 1943.

Sources; Bureau of the Census and War Production
Board.
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The Business Situation
TIE BUSINESS SITUATION in April

was characterized by a continuance
of the stability in economic activity
which typified the first quarter of the
year as is pointed out below. In general
it appears that little change in prevail-
ing trends is to be anticipated until the
results of forthcoming large scale mili-
tary actions are clear.

Of greatest significance were develop-
ments during the month in the man-
power situation since this is clearly the
key to any important changes in the
character of business activity. Though
scattered evidence exists of local loosen-
ing of the manpower supply, in general
the situation continued to become in-
creasingly tight.

This resulted from continued net re-
ductions of the male labor supply as a
result of inductions into the armed forces
as well as from adjustments in war con-
tracts which though reducing employ-
ment in some areas at the same time in-
tensified shortages in others. The con-
tinuing tendency of women to withdraw
from the labor force as a result of such
adjustments is also a factor.

The Army announced in April that it
had reached its desired personnel level
but the Navy is still short of its man-
power goals. Though downward adjust-
ments in monthly inductions will follow,
examination of the available statistics
indicate that the drain of men from in-
dustry by the armed forces will continue
to be heavy through 1944.

In addition the accumulating needs

Table 1.—Number of Selective Service
Registrants, Age 18 to 38 by Status,
Feb. 1 and Apr. 1, 1944

Thousands of registrants age
18 to 38

In armed forces (includ-
ing some dischargees
and reservists)

Not in armed forces,
total

In Class 4-F
In Class 1-A
In all other classes,

total
Deferred in agricul-

ture (2-C, 3-C)._.
Deferred in other

occupations (2-A,
2-B)

Deferred as hard-
ship cases (3-D). _ _

Dependency cases
being reclassified
(3-A, 3-B)

In miscellaneous
classes

Not yet classified__.

Apr. 1, 1944

Feb.
1,1944,
total

Total

9,352 j 9,650

846 112,545
485 | 3,836
498 2,259

', 863

Fath-

274

6,787
536

1,509

6, 450 4,468

1,689 | 1,696 | 856

i, 204 i 3,767

103 109

163
111

648

156
74

2. 892

58

35
n. a.

Net
change

in
totals

Febru-
ary
to

April

+298

-301
+351
+761

-1,413

+7

+563

+6

- 1 , 9 4 5

— 7
- 3 7

Source: National Selective Service Headquarters.

of the armed forces for younger men
compelled Selective Service to take ac-
tion to induct an increasing number of
men holding deferments and under 26
years of age. The loss of the skilled
men involved will require wide-reaching
adjustments by industry.

Selective Service System indicated in
March that 1,160,000 new men would be
required between February 1 and July 1,
1944 and that probably 240,000 of this
total would have to come from the 860,-
000 nonfathers and from the 327,000
fathers under 26 years of age who were
occupationally deferred as of March 1,
1944.

It was estimated that the other new
men needed during the 5-month period
would be obtained approximately from
the following groups: 250,000 from the
total of roughly 500,000 who will reach
18 years of age in the period, 420,000
from the 1.5 million men who were in or
in process of classification as 1-A as of
February 1, and 250,000 from the total
of roughly 2.6 million men who were
Class 3-A as of February 1.

It was later announced by Selective
Service that a total of some 1,385,000
new men will be needed for the armed
forces between April 1 and December 31,
1944. Some indication of the classes of
men from which these inductions will be
made can be found in table 1. This
shows the extensive changes which oc-
curred between February 1 and April 1,
1944 in the size of the various Selective
Service classifications of 18 to 38 year old
registrants.

Nearly 2 million dependency cases
(mostly fathers) were reclassified dur-
ing the two months with the result
that two-thirds of all men in Class 1-A
on April 1 were fathers. Although the
substantial increase in occupational de-
ferments was due mostly to the reelassi-
fication of 3-A's, 3-B's, and 4-F's, the
large size of the net gain suggests a lag
in the cancelation of occupational de-
ferments pending completion of arrange-
ments to permit claimant agency field
representatives to recommend continua-
tion or discontnuation of such defer-
ments according to the essentiality of the
work.to the war effort, and the replacea-
bility of the worker.

Indications are that very few occupa-
tional deferments were canceled before
April 1, and that the bulk of the 240,000
cancelations expected before July 1 for
workers under 26 years old will probably
occur in May and June.

Although no official estimate is avail-
able, it seems likely that an average of
at least 30 to 40 thousand occupational
deferments of younger workers per
month will have to be canceled in the
period between July 1 and December 31,
1944 in order to supply the 150,000 new
men per month needed by the armed
forces in this period.

First Quarter Review

Among the developments in the first
three months of 1944, two may be singled
out as of particular significance: (1) the
fact that manpower difficulties reached
a most acute point; and (2) the relative
stability in the over-all rate of industrial
production which has persisted since the
slight recession from the peaks of last
autumn. Also of special significance are
the facts that Government expenditures
for war purposes reached new peaks, and
that income payments continued their
upward movement.

Manpower difficulties in the first
quarter of 1944 continued to prohibit in-
creases in the production of civilian type
goods but did not significantly interfere
with actual war production. At the
close of the quarter, however, the man-
power stringency clearly held the threat
of unfavorable effects on war production.

The civilian labor force as shown in
chart 1 and table 2 in the first quarter
of 1944 was smaller by about 1.2 million
persons compared with the correspond-
ing quarter of 1943 and 1.9 million com-
pared with the first quarter of 1942.
These reductions were reflected in the
decline of 900,000 in civilian employment
as between the first quarter of 1943 and
the corresponding period of 1944. How-
ever, civilian employment remained 800,-
000 above the comparable period of 1942.

Employment of males declined by 3
million since the first quarter of 1942,
almost two-thirds of this decline occur-
ring in the past year. Employment of
females, on the other hand, increased by
800,000 from a year ago and by 4 million
since the first quarter of 1942. Whereas
women constituted 25 percent of the la-
bor force in the first quarter of 1942, they
constitute 33 percent at this time.

The decline in employment has been
a result of withdrawals from the labor
force. Unemployment has fallen to the
very low levels of 900,000 as compared
with 1,250,000 a year ago.

The decline in male employment is, of
course, to be associated with the rapid
rate of induction into the armed forces
in recent months. Despite the fact that
the Army is now at full strength and
that the other branches of the armed
forces will also soon reach that position,
inductions will continue to place heavy
pressure on the Nation's employed man-
power.

Aside from this factor, declines in
manufacturing employment follow from
cutbacks, stabilization of production pro-
grams, and increased efficiency. Indi-
cations are that production per manhour
has increased in the new war-expanded
industries as a result of the completion
of training programs, the ironing out of
work schedules and of material flow,
with resulting reductions in labor re-
quirements.

The apparent stabilization of the over-
all program has likewise probably been
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Chart 1.—-Estimated
MILLIONS OF PERSONS

SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

Civilian Labor Force 1

MILLIONS OF PERSONS

NONA6RICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT

AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT

1 Data include persons 14 years of age and over-
forces are excluded.

Source : U. S. Department of Commerce.

responsible for some downward adjust-
ments of personnel. Local program cut-
backs which release women workers
apparently result in the withdrawal of
substantial numbers of women from the
labor market.

Special significance attaches to the
fact that the number of wage earners in
manufacturing declined during the quar-
ter to the March figure of 13.4 million,
a reduction of 4.3 percent from the peaks
of last November. Half of the decline
was among women workers.

The downward trend in employment
was general throughout manufacturing
with the exception of electrical machin-
ery, petroleum and coal products which
showed increases, and rubber, leather
and leather products, and printing and
publishing which maintained their lev-
els. The decline was larger in durables
than in nondurables.

Average hours worked per week which
had fallen below the November peaks
of 45.5 hours turned upward again in
January and February averaging 45.4 in
the latter month. The lengthening of
the work week was general throughout
manufacturing industry although it was
insufficient to offset the decline in em-
ployment and general reductions in total
hours consequently occurred.

It is of interest to note, however, that
the important machinery and automo-
tive industries were exceptions to the
general situation. Declines in employ-
ment in these industries were accom-
panied by shorter work weeks.

Industrial activity in the past 6 months
was maintained at levels which have
shown very little change. A slight down-
ward movement was becoming apparent
however, in contrast to the increasing
rate of activity of a year ago as shown in
chart 2. The Federal Reserve Board sea-
sonally adjusted index of industrial pro-
duction in the first quarter of 1944 was

MARCH
1944 P.O. 44-251

institutional population and persons in the armed

about 2 percent below the average for the
last quarter of 1943.

Munitions production after rising al-
most 40 percent during 1943 leveled off
in the first quarter of this year, the
monthly average for the period being
about 2 percent below that of the record
output established in the final quarter of
1943.

That the over-all munitions produc-
tion level was so well maintained was due
to the rise of 14 percent in aircraft pro-
duction, particularly in heavy bombers.
All other major types of munitions were

produced in quantities considerably re-
duced from 1943 highs.

Combat and motor vehicle output suf-
fered the most substantial cut between
the fourth quarter of 1943 and the first
quarter of this year. This reduction,
amounting to 22 percent, continued the
decline begun in the summer of 1943.

Among the nondurable goods group the
alcoholic beverage, tobacco, and the
printing and publishing industries were
especially affected by manpower and ma-
terials scarcities. In these industries
production declines from fourth quarter
1943 levels ranged from 5 to 15 percent.

These downward movements, coupled
with an 8 percent drop in activity in the
chemical industry, were only partly offset
by advances, on a seasonally adjusted
basis, in the production of manufactured
food, leather and products, and petro-
leum and coal products. The net result
was a 1 percent decline in nondurable
goods production reducing activity in this
broad industrial sector to a rate approxi-
mately equal to that prevailing in the
second quarter of 1943.

An increase in minerals production of
4 percent in the first quarter of 1944 par-
tially compensated for the reduced vol-
ume of manufactures produced. Largest
factor in the rise was increased output of
coal, particularly bituminous. The pro-
duction of metals (other than gold and
silver) and of petroleum was maintained
at rates established in the closing months
of 1943.

In contrast to slight downward ten-
dencies in industrial production, manu-
facturers' shipments in the first three
months of 1944 were maintained at about
the levels of the preceding quarter.
Manufacturers' inventories declined by
more than 200 million dollars over this
period.

As opposed to the slight - contraction
in industrial activity, the volume of farm
marketings on a seasonally adjusted

Chart 2.—Changes in Selected Business Indicators
PERCENT
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Table 2.—Civilian Labor Force
[Millions of persons]

Chart 4.—Business Inventories
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Tifihor forf*P total
Male
Female . . - --

Employment, total _

Male - ._ . _ _
Female

Agricultural

Male

Nonagricultural
Male
Female -

Unemployment.. _

Male - _
Female

1940

March

53 0
40.0
13.0

45.1
33.8
9.0

8.5
8.0

e
36.6
25.8
10.7

8.0
6 2
1 8

1941 !

|
March

j

52 0
1 39. 7 ]

12.3

! 46.0 |
i 35.1 j
| 10.9 i

1 7.6 1
! 7.4 •

! 38.4
! 27.8
i 10.6

6.0
1 4.5

1 lA

Janu-
ary

53 0
39.7
13.3

49.1
36.9
12.2

7.3
6.9

41.8
30.0
11.8

3.9
2.8
1.1

1942

j Febru-
I ary

i
! 53 2
! 39.9
| 13.4

i 49.6
i 37.2

12.4

7.5
I 7.0
; K

4 2 . 1
S 3 0 . 1
1 11.9

I 3,7
i 2.7
! 1.0

March

53 5
39.9
13.6

; 50.2
I 37.6

12. 7

7 7
: 7 2

: 42.5
! 30.4

12. 1

2^3
.9

Janu-
ary

52 7
36.9

! 15.9

51.4
1 36.0
! 15.3

i 7 . 1
6.4

44. 2
29. 6
14.6

1.4
.8
.6

1943

Febru-
ary

52.5
36.4
16.1

51.2
35.6
15.6

: 7.1
6.4

i 44.1
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14. 9

i 1.3
.8
.6
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1 Es t imates of civilian labor force, employment and unemployment have been revised for all years and differ from fig-
ures publ ished in earlier issues of the Survey. Beginning wi th November 1943 they are based on new sample data ;
es t imates for earlier mon ths represent an adjus tment of the old series to bring it into line wi th the new da ta and to
correct for certain biases t h a t h a d developed.

Source: U. S. D e p a r t m e n t of Commerce , Bureau of the Census .

basis showed considerable improvement
between the last quarter of 1943 and the
first three months of this year. Esti-
mates for this 1944 period indicate sea-
sonally adjusted marketings about 8 per-
cent above the preceding quarter and 12
percent higher than in the correspond-
ing 1943 period.

The major influence contributing to
this showing was the unusually large
marketings in February and March of
livestock which compared to the substan-
tial decline normal in that period, were
only slightly lower than in the preceding
month.

Government expenditures for war
purposes continue to increase month to
month but at a rate much lower than a
year ago. New high rates of expendi-
tures were reached in February and

March totaling 7,949 million in the latter
month. Thus, the expenditures of 23.2
billion in the quarter represented a new
high quarterly rate, .8 billion above the
previous peak of the second quarter of
1943, and 19 percent above the same
quarter a year ago.

In contrast to the stability or slight
downward tendency which has charac-
terized the production picture, the civil-
ian economy continues to reflect high
level employment and high Government
war expenditures. Income payments to
individuals in the first quarter of 1944
maintained their steady advance.

While total payments were slightly
lower than in the previous quarter, the
decline was much smaller than the nor-
mal seasonal drop, and hence on an ad-
justed basis the rise over this period

Chart 3.—Changes in Income Payments, Consumer Expenditures, and
Retail Prices
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1 Percentage change is based upon data adjusted for seasonal variation.

Sources : TJ. S. Department of Commerce and TJ. S. Department of Labor.

amounted to a little more than 4 per-
cent, an increase slightly higher than the
quarterly average rise over the 12 months
ending in March 1944. Wages and sal-
aries, the major component in income
payments, kept pace with the change in
the total.

These substantial gains in money in-
comes were reflected in greater dollar
sales volume of those goods and services
still available to civilians. Even durable
goods stores maintained the level of sales
prevailing in the closing months of 1943.
Increased spending was directed, how-
ever, to nondurable stores.

The dollar sales volume of nondurable
stores rose 4 percent on a seasonally
adjusted basis in the first part of 1944
and was 9 percent above a year ago. Of
the major groups, only drug stores
showed a decline in adjusted sales in the
first 3 months of the year over the last
quarter of 1943.

On the other hand, sales at eating and
drinking establishments, which ex-
panded by more than 25 percent com-
pared with a year ago, continued to lead
the general advance in the more recent
months with a rise of approximately 7
percent in the seasonally adjusted sales
index over the final quarter of 1943.
Changes in retailers' inventories reflect-
ed the heavy volume of sales. This fact
suggests that in spite of continuing
scarcities in many lines of goods, con-
sumers are not inclined to increase the
proportion of income saved.

Despite the heavy pressure of expand-
ing consumer income, continued success
was apparent in the control of prices of
items comprised in the consumers' bud-
get. On the basis of Bureau of Labor
Statistics indexes, the cost of living in
the first quarter of this year declined
fractionally from the average of the
fourth quarter of 1943.

The most important contributing fac-
tor in the decline was a drop in food
prices of almost 2 percent. The rise in
the prices of other items, particularly
clothing and housefurnishings fell short
of offsetting the decrease in the food
items.

Wholesale prices of farm and other
products were held to moderate advances
of less than 1 percent in recent months.
Indicative of the successful control
achieved is the fact that farm commodityDigitized for FRASER 
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Chart 5.—Income Payments, Con-
sumer Expenditures, and Cost of
Living

Table 3.—Selected Statistics for Class I Steam Railways and Industrial Production

INDEX, 1940 = 100
200

180

160

PER CAPITA CONSUME
EXPENDITURES V
(EXCLUDING OVERSEAS

ARMED FORCES)

120

100

1940 1941

Sources : Income payments and consumer ex-
penditures, U. S. Department of Commerce
(first quarter of 1944 is estimated) ; cost of
living, U. S. Department of Labor, recomputed
to a 1940 base.

wholesale prices were only about 2*/2 per-
cent above early 1943 prices and 2 per-
cent below prices paid in the spring of
that year. Prices of commodities other
than farm and foods have shown a
steadier, yet relatively mild, upward
movement in recent months—the aver-
age rise was at the rate of less than 0.2
of 1 percent per month.

Commodity Transportation
The trends apparent throughout the

economy towards stabilization of exist-
ing wartime patterns of activity are to
be found also in the domestic commodity
transportation industries. Although the
volume of traffic will probably continue
to increase, indications are that further
changes in the transportation pattern
are not to be expected.

Total ton-miles carried by all trans-
portation methods has increased much
less than industrial production during
the war period, taken as a whole. In the
case of the railroads, however, the dif-
ference is slight, rail ton-miles increas-
ing 118.3 percent from 1939 to 1943 as
compared with a gain of 119.3 percent
in the Federal Reserve index of indus-
trial production. The close similarity
arises, however, in large part from the
growing share of total transportation
performed by the railroads. From 1939
throughout 1941, a period whsn our do-
mestic transportation pattern had not
yet been appreciably affected by the wrar,
rail ton-miles advanced noticeably less
than industrial production. In 1942 and
1943, on the other hand rail ton-miles
increased 53.1 percent as compared with
a 47.5 percent rise in industrial produc-
tion. However, this increase reflects
the greater share of total ton-miles be-
ing carried by the rails at the expense
of other agencies.

A l t h o u g h industrial production
climbed by about the same percentage
from 1941 to 1943 as in the preceding two
years, tonnage originated by rail showed
a much larger rate of increase in the
earlier period—36 percent compared with
20 percent in 1942 and 1943. This is to
be explained partly by a falling off in
the rate of gain in coal shipments, which
constitutes a large portion of originating

I
1939 1940

Revenue ton-miles (billions)
Revenue tonnages originated (millions).
Revenue freight cars loaded (millions)...
Average haul (miles) r

Average load (tons) 1

Industrial production (1935-39 = 100)

333
902
34

369
27

109

373
1,009

36
370

28
125

475

42
387

162

1942

638
1,421

43
449
33

199

1943

727
1,481

42
491
35

239

Percent increase

1939-
1943

111.3
64.1
25.1
33.1
31.2

119.3

1939-

42.6
36.1
24.8
4.9
9.0

48.6

1941-
1943

53.1
20.5
0.2

26.9
20.3
47.5

1 Imputed from above data.
Source: Interstate Commerce Commission. American Association of Railroads, and Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System.

tonnage, and partly by the fact that In-
dustrial production during the war has
been characterized by a higher degree
of fabrication than is normal in our
peacetime economy.

The differences in the rate of gains of
rail ton-miles and rail tonnage origi-
nated is of special interest. Although
tonnage originated did mount by 64.1
percent, less than half of this advance
resulted in larger carloadings.

The remaining increase in tonnage was
handled by enlarging the average load
per car. This resulted from Office of
Defense Transportation orders and also
from a greater emphasis on the produc-

tion of those commodities that move in
heavier rather than lighter carloads or
in less-than-carload quantities.

Most of the increased demand for cars
occurred between 1939 and 1941, when
the expansion of output was primarily
of civilian goods and before the economy
was subjected to wartime controls. By
contrast most of the increase in aver-
age haul and load occurred during 1942
and 1943, or after the changes in pro-
duction related to the war became
marked.

In 1941 for-hire motor carriers con-
tributed 6 percent of the total ton-miles.
In addition private trucks were involved

Chart 6.—Relationship Between Volume of Commodity Transportation
and Industrial Production
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in the rendition of an even greater vol-
ume of transportation. In all there
were about 4.5 million trucks of all sizes
and types, the largest number of them
owned by an operator who owned only
one truck. Of this total number of
trucks approximately 10 percent were
for hire, a part operating only in urban
service, while the remainder in inter-
city service.

These figures illustrate the economic
problem of supplying this industry with
the essentials of operation in a period of
general scarcity. This problem was that
of supplying an extensive industry—ex-
tensive in the sense that the pattern of
operations makes combination of units
extremely difficult—one that is as a whole
inefficiently carried on as judged from a
transportation viewpoint alone (although
not from the standpoint of the over-all
operations of the owning industry); and
at the same time one in which the im-
portance to the total war economy can-
not be measured in terms of the trans-
portation efficiency of the given unit.
This last arises from the fact that the
economy is geared to the use of the motor
truck in such a way that there is no
simple method of replacing an inefficient
transportation operation with an effi-
cient one.

Table 4.—Domestic Commodity Traffic,
1939-44

[Millions of ton-miles]

1939 1940 1941 1942 | 1943

Railroad 1363,875,405, 370:513, 146|680, 296J772, 343
Intercity motor

truck
Domestic water-

borne {
Oil pipe line
Air (express and

mail)

20,519j 23,410! 31,000

314, 800 339, 400 345, 000
63,107

11
I

67, 270

14

7, 818

34,100j 37, 600
!

211,3001183, 100
84, 480 j 110, 000

33 51

SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

Chart 7.—Volume of Commodity
Transportation by Truck, Pipe
Line, and Air 1

Sources* Railroads—Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. Motor trucks—1939 from Interstate Commerce
Commission; other years estimated by U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce. Waterborne—1939 and 1940 from
Army Chief of Engineers and unpublished data of Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research; other years esti-
mated by U. S. Department of Commerce. Oil pipe
line—1939-42 from Interstate Commerce Commission;
1943 estimated by U. S. Department of Commerce.
Air—Civil Aeronautics Journal, January 15, 1944.

The principal features of the approach
of public policy to this problem excel-
lently reflect the problem itself. First,
operators have been asked and even com-
pelled to increase the efficiency of oper-
ations. Combination of delivery routes,
limitations on the number of weekly de-
liveries, loading requirements to increase
average load, joint information offices to
eliminate empty back-hauls, and a cer-
tain amount of favoritism for the for-
hire carrier who is on the average more
efficient, are among the measures adopt-
ed to increase efficiency. Second, oper-
ators have been compelled by scarcity—
a scarcity spread quite evenly over the
entire industry by the principles followed
in rationing—to utilize trucks and tires
to the wearing-out point rather than only
to the point of most profitable use which
is normally preferable to the operator.

Transportation by water as measured
in ton-miles is the only sector of the do-
mestic commodity transportation indus-
try that has consistently declined
throughout the period of active United
States participation in the war. The de-

INDEX, DAILY AVERAGE 1935-39 = IOO
3 0 0
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AIR

1 I I 1 1 1 I J I I
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P. D.44 -232
1 Indexes ave based upon ton-miles.
Source : V. S. Department of Commerce.

cline, however, has not been uniform
throughout the industry. Since the
traffic on rivers, canals, and the Lakes has
increased materially, the trend shown by
the index follows from the sharp decline
registered by offshore carriers which un-
der normal circumstances produce about
twice as many ton-miles as all other
w7ater carriers combined.

Though coastwise tonnage increased
prior to our entrance into the war, the
transfer of vessels to foreign trade, the
hazardous character of coastal waters
after Pearl Harbor and the closing of the
Panama Canal forced a sharp downward
adjustment. Since that time inter-
coastal traffic has been virtually non-
existent, and during the past two years
the lumber, canned goods, wheat, and
other commodities that make up the
bulk of this tirade have been transported
principally by rail.

In addition most of the exports to the
Pacific Zones that under peacetime con-
ditions would have been handled from
the eastern seaboard through the canal
have been railed to the west coast, there
to be loaded on ships. The volume of
this movement was so great in the early
summer of 1943 as to threaten the ability
of the southern transcontinental car-
riers to handle the traffic. Although the
canal is not yet being utilized freely, the
factor of national security has improved
to such an extent, and the availability of
ships is so much greater, that it soon
may be possible to divert large volumes

May 1944

of traffic on short notice from land to
water carriage.

Coal and petroleum normally con-
tribute the bulk of commodities moving
in the coastwise trade of the United
States, Today this traffic is much
smaller than before the war as a result
of transfer of colliers and tankers to
other services. The resultant diversion
of coal and oil traffic from water carriers
to land carriers can be clearly seen in
charts 8 and 9.

During the first half of 1941, only 5,000
barrels of petroleum per day were deliv-
ered by rail to the Eastern Seaboard as
compared with the 94,000 barrels per day
shown in January 1942. Rail deliveries
as shown in chart 8 rose to 820,000 in
August 1942, reaching a peak of 982,000
barrels per day a year later. Prom Janu-
ary to October 1942, water deliveries fell
in an equally striking manner, from more
than 1,200,000 barrels per day to 220,000
barrels. Pipelines in 1941 delivered only
a trifling amount. These figures illus-
trate the rapidity with which the trans-
portation industry was called upon to
make adjustments to the war situation.
The difficulties involved are revealed in
the fact that total deliveries of petroleum
to District I decreased from 1,400,000
barrels per day in January 1942 to 1,-
100,000 in April at a time when the need
for petroleum products was rapidly in-
creasing. The civilian petroleum short-
age was thus primarily a transportation
problem.

Chart 9 presents a picture of another
diversion from the coastwise trade to
overland transportation. Normally coal
for the New England industrial area is
shipped from Virginia and vicinity by rail
to Hampton Roads and thence by collier.
A little is shipped by rail to New Jersey
and New York piers and by water beyond,
while a substantial amount is shipped all-
rail. Wartime scarcity of shipping forced
a change in this pattern also. Hauls via
the longer water route dropped pre-
cipitately beginning with April 1942.
Whereas in 1941 monthly average ship-
ments from Hampton Roads to New Eng-
land were 1,100,000 net tons, by the end
of 1942 this amount had fallen to less
than 500,000 net tons. Shipments from
Hampton Roads to New York dropped
from 460,000 to 100,000 tons in the same
period. The movement by rail and water
via New Jersey and New York ports rose
from 40,000 tons per month in 1941 to
300,000 net tons in 1942. The all-rail
tonnage increased from 600,000 tons per
month in 1941 to a level 65 percent higher
in 1942.

Operations on the Great Lakes also
have suffered from shortages of ships
because many seaworthy vessels were
transferred to off-shore service, though
since the middle of 1943 some replace-
ments have been made.

In the case of Great Lakes transporta-
tion, however, the weather has been a
greater source of concern throughout
the war period than the availability of
ships.

Ton-miles carried by lake are in part
dependent upon the lake season which is
8 months, more or less, depending on the
weather situation around April 1 and
again around December 1. The 1942
season was an unusually long one.
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Chart 8.—Movement of Petroleum
and Products into District 11
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1 District I includes the New England, Middle
Atlantic, and South Atlantic States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia.2 Tanker includes ocean and lake shipments.

Source : Petroleum Administration for War.

The original quotas for 1943 were
predicated upon a season somewhat
shorter than in 1942. Actually it opened
almost a month later than in 1942. Also,
the 1943 season closed at an unusually
early date so that even a reduced ore
quota was not attained.

The effect of the late opening upon ore
shipments was accentuated by the de-
velopment of a critical grain shortage
in the southeast and arise in the grain
movement quota.

The 1944 opening date was about nor-
mal, and a good season is consequently
in prospect.

The most important transportation
demand imposed upon rivers, canals, and
connecting channels during the war pe-
riod has been that of moving petroleum
and products to District I. New equip-
ment in the form of 116 reconverted
barges, 40 new barges, and 70 tugboats
available in 1944 has made possible an
increase in daily deliveries of almost
100,000 barrels since Pearl Harbor by
this method, now comprising more than
5 percent of all deliveries to District I.

Total river ton-miles increased by only
8 percent between 1941 and 1943. Al-
though movements of oil and sulphur
increased, these were offset in the total
by decreases in coal, grain, iron, and steel
scrap shipments. The slowness and the
extreme inflexibility of water transpor-
tation has effectively limited its range
of usefulness and the extent of its expan-
sion in connection with the war effort.

Because of the withdrawal of tankers
from normal routes, wartime transpor-
tation problems have been greater in the
case of petroleum than for any other do-
mestically produced commodity. Sub-
stitutes for the highly specialized tank-
ers were not immediately available since
petroleum movements exceeded by far
the capacity of available alternative
transportation methods, the tank car,
tank truck, and pipeline.

In 1940 only 1.5 percent of the petrole-
um movement to District I was by pipe-
line, the remainder was by tanker. The
need for additional pipeline connections

between the Southwest and the East
Coast became apparent soon after Pearl
Harbor and a comprehensive emergency
pipeline program was undertaken by the
Office of the Petroleum Coordinator for
War. The program involved the con-
struction of new lines, the extension of
established lines, the reversal of other
lines and the installation of additional
pumping equipment.

The success of these efforts in provid-
ing the specialized transportation re-
quired for the tremendous military and
essential civilian demands for petroleum
is indicated in chart 8 and table 4. De-
liveries into District I which stood at
ls200,000 barrels daily in 1941 were main-
tained at 1,150,000 barrels in 1942 and
1,350,000 in 1943. Pipe-line deliveries to
District I have increased from the 1.5
percent in 1940 to approximately 35 per-
cent of total deliveries at present. Two
new pipe lines constitute the principal
elements in the pipe-line program—both
from the standpoint of total mileage and
total cost—the "Big Inch" line extending
from Longview, Texas, to New York and
Philadelphia, and the "Little Big Inch"
extending from Houston-Beaumont to
the Eastern Seaboard.

The "Big Inch"—so named because its
24-inch diameter makes it the largest
petroleum trunk line in existence—was
financed by the RFC at a cost of 95
million dollars. It comprises 1,253 miles
of 24-inch pipe and 111 miles of 20-inch
extensions to New York and Philadelphia.
Its rated capacity is 300,000 barrels of
crude petroleum daily, a quantity which
the line has been delivering consistently
since the first of the year.

The "Little Big Inch" was also govern-
ment financed at a cost of 75 million
dollars. It consists of 1,640 miles of 20-
inch line supplying gasoline to the Bay-
town and New York Harbor areas. The
rated capacity of the line is 235,000 bar-
rels daily. This capacity is expected to
be reached by the end of May.

These two lines together constituted
90 percent of the government financing
in connection with the pipe line program.
In addition private industry has spent
73 million dollars, much of which has
financed the reversal of flow in 3,303
miles of existing lines. Of the total pro-
gram about 95 percent is now complete,

Chart 9.—Shipments of Bitumi-
nous Coal to New England
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the remainder to be completed by the
middle of the year. When completed
pipe line deliveries to District I will equal
60 percent of the pre-war tanker de-
liveries from domestic sources.
. By far the largest increase in ton-
miles for any carrier agency is the in-
crease registered by commercial air car-
riers. Between 1939 and 1943 the index
of air transportation increased by 330
percent. Considering the handicaps
under which this industry has been op-
erating throughout the war period this
achievement is remarkable. In 1942 the
Army took possession for its own use of
about one-half of the entire domestic
fleet of planes. Despite this fact 1943
ton-miles increased 63 percent over 1942.

Between December 31, 1941 and De-
cember 31, 1942 the total number of
planes decreased from 359 to 179. Total
miles flown, however, decreased only
from 133 to 110 million, a decrease of
only 17 percent as compared with the 50
percent decrease in planes available.
Since average plane speed did not
change, it appears that in 1942 the
average plane was flown 22 percent
farther than in 1941. The other factor
more than offsetting the decrease in
plane-miles was a 122 percent increase
in average cargo load per plane-mile,
from 270 pounds of mail and express in
1941 to 600 pounds in 1942.

The factors operating in 1943 pro-
duced a similar result. Hours per day
increased again by almost 20 percent,
the number of planes remaining con-
stant until the end of the year when the
Army returned a few planes. Total miles
fell again, however, since the airlines
operated with a reduced number of
planes the entire year rather than only
a part as in 1942. But ton-miles per
plane-mile increased again in 1943 with
the net result that total ton-miles in-
creased more than 60 percent.

Common Stock Price Movements
Prices of American corporate stocks in

the aggregate are still below 1939 levels
in spite of greatly increased wartime
profits. For the first quarter of 1944,
stock prices, as measured by Standard
and Poor's monthly index of 354 indus-
trials, 20 rails, and 28 utilities, averaged
95.2, 1935-39 = 100.

This represented an increase of about
5 percent above August 1939, the month
immediately preceding the outbreak of
war in Europe. It was, however, 5 per-
cent below the wartime high attained in
October 1939 and 30 percent below the
high point of 1937, the peak year of the
depression recovery in corporate profits
and stock prices.

In general, the movement of prices
of the industrial, railroad, and public
utility groups has been strikingly similar
in the period since 1939. However, the
greatest recovery from the lows of 1942
occurred in the railroads which increased
62 percent as against a recovery of only
55 percent for the utilities and 50 percent
for the industrials.

It is noteworthy that the railroad stock
price average for the first quarter of this
year was 9 percent above the 1939 high.
As of March this group stood at higher
levels than at any time since September
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1937. In contrast the industrial and pub-
lic utility groups were still below their
1939 highs.

The course of the market since the
outbreak of war in Europe has been char-
acterized by three distinct swings: ( D a
downward movement lasting 31 months,*
from October 1939 through May 1942,
which carried the index from 101, estab-
lished in October 1939, to a low of 63 in
May 1942, a decline of 37 percent; (2) a
sustained upward movement continuing
for 14 months, from May 1942 through
July 1943, when the averages rebounded
from 63 to a high of 98, an increase of
56 percent; and (3) a period of relative
stability since last July in which the
market fluctuated within a range of only
7 points in the index.

A comparison of the movement of stock
prices in the United States, Great Britain
and Canada calls attention to two fea-
tures of particular interest.

First, in general the movement of the
three series was uniformly downward
from 1937 through June of 1940 but
thereafter the London market, on the
one hand, and the United States and
Canadian markets, on the other hand,
have moved in opposite directions until
about April and May of 1942.

Second, it is also significant that the
London market reached its low point in
June 1940, the evacuation of Dunkirk,
whereas the United States and Canadian
markets continued their d o w n w a r d
courses for almost two additional years
until war time lows were reached in April
and May of 1942. Since the spring of
1942 the movement of the three series
has been fairly consistent.

Among the numerous explanations of
the inconsistent movement of stock
prices, particularly aftsr the fall of

Table 5.—Index of Stock Prices
[1935-39=100]

Chart 10.—Common Stock Prices in the United States, England, and
Canada

INDEX, 1935-39 = 100
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Average-.

g
Low
Average-
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Low
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1941

High..
Low
Average..

1942

1943
High
Low
Average

1944
1st quarter

H i g h .
Low
Average
Percent change:

1939 high to 1944 1st
quarter average..

1939 high to 1942
low

Com-
posite,

402
stocks

100.7
85.0
94.2

98.1
78.1
88.1

85.0
71.8
80.0

75.9
63.2
69.4

98.5
79.7
91.9

96.6
94.4
95.2

- 5 . 5

- 3 7 . 2

1942 low to 1944 1st
quarter average.. +50.6

Indus-
trials,

354
stocks

101.8
85.1
94.8

98.7
77.3
87.9

84.8
73.8
80.4

78.5
64.7
71.3

100.9
82.3
94.1

98.2
95.8
96.8

- 4 . 9

-36 .4

+49.6

Rail-
road,

20
stocks

87.2
63.9
74.7

77.7
60.8
71.1

74.4
61.0
70.6

73.0
59.0
66.1

97.5 I
73. 7 !
88. 7

98.7
91.0
95.3

+9.3

- 3 2 . 3

Public
utili-

ties, 28
stocks

101.9
92.5
98.6

103.0
88.5

91.1
66.2
81.0

66.2
56.5
61.3

87.7
69.3
82.1

88.4
86.7
87.3

- 1 4 . 3

-44 .6

Sources : Data for the United States and England, Standard and Poor's Corporation; data for
Canada, Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce.

+61.5 I +54.5

Source: Standard and Poor's Corporation.

Prance, may be noted the general feel-
ing of uncertainty and perhaps insecurity
that prevailed in the minds of investors.
The critical period of uncertainty con-
tinued throughout 1941 and was further
aggravated when the United States en-
tered the war and when Japan achieved
its initial military successes in the early
part of 1942.

The expression of uncertainty is also
to be observed in the fact that the vol-
ume of stock transactions on the New
York Stock Exchange dropped from a
monthly average of 17 million shares in
1940 to 10 million shares in 1942, a rela-
tive decline comparable to that which oc-
curred in the depression years.

This period of extreme uncertainty ap-
parently ended in July 1942, coinciding
with the change from defense to offense
in the military position of the United
States. Stock prices thereafter began
to move upward and, in fact, recovered
almost the entire loss which occurred
from 1939 through May 1942. The
rally, however, ended in July 1943, co-
incidentally with the fall of the Musso-
lini regime in Italy.

Since that time the market has experi-
enced a period of stability which may
possibly be explained in the light of two
opposing factors. Offsetting the effects
of the continued high level of earnings
are entirely new elements which have
come into play.

The most important of these are the
expectations of an earlier termination of
the war in Europe, with its attendant
problems of reconversion, and the uncer-
tainty as to the course of business activ-
ity and profits in the immediate post-war
period. More recently, the market has
probably been stabilized pending the re-
sults of impending military develop-
ments. Stability of stock prices during
recent months thus conforms with simi-
lar tendencies in most other business
activities.

In peacetime periods, the dominating
factor influencing the broad movements

of security values is the level of antici-
pated profits, i. e., stock prices tend to
rise or fall in response to a rise or fall
in expectations of business earnings.
Prior to 1939 there was a close corre-
spondence between the annual movement
of corporate profits and stock prices.

However, for the period from 1940 to
1942 the substantial rise in profits result-
ing from record levels of business activity
was not reflected in a similar movement
in stock prices. On the contrary, the
index of stock prices showed a downward
tendency over these two years.

Thus corporate profits increased from
4.8 billion dollars in 1940 to 7.4 billion
dollars in 1942, or 54 percent, while aver-
age stock prices declined by 21 percent.
Net dividend payments to stockholders in
1943 however, were only 5 percent above
the amount paid out in 1939.

Establishment of large cash reserves to
finance conversion and rehabilitation of
plants and equipment in the postwar
period were compelling factors in holding
down such payments.

Table 6.—-Corporate Profits and Dividend
Payments

[Millions of dollars]

Year

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943 P
Percent

change,
1939 to
1943

All corporations

Profits
before
taxes

5,320
7,390

14,443
19,037
22, 800

+328. 6

Profits
after
taxes

4,GS8
4,847
7,277

Net
divi-
dend
pay-

ments

3, 869
4.095

P 4. 491
7,3761 P 4 . 020
8,200

+100. 6

4,065

+5.1

Manufacturer g cor-
porations, profits

after taxes

War
Total indus-

i tries

2,579
3,410
4,990
4,664
4.950

+91.9

1,028
1,684
2, 432
2,306
2,516

+144. 7

Non-
war
in-

dus-
tries

1,551
1,726
2,558
2,358
2. 434

+ 56.9

p Preliminary.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.
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The Business Situation

EVENTS continue to confirm the ex-
pectation that no major shifts are to

be expected in the present pattern of
business activity until the results of
the present military actions are clear.
Since the outcome of the European in-
vasion will be the factor determining the
nature of business activity in the next
few months, whether it be a continuance
of a concentrated war production econ-
omy, or a shift to some greater degree of
civilian production, the uncertainties
necessarily surrounding the current
military actions are reflected in actions
and policy statements bearing on future
economic developments.

During the past four months over-all
business activity has been on a plateau
with a slight downward slope. The char-
acter of business activity in May con-
formed to this pattern. It is of interest
to note, as is shown in chart I, that al-
though the Canadian economy has ex-
perienced a levelling off in industrial ac-
tivity similar to that which has taken
place in the United States, its recent
trend has been upward in contrast to the
decline in this country.

The persistence of slight month to
month declines in productive activity
continues to be the most significant of
business developments in recent months.
The trend which has been in evidence
since November continued in April and,
on the basis of preliminary data, also in
May.

Industrial activity, as measured by the
Federal Reserve Index of production,
declined to 239 in April from the 242
level of the previous month. Since No-
vember of last year, when the wartime
peak of 247 was established, the index
has shown a total drop of over 3 percent.
It is now only slightly above the April
1943 level.
Chart 1.—Industrial Production,

United States and Canada 1

Table 1.—Industrial Production, Muni-
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1 United States series includes manufacturers
and minerals while Canadian series includes
mineral production, manufacturing, construc-
tion, and electric power production.

Sources : United States, Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System; Canada, Ca-
nadian Department of Trade and Commerce.

Year and 9 -3 & 5
month

1943

January
February __
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .
October
November.
December—

1944

January
February. _
March
April

240. 5
253. 4
263.4
280.4
283.6
295.7
249.9
277.4
277.4
273. 3
299.8
267.3

285.2
312.3
294.4
299.7

453
476
518
547
548
560
587
60y
611
644
673
670

646
636
667
652

227
232
235
237
239
237
240
242
244
247
247
241

243
244
242
240

226
255
249
253
247
254
249
258
261
270
270
276

264
279

p 273

842
762
764
751
755
713
690
654
567
524
455
391

351
327
311
314

Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System; War Production Board; U. S. Department of
Commerce.

The bulk of the March to April decline
in the index occurred in the durable
goods group. Each of the components
comprising this group registered a loss.
The transportation equipment index,
which includes the aircraft and ship-
building industries, recorded the largest
decline. Less sizeable reductions oc-
curred in the machinery, stone, clay and
glass, lumber, and iron and steel groups.
With the exception of the iron and steel
index, all of the durable goods industries
are now substantially below their peaks
of last November.

Among the nondurable goods indus-
tries, increases in the textiles and prod-
ucts and tobacco products indexes were
insufficient to offset the declines in chem-
icals, rubber products and manufactured
food products. The minerals index,
which was largely supported by an in-
crease in the output of fuels, remained
unchanged.

Munitions production in April fell 2
percent below March levels according to
the War Production Board index. The
index stood at 652 in April which com-
pares with 667 in March and 673 in No-
vember, the peak month. Of special sig-
nificance is the fact that the decline in
April represented failure to meet sched-
ules by 3 percent. The declines which oc-
curred in January and February and
the rise in March were anticipated in
scheduling.

The April lag in munitions production
affected all major categories. Only am-
munition production among the major
categories exceeded March levels and

that category failed by 4 percent to meet
schedules. March records were equalled
in ship production but schedules called
for a 2 percent increase.

Aircraft which comprises almost one-
third of the war production program in
dollar value fell 7 percent below March
levels and 4 percent below schedule.
Combat and motor vehicles fell 5 per-
cent below March levels and 2 percent
below schedules, while in the case of
guns and fire control equipment the de-
ficiency was 3 and 5 percent respectively.
Communication and radio fell 3 percent
below schedules though only 1 percent
below March levels.

Special interest attaches to the tend-
ency toward stabilization of activity in
the construction industry. New con-
struction in April is estimated at 314 mil-
lion dollars. This represents a slight in-
crease over the previous month and a
reversal of the trend which has been
sharply downward since the construction
activity peak was reached in the third
quarter of 1942 as shown in chart 2. In-
dications are that construction activity
will be stabilized throughout 1944 at ap-
proximately present levels, roughly 50
percent below the average for 1943.

This stabilization follows from the
virtual completion of the war construc-
tion program. The volume of construc-
tion scheduled from July 1940 through
March 1944 aggregated almost 50 million
dollars. Of this amount construction
newly scheduled during 1943 totaled only
3.5 to 4 billion dollars. At the present
time little further expansion is scheduled
for the balance of this year. The decline
in construction activity has been paral-
leled by a decline in construction employ-
ment from the 1941 peak of 2,236,000
workers to the low of 672,000 in April
1944.

Chart 2.—New Construction
Activity by Type 1
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Sources : U. S. Department of Commerce, U. S.
Department of Labor, and War Production
Board.
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Since victory over the enemy is the
Nation's overruling objective, proper
evaluation of production trends must be
concerned with the requirements of our
armed forces for their tasks as they see
them. The fact that such requirements
are subject to constant re-evaluation and
sudden changes, both in the component
parts as well as in the overall levels must
not detract attention from the primary
importance of the still incomplete parts
of the war program.

In 1944 the war production schedule
calls for an output of 69 billion dollars.
Production in the first 4 months of the
year has been at an annual rate of 65
billion and was, at the beginning of May,
4 billion below the schedule.

No easing in the difficult supply situ-
ation of certain basic civilian items can
be expected. The extremely tight supply
of such commodities as textiles, leather,
paper, copper and steel, and the uncer-
tainties surrounding the food situation,
particularly meats, suggests that the
civilian economy yet faces a difficult pe-
riod. War production requirements will
continue to command top priorities as is
evidenced by the fact that the War Pro-
duction Board has not significantly re-
laxed restrictions on production of goods
for civilian consumption.

Employment Trends

The major influence contributing to
the decline in industrial activity has been
the reduced number of man-hours
worked in manufacturing industries, par-
ticularly in those groups which are
heavily engaged in war work and which
are largely represented in the Federal
Reserve Board index by man-hour data.
The reduction in man-hours is due pri-
marily to the decline in the number of
wage earners without a compensating in-
crease in the number of hours worked
per week.

Maintenance of production at levels

Chart 3.—Percentage Change, April 1944 from November 1943, in Wage
Earners in Manufacturing Industries
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Source : U. S. Department of Labor.

called for by schedules and by civilian
requirements will require continued in-
tensification of utilization of the Nation's
manpower. On an overall basis, this is
being achieved as is evidenced by the fact
that unemployment in April was 770,000,
the lowest recorded level. Declines in
employment where they have occurred
are thus the result of shrinkage in the
labor force and of shifts of workers to

Table 2.—Estimated Employment in Nonagricultural Establishments, by Major
Industry Divisions l

[Thousands]

Month and year

1939 average
1940 average
1941 average
1942 aver age
1943 average
1943:

January
February. __
March
April
May
June
July
August
September..
October
November..
December. .

1944:
January
February . . .
March
April

Total

30, 353
31,784
35, 668
38, 447
39, 728

39, 364
39, 344
39, 551
39, 724
39,674
39,859
39, 921
39,860
39,678
39,718
39,847
40,197

38,965
38,835
38, 675
38, 506

Manu-
facturing

10, 078
10,780
12,974
15,051
16, 924

16, 423
16, 599
16, 747
16,774
16, 753
16,908
17, 059
17,182
17,136
17,194
17, 238
17,080

16,825
16,735
16,511
16, 260

Mining

845
916
947
970
891

922
919
915
903
889
889
888
882
880
873
863
867

858
858
852
845

Con-
struction

1,753
1,722
2,236
2,078
1,259

1,747
1,578
1,476
1,402
1,385
1,288
1,222
1,169
1,091
1,002

918
829

764
715
674
672

Trans-
porta-

tion and
public

utilities

2,912
3, 013
3,248
3,433
3,619

3,487
3, 485
3,520
3,570
3,597
3,656
3,689
3,694
3,688
3,689
3,683
3,669

3,664
3,704
3,722
3,738

Trade

6,618
6,906
7,378
7,263
7,030

6,955
6,887
6,932
7,041
6,953
6,982
6,920
6,875
6,936
7,076
7,245
7,554

6,919
6,867
6,920
6,959

Finance
service

and mis-
cella-
neous

4,160
4,310
4,438
4,447
4,115

4,105
4,105
4,080
4,089
4,102
4,174
4,230
4,172
4,079
4,037
4,078
4,127

4,128
4,126
4,125
4,127

Govern-
ment

3,988
4,136
4,446
5,203
5,890

5,725
5,771
5,881
5,945
5,995
5,962
5,913
5,886
5,868
5,847
5,822
6,071

5,807
5,830
5,871
5,905

1 Estimates include all full- and part-time wage and salary workers in nonagricultural establishments who are em-
ployed during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month. Proprietors, self-employed persons, domestic
servants, and personnel of the armed forces are excluded.

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

D D 44-349

other occupations. Among the latter
shifts the largest is the important sea-
sonal movement of workers returning to
agriculture.

Employment in nonagricultural activi-
ties in April was well below the 1943
average and only slightly above that of
1942, continuing a decline from the peak
of December 1943. The bulk of the de-
cline from 1943 average employment
levels took place in manufacturing and
construction. Manufacturing employ-
ment fell by 3.9 percent and construction
by 46.6 percent. Mining suffered a re-
duction of 5.2 percent.

Government employment remained
virtually unchanged while employment in
trade was maintained at levels only very
slightly below the 1943 average. Em-
ployment in finance, services, and mis-
cellaneous occupations remained virtu-
ally constant although slightly above the
low levels of last October.

In contrast to these groups, the trans-
portation and public utility category has
increased employment each month this
year and is now well above its 1943
average.

Employment in manufacturing indus-
tries continued the decline which has
persisted since the peak of last November.
The 14,000,000 wage earners then em-
ployed declined to 13,200,000 in April.
Among the war industries all those in-
cluded in the metal-fabricating group
with one exception experienced maxi-
mum employment in that month and
have since experienced declines. The
exception is the electrical machinery in-
dustry which continued to increase em-
ployment slightly through February 1944.
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Among the nondurable war industries,
chemicals reached their peak in July 1943
and have experienced a very rapid de-
cline since that time. The rubber indus-
try reached its peak in the first 2 months
of 1944.

Although each sector of the nondu-
rable group increased employment sub-
stantially over 1939 levels, employment
increases culminated in peaks far earlier
than in the durable industries. For most
of the former group, the highest employ-
ment came in the last half of 1941, al-
though maximum employment was
reached by the leather industry in March
1942 and in the case of food and tobacco,
not until the last half of 1942.

The only exception to the general de-
cline in employment in manufacturing
was the petroleum and coal products in-
dustry which has steadily increased its
employment to a new high in April.

It is clear that the high level of produc-
tion which continues to be required by
the war program can be maintained only
if influences presently forcing a down-
ward trend can be arrested. In view of
the fact that munitions production has
fallen below schedules as a result of labor
stringencies, more rigid controls over em-
ployment apparently have become neces-
sary.

Of great importance, among the steps
which are being taken to maintain a
proper distribution of employment rela-
tive to the needs of the war program, is
the action of the War Manpower Com-
mission in establishing rigid controls over
the hiring and employment of male labor.

This program, announced as effective
July 1 and applying to male labor, in-
cludes the following elements:

1. A controlled hiring system whereby
employers may hire male workers only
with the approval or by arrangement
with the United States Employment Serv-
ice.

2. Priority referral of workers by the
United States Employment Service
whereby workers will be referred to jobs
selected by that agency on the basis of
importance to the war effort.

3. Manpower priorities which will be
set up in all labor shortage areas listed
by the War Manpower Commission as
Group I and II areas. Such priorities
will be determined by local committees
and will guide the USES in referring
workers to jobs.

4. Employment ceilings which will be
determined for establishments and will
limit the number of men who may be em-
ployed. This practice will be effective
under the program for all Group I and II
areas.

Some of these manpower control tech-
niques are now in operation in a few of
the Group I and II labor market areas.
The extension of hiring and referral con-
trols to all labor, and of priorities and
employment ceilings to all Group I and II
areas, is a recognition of the fact that the
available male workers must be employed
in those jobs most essential to the war
program.

The action of the War Manpower Com-
mission represents a drastic move to meet
a situation that, rather than becoming
easier as a result of the decline in em-
ployment, is becoming more difficult in
view of production requirements.

Retail Sales

More closely related to the civilian
economy than production and employ-
ment records are the developments in the
field of civilian consumption and retail
prices. As shown in another part of this
Survey, consumption expenditures in-
creased steadily throughout the war pe-
riod, registering an all-time record total
in 1943. Current tendencies in the
civilian sector of the economy are per-

Table 3.—Estimated Wage Earners in Manufacturing Industries
[Thousands]

Industry

1944

All industries
Durable goods

Iron and steel and their prod-
ucts

Electrical machinery
Machinery, except electrical
Automobiles
Transportation equipment, ex-

cept automobiles
Nonferrous metals and products.
Lumber and timber basic prod-

ucts
Furniture and finished lumber

products^
Stone, clay, and glass products..

Nondurable goods
Textile-mill products and other

fiber manufactures
Apparel and other finished tex-

tile products
Leather and leather products . . .
Food and kindred products
Tobacco manufactures
Paper and allied products
Printing, publishing, and allied

industries
Chemicals and allied products-.
Products of petroleum and coal _
Rubber products
Miscellaneous industries

13
8

1

1

990
321

718
717
251
714

2,304
415

482

13,
8,

1,

1,

2

935
319

721
725
248
734

299
417

467

13,
8,

1,

1,

2,

965
389

731
734
255
751

324
422

463

362
358

5,669

1,204

834
325

1,097
88

315

337
741
127
194
407

356
352

5, 616

1,185

822
315

1,102
88

311

330
738
126
195
404

359
350

5,576

1,187

825
314

1,045
89

313

336
740
126
195
406

14, 007
8, 456

1,744
751

1, 263
760

2, 337
426

463

361
351

5,551

1,190

Dccem- Janu-
ber I ary

13,878
8,403

1,736
751

1, 257
759

2,318
420

454

13, 669
8,297

1,721
748

1,250
751

2,276
417

436

Febru-
I March April

13,594 13,410
8,240

1,714
752

1,237
739

2, 257
413

434

8,124

1, 691
750

1,219
725

2,213
406

432

349
339

5,286

1,188 I 1,164 1,164 ! 1,152

313
941

84
310

336
626
127
200
389

357
351

5,475 5,

354
344

352
342

5,354

823
315
013

90
316

342
729
126
199
408

815
313
990

90
316

342
692
126
201
402

808
310
959

88
314

339
666
125
202
397

810
312
952

87
312

338
058
127
202
392

13,203
7,997
1, 668
741

1,199
711

2,177
397

425

343
336

5,206

1,130

783
309
940
81
307

334
612
128
196
386

haps best indicated by an analysis of
retail sales and price movements.

The persistently upward trend in re-
tail sales, in evidence since 1938, con-
tinued during the first 4 months of this
year. Despite the fact that two-thirds
of our industrial production and one-
quarter of our agricultural output was
for war purposes, sales of retail stores for
the first 4 months of 1944 were at peak
levels. In fact the total volume of sales
for the 4 months is estimated at $20.8
billion, a gain of 9 percent above the
same period of 1943.

Table 4.—

Period

1939
1942
1943
First 4 mouths:

1943 _
1944

Percent
change.

Sales of Retail
Retail Prices

Sales (millions
of dollars)

re
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st
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es

42, 042
57, 784
63, 269

19,125
20, 753

+8.5
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r o

31.663
10, 070 47, 714
9,109154. 160

2, 674 16, 451
2,736 18.017

+2.3 +9.5

Stores and

Retai l prices
(1939=100)
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<

100.0
126. 0
135.4

133. 1
136.9

+2.9
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100.0
128.7
136. 0

133.8
140.2

+4.8
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u 
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s 
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o °

100.0
124.9
135.1

133.0
135. 7

+2.0

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Although aggregate sales of retail
stores in recent months were substan-
tially above a year ago, an examination
of the seasonally adjusted dollar sales for
each of the past 6 months indicates that
they have tended to level off. For the
first 4 months of this year, average
monthly sales amounted to $5,638 mil-
lion, on a seasonally adjusted basis,
compared with about the same volume
in November and a slightly lower level
in December of last year. Preliminary
indications are that seasonally adjusted
sales for April of this year were 6 per-
cent below March.

If retail sales continue throughout the
rest of 1944 at the rate of the first 4
months, sales for the entire year will
be nearly $68 billion. However, in view
of the April decline, which is perhaps
indicative of a gradual leveling off in
retail sales, an estimate of about $2
billion lower appears more probable.

This conclusion is reinforced by the
recent decision that no significant por-
tion of our resources now being devoted
for war shall be diverted for civilian use
until after the outcome of the present
military action is clear. The continua-
tion of restrictions on the production of
many consumer durable goods items,
such as electrical appliances, and the
imminent exhaustion of the new auto-
mobile pool will result in a continued
low volume of sales of the durable goods
group of stores. Stocks of these stores
are continuing to decline and in many
lines are being exhausted with little or
no chance of replacement. In some lines,
such as furniture, stocks have tended to
decline partly as a result of dealers' fear
of overstocking of victory models.

Most of the gain in retail sales during
the first 4 months of this year compared
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with the same period of 1943 was due to
a substantial rise of 10 percent in sales
of nondurable goods stores. However,
durable goods stores also contributed to
the increase although their sales rise of
2 percent was much more moderate. A
striking observation that can be made
from chart 4 in this connection is that
sales of nondurable goods stores have
kept up fairly well with the rapid war-
time increases in consumers' disposable
income. Indeed, since the end of 1942,
the volume of business of these stores
has tended to run somewhat ahead of the
rise in income.

In the two years 1939 and 1940, sales
of durable goods stores increased at a
faster rate than incomes. Wartime
shortages of consumer durables since
Pearl Harbor, however, resulted in a
strikingly diverse movement between
sales of these stores and incomes of in-
dividuals. Following the wartime low
reached in the first quarter of 1943, sales
of durable goods stores have increased
steadily an average of 1.7 percent per
quarter—a rate much below the quar-
terly increase in incomes. Furthermore,
sales of these stores in the first quarter
of this year were still 40 percent below
their wartime peak reached in the second
quarter of 1941.

All of the major durable goods groups
showed increases in sales for the first
4 months of this year compared to the
same period of last year with the excep-
tion of the home furnishings group. An
increase in automobile parts and tire
sales more than compensated for the
slight decline in sales of new cars. The
sharp rise in jewelry store sales was
largely due to heavy pre-tax buying dur-
ing the early months of the year. The
decline in furniture store sales reflects
the continuing shortages of merchandise
in this field.

Although each of the major nondur-
able goods groups registered sales in-
creases for the first 4 months compared
with a year ago there was a wide varia-
tion among the different groups extend-
ing from a 2 percent increase for apparel
stores to a 24 percent increase for eating
and drinking places. It is perhaps sig-
nificant that the stores selling staple
lines—food, apparel, and general mer-
chandise—showed only moderate in-
creases, while a substantial rise in sales
occurred in eating and drinking places,
and drug stores.

In large part, this difference is due to
the greater effectiveness of rationing and

Chart 4.—Sales of Retail Stores and Disposable Income of Individuals

Table 5.—Sales of Retail Stores
ally Adjusted

[Millions of dollars]

-Season-

Year and month

1943:
October
November.
December... __

1944:
January
February
March
April (p)

All
retail
stores

5,392
5,656
5,511

5,732
5,695
5,738
5,388

Durable
goods
stores

797
818
757

809
797
796
721

Nondur-
able goods

stores

4,595
4,838
4,754

4,923
4,898
4,942
4,667
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price control for the staple items. How-
ever, the evidence on hand seems to indi-
cate that a part of individuals' disposable
income that cannot be spent for staple
commodities, because of wartime short-
ages and price control, is spilling over
into the semiluxury lines.

Part of the sales rise in the first 4
months of 1944 compared with the cor-
responding period of 1943 was due to the
increase in retail prices. The Depart-
ment's retail goods price index averaged
36.9 percent above 1939 in the first 4
months of this year and 2.9 percent above
the average for the like period of 1943.
Since only part of the sales increase of
9 percent was accounted for by higher
prices, it is apparent that retail stores
sold more goods this year than a year ago.
It is also apparent from table 1 that the
increased quantities of goods were sold
by nondurable goods stores since the rise
in retail prices at durable goods stores
was larger than the increase in dollar
sales of these stores.

On a seasonally adjusted basis retail
sales have shown a tendency to level off
in recent months. This has been true
of all of the major groups except building
materials and hardware stores. The sub-
stantial decline in April sales, shown by
the preliminary estimates in table 2, was
general for all of the major groups.
However, the more pronounced declines
occurred in jewelry, apparel, and general
merchandise stores.

In the case of jewelry the April drop was
the aftermath of the heavy pre-tax buy-
ing during the previous months, particu-
larly in March. This factor was also re-
sponsible in part for the April decline in
general merchandise store sales. In ad-
dition, exceptionally heavy pre-Easter
buying of apparel, chiefly in women's
clothing, appears to have been followed
by a seasonal drop in April greater than
normal.

Indications so far this year point to a
halt in the sales trend away from chain
stores. This trend has been in evidence
since the first quarter of 1942 when chain

1942 1943 1944
D. D. 44-343

store sales accounted for nearly 25 per-
cent of total retail sales. This propor-
tion declined steadily until it was slightly
below 22 percent in the last quarter of
1943.

However, during the first quarter of
1944 a moderate rise was recorded in the
chain store proportion. It is too early
to be sure that this represents a reversal
df the previous downward trend, although
if the supply situation improves, particu-
larly of the lower-priced standard prod-
ucts, there will be a tendency for the
chain outlets to increase their sales rela-
tive to the independents.

The most striking improvement in the
first quarter of this year was made by the
chain general merchandise stores whose
proportion of total sales increased to 40.1
percent compared to 37.1 percent in the
fourth quarter of 1943. The latter ratio
represented the low point in a steady
decline which occurred from the first

(Continued on p. 13)

Table 6.—Sales of Chain Stores Compared
to Sales of All Retail Stores

[Seasonally adjusted dollar sales in millions of dollars]

All retail stores-
Chain

Percent
chain

Pood stores
Chain

Percent
chain

General mer-
chandise
stores

Chain
Percent

chain
Apparel stores..

Chain
Percent

chain

1942,
1st

quar-
ter

1943

quar-
ter

2d
quar-

3d

14,483:15,819; 15,393 15, 761

24.6

3,759

23. i
3,655 4,349
1,296 1,325

35. 5!

I 2,277

43.9
1,328

437

32.
I

30.5

2,612
1,054

40.4
1,759

521

29.6

3,522

22.9
4,161
1,260

30.3

2,363
940

39.8
1,516

429

28.3

3,597

22.8
4,161
1,302

31.3

2,497
961

38.5
1,554

16, 559 17,165

4th

3,581

21.6
4, 528
1,309

2,554
948

37.1
1,627

464

28.5

1944,
1st

quar-
ter

3,846

22.4
4,573
1,337

29.2

1,082

40.1
1,725

521

30.2

Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce.Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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The Business Situation

INITIATION of decisive military action
from Normandy to the Marianas

dwarfed economic developments in June.
These world-wide events, amply pre-
pared for, had very limited immediate
effects upon the domestic economy.

Stock prices moved above the level
from which they plunged with the fall of
France, but there were no repercussions
on the general volume of economic ac-
tivity. Production, income, and distri-
bution measures mirrored a continuance
of the general stability which has char-
acterized the economy throughout the
first half of this year. What was dem-
onstrated during the month was the ma-
teriel superiority of the Allies—the re-
sult of the huge flow of munitions at a
rate which has undergone but slight
change since the latter part of 1943.
While it was anticipated that enlarged
land operations on the Continent would
bring some changes in the munitions pro-
grams—and they have—these changes
have not all been in the direction of in-
creased requirements.

Table 1.—Selected Business Indicators

Month

If \ih\H IP
I I l | g S i S £ i | a

!is 11^1 Is

1943: I
January.. .!
February.-!
March ';
April... j
May- -j
June !
July
August-..-
September
October
November.
December.

1944:
January
February. .
March
April. ___.-
May
June...

197. 7
202. 4
200. 0
208. 3
209. 3
212.1
213.4
215.2
215.2
217. 5
220. 8
222. 9

226. 4
231. 1
230. 2
229. 4
230. 7

78
82
90
95
95
97
101
105
108
113
118
117

114
112
117
113

226
255
249
253
247
254
249
258
261
270

224. 0
239. 5
260. 5
261. 0
258. 0
256. 0
255.5
265. 5
242. 0
249. 0

270 25^
276 I 256. 0

264
279
273
281
273

260. 0
276.0
274. 0
270. 0
278. 0

159. 5
170.2
162. 2
160.1
156. 5
164. 5
165.1
167. 7
165. 5
168.3
172. 5
171.8

177.2
176.4
179. 5
168. 4
171.9

|f§

"I"

79.7
84.8
88.2
91.3
95 2
96.7
98.5
94.4
95.6
94.8
91.4
91. 8

94. 6
94.4
96.6
95. 1
97.2
101. 5

v Preliminary.
Sources: U. S. Department, of Commerce, V. S,

Department of Agriculture, Wai* Production Board,
Standard and Poor's Corporation.

Sufficient time has not elapsed to clar-
ify fully the munitions requirements for
the remainder of the year. What has
happened has tended to confirm—rather
than qualify—analyses which indicated
that the flow of output of military equip-
ment has been adequate for the tasks
ahead, though not up to the full potential
that could have been realized had larger
munitions output been required. Pro-
duction of certain items of the program
must be pushed ahead to meet require-
ments, and vigorous action with the aid
of existing controls will be required for
this purpose, but for other munitions
items peak rates of output are past. No

Chart 1.—Industrial Production
(Seasonally adjusted, 1935-39
average for total =100)

POINTS IN INDEX
300

' WAR PORTION

1942

Sources : U. S. Department of Commerce based
upon industrial production index of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System;
second quarter 1944 partly estimated.

change occurred during the month in the
general policy of holding the present bal-
ance between military and nonmilitary
output.

It is apparent that little variation may
be anticipated during the third quarter

in either the general volume of activity,
or in the distribution of the total product
of the economy between military and
nonmilitary goods. Patterns have been
largely fixed by the allocations of the
basic materials, and these allocations
provide for very little shift.

While only slight change may be an-
ticipated in the availability of nonmili-
tary goods over the next few months,
little doubt remains that the wartime
civilian economy has passed its period
of greatest stringency. Support for this
conclusion is to be found in the volume
of food supplies and crop prospects, in
the stability in the construction industry,
in fuel supplies which though difficult
can probably be maintained at present
levels, in recent trends in production of
consumption goods, and in shifts in em-
ployment.

Evidence that the civilian share of the
nation's manufactured product has
passed its lowest point appears in the
relationship of production trends in war
and nonwar portions of industrial output-
presented in chart 1. The civilian share
in industrial production reached its low
in the second and third quarters of 1943.
It has since been stabilized—the very
slight movement being upward, partly
as a result of the increase in materials
made available to the industries produc-

Chart 2.—Employees in Nonagrieui ural Industries
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ing goods for the maintenance of the
domestic economy.

The situation at this time may, there-
fore, be described as one of temporary
balance. This balance in production is
not likely to be long maintained because
increasing efficiency in munitions pro-
duction is freeing resources that will be
available for other uses. These will
mean either (a) less complete utilization
of our resources, (fr) an expansion of the
output of nonmilitary goods and services,
or (c) adjustments through a combina-
tion of the two.

It is not surprising that in the period
of rapidly expanding output of military
equipment in 1942 and 1943, the full
e c o n o m i e s at large-scale production
could not be realized. Time was of the
essence, and production of armaments
was being pushed to unprecedented ag-
gregates in all categories of weapons.
Now that peak rates of output have been
reached, it has been possible to organize
facilities more effectively. This has per-
mitted a reduction in the number of em-
ployees required, for example, and also
has contributed to more effective use of
available materials.

The current trend is perhaps best
illustrated by labor requirements. The
only increased net demand for man-
power for the war program in 1944 has
been for the armed forces, and most of
this net increment has already been met.
The Army has been at peak strength for
some time, the Navy is approaching its
wartime objective, and the replacement
demands are not entirely met in terms
of the general labor supply. For the
reasons outlined above, the over-all man-
power requirements for the military pro-
duction program are declining. Short-
ages of labor still persist in particular
and important segments. These short-
ages are critical but the numbers re-
quired are not large in the aggregate.

The general program of the War
Manpower Commission, reviewed in the
Survey last month and placed into effect
on July 1, was designed to meet the
needs of these particular plants, as well
as the general turn-over problem. The
essential thing at this time is to channel
workers into those limited areas of the
production program where increased
manpower is required. In addition to
the general extension of hiring controls,
steps are being taken to recruit directly
the labor essential in key spots.

Employment Trends
Employment in nonagricultural estab-

lishments has declined steadily from the
wartime peak of 40.2 millions in Decem-
ber 1943 to 38.2 in May. The bulk of the
decline has occurred in manufacturing,
and mining, whereas the sharp drop in
construction employment which has
paralleled the downward movement of
the industry's activity has now come to
a halt. Employment in trade was at its
lowest levels in May, 100,000 below the
same month last year.

Other categories of nonagricultural
employment included in chart 2 have
been stable or shown upward movements
which in the aggregate are small relative
to the drop in the declining segments.

SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

Chart 3.—Shipments and Employ-
ment in War Manufacturing In-
dustries 1

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
26

MILLIONS OF PERSONS

22

18

10

SHIPMENTS
(LEFT SCALE)

I

EMPLOYMENT
(RIGHT SCALE)

1943 1944
D D •

1 Total shipments and average employment for
the quarter.

Sources : U. S. Department of Commerce ; em-
ployment based upon U. S. Department of Labor
data.

Employment in public utilities and
transportation, government, and in the
finance, service and miscellaneous groups
continued to expand, the former reach-
ing a new wartime peak of 3.75 million in
May. The finance, service and miscel-
laneous industries group has moved up-
ward slightly from the October 1943 war-
time low of 4 million.

Charts 3 and 4 illustrate the marked
divergence in the trends of shipments
and employment in recent months in
manufacturing industries. Employment
of wage-earners in manufacturing indus-
tries classified in the war group reached
a peak just over 8.2 million in November
1943, and has declined subsequently by
an average of 100,000 workers per month.
Over the same period, employment in the
nonwar industries also declined, but not
so substantially.

Thus, total manufacturing employ-
ment was off from 14 million wage earn-
ers in November 1943 to 13 million in
May, or by 1 million. Since, as is shown

Chart 4v—Shipments and Employ-
ment in Nonwar Manufacturing
Industries x

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS MILLIONS OF PERSONS
T 8

SHIPMENTS
(LEFT SCALE) *,.
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(RIGHT SCALE)
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4

1 Total shipments and average employment for
the quarter.

Sources : U. S. Department of Commerce ; em-
ployment based upon U. S. Department of Labor
data.

Table 2.—Manufacturing Wage Earners
and Average Hours Worked by "War"
and "Nonwar" Industries, 1942-44 l

Month

"War"
industries

Employ-
ment
(thou-

sands of
wage

earners)

5,439
5,903
6,467
7, 040

7,560
7,876
8, 031
8,158

8,031
7,972
7,828
7, 673
7,556

Aver-
age

hours
worked

per
week

44.7
45.5
45.4
46.1

46.5
47.1
46.4
47.5

47.1
47.1
47.1
46.9
(2)

"Nonwar"
industries

Employ-
ment
(thou-

sands of
wage

earners)

6, 017
6,085
6,097
6,126

5,943
5,859
5, 880
5,807

5,638
5,622
5.580
5, 499
5,151

Aver-
age

hours
worked

per
week

37.7
39.9
38.2
39.3

41.3
42.1
41.8
42.5

42.4
42.8
42.9
42. 3

(2)

1942:
January
April . . .
July
October

1943:
January
April -
July
October

1944:
January
February
March
April
May

1 Based on data from Bureau of Labor Statistics .
"War" industries include the metal-fabricating, rubber,
and chemical groups; all other manufacturing industries
are classified as "nonwar." Average hours worked per
week have been imputed by dividing man-hours by
employment. Workers in Government and shipyard?,
are not included.

2 Not available.

in table 2, the average number of hours
worked per week remained practically
unchanged, the cut in the labor force re-
sulted in a corresponding reduction in
man-hours of about 7 percent.

The downward trend in employment,
particularly in the war manufacturing
industries, is expected to continue in the
second half of this year. The number of
workers released from war plants will
provide an opportunity for strengthen-
ing the functioning of the economy,
since manpower has been considered the
limiting factor on production over the
past year. The necessity for program-
ming the use of released resources is
becoming of increasing importance since
the cumulative effects of current and
prospective releases will become more
manifest from now on. Tentative steps
have been taken towards this end.

Manufacturers' Shipments

Prior to D-Day on June 6, the activi-
ties of our war manufacturing industries
had been directed toward producing
armaments both for our fighting fronts
and for building up a stockpile of war
materials necessary to equip fully the
invasion armies. Deliveries of the war
industries during 1943 reflected this pro-
gram, with the value of shipments-
based on reports of a representative
sample of firms to the Department's In-
dustry Survey—attaining a record 22.7
billion dollars in the fourth quarter of the
year. This, it should be pointed out, is
not an unduplicated net value of prod-
uct total, but rather the reported ship-
ments of a cross section of industry.
The aggregate substantially portrays the
change in output.

The trend in manufacturers' ship-
ments during the first 6 months of this
year flattened out, with deliveries of the
war industries experiencing only minor
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Table 3.—Value of Shipments of War
Manufacturing Industries

[Millions of dollars]

1943:
First quarter
Second quarter __
Third quarter
Fourth quarter_.

1944*
First quarter
Second quarter _..

Metal
produc-

ing i

3,601
3,671
3,560
3,609

3,562
3,550

Metal
fabri-

cating 2

13,150
14,251
15,117
16, 374

16, 290
16, 450

Chemi-
cals and
rubber

2,527
2,629
2,637
2,748

2,698
2,700

Total

19, 278
20, 551
21, 314
22,731

22, 480
22, 700

1 Includes iron and steel (excluding tin cans and plumb-
ing and hardware supplies) and nonferrous metals
ndustries.

2 Includes machinery, transportation equipment, non-
ferrous metals products, and tin cans and plumbing and
hardware supplies industries.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

fluctuations from month to month.
The value of products shipped by these
industries in the second quarter of this
year is estimated at 22.7 billion dollars—
just about the same in the two preceding
quarters.

The stable over-all trend of output of
the war industries so far this year, how-
ever, was the result of large changes
upward and downward in particular
categories of war goods as output was
adjusted to requirements. In the gun
program, for example, emphasis has
swung away from antiaircraft and to
heavy artillery. Likewise, pressure has
mounted for heavy motorized equipment
and declined elsewhere in the vehicle
groups.

Estimated deliveries of the metal-fab-
ricating industries in the second quarter
of this year slightly exceeded the previ-
ous record high of 16.4 billion dollars
established in the fourth quarter of 1943.
Some minor cuts occurred during the
second quarter in the deliveries of the
nonferrous metals products and auto-
mobile industries, while deliveries of the
other transportation equipment indus-
try exceeded the first quarter rate by
about 4 percent as a result of record
deliveries of aircraft.

Conforming to the pattern of the war
industries, deliveries of the nonwar man-

Chart 5.—Shipments of War Man-
ufacturing Industries
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ufacturing industries were likewise rela-
tively stable in the first 6 months of this
year. The stability was fairly widespread
through all major groups of nonwar in-
dustries, except for increases in petro-
leum refining and apparel. Although
these industries are classified as non-
war, shipments on order from the Army,
Navy, and Lend-Lease constitute a siz-
able proportion of total deliveries. For
example, in recent months about 25 per-
cent of all deliveries of food industries
was for war use, about 35 percent of tex-
tile and paper and products industries,
about 40 percent of petroleum and prod-
ucts, and 50 percent of lumber and prod-
ucts industry. In most cases, deliveries
of these industries have fallen short ol
demands chiefly because present war
programming has limited resources for
these industries.

Compensation for Overtime
In line with the horizontal movement

of production, and in the absence of
change in either the wage rate structure
or the general price level, the flow of
income payments to individuals has
maintained an even trend in recent
months. Payments, however, have
averaged slightly higher than in the
fourth quarter of 1943, mainly by reason
of the rise in payments to the Armed
Forces, and in agricultural income. In
the manufacturing segment, however,
as would be judged from the trend of
employment and man hours, the upward
movement reached its crest toward the
end of 1943.

With the average workweek generally
maintained at about 45 hours in manu-
facturing, and at high levels in non-
manufacturing industries, the income
derived from overtime pay has continued
to provide a substantial part of the pay-
roll total. Extension of the workweek
recently has been limited to a few special
areas, and these have been offset in the
aggregate by downward adjustments in
other segments as the work-load pres-
sure has decreased.

In view of what has been stated earlier
about the manpower situation in the war
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Chart 6.—Wage and Salary Pay-
ments in Nonagricultural In-
dustries
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Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce;
based upon U. S. Department of Labor data.

industries, it is of interest to examine
the trend of overtime during the war
period. Apparent is the fact that, under
existing circumstances, released man-
power could be absorbed by reducing
the workweek. This would mean a re-
duction in the total product unless there
were offsetting gains in efficiency—gains
which in many segments are unlikely
under the circumstances in which these
adjustments would take place.

Since 1939 the increase in the work-
week has been substantial in virtually
all categories of economic activity. Table
3 reveals that the largest increase in
hours has occurred in the coal mining,
crude petroleum, and manufacturing in-
dustries.

The only exception to the general
trend to a longer workweek among the
nonagricultural industries was in retail
trade, where average hours worked per
week have declined slightly. The
changes in wholesale trade and in the
service industries have also been rela-
titvely small.

Table 4.—Average Hours Worked Per Week, Manufacturing and Nonmanufacturing
Industries

1942 1943

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

1944
P.O. 44 -422

Manufacturing, all industries
Durable goods
Nondurable goods

Nonmanufacturing:
Building construct ion
Mining:

Anthracite
Bituminous coal
Metalliferous min ing
Quarrying and nonmetallic min in;

Crude petroleum and natural gas
Public utilities:

Electric light and power
Street railways and busses

Trade:
Retail
Wholesale

Services:
Dyeing and cleaning.
Power laundries

1939

37.7
38.0
37.4

32.6

27.7
27.1
40.9
39.2
38.3

39.6
45.9

43.0
41.7

41.8
42.7

1940

38.1
39.3
37.0

33.1

27.2
28.1
41.4
39.3
37.8

39.7
46.1

42.9
41.2

42.9
43.0

Monthly

1941

40.6
42.1
38.9

34.7

28.1
31.1
41.7
41.8
37.9

39.8
46.5

42.5
41.0

43.6
43.3

r average

1942

42.9
45.1
40.3

36.6

33.7
32.9
43.6
43.7
39.0

40.1
48.0

41.6
41.3

43.4
43.3

1943

44.9
46.6
42.5

38.4

37.5
36.6
44.3
46.0
42.6

41.6
49.5

40.6
42.2

44.2
44.0

First 4
months

1944

45.2
46.7
43.0

38.3

41.3
44. 1
44.2
44.6
450

42.5
49.8

41.1
42.6

43.8
43.8

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.
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Table 5.—Estimated Overtime Pay of Wage and Salaried Workers, by Major Civilian
Nonagricultural Industry Groups, 1943

[Millions of dollars]

Manufacturing:
Wages and salaries

Salaries
Wages

Durable goods industries
Iron and steel
Machinery
Transportation equip-

ment
Allother

Nondurable goods industries._
Food and tobacco
Textile, clothing and

leather goods
Paper products, printing

and publishing
C hemicals
Allother

Mining
Construction.
Trade
Finance, service and miscellaneous
Transportation and public utilities
Government

Federal civilian
State and local

Wage and
salary pay-
ments ex-
cluding all
overtime *

Grand total..

32, 752
7,414

25, 338
16, 637
3,422
3,811

6,805
2,599
8,701
1,666

3,270

1,148
1, 293
1,324
1,673
2,703
11,183
12, 347
7,103
9, 728
5,323
4,405

77, 489

I Overtime
Total over-1 pay, pre-
time pay 2 miums

only2

7,848
1,186
6,662
5,157
993

1,419

2,151
594

1, 505
311

312

183
345
354
352
768
593

(4)
878

1,574
1,389
185

Total wage
and salary
payments3

12, 012

2,433 i
213 |

2,220
1,720
331
473

717
199
509
102

104

61
115
118
89
243
235

278
363
317

3,641

40, 600
8,600

32,000
21, 794
4,415
5,230

8,956
3,193

10, 206
1,977

3,582

1,331
1,638
1,678
2,025
3,471

11, 776
12, 347
7,981
11,301
6,712
4, 589

89, 501

Percent of total

All over-
time pay

19.3
13.8
20.8
23.7
22.5
27.1

24.0
18.6
14.7
15.7

8.7

13.7
21.1
21.1
17.4
22.1
5.0

11.0
13.9
20.7
4.0

13.4

Overtime
premiums

6.0
2.5
6.9
7.9
7.5
9.0

8.0
6.2
5.0
5.2

2.9

4.6
7.0
7.0
4.4
7.0
2.0

3.5
3.2
4.7
1.0

4.1

» Based on ratio of actual average hours worked per week and an average of 38 hours per week which corresponds to a
scheduled 40 hour week.

2 Manufacturing industry overtime premiums based on factors developed by major manufacturing industries by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and published in the November 1942 Monthly Labor Review of the Department of Labor.

3 Department of Commerce.
4 Insignificant.

As a result of this increase in the hours
worked per week, compensation of em-
ployees for overtime work reached a peak
in 1943 of 12 billion dollars, This repre-
sented more than 13 percent of the total
1943 civilian nonagricultural wage and
salary payments. Of the total, 3.6 bil-
lion dollars represented premiums over
straight-time rates for overtime hours.

Variations in the volume and propor-
tion of these overtime payments for
major industry groups are evident in
chart 6. The proportion of overtime pay
to total pay rolls was considerably larger
in the commodity-producing industries
than in the service and distributive
trades. Almost three-quarters of all
overtime compensation was paid out by
the mining, manufacturing, and con-
struction industries. Of the remaining
3 billion dollars of overtime pay, one-
half was paid out by Government, most
of which was straight time paid to work-
ers on the Federal pay roll to compensate
for the lengthened workweek.

More than half of the total overtime
payments went to wage earners in the
manufacturing industries, although their
wages amounted to only slightly more
than one-third of all nonagricultural
wages and salaries in 1943. Examina-
tion of the major groups of manufac-
tures reveals some striking disparities.
In 1943, the durable goods industries paid
out 5.2 billion dollars in wages for over-
time work, about one-quarter of their
total wages, while the nondurable goods
industries paid out 1.5 billion for over-
time work, or less than 15 percent of
their total wage payments.

The proportion of overtime payments
varied with the industry's participation
in war production. Thus, overtime wages

in the machinery group was more than 27
percent of that industry's total wages as
against less than 9 percent in the tex-
tile and apparel group.

The fact that so substantial a pro-
portion of workers' incomes during the
war period resulted from overtime pay
has important implications for the tran-
sition period which will follow the end
of hostilities. It is apparent from the
accompanying tables and charts that
the reduction in income will occur with
the return to the normal workweek will
eliminate the source from which a
large volume of purchasing power is de-
rived currently. This factor will be sup-
plemented by another, operating in the
same direction, namely, the transfer of
workers out of relatively high wage oc-
cupations in the heavy industries to
lower paid jobs in consumers' goods and
services fields.

Corporate Profits

The continuation of the high level of
business operations was reflected in the
preliminary reports of corporate profits
for the first quarter of this year. Earn-
ings after income and excess profits taxes
were slightly above the first quarter level
of a year ago but below the second and
third quarters. On the basis of the lim-
ited data now available, it would ap-
pear, however, that the fourth quarter
of 1943 decline in earnings was due to
year-end adjustments in corporate ac-
counts rather than to a basic change in
the earnings position. The same trend
is indicated by available data for profits
before taxes. It should be noted that all
profits estimates are adjusted for esti-

mated renegotiation refunds, completed
and anticipated.

The changes in the first quarter of
1944 within the various major industry
groups in earnings both before and after
taxes have been so minor as to be well
within the range of the usual erratic
character of quarterly profits movements
without fundamental economic meaning.
Within the manufacturing group the only
significant changes appear to be the
downward trend in profits in the iron
and steel industry and the somewhat
offsetting rise in oil refining earnings in
the first quarter of this year.

With more complete information now
available, revisions of profit and dividend
estimates for the past few years are
presented in tables 6 and 7. The data
for 1943, however, are still based on a
relatively small sample. It will be noted
that preliminary Treasury Department
figures are considerably higher for 1942
than the estimate given on page 8 of the
May 1944 Survey, based upon the sam-
ple of large corporations for which data
are available from published reports. As
it is not possible to determine whether
the bias persisted into 1943, no correc-
tion of the profits trend shown by the
sample was made. It is probable that
some deviation of the sample from the
universe may later be shown when the
tax reports become available, but the
large underestimation should not per-
sist for the following reason. Recon-
version in 1942 influenced profits of the
large companies to a greater extent than
it did the smaller concerns, and with the
probability of more consistent perform-
ance in 1943 it is likely that the per-
formance of the sample companies was
again more representative.

The figures indicate that profits after
taxes were 8,963 million dollars in 1943,
or 5 percent more than the 8,535 mil-
Table 6.—Net Dividend Payments, by

Industrial Divisions, Annually, 1941-43
[Millions of dollars]

Industrial division

Total

Mining
Manufacturing

Food, beverages, and tobacco..
Textiles and leather
Paper and printing
Chemicals
Oil refining
Metal and its products ___

Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (except electri-

cal)
Electrical machinery

Transportation equipment
Automobiles
Miscellaneous manufacturing...

Trade -
Retail
Wholesale

Finance
Transportation

Railroads _
Other

Communications
Power and gas
Miscellaneous

1941

4,476

266
2,334
394
154
155
264
104
690
,248
66

133
243
84
214
275
527
318
209
265
272
83
189
188
471
153

1942

4,026

251
1,976
355
144
125
215
91
618
225
64

122
207
• 72
137
219
488
293
195
247
317
94
223
186
437
124

1943

4,032

244
2,009
358
144
137
216
100
623
218
61

121
223
80
135
216
480
238
182
247
298
106
192
185
418
151

NOTE.—Annual estimates for 1940 and earlier years,
together with notes on sources and methods, are available
in the SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS, June 1943, pp.
23-28.
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6 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS July 1944

lion dollars in 1942, notwithstanding a
considerable rise in taxes. Profits be-
fore taxes rose 14 percent from 19,987
million dollars to 22,817 million dollars.

Corporate profits after taxes increased
from 1942 to 1943 in all the major in-
dustrial groups, except trade and mis-
cellaneous. Mining and manufacturing
increased 5 percent, communication, 8
percent, and power and gas, 4 percent.
Transportation rose slightly while trade
experienced a similar movement in the
other direction. The only substantial
decline was the 5 percent drop in the
miscellaneous group. No major indus-
trial groups experienced a decline in
profits before taxes.

Wholesale trade was responsible for
the decline in profits after taxes in the
trade group from 1942 to 1943; and con-
struction in the miscellaneous group.
Although the total for transportation
showed a slight increase, railroad earn-
ings declined almost 7 percent, reflecting
in large part the exhaustion of tax
credits for losses sustained in earlier
years.

Of the manufacturing subgroups, sub-
stantial increases in profits after taxes
in 1943 as compared with 1942 were re-
ported for paper and printing, oil refin-
ing, transportation equipment, and
automobile companies. Smaller in-
creases were reported by the food, bev-

erages, tobacco, chemicals* nonferrous
metals and electrical machinery com-
panies. Small declines were recorded
for textiles and leather, and iron and
steel, and a more substantial decline
for machinery except electrical.

Net dividend payments in 1943 were
approximately the same as in 1942. Cor-
porations continued to follow conserva-
tive policies in building up reserves for
post-war contingencies- Among the ma-
jor groups and subgroups there was in
1943, with some exceptions, a tendency
for dividends to increase at a slightly
lower rate or to decrease at a slightly
higher rate than profits after taxes.

Table 7.—Estimated Corporate Profits After and Before Taxes, by Industrial Divisions, Quarterly, 1940-44 l

(Millions of dollars]

Mining
Manufacturing

Food, beverages, and tobacco
Textiles and leather.
Paper and printing
Chemicals
Oil refining
Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
Machinery (except electrical)
E lectrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Automobiles
Miscellaneous manufacturing .

Trade
Retail
Wholesale

Finance 2 .. .
Finance, including dividends received -\..
Transportation

Railroads
Other .

Communications .
Power and gas .
Miscellaneous

Total.

M ining
Manufacturing

Food, beverages and tobacco
Textiles and leather..
Paper and printing
Chemicals . .
Oil refining „
Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
M achinery (except electrical)
E lectrical machinery . .
Transportation equipment
A utomobiles
Miscellaneous manufacturing

Trade
Retail
Wholesale

Finance a

Finance including dividends received J
Transportation _ _.

Railroads
Other

C ommunications
Power and gas
M iscellaneous

8,963 j2, 213

28
673
104
40
45
85
23
53
20
87
41
17
99
59
113
63
50

-43

9
-17
26
43
122
18

13
751
110
31
60
95
25
62
22
108
42
14
101
81
167
74
93

-62

18
— 16
34
43
112
7

18
838
119
43
62
100
25
112
31
110
44
48
41
103
172
112
60

-68

47
0
47
49
115

A

33
1,148
138
66
50
135
27
145
58
134
86
09
140
100
282
168
114
-61

50
10
40
60
133
15

02
3,410
471
180
217
415
100
372
131
439
213
148
381
343
734
417
317

-234
1,124
124
-23
147
195
482
44

38
911
111
70
45
99
33

47
1,192
143
105
63
115
57

128 160
38
103
46
38
98
102
153
73
80

-85

72
29
43
45
140
31

42
137
67
54
112
137
243
119
124
-66

104
45
.59
48
115
42

49 i 47
1,378 1,510
165
129
78
123
72
192
43
182
71
84

168
135
93
142
62
229
47
184
98
110

70 98
169 i 144
339
189
150
-61

424
263
161
-48

123 107
68 68
55 39
44 i 45
HI ' 118
51 64

181 52
4,991 1,237
587
439
279
479
224
709
170
606
282
286
378
552

1,159
644
515

-260
1,150
406
210
196
182
484
188

143
107
81
111
48
159
44
164
66
91
88
135
291
164
127
-48

118
68
50
37
126
62

54
1,320
159
123
58
111
34
184
41
179
77
112
79
163
251
144
107
-43

223
146
77
40
110
76

57
1,386
186
120
45
114
56
169
44
191
77
122
89
173
332
204
128
-35

307
206
101
40
115
95

59
1,375
171
109
48
119
55
168
41
184
85
131
105
159
396
220
176
-28

273
204
69
48
118
91

222
5, 318
659
459
232
455
193
680
170
718
305
456
361
630

1, 270
732
538

-154
1,109
921
624
297
165
469
324

59
1,424
169
120
59
134
49
194
47
163
85
137
98
169
285
152
133
-33

207
132
75
45
135
78

60
1, 459
164
120
74
127
62
180
44
178
87
142
108
173
307
152
155
-27

252
159
93
45
121
76

59
1, 412
172
102
82
119
68
156
43
159
89
144
113
165
297
195
102
-22

284
172
112
44
117
85

55
1, 370
177
99
80
110
66
137
51
163
86
141
113
141
368
244
124
-18

188
120
68
45
116
70

233
5, 665
682
441
301
490
245
667
185
663
347
564
432
648

1, 257
743
514

-100
1,177
931
583
348
179
489
309

60
1,434
167
117
75
151
84
156
48
157
80
130
103
166
298
155
143
-18

190
119
71
43
136
70

Profits before taxes

1,473

45
970
142
60
64

122
34 i
82
31

125
59
28

136
87

159
89
70

7

23 33
,078 j 1,225

151 ! 163
63

35
- 4
39
59
162
36

46
85
136
37
96
33
154
61
23
138
118
236
105
131
0

- 2
50

149
26

89
144
37
175
48
157
64
78
56
151
242
158
84

-30

83
15
68
66
153
22

63
1,671
188
97
71
195
39
226
89
192
123
113
192
146
398
236
162
-20

93
30
63
82
178
40

164
4,944
644
266
309
597
147
579
201
628
307
242
522
502

1, 035
588
447
-43

1,315
259
39
220
265
642

,816
181
124
84
195
53
271
81
222
106
94
212
193
268
124
144

126
48
78
74
219
66

82
2, 365
233
183
117
226
92
340
89
294
155
133
243
260
425
203
222
15

90
2,729
268
224
145
243
116
407
91
392
163
209
151
320
593
323
270
20

186
75
111
79
181
85

84
3, 027
273
235
172
280
100
486
99
397
226
274
212
273
738
449
289
32

217
113
104
72
174
104

185
114
71
73
185
124

325
9,937
955
766
518
944
361

1,504
360

1, 305
650
710
818

1,046
2,024
1,099
925
62

1,472
714
350
364
298
759
379

4,446

102
2,977
291
273
183
263
87
434
105
444
177
245
187
288
637
357
280
40

243
135
108
79
239
129

4,800

105
3,195
327
310
130
262
62
502
98
485
207
300
169
343
549
314
235
46

452
288
164
85
208
160

5,330

111
3, 321
378
301
102
270
100
463
105
518
207
329
190
358
727
445
282
54

622
407
215
86
218
191

5,411

114
3,301
350
276
109
281
98
458
96
499
228
353
222
331
867
479
388
60

554
403
151
104
224
187

19, 987

432
12, 794
1,346
1,160
524

1,076
347

1,857
404

1,946
819

1,227
768

1,320
2,780
1,595
1,185
200

1,463
1,871
1,233
638
354
889
667

5,617

115
3,662
380
310
144
316
93
480
125
540
245
402
257
370
660
332
328
67

559
381
178
104
272
172

5,856

118
3,752
366
308
182
300
117
444
115
589
251
414
284
382
718
334
384
73

678
458
220
104
243
170

529
354
175
103
290
16®

* Annual estimates for 1940 and earlier years, together with notes on sources and methods, are available in the Survey of Current Business, June 1943, pp. 23-28.
2 Since the subtraction of dividends received from profits presents a misleading picture of profits in finance, an alternative set of figures, which include dividends received, are

'sented in italics. These are, of course, not included in the total for all industries. Also, these alternative figures are not available by quarters.
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The Business Situation
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS dur-

ing August resulted in no impor-
tant change in the volume of activity.
The shattering of the German war ma-
chine in Prance and on the Eastern
front, the surrender of Rumania and
Finland, and the withdrawal of Bulgaria,
all foreshadowed the ending of the war
in Europe. This culmination of 3 years
of effort testified to the adequacy of the
economic preparation for the final drive
just as it did to the effectiveness of mili-
tary strategy and tactics. The tremen-
dous materiel superiority evident at the
battlefronts has been put in quantitative
terms by the Combined Production and
Resources Board which reported that, as
of today, the combined munitions pro-
duction of the United States and the
British Empire alone is nearly four times
that of the Axis powers.

The military success achieved during
the past month has not yet altered the
planning for war production, nor has it
had any marked influence upon the cur-
rent rate of output of military goods.
Such changes as occurred during August
were based upon prior decisions which,
while projecting adjustments in individ-
ual lines of production, held that the
volume of output should be sustained
pending a final decision in Europe. The
machinery for shifting production from
war needs when conditions warrant un-
derwent some further development with-
out, however, any direct steps which
would result in other than minor adjust-
ments in the allocation of resources as
between war and other uses. Pressure
still continued to channel employees into
those limited areas of munitions pro-
duction where it was desired to expand
output, and progress was made on these
critical programs.

The economic situation at the present
time is mirrored in the national income
and national product figures for the first
half of the year. Throughout the first 6
months, and in the initial 2 months of
the third quarter, the general trend has
been markedly even. The slight tend-
ency to change has been in an upward
direction, marking this year definitely
as the high point of the war economy.
Activity will continue to be sustained so
long as war production is held at its
present pace, but the fact that the Allied
Armies are already at the frontiers of
Germany in both the East and West sug-
gests that the start of the major transi-
tion period is not likely to be much longer
deferred.

Both Houses of Congress have passed
bills dealing with the problems of de-
mobilization. Since these are not iden-
tical in form, they are now in conference.
Both contain provisions, however, as-
signing policy responsibility to a new
Office of War Mobilization and Recon-
version and it may be expected that final
passage will result in the establishment
of administrative machinery for carry-
ing the task forward. The problems

with which such an Office will deal are
already of increasing importance, since
the shifts in output which are occurring
are releasing resources and posing the
question of the use of the manpower and
facilities no longer necessary for war
production.

National Income and Product

During 1944 national income and na-
tional product have continued to expand,
but at sharply reduced rates. The re-
lations among the major components of
the product and income flow also tended
to stabilize. Both these tendencies had
been discernible toward the end of 1943,
but in the current year they dominate
the economic picture. Apparent is the
fact that the dynamic growth and shifts
incident to economic mobilization had
been replaced by a static pattern whose
broad outlines would be maintained for
the duration of full-scale war.

Difficulty was and is still being expe-
rienced in expanding output to desired
levels in some limited sectors, but the
stabilization of production reflects in es-
sence that, even within the framework
of the limited mobilization of manpower
and other resources, the goods and serv-
ices turned out by the Nation had
reached on an over-all basis the volume
necessary for the successful conduct of
the war.

Gross National Product.
In the first half of 1944, gross na-

tional product—the total value of cur-
rently produced goods and services flow-
ing to government, to business for gross
capital formation, and to consumers—
reached an annual rate of about 196
billion dollars. Larger government and

consumer purchases absorbed the in-
crease of production over the preceding
half year, with private capital formation
experiencing a further small decline.

The slackened rate of growth is ap-
parent from chart 1. The retardation
in 1944 is marked—an increase of less
than 3 percent over the second half of
1943 compared with the 4-percent rise
from the first to the second half of 1943,
and an average half-yearly increase of
more than 13 percent in the earlier pe-
riod covered by the first five bars of the
chart.

Government Expenditures.
War expenditures, whose spectacular

growth has lifted total production to its
present unprecedented height, have re-
cently increased at a much slackened
pace. Their annual rate of 86 billion
dollars in the first half of 1944 repre-
sented a 3-percent increase over the
preceding half year, as compared with a
5-percent half-yearly increase in 1943
and, as can be seen from the chart, much
larger increases in 1941 and 1942.

Transition of the war program from
the mobilization phase to full-scale mili-
tary operations was reflected in the
changing composition of war expendi-
tures. This pattern of change, which
already could be observed in 1943, be-
came more pronounced in the current
year. Pay and transportation of the
armed forces contributed the largest part
of the recorded increase in total war ex-
penditures over the second half of 1943.
Munitions outlays increased moderately,
and in recent months reflected shifts in
composition rather than a continuous
growth in the total. War construction
continued to decline sharply. This situ-
ation differed radically from the two

Chart 1.—Gross National Product, Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates
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earlier phases of the war program in
which first, construction and munitions,
and later, munitions were responsible for
the major part of the growth of war
expenditures.

Nonwar government expenditures
(Federal, State, and local) were at an
annual rate of less than 13 billion dollars
in the first half of 1944, somewhat above
the low point of the war period. Federal
nonwar expenditures rose gradually but
only because interest payments on the
national debt are included in this
category.

The tendency toward stability is also
reflected in the unchanging ratio of war
outlays to the total product. The war
absorbed 44 percent of the gross national
product in the first half of 1944, only
one point above the ratio reached, after
a succession of swift increases, in the
first half of 1943, as shown in the table.

Chart 3.—Components of National Income, Seasonally Adjusted Annual
Rates
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1 Includes corporate profits, net income of nonfarm proprietors, and private interest and net rents.
Source : U. S. Department of Commerce.

Private Gross Capital Formation.
Private gross capital formation pro-

ceeded in the first half of 1944, at the
very restricted volume prevailing in 1943,
at an annual rate of less than 2 billion
dollars. From chart 2 it is evident that
this was approximately one-tenth of the
all-time high of about 20 billion dollars
reached in the second half of 1941.
These figures highlight the extent to

which the war program has been financed
by public expenditures for capital equip-
ment, but it also reflects the cuts in
private construction, and the fact that
business inventories are now being re-
duced whereas in 19.41 they were rising
rapidly.

While the aggregate of private gross
capital formation continued relatively
small, the several components moved
divergently. The sharp reduction in
Government construction allowed a
slight shift to private construction, both
residential and nonresidential, though
shortages of labor and materials still
preclude significant resumption of pri-
vate activity. Similarly, private pur-
chases of producers' durable equipment
extended the slow upward movement be-
gun in the second half of 1943. In this

Chart 2*—Production for Private Use, Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates
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field also, reduced Government require-
ments made it possible to fill on a limited
scale the most urgent demands of private
industry, such as farm machinery and
railroad equipment.

A further reduction in inventories and
in the foreign balance, amounting to 4
billion dollars at annual rates, partly
offset the 6 billion annual volume of
private construction and equipment.
This was a factor in maintaining expen-
ditures in other sectors of the economy.
The increasing deficit in the foreign bal-
ance reflected somewhat larger imports
and growing military expenditures
abroad. Inventory reductions occurred
in the manufacturing field, while whole-
sale and retail inventories showed little
change on a seasonally adjusted basis.
Consumer Expenditures.

Consumer expenditures for goods and
services increased to more than 95 bil-
lion dollars in the first half of 1944.
Chart 2 portrays the uninterrupted ad-
vance which has characterized them
throughout the war period. The in-
crease over 1941 is due largely to prices,
but even when allowance is made for the
price rise which can be statistically
measured, consumer expenditures ap-
pear to have increased somewhat over
the 1941 levels.

The difficulty of correcting for price
changes under current conditions has
often been emphasized. It is not pos-
sible to take account of all quality
changes, or of the fact that all price
quotations may not be representative,
or of the loss of satisfaction that results
from a greatly restricted freedom of
choice. But in spite of these limitations
it would appear that the over-all position
of civilian consumers has been favorable
during the war. Restrictions have af-
fected mainly the durable goods, and
while these commodities are either not
available at all from new production, or
are available in only restricted volume,Digitized for FRASER 
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stocks of these commodities in the hands
of consumers provide a continuing
source of current income not included
in the income measures but nevertheless
important in weighing the change in
living standards during the war.

The increase of consumer expenditures
over the second half of 1943 occurred
in nondurable goods, mainly food, drink,
tobacco, and clothing, and in services.
Durable goods showed a further small
decline. These statements take into ac-
count seasonal movements where they
are significant.

Expenditures in eating and drinking
places continued the wartime uptrend.
Sales of liquor also increased, reflecting
mainly heavier Federal excise taxes im-
posed by the Revenue Act of 1943. Ex-
penditures for food intended for off-
premise consumption were substantially
unchanged in spite of the easing supply
situation which led to relaxation of food
rationing in 1944. In the apparel group,
the increase was largest in women's
clothing. Lack of standardization makes
it particularly difficult to correct for
price changes in this sector, but it is
common observation that quality de-
terioration and upgrading of merchan-
dise have been powerful factors in per-
mitting expansion of consumer expendi-
tures in these lines.

In spite of this further rise in consumer
expenditures it would seem that, with
the general tapering off of incomes, the
wartime upsurge in consumer demand
has come to an end. It is true that the
4-percent rise over the second half of
1943 was larger than the one which pre-
ceded it, and that it did not fall far short
of the average semiannual increase re-
corded in the earlier periods covered by
the chart. The expansion of consumer
expenditures in this earlier period was
dampened, however, by the sharp cut in
durable goods and gasoline, factors
which operated from the supply side.

A better measure of the slackening
tide of wartime demand is obtained if
these expenditures are excluded. The
recent growth of consumer expenditures
is then seen to amount to only one-half
of the average semiannual expansion
registered between the first halves of
1941 and 1943.

Limited resumption of production of
durable goods for civilian use, authorized
by the War Production Board on Au-
gust 14, will result in some increases in
consumer purchases of some commodi-
ties, but the aggregate of such increases
will not be large enough to affect signif-
icantly the movement of the totals in the
period lying immediately ahead.

National Income.
The forces which affected the gross na-

tional product found reflection also in the
flow of incomes. National income—the
sum of distributive shares accruing to
individuals for participation in produc-
tive activity—rose to 158 billion dollars
in the first half of 1944, on an annual
basis. Chart 3 reveals that three
branches of the income stream—em-
ployee compensation in manufacturing,
net incomes of farm proprietors, and
government—have been responsible for
almost three-quarters of the total in-
crease in national income since the first

SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

half of 1941. Their disproportionate in-
crease is indicated by the fact that they
accounted for only 41 percent of national
income in the earlier period, but for 55
percent in the current year. The other
components of national income, includ-
ing private pay rolls other than in manu-
facturing, incomes of nonagricultural
proprietors, corporate profits, and pri-
vate interest and rents, were much more
stable over the period covered by the
chart.

Pronounced shifts have occurred re-
cently in the relative importance of the
items that have contributed most to the
increase of national income over the
war period. Between the second half of
1943 and the first half of 1944 military
pay rolls, included in income originating
in the Government, were the largest
single factor in the increa.se. Net in-
comes of farm proprietors also contrib-
uted, thus resuming, though at much
slackened rates, an expansion which had
been interrupted in the second half of
1943. Manufacturing pay roils, on the
other hand, were virtually stable. This
pattern differed sharply from the experi-
ence of 1941 and 1942 when manufactur-
ing pay rolls were the most important
single element in the rise of national
income though the percentage increase
of farm and government incomes was
more pronounced throughout.

Income payments to individuals, which
differ from national income by excluding
undistributed profits of corporations and
contributions to social insurance funds
and by including transfer payments,
reached an annual level of almost 155 bil-
lion dollars in the first half of 1944, an
increase of about 6 percent over the pre-
ceding half year. This was about equal
to the percentage increase which oc-
curred from the first to the second half
of 1943, but only one-half of the average
semiannual increase in the earlier period
covered by chart 4.

For several reasons income payments
have not tapered off so much as the na-

tional income or the gross national prod-
uct. Most important reason is the
growth of military transfer payments—
the government's share of allowances to
soldiers' dependents and mustering-out
pay—which in the first half of 1944 had
risen on an annual basis to 2.5 billion
dollars. These constitute components of
income payments but not of national
income or of gross national product.
Another factor which served to main-
tain income payments in the first quar-
ter were wage rate increases retroactive
to 1943 that were paid to railroad
workers under agreements reached in
January.

Individual Savings.
The growth of incomes in 1944 has been

accompanied by a further rise of personal
taxes to an annual level of over 23 bil-
lion dollars, due to increased payments
of Federal individual income tax. (Chart
4.) Since the enactment of the Current
Tax Payments Act of 1943 these taxes
respond directly to a rise in earnings.
First quarter returns were further aug-
mented by the discharge of past tax lia-
bilities that had not been fully covered
by withholdings and other current
payments.

In spite of the rise in taxes and con-
sumer expenditures, a somewhat larger
margin was left for individual savings,
including the savings of unincorporated
enterprise. They reached nearly 36 bil-
lion dollars at annual rates, registering
a moderate increase over the 33 billion
dollars established in each of the 3 pre-
ceding half-yearly periods. The propor-
tion of disposable incomes saved is no
longer rising. This contrasts with de-
velopments up to the beginning of 1943
when individual savings were growing
rapidly and rising disposable incomes
were associated with rapidly increasing
savings ratios. The stability in savings
is not surprising in view of the slacken-
ing of the increase in incomes, and the
heavy increase in income taxation. It

Chart 4.—Disposition of Income Payments, Seasonally Adjusted Annual
Rates
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is true, however, that projection of the
rapidly growing savings ratios of 1941
and 1942 to the present levels of dis-
posable incomes indicated a higher pro-
portion of incomes saved than actually
materialized. It would seem that the
heavy increase in taxation which was the
combined effect of the Revenue Act of
1942 and of the Current Tax Payments
Act of 1943 had a disproportionate ef-
fect on savings. Also it should be re-
membered that the rapid increase in the

savings ratios in earlier periods was to
an important extent the result of non-
recurrent factors, such as the sharp cut
of durable goods purchases, windfall
gains resulting from the rapid expansion
of incomes, and opportunity to repay ac-
cumulated debt.
Outlook for 1944.

The outlook for the national income
and national product for 1944 as a whole
is dependent upon the course of the war.

Currently the flow of production and of
incomes is proceeding at approximately
the levels established in the first half of
1944. A high degree of stability has also
been reached among the broader com-
ponents of the product and income flow,
even though the shifts that have been
noted continue to operate. If the war
should continue on both fronts through-
out 1944, the economic picture for the
year is expected to be essentially the
same as the one displayed by the sta-

Table 1.—National Income and National Product, 1941-44
[Billions of dollars]

Item 1941

First
half

Second
half Total

Unadjusted

1942

First
half

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT OR
EXPENDITURE

Total

Government expenditures for goods
and services

Federal Government
War
N on war,.

State and local government
Output available for private use

Private gross capital formation
Construction

Residential
Other

Producers' durable equipment..
Net change in business inven-

tories
Net exports of goods and serv-

ices
Net exports and monetary use

of gold and silver
Consumers'goods and services —

Durable goods
Nondurable goods
Services

NATIONAL INCOME BY DISTRIBUTIVE
SHARES

Total

Total compensation of employees
Salaries and wages
Supplements

Net income of proprietors
Agricultural
Nonagricultural

Interest and net rents
Net corporate profit

Dividends
Savings

DISPOSITION OF NATIONAL INCOME

Total national income 3

Add: Transfer payments
Less: Corporate savings

Contributions to social insurance
funds

Equals: Income payments to individ-
uals 3

Less: Personal taxes and nontax pay-
ments

Federal...
State and local

Equals: Disposable income of individ-
uals

Less: Consumer expenditures
Equals: Net savings of individuals

RELATION OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
TO NATIONAL INCOME

National income
Business tax and nontax liabilities
Depreciation and depletion charges---
Other business reserves
Capital outlay charged to current ex-

pense
Inventory revaluation adjustment
Adjustment for discrepancies
Gross national product or expenditure _.

11.3

4.4
2.8
4.1

44.0
8.8
2.4
1.2
1. 1
4.7

1.3

35. 2
4.5

18.1
12.5

44.3

30. 1
28.1

1.9
6.7
2.2
4.5
3.9
3.6
1.9
1.7

44.3
1.3
1.7

1.2

42.6

2.3
1.3
1.1

40.3
35.2

5. 1

44.3
8.4
3.4
.4

64. 3

.6
- 1 . 2

— .6
55.3

14.7
10.9
8.4
2.5
3.8

49. 6
10.2
3.0
1.6
1.4

4.3

2.2

.6

.1
39.4
4.6

21.9
12.9

52.6

34.4
32.7
1.8
9.1
4.0
5.1
4.1
4.9
2.6
2.3

52.6
1.2
2.3

1.4

50.1

1.6

48.5
39.4
9.0

52.6
10.1
3.6
.4

.7
- 2 . 0
- 1 . 1
64.3

119.6

26.0
18.1
12.8
5.3
7.8

93.6
19.0
5.4
2.9
2.5
8.9

3.5

1.0

.2
74.6
9.1

40. 1
25.4

96.9

64. 5
60.8
3.7

15.8
6.3
9.6
8.0
8.5
4.5
4.0

96.9
2.5
4.0

4.0
2.0
1.9

88.7
74.6
14.2

96.9
18.5
7.0

1.3
- 3 . 2
- 1 . 7
119.6

69.3

24.5
20.7
18.0
2.7
3.8

44.8
6.2
1.8
.9
.8

3.3

1.1

. 1
38.6
2.9

22 1
13! 6

55.3

38.3
36.5

1.7
8.9
3.6
5.3
4.3
3.8
1.8
2.0

55.3
1.3
2.0

1.5

53.1

4.1
3.0
1.1

49.0
38.6
10.4

55.3
11.1
3.

.4

.6

c

69! 3

Second
half

Total First
half

82. 8 152. 1

Second
half

38.1
34.7
32.4
2.3
3.5

44.7
1.3
1.2
.5

- 1 . 6

- . 2

()
43.4
3.5

25.9
14.0

66.2

45.5
43.9

1.6
11.7
6.1
5.5
4.5
4.5
2.2
2.4

66.2
1.3
2.4

1.7

63.5

2.6
1.7

61.0
43.4
17.6

66.2
12.4
4.0
.4

.5

62.6
55.4
50.3
5.0
7.3

89.4
7.5
2.9
1.5
1.5
5. 1

— .5

2

.1
82.0
6.4

48.0
27.6

121.6

83.8
80.5
3.3

20.6
9.7

10.9
8.8
8.4
4.0
4.4

121.6
2.7
4.4

3.2

116.6

6.6
4.7
1.9

110.0
82.0
28.0

121.6
23.6
7.7
.8

1.1
- 2 . 1
- . 6

82.' 8 152.1

45.6
42.0
39.6
2.3
3.6

44. 1
.8
.8
.3
.4

1.4

- . 6

- . 8

()
43.3
2.9

25.9
14.5

70.8

50.8
49.3

1.6
10.8
5.1
5.7
4.9
4.3
1.8
2.5

70.8
1.5
2.5

67.9

7.8
6.7
1.1

60.1
43.3
16.7

70.8
13.5
4.1
.4

Total

1944

First
half

96.8 I 186.5

47.7
44.2
41.7

2.6
3.5

49.0
1.4
.9
.5
.4

1.7

- 1 . 2

()
47.6
3.6

29.3
14.7

77.1

54.4
52.8
1.6

13.1
7.2
5.9
5.0
4.6
2.2
2.4

77.1
1.7
2.4

74.4

10.5
9.6
1.0

63.9
47.6
16.3

77.1
14.2
4.1
.4

.4
- . 1

89.7
.6

96.8

93.3
86.2
81.3
4.9
7.2

93.1
2.2
1.7

3.1

- . 5

- 2 . 0

i

9l!o
6.5

55.2
29.2

147.9

105. 2
102.0

3.2
23.9
12.3
11.6
9.8
8.9
4.0
4.9

147.9
3.2
4.9

3.8

142.3

18.3
16.3
2.0

124.0
91.0
33.0

147.9
27.7
8.2

.8

* 1.2
"186.5

97.1

49.7
45.9
43.1
2.8
3.8

47.3
1.0
.8
.4
.5

2.0

o

()
46.3
2.8

28.3
15.2

77.5

56.3
54.6
1.7

J1.6
5.5
6.1
5.3
4.3
1.8
2.5

77.5
2.5
2.5

2.0

75.7

11.8
10.7
1.1

63.9
46.3
17.6

77.5
14.2
4.2

.4

.4
- . 3

.6
97.1

1941

Seasonally adjusted annual rates

1942 1943

First
half

Second
half

112.6

22.1
14.3
8.8
5.5
7.8

90.5
18.1
5.2

9.3

2.7

)
72.4
9.4

38.0
25.0

89.9

60.0
56.2
3.8

14.4
5.5
8.9
7.8
7.7

86.8

4.0
2.0
1.9

82.8
72.4
10.5

29.8
22.0
16.8
5.2
7.8

96.7
19.9
5.5

8.6

4.3

1.2

.3
76.8
8.8

42.2
25.8

103.8

68.9
65.4
3.6

17.2
7.1

10.2
8.2
9.4

98.6

4.0
2.0
1.9

94.6
76.8
17.8

First
half

140.3

48.6
41.2
35.9
5.3
7.3

91.7
11.8
3.8

. 6.5

1.5

.2
79.9
6.5

46.3
27.1

114.0

109.5

6.6
4.7
1.9

102.9
79.9
23.0

i

Second
half

163.8

76.7
69.5
64.7
4.8
7.2

87.1
3.1
2.1

3.7

- 2 . 5

- . 4

()
84.1
6.3

49.6
28.1

129.2

89.9
86.7
3.2

21.5
10.5
11.0
9.0
8.8

123.8

6.6
4.7
1.9

117.1
84.1
33.1

First
half

182.4

90.9
83.7
79.3
4.4
7.2

91.6
1.7
1.7

2.8

- 1 . 2

- 1 . 5

()
89.8
6.3

54.5
29.0

144.1

101. 8
98.7
3.1

23.8
12.3
11.4
9.6
8.9

Second
half

1944

First
half

190.5 196.4

95.8
88.7
83.3
5.4
7.2

94.7
2.6
1.6

138.4

15.4
13.5
2.0

122.9
89.8
33.1

3.4

.2

- 2 . 4

- . 1
92.0
6.7

55.9
29.5

151.7

108.6
105.4

3.3
24.0
12.3
11.7
10.1
9.0

21.1
19.1
2.0

125.0
92.0
32.9

98.9
91.6
86.1
5.5
7.2

97.5
2.0
1.8

4.1

- . 9

- 3 . 1

95.5
6.3

59.0
30.3

158.0

154.6

23.4
21.4
2.0

131.2
95.5
35.6

NOTE.—This table is a continuation of tables published in the April 1944 issue of the
SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS. Quarterly data for the first half of 1944 may be obtained
upon request from the National Income Unit of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce.

1 Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.

2 Less than $50,000,000.
3 Wage payments retroactive to 1943 amounting to 0.2 billion dollars were made to rail-

road workers under agreements reached in January 1944. These are included in national
income for 1943, but in income payments for 1944.
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tistics for the first half of the year.
Early termination of the European phase
of the war would lead to a reduction of
war production and incomes in 1944
which would not be fully compensated by
a revival of private expenditures. Even
though the annual aggregates may not
be greatly affected, the flow of produc-
tion at the turn of the year would be
significantly lower if economic demobili-
zation proceeds swiftly. The shift from
war production was discussed in the ar-
ticle in last month's issue which set forth
the magnitude of the adjustments, and
the possible repercussions on both the
supply and demand side.

Civilian Supplies

The increase during the, war period in
the flow of goods and services to con-
sumers, as measured by the rise in con-
sumer expenditures illustrates the point
that the Nation's civilian population has
experienced no significant lowering of
its standard of living as a result of the
demands of the war program.

By far the larger part of the goods and
services customarily consumed by civil-
ians has been available during the war
in expanded volume. In many cases
the shortages arose from the inability to
increase supplies at a rate adequate to
fill the increased demand stemming from
rising incomes. On the other hand, re-
strictions on imports and the Nation's
limited resources relative to the demands
of war have resulted in absolute declines
of supplies in some instances, and in the
case of some durable goods the total
elimination of new production.

Consumer Durable Goodg.
War needs required that Government

restrictions be placed on the production
of most metal products for civilian use
after Pearl Harbor. Although produc-
tion of many items was entirely elimi-
nated supplies were maintained at high
levels for numerous types of civilian

metal goods, such as products used
mainly for war-supporting industries (as
farm equipment and transportation),
civilian type products required by the
military forces, and replacement parts
necessary to the maintenance of durable
goods in the hands of civilians.

The impact of the restrictions on pro-
duction of these goods for civilian use
can be seen in table 2 showing pre-war
and current production for 20 consumer
durable goods representing about one-
half of the total value of output of con-
sumer durable goods in 1939. The pre-
war years selected for comparison repre-
sents in general the last full period of
production before any curtailment or-
ders were issued by the War Production
Board or its predecessors, and reflects in
most instances the highest rate of ac-
tivity in these industries for the period
immediately preceding the war.

Production for civilian use was main-
tained in 19435 and so far in 1944, in
volume comparable with the pre-war
peak only for automotive replacement
parts and accessories, automotive re-
placement storage batteries, baby car-
riages, and enameled ware. For most of
these items, as well as for cutlery, alarm
clocks, portable typewriters and bicycles,
production in the first quarter of 1944
was higher than the average for 1943.
However, the production for civilian use
of the largest segment of civilian durable
goods was eliminated completely in 1943
and 1944.

In the case of many of the durable
goods which have not been manufactured
during the war, preliminary steps have
been taken by the War Production Board
to permit resumption of production when
no interference with military output will
be created. As indicated in last month's
analysis, the effects of these, orders will
be very limited in scope over the near
future. The real shortage in consumer
durable goods has been concentrated in
passenger cars, tires, radios, and in elee-

Table 2.—Production of Selected Civilian Durable Goods

Unit

Alarm clocks
Automobiles
Parts and accessories for automobiles 2

Automotive replacement storage batteries.
Baby carriages
Bicycles
Cooking appliances, nonelectric
Cutlery
Drycell batteries
Electric ranges
Enameled ware
Flat irons, electric
Heating stoves, nonelectric
Mechanical refrigerators, household
Mechanical pencils
Radio receiving tubes
Sewing machines
Typewriters, portable
Vacuum cleaners
Washing machines

Thousand.
Thousand
Mil. doL.
Thousand. _
ThousancL_
Thousand..
Thousand...
Thous. dol.
Million-.
Thousand _.
Thous. dol.
Thousand..
Thousand-_
Thousand.
Thousand-.
Million..
Thousands
Thousand .
Thousand
Thousand.

Estimated pro-
duction

Period

1936-41
1941
1941
1941
1941 3
1941
1941 3
1941 3

1940
19413
1941 3
1940
1941 3
1941 3
1941
1941
1940
1941
1941 3
1941

Quarterly
average

2, 550
936
150

4, 401
350
464

1,146
5,130

222
139

4, 750
1,138
1,070

926
15,166

33.9
143
140
475
567

Estimated produc-
tion for

civilian use i

Quarterly
average

1943

412
0

125
4, 265

305
22

(4)
2,319

145
0

4,727
0

(4)
0

3, 386
7.2

0
4.0

0
0

Total 1st
quarter

1944

609
0

161
4, 499

290
48

479
4,497

140
0

4,985
0

423
0

2,521
4.3

0
14.0

0
0

. Department of Commerce, based on internal revenue collections of

trical appliances for household use.
These are also the commodities which
will be least affected by the War Pro-
duction Board's action, since this order
does not permit resumption of produc-
tion of electric refrigerators, electric
washing machines, and automobiles.
Even when resources will be made avail-
able for the resumption of civilian pro-
duction, the. flow of such products to
civilian markets will be uneven.
Consumer Nondurables.

The supply situation in rationed non-
food items is such that no early increase
in civilian supplies of these items can be
expected unless military demands de-
cline. However, there are exceptions to
this generalization, as in the case of tires
whose rapidly expanding production will
mean considerably enlarged supplies for
civilian transportation.

The current situation is illustrated by
reference to leather footwear, gasoline
and fuel oil, and tires. These industries
have largely continued to produce their
peacetime products, supplying the civil-
ian market while also filling heavy war
needs. Table 3 shows the production
trend in comparison with the pre-war
averages.

Table 3.-—Production of Selected
Rationed Consumer Goods

Leather Gaso-
footwearj line

(mill, j (mill.
pairs) j bbls.)

Distil- Pas-
late fuel sonjrer

oil ! car tires
(mill. | (thcu-
bbls.) | sands)

1935-39 average._
1941
1942
1943
1944—1st half

405,2
498.4 I
483.9 |
465.4 I
234.4 I

547.
701.
608.
610.
356.

2
3
9
5
1

137.
189.
196.
211.
118.

o

2
7
5:
5

44, 555
49, 866
(0
0)
7, 686

3 For fiscal year ended June 30.
4 Data not available.
Source: War Production Board.

1 Data not available.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, IT. S. De-

partment of Interior and War Production Board.

In leather footwear, limited production
facilities coupled with the shortage of
leather for civilian shoes resulted in a
gradual decline in production from the
record output of 1941. Production for
1944 is nevertheless expected to equal
that of 1943 and to exceed the 1935-39
average. However, increased incomes,
particularly in the lower brackets, have
increased the demand for shoes beyond
the available supply. After allowing for
military requirements, which constitute
about 10 percent of total output, there
will be available a larger supply of shoes
than the average in the years 1935-39,
though insufficient to meet potential de-
mand.

In the case of gasoline and fuel oil,
the anticipated increase in production in
1944 will be devoted to military uses.
Despite rationing and the reduced de-
mands for fuel oil, as a result of the
conversion of oil burning equipment to
the use of coal, the immediate prospect
is for continued stringency. In other
words, in spite of the larger output, ad-
ditional supplies of both gasoline and
fuel oil probably will not be available to
civilians so long as the war continues in
Europe.

As a result of the success of the syn-
thetic rubber program, civilians will inDigitized for FRASER 
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Table 4.—-Indexes of Production and Apparent Per Capita Civilian Consumption of
Selected Rationed Foods l

[1935-39=100]

1941
1942
1943
1944 3

Meats
(dressed
weight)

Canned
fruits

Canned
juices

Canned
vegetables

Butter,
farm and

factory
Cheese Sugar 2

Production

120.5
134.3
149.3
154.6

140.0
130.8
93.6

137.4

Per

285.2 142.6
269.8
432.4
485.8

166.5
151.7
165.2

104.5
98.2
93.1
85.6

142. 9
165.8
148.7
150.5

capita civilian consumption—unweighted basis

119.8
83.5

100.2
104.7

1941..
1942..
1*943-.
1944.

112.6
109.8
108.8
113.9

129. 5
95. 3
73.8

>65.1

207. 3
168.3
151.2
187.8

124.1
132.8 j
101.3 1
97.4 |

i

95.2
93.4
71.3
71.9

109.1
114.5
92.7
89.1

107.4
89.3
83.2
84.0

1 Indexes computed b y Depa r tmen t of Commerce from original da ta of Depa r tmen t of Agriculture. Excludes pro-
duct ion and consumption of vegetables produced in city victory gardens. Calendar year basis except canned fruits,
juices, and vegetables which are on a pack year basis. D a t a for 1943 and 1944 are prel iminary.

2 Represents total U. S. deliveries.
3 Indicated product ion based on Ju ly crop report .

1944 receive a larger number of passen-
ger car tires than in the preceding 2
years. However, the supply will be far
below the pre-war years.

Foods.
Indexes based on the 1935-39 average

of production and apparent per capita
civilian consumption of a selected list of
rationed foods for 1941 to 1944 are given
in table 4. It will be noted that, with
the exception of butter, output in 1944
will be higher than last year and sub-
stantially above the base period produc-
tion. This increase in output will be
largely absorbed in meeting increasing
military needs, lend-lease and relief re-
quirements.

War food requirements depend not
only on the total number of men in serv-
ice but also on the proportion of men
overseas and the number of fighting
fronts to be supplied and the military
needs for the civilian population of oc-
cupied territory. As military operations
are extended, the drain on the total food
supply, particularly rationed foods, be-
comes greater.

The wartime picture of the per capita
civilian consumption of rationed foods
is clearly indicated by chart 5. On a per
capita basis civilians will be able to pur-
chase substantially more meat and
canned juices (latter is not on chart but
1944 percentage increase over the base
will be over 80 percent) and slightly
more butter and sugar this year as com-
pared with last. This gain is partially
offset by a decline in the available quan-
tity of canned vegetables, canned fruits,
and cheese, the latter two items account-
ing for only a small proportion of con-
sumer expenditures for food. The fa-
vorable civilian food situation is indi-
cated by the fact that for the year 1944
the per capita consumption of all foods
is expected to at least equal 1943 and may
exceed the 1935-39 average by about 7
percent.

The Price Situation
No significant change has occurred so

far in the level or direction of movement
of the major price indices—cost of liv-
ing, wholesale, food, and manufactured

products. The trend continues to be
relatively stable, with a slight rising ten-
dency. Chart 6 compares the relative
advances in the major components of
the cost of living index over the war pe-
riod. At the right it will be noted that
the sharpest increase among the com-
ponents in 1944 has been the house
furnishings, which increased 8 percent.
The prices of these house furnishings
have been among the most difficult to
control over the war period.

The clothing and miscellaneous
groups, the latter including consumer
service items, have been held to advances
slightly less than 3 percent in the last 7
months, while the prices of the remain-
ing groups which include such impor-
tant cost of living items as food, fuel, and
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rent moved upward by less than 1 per-
cent since the end of 1943.

Wholesale price indices have likewise
exhibited slight advances, with the di-
vergent movements of the groups re-
flecting the shifting supply situation and
Government operations to control in-
flationary tendencies. Prices of grains
which were steady in the early part of
the year declined slightly in July and
August in the face of bumper harvests.
Prices of meats have continued at levels
8 percent below their highs of a year
ago, continuing to reflect the market-
ing of large numbers of the meat ani-
mal population. These marketings in-
creased the supply of hides and skins
which was reflected in a 5 percent price
decrease from year-end levels.

Among the commodities which have
advanced in wholesale markets more
than average are fruits and vegetables,
predominantly a seasonal influence;
lumber, where supply has not been able

Table 5.—-Price Increases in the Two
Wars

I Percent increase

World I World
I War I i; War IP

Cost of living
Food
Clothing
House furnishings

Wholesale prices, all commodities
Farm products
Other than farm products
Other than farm products and

foods
By economic classes:

Manufactured products
Raw materials
Semimanufactured goods

1 Average for year 1918 over average for year 1914.
2 July 1944 over August 1939 except for cost of living

groups for which September 1939 price indexes are used.

Source: U. S. Department of Labor.

to match the heavy demands; and drugs
and Pharmaceuticals, in which the price
rise has been almost entirely a result of
tax increases.

A general review of the price situa-
tion suggests that price, rationing, and
allocations controls are now thoroughly
seasoned, and that changes in the price
indices from now on can be confined
within fairly narrow limits so long as
existing controls are maintained.

It is true that there have been very
substantial price increases over the war
years. It is likewise true that indices
cannot, in a war period, take account
of all of the factors which tend to in-
fluence living costs. However, the com-
mittee appointed by Chairman Davis
of the War Labor Board to examine the
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost-of-liv-
ing index reported that this index even
under war conditions provided a rea-
sonably good measure of what it covers,
i. e., an index of price changes in a list
of customary supplies kept as nearly
constant as possible. The committee
recognized that certain factors prob-
ably resulted in an understatement of
the rise in the index in the war period
to the extent of 3 to 5 points.

After account is taken of the possible
influence of such factors, it still remainsDigitized for FRASER 
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Chart 6.—Percentage Increase in the Cost of Living
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that controls have been successful in
restraining the inflationary tendencies
inherent in an economy geared to mod-
ern war. This conclusion is supported
by the data in table 5 showing the per-
cent of change in the prices of major
commodity groups and the cost of living
in this war and in the last one.

Only in the case of farm products have
price advances in the present war ap-
proximated the magnitude of the changes
in World War I. In the majority of the
groups, the rates of advance in the last
5 years have been less than half as large
as in the 4-year period of the first World
War. Among wholesale prices, grouped
by economic classes, manufactures and
semimanufactures show the best rela-
tive record with the more recent price
rises amounting to less than one-third
and one-fourth respectively, of the rate
of increase in the first World War.

Two developments have significantly
assisted in restraining the pressure on
prices in the civilian economy. The first
was the extent to which the flow of con-
sumption goods was sustained in spite
of the magnitude of the demands of the
war program upon the Nation's produc-
tive facilities. The other development
centers in the large increase in savings
and taxes discussed below.

In weighing the comparative price per-
formance of the two wars, it should be
recalled that much of the inflation re-
sulting from World War I came after
the Armistice. This points the lesson of
the need for continuing controls so long
as the fundamental economic factors re-
quire them. Many "price—and other—
controls will not be needed once the Euro-
pean phase of the war is concluded but
others will be equally necessary under
those conditions as they have been in
the current phase.

Savings of Individuals
The significance of the savings accum-

ulated during the war period relates not
only to price control but to the purchas-
ing power available to individuals. The
restraints practiced by the public during

the war have aided Government price
control measures very effectively. At the
same time, the assets resulting there-
from have provided a potential basis of
activating demand at a later date when
the supply of durable goods can be ex-
panded.

Prom the end of 1939 to June 1944,
savings of individuals have aggregated
100 billion dollars. One-half of this huge
total was accumulated in the last 18
months. With net savings at an annual
rate of 35 billion in the first half of 1944,
the total wartime savings will undoubt-
edly exceed 115 billion dollars by the end
of the present year.

These savings are not only large in
absolute terms but, as is to be expected,
also represent an unusually high pro-
portion of income payments. The por-
tion of income payments that went to
savings increased from less than 10 per-

cent in 1940 to almost 25 percent since
1942.

These savings will play an important
role in the transition period from war to
peace. A full understanding of this role
requires answers to such questions as:
How liquid are these savings? How
much will flow to the consumers' market
in the immediate postwar period? How
rapidly will consumers make these funds
available?

It is possible, with the aid of the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission's es-
timates of the disposition of gross sav-
ings of individuals, to answer the first
of these questions concerning the degree
of liquidity of individual savings. The
Securities and Exchange Commission's
distribiition of gross savings can be ap-
plied only roughly to Commerce Depart-
ment totals because of differences in
definition and measurement.

As of the middle of this year, by far the
largest proportion of the wartime sav-
ings consisted of currency, deposits, and
United States War Savings bonds. To-
gether these aggregated almost 72 bil-
lion dollars, of which approximately 43
billion dollars was in bank deposits and
currency holdings.

The major components of cash sav-
ings in themselves have different degrees
of liquidity arising out of institutional
factors and because of the differing mo-
tives which guide savers in choosing their
type of savings. The 43 billion dollars of
cash savings represented in chart 8 in-
cludes holdings amounting to slightly
less than 2 billion in savings and loan
associations. Of the remaining 41 bil-
lions, about one-quarter took the form
of increases in savings and time deposits,
one-third increases in currency holdings,
and slightly more than two-fifths, in ad-
ditions to demand deposits of individuals.
In other words, approximately two-
thirds of the wartime cash accumula-
tions constitute the most liquid form of
assets.

Insofar as the availability of these
savings to the post-war markets is con-

Chart 7.—Price Trends
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cerned, it should be borne in mind that
the amount of currency and demand de-
posit balances held is partly determined
by the need for cash balances to bridge
the gap between current income and ex-
penditures and is related to the level of
those incomes and outlays. To the de-
gree that post-war income receipts re-
quire larger cash balances than were
needed in the pre-war years, this cash
will not be available for withdrawal in
the years after the war.

While much of the increase in cur-
rency has probably found its way into
the pockets of the lower-income recipi-
ents, preliminary studies indicate that a
substantial part of the total cash savings
went to the higher-income group which
will be less disposed to use these savings
for post-war consumer expenditures.

In addition to the net purchase of al-
most 29 billion dollars' worth of war
bonds, individuals also used their sav-
ings to purchase about 7 billion dollars
of other Federal Government securities.
The net decrease of a little more than
1 billion dollars in the holdings of all
other securities partly oflset these addi-
tions. Thus the net addition to securi-
ties held by individuals amounted to ap-
proximately 35 billion dollars.

The net purchase of United States
Government securities over the war pe-
riod is compared in table 6 with income
payments and direct personal tax pay-
ments. It will be noted that in both the
amount and proportion of income turned
over to the Government there has been
a substantial increase. Whereas in
1940-41 less than 5 percent of income
payments went to the Government, in
1943 and 1944 individuals transferred
one-fifth and one-quarter of their in-
come receipts, respectively, either in the
form of taxes or bonds. In this increas-
ing proportion of income transferred to
the Federal Government, rising taxes
have been of much greater influence
than security purchases.

Notwithstanding higher taxes and war
bond purchases, individuals retained a
volume of income greater than in any
previous peacetime year. In the year
ending June 1944, income left in the
hands of individuals after taxes and
Government bond purchases was almost
equal to total income payments before
such deductions in 1942, and was 25 per-
cent more than in 1941.

Table 6.—Income Payments, Federal
Taxes Paid, and Purchases of Securities
h\ Individuals
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In addition to their cash and security
savings, individuals invested about 22
billion dollars in such forms as insurance,
housing, and debt liquidation. Savings
in the form of insurance climbed at a
steady rate over the war years and for
the period as a whole constituted a cumu-
lative claim equal to 12 billion dollars.

While public insurance was increasing
so rapidly, private life insurance main-
tained a steady upward trend. Addi-
tions to individual equities in insurance
reserves, which totaled 1.7 billion dol-
lars in 1940. amounted to slightly more
than 3 billion in the year ending June
30, 1944.

The wartime restrictions on home
building resulted in a drastic reduction
in home purchases of individuals, falling
from 3 in 1941 to 1 billion dollars in the
last 12 months, but the use of individual
savings for purchases of homes was re-
duced much less. Whereas in the early
war years increasing indebtedness ac-
companied the purchases of houses, indi-
viduals made net repayments of out-
standing mortgages on homes beginning
in the middle of 1942.

The major remaining item of sav-
ings consists of the liquidation of con-
sumer debt. This indebtedness rose in
the first years of the war by about 1.7
billion dollars, primarily because of the
continued rise of installment sales of
durable consumers goods not yet under
drastic wartime limitations. As these
goods disappeared from the markets and
tighter controls were imposed on credit
sales, consumer debt was liquidated to
the extent of almost 3 billion dollars in
1942 and 1 billion in 1943. Indications
are that this liquidation process had
come to a halt by the middle of 1944.

These savings in the form of insurance,
housing, and debt liquidations, aggregat-
ing 22 billion dollars, are not readily
available for the purchase of other goods
and services. From the standpoint of
consumer purchasing power, some de-
ductions must be made from the remain-
ing 78 billion dollars of liquid asset ac-
cumulations to take account of the sav-
ings of owners of unincorporated busi-

ness which may have been earmarked
for business rather than personal spend-
ing.

Prom the Securities and Exchange
Commission study of changes in distri-
bution of demand deposits of individuals,
it appears that the increase in these bus-
iness demand deposits over this period
approximated 10 billion dollars. Little
information is currently available on the
purchases of securities by unincorpo-
rated business over the war period; it
appears likely, however, that they were
also in the neighborhood of 10 billion
dollars.

Thus, out of the 100 billion dollars
saved by individuals up to the middle of
this year, there is about 60 billion dollars
of cash and security savings in the hands
of individuals—-liquid savings which
could serve as demand for consumer
goods in the post-war markets. Some
conception of the magnitude of this sum
may be grasped from the fact that it
represents about 8 months' consumption
at current rates of consumer spending.
Put in a different way, this amount is
equal to 450 dollars per capita.

These liquid savings are not, however,
evenly distributed throughout the com-
munity, and hence per capita figures are
of limited value for economic analysis.
As previously indicated, there is reason
to believe that a relatively large share of
cash savings are in the hands of the nu-
merically smaller higher-income groups,
who may, on the whole be more inclined
to retain their savings in the investment
markets.

For this reason accumulated savings
cannot be counted upon as a major de-
terminant of the level of economic activ-
ity in the transition period. However,
they should tend to increase the propor-
tion of current income that consumers
will spend, as well as to supplement the
expenditures of those who have severe
losses of income. To that extent accu-
mulated savings will be an offset to de-
flationary forces. They can also be ex-
pected to make some contribution to in-
vestment expenditures—especially by
smaller enterprises.
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The Business Situation
LOOKING BACK at the third quarter

it is apparent that earlier decisions
as to the allocation of resources for this
period determined the continued even
trend of output of both military and
nonmilitary goods.

Though the progress of the invasion
of Europe was accompanied by adjust-
ments of some production schedules, the
basic decision to maintain output of
military goods at peak rates dominated
tha whole of economic activity. Muni-
tions output in the aggregate matched
that of the preceding quarter and indi-
vidual programs subject to special ex-
pediting actions were pushed ahead at
substantial rates of gain.

Trimming down of materiel procure-
ment plans rather than expansion of
schedules was typical of the third quar-
ter, but these had little influence on the
volume of output since they affect the
future more than the present. For ex-
ample, the recently announced reduc-
tion by the Army of depot stocks and
procurement of supplies for the strategic
reserves (initial equipment for an ad-
ditional million men) will have con-
siderable effect upon future procurement
orders.

Favorable military developments, and
the freeing of resources with increasing
efficiency achieved under conditions of
stable production of military essentials,
made planning for reconversion and the
undertaking of initial steps toward this
goal a major requirement for the econo-
my in the third quarter.

The immediate problem was whether
to permit resources released from the
military sector of the economy to flow
to unprogrammed uses, or to program
an expansion of the output of the most
desired types of nonmilitary goods and
services, while maintaining full assur-
ances that military needs would be met.

Requiring early policy determination
and planning were the many questions
involved in shifting the huge war pro-
duction machine to civilian purposes
later on when large reductions in mili-
tary programs follow decisive military
results. Chief among these were con-
tract termination, disposal of surplus
plant and stocks, plant inventory liqui-
dation, clearance of converted plants of
productive equipment used for war pro-
duction, and the installation of machin-
ery and filling of pipe lines with the raw
materials and components of civilian
production.

As a step in the direction of meeting
the reconversion problems, the War Pro-
duction Board issued its four-point re-
conversion program which was discussed
in the August issue. The portion of this
program of immediate significance, with
respect to changes in the allocation of
resources, was the "spot-authorization"
Drder under which Regional War Pro-

609320—44 1

duction Board Directors were given the
authority to approve the resumption of
civilian manufactures where manpower
conditions permitted. However, in all
classified labor market areas such ap-
proval could not be given without the
consent of the area manpower priorities
committee or production urgency com-
mittee and a written certification of the
availability of labor by a representative
of the War Manpower Commission.

A number of authorizations have been
made since the order went into effect on
August 15, but even after authorizations
were granted, procurement of materials
and components remained obstacles to
the resumption of civilian output. While
aluminum was available and allotments
of copper were made for this purpose,
steel could be obtained only from surplus
inventory.

The WPB is including in its steel allot-
ments for the fourth quarter 125,000 tons
of steel for this purpose—-or about 5 per-
cent of the steel used for durable goods
for ultimate consumer use in 1940. How-
ever, the authorizations granted by the
end of the third quarter will require only
a minor part of this allotment.

Further expansion of civilian output
under "spot-authorization" will depend
upon the decisions made by the area-
production urgency committees unless
there is a change in the August 4 man-
power directive of the Office of War Mo-
bilization, The likelihood is that though
"spot-authorizations" will have some ef-
fect on certain types of civilian supplies,
they will be limited in number and will
alter but slightly the present distribu-
tion between war and nonwar produc-
tion.

Looking ahead to the problems of get-
ting the industrial plant in shape for re-
sumption of large-scale civilian output,
authority was granted at the end of July
to manufacturers of producers' equip-
ment to accept and fill unrated orders.
Prior to this, manufacturers were not
permitted to accept orders for produc-
tive equipment unless a priority rating
had been given by the armed services,
the Maritime Commission, or the War
Production Board.

During the first two months following
the lifting of this restriction, unrated
orders for 45 million dollars of machine
tools were placed. While this volume of
machine tool orders is large in absolute
terms, it represents less than two weeks
activity at the monthly peak production
attained by the industry in December
1942.

However, at the present rate of output,
which is only slightly more than one-
quarter of that peak, this volume of
orders is equivalent to more than five
weeks' production. In view of the exist-
ing backlog of rated orders and the cur-
rent production volume at machine tool

builders' plants there is little hope that
any significant number of these orders
will be filled this year.

Since promised deliveries indicated
long delays, the automotive manufac-
turers, who placed most of these orders,
requested the WPB to grant priorities
to expedite deliveries to facilitate prep-
aration for a start on passenger car pro-
duction after Germany's defeat. This
request, however, was denied.

Three bills designed to aid in expedit-
ing and facilitating the economic transi-
tion from peak war production have be-
come law—one on contract termination,
one dealing with the disposal of surplus
property, and a third setting up a new
Office of War Mobilization and Recon-
version. While this legislation covers
various aspects of reconversion, the
President in signing the latter two bills
drew attention to the need for additional
measures.

The importance of the reconversion
steps was indicated in the article in the
August Survey on the transition prob-
lems. Since this article was published,
War Mobilization Director Byrnes an-
nounced that the requirements of the
procurement agencies for materiel and
supplies will be reduced with the defeat
of Germany by 40 percent. This is a
larger cut than the minimum taken as
the basis of the above article, and there
are indications that the cut may be
made more rapidly than the six months
period assumed for analytical purposes
in the article. Therefore, it may be ex-
pected that the repercussions upon the
economy will be more extensive than the
estimates which assumed the one-third
cut.

The administrative methods adopted
to meet this situation when it arises are
designed to release or modify after V-E
day existing production and distribution
controls over and above those necessary
to assure the continuing military needs
and programming of items which will re-
main in short supply. The restrictions
will be lifted on the assumption that ade-
quate supplies and facilities will become
available at the end of the European war
to permit civilian production of durable
goods at least equal to that of 1939. This
decision is also based on the expectation
that reconversion adjustments can be
made by business and industry with the
i*esources that will be freed without cen-
tralized decisions of the type essential
during the war.

The Third Quarter
The September quarter is noteworthy

not for the changes in economic activity
that occurred but rather for the evenness
of the trend during a period when wide-
spread adjustments were made in the
military programs, and constant consid-
eration was being given to the impending
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changes presaged by the progress of the
Armies in the field. During this period
the major indices of economic trends
mirrored neither further advance nor de-
clines; rather, the basic patterns traced
were the same as in the first half of the
year.

Though the next major movement in
economic activity will be downward, the
timing is uncertain since it is, and will
continue to be, tied in with the march of
military events in Europe. Only when
the pressure which has served to sustain
production of military goods is eased
will the basic economic indicators move
away from the even plane traversed
throughout this year.

The cutbacks in military production
schedules, which are being announced
with increasing frequency, affect prima-
rily the production program for 1945, and
while output is being restrained in some
segments, in the aggregate the cutbacks
through September continued to be off-
set by the rise in the programs still being
pushed ahead.

Employment trends in the third quar-
ter continue these established earlier in
the year. Manufacturing employment
continued its decline although at a rate
lower than that which had prevailed
earlier in the year. In nonagricultural
nonmanufacturing establishments em-
ployment is at the levels of a year ago.

Employment in transportation and
public utilities in the third quarter
reached the highest levels of the war
period as a result of slow but uninter-
rupted month-to-month increases dur-
ing 1944. Employment in finance, serv-
ices, and miscellaneous industries like-
wise increased persistently and is now
back to 1942 levels. In contrast the min-
ing and construction industries employ-
Chart 1.—Employees in Nonagri-
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ment was further reduced in the third
quarter.

Special interest attaches to the trends
in munitions employment. Although
munitions production was maintained at
the peak level in the third quarter, em-
ployment in this field continued to de-
cline in the last 3 months, a trend which
has now been in effect for almost a year.

Munitions employment in the third quar-
ter was about one million, or 9 percent,
below the high 10.4 million workers in
November 1943. Since there have been
only fractional changes in hours of work
per week, there is indicated a decline in
the neighborhood of 9 percent in man-
hours utilized per unit of production over
this 9-month interval.

Chart 2.—Munitions Industries:
Employment and Production 1
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Manufacturers' Shipments.
The total value of goods delivered by

manufacturers in the third quarter of
1944 continued virtually at the rate of
the preceding quarter. In the period
July through September, it is estimated
on the basis of preliminary reports that
manufacturers delivered 39.2 billion dol-
lars worth of goods, virtually equalling
the record deliveries of the second quar-
ter of the year and 7 percent more than
in the corresponding quarter of 1943.

In the last 3 months of 1943, 61 per-
cent of all manufacturers shipments
were for war use. Chart 3 shows that for
the first 9 months of 1944 there have
been only minor changes in the por-
tions shipped by industries classified as
war compared with those grouped as
nonwar.

During the third quarter, deliveries of
nonwar goods were made at an annual
rate of about 62 billion dollars, the same
rate which prevailed in the second quar-
ter, while the war portion declined
slightly from nearly 99 billion dollars to
less than 97 billion dollars. These sums
are gross figures, including inter-com-
pany transfers and thus do not repre-
sent deliveries of finished goods. The
chart indicates that although the low
point in nonwar shipments has been
passed, no increase in the volume of
civilian deliveries occurred in the third
quarter notwithstanding the tentative
steps taken by the WPB to facilitate the
shift to nonwar production.

The over-all data on manufacturers
shipments do not reveal the more strik-
ing changes which occurred during the
third quarter in certain individual in-

dustries. Throughout most of the war
period shipments have advanced more
rapidly among the durable goods indus-
tries than in the nondurables group.

However, in the first half of 1944
this difference in rates of expansion dis-
appeared. Shipments were off most
sharply in the nonferrous metals in-
dustries, a decline explained in part by
easing requirements for aluminum prod-
ucts. The transportation equipment
group, which includes such major war
industries as aircraft and shipbuilding,
showed a decline from the second quarter
but shipments were 9 percent above third
quarter 1943.

Perhaps the most significant change
in the nondurable group during the third
quarter was the 5-percent decline in the
shipments of the textile-mill products
industry. Whereas a lower volume, of
shipments in the durable industries may
be reasonably attributed to a gradual
lessening of the pressure of war de-
mands, the decline in textiles comes at a
time when military and export demands,
particularly for cotton cloth, are in-
creasing.

The sharpness of the decline reflects
in part such seasonal factors as vaca-
tions, closedowns, and hot weather ab-
senteeism. The decline in shipments to
a point substantially below third quarter
1943 indicates a definite downward trend
in textile activity. This movement is
attributable to the decline in employ-
ment. In the cotton textile trade, for
example, employment has been declining
for nearly 2 years and the increase in
average hours worked has proved to
be an inadequate compensating factor.

Manufacturers' Inventories.
The behavior of manufacturers inven-

tories clearly reflect the anticipated de-
clines in military production. As long

Chart 3.—Manufacturers'
Shipments
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as production schedules were rapidl3
increasing manufacturers inventorie;
were necessarily expanded more rapidl:
than sales. The dollar value of manu
facturers inventories rose from 11.:
billion dollars at trie close of 1940 to :
peak of 17.9 billion at the end of Novem
ber 1943. The stabilization of the wa
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of 1944 has permitted manufacturing
firms not only to stop the accumulation
but also to begin a gradual liquidation of
inventories.

Estimated average inventories for the
third quarter of 1944 were 17.2 billion
dollars, 3 percent below the record fourth
quarter of 1943. As chart 4 indicates,
raw material inventories have been re-
duced nearly 8 percent since that time.
Inventories of finished goods, on the
other hand, have increased somewhat.

Munitions Production
Third quarter production of muni-

tions, virtually unchanged from that of
the preceding quarter, marked the end
of the first full year of a high level sta-
bilized rate of supply of the essentials
of modern war. During this year out-
put of war materiel, in terms of the
standard prices used by the War Pro-
duction Board for measuring the vol-
ume of output, exceeded 65 billion dol-
lars, as compared with 50 billion dollars
in the 12 preceding months. In terms
of current prices actually paid for these
munitions, the value of output has been
somewhat less.

Chart 5 presents the trend of muni-
tions output since Pearl Harbor for all
categories, and for seven major groups.
From the top left chart, it may be seen
how rapid was the rise during the first 2
years of war, and how steady has been
the output during the past year.

All of the major segments of the pro-
gram reveal the same general upward
trend through 1943, except the combat
and motor vehicle group. In this in-
stance the early attainment of the peak
rate of tank production, and the sub-
sequent downward adjustment of re-
quirements and schedules resulted in
some irregularity of output for this group
during 1943.

In the current year the charts reflect
the shifting of output among the indi-
vidual programs to reflect the adequacy
of supplies of some equipment and the
need for continued expansion in other

Chart 4.—Percentage Change in
Manufacturers' I n v e n t o r i e s ,
Third Quarter 1944 from Fourth
Quarter 1943 1

Chart 5.—Munitions Production
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types. The net result of such shifts, as
stated above, has been to hold the over-
all volume of output steady.

Expansion in aircraft output contin-
ued through the first quarter of 1944, but
the slightly downward tendency since
has resulted from the adequate supply
of most types of planes, rather than pro-
duction difficulties which were the lim-
iting factors in the earlier periods. The
few types of planes which are still sched-
uled for increases continue to move
ahead.

Ships and communications and elec-
tronics equipment have followed about
the same pattern—output of both cate-
gories being relatively steady so far in
1944 at a volume slightly below the
fourth quarter 1943 rate. Within the
ships programs emphasis has been
shifted in the merchant type from the
Liberty to the Victory model, and the
combat loaders; in the naval program
from the antisubmarine vessels in 1943
to the landing craft, with the combat

vessels receiving as much pressure as
possible throughout all the period.

The decline in the gun and fire-con-
trol program indicates the decreasing
pressure for many of these weapons as
requirements were filled. The heavy
guns are those now sought in increasing
amounts. The ammunition program is
a composite of many types in which re-
quired rates of output vary widely. Some
types have been cut back sharply from
peak rates, while the output of others is
being increased to match stepped-up re-
quirements. The difficult current am-
munition programs are in heavy shells
and some bombs, and here the difficulties
result from the rapid rate of expansion
set forth in the schedule.

Considerable progress was achieved in
the third quarter in increasing the out-
put of critically needed combat items.
The War Production Board reported that
production of several types of combat
goods, listed as subject to special expe-
diting action at the start of the quarter,
rose substantially in the succeedingDigitized for FRASER 
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months. These included heavy-duty
tires, heavy-heavy trucks, superbombers,
and large caliber artillery ammunition.

In some cases the favorable results
were obtained through intensive drives
to break the bottlenecks, including the
channeling of increased labor forces to
those plants still requiring an increase.
That the desired output was not in all
instances achieved was due in part to
continuing shortages of essential parts
as, for example, forgings and castings in
the heavy-heavy truck program, and
smokeless-powder ingredients and brass
tubing in large caliber ammunition.

Agriculture
Farm marketings in the third quarter

were lower than in the peak first two
quarters of 1944. The high levels of the
first 6 months resulted almost entirely
from a 15-percent expansion in live-
stock marketings. It was the shifts in
these products that was responsible for
the drop in cash income in July and
likewise for its rise in August.

The fact is that 1944 will be a banner
year from the standpoint of yield and
that farm income will continue at high
totals. The Nation's crop prospects this
autumn indicate that the second largest
aggregate output on record is in sight,
4 percent above that of last year.

It follows that crop marketings will
be maintained during the remainder of
the year at the levels of the first three
quarters. Indeed, since prospects are
that the 1944 crops are within 2 percent
of the 1942 records, and, in view of the
favorable conditions which have contin-
ued, it appears that the physical volume
of farm marketings and farm income
may exceed previous records.

The volume of livestock marketings on
a seasonally adjusted basis, is likely to
show a moderate decline in the fourth
quarter from the high volume of the first

Chart 6.—Farm Marketings, Ad-
justed for Seasonal Variation,
and Prices Received by Farmers
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Chart 7.—Percentage Change in Production of Major Crops and in
Livestock on Farms, 1944 from 1943 1
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9 months. This will be due chiefly to a
reduction of approximately one-fourth
in the 1944 spring pig crop from that of
last year which in turn will be reflected
in lower marketings of hogs in the last
quarter.

The volume of this year's farm produc-
tion and its effect on farm marketings
can be seen in chart 7. The eight major
crops and two livestock classes shown
represent well over one-half of the total
volume of agricultural production. The
wheat crop, indicated at 1.1 billion bush-
els, an increase of 33 percent, will be the
largest ever harvested and the second
billion-bushel crop in United States his-
tory. The prospective corn crop will be
second only to the record set in 1942; a
4-percent increase in other feed grains
(oats, barley, and sorghums) will be off-
set by a 2-percent decline in the hay
crop.

The favorable weather which aided
other crops came too late to be of bene-
fit in some of the important potato-pro-
ducing areas and a decline of 19 percent
from last year's better-than-average
crop is indicated. In the deciduous fruit
group—apples, peaches, and pears—an
increase of more than 40 percent is fore-
cast over last year's relatively small crop.
The prospective production of fruits
(deciduous and citrus combined) is ex-
pected to be 10 to 15 percent more than
production in the 1943-44 season.

After increasing for the last 6 years,
the peak in livestock population has been
reached. While the number of cattle on
farms is expected to show only a slight
decline, the number of hogs on farms on
January 1, 1945, is expected to be at least
25 percent, and perhaps 30 percent, below
1944 levels. The reduction in the cur-
rent year's hog crop was largely the re-
sult of (1) the hog-feed price relation-
ships which during the past winter and
spring were less favorable than those
prevailing since late in 1940; and (2) a

very small supply of feed grains in rela-
tion to the number of grain-consuming
animals.

The harvesting of the large grain crop
should go far toward relieving the na-
tional feed situation. Large increases in
livestock and poultry numbers during
1941-43, compared with supplies of feed,
caused grain reserves to be reduced, not-
withstanding the utilization of large
quantities of wheat in the 1942 and 1943
crop years.

The total supply of feed grains (pro-
duction plus carry-over) will be slightly
smaller this year than the 1943-44
supply. However, with reduced livestock
production, particularly hogs, present in-
dications point to 13 to 15 percent fewer
grain consuming animals on farms next
January than a year earlier. Thus, the
supply of feed grains, although smaller
in total, would be about 9 percent larger
per animal than last year.

In achieving this high agricultural
production, government assurances o1
adequate prices covering increases ir
costs of production have played a vita
role. Cost increases on major product;
have not generally been reflected in re
tail ceiling prices, the latter having beei
held down by the use of subsidies. Ac
cording to recent estimates of the Offic
of Price Administration, current ex
penditures under the various food sub
sidy programs are running at a rate c
1.3 billion dollars a year. Put in per
spective, this sum is equivalent to abov
4 percent of current consumers ex
penditures for foods and less than 2 pel
cent of Federal war expenditures.

Almost three-quarters of these cos
are incurred under the dairy and mes
subsidy programs. Increased feed pric<
and labor costs to dairy farmers are r<
suiting in payments of approximate
400 million dollars a year to help ke<
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